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About This Book
This book, Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Reference, provides a detailed description
of each public construct in the Objectivity/C++ programming interface.
Objectivity/C++ enables a C++ application to create, store, and manipulate
persistent data in an Objectivity/DB federated database.
You should use this book in conjunction with Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Guide,
which describes the various tasks an application can perform with the
programming interface.
Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Reference contains reference descriptions for the
portion of the Objectivity/C++ programming interface that should be used in
applications that access a placement-managed federated database.
NOTE

If you are maintaining older applications must use explicit placement techniques
to access non-placement-managed federated databases, you can refer to an
earlier version of this book, along with the supplemental book Objectivity/C++
Backward Compatibility, which are available on Objectivity Developer Network.
Objectivity/DB Active Schema extensions to the Objectivity/C++ interface are
described in the Objectivity/DB Active Schema for C++ book.

Audience
This book assumes that you know how to program in C++.
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About This Book

Organization
■

The chapter “Objectivity/C++ Programming Interface” describes the
interface’s naming conventions and provides an overview of the public
classes and global names defined by Objectivity/C++.

■

The chapter “Functions, Types, and Constants” provides detailed
descriptions of the Objectivity/C++ global functions, macros, types, and
constants.

■

Each subsequent chapter describes an Objectivity/C++ class, providing
detailed descriptions of its public methods. The chapters are grouped
according to namespace; within each namespace, they are in alphabetical
order by class name.

■

Four indexes allow you to look up information:
❐

“Topic Index” lists the topics that are presented in this book.

❐

“Classes Index” contains an alphabetical list of classes, with methods
and data members under each class.

❐

“Methods, Functions, and Macros Index” contains an alphabetical list of
all methods, global functions, and macros.

❐

“Types, Constants, and Data Members Index” lists non-class types,
constants, and public data members.

Conventions and Abbreviations
Navigation
In the online version of this book, table of contents entries, index entries,
cross-references, and underlined text are hypertext links.

Typographical Conventions
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cd

Command, literal parameter, code sample, filename, pathname,
output on your screen, or Objectivity-defined identifier

installDir

Variable element (such as a filename or a parameter) for which you
must substitute a value

Browse FD

Graphical user-interface label for a menu item or button

lock server

New term, book title, or emphasized word

Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Reference

Abbreviations

Abbreviations
(administration)

Feature intended for database administration tasks

(HA)

Feature of the Objectivity/DB High Availability product

(ODMG)

Feature conforming to the Object Database Management Group
interface

Command Syntax Symbols
[...]

Optional item. You may either enter or omit the enclosed item.

{…}

Item that can be repeated.

...|...

Alternative items. You should enter only one of the items separated
by this symbol.

(…)

Logical group of items. The parentheses themselves are not part of
the command syntax; do not type them.

Command and Code Conventions
In code examples or commands, the continuation of a long line is indented.
Omitted code is indicated with the ellipsis (…) symbol. “Enter” refers to the
standard key (labeled either Enter or Return) for terminating a line of input.

Getting Help
The Objectivity Developer Network provides technical information and
resources, such as tutorials, documentation, FAQs, code examples, and sample
applications. You can also access information about supported platforms and
compilers. The Developer Network is found at:
http://support.objectivity.com
You can log onto your existing customer account from this location. Your
customer account gives you access to product downloads and information about
known bugs and bug fixes. Contact Customer Support if you need a login.

Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Reference
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How to Reach Objectivity Customer Support
You can contact Customer Support by:
■

Telephone: Call 1.408.992.7100 or 1.800.SOS.OBJY (1.800.767.6259) Monday
through Friday between 6:00 A.M. and 6:00 P.M. Pacific Time, and ask for
Customer Support.
The toll-free 800 number can be dialed only within the 48 contiguous states of
the United States and Canada.

■

Fax: Send a fax to Objectivity at 1.408.992.7171.

■

Email: Send electronic mail to help@objectivity.com.

Before You Call
Please be ready to submit the following information:
■

Your name, company name, address, telephone number, fax number, and
email address

■

Detailed description of the problem

■

Information about your workstation, including the type of workstation, its
operating system version, and compiler or interpreter

■

Information about your Objectivity products, including the version of the
Objectivity/DB libraries

You can use the Objectivity/DB oosupportinfo tool to obtain information
about your workstation and your Objectivity products.

10
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Objectivity/C++ Programming Interface
The Objectivity/C++ programming interface enables an application to represent
Objectivity/DB objects and to manage the interaction between an application
and Objectivity/DB. The Objectivity/C++ programming interface also has
several extensions that are available when you purchase the corresponding
add-on products.
This chapter provides:

NOTE

■

A list of the extensions to the core Objectivity/C++ programming interface.

■

Descriptions of naming and usage conventions within the interface.

■

An overview of the Objectivity/C++ programming constructs, according to
their intended use.

This book describes the portion of the Objectivity/C++ programming interface
that should be used in applications that access placement-managed federated
databases.
If you are maintaining older applications that must use explicit placement
techniques to access non-placement-managed federated databases, you can refer
to a version of this book from an earlier release, along with the supplemental
book Objectivity/C++ Backward Compatibility. These earlier books are available on
Objectivity Developer Network.
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Interface Conventions
This section describes the naming and usage conventions of the various
programming constructs within the Objectivity/C++ programming interface.

Naming Conventions
The names of many Objectivity/C++ programming constructs begin with a
prefix.
Item

Prefix

Description

Classes and
non-class types

oo

Prefix for classnames and most typenames in the
global namespace.

Constants

ooc

Prefix for names of constants. The “c” indicates
“constant.”

Macros and
functions

oo

Prefix for names of macros and functions in the global
namespace.

Methods of ooObj

oo

Prefix for many method names defined in class ooObj.

Multiple words in a name are indicated by mixed case—for example,
ooEventListener or ObjectQualifier.
The name appClass is used to represent the name of any application-defined
class; appClass also appears in the name of each parameterized class that is
generated for an application-defined class—for example, ooItr(appClass) is
the name of the object-iterator class that is generated for the class appClass.

Namespaces
Most classes in the Objectivity/C++ programming interface are declared in the
global namespace, but some are declared in an Objectivity/C++-specific
namespace, such as:
■
objy::placement
■
objy::query
■

objy::ra

■

objy::tool

A class’s namespace qualification, if any, is shown at the beginning of the
description for the class.

12
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Functions, Macros, Types, and Constants

Functions, Macros, Types, and Constants
The Objectivity/C++ programming interface includes functions, macros, types,
and constants that are defined in the global scope; they are described in detail in
“Functions, Types, and Constants” on page 25.
The functions and macros are listed in the index on page 863. They are used for
administrative operations on the federated database and for creating and
deleting objects.
The types, constants, and variables are listed in the index on page 881. They are
used by Objectivity/C++ classes.
For additional information on global names, see Objectivity/C++ Backward
Compatibility.

Classes
The classes in the Objectivity/C++ programming interface can be grouped as
follows:
■

Classes for application objects, which control the application’s interaction
with federated databases

■

Classes for Objectivity/DB objects

■

Handle classes

■

Object-reference classes

■

Classes that can be used as types for attributes of persistent objects

■

Iterator classes

■

Classes to support object qualification

Detailed descriptions of the classes appear in alphabetical order by class name
(without namespace qualification, if any).
In general, each class is described in its own chapter. However, descriptions for
multiple classes are combined in the same chapter, in the following cases:
■

All exception classes are described in alphabetical order in a single chapter
called “Exception Classes”.

■

A handle class ooHandle(className) and the corresponding
object-reference class ooRef(className) are combined in a single chapter
called ooRefHandle(className).
For example, the classes ooHandle(ooObj) and ooRef(ooObj) are
described in one chapter called “ooRefHandle(ooObj) Classes”.

The classes are listed alphabetically in “Classes Index” on page 851, with
methods listed under each class. Methods of classes are listed alphabetically by
method name in the index on page 863.

Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Reference
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Handle and Object-Reference Parameters
Objectivity/C++ programming interface considers handles and object references
to be syntactically interchangeable. Because of implicit type conversion,
Objectivity/C++ functions can accept a handle wherever an object reference is
expected, and vice versa:
■

You can specify a variable of type ooRef(className) to a function that
accepts a parameter of type const ooHandle(className) &.

■

You can specify a variable of type ooHandle(className) to a function that
accepts a parameter of type const ooRef(className) &.

In some cases, function overloading is used to achieve the same effect—that is,
the function has one declaration that expects a handle, and a second declaration
that expects an object reference.
NOTE

When two declarations of an overloaded function are the same except for a
parameter for specifying a handle or an object reference, they are collapsed into a
single declaration, and the parameter type is given as the abbreviation
ooRefHandle(className).

Internal Database Format
New and rebuilt Objectivity/C++ applications can access federated databases
that were created with earlier (pre-Release 9.0) Objectivity/DB releases. Such
earlier federated databases use a different internal database format than
federated databases created with Objectivity/DB Release 9.0 (or later).
In general, the internal database format is transparent to applications. However,
the behavior of a few operators, global functions, and methods differs depending
on the internal database format of the federated database being accessed.
For complete information about how Objectivity/C++ applications work with
pre-Release 9.0 system databases and databases, see Objectivity/C++ Backward
Compatibility.
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Interface Alternatives
This section summarizes the application tasks that can be implemented using
either the standard mechanisms of the Objectivity/C++ programming interface
or the alternative mechanisms that exist only for backward compatibility.

Error Handling
Objectivity/C++ supports two styles of error handling:
■

Exception-handling, where your application catches exceptions thrown by
your Objectivity/C++ methods and functions.

■

Status-based error-handling, where your application tests for status codes of
type ooStatus returned by your Objectivity/C++ functions. ooStatus is
supported for backward compatibility only.

In most Objectivity/C++ applications, methods and functions respond to error
conditions by throwing exceptions. For details on using exceptions, see
Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Guide and “Exception Classes” on page 57 in this
book.
Certain legacy applications may use status-based error-handling, as described in
Objectivity/C++ Backward Compatibility.
NOTE

The global type ooStatus is part of status-based error-handling, but it is
described in this book because many standard methods and global functions
support both types of error-handling and therefore have a return type of
ooStatus.

Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Reference
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Reference Summary
The tables in the following subsections present an overview of the
Objectivity/C++ programming constructs, according to their intended use.

Applications

16

Initialization and Shutdown of
Applications and Threads

ooObjy class static members
ooLocalThread class

Settings for the Application

ooAMSUsage type
ooObjy class static members

Access to Federated Databases

ooConnection class

Objectivity/DB Operating
Environment

ooSession class
ooLocalSessionUse class
ooSessionData class

Transaction Services

ooMode type
ooIndexMode type
ooDowngradeMode type
ooUpdateIndexes function
ooSession class members
ooTransactionListener class

Performance Monitoring

ooStatistics class
ooInternalStatistics class
ooLogListener class
ooEventListener class
ooObjy class static members
ooSession class members

Performance Tuning

ooTuner class
ooEnvironmentBasedTuner class
ooObjy class static members
ooConnection class members
ooSession class members

Objectivity/C++ Exceptions

ooException class and derived classes
ooErrorInfo type
ooErrorLevel type
ooConflictInfo type
ooLockStatEntry type
ooResourceType type
ooMsgHandlerPtr type

Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Reference
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Administration of Federated
Databases

Federated Database

objy::tool::Tool class
objy::tool::ToolParameters class
objy::tool::ToolOutputSink class
ooFileNameFormat type
ooRefHandle(ooFDObj) class members

Application-Defined Functions

ooConvertFunction type
ooMsgHandlerPtr type
ooNameHashFuncPtr type
ooSession class members

Federated Database
Representing

ooFDObj class
ooHandle(ooFDObj) class
ooRef(ooFDObj) class

Accessing

ooMode type
ooLockMode type

Persistent Objects
General-Purpose

ooObj class
ooHandle(ooObj) class
ooRef(ooObj) class
ooItr(ooObj) class

Application-Defined

appClass classes
ooHandle(appClass) classes
ooRef(appClass) classes
ooItr(appClass) classes

Placement

objy::placement::Conditions

Scalable Persistent
Collections

ooCollection class
ooTreeBasedCollection class
ooTreeListX class
ooTreeSetX class
ooTreeMapX class
ooHashBasedCollection class
ooHashSetX class
ooHashMapX class
ooCollectionIterator class
ooCompare class

Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Reference
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Nonscalable Persistent
Collections

Handles and Object References

ooMap class
ooMapElem class
ooMapItr class
ooNameHashFuncPtr type

Miscellaneous Operations
Accessing

ooMode type
ooLockMode type

Deleting

ooDelete function
ooDeleteNoProp function

Getting Class Information

ooTypeN macro
ooTypeNumber type
ooTypeName function

Object Conversion

ooConvertFunction type
ooConvertInObject class
ooConvertInOutObject class
ooRefHandle(ooFDObj) class members
ooSession class members

Sizing Association Arrays

ooDefaultAssocArray class
ooInlineVArray class

Handles and Object References
Handles

ooHandle(ooFDObj) class
ooHandle(ooObj) class
ooHandle(appClass) classes

Object References

ooRef(ooFDObj) class
ooRef(ooObj) class
ooRef(appClass) classes

Iterators
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Object Iterators

ooItr(appClass) classes
ooItr(ooObj) class

Name-Map Iterators

ooMapItr class

Scalable-Collection Iterators

ooCollectionIterator class

Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Reference
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Object Qualification

Object Qualification
Using Indexes

ooIndexMode type
ooUpdateIndexes function

Qualifying Individual Objects

objy::query::ObjectQualifier class

Navigation Query
Performing a
Navigation Query

objy::ra::navigation namespace
Navigator class
Guide class
NavigationResultHandler class
objy::ra namespace
PathStep class
Path class
GraphView class
objy::ra::policies namespace
NavigationPolicy class
objy::ra::navigation::qualifiers namespace
ObjectIdQualifier class
PredicateQualifier class
CustomQualifier class

Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Reference
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Common Data Types
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Primitive Data Types

ooInt8 type
ooInt16 type
ooInt32 type
ooInt64 type
ooUInt8 type
ooUInt16 type
ooUInt32 type
ooUInt64 type
ooFloat32 type
ooFloat64 type
ooChar or char type
ooChar16 type
ooChar32 type
ooBoolean type

Strings

ooVString class
ooUtf8String class
ooUtf16String class
ooUtf32String class
ooStringT<N> class

Variable-Size Arrays (VArrays)

ooVArrayT<element_type> classes
ooTVArrayT<element_type> classes

Object References

ooRef(appClass) classes
ooRef(ooObj) class
ooId class

Dates and Times

ooDate class
ooTime class
ooDateTime class
ooInterval class

Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Reference
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Common Data Types

Java Compatibility
Strings

ooUtf8String class

Dates and Times

oojDate class
oojTime class
oojTimestamp class

Arrays

oojArrayOfInt8 class
oojArrayOfInt16 class
oojArrayOfInt32 class
oojArrayOfInt64 class
oojArrayOfFloat class
oojArrayOfDouble class
oojArrayOfCharacter class
oojArrayOfBoolean class
oojArrayOfObject class
oojString class

Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Reference
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Common Data Types
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Global Namespace
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Global Namespace

24
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Functions, Types, and Constants
Objectivity/C++ global names include functions, macros, types, constants, and
variables defined in the global scope.
See:
■

“Reference Index” on page 27 for an alphabetical list of global names

■

“Reference Descriptions” on page 30 for individual descriptions

Global Types
Objectivity/C++ global (non-class) types include:
■

Primitive data types

■

Types that define constants used by various Objectivity/C++ functions

■

Function-pointer types that define, for instance, the syntax for
application-defined message handling, and object conversion functions

Primitive Type Names
An alternate name exists for most of the primitive data types. Many of these
types have equivalent names in the Object Database Management Group
(ODMG) standard. The type name, alternate name, and ODMG name for a given
primitive type can be used interchangeably. The following table summarizes the
primitive types and their names. For more information about primitive types, see
Objectivity/C++ Data Definition Language.

25
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Category

Type Name

Integer

Floating point

Character

Boolean

Global Constants

Alternate
Name

ODMG Name

Brief Description

ooInt8

int8

(None)

8-bit signed integer type

ooUInt8

uint8

d_Octet

8-bit unsigned integer type

ooInt16

int16

d_Short

16-bit signed integer type

ooUInt16

uint16

d_UShort

16-bit unsigned integer type

ooInt32

int32

d_Long

32-bit signed integer type

ooUInt32

uint32

d_ULong

32-bit unsigned integer type

ooInt64

int64

(None)

64-bit signed integer type

ooUInt64

uint64

(None)

64-bit unsigned integer type

ooFloat32

float32

d_Float

32-bit floating-point type

ooFloat64

float64

d_Double

64-bit floating-point type

ooChar

char

d_Char

8-bit character type

ooChar16

(None)

(None)

16-bit character type

ooChar32

(None)

(None)

32-bit character type

ooBoolean

(None)

d_Boolean

8-bit true or false value

Global Constants
Many Objectivity/C++ types define global constants that are used as values of
the corresponding type. For example, the Boolean type ooBoolean defines the
constants oocTrue and oocFalse, which represent the Boolean values true and
false, respectively. The reference descriptions in this chapter list such constants
under the type to which they belong.
Objectivity/C++ defines additional global constants that are used to specify
integer values. These constants serve the following purposes:
■

26

Wait options specify whether and how long a transaction or session pool
should wait when it is unable to perform a requested action. The wait-option
constants specify symbolic waiting periods (for example, don’t wait or wait
indefinitely). They can be used in place of an explicit waiting period (a
number of seconds) as the integer value that encodes the desired waiting
behavior.
Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Reference
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Reference Index

These integer constants that do not belong to any Objectivity/C++ type are
grouped together by purpose in the reference descriptions in this chapter. For
example, all the wait-option constants are described under the “Wait Options”
heading.

Reference Index
char

See ooChar

ooAccessMode

Type for specifying which attributes an iterator can test
in a predicate query.

ooAMSUsage

(administration) Type for specifying how an application
uses the Advanced Multithreaded Server (AMS) as
data-server software on remote hosts.

ooBoolean

Objectivity/C++ Boolean type.

ooChar

Objectivity/C++ 8-bit character type.

ooChar16

Objectivity/C++ 16-bit character type.

ooChar32

Objectivity/C++ 32-bit character type.

ooConflictInfo

Type for representing a lock conflict that caused a lock
request to fail.

ooConvertFunction

Function-pointer type for application-defined
conversion functions.

ooDelete

Removes the persistent object that is referenced by the
specified handle, propagating deletion along all
associations that have delete propagation enabled.

ooDeleteNoProp

Removes only the persistent object that is referenced
by the specified handle, without removing any
associated objects.

ooDiskFormat

Type for representing a supported Objectivity/DB
architecture, usually to specify the disk format of
storage pages created by an application.

ooDowngradeMode

Type for specifying how update locks are treated when
checkpointing a transaction with a commit-and-hold
operation.

Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Reference
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Reference Index

ooErrorInfo

Type for representing an exception-information
structure, which describes an error signaled by
Objectivity/DB that results in a thrown Objectivity/C++
exception.

ooErrorLevel

Type for specifying the severity level of errors signaled
by the Objectivity/DB kernel.

ooErrorLineLength

Sets the maximum line length for error messages
before wrapping occurs or returns the current line
length setting.

ooFileNameFormat

(administration) Type for specifying the output format of
filenames.

ooFloat32

Objectivity/C++ 32-bit floating-point type.

ooFloat64

Objectivity/C++ 64-bit floating-point type.

ooGetPermitReadAhead

Tests whether the application enables an I/O
read-ahead thread, which can improve performance
when iterating over ordered collections or performing
scan operations.

ooGetPermitSparseDbFiles Tests whether the application allows database files to
grow as sparse files or as nonsparse files.

28

ooHandleMode

Type for specifying how open handles are treated when
a transaction is aborted.

ooIndexMode

Type for specifying whether and when indexes are
updated after persistent objects of an indexed class are
created or key-field values are modified.

ooInfoFormat

Type for specifying the output format for the information
captured in a session snapshot, which represents the
state of an application in the current session.

ooInlineAssociation

Gets a reference to a source object’s
association-specific array for the desired to-many inline
association.

ooInt8

Objectivity/C++ 8-bit signed integer type.

ooInt16

Objectivity/C++ 16-bit signed integer type.

ooInt32

Objectivity/C++ 32-bit signed integer type.

ooInt64

Objectivity/C++ 64-bit signed integer type.

ooLockMode

Type for specifying how to lock an Objectivity/DB
object.

Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Reference
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Reference Index

ooLockStatEntry

Type for specifying the status of an existing lock that is
causing a lock conflict.

ooLogOptions

Type for specifying logging options, which specify what
information should be recorded by the logging
mechanism.

ooMode

Type specifying the intended level of access to an
Objectivity/DB object or for specifying the
concurrent-access policy for a transaction.

ooMsgHandlerPtr

Function-pointer type for application-defined
message-handler functions.

ooNameHashFuncPtr

Function-pointer type for an application-defined hash
function to be used by instances of ooMap.

ooOpenContainers

Locks the specified objects (and their containers) as a
set in a single operation.

ooPermitReadAhead

Specifies whether to enable a system-managed I/O
read-ahead thread that can improve performance when
iterating over ordered collections or performing scan
operations.

ooPermitSparseDbFiles

Specifies whether to allow database files to grow as
sparse files or as nonsparse files.

ooResourceType

Type for indicating a type of storage object (or
resource) that is involved in some operation.

ooSnapShotInfo

Type for specifying the kind of information to be
captured in a session snapshot, which represents the
state of an application in the current session.

ooSortOrder

Type for specifying the order in which to write the
information captured in a session snapshot, which
represents the state of an application in the current
session.

ooStatus

(For backward compatibility only) General return type
for Objectivity/C++ methods and global functions.

ooTransId

Unique identifier for a transaction.

ooTypeN

Gets the type number of the specified class.

ooTypeName

Gets the name of the specified class.

ooTypeNumber

Type number of a class in the ooObj inheritance
hierarchy.
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ooUInt8

Objectivity/C++ 8-bit unsigned integer type.

ooUInt16

Objectivity/C++ 16-bit unsigned integer type.

ooUInt32

Objectivity/C++ 32-bit unsigned integer type.

ooUInt64

Objectivity/C++ 64-bit unsigned integer type.

ooUpdateIndexes

Explicitly updates all applicable indexes to reflect a new
or modified persistent object.

ooVoidFuncPtr

Function-pointer type for a function that has no
parameters and that returns no result.

Wait Options

Integer constants that specify whether and how long to
wait.

Reference Descriptions
char

global type
Objectivity/C++ 8-bit character type.
Alternative name for ooChar.

ooAccessMode

global type

Type for specifying which attributes an iterator can test in a predicate query.
Constants

oocPublic

The predicate query tests only public attributes, preserving encapsulation.
oocAll

The predicate query tests all attributes (public, protected, or private). To
preserve encapsulation, you should use this constant only within methods of
the class you are querying.
See also
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global type

(administration) Type for specifying how an application uses the Advanced
Multithreaded Server (AMS) as data-server software on remote hosts.
Constants

oocAMSPreferred

The application uses AMS for remote data access if it is running on the host
that contains the requested data.
oocAMSOnly

The application uses only AMS; an exception is thrown if AMS is not
running on the host that contains the requested data.
oocNoAMS

The application does not use AMS even if it is running on the host that
contains the requested data.
See also

ooObjy::startup

ooBoolean

global type
Objectivity/C++ Boolean type.

Constants

oocTrue

The true value. Its integer value is 1.
oocFalse

The false value. Its integer value is 0.
Discussion

This type is portable across all architectures supported by Objectivity/C++.

ooChar

global type
Objectivity/C++ 8-bit character type. This type is portable across all architectures
supported by Objectivity/C++. This type is also called char.
A persistence-capable class can have a fixed-length string of type char[] (but
not char*) as an attribute. However, if your application needs to interoperate
with Objectivity for Java applications, your persistence-capable classes should
not have attributes that contain fixed-size character arrays (use a
Objectivity/C++ basic string such as ooVString, instead).
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ooChar16

global type
Objectivity/C++ 16-bit character type.
This type is an architecture-independent way of designating a 16-bit character,
and is therefore portable across all architectures supported by Objectivity/C++.
This type is equivalent to the C++ primitive type wchar_t on architectures
where the wchar_t is a 16-bit type.
The ooUtf16String class implements a variable array of ooChar16 elements
encoded in UTF-16.

ooChar32

global type
Objectivity/C++ 32-bit character type.
This type is an architecture-independent way of designating a 32-bit character,
and is therefore portable across all architectures supported by Objectivity/C++.
This type is equivalent to the C++ primitive type wchar_t on architectures
where the wchar_t is a 32-bit type.
The ooUtf32String class implements a variable array of ooChar32 elements in
UTF-32 encoding.

ooConflictInfo

global type

Type for representing a lock conflict that caused a lock request to fail.
struct ooConflictInfo {
ooUInt32 federationID;
ooId oid;
ooMode mode;
unsigned int count;
ooLockStatEntry *pLsEntry;
};
Members

federationID

Identifier of the federated database.
oid

Object identifier of the Objectivity/DB object for which the lock request
failed.
mode

Intended level of access (oocRead or oocUpdate) to the Objectivity/DB
object for which the lock request failed.
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count

Number of entries in the pLsEntry array.
pLsEntry

Array of lock-status entries describing the existing locks that caused the lock
request to fail.
Discussion

A lock conflict occurs when a transaction requests a lock that is incompatible with
one or more existing locks held by one or more other transactions. A lock conflict
causes the requesting function to throw an ooLockConflictException. If you
have enabled the collection of lock-conflict information, a description of the lock
conflict is put in a structure of this type, called a conflict-information structure. You
can obtain a conflict-information structure from the thrown exception, and use it
to access the lock-status entries for the individual conflicting locks.

See also

ooLockStatEntry
ooMode
ooLockConflictException class

ooConvertFunction

global type

Function-pointer type for application-defined conversion functions.
typedef void (*ooConvertFunction)(
const ooConvertInObject &existObj,
ooConvertInOutObj &convObj);
Parameters

existObj

Existing object before it has been converted.
convObj

Existing object after it has been converted.
Discussion

Use ooRefHandle(ooFDObj)::setConversion to register this function to be
invoked automatically on each converted object of a changed class. You can have
no more than one conversion function for each changed persistence-capable class,
and the function must not access any other persistent object.

See also

ooRefHandle(ooFDObj)::setConversion

ooDelete

global function
Removes the persistent object that is referenced by the specified handle,
propagating deletion along all associations that have delete propagation enabled.
ooStatus ooDelete(ooRefHandle(ooObj) &object);
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object

Object reference or handle to the persistent object to be deleted. The object
may have other open handles to it.
Returns

oocSuccess if successful; otherwise oocError.

Discussion

Deleting a persistent object:
■

Calls the object’s destructor, if any, before deallocating storage.

■

Deletes all associations from the object to destination objects. If an
association has delete propagation enabled, the destination objects are
deleted as well. See “Requesting Propagation Operations” in Chapter 3 of
Objectivity/C++ Data Definition Language.

The ooDelete function is equivalent to operator delete, which is available
for each persistence-capable class. However, ooDelete is recommended because
it is simpler to use.
The deleted object is automatically removed from any bidirectional associations
to maintain referential integrity. The delete operation must therefore be able to
obtain an update lock on every object that is bidirectionally associated with the
deleted object. If another persistent object references the deleted object through a
unidirectional association or in one of its attributes, you are responsible for
removing that reference.
See also

ooDeleteNoProp

ooDeleteNoProp

global function

Removes only the persistent object that is referenced by the specified handle,
without removing any associated objects.
ooStatus ooDeleteNoProp(ooRefHandle(ooObj) &object);
Parameters

object

Object reference or handle to the persistent object to be deleted. This object
may have other open handles to it.
Returns

oocSuccess if successful; otherwise oocError.

Discussion

This function is identical to ooDelete, except that it does not propagate deletion,
even along associations that have delete propagation enabled. Thus, only the
specified object is deleted.
The deleted object is automatically removed from any bidirectional associations
to maintain referential integrity. The operation must therefore be able to obtain
an update lock on every object that is bidirectionally associated with a deleted
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object. If another persistent object references the deleted object through a
unidirectional association or in one of its attributes, you are responsible for
removing that reference.
See also

ooDelete

ooDiskFormat

global type

Type for representing a supported Objectivity/DB architecture, usually to specify
the disk format of storage pages created by an application.
Constants

ooc_unixArchitectureName

UNIX architecture with the Objectivity/DB string name
unixArchitectureName. For example, the ooc_solaris7 constant
identifies the supported UNIX architecture with the string name solaris7.
You can obtain a list of the recognized string names for all architectures by
running the administration tool objy ConvertFormat -help. This
information is also available in the installation and configuration
documentation on the Objectivity Developer Network.
ooc_win32

32-bit Windows architecture.
ooc_win64

64-bit Windows architecture.
Discussion

Objectivity/DB supports a number of architectures—combinations of hardware,
operating system, and compiler you can use for developing Objectivity/DB
applications. Every Objectivity/DB application is compiled for a particular
client-host architecture, which is the architecture of the client-host on which the
application runs. By default, the client-host architecture of an application
determines the disk format of the storage pages created by that application, where
the disk format of a storage page establishes the conventions governing the binary
representation of all persistent objects on that page. Objectivity/DB defines a
unique disk format for every supported architecture. An application can use the
disk format of a nondefault architecture when adding new storage pages. The
owning architecture of a storage page is the particular architecture for which the
page’s disk format is defined.
For more information about disk formats, see “Disk Format of Storage Pages” in
Chapter 24 of Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Guide.

See also

ooConnection::setObjectCreationDiskFormat
ooObjy::getClientHostArch
ooObjy::diskFormatAddressSize
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ooDowngradeMode

global type

Type for specifying how update locks are treated when checkpointing a
transaction with a commit-and-hold operation.
Constants

oocNoDowngrade

All locks obtained during the transaction are preserved as is.
oocDowngradeAll

All update locks obtained during the transaction are downgraded to read
locks (MROW read locks if the transaction is an MROW transaction, and
normal read locks otherwise), thereby improving concurrency.
See also

ooSession::checkpoint

ooErrorInfo

global type
Type for representing an exception-information structure, which describes an error
signaled by Objectivity/DB that results in a thrown Objectivity/C++ exception.
struct ooErrorInfo {
ooUInt32 errorN;
char *message;
ooErrorLevel errorLevel;
const char *functionContext;
ooId objectContext;
};

Members

errorN

Integer identifier for a signaled error.
message

String description of a signaled error.
errorLevel

Severity level of a signaled error.
functionContext

The name of the Objectivity/C++ function that resulted in the signaled error.
objectContext

The identifier of an object that is associated with the signaled error. The
object identifier appears in message.
Discussion
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derived classes. The session in which the exception was thrown maintains an array
of exception-information structures, one for each signaled error leading up to the
thrown exception. The order of these structures in the array is the order in which
the Objectivity/DB kernel signaled the errors.
You obtain an exception-information structure by calling the errorInfo method
of a caught exception, getting each of the returned array’s elements, and then
accessing the element’s members to get the error’s identifying number, level of
severity, descriptive message, and so on.
See also

ooException class
ooKernelException class

ooErrorLevel

global type

Type for specifying the severity level of errors signaled by the Objectivity/DB
kernel.
Constants

oocNoError

Indicates an event with no severity level.
oocWarning

Indicates an abnormal event. No action should be taken beyond notifying the
user of the condition.
oocUserError

Indicates a nonfatal user error detected directly by the programming
interface. Such errors can be directly attributable to the application
programmer—for example, inconsistent user data passed to the
programming interface.
oocSystemError

Indicates a nonfatal system error detected by an Objectivity/DB operation, or
a nonfatal user error that slipped through the consistency checks in the
programming interface. In-depth analysis is usually required to determine
whether the error is attributable to Objectivity/DB or to the user.
oocFatalError

Indicates the most severe type of error that can occur in the system. Such
errors are signaled when Objectivity/DB detects an unrecoverable internal
inconsistency that might have already caused data corruption. An
application should respond to such errors by aborting the active transaction
and shutting down as quickly as possible.
Discussion

Objectivity/C++ exceptions are thrown for signaled errors whose severity level is
either oocUserError or oocSystemError. When a warning or fatal error occurs,
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no exception is thrown; instead, the error’s message is written by the currently
registered message handler.
See also

ooErrorInfo

ooErrorLineLength

global function

Sets the maximum line length for error messages before wrapping occurs or
returns the current line length setting.
int ooErrorLineLength(int newValue = 0);
Parameters

newValue

Integer that sets the maximum line length for error messages. If you omit this
parameter or specify 0, the current line length is returned.
Returns

The current maximum line length if newValue is omitted or set to 0. When
newValue is set to a new, non-zero integer, returns the value that was previously
set for newValue.

Discussion

The line length is applied to message strings before they are passed to the current
message handler with the reportErrors method. The line length also applies to
the display of warnings and fatal errors and to error reporting when exceptions are
not enabled.

See also

ooErrorInfo
ooMsgHandlerPtr

ooFileNameFormat

global type

(administration) Type for specifying the output format of filenames.
Constants

oocNative

Specify filenames as full pathnames—for example,
/net/mach3/usr/mnt/project/myfd.FDDB.
oocHostLocal

Specify filenames in host format hostName::localPath—for example,
mach3::/mnt/fred/project/myfd.FDDB.
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ooFloat32

global type
Objectivity/C++ 32-bit floating-point type.

ooFloat64

global type
Objectivity/C++ 64-bit floating-point type.

ooGetPermitReadAhead

global function

Tests whether the application enables an I/O read-ahead thread, which can
improve performance when iterating over ordered collections or performing scan
operations.
bool ooGetPermitReadAhead();
Returns

true if the I/O read-ahead thread is enabled; otherwise false.

See also

ooPermitReadAhead

ooGetPermitSparseDbFiles

global function

Tests whether the application allows database files to grow as sparse files or as
nonsparse files.
bool ooGetPermitSparseDbFiles();
Returns

true if database files are permitted to grow as sparse files; otherwise false.

See also

ooPermitSparseDbFiles

ooHandleMode

global type

Type for specifying how open handles are treated when a transaction is aborted.
Constants

oocHandleToNull

All open handles are set to null.
oocHandleToOID

All open handles are closed, which invalidates their pointers, but preserves
the object identifiers they contain.
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ooIndexMode

global type

Type for specifying whether and when indexes are updated after persistent
objects of an indexed class are created or key-field values are modified.
Constants

oocInsensitive

All applicable indexes are updated automatically when the transaction
commits.
oocSensitive

All applicable indexes are updated automatically when the next predicate
scan is performed in the transaction or, if no scans are performed, when the
transaction commits. This value allows you to change indexed objects and
then scan them in the same transaction using any applicable index.
oocExplicitUpdate

Applicable indexes are updated only by explicit calls to the
ooUpdateIndexes function.
See also

ooUpdateIndexes
ooSession::begin
ooSession::defaultIndexMode
ooSession::setDefaultIndexMode

ooInfoFormat

global type

Type for specifying the output format for the information captured in a session
snapshot, which represents the state of an application in the current session.
Constants

oocReadable

Specifies plain text.
oocCSV

Specifies a comma-separated values format.
See also
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global macro

Gets a reference to a source object’s association-specific array for the desired
to-many inline association.

Parameters

1.

ooInlineVArray &ooInlineAssociation(
ooHandle(ooObj) sourceObject,
associationName);

2.

ooInlineVArray &ooInlineAssociation(
ooObj *sourceObject,
associationName);

sourceObject

Handle or pointer to a persistent object whose class is the source class of the
inline association.
associationName

Name of the inline association, as it is defined by the class of the specified
source object.
Returns

Reference to the specified association-specific array of class ooInlineVArray.

Discussion

This macro returns a reference to an in-memory proxy for the array, even if the
array has not yet been allocated on disk for this object. You can use this reference
to call methods that manage the array’s size.

See also

ooInlineVArray class

“Storage Requirements for Associations” in Chapter 3 of Objectivity/C++ Data
Definition Language

ooInt8

global type
Objectivity/C++ 8-bit signed integer type. Values of this primitive type range
from -128 to +127. This type is portable across all architectures supported by
Objectivity/C++.

ooInt16

global type
Objectivity/C++ 16-bit signed integer type. Values of this primitive type may
range from -32,768 to +32,767. This type is portable across all architectures
supported by Objectivity/C++.
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ooInt32

global type
Objectivity/C++ 32-bit signed integer type. Values of this primitive type may
range from -2,147,483,648 to +2,147,483,647. This type is portable across all
architectures supported by Objectivity/C++.

ooInt64

global type
Objectivity/C++ 64-bit signed integer type. Values of this primitive type may
range from -(263) to +263–1. This type is portable across all architectures
supported by Objectivity/C++.

ooLockMode

global type

Type for specifying how to lock an Objectivity/DB object.
Constants

oocLockRead

The object is locked for read. Other processes may also obtain read locks on
the object. If all read locks on an object were obtained within multiple reader,
one writer (MROW) transactions, another process may obtain an update lock;
however, if a read lock on an object was obtained within a standard
(non-MROW) transaction, no other process may obtain an update lock.
oocLockUpdate

The object is locked for update. No other process may obtain an update lock
on the object. A process running an MROW transaction may obtain a read
lock on the object; a process running a standard (non-MROW) transaction
may not obtain a read lock.

ooLockStatEntry

global type

Type for specifying the status of an existing lock that is causing a lock conflict.
struct ooLockStatEntry {
char *hostName;
ooUInt32 userID;
ooInt32 processID;
ooTransId transactionID;
ooResourceType resourceType;
ooId oid;
ooLockMode mode;
};
Members

hostName

Name of the host that is running the process that started the transaction that
holds the conflicting lock.
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userID

Identifier of the user that owns the process that started the transaction that
holds the conflicting lock. (UNIX and Macintosh platforms only).
processID

Identifier of the process that started the transaction that holds the conflicting
lock.
transactionID

Identifier of a transaction that holds the conflicting lock.
resourceType

Type of resource (container, database, or federated database) on which the
conflicting lock is held.
oid

Object identifier of the resource on which the conflicting lock is held.
mode

Type of the conflicting lock (oocLockRead or oocLockUpdate).
Discussion

A lock conflict occurs when a transaction requests a lock that is incompatible with
one or more existing locks held by one or more other transactions. A lock conflict
causes the requesting function to throw an ooLockConflictException. If you
have enabled the collection of lock-conflict information, a description of each
conflicting lock is put in a structure of this type, called a lock-status entry. You can
obtain an array of lock-status entries from the thrown exception’s
conflict-information structure.

See also

ooConflictInfo
ooLockMode
ooResourceType
ooLockConflictException class

ooLogOptions

global type

Type for specifying logging options, which specify what information should be
recorded by the logging mechanism.
Constants

oocLogAll

Enables all logging options.
oocLogMain

Enables main logging.
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oocLogNone

Disables all logging options.
oocLogOther

Enables application-defined log items.
oocLogSession

Enables standard session logging.
oocLogTransactionStatistics

Enables transaction statistics.
oocLogTransactionTiming

Enables transaction timing.
Discussion

Each constant represents a particular logging option. You can represent a
combination of enabled logging options using the bitwise OR (|) of multiple
logging-option constants. For example, the following expression enables both
main logging and session logging:
oocLogMain | oocLogSession

See also

ooObjy::setLoggingOptions

“Objectivity/C++ Logging Mechanism” in Chapter 22 of Objectivity/C++
Programmer’s Guide

ooMode

global type
Type specifying the intended level of access to an Objectivity/DB object or for
specifying the concurrent-access policy for a transaction.

Constants

oocNoOpen

(Used by various open, lookup, and scan operations.) A reference is set to the
object without opening or locking it.
oocRead

(Used by various open, lookup, and scan operations.) The object is opened
only for read.
oocUpdate

(Used by various open, lookup, and scan operations.) The object is opened
for update (read and write).
oocNoMROW

(Used by ooSession::begin.) The standard concurrent-access policy is
activated for the transaction being started.
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oocMROW

(Used by ooSession::begin.) The multiple reader, one writer (MROW)
concurrent-access policy is activated for the transaction being started.

ooMsgHandlerPtr

global type

Function-pointer type for application-defined message-handler functions.
typedef void (*ooMsgHandlerPtr)(
char *message);
Parameters

message

String containing the message to be displayed.
Discussion

A registered message handler is a function that is called by the
Objectivity/DB-defined error handler to write a signaled error’s message to an
output device. Objectivity/DB provides a predefined message handler that is
automatically registered when you start your application. This predefined
message handler prints the message string to the session’s error-message output file.
When the session is created, its error-message output file is initialized to the
standard error device (stderr). You can replace the predefined message handler
by defining a custom message handler and using the session’s regMsgHandler
function to register it.
Your custom message handler must be able to accept the parameter passed to it
by the predefined error handler. Therefore, your message handler must conform
to the calling interface defined by this function-pointer type.
If you simply want to write error messages to a file (instead of stderr), you can
call the setErrorFile method of a session instead of defining a custom message
handler. You typically define a message handler if you prefer not to write error
messages to a file (or to stderr)—for example if you want to display the
message in a dialog box.

NOTE

See also

Only messages for warning and fatal errors are written to the output device;
messages for other levels of error must be obtained from caught exceptions.

ooSession::regMsgHandler
ooSession::setErrorFile
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ooNameHashFuncPtr

global type

Function-pointer type for an application-defined hash function to be used by
instances of ooMap.
typedef ooUInt32 (*ooNameHashFuncPtr)(
const char *name,
ooUInt32 size);
Parameters

name

String name to be hashed.
size

Number of bins in the hash table.
See also

ooMap::set_nameHashFunction

ooOpenContainers

global function

Locks the specified objects (and their containers) as a set in a single operation.
ooStatus ooOpenContainers(
const ooVArrayT<ooRef(ooObj)> &persObjects,
ooMode openMode = oocRead);
Parameters

persObjects

A VArray of object references to the persistent objects to be locked. Any null
object references are ignored. The VArray may contain object references to
multiple objects in the same container.
openMode

Intended level of access to each object:
■

Specify oocRead (the default) to lock each object for read.

■

Specify oocUpdate to lock each object for update.

Returns

oocSuccess if successful; otherwise oocError.

Discussion

This function locks all of the specified objects (and their containers)
atomically—that is, either all are locked, or none is locked (and an exception is
thrown). The persistent objects referenced in the VArray are not opened, although
their containers are (which read the container’s housekeeping information into
memory). The order of the objects in the VArray does not affect the order in which
they are processed.
While the objects are being locked, no other concurrent transaction can access
their containers for update or commit any changes to the objects in those
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containers. This behavior ensures that an MROW transaction obtains versions of
the containers that are consistent with each other. Otherwise, if successive
operations in the transaction were to cause the containers to be accessed
individually, other concurrent transactions could commit updates in some of
these containers (creating more recent versions) between the time the first and
last container in the series was accessed.

ooPermitReadAhead

global function

Specifies whether to enable a system-managed I/O read-ahead thread that can
improve performance when iterating over ordered collections or performing scan
operations.
void ooPermitReadAhead(bool ioThreadOk = false);
Parameters

ioThreadOk

Specify true to request a system-managed I/O read-ahead thread when
performing scan operations and when iterating over ordered collections; specify
false to disable the system-managed I/O read-ahead thread.
Discussion

In parallel with scanning the data on the current page, the I/O read-ahead thread
loads the next data page to be accessed.
The ooPermitReadAhead function can improve performance when advancing
an object iterator that scans for objects of a particular class or when advancing a
scalable object iterator initialized with an ordered collection.

See also

ooGetPermitReadAhead
ooItr(ooObj)::scan

ooPermitSparseDbFiles

global function

Specifies whether to allow database files to grow as sparse files or as nonsparse
files.
void ooPermitSparseDbFiles(bool sparse = true_or_false);
Parameters

sparse

Specify true to permit database files to grow as sparse files; specify false to
grow them as nonsparse files.
Discussion

This function affects how the application adds new storage pages to a database file
when extending a container in the database.
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The default value for this function is optimized for each supported
Objectivity/DB platform (most platforms default to false). To determine the
current value for your platform, use ooGetPermitSparseDbFiles.
■

If the sparse parameter is set to true, database files grow as sparse files.
Sparse files can occupy less disk space than nonsparse files containing the
same application data, but are more likely to be fragmented on disk. If your
platform has the default value of true for ooPermitSparseDbFiles, you
can consider setting ooPermitSparseDbFiles to false, which might slow
down the ingest of new data but potentially increase lookup speed.

■

If sparse is set to false, database files grow as nonsparse files. Nonsparse
files are less likely than sparse files to be fragmented on disk, and can
therefore improve the runtime speed of operations that find and access
objects in the database. If your platform has the default value of false for
ooPermitSparseDbFiles, it is recommended that you retain this value.

When a database file grows as a sparse file, each newly added storage page is
represented by file-system metadata until it is used for storing new persistent
objects. A sparse database file with many unused pages therefore occupies less
disk space than it would if most or all of its pages contained persistent objects.
However, a sparse database file is likely to become fragmented as applications
write new persistent objects on unused storage pages over time, especially when
multiple transactions add objects to different containers of the same database.
When a database file grows as a nonsparse file, the space for each newly added
storage page is reserved on disk. This optimizes the file system’s ability to
allocate contiguous disk space for newly added pages and reduces the likelihood
that a database file will be fragmented. Reducing file fragmentation, in turn, can
significantly improve the runtime speed of operations that access the database’s
persistent objects.
Calls to this function have no effect on container files, which are always grown as
nonsparse files.
NOTE

If you find you get better performance with nonsparse database files, you can
eliminate any file-system metadata in an existing sparse database file by tidying
it; see Objectivity/DB Administration.

ooResourceType

global type

Type for indicating a type of storage object (or resource) that is involved in some
operation.
Constants

oocFederation

Indicates the federated database. The integer value of this constant is 0.
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oocDatabase

Indicates a database. The integer value of this constant is 1.
oocContainer

Indicates a container. The integer value of this constant is 2.
Discussion

This type is used in descriptions of lock conflicts. A lock conflict occurs when a
transaction requests a lock that is incompatible with one or more existing locks
held by one or more other transactions. When the existing locks are described in
lock-status entries, each entry uses a constant of type ooResourceType to indicate
the kind of storage object, or resource, that is locked.

See also

ooLockStatEntry

ooSnapShotInfo

global type

Type for specifying the kind of information to be captured in a session snapshot,
which represents the state of an application in the current session.
Constants

oocAllInfo

Provides all information that can be produced by a snapshot.
oocHeaderInfo

Provides version information about the Objectivity/C++ software, the
current date and time, and the name of the boot file for the federated
database.
oocSessionInfo

Provides the current date and time, session name, session number, current
open mode, current MROW mode, current index mode, information about
waiting for locks, information about server timeout, and the transaction ID.
oocDatabaseInfo

For each open database, provides its OID, lock mode, file descriptor, and
page size.
oocContainersInfo

For each open container, provides its OID, lock mode, free pages, file
descriptor, version number, and states whether or not the container was
modified.
oocCachePagesInfo

For each cached page, provides its OID, free space, pin count, and states
whether or not it was written.
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oocShadowPagesInfo

For each shadow page, provides its OID, old physical page number, and new
physical page number.
oocObjectsInfo

For each open object, provides its OID, open mode, and type number.
oocVarraysInfo

For each open VArray, provides its type number and owning object.
oocPrintRecentPages

Provides information on the contents of the two most recently accessed
logical pages.
oocNoInfo

Specifies that no snapshot information is captured.
Discussion

Each constant represents a particular type of information that can be produced by
the session snapshot. You can represent a combination of enabled options by
combining the corresponding constants with the C++ bitwise OR (|) operator. For
example, the following expression enables both session information and object
information:
oocContainersInfo | oocObjectsInfo

See also

ooInfoFormat
ooSortOrder
snapShot

ooSortOrder

global type

Type for specifying the order in which to write the information captured in a
session snapshot, which represents the state of an application in the current
session.
Constants

oocAscending

Starts with the lowest OID and ends with the highest.
oocDescending

Starts with the highest OID and ends with the lowest.
oocRecent

For cache pages only, starts with the most recently accessed pages and ends
with the least recently accessed pages.
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ooInfoFormat
ooSnapShotInfo
snapShot

ooStatus

global type
(For backward compatibility only) General return type for Objectivity/C++ methods
and global functions.

Constants

oocSuccess

Indicates a successful outcome. Its value is a nonzero integer.
oocError

Indicates that an error occurred. Its value is the integer 0.
Discussion

ooStatus is part of status-based error-handling, which is supported for backward
compatibility, as described in Objectivity/C++ Backward Compatibility. ooStatus
appears in this book because many standard methods and global functions
support both types of error-handling and have a return type of ooStatus.

An application normally catches Objectivity/C++ exceptions, and should
therefore ignore returned status codes. (When a function throws an exception, it
never gets a chance to return the oocError status code.)

ooTransId

global type
Unique identifier for a transaction.

Constants

oocInValidTransId

An invalid transaction identifier. This value is used as the identifier in a
transaction-information structure that indicates the end of an array of
transaction-information structures.
Discussion

Every transaction has a transaction identifier of type ooTransId that uniquely
identifies it to the lock server. Recovery functions use parameters of this type to
identify a transaction of interest. Administration tools such as LockMonitor and
ListWait display transaction identifiers in their output.
When a session is in an active transaction, you can get the transaction identifier
for that transaction by calling the session’s getTransactionID method.

See also

ooSession::getTransactionID
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global macro
Gets the type number of the specified class.
ooTypeNumber ooTypeN(className);

Parameters

className

Name of the class whose type number is to be returned. The specified class
must be either ooObj or derived from ooObj.
Returns

Type number of the class.

Discussion

Every class in the ooObj inheritance hierarchy has a unique type number that
identifies the class within the federated-database schema. You can use this number
to determine whether an object is an instance of a particular class.
An exception is thrown if the specified class is not in the ooObj inheritance
hierarchy.
Because ooTypeN is expanded into a variable name, you cannot use it as a label
in a switch statement; to do so causes a compiler error. However, you can use
ooTypeN as part of a conditional expression in an if-else statement.

Example

This example obtains the type number of a referenced object and tests it against the
type number of several different classes:
ooHandle(Fruit) fruitH;
ooTypeNumber typeNum;
// Set fruitH to reference some kind of fruit
fruitH = …
// Set typeNum to the type number of the referenced fruit
typeNum = fruitH.typeN();
if (typeNum == ooTypeN(Apple)) {
… // perform operation for apples
}
else if (typeNum == ooTypeN(Orange)) {
… // perform operation for oranges
}
else if (fruitH->ooIsKindOf(ooTypeN(Berry))) {
… // perform operation for berries
}

See also

ooTypeNumber
ooObj::ooGetTypeN
ooObj::ooIsKindOf
ooRefHandle(classname)::typeN
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global function

Gets the name of the specified class.
const char *ooTypeName(ooTypeNumber typeN);
Parameters

typeN

Type number of the class whose type name is to be returned. The specified
class must be either ooObj or derived from ooObj.
Returns

String containing the class name that corresponds to the specified type number in
the federated-database schema. A namespace-qualified name (containing at least
one ::) is returned for an application-defined class defined in a C++ namespace.

Discussion

This function returns temporary storage that may be overwritten during
subsequent calls to it or to other functions. You should make a local copy of the
returned string if you intend to use it later in the application.

See also

ooObj::ooGetTypeName
ooRefHandle(classname)::typeName

ooTypeNumber

global type

Type number of a class in the ooObj inheritance hierarchy.
Discussion

The ooObj class and every class that derives from it has a unique type number that
identifies the class within the federated-database schema. You can use this number
to determine whether an object is an instance of a particular class.

See also

ooTypeN
ooObj::ooIsKindOf
ooRefHandle(classname)::typeN

ooUInt8

global type
Objectivity/C++ 8-bit unsigned integer type Values of this primitive type may
range from 0 to +255. This type is portable across all architectures supported by
Objectivity/C++.

ooUInt16

global type
Objectivity/C++ 16-bit unsigned integer type. Values of this primitive type may
range from 0 to +65,535. This type is portable across all architectures supported
by Objectivity/C++.
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ooUInt32

global type
Objectivity/C++ 32-bit unsigned integer type. Values of this primitive type may
range from 0 to +4,294,967,295. This type is portable across all architectures
supported by Objectivity/C++.

ooUInt64

global type
Objectivity/C++ 64-bit unsigned integer type. Values of this primitive type may
range from 0 to +264–1. This type is portable across all architectures supported by
Objectivity/C++.

ooUpdateIndexes

global function

Explicitly updates all applicable indexes to reflect a new or modified persistent
object.
ooStatus ooUpdateIndexes(ooHandle(ooObj) &pHandle);
Parameters

pHandle

Handle to the new or modified object for which indexes are to be updated.
Returns

oocSuccess if successful; otherwise oocError.

Discussion

Every session has an index mode that determines when indexes are to be updated
for objects that are created or changed during a transaction. If a session’s index
mode is set to oocExplicitUpdate, indexes are updated only when you call the
ooUpdateIndexes function. You must call this function once for each indexed
object that is created or modified during the transaction—for example, after you
have created a new object of an indexed class and initialized all its key fields, or
after you have changed any of an existing object’s key-field values. Explicit
updates are recommended for update-intensive applications.

See also

ooIndexMode
ooSession::begin

ooVoidFuncPtr

global type

Function-pointer type for a function that has no parameters and that returns no
result.
typedef void (*ooVoidFuncPtr)(void);
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global constants

Integer constants that specify whether and how long to wait.
Constants

oocNoWait

Do not wait.
oocWait

Wait indefinitely.
Discussion

See also

These constants are used to specify:
■

A session’s lock-wait policy, which determines whether and how long a
session waits for locks when starting a transaction.

■

A session pool’s session-wait policy, which determines whether and how
long a session pool waits for a session to be returned before signaling that it
is unable to satisfy a request for a session.

ooSession::setLockWait
ooConnection::createSessionPool
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This chapter describes the Objectivity/C++ exception classes. See:
■

“Reference Index” on page 57 for an alphabetical list of exception classes

■

“Inheritance Hierarchy” on page 60 for an overview of the hierarchy of
exception classes

■

“Class Descriptions” on page 62 for descriptions of individual classes and
their methods, if any

For detailed usage information, see Chapter 28, “Exceptions,” of Objectivity/C++
Programmer’s Guide.
For information about the backward compatible items in exception classes, see
Objectivity/C++ Backward Compatibility.

Reference Index
ooAlreadyExistException

Signals an attempt to create an Objectivity/DB object that
already exists.

ooArgumentOutOfRangeException

Signals an operation that receives an out-of-range input
value.

ooCacheFullException

Signals a failed attempt to open an object; too many objects
are already pinned in the Objectivity/DB cache.

ooCannotUpgradeLockException

Signals a failed attempt to upgrade a read lock to an update
lock on a container, because the container has been
updated by another transaction after the read lock was
obtained.

ooCommitFailedException

Signals a failed attempt to commit or checkpoint a
transaction.
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ooContainerNotFoundException

Signals a failed attempt to find and open a container, either
because the container never existed or because it has been
deleted. This exception may be thrown by operations that
open a persistent object (and implicitly open the container in
which it resides).

ooDatabaseNotFoundException

Signals a failed attempt to find and open a database, either
because the database never existed or because it has been
deleted.

ooDeadlockException

Signals a lock request that will cause a deadlock between
two transactions, where each transaction is waiting
indefinitely for a resource that is locked by the other.

ooDuplicateSessionPoolName

Signals an attempt to create a session pool with a name that
already exists.

ooException

Abstract base class for all Objectivity/C++ exception
classes. See “Inheritance Hierarchy” on page 60 for a
complete listing of the classes.

ooKernelException

Base class for all Objectivity/C++ exception classes
representing Objectivity/DB kernel errors; instances signal
any kernel errors that are not explicitly signaled by a derived
class.

ooLockConflictException

Signals a failed attempt to obtain a lock due to a lock
conflict.

ooLogOpenFailed

Signals a failed attempt to open a log file.

ooNetworkException

Signals a failure to connect to the lock server or to
data-server software over a network—for example,
because of a network timeout error.

ooNotFoundException

Signals a failed attempt to find and open a persistent object,
either because it never existed or because it has been
deleted from the federated database.

ooNullOperandException

Signals an attempt to compare or perform arithmetic
operations on two objects when one or both are null.

ooObjectNameNotUniqueException

Signals an attempt to assign a scope name that is not
unique within the relevant name scope.

ooObjyAlreadyStarted

Signals an attempt to start ooObjy when it has already been
started.

ooObjyNotStarted

Signals an attempt to get a connection object or initialize or
terminate a thread before starting ooObjy.
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ooObjyShutdown

Signals an attempt to perform an operation with ooObjy
(other than restarting) after shutdown.

ooObjyStarted

Signals an attempt to set logging options after ooObjy has
been started.

ooOutOfContainerPagesException

Signals an attempt to add a logical page to a container that
already has the maximum number of logical pages.

ooOutOfDbIDsException

Signals an attempt to create a database in a federated
database that already has the maximum number of
databases.

ooOutOfDiskSpaceException

Signals a failed attempt to write to an Objectivity/DB file
because the disk is full.

ooOutOfException

Base class for Objectivity/C++ exception classes that
represent errors resulting from insufficient resources.

ooOutOfMemoryException

Signals a failed attempt to allocate virtual memory—for
example, when creating or expanding an Objectivity/DB
cache.

ooOverflowException

Signals an operation that causes a data value stored by an
object to exceed the range representable by the object’s
class.

ooReturningActiveSessionToPool

Signals an attempt to return an attached session to its pool
while it has an active transaction.

ooSessionAlreadyAttached

Signals an attempt to attach to a session that is attached or
joined to any thread, or an attempt to join to a session that
is attached to a thread other than the current thread.

ooSessionAlreadyDetached

Signals an attempt to detach a session that is not attached
to any thread.

ooSessionAttachedToOtherThread

Signals an attempt to operate on a session that is attached
to a thread other than the current thread (delete the session,
detach it, or return it to its pool).

ooSessionDataNotFound

Signals a failed attempt to get session data.

ooSessionException

Abstract base class for Objectivity/C++ exception classes
representing errors that are specific to session-based
control of the application’s interaction with Objectivity/DB.

ooSessionPoolNotFound

Signals a failed attempt to find a specified session pool.

ooThreadAlreadyHasASession

Signals an attempt to attach a thread to a session when the
thread already is attached to a different session.
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ooTimeKindMismatchException

Signals an attempt to compare or perform arithmetic
operations on either two time values or two date-and-time
values that are expressed in different time standards
(Coordinated Universal Time or local time).

ooTooManySessions

Signals an attempt to create a session from a session pool
that has reached its hard limit, and the session-wait timeout
period has expired.

ooTransactionListenerNotFound

Signals an attempt to remove a transaction listener from a
registry that does not contain that transaction listener.

ooTunerNotSetFirst

Signals an attempt to set a performance tuner after some
other static method of ooObjy has been called. The
ooObjy::setTuner must be the first static method to be
called.

ooUnableToConvertDateTimeException
Signals an attempt to convert between date and time
representations that cannot meaningfully be converted.

Inheritance Hierarchy
The following table indents Objectivity/C++ exceptions according to their
position in the inheritance hierarchy under the C++ class std::exception.
ooException
ooArgumentOutOfRangeException
ooKernelException
ooAlreadyExistException
ooCommitFailedException
ooLockConflictException
ooCannotUpgradeLockException
ooDeadlockException
ooNetworkException
ooNotFoundException
ooContainerNotFoundException
ooDatabaseNotFoundException
ooObjectNameNotUniqueException
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ooOutOfException
ooCacheFullException
ooOutOfContainerPagesException
ooOutOfDbIDsException
ooOutOfDiskSpaceException
ooOutOfMemoryException
ooNullOperandException
ooOverflowException
ooSessionException
ooDuplicateSessionPoolName
ooLogOpenFailed
ooObjyAlreadyStarted
ooObjyNotStarted
ooObjyShutdown
ooObjyStarted
ooReturningActiveSessionToPool
ooSessionAlreadyAttached
ooSessionAlreadyDetached
ooSessionAttachedToOtherThread
ooSessionDataNotFound
ooSessionPoolNotFound
ooThreadAlreadyHasASession
ooTooManySessions
ooTransactionListenerNotFound
ooTunerNotSetFirst
ooTimeKindMismatchException
ooUnableToConvertDateTimeException
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Class Descriptions
The Objectivity/C++ exception classes are described in alphabetical order.

ooAlreadyExistException
Inheritance:

std::exception->ooException->ooKernelException->
ooAlreadyExistException
Signals an attempt to create an Objectivity/DB object that already exists.
This error is typically caused by attempting to create a database with a duplicate
system name.

ooArgumentOutOfRangeException
Inheritance:

std::exception->ooException->
ooArgumentOutOfRangeException
Signals an operation that receives an out-of-range input value.
This error is typically caused an attempt to set a value in an instance of a date or
time class, where the value is either less than the minimum accepted value or
greater than the maximum accepted value.

ooCacheFullException
Inheritance:

std::exception->ooException->ooKernelException->
ooOutOfException->ooCacheFullException
Signals a failed attempt to open an object; too many objects are already pinned in
the Objectivity/DB cache.
This error is typically caused by poor coding practices, such as:
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■

Creating large arrays of handles.

■

Calling operator new on a persistence-capable class and then assigning the
result to an object reference instead of assigning the result to a handle.
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ooCannotUpgradeLockException

You can respond to this exception by changing your program in one of the
following ways:
■

Pin fewer objects in the Objectivity/DB cache (for example, by opening fewer
handles, by closing unneeded handles, or by assigning the result of
operator new to a handle).

■

Increase the number of buffer pages that are allocated for the buffer pools in
the Objectivity/DB cache.

ooCannotUpgradeLockException
Inheritance:

std::exception->ooException->ooKernelException->
ooLockConflictException->ooCannotUpgradeLockException
Signals a failed attempt to upgrade a read lock to an update lock on a container,
because the container has been updated by another transaction after the read lock
was obtained.

ooCommitFailedException
Inheritance:

std::exception->ooException->ooKernelException->
ooCommitFailedException
Signals a failed attempt to commit or checkpoint a transaction.

ooContainerNotFoundException
Inheritance:

std::exception->ooException->ooKernelException->
ooNotFoundException->ooContainerNotFoundException
Signals a failed attempt to find and open a container, either because the container
never existed or because it has been deleted. This exception may be thrown by
operations that open a persistent object (and implicitly open the container in
which it resides).
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ooDatabaseNotFoundException
Inheritance:

std::exception->ooException->ooKernelException->
ooNotFoundException->ooDatabaseNotFoundException
Signals a failed attempt to find and open a database, either because the database
never existed or because it has been deleted.
This exception may be thrown by operations that open a container (and
implicitly open the database in which it resides).

ooDeadlockException
Inheritance:

std::exception->ooException->ooKernelException->
ooLockConflictException->ooDeadlockException
Signals a lock request that will cause a deadlock between two transactions, where
each transaction is waiting indefinitely for a resource that is locked by the other.
Your handler for this exception should abort the transaction that issued the lock
request.

ooDuplicateSessionPoolName
Inheritance:

std::exception->ooException->ooSessionException->
ooDuplicateSessionPoolName
Signals an attempt to create a session pool with a name that already exists.
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ooException
Inheritance:

std::exception->ooException
Abstract base class for all Objectivity/C++ exception classes. See “Inheritance
Hierarchy” on page 60 for a complete listing of the classes.
Classes that represent Objectivity/DB Active Schema inherit from ooException,
but these errors are in a different product; see the documentation for that
product.
For information about catching and handling Objectivity/C++ exceptions, see
Chapter 28, “Exceptions,” of Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Guide.
The following methods are defined on class ooException.

operator const char *
Conversion operator that allows you to use this exception as an object of type
const char *.
virtual operator const char *() const;
Discussion

This operator calls the what method to obtain the message string that is defined for
this exception.

reportErrors
Prints out all errors in this exception (by default, to stderr), and lets you provide
an optional string to describe the context in which the errors occurred.
virtual reportErrors(const char* context = 0) const;
Parameters

context

String to print before the error message to briefly explain what was occurring
when the error was produced.
Discussion

The reportErrors method provides different output depending on the class of
the exception on which it is called.
For ooKernelException classes, this method prints the primary error, as well
as any cascading errors that led to it. The following information is provided for
each error:
■

An identifying error number.

■

An optional context string that you provide.
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■

A descriptive message string.

■

A severity level (a constant of type ooErrorLevel).

■

The name of the Objectivity/C++ function that was executing when the error
occurred.

■

The identifier of the Objectivity/DB object, if any, that was involved in the
error.

For other ooException classes, reportErrors returns the message string.
To specify the line length for wrapping error message strings, see
ooErrorLineLength.
See also

ooErrorInfo

what
Returns the message string defined for this exception.
virtual const char *what() const throw() = 0;
Discussion

This method cannot itself throw any exceptions.
In the case of multiple cascading kernel errors, this method returns only the
primary message string for the exception. You can use reportErrors to print
out all the message strings.

ooKernelException
Inheritance:

std::exception->ooException->ooKernelException
Base class for all Objectivity/C++ exception classes representing Objectivity/DB
kernel errors; instances signal any kernel errors that are not explicitly signaled by
a derived class.
For a list of derived classes, see “Inheritance Hierarchy” on page 60.

NOTE

You should not create or throw an exception of this class; you should not create
subclasses of this class. Constructors of this class are reserved for internal use;
you obtain an exception only by catching it.
When an Objectivity/C++ function results in errors that are signaled by the
Objectivity/DB kernel, Objectivity/C++ traps those errors and throws an
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instance of ooKernelException or one of its derived classes. The session in
which the exception was thrown maintains an array of exception-information
structures of type ooErrorInfo, one for each signaled error leading up to the
thrown exception. The order of these structures in the array is the order in which
the Objectivity/DB kernel signaled the errors.
The following methods enable you to access the array of exception-information
structures for an exception.

noOfErrors
The number of exception-information structures that are recorded in the current
session for this exception.
int noOfErrors;
Discussion

This data member is set by Objectivity/C++; you should not change its value. You
can use this value for loop control when accessing the elements of the array.

exceptionErrorIndex
The array index of the particular exception-information structure that
corresponds to this exception.
const int exceptionErrorIndex;
Discussion

When an Objectivity/C++ function causes multiple Objectivity/DB errors to be
signaled, these errors are represented as an array of exception-information
structures. Of these errors, exactly one is actually chosen for translation into the
Objectivity/C++ exception that is thrown. You can use exceptionErrorIndex to
get the exception-information structure for the chosen error.

errorInfo
Gets the array of exception-information structures recorded for this exception.

Parameters

1.

const ooErrorInfo *errorInfo() const;

2.

const ooErrorInfo *errorInfo(int index) const;

index

Index of the exception-information structure to get from the array. Specify 0
to access the first element.
Returns

(Variant 1) An array of exception-information structures describing the
Objectivity/DB errors that occurred, in the order in which the errors were
signaled.
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(Variant 2) Pointer to the exception-information structure that is the index’th
element in the array.
Discussion

You can use noOfErrors to control a loop that accesses each
exception-information structure in the array.

See also

ooErrorInfo

reportErrors
Prints out all errors in this exception to stderr by default and lets you provide an
optional string to describe the context in which the errors occurred.
virtual reportErrors(const char* context = 0) const;
Parameters

context

String to print after the error message number to briefly explain what was
occurring when the error was produced.
Discussion

The reportErrors method prints the primary error, as well as any cascading
errors that led to it. The following information is provided for each error:
■

An identifying error number.

■

An optional context string that you provide.

■

A descriptive message string.

■

A severity level (a constant of type ooErrorLevel).

■

The name of the Objectivity/C++ function that was executing when the error
occurred.

■

The identifier of the Objectivity/DB object, if any, that was involved in the
error.

Long messages are broken into multiple lines.
To specify the line length for wrapping error messages, see
ooErrorLineLength.
See also

ooErrorInfo

what
Returns the message string defined for this exception.
const char *what() const throw();
Discussion
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This method is a direct way to access the string that is stored in the message
member of the exception-information structure for this exception.
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This method returns only the primary message string for the exception. You can
use reportErrors to print out all the error messages for an exception as well as
the error number and other information.
This method cannot itself throw any exceptions.

ooLockConflictException
Inheritance:

std::exception->ooException->ooKernelException->
ooLockConflictException
Signals a failed attempt to obtain a lock due to a lock conflict.
This class is also the base class for Objectivity/C++ exception classes that
represent more specific reasons for failing to obtain a lock. For a list of derived
classes, see “Inheritance Hierarchy” on page 60.
A lock conflict occurs when a transaction requests a lock that is incompatible with
one or more existing locks held by one or more other transactions. If you want
detailed information about lock conflicts—for example, to diagnose poor
placement of persistent objects—you can enable the collection of lock-conflict
information. Doing so causes each thrown ooLockConflictException to
obtain a conflict-information structure, which describes the lock conflict that
resulted in a failed lock request. You can use the conflict-information structure to
access descriptions of each individual conflicting lock.
The following methods enable you to obtain lock-conflict information.

disable
Disables exceptions of class ooLockConflictException and its derived classes.
static void disable();
Discussion

By default, lock-conflict exceptions are enabled along with the rest of the
Objectivity/C++ exceptions. You can disable lock-conflict exceptions in an
application if you want to use status-based error-handling for lock-conflict errors,
but catch Objectivity/C++ exceptions for all other errors.
In a multithreaded application, this method disables lock-conflict exceptions in
all sessions. Once you have disabled such exceptions in an application, they
cannot be reenabled.
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When lock-conflict exceptions are disabled, you must use status-based
error-handling to check for lock-conflict errors. For more information, see the
chapter on status-based error-handling in Objectivity/C++ Backward Compatibility.

enableConflictInfo
Enables or disables the collection of lock-conflict information in a session.
static void enableConflictInfo(ooBoolean mode);
Parameters

mode

Specify oocTrue to enable the collection of lock-conflict information; specify
oocFalse to disable the collection of lock-conflict information.
Discussion

This static method enables the collection of lock-conflict information in the session
that is currently attached to the thread executing the method. An error occurs if the
thread has no attached session. This static method must be called for each session
that is to collect lock-conflict information, after the session is created and is either
implicitly or explicitly attached to a thread.
Enabling the collection of lock-conflict information may adversely affect runtime
performance, so you should enable it only when you need lock-conflict details.
By default, lock-conflict information is not collected.

enabled
Tests whether lock-conflict exceptions are enabled in an application.
static ooBoolean enabled();
Returns

oocTrue if lock-conflict exceptions are enabled; otherwise, oocFalse.

Discussion

When lock-conflict exceptions are enabled in an application, you can catch
exceptions of class ooLockConflictException and its derived classes. When
lock-conflict exceptions are disabled, you must use status-based error-handling to
check for lock-conflict errors. For more information, see the chapter on
status-based error-handling in Objectivity/C++ Backward Compatibility.

See also

ooLockConflictException::disable

getConflictInfo
Gets the conflict-information structure that describes the lock conflict that caused
this exception.
ooConflictInfo *getConflictInfo();
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Returns

A pointer to a conflict-information structure.

See also

ooConflictInfo global type

ooLogOpenFailed
Inheritance:

std::exception->ooException->ooSessionException->
ooLogOpenFailed
Signals a failed attempt to open a log file.

ooNetworkException
Inheritance:

std::exception->ooException->ooKernelException->
ooNetworkException
Signals a failure to connect to the lock server or to data-server software over a
network—for example, because of a network timeout error.
This exception may be thrown by operations that:
■

Use AMS or NFS to access remote data files, journal files, or system-database
files

■

Submit lock requests to a remote lock server

ooNotFoundException
Inheritance:

std::exception->ooException->ooKernelException->
ooNotFoundException
Signals a failed attempt to find and open a persistent object, either because it
never existed or because it has been deleted from the federated database.
This class is also the base class for Objectivity/C++ exception classes that
represent failures to find Objectivity/DB objects. For a list of derived classes, see
“Inheritance Hierarchy” on page 60.
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ooNullOperandException

ooNullOperandException
Inheritance:

std::exception->ooException->ooNullOperandException
Signals an attempt to compare or perform arithmetic operations on two objects
when one or both are null.

ooObjectNameNotUniqueException
Inheritance:

std::exception->ooException->ooKernelException->
ooObjectNameNotUniqueException
Signals an attempt to assign a scope name that is not unique within the relevant
name scope.
This exception may be thrown by operations that assign scope names to
persistent objects.

ooObjyAlreadyStarted
Inheritance:

std::exception->ooException->ooSessionException->
ooObjyAlreadyStarted
Signals an attempt to start ooObjy when it has already been started.

ooObjyNotStarted
Inheritance:

std::exception->ooException->ooSessionException->
ooObjyNotStarted
Signals an attempt to get a connection object or initialize or terminate a thread
before starting ooObjy.
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ooObjyShutdown

ooObjyShutdown
Inheritance:

std::exception->ooException->ooSessionException->
ooObjyShutdown
Signals an attempt to perform an operation with ooObjy (other than restarting)
after shutdown.

ooObjyStarted
Inheritance:

std::exception->ooException->ooSessionException->
ooObjyStarted
Signals an attempt to set logging options after ooObjy has been started.

ooOutOfContainerPagesException
Inheritance:

std::exception->ooException->ooKernelException->
ooOutOfException->ooOutOfContainerPagesException
Signals an attempt to add a logical page to a container that already has the
maximum number of logical pages.

ooOutOfDbIDsException
Inheritance:

std::exception->ooException->ooKernelException->
ooOutOfException->ooOutOfDbIDsException
Signals an attempt to create a database in a federated database that already has
the maximum number of databases.
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ooOutOfDiskSpaceException

ooOutOfDiskSpaceException
Inheritance:

std::exception->ooException->ooKernelException->
ooOutOfException->ooOutOfDiskSpaceException
Signals a failed attempt to write to an Objectivity/DB file because the disk is full.

ooOutOfException
Inheritance:

std::exception->ooException->ooKernelException->
ooOutOfException
Base class for Objectivity/C++ exception classes that represent errors resulting
from insufficient resources.
For a list of derived classes, see “Inheritance Hierarchy” on page 60.

ooOutOfMemoryException
Inheritance:

std::exception->ooException->ooKernelException->
ooOutOfException->ooOutOfMemoryException
Signals a failed attempt to allocate virtual memory—for example, when creating
or expanding an Objectivity/DB cache.

ooOverflowException
Inheritance:

std::exception->ooException->ooOverflowException
Signals an operation that causes a data value stored by an object to exceed the
range representable by the object’s class.
For example, this exception is thrown by a call to the addTicks method of the
ooDateTime class, if the resulting sum is greater than the maximum number of
ticks that can be stored in a date-and-time value.
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ooReturningActiveSessionToPool

ooReturningActiveSessionToPool
Inheritance:

std::exception->ooException->ooSessionException->
ooReturningActiveSessionToPool
Signals an attempt to return an attached session to its pool while it has an active
transaction.

ooSessionAlreadyAttached
Inheritance:

std::exception->ooException->ooSessionException->
ooSessionAlreadyAttached
Signals an attempt to attach to a session that is attached or joined to any thread, or
an attempt to join to a session that is attached to a thread other than the current
thread.

ooSessionAlreadyDetached
Inheritance:

std::exception->ooException->ooSessionException->
ooSessionAlreadyDetached
Signals an attempt to detach a session that is not attached to any thread.

ooSessionAttachedToOtherThread
Inheritance:

std::exception->ooException->ooSessionException->
ooSessionAttachedToOtherThread
Signals an attempt to operate on a session that is attached to a thread other than
the current thread (delete the session, detach it, or return it to its pool).
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ooSessionDataNotFound

ooSessionDataNotFound
Inheritance:

std::exception->ooException->ooSessionException->
ooSessionDataNotFound
Signals a failed attempt to get session data.

ooSessionException
Inheritance:

std::exception->ooException->ooSessionException
Abstract base class for Objectivity/C++ exception classes representing errors that
are specific to session-based control of the application’s interaction with
Objectivity/DB.

ooSessionPoolNotFound
Inheritance:

std::exception->ooException->ooSessionException->
ooSessionPoolNotFound
Signals a failed attempt to find a specified session pool.

ooThreadAlreadyHasASession
Inheritance:

std::exception->ooException->ooSessionException->
ooThreadAlreadyHasASession
Signals an attempt to attach a thread to a session when the thread already is
attached to a different session.
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ooTimeKindMismatchException

ooTimeKindMismatchException
Inheritance:

std::exception->ooException->ooTimeKindMismatchException
Signals an attempt to compare or perform arithmetic operations on either two
time values or two date-and-time values that are expressed in different time
standards (Coordinated Universal Time or local time).

ooTooManySessions
Inheritance:

std::exception->ooException->ooSessionException->
ooTooManySessions
Signals an attempt to create a session from a session pool that has reached its hard
limit, and the session-wait timeout period has expired.
The maximum number of sessions are already active and getSessionFromPool
timed out before a session became available.

ooTransactionListenerNotFound
Inheritance:

std::exception->ooException->ooSessionException->
ooTransactionListenerNotFound
Signals an attempt to remove a transaction listener from a registry that does not
contain that transaction listener.

ooTunerNotSetFirst
Inheritance:

std::exception->ooException->ooSessionException->
ooTunerNotSetFirst
Signals an attempt to set a performance tuner after some other static method of
ooObjy has been called. The ooObjy::setTuner must be the first static method
to be called.
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ooUnableToConvertDateTimeException

ooUnableToConvertDateTimeException
Inheritance:

std::exception>ooException->
ooUnableToConvertDateTimeException
Signals an attempt to convert between date and time representations that cannot
meaningfully be converted.
F or example, this exception is thrown if you attempt to initialize an instance of
oojTime using a null instance of ooTime.
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Inheritance:

ooObj->appClass
Handle Class:

ooHandle(appClass)

Object-Reference Class: ooRef(appClass)

Every application-defined persistence-capable class appClass represents a
particular kind of persistent object. appClass and its corresponding handle and
object-reference classes together define the behavior for appClass instances.
See:
■

“Reference Summary” on page 81 for an overview of the methods generated
for appClass

■

“Reference Index” on page 82 for a list of the generated methods

For operations performed through a handle or object reference, see:
■

“Reference Summary” on page 441

About Application-Defined Classes
An application that wants to save objects in a federated database must define a
persistence-capable class appClass for each kind of object to be saved. An
application can define its own persistence-capable classes, which are derived
from ooObj.
Every appClass normally defines data members representing
application-specific attributes and associations, as well as methods that provide
application-specific behavior. In addition, an appClass can optionally override
ooValidate if it needs a way to perform tests that validate instances.
Every appClass is defined using the Objectivity/C++ Data Definition Language
(DDL), and is added to the federated-database schema by the DDL processor.
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Besides updating the schema, the DDL processor produces C++ header and
implementation files containing:
■

Classes for working with appClass instances—specifically, a handle class
(ooHandle(appClass)), an object-reference class (ooRef(appClass)), and
an iterator class (ooItr(appClass)).

■

The definition of appClass with the following additions:
❐

Methods that redefine some of the methods inherited from ooObj (see
“Redefinitions of Inherited Methods” on page 80).

❐

Methods for creating, deleting, and accessing each association defined by
the class (see “Association Methods” on page 80).

An application must include the DDL-generated header files before it can use the
generated classes and functions; the application must also be compiled with the
corresponding implementation file. See Objectivity/C++ Data Definition Language
for complete information about persistence-capable class definitions, the DDL
processor, and the generated files.

Redefinitions of Inherited Methods
The DDL processor generates definitions in appClass for various methods that
are defined in ooObj:
■

The method ooThis is redefined with appClass-specific parameter types.

■

The virtual methods ooGetTypeN, ooGetTypeName, and ooIsKindOf are
overridden for internal purposes; their interfaces and behavior are
unchanged, so they can be regarded as inherited from ooObj.

■

The methods operator new and operator delete are overloaded for
internal purposes; their interfaces and behavior are unchanged, so they can
be regarded as inherited from ooObj.

appClass also inherits methods that are not redefined by generated definitions,
including the ooUpdate method. appClass can optionally override the inherited
virtual method ooValidate.

Association Methods
The DDL processor generates a set of methods in appClass for each association
defined in the class. These methods enable you to create, delete, and access the
corresponding association. The generated method names are constructed from
the association’s unique name. Various parameters of the generated methods
accept object references, handles, or iterators to objects of the association’s
destination class.
A slightly different set of methods is generated, depending on whether the
association is to-one (that is, one-to-one or many-to-one) or to-many (that is,
one-to-many or many-to-many).
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The descriptions in this chapter use the following conventions:
linkName

Name of an association defined in appClass.

className

Name of the destination class specified in the linkName association
definition—the class whose instances are to be associated with
instances of appClass.

Working With appClass Instances
An application works with instances of appClass as described in “Working
With Persistent Objects” on page 404. In brief, after the application includes the
appropriate DDL-generated header files, it can:
■

Create a new persistent instance using the application-defined (or default)
appClass constructor and the inherited operator new.

■

Reference an instance of appClass through a handle of class
ooHandle(appClass) or an object reference of class ooRef(appClass).

■

Perform Objectivity/DB operations on a referenced instance of appClass by
calling various methods on the referencing handle or object reference.

■

Perform various operations on a referenced instance of appClass by
accessing the instance’s defined, generated, or inherited members. These
members can be accessed directly from within a method of appClass or
indirectly through the indirect member-access operator (->) on an appClass
handle or object reference.

Reference Summary
The following table lists the methods generated by the DDL processor in the
definition of each application-defined persistence-capable class appClass.
Methods indicated as (inherited) are redefined in appClass with no change in
behavior. They are documented with the base class, along with the other
inherited methods not listed here; see the ooObj class (page 403).

Creating and Deleting an appClass
Object

operator new (inherited)
operator delete (inherited)

Managing To-One Associations

linkName
exist_linkName
set_linkName
del_linkName
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Managing To-Many Associations

linkName
exist_linkName
add_linkName
sub_linkName
del_linkName

Working With This appClass Object

ooGetTypeN (inherited)
ooGetTypeName (inherited)
ooIsKindOf (inherited)
ooThis

Reference Index
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add_linkName

Creates a linkName association link from this source object to
the specified destination object.

del_linkName

Deletes all linkName association links from this source object.

exist_linkName

Tests whether this object has a linkName association link to the
specified destination object.

linkName

Finds, and optionally opens, the destination object linked to this
source object by the to-one association linkName.

linkName

Initializes an iterator to find, and optionally open, all destination
objects that are linked to this source object by the to-many
association linkName, and that satisfy any specified selection
criteria.

ooThis

Sets an object reference or handle to reference this appClass
object.

set_linkName

Creates a linkName association link from this source object to
the specified destination object.

sub_linkName

Deletes one or more linkName association links from this
source object to the specified destination object.
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Generated Methods
add_linkName
Creates a linkName association link from this source object to the specified
destination object.
ooStatus add_linkName(const ooHandle(className) &objH);
Parameters

objH

Handle to the destination object to be linked to this object. The destination
object must be an instance of the destination class className or any of its
derived classes. If objH is a null handle, no action is performed.
Returns

oocSuccess if successful; otherwise oocError.

Discussion

This method is generated for the to-many association linkName defined by this
object’s class.
The application must be able to obtain an update lock for this object.
If linkName is a bidirectional association, this operation also creates the inverse
association link from the specified destination object to this object. In this case,
the application must be able to obtain update locks on both objects.
No exception is thrown if a linkName association link already exists between this
object and the specified destination object. That is, you can create duplicate
association links between the two objects (even though it could be semantically
meaningless to do so).

del_linkName
Deletes all linkName association links from this source object.
ooStatus del_linkName();
Returns

oocSuccess if successful; otherwise oocError.

Discussion

This method is generated for the to-one or to-many association linkName defined
by this object’s class:
■

For a to-many association, this method deletes links from this object to all
destination objects

■

For a to-one association, this method deletes this object’s link to its
destination object

The application must be able to obtain an update lock for this object.
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If linkName is a bidirectional association, this operation also deletes the inverse
association link to this object from each of the former destination objects. In this
case, the application must be able to obtain update locks on all of the affected
objects.
You should call the exist_linkName method to test whether linkName
association links exist before you try to delete them.

exist_linkName
Tests whether this object has a linkName association link to the specified
destination object.
ooBoolean exist_linkName(
const ooHandle(className) &objH) const;
Parameters

objH

Handle to the destination object to be tested for association. The destination
object must be an instance of the destination class className or any of its
derived classes. You can specify 0 to test whether this object has any
linkName association links at all.
Returns

oocTrue if an association link exists, otherwise oocFalse.

Discussion

This method is generated for the to-one or to-many association linkName defined
by this object’s class.

linkName
Finds, and optionally opens, the destination object linked to this source object by
the to-one association linkName.

Parameters

1.

ooHandle(className) linkName(
ooMode openMode = oocNoOpen) const;

2.

ooRef(className) &linkName(
ooRef(className) &object,
ooMode openMode = oocNoOpen) const;

3.

ooHandle(className) &linkName(
ooHandle(className) &object,
ooMode openMode = oocNoOpen) const;

openMode

Intended level of access to the destination object:
■
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Specify oocNoOpen (the default) to set the returned object reference or
handle to the destination object without opening it.
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■

Specify oocRead to open the destination object for read.

■

Specify oocUpdate to open the destination object for update.

object

Object reference or handle to be set to the destination object, which is an
instance of the destination class className or one of its derived classes.
Returns

Object reference or handle to the destination object. A null handle is returned if no
linkName association link exists.

Discussion

This method is generated for the to-one association linkName defined by this
object’s class.
When called without an object parameter, this method allocates a new
className handle and returns it. Otherwise, this method returns the object
reference or handle that is passed to it.

linkName
Initializes an iterator to find, and optionally open, all destination objects that are
linked to this source object by the to-many association linkName, and that satisfy
any specified selection criteria.

Parameters

1.

ooStatus linkName(
ooItr(className) &iterator,
ooMode openMode = oocNoOpen) const;

2.

ooStatus linkName(
ooItr(className) &iterator,
const char *predicate);

3.

ooStatus linkName(
ooItr(className) &iterator,
ooMode openMode,
ooAccessMode access,
const char *predicate);

4.

ooStatus linkName(
ooItr(className) &iterator,
ooMode openMode,
const objy::query::ObjectQualifier& objQualifier);

iterator

Iterator for finding the destination objects, which are instances of the
destination class className or any of its derived classes.
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openMode

Intended level of access to each destination object found by the iterator’s
next method:
■

oocNoOpen (the default in variant 1) causes next to set the iterator to the
next destination object without opening it.

■

oocRead causes next to open the next destination object for read.

■

oocUpdate causes next to open the next destination object for update.

predicate

String expression in predicate-query language. Specifies the condition to be
met by the found destination objects. The iterator is initialized to find only
those destination objects that match predicate.
objQualifier

An object qualifier set up with a particular predicate string.
access

Level of access control of the attributes that predicate can test:
■

Specify oocPublic to permit the predicate to test only public attributes,
preserving encapsulation.

■

Specify oocAll to permit the predicate to test any attribute. To preserve
encapsulation, you should use this value only within methods of the
class you are querying.

Returns

oocSuccess if successful; otherwise oocError.

Discussion

This method is generated for the to-many association linkName defined by this
object’s class.
Variant 2 finds destination objects without opening them; the other variants may
open the found objects, as specified by the openMode parameter.
If no linkName association links currently exist from this object, the iterator is set
to null, and the linkName method returns oocSuccess. (The iterator’s next
method will return oocFalse, however.)
An exception is thrown if predicate tries to test a non-existent attribute, or if
predicate tries to test a protected or private attribute when the access
parameter is oocPublic.
The linkName method does not use indexes to optimize a search, even if the
predicate parameter is specified.
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ooThis
Sets an object reference or handle to reference this appClass object.

Parameters

1.

ooHandle(appClass) ooThis() const;

2.

ooRef(appClass) &ooThis(
ooRef(appClass) &object) const;

3.

ooHandle(appClass) &ooThis(
ooHandle(appClass) &object) const;

object

Object reference or handle to be set to this object.
Returns

Object reference or handle to this object.

Discussion

You normally use ooThis in a method of appClass; when such a method is called
on an appClass object, ooThis provides the method with an appClass handle or
object reference to the object. The method can then perform operations on the
object that are available only through a handle or object reference.

WARNING

You should not call ooThis from the constructor of a persistence-capable class;
doing so may cause the application to terminate in an error condition.
When called without an object parameter, ooThis allocates a new handle and
returns it. Otherwise, ooThis returns the object reference or handle that is passed
to it.
Calling ooThis in a method of a persistence-capable class serves the same
purpose as using the C++ this keyword in a method of a
non-persistence-capable class—both ooThis and this enable you to access the
object on which the method is called. However, ooThis and this differ in the
following ways:
■

The this keyword is the pointer to the object. Syntactically, the this
keyword is a name, and can be used in expressions such as this->get();

■

The ooThis method returns an object reference or handle to the object.
Syntactically, ooThis is a method and can be used in expressions such as
ooThis()->get();

Methods of persistence-capable classes should use ooThis (and not this)
because the only safe way to operate on a persistent object is through an object
reference or handle.
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ooThis is the only safe way to obtain an object reference or handle within a

method; do not attempt to initialize an object reference or handle by assigning the
this pointer to it.

set_linkName
Creates a linkName association link from this source object to the specified
destination object.
ooStatus set_linkName(
const ooHandle(className) &objH);
Parameters

objH

Handle to the destination object to be associated. The destination object must
be an instance of the destination class className or any of its derived
classes. If objH is a null handle, any existing linkName association link from
this object is deleted.
Returns

oocSuccess if successful; otherwise oocError.

Discussion

This method is generated for the to-one association linkName defined by this
object’s class.
The application must be able to obtain an update lock for this object.
If linkName is a bidirectional association, this operation also creates the inverse
association link from the specified destination object to this object. In this case,
the application must be able to obtain update locks on both objects.
Because this method creates a link for a to-one association, an exception is
thrown if this object already has a linkName association link to some destination
object.

sub_linkName
Deletes one or more linkName association links from this source object to the
specified destination object.
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1.

ooStatus sub_linkName(
const ooHandle(className) &objH);

2.

ooStatus sub_linkName(
const ooHandle(className) &objH,
ooUInt32 number = 1);
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objH

Handle to the destination object. The destination object must be an instance
of the destination class className or any of its derived classes. If objH is a
null handle, no action is performed.
number

Number of linkName association links to delete between this object and the
destination object:
■

If you specify 0, all such links are deleted.

■

If you specify 1 (the default), the first or only such link is deleted.

■

If you specify a number greater than 1, this method deletes the first
number links encountered.

Do not use this parameter if linkName is a one-to-many bidirectional
association.
Returns

oocSuccess if successful; otherwise oocError. oocSuccess is returned even if
no association links exists to be deleted or if number exceeds the number of
existing links. oocError results from internal errors or locking errors.

Discussion

Only a single variant of this method is generated for any given linkName
association:
■

Variant 1 is generated if linkName is a one-to-many bidirectional
association. Only one linkName association link can exist from the source
object to a given destination object, so there is no need for the second
parameter (number).

■

Variant 2 is generated if linkName is a one-to-many unidirectional
association and for a many-to-many bidirectional association. It is possible
for multiple linkName association links to exist from the source object to a
given destination object. In that situation, you can specify the number
parameter to delete some or all of those links.

The application must be able to obtain an update lock for this object. If linkName
is a bidirectional association, this operation also deletes the inverse association
links from the specified destination object to this object. In this case, the
application must be able to obtain update locks on both objects.
See also

del_linkName
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Inheritance:

ooObj->ooCollection
Handle Class:

ooHandle(ooCollection)

Object-Reference Class: ooRef(ooCollection)

The persistence-capable class ooCollection is the abstract base class for classes
that represent scalable collections containing persistent objects.
See:
■

“Reference Summary” on page 92 for an overview of methods

■

“Reference Index” on page 93 for a list of methods

To use this class, your application must include the ooCollectionBase.h
header file. No extra linking is required.

About Scalable Collections
A collection is an aggregate that can contain a variable number of elements. A
scalable collection can increase in size with minimal performance degradation.
Concrete classes derived from this class represent more specific kinds of
collections of persistent objects and collections of key-value pairs. A collection of
key-value pairs in which both the key and the value are persistent objects is
called an object map.
■

ooTreeListX represents lists of persistent objects.

■

ooHashSetX represents unordered sets of persistent objects.

■

ooTreeSetX represents sorted sets of persistent objects.

■

ooHashMapX represents unordered object maps.

■

ooTreeMapX represents sorted object maps.
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Because the ooCollection class is abstract, you never create instances of it;
instead, you work with instances of its concrete derived classes. You should not
create your own subclasses of this class.
Like other persistent objects, collections are normally manipulated through
handles and object references.

Related Classes
An instance of any derived class except ooTreeListX uses a persistent object,
called a comparator, an instance of a concrete class derived from ooCompare.
Objectivity/C++ includes one additional persistence-capable collection class that
is not derived from ooCollection. ooMap represents name maps; a name map is
a collection of key-value pairs in which the key is a string and the value is a
persistent object.
For additional information about the difference among the various
persistence-capable collection classes, see Chapter 12, “Persistent Collections,” in
Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Guide.
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Adding and Removing Elements

add
addAll
clear
remove
removeAll
removeAllDeleted
retainAll

Getting Elements

get
iterator
keyIterator
valueIterator

Getting Information

size

Finding Auxiliary Objects

comparator
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Testing

contains
containsAll
isEmpty
notEmpty

Viewing in an MROW Transaction

refresh

Reference Index
add

Adds the specified object to this collection.

addAll

Adds all elements (or keys) in the specified collection to this
collection.

clear

Sets this collection to an empty collection, removing any
elements it contains.

comparator

Finds the comparator for this collection.

contains

Tests whether this collection contains the specified object.

containsAll

Tests whether this collection contains all elements (or keys)
in the specified collection.

get

Finds the element of this collection that is equal to the
specified lookup data, as determined by the comparator for
this collection.

isEmpty

Tests whether this collection is empty (contains no elements).

iterator

Initializes a scalable-collection iterator to find the elements (or
keys) of this collection.

keyIterator

Initializes a scalable-collection iterator to find the keys (or
elements) of this collection.

notEmpty

Tests whether this collection is empty.

refresh

Refreshes each container used internally by this collection,
except for the container in which the collection itself is stored.

remove

Removes the first occurrence of the specified object from this
collection.

removeAll

Removes all elements (or keys) of the specified collection
from this collection.
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removeAllDeleted

Removes from this collection all persistent objects that have
been deleted from the federated database.

retainAll

Retains all elements of this collection that are also in the
specified collection, removing all other elements.

size

Gets the size of this collection.

valueIterator

Initializes a scalable-collection iterator to find the values (or
elements) of this collection.

Methods
add
Adds the specified object to this collection.
virtual ooBoolean add(
const ooHandle(ooObj) &objH) = 0;
Parameters

objH

Handle to the object to be added.
Returns

oocTrue if an element (or key) was added; otherwise, oocFalse.

Discussion

If this collection is a set, this method returns false if the specified object is already
an element of this set.
If this collection is an object map, this method adds a new key-value pair with
the specified object as its key and a null value. If this object map currently has an
element whose key is the specified object, the value of the existing element is
replaced by null.

See also

addAll
remove

addAll
Adds all elements (or keys) in the specified collection to this collection.
virtual ooBoolean addAll(
const ooHandle(ooCollection) &collectionH);
Parameters

collectionH

Handle to the collection whose elements are to be added to this collection.
94
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Returns

oocTrue if any elements were added; otherwise, oocFalse. If this collection is a
set, oocFalse is returned only if every element (or key) of the specified collection
is already an element of the set; in this case, no element is added.

Discussion

How elements are added depends on whether each of the two collections being
compared is a list or a set (that is, a collection of persistent objects) or an object map
(that is, a collection of key-value pairs).
This Collection

Specified Collection

Adds to This Collection

List or set

List or set

All elements of the specified collection.

List or set

Object map

Only the keys of the specified object map.

Object map

List or set

All elements of the specified collection.
Elements are added as keys with null
values. If an added element matches the
key of an existing element in this object
map, the value of the existing element is
replaced by null.

Object map

Object map

All elements of the specified object map.
If an added element has the same key as
an existing element in this object map, the
existing element is replaced by the added
element.

If this collection is a set, this method does not add duplicate elements, so it skips
any element of the specified collection that already exists in this set.
See also

add
removeAll

clear
Sets this collection to an empty collection, removing any elements it contains.
virtual void clear() = 0;
See also

remove
removeAll
retainAll
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comparator
Finds the comparator for this collection.
virtual const ooRef(ooCompare) comparator() const = 0;
Returns

Object reference to the comparator for this collection, or null if this collection has a
default comparator.

contains
Tests whether this collection contains the specified object.

Parameters

1.

virtual ooBoolean contains(
const ooHandle(ooObj) &objH) const = 0;

2.

virtual ooBoolean contains(
const void *lookupVal) const;

objH

Handle to the object to be tested for containment in this collection.
lookupVal

Pointer to transient lookup data that identifies the object to be tested for
containment in this collection.
Returns

oocTrue if this collection contains an element (or key) equal to the specified object;
otherwise, oocFalse.

Discussion

If this collection is a set, this method tests whether this set contains the specified
object as an element. If this collection is an object map, this method tests whether
this object map contains an element with the specified object as its key.
Variant 2 tests whether any element (or key) of this collection is “equal” to the
specified lookup data, as determined by the comparator for this collection. It is
useful if this collection has a custom comparator that supports the content-based
lookup of elements (or keys). Because a list has no comparator, variant 2 is not
relevant for lists.

See also
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containsAll
Tests whether this collection contains all elements (or keys) in the specified
collection.
virtual ooBoolean containsAll(
const ooHandle(ooCollection) &collectionH) const;
Parameters

collectionH

Handle to the collection whose elements (or keys) are to be tested for
containment in this collection. Two elements (or keys) are equal if they are
references for the same persistent object.
Returns

oocTrue if this collection contains an element (or key) equal to each element (or
key) of the specified collection; otherwise, oocFalse.

Discussion

The meaning of this method depends on whether each of the two collections being
compared is a list or a set (that is, a collection of persistent objects) or an object map
(that is, a collection of key-value pairs).
This Collection

See also

Other Collection

Meaning

List or set

List or set

Tests whether this collection contains all
elements of the specified collection

List or set

Object map

Tests whether this collection contains all
keys of the specified object map

Object map

List or set

Tests whether all elements of the
specified collection are keys of this object
map

Object map

Object map

Tests whether all keys of the specified
object map are also keys of this object
map

contains

get
Finds the element of this collection that is equal to the specified lookup data, as
determined by the comparator for this collection.
virtual ooRef(ooObj) get(const void *lookupVal) const = 0;
Parameters

lookupVal

Pointer to transient lookup data that identifies the desired element.
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If this collection is a set, this method returns an object reference to the element that
is equal to lookupVal, or a null object reference if this collection does not contain
such an element.
If the this collection is an object map, this method returns an object reference to
the value of the element whose key is equal to lookupVal, or a null object
reference if this object map does not contain such an element.

Discussion

This method is useful if this collection has a custom comparator that supports the
content-based lookup of elements (or keys).

isEmpty
Tests whether this collection is empty (contains no elements).
virtual ooBoolean isEmpty() const = 0;
Returns

oocTrue if this collection has no elements; otherwise, oocFalse.

iterator
Initializes a scalable-collection iterator to find the elements (or keys) of this
collection.
virtual ooCollectionIterator *iterator() const = 0;
Returns

A pointer to a scalable-collection iterator for finding the elements (or keys) of this
collection; the caller is responsible for deleting the iterator when it is no longer
needed.

Discussion

If this collection is a list or set, the iterator finds this collection’s elements. If this
collection is an object map, the returned iterator finds the keys of this object map,
and this method is equivalent to keyIterator.
If this collection is ordered, the returned iterator finds the elements as ordered in
the collection. If this collection is unordered, the iterator finds the elements in an
unspecified order.
You must delete the iterator when you have finished using it.

See also
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keyIterator
Initializes a scalable-collection iterator to find the keys (or elements) of this
collection.
virtual ooCollectionIterator *keyIterator() const;
Returns

A pointer to a scalable-collection iterator for finding the keys (or elements) of this
collection; the caller is responsible for deleting the iterator when it is no longer
needed.

Discussion

If this collection is an object map, the returned iterator finds the keys of this object
map. If this collection is a list or set, the iterator finds this collection’s elements, and
this method is equivalent to iterator.
If this collection is ordered, the returned iterator finds the keys or elements as
ordered in the collection; if the collection is unordered, the iterator finds the keys
or elements in an unspecified order.
If this collection is an unordered object map, the returned iterator finds the keys
in an unspecified order; however, it iterates through the key-value pairs of this
unordered object map in the same order as does an iterator returned by
valueIterator.
You must delete the iterator when you have finished using it.

See also

iterator
valueIterator

notEmpty
Tests whether this collection is empty.
ooBoolean notEmpty() const;
Returns

oocTrue if this collection has elements; otherwise, oocFalse.

refresh
Refreshes each container used internally by this collection, except for the
container in which the collection itself is stored.
virtual ooStatus refresh(ooMode openMode) const = 0;
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openMode

Intended level of access to each refreshed container:
■

Specify oocRead to open the container for read. This implicitly requests
a read lock on the container.

■

Specify oocUpdate to open the container for update (read and write).
This implicitly requests an update lock on the container.

Returns

oocSuccess if every container can be refreshed; otherwise, oocError.

Discussion

You typically call this method when you need to refresh your view of a collection
that you are reading in an MROW transaction.
This method opens the most recently committed version of each container that is
used internally by the collection. This method does not refresh the container in
which the collection itself is stored, nor does it necessarily refresh the containers
that store the collection’s elements.

remove
Removes the first occurrence of the specified object from this collection.
virtual ooBoolean remove(
const ooHandle(ooObj) &objH) = 0;
Parameters

objH

Handle to the object to be removed.
Returns

oocTrue if an element was removed; otherwise, oocFalse.

Discussion

If this collection is a list or set, this method removes the first element (if any) that
is equal to the specified object. If this collection is an object map, this method
removes the element (if any) whose key is the specified object.

WARNING

See also
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Do not call this method to remove the current element from a collection during
iteration. The only acceptable way to remove an element during iteration is to
call the collection iterator’s remove method.

add
clear
removeAll
retainAll
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removeAll
Removes all elements (or keys) of the specified collection from this collection.
virtual ooBoolean removeAll(
ooHandle(ooCollection) &collectionH);
Parameters

collectionH

Handle to the collection whose elements (or keys) are to be removed from
this collection.
Returns

oocTrue if any elements were removed; otherwise, oocFalse.

Discussion

Which elements are removed depends on whether each of the two collections
being compared is a list or a set (that is, a collection of persistent objects) or an
object map (that is, a collection of key-value pairs).
This Collection

See also

Other Collection

Removes From This Collection

List or set

List or set

All elements that are also elements of the
specified collection

List or set

Object map

All elements that are keys of the specified
object map

Object map

List or set

All elements whose keys are elements of
the specified collection

Object map

Object map

All elements whose keys are also keys of
the specified object map

addAll
clear
remove
removeAllDeleted
retainAll

removeAllDeleted
Removes from this collection all persistent objects that have been deleted from the
federated database.
virtual void removeAllDeleted();
Discussion

You can call this method to restore this collection’s referential integrity.
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If this collection is an object map, this method removes all elements in which
either the key or the value has been deleted from the federated database.
See also

clear
remove
removeAll
retainAll

retainAll
Retains all elements of this collection that are also in the specified collection,
removing all other elements.
virtual ooBoolean retainAll(
ooHandle(ooCollection) &collectionH);
Parameters

collectionH

Handle to the collection whose elements are to be retained in this collection.
Returns

oocTrue if any elements were removed; otherwise, oocFalse.

Discussion

Which elements are removed depends on whether each of the two collections
being compared is a list or a set (that is, a collection of persistent objects) or an
object map (that is, a collection of key-value pairs).
This Collection

See also
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Other Collection

Removes From This Collection

List or set

List or set

All elements that are not also elements of
the specified collection

List or set

Object map

All elements that are not keys of the
specified object map

Object map

List or set

All elements whose keys are not elements
of the specified collection

Object map

Object map

All elements whose keys are not also keys
of the specified object map

clear
remove
removeAll
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size
Gets the size of this collection.
virtual int size() const = 0;
Returns

The number of elements in this collection.

Discussion

Every call to this method causes the collection size to be calculated. Consequently,
if you want to use the collection size for loop control, you should call size before
the loop statement, and then use the result in the expression that controls the loop.
Poor performance can result if you call size within the loop’s control expression.

Example

The following code fragment shows the recommended way of using size to
control a loop:
int size = aCollectionHandle->size(); // Size calculated once
for (index = 0, index < size; index++) {
…
}
In contrast, the use of size in the following code fragment causes the size to be
calculated once per execution of the loop (that is, once per element in the
collection):
// Not recommended
for (index = 0, index < aCollectionHandle->size(); index++) {

…
}

valueIterator
Initializes a scalable-collection iterator to find the values (or elements) of this
collection.
virtual ooCollectionIterator *valueIterator() const;
Returns

A pointer to a scalable-collection iterator for finding the values (or elements) of this
collection; the caller is responsible for deleting the iterator when it is no longer
needed.

Discussion

If this collection is an object map, the returned iterator finds all the persistent
objects used as values of the object map. If this collection is a list or set, the iterator
finds the collection’s elements, and this method is equivalent to iterator.
If this collection is ordered, the iterator finds the values or elements as ordered in
the collection; if the collection is unordered, the iterator finds the values or
elements in an unspecified order.
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If this collection is an unordered object map, the returned iterator finds the
values in an unspecified order; however, it iterates through the key-value pairs of
this unordered object map in the same order as does an iterator returned by
keyIterator.
If this collection is a sorted object map, the returned iterator finds the values in
the order in which the elements are sorted; that is, it finds the values in the sorted
order of their keys.
You must delete the iterator when you have finished using it.
See also
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keyIterator
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ooCollectionIterator
The non-persistence-capable class ooCollectionIterator is the abstract base
class for scalable-collection iterators, which step through the objects in scalable
persistent collections.
See:
■

“Reference Summary” on page 107 for an overview of methods

■

“Reference Index” on page 107 for a list of methods

To use this class, your application must include the ooCollectionBase.h
header file. No extra linking is required.

About Scalable-Collection Iterators
A scalable-collection iterator finds elements, keys, or values in a particular
scalable collection. This group of objects is called the iterator’s iteration set.
A scalable-collection iterator has a current index, which gives its zero-based
position within the iteration set. The current element is the element of the iteration
set at the scalable-collection iterator’s current index. When the iterator is created,
it is positioned before the first element. That is, its index is -1 and it has no
current element.

Working With Scalable-Collection Iterators
Because the ooCollectionIterator class is abstract, you never create instances
of it; instead, you work with instances of its concrete derived classes. You should
not create your own subclasses of this class.
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Performance of Object-Based and Index-Based Operations

During a transaction, you obtain a pointer to an initialized scalable-collection
iterator by calling a method of a collection. Depending on the method you call,
you can initialize a scalable-collection iterator to find the elements of a list or set,
to find the value objects of an object map, or to find the key objects of an object
map.
NOTE

You should not continue to use a scalable-collection iterator after you add
elements to the collection from which you obtained the iterator. Instead, you
should delete the old iterator and get a new scalable-collection iterator after you
add elements to the collection.
After obtaining an initialized scalable-collection iterator, you can use it in a loop
that processes each element of the iteration set in turn. Methods allow you to:
■

Advance through the iteration set from beginning to end.

■

Reposition the iterator within its iteration set.

■

Iterate backward from the current index to the beginning of the iteration set.

■

Remove or replace the current element of the iteration set.

For additional information, see “Scalable-Collection Iterators” in Chapter 15 of
Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Guide.

Performance of Object-Based and Index-Based Operations
A scalable-collection iterator has methods for performing object-based operations
and index-based operations:
■

Object-based operations accept or return elements of the collection: current,
goTo, next, previous

■

Index-based operations accept or return indexes indicating the iterator’s
position in the iteration set: currentIndex, goToIndex, nextIndex,
previousIndex

In general, object-based operations are much more efficient than index-based
operations, because indexes into the collection are determined only on an
as-needed basis:
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■

When iterating over an ordered collection, the first index-based operation to
be performed may need to traverse the collection to establish the index of
interest, locking all the collection’s B-tree nodes, up to and including the
node containing the element at that index.

■

When iterating over an unordered collection, the first index-based operation
to be performed may need to open each hash bucket to count its elements.
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Reference Summary

For the best performance, you should use object-based operations instead of the
index-based operations whenever possible, and you should especially avoid
using the index-based operations when iterating over unordered collections.

Reference Summary
Testing

hasNext
hasPrevious

Finding Elements

next
current
currentValue
previous
goToIndex
goToLast

Getting Indexes

currentIndex
nextIndex
previousIndex

Repositioning the Iterator

goTo
goToIndex
goToLast
reset

Modifying the Collection

remove
set

Finding Related Objects

collection

Reference Index
collection

Returns this scalable-collection iterator’s corresponding
collection.

current

Finds the current element in this scalable-collection iterator’s
iteration set.

currentValue

Finds the value object paired with the current (key) object in this
scalable-collection iterator’s iteration set.

currentIndex

Gets the current index of this scalable-collection iterator.
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goTo

Positions this scalable-collection iterator at the first occurrence of
the specified object.

goToIndex

Positions this scalable-collection iterator at the specified index
and finds the object at that position in the iteration set.

goToLast

Positions this scalable-collection iterator at the last element of the
iteration set and finds the object at that position.

hasNext

Tests whether this scalable-collection iterator’s iteration set has
any elements after the current element.

hasPrevious

Tests whether this scalable-collection iterator’s iteration set has
any elements before the current element.

next

Finds the next object in this scalable-collection iterator’s iteration
set.

nextIndex

Gets the index of this scalable-collection iterator’s next element.

previous

Finds the previous object in this scalable-collection iterator’s
iteration set.

previousIndex

Gets the index of this scalable-collection iterator’s previous
element.

remove

Removes the current element from this scalable-collection
iterator’s corresponding collection.

reset

Resets this scalable-collection iterator, positioning it before the
first element of its iteration set.

set

Modifies this scalable-collection iterator’s corresponding
collection, replacing the current element with the specified object.

Methods
collection
Returns this scalable-collection iterator’s corresponding collection.
virtual ooHandle(ooCollection) collection() = 0;
Returns
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Handle to the collection whose elements, keys, or values this scalable-collection
iterator finds.
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current
Finds the current element in this scalable-collection iterator’s iteration set.
virtual ooRef(ooObj) current() = 0;
Returns

Object reference to this scalable-collection iterator’s current element, or a null
object reference if there is no current element (because the iterator is positioned
before the first element or after the last element).

Discussion

If the collection is a set or a list, the found object is an element of that set or list. If
the collection is an object map, the found object is either a key or a value of that
object map, depending on how this scalable-collection iterator was initialized.

currentIndex
Gets the current index of this scalable-collection iterator.
virtual int currentIndex() = 0;
Returns

The index in the iteration set at which this iterator is currently positioned.

Discussion

Using indexes can be inefficient; see “Performance of Object-Based and
Index-Based Operations” on page 106.

currentValue
Finds the value object paired with the current (key) object in this
scalable-collection iterator’s iteration set.
virtual ooRef(ooObj) currentValue();
Returns

Object reference to the value of this scalable-collection iterator’s current element,
or a null object reference if the iterator is positioned before the first element or after
the last element.

Discussion

You typically use this method only if you are iterating over the keys of an object
map, and you want to find the value that is paired with the current key. This
method is equivalent to the current method if you are iterating over a set or list,
whose elements are not key-value pairs.
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goTo
Positions this scalable-collection iterator at the first occurrence of the specified
object.

Parameters

1.

virtual ooBoolean goTo(const ooHandle(ooObj) &objH) = 0;

2.

virtual ooBoolean goTo(const void *lookupVal) = 0;

objH

Handle to the object to find in the iteration set.
lookupVal

Pointer to transient lookup data that identifies the object to find in the
iteration set.
Returns

oocTrue if the object was found, otherwise, oocFalse.

Discussion

You typically use this method only if you are iterating over the elements of a sorted
set or the keys of a sorted object map. In those cases, you are assured that the
iteration set contains at most one occurrence of the specified object; in addition, the
position of that object is meaningful because the elements of the iteration set are
sorted. For example, if a sorted set has a custom comparator that sorts objects by a
name attribute, you might want to iterate starting with the objects whose names
begin with the letter C. To do so, you could create an object with the name "C", use
that object as the parameter to goTo, then iterate from the new position.
Variant 2 finds the element that is equal to the specified lookup data, as
determined by the comparator for the collection. It is useful if the collection has a
custom comparator that supports the content-based lookup of elements (or keys).
Because a list has no comparator, variant 2 is not relevant when iterating through
the elements of a list.
If the specified object is found, this scalable-collection iterator is positioned at
that object (as if the object had just been returned by next). To iterate starting
with the specified object, you need to call current followed by successive calls
to next.
If the specified object is not found, this scalable-collection iterator is positioned at
the index just past where that object belongs in the sorted collection. In the
preceding example, if the set contained two successive elements with names
"Byrnes" and "Cabbot", the current index would be set to the index of the
element named "Cabbot".
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goToIndex
Positions this scalable-collection iterator at the specified index and finds the object
at that position in the iteration set.
virtual ooRef(ooObj) goToIndex(int index) = 0;
Parameters

index

Zero-based index at which to position this scalable-collection iterator.
Returns

Object reference to the object at the specified index in the iteration set, or a null
object reference if index is out of bounds.

Discussion

If the specified index is valid, it becomes this iterator’s new current index. If the
specified index is less than -1, this iterator is positioned before the first element. If
the specified index is too large, this iterator is positioned after the last element.
You normally use this method only if you are iterating over an ordered
collection—for example, so you can find a sequence of collection elements
starting from a particular element. However, even for an ordered collection, this
method can be inefficient because it requires traversing the collection to find the
indicated index. Whenever possible, you should use goTo instead of this method.
See “Performance of Object-Based and Index-Based Operations” on page 106.

goToLast
Positions this scalable-collection iterator at the last element of the iteration set and
finds the object at that position.
virtual ooRef(ooObj) goToLast() = 0;
Returns

Object reference to the object at the last position in the iteration set.

Discussion

If the collection is a set or a list, the found object is an element of that set or list. If
the collection is an object map, the found object is either a key or a value of that
object map, depending on how this scalable-collection iterator was initialized.
If the collection is ordered (a list, a sorted set, or a sorted object map), this
method is more efficient than getting the last index from the collection’s size and
then going to the last index.
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hasNext
Tests whether this scalable-collection iterator’s iteration set has any elements after
the current element.
virtual ooBoolean hasNext() = 0;
Returns

oocTrue if the iteration set has at least one element after the iterator’s current
location; otherwise, oocFalse.

See also

next
hasPrevious

hasPrevious
Tests whether this scalable-collection iterator’s iteration set has any elements
before the current element.
virtual ooBoolean hasPrevious();
Returns

oocTrue if the iteration set has at least one element before the iterator’s current
location; otherwise, oocFalse.

See also

previous
hasNext

next
Finds the next object in this scalable-collection iterator’s iteration set.
virtual ooRef(ooObj) next() = 0;
Returns

Object reference to the next element in the iteration set, or a null object reference if
this scalable-collection iterator is positioned after the last element in the iteration
set.

Discussion

If a next element exists, this method returns a type-independent object reference to
that element, which you must then cast to the appropriate type.

See also

hasNext
nextIndex
previous
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nextIndex
Gets the index of this scalable-collection iterator’s next element.
virtual int nextIndex();
Returns

The index of the element that would be returned by the subsequent call to next.

Discussion

If this scalable-collection iterator is currently positioned at the last element of the
iteration set, this method returns the number of elements in the iteration set, which
is not a valid index for the iteration set.
Using indexes can be inefficient; see “Performance of Object-Based and
Index-Based Operations” on page 106.

See also

next
hasNext
previousIndex

previous
Finds the previous object in this scalable-collection iterator’s iteration set.
virtual ooRef(ooObj) previous() = 0;
Returns

Object reference to the previous element in the iteration set, or a null object
reference if this scalable-collection iterator is positioned before the first element in
the iteration set.

Discussion

If a previous element exists, this method returns a type-independent object
reference to that element, which you must then cast to the appropriate type.

See also

hasPrevious
previousIndex
next

previousIndex
Gets the index of this scalable-collection iterator’s previous element.
virtual int previousIndex();
Returns

The index of the element that would be returned by the subsequent call to
previous.

Discussion

If this scalable-collection iterator is currently positioned at the first element of the
iteration set, this method returns -1, which is not a valid index for the iteration set.
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Using indexes can be inefficient; see “Performance of Object-Based and
Index-Based Operations” on page 106.
See also

previous
hasPrevious
nextIndex

remove
Removes the current element from this scalable-collection iterator’s
corresponding collection.
virtual ooStatus remove() = 0;
Returns

oocSuccess if successful; otherwise, oocError.

Discussion

This method removes the element at this scalable-collection iterator’s current
position in the iteration set. The element is removed from the collection, but not
deleted from the federated database.

WARNING

This method is the only acceptable way to remove an element from a collection
during iteration. For example, do not attempt to remove the current element by
calling the collection’s remove method.
If this scalable-collection iterator is positioned before the first element or after the
last element of the iteration set, this method does nothing.
If this scalable-collection iterator is positioned at an element of the iteration set,
the action taken by the method depends on the nature of that element:
Current Element
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Action Taken

Element of a list or set

Removes the element from the collection and positions this
iterator at the previous element. (If the first element is
removed, this iterator is positioned before the new first
element.)

Key in a key-value pair of
an object map

Removes the key-value pair from the collection and
positions this iterator at the previous key. (If the first
key-value pair is removed, this iterator is positioned before
the new first key.)

Value in a key-value pair
of an object map

Sets the value to null and leaves this iterator positioned at
this value.
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reset
Resets this scalable-collection iterator, positioning it before the first element of its
iteration set.
virtual void reset() = 0;
Discussion

You can call this method if you want to restart iterating from the beginning of the
iteration set. After this method is executed, the current index is set to -1.
A subsequent call to next returns the first element in the iteration set.

set
Modifies this scalable-collection iterator’s corresponding collection, replacing the
current element with the specified object.
virtual ooStatus set(const ooHandle(ooObj) &objH);
Parameters

objH

Handle to the object that is to replace the current element.
Returns

oocSuccess if successful; otherwise, oocError.

Discussion

If this scalable-collection iterator is positioned before the first element or after the
last element of the iteration set, this method does nothing.
If this scalable-collection iterator is positioned at an element of the iteration set,
the action taken by the method depends on the nature of that element.
Current Element

NOTE

Action Taken

Element of a list

Replaces the current element of the collection with the
specified object.

Element of a set

Throws an exception.

Key in a key-value pair of
an object map

Throws an exception.

Value in a key-value pair
of an object map

Sets the value to the specified object.

The set method cannot replace elements of a set or keys of an object map
because doing so would bypass the sorting criteria or hashing function provided
by the collection’s comparator.
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Inheritance:

ooObj->ooCompare
Handle Class:

ooHandle(ooCompare)

Object-Reference Class: ooRef(ooCompare)

The persistence-capable class ooCompare is the abstract base class for all
comparator classes.
See:
■

“Reference Summary” on page 120 for an overview of methods

■

“Reference Index” on page 120 for a list of methods

To use this class or a derived class, your application must include the
ooCollectionBase.h header file. No extra linking is required.

About Comparators
A comparator is an object of a concrete derived class of ooCompare. It provides:
■

A comparison method for ordering elements of sorted collections and
comparing elements of a unordered collections for equality.

■

A hashing function for computing the hash codes for elements of unordered
collections.

■

Methods that support comparison arrays (a performance optimization that can
be implemented for sorted collections).

Every sorted or unordered collection uses a default comparator unless you assign
a custom comparator to it; see “Working With a Comparator” on page 119. A
custom comparator must be an instance of an application-defined class derived
directly or indirectly from ooCompare.
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Comparators for Sorted Collections
Every sorted set and every sorted object map uses a comparator that defines the
total ordering used by the underlying B-tree. The comparator’s compare method
is used to compare two persistent objects and indicate their relative position in
the total ordering. The comparator for a sorted set compares elements; the
comparator for a sorted object map compares the keys of the key-value pairs.
(List do not use comparators because the order of elements in a list is established
by an application.)
When a sorted collection uses a default comparator, the collection sorts its
elements or keys by their object identifiers (OIDs), in order from lowest to
highest.
When a sorted collection has a custom comparator, the collection sorts its
elements or keys using the algorithm you define in your override of the compare
method. The sorting algorithm is typically based on the values of one or more
attributes of each element or key. A custom comparator can optionally support
the use of comparison arrays to optimize the collection’s performance. Such a
comparator overrides the comparisonArraySize method (to set the size of the
collection’s comparison arrays) and the setComparisonArrayFromObject
method (to populate these arrays).
For information about defining a custom comparator class for sorted collections,
see “Custom Comparator Classes for Sorted Collections” in Chapter 12 of
Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Guide.

Comparators for Unordered Collections
Every unordered set and every unordered object map uses a comparator that
supplies the hash function used by the underlying extendible hash table. The
comparator’s hash method computes the hash value for a persistent object; its
compare method tests two persistent objects for equality. The comparator for an
unordered set computes hash values for the set’s elements and compares
elements for equality. The comparator for an unordered object map computes
hash values for the keys of the object map’s key-value pairs and compares keys
for equality.
When an unordered collection uses a default comparator, the collection computes
hash values for its elements or keys from their OIDs and compares elements or
keys by comparing their OIDs.
When an unordered collection has a custom comparator, the collection computes
hash values and performs comparisons using the algorithms you define in your
overrides of the hash and compare methods. The hashing algorithm is typically
based on the values of one or more attributes of each element or key. For
information about defining a custom comparator class for sorted collections, see
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“Custom Comparator Classes for Unordered Collections” in Chapter 12 of
Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Guide.

Comparators That Support Content-Based Lookup
A custom comparator class can optionally support collection methods that
perform content-based lookup of elements or keys. Such methods accept
transient lookup data for purposes of identifying a particular element (or key) in
the collection—for example, to remove the identified element from the collection.
You implement support for content-based lookup by overriding both variants of
the compare method and (if applicable) both variants of the hash method. If the
custom comparator is to support comparison arrays for sorted collections, it must
also override the setComparisonArrayFromKey method, as well.
For additional information, see “Supporting Content-Based Lookup in a Sorted
Collection” and “Supporting Content-Based Lookup in an Unordered Collection”
in Chapter 12 of Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Guide.

Working With a Comparator
Because the ooCompare class is abstract, you never create instances of it; instead,
you work with instances of its concrete derived classes.
You may define your own comparator class with custom comparison and
hashing functions. All custom comparator classes must derive directly or
indirectly from the ooCompare class.
As is the case for any persistent object, you specify whether a comparator is to be
transient or persistent when you create it; comparators must be persistent. You
create a comparator with a call to the new operator, passing information to guide
the placement of the new comparator. You should specify the intended owner of
the collection to which the comparator will be assigned.
After creating a comparator, you assign it to a collection by passing a handle to
the comparator as a parameter to the constructor that creates the collection. Do
not assign the same comparator instance to more than one collection. If the same
custom comparator behavior is needed by multiple collections, you should create
multiple persistent instances of the comparator class, one for each collection.
Like other persistent objects, comparators are normally manipulated through
handles or object references.
The persistent data for a persistent collection includes an object reference to its
comparator. Your application should not explicitly save object references to any
comparator. For example, you should not add a comparator to a collection or
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save an object reference to a comparator in a persistent attribute of any persistent
object.
When you delete a persistent collection that uses a custom comparator, you must
delete the custom comparator explicitly; deleting the collection does not delete
the custom comparator automatically. You should delete the collection first, then
the comparator.

Reference Summary
Comparing Objects

compare

Computing Hash Values for
Unordered Collections

hash

Optimizing a Sorted Collection With
Comparison Arrays

comparisonArraySize
setComparisonArrayFromKey
setComparisonArrayFromObject

Reference Index
This class overloads operator new and operator delete, which behave as
described for the ooObj class (page 403).
compare

Compares two items to establish their sort order
or equality in the persistent collection that uses
this comparator.

comparisonArraySize

Gets the size of a comparison array in a sorted
collection that uses this comparator.

hash

Computes a hash value indicating an element
(or key) position in the unordered collection that
uses this comparator.

setComparisonArrayFromKey

Populates the provided comparison array with
data used for identifying an element (or key) in a
sorted collection that uses this comparator.

setComparisonArrayFromObject Populates the provided array with comparison
data from a persistent object being added or
looked up in a sorted collection that uses this
comparator.
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compare
Compares two items to establish their sort order or equality in the persistent
collection that uses this comparator.

Parameters

1.

virtual int compare(
const ooHandle(ooObj) &obj1H,
const ooHandle(ooObj) &obj2H) const;

2.

virtual int compare(
const ooHandle(ooObj) &obj1H,
const void *&lookupVal) const;

obj1H

Handle to a persistent object that is an existing element (or key) of the
persistent collection. This object is the first item in the comparison.
obj2H

Handle to a persistent object being added to or looked up in the persistent
collection. This object is the second item in the comparison in variant 1.
lookupVal

Pointer to transient lookup data being used to identify an element (or key) in
the persistent collection. The transient data is the second item in the
comparison in variant 2.
Returns

A negative integer if the first item is less than (sorts before) the second; zero if the
two items are equal; a positive integer if the first item is greater than (sorts after)
the second.

Discussion

Variant 1 compares two persistent objects. This variant is called by collection
methods that add or look up a specified persistent object in the collection. In a
sorted collection, this variant is called to determine the sort order of the specified
persistent object relative to an existing element (or key). In an unordered collection,
this variant is called to determine whether the specified persistent object is equal
to an existing element (or key), if one has been found at the position indicated by
the hash method. In either case, the existing element (or key) is passed as obj1H,
and the specified object is passed as obj2H.
The default implementation of variant 1 compares the OIDs of the two persistent
objects. The method returns -1 if obj1H has the lower OID, 1 if obj1H has the
higher OID, and 0 if the two persistent objects have the same OID.
In a custom comparator class, you override variant 1 to compare the two
persistent objects based on whatever comparison data you choose—typically, the
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values of one or more attributes of each object. For example, a custom
comparator for a collection of Client objects might compare two such objects
based on the values of their accountNumber attributes, returning -1 or 1,
depending on whether the Client referenced by obj1H has the lower or higher
accountNumber.
Your override of variant 1 must impose a total ordering on objects, which means it
must indicate that two different persistent objects are different even if they have
the same values for their comparison data. Your override can accomplish this by
calling the inherited compare method to compare OIDS whenever obj1H and
obj2H have equal comparison data. For example, if two Client objects have the
same values for their accountNumber attributes, your override should return 0
only if the objects also have the same OID.
Variant 2 compares a persistent object (objH1) to transient lookup data
(lookupVal). This variant is called by methods that perform content-based
lookup in a persistent collection; such methods accept transient data for purposes
of identifying a particular element (or key) in the collection. In a sorted
collection, this variant helps to guide the search for the element (or key) of
interest. In an unordered collection, this variant is called when an existing
element (or key) is found at the position indicated by the hash method, to verify
that the found object is in fact the desired object.
The default implementation of variant 2 throws an exception. You must override
this variant (along with variant 1) if you plan to call any of the collection
methods that accept transient lookup data through a void *& parameter.
To enable a custom comparator class to support content-based lookup, you
should override variant 2 to perform the following tasks: compute or obtain
comparison data from objH1, compare that data to the transient data in
lookupVal, and return a value that indicates the relative ordering of the
comparison data and the lookupVal data. Your override of this variant should
use the same algorithm as your override of variant 1 to compute the comparison
data and the return value.
For example, assume your override of variant 1 compares two Client objects
based on the values of their accountNumber attributes. To enable your
application to use account numbers to identify Client objects in the collection,
you override variant 2. This override should obtain the accountNumber attribute
value from obj1H and compare it to the account number in lookupVal (after
performing any processing necessary to make the two values suitable for
comparison). This override should then return a value such as -1, 0, or 1 to
indicate whether the accountNumber obtained from obj1H is less than, equal to,
or greater than the data in lookupVal.
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comparisonArraySize
Gets the size of a comparison array in a sorted collection that uses this
comparator.
virtual unsigned comparisonArraySize() const;
Returns

Number of elements in each comparison array stored by the sorted collection.

Discussion

In the default implementation, the size of comparison arrays is 0.
An application can define a custom comparator class that supports the use of
comparison arrays as a performance optimization. Such a class must override
this method to return a comparison-array size greater than 0. See “Optimizing
Comparison in a Sorted Collection” in Chapter 12 of Objectivity/C++
Programmer’s Guide.

hash
Computes a hash value indicating an element (or key) position in the unordered
collection that uses this comparator.

Parameters

1.

virtual int hash(
const ooHandle(ooObj) &objH) const;

2.

virtual int hash(
const void *&lookupVal) const;

objH

Handle to the persistent object for which to compute the hash value.
lookupVal

Pointer to transient lookup data from which to compute the hash value.
Returns

The hash value for the specified item.

Discussion

Variant 1 computes a hash value for a persistent object (objH). This variant is called
by collection methods that add or look up a specified persistent object in the
unordered collection using this comparator. The computed hash value is used to
identify the position of the specified object as a new or existing element (or key) of
the collection.
The default implementation of this variant computes the hash value from the
object’s OID. In a custom comparator class, you override variant 1 to compute a
hash value based on whatever data you choose—typically, the values of one or
more attributes of the object. For example, a custom comparator for a collection
of Client objects might compute hash values from the values of the objects’
accountNumber attributes. To optimize the performance of an unordered
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collection, your hashing algorithm should distribute the hash values throughout
the range of 32-bit integers, with relatively even distribution of the high-order
bits.
Variant 2 computes a hash value for transient lookup data (lookupVal). This
variant is called by methods that perform content-based lookup in an unordered
collection; such methods accept transient data for purposes of identifying a
particular element (or key) in the collection. The computed hash value is used to
identify the position of the element (or key) of interest.
The default implementation of variant 2 throws an exception. You must override
this variant (along with variant 1) if you plan to call any of the collection
methods that accept transient lookup data through a void *& parameter.
To enable a custom comparator class to support content-based lookup, you
should override variant 2 to compute a hash value from the transient data in
lookupVal, and return that hash value. Your override of variant 2 should use the
same hashing algorithm as your override of variant 1.
For example, assume variant 1 supports hashing Client objects based on the
values of their accountNumber attributes. To enable your application to use
account numbers to identify Client objects in the collection, you override
variant 2 to treat the transient data in lookupVal as if it were an
accountNumber attribute value, and return a hash value computed from it.

setComparisonArrayFromKey
Populates the provided comparison array with data used for identifying an
element (or key) in a sorted collection that uses this comparator.
virtual void setComparisonArrayFromKey(
const void *lookupVal,
ooUInt32 *comparisonArray) const;
Parameters

lookupVal

Pointer to transient lookup data to be represented as a comparison array.
comparisonArray

Array to be populated with the represented data.
Discussion

This method is called when the sorted collection looks up an element (or key)
based on transient data specified by the application (provided the
comparison-array size is greater than 0).
The default implementation of this method throws an exception if the
comparisonArraySize method returns a number greater than 0.
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An application can define a custom comparator class that supports the use of
comparison arrays as a performance optimization. The class must override this
method to return a comparison array containing a representation of the transient
lookup data. See “Optimizing Comparison in a Sorted Collection” in Chapter 12
of Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Guide.

setComparisonArrayFromObject
Populates the provided array with comparison data from a persistent object being
added or looked up in a sorted collection that uses this comparator.
virtual void setComparisonArrayFromObject(
const ooHandle(ooObj) &objH,
ooUInt32 *comparisonArray) const;
Parameters

objH

Handle to the persistent object for which to set the comparison array.
comparisonArray

Array to be populated with the represented data.
Discussion

This method is called when the sorted collection either adds a specified persistent
object as a new element (or key), or looks up an existing element (or key) that
matches a specified persistent object (provided the comparison-array size is
greater than 0).
The default implementation of this method throws an exception if the
comparisonArraySize method returns a number greater than 0.
An application can define a custom comparator class that supports the use of
comparison arrays as a performance optimization. The class must override this
method to return a comparison array containing a representation of the
persistent object’s comparison data. See “Optimizing Comparison in a Sorted
Collection” in Chapter 12 of Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Guide.
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Inheritance:

ooConnection
The class ooConnection represents a logical connection between an
Objectivity/C++ application and an Objectivity/DB federated database.
See:
■

“Reference Summary” on page 128 for an overview of methods

■

“Reference Index” on page 129 for a list of methods

To use this class, your application must include the ooObjy.h header file.

About Connection Objects
You obtain an instance of this class, called a connection object, by calling the
ooObjy::getConnection static method, which makes a logical connection
between the application and a particular federated database. Making a
connection indicates that the application intends to interact with the federated
database and sets internal properties that will be used when the application
communicates with the federated database.
NOTE

A connection object represents a logical connection only. The federated database
is not accessed when the connection object is created and no physical connection
is made between the application and the lock server for the federated database.
An application typically works with a single connected federated database, but it
can work with multiple federated databases; see “Making Multiple Logical
Connections” in Chapter 3 of the Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Guide.
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An application maintains a single connection object for any connected federated
database. The first call to ooObjy::getConnection for a given federation
makes the logical connection; a subsequent call returns the connection object that
was created when the logical connection was made.
A connection object is the application’s high-level interface to the corresponding
connected federated database. The application can use the connection object:
■

As a factory for sessions that interact with the federated database
A connection object creates individual sessions as well as session pools,
which manage groups of similar sessions.

■

To start and stop an in-process lock server for the federated database

You never explicitly delete connection objects; if you try to do so, a compiler
error results. When you call the ooObjy::shutdown static method to end the
interaction with Objectivity/DB, all connection objects are deleted.

Reference Summary
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Getting Information About the Federated
Database

bootFile

Obtaining Sessions

createSession
getSessionFromPool

Working With Session Pools

createSessionPool
getSessionFromPool
haveSessionPool

Working With an In-Process Lock Server

checkLS
startInternalLS
stopInternalLS

Disabling Locking Facilities

noLock

Managing Disk Format

setObjectCreationDiskFormat
getObjectCreationDiskFormat
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bootFile

Gets the pathname of the boot file of the
connected federated database.

checkLS

Tests whether the lock server for the connected
federated database is running.

createSession

Creates a session with the specified properties.

createSessionPool

Creates a session pool.

getObjectCreationDiskFormat Gets the value of this connection object’s
disk-format property.

getSessionFromPool

Requests a session from the specified session
pool.

haveSessionPool

Tests whether a session pool with the specified
name exists.

noLock

Disables the Objectivity/DB locking facilities for
the connected federated database.

setObjectCreationDiskFormat Specifies the disk format of new storage pages
created by the application in the connected
federated database.

startInternalLS

Starts an in-process lock server for the connected
federated database.

stopInternalLS

Shuts down the application’s in-process lock
server.

Methods
bootFile
Gets the pathname of the boot file of the connected federated database.
const char *bootFile() const;
Returns

The pathname of the boot file that was specified when this connection object was
created.
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checkLS
Tests whether the lock server for the connected federated database is running.
ooBoolean checkLS();
Returns

oocTrue if the lock server is running; otherwise oocFalse.

Discussion

If your application runs on the federated database’s lock server, you can call this
method to determine whether to start an in-process lock server. At any one time,
only a single lock-server process can run on a given host. If this method returns
oocTrue, you should not start an in-process lock server. Instead, you could report
that another lock server is already running and allow the user to choose whether
to quit the application or continue using the other lock server.

See also

startInternalLS

createSession
Creates a session with the specified properties.
ooSession *createSession(
const char *name,
ooUInt32 cacheInitialCapacity = 200,
ooUInt32 cacheMaxCapacity = 500,
ooUInt32 largeObjectMemoryLimit = 0,
ooBoolean hotMode = oocFalse,
ooInt32 lockWait = oocNoWait);
Parameters

name

The name for the new session. You can specify 0 to leave the session
unnamed. When provided, the session’s name is used in constructing the
name of the session’s log file. If a session has no name, its log file is given a
unique name (such as Session001_Log.txt). If you have enabled standard
session logging and are logging to files, any session that you name must have
a unique name.
cacheInitialCapacity

Factor for computing the initial sizes of the small- and large-object buffer
pools in the session’s Objectivity/DB cache.
The specified value determines:
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■

The initial number of buffer pages allocated in the session’s main
small-object buffer pool.

■

The initial number of buffer entries allocated in the session’s main
large-object buffer pool (equivalently, the initial number of large objects
to be accommodated by the pool).
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If the session’s Objectivity/DB cache creates any additional small- and
large-object buffer pools, the specified value determines:
■

The initial number of bytes allocated in each additional small-object
buffer pool (equal to the specified value multiplied by the system
database’s storage-page size).

■

The initial number of buffer entries allocated in each additional
large-object buffer pool (equivalently, the initial number of large objects
to be accommodated by each pool).

The registered performance tuner, if any, can change the value specified for
this parameter (explicitly or by default).
cacheMaxCapacity

Factor for computing the maximum sizes of the small- and large-object buffer
pools in the session’s Objectivity/DB cache.
The specified value determines:
■

The maximum number of buffer pages allocated in the session’s main
small-object buffer pool.

■

The maximum number of buffer entries allocated in the session’s main
large-object buffer pool (equivalently, the maximum number of large
objects to be accommodated by the pool).

If the session’s Objectivity/DB cache creates any additional small- and
large-object buffer pools, the specified value determines:
■

The maximum number of bytes allocated in each additional small-object
buffer pool (equal to the specified value multiplied by the system
database’s storage-page size).

■

The maximum number of buffer entries allocated in each additional
large-object buffer pool (equivalently, the maximum number of large
objects to be accommodated by each pool).

You can specify 0 to leave the session’s buffer pools unlimited in size.
However, the application will terminate with an error if the Objectivity/DB
cache attempts to use more than the available swap space.
The registered performance tuner, if any, can change the value specified for
this parameter (explicitly or by default).
largeObjectMemoryLimit

The suggested maximum number of bytes in the large-object memory pool in
the new session's Objectivity/DB cache. If you specify 0 (the default), the
limit is equal to cacheMaxCapacity multiplied by the system database’s
storage-page size. The registered performance tuner, if any, can change the
value specified for this parameter (explicitly or by default).
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hotMode

Specifies whether to enable or disable hot mode for the new session. If you
omit this parameter, the default is to disable hot mode. The registered
performance tuner, if any, can change the value specified for this parameter
(explicitly or by default).
lockWait

The lock-waiting policy for the new session, which specifies whether the
session’s transactions are to wait to obtain locks, and if so, for how long:
■

oocNoWait or 0—Turn off lock waiting; do not wait for locks. This is the
default value.

■

oocWait—Wait indefinitely for locks.

■

n, where n is an integer—If n is in the range 1 <= n <= 14400, wait n
seconds; if n is less than 0 or greater than 14400, wait indefinitely.

The registered performance tuner, if any, can change the value specified for
this parameter (explicitly or by default).
Returns

Pointer to the newly created session.

Discussion

For guidelines on selecting values for a session’s properties, see the following
sections of Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Guide:
■

“Optimizing the Cache Size” in Chapter 23

■

“Delaying Format Conversions in the Cache” in Chapter 23

■

“Lengthening the Lock-Timeout Period” in Chapter 23

This method throws an ooLogOpenFailed exception if standard session logging
is enabled and log files are to be used, but the new session’s log file could not be
opened.
See also
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createSessionPool
Creates a session pool.
void createSessionPool(
const char *sessionPoolName,
unsigned softLimit,
unsigned hardLimit,
ooUInt32 cacheInitialCapacity = 200,
ooUInt32 cacheMaxCapacity = 500,
ooUInt32 largeObjectMemoryLimit = 0,
ooBoolean hotMode = oocFalse,
int lockWait = oocNoWait,
int sessionWait = oocNoWait);
Parameters

sessionPoolName

Name of the session pool; must be unique among this connection object’s
session pools.
softLimit

Soft limit on the number of sessions to be created by this session pool. The
registered performance tuner, if any, can change the value specified for this
parameter (explicitly or by default).
hardLimit

Hard limit on the number of sessions to be created by this session pool. The
registered performance tuner, if any, can change the value specified for this
parameter (explicitly or by default).
cacheInitialCapacity

Initial cache capacity of each session in the pool; used for computing the
initial sizes of the small- and large-object buffer pools in the Objectivity/DB
cache of each session in the pool.
The specified value determines:
■

The initial number of buffer pages allocated in each session’s main
small-object buffer pool.

■

The initial number of buffer entries allocated in each session’s main
large-object buffer pool (equivalently, the initial number of large objects
to be accommodated by the pool).
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If a session’s Objectivity/DB cache creates any additional small- and
large-object buffer pools, the specified value determines:
■

The initial number of bytes allocated in each additional small-object
buffer pool (equal to the specified value multiplied by the system
database’s storage-page size).

■

The initial number of buffer entries allocated in each additional
large-object buffer pool (equivalently, the initial number of large objects
to be accommodated by each pool).

The registered performance tuner, if any, can change the value specified for
this parameter (explicitly or by default).
cacheMaxCapacity

Maximum cache capacity of each session in the pool; used for computing the
maximum sizes of the small- and large-object buffer pools in the
Objectivity/DB cache of each session in the pool.
The specified value determines:
■

The maximum number of buffer pages allocated in each session’s main
small-object buffer pool.

■

The maximum number of buffer entries allocated in each session’s main
large-object buffer pool (equivalently, the maximum number of large
objects to be accommodated by the pool).

If a session’s Objectivity/DB cache creates any nondefault small- and
large-object buffer pools, the specified value determines:
■

The maximum number of bytes allocated in each additional small-object
buffer pool (equal to the specified value multiplied by the system
database’s storage-page size).

■

The maximum number of buffer entries allocated in each additional
large-object buffer pool (equivalently, the maximum number of large
objects to be accommodated by each pool).

You can specify 0 to leave the session’s buffer pools unlimited in size.
However, the application will terminate with an error if the Objectivity/DB
cache attempts to use more than the available swap space.
The registered performance tuner, if any, can change the value specified for
this parameter (explicitly or by default).
largeObjectMemoryLimit

The suggested maximum number of bytes in the large-object memory pool in
the Objectivity/DB cache of each session in the pool. If you specify 0 (the
default), the limit is equal to cacheMaxCapacity multiplied by the system
database’s storage-page size. The registered performance tuner, if any, can
change the value specified for this parameter (explicitly or by default).
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hotMode

Specifies whether to enable or disable hot mode for each session in the pool.
If you omit this parameter, the default is to disable hot mode. The registered
performance tuner, if any, can change the value specified for this parameter
(explicitly or by default).
lockWait

Specifies whether the transactions of each session in the pool are to wait to
obtain locks, and if so, for how long:
■

oocNoWait or 0—Turn off lock waiting; do not wait for locks. This is the
default value.

■

oocWait—Wait indefinitely for locks.

■

n, where n is an integer—If n is in the range 1 <= n <= 14400, wait n
seconds; if n is less than 0 or greater than 14400, wait indefinitely.

The registered performance tuner, if any, can change the value specified for
this parameter (explicitly or by default).
sessionWait

Specifies how the session pool behaves when the application requests a
session but no session is available and the pool has already created the
maximum number of sessions (specified by the pool’s hard limit). The value
indicates whether the session pool waits for a session to be returned, and if
so, for how long:
■

oocNoWait or 0—Do not wait for a session to be returned; throw an
ooTooManySessions exception immediately. This is the default value.

■

n, where n is an integer greater than or equal to 1—Wait n seconds. If the
timeout period expires before a session is returned, throw an
ooTooManySessions exception.

■

oocWait—Wait indefinitely for a session to be returned.

The registered performance tuner, if any, can change the value specified for
this parameter (explicitly or by default).
Discussion

A session pool provides a reservoir of sessions. An application can obtain a session
from the pool; when the session is no longer needed, the application can return the
session to the pool. Properties of the session pool control how many sessions it
creates and how it behaves when unable to fulfill a request for a session; for a
detailed description of these properties, see “Obtaining Pooled Sessions” in
Chapter 4 of Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Guide.
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The new session pool creates sessions with the specified property values. For
guidelines on selecting values for session properties, see the following sections of
Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Guide:
■

“Optimizing the Cache Size” in Chapter 23

■

“Delaying Format Conversions in the Cache” in Chapter 23

■

“Lengthening the Lock-Timeout Period” in Chapter 23

You can create as many session pools as you need. You typically create different
pools when you need to use sessions with different properties, such as different
cache sizes.
This method throws an ooDuplicateSessionPoolName exception if
this connection object already has session pool named sessionPoolName.

getObjectCreationDiskFormat
Gets the value of this connection object’s disk-format property.
ooDiskFormat getObjectCreationDiskFormat();
Returns

Owning architecture of any new storage pages created by the application in the
connected federated database.

See also

setObjectCreationDiskFormat
ooDiskFormat global type

getSessionFromPool
Requests a session from the specified session pool.
ooSession *getSessionFromPool(
const char *sessionPoolName,
const char *tag = 0);
Parameters

sessionPoolName

The name of the session pool from which to obtain the session.
tag

Tag that identifies the session for future use.
Returns

Pointer to a session obtained from the pool.

Discussion

This method obtains a session from the pool. The session is attached to the current
thread.
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If no tag is specified, the session pool chooses the session that was returned to the
pool most recently. If no session is available, this method creates and returns a
new session.
If a tag is specified, the session pool chooses an available session to be returned
as follows:
■

If one or more available sessions in the pool have the same tag, choose the
session with a matching tag that was returned to the pool most recently.

■

If no available session has the specified tag, choose the session that was
returned to the pool most recently, and assign the tag to it.

■

If no session is available, create a new session, choose that session and assign
the specified tag to it.

This method throws exceptions:
■

ooTooManySessions if no session is available, this pool has already created
the maximum number of sessions (specified by the pool’s hard limit), and the
pool’s session-wait timeout period expires before a session is returned to the
pool.

■

ooSessionPoolNotFound if the specified session pool cannot be found.

■

ooLogOpenFailed if standard session logging is enabled, log files are to be

used, and a new session is created, but the new session’s log file could not be
opened.
See also

“Obtaining Pooled Sessions” in Chapter 4 of Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Guide.

haveSessionPool
Tests whether a session pool with the specified name exists.
bool haveSessionPool(
const char *sessionPoolName);
Parameters

sessionPoolName

The name of the session pool to test for.
Returns

True if a session pool called sessionPoolName exists; otherwise false.

noLock
Disables the Objectivity/DB locking facilities for the connected federated
database.
void noLock();
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This method removes concurrent-access protection for the federated database. If
your application requires maximum performance and is guaranteed exclusive
access to the federated database, you may consider disabling locking to remove the
runtime overhead associated with managing locks. However, if you plan to use
different sessions in concurrent threads, or if another process has access to the
same data as your application, unpredictable results may occur, including
corruption of your data. Therefore, use the noLock method with caution. For most
applications, benefits such as data integrity and concurrent access far outweigh the
slight performance gain obtained by disabling locking.
If you use this method, you must call it before this connection object creates any
sessions.

setObjectCreationDiskFormat
Specifies the disk format of new storage pages created by the application in the
connected federated database.
void setObjectCreationDiskFormat(ooDiskFormat architecture);
Parameters

architecture

Owning architecture of all newly created storage pages.
Discussion

WARNING

This method sets the disk-format property of this connection object. The value of
the disk-format property specifies the owning architecture of all new storage pages
created by the sessions created from this connection object.
If you use this method, you must call it before this connection object creates any
sessions. Otherwise, the disk format used by any existing sessions is undefined.
If an application does not call this method, all new storage pages are created
using the disk format of the client-host architecture (the architecture of the client
host on which the application is running). Thus, by default, the disk format of a
new storage page is optimized for access by applications running on the same
client-host architecture as the application that created the page. You call this
method to set the disk-format property to a nondefault architecture—that is, to
optimize for access by applications running on a different architecture than the
creating application.
For guidelines on selecting a disk format, see “Optimizing the Disk Format of
Storage Pages” in Chapter 23 of Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Guide
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Unrebuilt legacy applications may not recognize architectures supported by later
releases of Objectivity/DB. Be sure to specify an architecture that is recognized
by all applications that will access the new storage pages.

getObjectCreationDiskFormat
ooDiskFormat global type
ooObjy::diskFormatFromString
ooObjy::getClientHostArch

startInternalLS
Starts an in-process lock server for the connected federated database.
void startInternalLS(void (*threadfn)() = 0);
Parameters

threadfn

Pointer to an application-defined method with no parameters that will be
called from the in-process lock server’s listener thread. A listener thread is
created to service lock requests from external applications.
The specified method is called after the listener thread has initialized its
session and before it begins servicing requests. The method could be used to
customize the behavior of the thread, such as adjusting its priority or
installing an application-defined message handler to direct how error
messages originating in that thread will be handled.
Discussion

You can start an in-process lock server only if your application is running on the
lock-server host of the connected federated database and no other lock server is
currently running on this host.
After the in-process lock server is started, the application becomes the lock-server
process for the workstation on which it is running. If a federated database names
that workstation as its lock-server host, all applications accessing the federated
database will send their lock requests to the application running the in-process
lock server. The in-process lock server uses a separate listener thread to service
requests from external applications.
An in-process lock server improves performance only if most or all of the lock
requests for the connected federated database originate from the current
multithreaded application. The in-process lock server can then coordinate
locking through simple method calls instead of servicing lock requests over the
network.
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This method throws an exception and does not start an in-process lock server in
the following circumstances:
■

The application is not running on the lock-server host for the connected
federated database.

■

Another lock-server process is already running on the current host. You can
call the checkLS method to test for a running lock server.

stopInternalLS
Shuts down the application’s in-process lock server.
ooBoolean stopInternalLS(
int wait = INT_MAX,
ooBoolean force = oocFalse);
Parameters

wait

Number of seconds to wait for active transactions to terminate. The default
value, INT_MAX, means there is no time limit, so this method waits
indefinitely. If active transactions terminate within the specified wait period,
the in-process lock server is shut down. Otherwise, if transactions are still
active when the specified wait period expires, this method takes the action
specified by force.
force

Specifies whether to shut down the in-process lock server if active
transactions have not yet terminated by the end of the wait period:
■

If you omit this parameter or specify oocFalse, the in-process lock
server continues running and this method returns oocFalse.

■

If you specify oocTrue, the in-process lock server is shut down, even if
transactions are active, and this method returns oocTrue.

Returns

oocTrue if the in-process lock server is successfully shut down, or if it was not
running; otherwise oocFalse.

Discussion

This method safely shuts down an in-process lock server so that you can terminate
the current application without harming any other applications that may be using
its in-process lock server.
This method should be called at the end of an application that is running the
in-process lock server, after committing or aborting any transactions, and before
calling the ooObjy::shutdown static method.
This method causes the in-process lock server to refuse any new transactions
from external client applications, and to wait for any active transactions to finish
during the period specified by wait. During the wait period, the in-process lock
server may accept new client connections (for example, to allow administration
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tools to run), but continues to disallow new transactions. When all active
transactions have finished, the in-process lock server is shut down. At this point,
the application may safely exit.
If active transactions do not finish and the wait period expires, this method either
shuts down the in-process lock server or allows it to continue running, according
to the force parameter. If the in-process lock server continues running, the
application can repeat the attempted shutdown by calling this method again
later.
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Inheritance:

ooConvertInObject
The non-persistence-capable class ooConvertInObject represents an
unconverted object—an object that is affected by schema evolution and that is
about to be converted to its new shape.
See:
■

“Reference Summary” on page 144 for an overview of methods

■

“Reference Index” on page 145 for a list of methods

About ooConvertInObject Instances
The ooConvertInObject class enables you to get the values of primitive
attributes in unconverted objects. You use instances of this class in any conversion
functions you create to augment the object conversion process. When a
conversion function is called during object conversion, two objects are passed to
it:
■

■

A representation of an existing, unconverted object (an instance of
ooConvertInObject)
A representation of the object after it has been converted (an instance of
ooConvertInOutObject)

You use methods of ooConvertInObject to get values from the unconverted
object’s primitive attributes. From these pre-conversion values, you can compute
attribute values to be set after the object has been converted. You use methods of
ooConvertInOutObject to set attribute values in the converted object.
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The ooConvertInObject class provides access to primitive attributes, but not to
variable-size attributes (VArrays), associations, or object references. You can
access primitive attributes that are defined:
■

Directly in the class whose objects are being converted (see the getType
methods).

■

In a base class of the class whose objects are being converted (see the
getOldBaseClass method).

■

In an embedded class of the class whose objects are being converted (see the
getOldDataMember method).

See Chapter 29, “Object Conversion,” of Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Guide for
an example that uses this class.
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Accessing Primitive Attributes

getBoolean
getChar
getChar16
getChar32
getFloat32
getFloat64
getInt8
getInt16
getInt32
getInt64
getUInt8
getUInt16
getUInt32
getUInt64

Accessing a Base or Embedded Class

getOldBaseClass
getOldDataMember
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getBoolean

Gets the value of the specified ooBoolean attribute in an
unconverted object.

getChar

Gets the value of the specified char attribute in an
unconverted object.

getChar16

Gets the value of the specified ooChar16 attribute in an
unconverted object.

getChar32

Gets the value of the specified ooChar32 attribute in an
unconverted object.

getFloat32

Gets the value of the specified ooFloat32 attribute in an
unconverted object.

getFloat64

Gets the value of the specified ooFloat64 attribute in an
unconverted object.

getInt8

Gets the value of the specified ooInt8 attribute in an
unconverted object.

getInt16

Gets the value of the specified ooInt16 attribute in an
unconverted object.

getInt32

Gets the value of the specified ooInt32 attribute in an
unconverted object.

getInt64

Gets the value of the specified ooInt64 attribute in an
unconverted object.

getOldBaseClass

Gets the part of an unconverted object that is inherited from
the specified base class.

getOldDataMember

Gets the part of an unconverted object that belongs to the
specified embedded object.

getUInt8

Gets the value of the specified ooUInt8 attribute in an
unconverted object.

getUInt16

Gets the value of the specified ooUInt16 attribute in an
unconverted object.

getUInt32

Gets the value of the specified ooUInt32 attribute in an
unconverted object.

getUInt64

Gets the value of the specified ooUInt64 attribute in an
unconverted object.
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getBoolean
Gets the value of the specified ooBoolean attribute in an unconverted object.
ooStatus getBoolean(
const char *attributeName,
ooBoolean &value);
Parameters

attributeName

Name of the attribute whose value is to be obtained.
value

Name of the ooBoolean variable in which the value is to be returned.
Returns

oocSuccess if successful, or oocError if the attribute name is not valid.

getChar
Gets the value of the specified char attribute in an unconverted object.
ooStatus getChar(
const char *attributeName,
char &value);
Parameters

attributeName

Name of the attribute whose value is to be obtained.
value

Name of the char variable in which the value is to be returned.
Returns

oocSuccess if successful, or oocError if the attribute name is not valid.

getChar16
Gets the value of the specified ooChar16 attribute in an unconverted object.
ooStatus getChar16(
const char *attributeName,
ooChar16 &value);
Parameters

attributeName

Name of the attribute whose value is to be obtained.
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value

Name of the ooChar16 variable in which the value is to be returned.
Returns

oocSuccess if successful, or oocError if the attribute name is not valid.

getChar32
Gets the value of the specified ooChar32 attribute in an unconverted object.
ooStatus getChar32(
const char *attributeName,
ooChar32 &value);
Parameters

attributeName

Name of the attribute whose value is to be obtained.
value

Name of the ooChar32 variable in which the value is to be returned.
Returns

oocSuccess if successful, or oocError if the attribute name is not valid.

getFloat32
Gets the value of the specified ooFloat32 attribute in an unconverted object.
ooStatus getFloat32(
const char *attributeName,
ooFloat32 &value);
Parameters

attributeName

Name of the attribute whose value is to be obtained.
value

Name of the ooFloat32 variable in which the value is to be returned.
Returns

oocSuccess if successful, or oocError if the attribute name is not valid.

getFloat64
Gets the value of the specified ooFloat64 attribute in an unconverted object.
ooStatus getFloat64(
const char *attributeName,
ooFloat64 &value);
Parameters

attributeName

Name of the attribute whose value is to be obtained.
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value

Name of the ooFloat64 variable in which the value is to be returned.
Returns

oocSuccess if successful, or oocError if the attribute name is not valid.

getInt8
Gets the value of the specified ooInt8 attribute in an unconverted object.
ooStatus getInt8(
const char *attributeName,
ooInt8 &value);
Parameters

attributeName

Name of the attribute whose value is to be obtained.
value

Name of the ooInt8 variable in which the value is to be returned.
Returns

oocSuccess if successful, or oocError if the attribute name is not valid.

getInt16
Gets the value of the specified ooInt16 attribute in an unconverted object.
ooStatus getInt16(
const char *attributeName,
ooInt16 &value);
Parameters

attributeName

Name of the attribute whose value is to be obtained.
value

Name of the ooInt16 variable in which the value is to be returned.
Returns

oocSuccess if successful, or oocError if the attribute name is not valid.

getInt32
Gets the value of the specified ooInt32 attribute in an unconverted object.
ooStatus getInt32(
const char *attributeName,
ooInt32 &value);
Parameters

attributeName

Name of the attribute whose value is to be obtained.
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value

Name of the ooInt32 variable in which the value is to be returned.
Returns

oocSuccess if successful, or oocError if the attribute name is not valid.

getInt64
Gets the value of the specified ooInt64 attribute in an unconverted object.
ooStatus getInt64(
const char *attributeName,
ooInt64 &value);
Parameters

attributeName

Name of the attribute whose value is to be obtained.
value

Name of the ooInt64 variable in which the value is to be returned.
Returns

oocSuccess if successful, or oocError if the attribute name is not valid.

getOldBaseClass
Gets the part of an unconverted object that is inherited from the specified base
class.
ooStatus getOldBaseClass(
const char *baseClassName,
ooConvertInObject &basePartOfExistObj);
Parameters

baseClassName

Name of a base class of the class whose objects are being converted.
If the base class is defined in a C++ namespace, you should specify its
namespace-qualified name using standard C++ syntax:
namespace::className
If the base class is a nested class within a parent class defined in a
namespace, you must use a single colon for the namespace delimiter and a
double colon for the class name delimiter:
namespace:parentclass::nestedclass
basePartOfExistObj

Name of the ooConvertInObject variable in which the inherited part is to
be returned.
Returns

oocSuccess if successful, or oocError if the path is not valid.
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You use this method when you need to get the value of an inherited primitive
attribute of an unconverted object. First, you use this method to get the part of the
object that is inherited from the specified base class. Then, you use the appropriate
getType method on the inherited part (accessed through the
basePartOfExistObj variable) to get the value of the desired attribute.

getOldDataMember
Gets the part of an unconverted object that belongs to the specified embedded
object.
ooStatus getOldDataMember(
const char *attributeName,
ooConvertInObject &embeddedPartOfExistObj);
Parameters

attributeName

Name of the attribute that specifies the desired embedded object.
embeddedPartOfExistObj

Name of the ooConvertInObject variable in which the embedded part is to
be returned.
Returns

oocSuccess if successful, or oocError if the attributeName is not valid.

Discussion

You use this method when you need to get the value of a primitive attribute of an
object that is embedded as an attribute of an unconverted object. First, you use this
method to get the desired embedded part of the unconverted object. Then, you use
the appropriate getType method on the embedded part (accessed through the
embeddedPartOfExistObj variable) to get the value of the desired primitive
attribute.

getUInt8
Gets the value of the specified ooUInt8 attribute in an unconverted object.
ooStatus getUInt8(
const char *attributeName,
ooUInt8 &value);
Parameters

attributeName

Name of the attribute whose value is to be obtained.
value

Name of the ooUInt8 variable in which the value is to be returned.
Returns
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getUInt16
Gets the value of the specified ooUInt16 attribute in an unconverted object.
ooStatus getUInt16(
const char *attributeName,
ooUInt16 &value);
Parameters

attributeName

Name of the attribute whose value is to be obtained.
value

Name of the ooUInt16 variable in which the value is to be returned.
Returns

oocSuccess if successful, or oocError if the attribute name is not valid.

getUInt32
Gets the value of the specified ooUInt32 attribute in an unconverted object.
ooStatus getUInt32(
const char *attributeName,
ooUInt32 &value);
Parameters

attributeName

Name of the attribute whose value is to be obtained.
value

Name of the ooUInt32 variable in which the value is to be returned.
Returns

oocSuccess if successful, or oocError if the attribute name is not valid.

getUInt64
Gets the value of the specified ooUInt64 attribute in an unconverted object.
ooStatus getUInt64(
const char *attributeName,
ooUInt64 &value);
Parameters

attributeName

Name of the attribute whose value is to be obtained.
value

Name of the ooUInt64 variable in which the value is to be returned.
Returns

oocSuccess if successful, or oocError if the attribute name is not valid.
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Inheritance:

ooConvertInObject->ooConvertInOutObject
The non-persistence-capable class ooConvertInOutObject represents a
converted object—an object that is affected by schema evolution and that has been
converted to its new shape.
See:
■

“Reference Summary” on page 154 for an overview of methods

■

“Reference Index” on page 155 for a list of methods

About ooConvertInOutObject Instances
The ooConvertInOutObject class enables you to set the values of attributes in
objects that have been converted as a result of schema evolution. You use
instances of this class in any conversion functions you create to augment the object
conversion process. When a conversion function is called during object
conversion, two objects are passed to it:
■

A representation of an existing, unconverted object (an instance of
ooConvertInObject)

■

A representation of the object after it has been converted (an instance of
ooConvertInOutObject)

You use methods of ooConvertInObject to get values from the unconverted
object’s primitive attributes. From these pre-conversion values, you can compute
attribute values to be set after the object has been converted. You use methods of
ooConvertInOutObject to set attribute values in the converted object.
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The ooConvertInOutObject class allows you to set primitive attributes. You
can access attributes that are defined:
■

Directly in the class whose objects are being converted (see the setType
methods).

■

In a base class of the class whose objects are being converted (see the
getNewBaseClass method).

■

In an embedded class of the class whose objects are being converted (see the
getNewDataMember method).

See Chapter 29, “Object Conversion,” of Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Guide for
an example that uses this class.
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Setting Primitive Attributes

setBoolean
setChar
setChar16
setChar32
setFloat32
setFloat64
setInt8
setInt16
setInt32
setInt64
setUInt8
setUInt16
setUInt32
setUInt64

Accessing a Base or Embedded Class

getNewBaseClass
getNewDataMember
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getNewBaseClass

Gets the part of a converted object that is inherited from the
specified base class.

getNewDataMember

Gets the part of a converted object that belongs to the
specified embedded object.

setBoolean

Sets the value of the specified ooBoolean attribute in a
converted object.

setChar

Sets the value of the specified char attribute in a converted
object.

setChar16

Sets the value of the specified ooChar16 attribute in a
converted object.

setChar32

Sets the value of the specified ooChar32 attribute in a
converted object.

setFloat32

Sets the value of the specified ooFloat32 attribute in a
converted object.

setFloat64

Sets the value of the specified ooFloat64 attribute in a
converted object.

setInt8

Sets the value of the specified ooInt8 attribute in a
converted object.

setInt16

Sets the value of the specified ooInt16 attribute in a
converted object.

setInt32

Sets the value of the specified ooInt32 attribute in a
converted object.

setInt64

Sets the value of the specified ooInt64 attribute in a
converted object.

setUInt8

Sets the value of the specified ooUInt8 attribute in a
converted object.

setUInt16

Sets the value of the specified ooUInt16 attribute in a
converted object.

setUInt32

Sets the value of the specified ooUInt32 attribute in a
converted object.

setUInt64

Sets the value of the specified ooUInt64 attribute in a
converted object.
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getNewBaseClass
Gets the part of a converted object that is inherited from the specified base class.
ooStatus getNewBaseClass(
const char *baseClassName,
ooConvertInOutObject &basePartOfConvObj);
Parameters

baseClassName

Name of a base class of the class whose objects are being converted.
If the base class is defined in a C++ namespace, you should specify its
namespace-qualified name using standard C++ syntax:
namespace::className
If the base class is a nested class within a parent class defined in a C++
namespace, you must use a single colon for the namespace delimiter and a
double colon for the class name delimiter:
namespace:parentclass::nestedclass
basePartOfConvObj

Name of the ooConvertInOutObject variable in which the inherited part is
to be returned.
Returns

oocSuccess if successful, or oocError if the base class path is not valid.

Discussion

You use this method when you need to set the value of an inherited primitive
attribute of a converted object. First, you use this method to get the part of the
object that is inherited from the specified base class. Then, you use the appropriate
setType method on the inherited part (accessed through the
basePartOfConvObj variable) to set the value of the desired attribute.

See also

ooConvertInObject::getOldBaseClass

getNewDataMember
Gets the part of a converted object that belongs to the specified embedded object.
ooStatus getNewDataMember(
const char *attributeName,
ooConvertInOutObject &embeddedPartOfConvObj);
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attributeName

Name of the attribute that specifies the desired embedded object.
embeddedPartOfConvObj

Name of the ooConvertInOutObject variable in which the embedded part
is to be returned.
Returns

oocSuccess if successful, or oocError if the attribute name is not valid.

Discussion

You use this method when you need to set the value of a primitive attribute of an
object that is embedded as an attribute of a converted object. First, you use this
method to get the desired embedded part of the converted object. Then, you use
the appropriate setType method on the embedded part (accessed through the
embeddedPartOfConvObj variable) to set the value of the desired primitive
attribute.

setBoolean
Sets the value of the specified ooBoolean attribute in a converted object.
ooStatus setBoolean(
const char *attributeName,
ooBoolean value);
Parameters

attributeName

Name of the attribute whose value is to be set.
value

Variable containing the desired value.
Returns

oocSuccess if successful, or oocError if the attribute name is not valid.

setChar
Sets the value of the specified char attribute in a converted object.
ooStatus setChar(
const char *attributeName,
char value);
Parameters

attributeName

Name of the attribute whose value is to be set.
value

Variable containing the desired value.
Returns

oocSuccess if successful, or oocError if the attribute name is not valid.
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setChar16
Sets the value of the specified ooChar16 attribute in a converted object.
ooStatus setChar16(
const char *attributeName,
ooChar16 value);
Parameters

attributeName

Name of the attribute whose value is to be set.
value

Variable containing the desired value.
Returns

oocSuccess if successful, or oocError if the attribute name is not valid.

setChar32
Sets the value of the specified ooChar32 attribute in a converted object.
ooStatus setChar32(
const char *attributeName,
ooChar32 value);
Parameters

attributeName

Name of the attribute whose value is to be set.
value

Variable containing the desired value.
Returns

oocSuccess if successful, or oocError if the attribute name is not valid.

setFloat32
Sets the value of the specified ooFloat32 attribute in a converted object.
ooStatus setFloat32(
const char *attributeName,
ooFloat32 value);
Parameters

attributeName

Name of the attribute whose value is to be set.
value

Variable containing the desired value.
Returns
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setFloat64
Sets the value of the specified ooFloat64 attribute in a converted object.
ooStatus setFloat64(
const char *attributeName,
ooFloat64 value);
Parameters

attributeName

Name of the attribute whose value is to be set.
value

Variable containing the desired value.
Returns

oocSuccess if successful, or oocError if the attribute name is not valid.

setInt8
Sets the value of the specified ooInt8 attribute in a converted object.
ooStatus setInt8(
const char *attributeName,
ooInt8 value);
Parameters

attributeName

Name of the attribute whose value is to be set.
value

Variable containing the desired value.
Returns

oocSuccess if successful, or oocError if the attribute name is not valid.

setInt16
Sets the value of the specified ooInt16 attribute in a converted object.
ooStatus setInt16(
const char *attributeName,
ooInt16 value);
Parameters

attributeName

Name of the attribute whose value is to be set.
value

Variable containing the desired value.
Returns

oocSuccess if successful, or oocError if the attribute name is not valid.
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setInt32
Sets the value of the specified ooInt32 attribute in a converted object.
ooStatus setInt32(
const char *attributeName,
ooInt32 value);
Parameters

attributeName

Name of the attribute whose value is to be set.
value

Variable containing the desired value.
Returns

oocSuccess if successful, or oocError if the attribute name is not valid.

setInt64
Sets the value of the specified ooInt64 attribute in a converted object.
ooStatus setInt64(
const char *attributeName,
ooInt64 value);
Parameters

attributeName

Name of the attribute whose value is to be set.
value

Variable containing the desired value.
Returns

oocSuccess if successful, or oocError if the attribute name is not valid.

setUInt8
Sets the value of the specified ooUInt8 attribute in a converted object.
ooStatus setUInt8(
const char *attributeName,
ooUInt8 value);
Parameters

attributeName

Name of the attribute whose value is to be set.
value

Variable containing the desired value.
Returns
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setUInt16
Sets the value of the specified ooUInt16 attribute in a converted object.
ooStatus setUInt16(
const char *attributeName,
ooUInt16 value);
Parameters

attributeName

Name of the attribute whose value is to be set.
value

Variable containing the desired value.
Returns

oocSuccess if successful, or oocError if the attribute name is not valid.

setUInt32
Sets the value of the specified ooUInt32 attribute in a converted object.
ooStatus setUInt32(
const char *attributeName,
ooUInt32 value);
Parameters

attributeName

Name of the attribute whose value is to be set.
value

Variable containing the desired value.
Returns

oocSuccess if successful, or oocError if the attribute name is not valid.

setUInt64
Sets the value of the specified ooUInt64 attribute in a converted object.
ooStatus setUInt64(
const char *attributeName,
ooUInt64 value);
Parameters

attributeName

Name of the attribute whose value is to be set.
value

Variable containing the desired value.
Returns

oocSuccess if successful, or oocError if the attribute name is not valid.
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Inheritance:

ooDate
The non-persistence-capable class ooDate represents a date value.
See:
■

“Reference Summary” on page 164 for an overview of methods

■

“Reference Index” on page 164 for a list of methods

To use this class, your application must include the ooTime.h header file. No
extra linking is required.

About Date Values
A date value represents a date in the Gregorian calendar. Date values range from
January 1, 0001 A.D. (C.E.) to December 31, 9999 A.D. (C.E.). A date value
occupies 4 bytes of memory, and is stored internally as a number of ticks, where a
tick is a whole day. Ticks are the fundamental unit of time from which all
representations of dates are derived. A particular date is represented in a date
value as a combination of a number of years, months, and days.
Outside of assignment, a date value is considered immutable and operations that
return a date value do so by value.
Methods of this class may throw ooArgumentOutOfRangeException,
ooOverflowException, or ooTimeKindMismatchException.
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Reference Summary
Creating a Date Value

ooDate

Date Value Components

DayOfWeek

Getting Information

day
dayOfWeek
dayOfYear
isNull
month
year

Comparing Date Values

operator==
operator!=
operator<
operator<=
operator>
operator>=

Arithmetic Operations on Date Values

addDays
addMonths
addYears
operator+
operator-

Conversion Operations on Date Values

convert

Static Utilities

daysInMonth
isLeapYear
today

Reference Index
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addDays

Adds the specified number of days to this date value and returns
the sum in a newly allocated date value.

addMonths

Adds the specified number of months to this date value and
returns the sum in a newly allocated date value.

addYears

Adds the specified number of years to this date value and returns
the sum in a newly allocated date value.

convert

Initializes the specified date object using the information stored in
this date value.
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day

Returns the days component of this date value.

dayOfWeek

Returns the day of the week of the date represented in this date
value.

DayOfWeek

Enumerated type for representing the days of the week.

dayOfYear

Returns the number of days from January 1 to the date
represented in this date value.

daysInMonth

Returns the number of days in the specified month of the specified
year.

isLeapYear

Returns true if the specified year is a leap year.

isNull

Tests whether this date value is null.

month

Returns the months component of this date value.

ooDate

Default constructor that constructs a new null date value.

ooDate

Constructs a new date value from the specified information.

ooDate

Constructs a new date value from the specified date object.

operator+

Addition operator; adds the specified interval to this date value
and returns the sum in a newly allocated date value.

operator-

Subtraction operator.

operator==

Equality operator; returns true if the number of ticks in the
specified date value is the same as the number of ticks in this date
value.

operator!=

Inequality operator; returns true if the number of ticks in the
specified date value is not the same as the number of ticks in this
date value.

operator<

Less-than operator; returns true if this date value is less than the
specified date value—that is, if it represents an earlier date.

operator<=

Less-than-or-equal-to operator; returns true if this date value is
less than or equal to the specified date value—that is, if it
represents an earlier date.

operator>

Greater-than operator; returns true if this date value is greater
than the specified date value—that is, if it represents a later date.

operator>=

Greater-than-or-equal-to operator; returns true if this date value is
greater than or equal to the specified date value.
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today

Returns the current date.

year

Returns the years component of this date value.

Types
DayOfWeek
Enumerated type for representing the days of the week.
enum DayOfWeek {
Sunday = 0,
Monday = 1,
Tuesday = 2,
Wednesday = 3,
Thursday = 4,
Friday = 5,
Saturday = 6};

Constructors
ooDate
Default constructor that constructs a new null date value.
ooDate();

ooDate
Constructs a new date value from the specified information.
ooDate(int year, int month, int day);
Parameters

year

Years component of the new date value; the number of whole years starting
from January 1, 0001 A.D. (C.E.).
The minimum value is 1. The maximum value is 9999.
month

Months component of the new date value; the number of whole months since
the beginning of the specified year.
The minimum value is 1. The maximum value is 12.
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day

Days component of the new date value; the number of whole days since the
beginning of the specified month.
The minimum value is 1. The maximum value is the number of whole days
in the specified month of the specified year.
Discussion

An exception is thrown if the specified value for a component is less than its
minimum value or greater than its maximum value.

ooDate
Constructs a new date value from the specified date object.

Parameters

1.

ooDate(const d_Date &source);

2.

ooDate(const ooSQLdate &source);

3.

ooDate(const ooSQLnull_date &source);

source

A transient object of a date-representation class that conforms to a particular
language-specific standard (ODMG or SQL).
Discussion

NOTE

You cannot construct a new date value from the information stored in an oojDate
object. However, you can construct an instance of ooDateTime from the
information stored in an oojDate object.
The d_Date class is supported only for backward compatibility. For information
about this class, see the d_Date chapter in the Objectivity/C++ Backward
Compatibility book.

Operators
operator+
Addition operator; adds the specified interval to this date value and returns the
sum in a newly allocated date value.
ooDate operator+(const ooInterval &right) const;
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operatorSubtraction operator.

Parameters

1.

ooDate operator-(const ooInterval &right) const;

2.

ooInterval operator-(const ooDate &right) const;

right

An existing interval or date value.
Returns

Newly allocated date value or interval.

Discussion

Variant 1 subtracts the specified interval from this date value and returns the
difference in a newly allocated date value.
Variant 2 subtracts the specified date value from this date value and returns the
difference in a newly allocated interval.

operator==
Equality operator; returns true if the number of ticks in the specified date value
is the same as the number of ticks in this date value.
bool operator==(const ooDate &right) const);

operator!=
Inequality operator; returns true if the number of ticks in the specified date value
is not the same as the number of ticks in this date value.
bool operator!=(const ooDate &right) const;

operator<
Less-than operator; returns true if this date value is less than the specified date
value—that is, if it represents an earlier date.
bool operator<(const ooDate &right) const;

operator<=
Less-than-or-equal-to operator; returns true if this date value is less than or
equal to the specified date value—that is, if it represents an earlier date.
bool operator<=(const ooDate &right) const;
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operator>
Greater-than operator; returns true if this date value is greater than the specified
date value—that is, if it represents a later date.
bool operator>(const ooDate &right) const;

operator>=
Greater-than-or-equal-to operator; returns true if this date value is greater than
or equal to the specified date value.
bool operator>=(const ooDate &right) const;

Methods
addDays
Adds the specified number of days to this date value and returns the sum in a
newly allocated date value.
ooDate addDays(int days) const;
Discussion

If the sum is greater than the number of days in the specified month, any whole
months or years resulting from the addition are added to the corresponding
components.

addMonths
Adds the specified number of months to this date value and returns the sum in a
newly allocated date value.
ooDate addMonths(int months) const;
Discussion

If the sum is greater than the maximum number of months (12) that can be
represented in the months component, any whole years resulting from the
addition are added to the years component.
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addYears
Adds the specified number of years to this date value and returns the sum in a
newly allocated date value.
ooDate addYears(int years) const;
Discussion

An exception is thrown if the sum is greater than the maximum number of years
(9999) that can be represented in the years component.

convert
Initializes the specified date object using the information stored in this date value.

Parameters

1.

void convert(d_Date &dest) const;

2.

void convert(ooSQLdate &dest) const;

3.

void convert(ooSQLnull_date &dest) const;

dest

A transient object of a date representation class that conforms to a particular
language-specific standard (ODMG or SQL). The date object is initialized
with the information stored in this date value.
Discussion

NOTE

You cannot initialize an oojDate object directly from the information stored in an
instance of ooDate. However, you can store that information in an instance of
ooDateTime, and then can use the convert method of ooDateTime to initialize
the specified oojDate instance.
The d_Date class is supported only for backward compatibility. For information
about this class, see the d_Date chapter in the Objectivity/C++ Backward
Compatibility book.

day
Returns the days component of this date value.
int day() const;
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dayOfWeek
Returns the day of the week of the date represented in this date value.
DayOfWeek dayOfWeek() const;
Returns

The constant corresponding to this date value’s day of the week.

dayOfYear
Returns the number of days from January 1 to the date represented in this date
value.
int dayOfYear() const;
Returns

The number of days starting with January 1 of the represented year.

daysInMonth
Returns the number of days in the specified month of the specified year.
static int daysInMonth(int year, int month);
Returns

The number of days in the specified month.

Discussion

An exception is thrown if the specified year or month number is less than its
minimum value or greater than its maximum value.

isLeapYear
Returns true if the specified year is a leap year.
static bool isLeapYear(int year);
Returns

true if this date value is a leap year; otherwise, false.

isNull
Tests whether this date value is null.
bool isNull() const;
Returns

true if this date value is null; otherwise, false.

month
Returns the months component of this date value.
int month() const;
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today
Returns the current date.
static ooDate today();
Returns

The current date according to the computer on which the application is running.

year
Returns the years component of this date value.
int year() const;
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Inheritance:

ooDateTime
The non-persistence-capable class ooDateTime represents a date-and-time value.
See:
■

“Reference Summary” on page 174 for an overview of methods

■

“Reference Index” on page 175 for a list of methods

To use this class, your application must include the ooTime.h header file. No
extra linking is required.

About Date-and-Time Values
A date-and-time value represents a date in the Gregorian calendar, combined
with a time in the 24-hour clock format. Date-and-time values can represent dates
and times within the following range:
Minimum Value

00:00:00:00 (midnight), January 1, 0001 A.D. (C.E.)

Maximum Value

23:59:59:999, December 31, 9999 A.D. (C.E.)

A date-and-time value occupies 8 bytes of memory, and is stored internally as a
single number of ticks, where a tick is 100 nanoseconds. Ticks are the
fundamental unit of time from which all representations of date-and-time values
are derived.
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In a date-and-time value, a particular date is represented as a combination of a
number of years, months, and days, and an instant of time is represented as a
combination of a number of hours, minutes, seconds, and milliseconds.
In date-and-time values, times are either expressed in the Coordinated Universal
Time (UTC) standard or in the local time standard. UTC is the time as measured
at zero degrees longitude, the UTC origin point. Local time is the system time of
the computer on which the application is running. The actual date-and-time
value is independent of the way in which that value is expressed.
Outside of assignment, a date-and-time value is considered immutable and
operations that return a date-and-time value do so by value.
Methods of this class may throw ooArgumentOutOfRangeException,
ooOverflowException, or ooTimeKindMismatchException.

Reference Summary
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Creating a Date-and-Time Value

ooDateTime

Getting Information

date
day
dayOfWeek
dayOfYear
hour
isNull
kind
millisecond
minute
month
second
ticks
timeOfDay
year

Comparing Date-and-Time Value Information

operator==
operator!=
operator<
operator<=
operator>
operator>=
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Arithmetic Operations on Date-and-Time Values

addDays
addHours
addMilliseconds
addMinutes
addMonths
addSeconds
addTicks
addYears
operator+
operator-

Conversion Operations on Date-and-Time Values

convert

Static Utilities

now
today
utcNow

Reference Index
addDays

Adds the specified number of days to this date-and-time value and
returns the sum in a newly allocated date-and-time value.

addHours

Adds the specified number of hours to this date-and-time value
and returns the sum in a newly allocated date-and-time value.

addMilliseconds

Adds the specified number of milliseconds to this date-and-time
value and returns the sum in a newly allocated date-and-time
value.

addMinutes

Adds the specified number of minutes to this date-and-time value
and returns the sum in a newly allocated date-and-time value.

addMonths

Adds the specified number of months to this date-and-time value
and returns the sum in a newly allocated date-and-time value.

addSeconds

Adds the specified number of seconds to this date-and-time value
and returns the sum in a newly allocated date-and-time value.

addTicks

Adds the specified number of ticks to the number of ticks in this
date-and-time value and returns the sum in a newly allocated
date-and-time value.

addYears

Adds the specified number of years to this date-and-time value
and returns the sum in a newly allocated date-and-time value.
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convert

Initializes the specified object using the information stored in this
date-and-time value.

date

Returns a newly allocated date value containing the years,
months, and days components of this date-and-time value.

day

Returns the days component of this date-and-time value.

dayOfWeek

Returns the day of the week of the date represented in this
date-and-time value.

dayOfYear

Returns the number of days from January 1 to the date
represented in this date-and-time value.

hour

Returns the hours component of this date-and-time value.

isNull

Tests whether this date-and-time value is null.

kind

Returns the time standard in which the time of this date-and-time
value is expressed.

millisecond

Returns the milliseconds component of this date-and-time value.

minute

Returns the minutes component of this date-and-time value.

month

Returns the months component of this date-and-time value.

now

Returns a newly allocated date-and-time value representing the
current date and the current time on this computer, where the time
is expressed in the local time standard.

ooDateTime

Default constructor that constructs a new null date-and-time value.

ooDateTime

Constructs a new date-and-time value from the specified
information.

ooDateTime

Constructs a new date-and-time value from the specified object.

operator+

Addition operator; adds the specified interval to this date-and-time
value, and returns the sum in a newly allocated date-and-time
value.

operator-

Subtraction operator.

operator==

Equality operator; returns true if the number of ticks in the
specified date-and-time value is the same as the number of ticks
in this date-and-time value.

operator!=

Inequality operator; returns true if the number of ticks in the
specified date-and-time value is not the same as the number of
ticks in this date-and-time value.
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operator<

Less-than operator; returns true if the specified date-and-time
value is less than this date-and-time value—that is, if it represents
an earlier date and time.

operator<=

Less-than-or-equal-to operator; returns true if the specified
date-and-time value is less than or equal to this date-and-time
value.

operator>

Greater-than operator; returns true if the specified date-and-time
value is greater than this date-and-time value—that is, if it
represents a later date and time.

operator>=

Greater-than-or-equal-to operator; returns true if the specified
date-and-time value is greater than or equal to this date-and-time
value.

second

Returns the seconds component of this date-and-time value.

ticks

Returns the number of ticks in this date-and-time value.

timeOfDay

Returns a newly allocated time value containing the hours,
minutes, seconds, and milliseconds components of this
date-and-time value.

today

Returns a date value representing the current date on this
computer.

utcNow

Returns a newly allocated date-and-time value representing the
current date and the current time on this computer, where the time
is expressed in the UTC time standard.

year

Returns the years component of this date-and-time value.

Constructors
ooDateTime
Default constructor that constructs a new null date-and-time value.
ooDateTime();
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ooDateTime
Constructs a new date-and-time value from the specified information.

Parameters

1.

ooDateTime(
const ooDate &date);

2.

ooDateTime(
const ooTime &time);

3.

ooDateTime(
const ooDate &date,
const ooTime &time);

4.

ooDateTime(
int year,
int month,
int day);

5.

ooDateTime(
int year,
int month,
int day,
int hour,
int minute,
int second,
ooTime::Kind kind = ooTime::oocLocal);

6.

ooDateTime(
int year,
int month,
int day,
int hour,
int minute,
int second,
int millisecond,
ooTime::Kind kind = ooTime::oocLocal);

7.

ooDateTime(
int64 ticks,
ooTime::Kind kind);

date

A date object.
time

A time object.
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year

Years component of the new date-and-time value; the number of whole years
starting from January 1, 0001 A.D. (C.E.).
The minimum value is 1. The maximum value is 9999.
month

Months component of the new date-and-time value; the number of whole
months since the beginning of the specified year.
The minimum value is 1. The maximum value is 12.
day

Days component of the new date-and-time value; the number of whole days
since the beginning of the specified month.
The minimum value is 1. The maximum value is the number of whole days
in the specified month of the specified year.
hour

Hours component of the new date-and-time value; the number of whole
hours since the beginning of the specified day.
The minimum value is 0 (midnight). The maximum value is 23.
minute

Minutes component of the new date-and-time value; the number of whole
minutes since the beginning of the specified hour.
The minimum value is 0. The maximum value is 59.
second

Seconds component of the new date-and-time value; the number of whole
seconds since the beginning of the specified minute.
The minimum value is 0. The maximum value is 59.
kind

The time standard used to express the new date-and-time value.
millisecond

Milliseconds component of the new date-and-time value; the number of
whole milliseconds since the beginning of the specified second.
The minimum value is 0. The maximum value is 999.
ticks

Tick representation of the new date-and-time value; the number of ticks since
00:00:00:00 (midnight), January 1, 0001 A.D. (C.E.).
The minimum value is 0. The maximum value is 3155378975999999999.
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Constructors

An exception is thrown if the specified value for a component is less than its
minimum value or greater than its maximum value.
Variants 1-3 create a date-and-time value from a date value, a time value, or both.
■

In variant 1, the date-and-time value is created from the specified date, has a
time of midnight (0), and has an unspecified time standard.

■

In variant 2, the date-and-time value is created from the specified time value,
uses the time standard of the specified time value, and has a date of January
1, 0001 A.D. (C.E.).

■

In variant 3, the date-and-time value is created from the specified date value
and the specified time value, and uses the time standard of the time value.

Variants 4-6 create a date-and-time value from the specified component
information.
■

In variant 4, the date-and-time value is created from the specified date
information, has a time of midnight (0), and has an unspecified time
standard.

■

In variant 5, the date-and-time value is created from the specified date and
time information, has a millisecond value of 0, and uses the local time
standard.

■

In variant 6, the date-and-time value is created from the specified date and
time information, and uses the local time standard.

Variant 7 creates a date-and-time value from a specified number of ticks and time
standard.

ooDateTime
Constructs a new date-and-time value from the specified object.
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1.

ooDateTime(const d_Timestamp &source);

2.

ooDateTime(const ooDotNetDateTime &source);

3.

ooDateTime(const ooSQLtimestamp &source);

4.

ooDateTime(const ooSQLnull_timestamp &source);

5.

ooDateTime(const oojDate &source);

6.

ooDateTime(const oojTime &source);

7.

ooDateTime(const oojTimestamp &source);

8.

ooDateTime(const ooRef(oojDate) &sourceref);

9.

ooDateTime(const ooRef(oojTime) &sourceref);

10.

ooDateTime(const ooRef(oojTimestamp) &sourceref);

11.

ooDateTime(time_t posixTime, int32 microsecond);
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source

A transient object of a class that conforms to a particular language-specific
standard (ODMG, .NET, SQL, or Java).
sourceref

An object reference to a persistent oojDate, oojTime, or oojTimestamp
object.
posixTime

The integral part of a POSIX time.
microsecond

A value representing the fractional part of a POSIX time.
Discussion

NOTE

The time in the new date-and-time value is expressed in the UTC time standard.
The d_Timestamp class and the ooDotNetDateTime class are supported only for
backward compatibility. For information about these two classes, see their
respective reference chapters in the Objectivity/C++ Backward Compatibility book.

Operators
operator+
Addition operator; adds the specified interval to this date-and-time value, and
returns the sum in a newly allocated date-and-time value.
ooDateTime operator+(const ooInterval &right) const;

operatorSubtraction operator.

Parameters

1.

ooDateTime operator-(const ooInterval &right) const;

2.

ooInterval operator-(const ooDateTime &right) const;

right

An existing interval or date-and-time value.
Returns

Newly allocated date-and-time value or interval.
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Operators

Variant 1 subtracts the specified interval from this date-and-time value and returns
the difference in a newly allocated date-and-time value.
Variant 2 subtracts the specified date-and-time value from this date-and-time
value and returns the difference in a newly allocated interval. The two
date-and-time values must use the same time standard; otherwise, an exception
is thrown.

operator==
Equality operator; returns true if the number of ticks in the specified
date-and-time value is the same as the number of ticks in this date-and-time
value.
bool operator==(const ooDateTime &right) const;

operator!=
Inequality operator; returns true if the number of ticks in the specified
date-and-time value is not the same as the number of ticks in this date-and-time
value.
bool operator!=(const ooDateTime &right) const;

operator<
Less-than operator; returns true if the specified date-and-time value is less than
this date-and-time value—that is, if it represents an earlier date and time.
bool operator<(const ooDateTime &right) const;

operator<=.
Less-than-or-equal-to operator; returns true if the specified date-and-time value
is less than or equal to this date-and-time value.
bool operator<=(const ooDateTime &right) const;

operator>.
Greater-than operator; returns true if the specified date-and-time value is greater
than this date-and-time value—that is, if it represents a later date and time.
bool operator>(const ooDateTime &right) const;
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operator>=.
Greater-than-or-equal-to operator; returns true if the specified date-and-time
value is greater than or equal to this date-and-time value.
bool operator>=(const ooDateTime &right) const;

Methods
addDays
Adds the specified number of days to this date-and-time value and returns the
sum in a newly allocated date-and-time value.
ooDateTime addDays(float64 days) const;
Parameters

days

Number of days, which may be fractional.
Returns

Newly allocated date-and-time value containing the result of the addition.

Discussion

If the specified number of days is fractional, any hours, minutes, seconds, or
milliseconds remaining after whole days are subtracted out are added to the
corresponding components. (Microseconds are not represented as a separate
component but are preserved in the number of ticks in this date-and-time value).
If the sum is greater than the number of days in the specified month, any whole
months or years resulting from the addition are added to the corresponding
components.

addHours
Adds the specified number of hours to this date-and-time value and returns the
sum in a newly allocated date-and-time value.
ooDateTime addHours(float64 hours) const;
Parameters

hours

Number of hours, which may be fractional.
Returns

Newly allocated date-and-time value containing the result of the addition.

Discussion

If the specified number of hours is fractional, any minutes, seconds, or
milliseconds remaining after whole hours are subtracted out are added to the
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corresponding components. (Microseconds are not represented as a separate
component but are preserved in the number of ticks in this date-and-time value).
If the sum is greater than the maximum number of hours (23) that can be
represented in the hours component, any whole days, months, or years resulting
from the addition are added to the corresponding components.

addMilliseconds
Adds the specified number of milliseconds to this date-and-time value and
returns the sum in a newly allocated date-and-time value.
ooDateTime addMilliseconds(float64 milliseconds) const;
Parameters

milliseconds

Number of milliseconds, which may be fractional.
Returns

Newly allocated date-and-time value containing the result of the addition.

Discussion

If the specified number of milliseconds is fractional, any microseconds remaining
after whole milliseconds are subtracted out are preserved in the number of ticks in
this date-and-time value.
If the sum is greater than the maximum number of milliseconds (999) that can be
represented in the milliseconds component, any whole seconds, minutes, hours,
days, months, or years resulting from the addition are added to the
corresponding components.

addMinutes
Adds the specified number of minutes to this date-and-time value and returns the
sum in a newly allocated date-and-time value.
ooDateTime addMinutes(float64 minutes) const;
Parameters

minutes

Number of minutes, which may be fractional.
Returns

Newly allocated date-and-time value containing the result of the addition.

Discussion

If the specified number of minutes is fractional, any seconds or milliseconds
remaining after whole minutes are subtracted out are added to the corresponding
components. (Microseconds are not represented as a separate component but are
preserved in the number of ticks in this date-and-time value).
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If the sum is greater than the maximum number of minutes (59) that can be
represented in the minutes component, any whole hours, days, months, or years
resulting from the addition are added to the corresponding components.

addMonths
Adds the specified number of months to this date-and-time value and returns the
sum in a newly allocated date-and-time value.
ooDateTime addMonths(int months) const;
Parameters

months

Number of months.
Returns

Newly allocated date-and-time value containing the result of the addition.

Discussion

If the sum is greater than the maximum number of months (12) that can be
represented in the months component, any whole years resulting from the
addition are added to the years component.

addSeconds
Adds the specified number of seconds to this date-and-time value and returns the
sum in a newly allocated date-and-time value.
ooDateTime addSeconds(float64 seconds) const;
Parameters

seconds

Number of seconds, which may be fractional.
Returns

Newly allocated date-and-time value containing the result of the addition.

Discussion

If the specified number of seconds is fractional, any milliseconds remaining after
whole seconds are subtracted out are added to the milliseconds component of this
date-and-time value. (Microseconds are not represented as a separate component
but are preserved in the number of ticks in this date-and-time value).
If the sum is greater than the maximum number of seconds (59) that can be
represented in the seconds component, any whole minutes, hours, days, months,
or years resulting from the addition are added to the corresponding components.
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addTicks
Adds the specified number of ticks to the number of ticks in this date-and-time
value and returns the sum in a newly allocated date-and-time value.
ooDateTime addTicks(int64 ticks) const;
Parameters

ticks

Number of ticks.
Returns

Newly allocated date-and-time value containing the result of the addition.

Discussion

An exception is thrown if the sum is greater than the maximum number of ticks
(3155378975999999999) that can be stored in a date-and-time value.

addYears
Adds the specified number of years to this date-and-time value and returns the
sum in a newly allocated date-and-time value.
ooDateTime addYears(int years) const;
Parameters

years

Number of years.
Returns

Newly allocated date-and-time value containing the result of the addition.

Discussion

An exception is thrown if the sum is greater than the maximum number of years
(9999) that can be represented in the years component.

convert
Initializes the specified object using the information stored in this date-and-time
value.
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1.

void convert(d_Timestamp &dest) const;

2.

void convert(ooDotNetDateTime &dest) const;

3.

void convert(ooSQLtimestamp &dest) const;

4.

void convert(ooSQLnull_timestamp &dest) const;

5.

void convert(oojDate &dest) const;

6.

void convert(oojTimestamp &dest) const;

7.

void convert(
ooRef(oojDate) &destref,
ooHandle(ooObj) &placement) const;
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8.

void convert(
ooRef(oojTimestamp) &destref,
ooHandle(ooObj) &placement) const;

9.

void convert(time_t &posixTime, long &microsecond);

dest

A transient object of a class that conforms to a particular language-specific
standard (ODMG, .NET, SQL, or Java). The specified object is initialized with
the information stored in this date-and-time value.
destref

An object reference to a persistent Java-compatibility object. The specified
object is initialized with the information stored in this date-and-time value.
If the specified object reference is null, a new Java-compatibility object is
created with the information in this date-and-time value, and is stored
persistently in the location specified by the near parameter.
placement

Handle to an existing object to be used by the federated database’s placement
model when placing a newly created Java-compatibility object in the
federated database. You must specify the intended owner of the new
object—the existing persistent object that will eventually reference the new
object through an attribute.
This parameter applies only when the destref parameter is a null object
reference.
posixTime

A transient time_t object to be initialized with the integral part of the
converted date-and-time value.
microsecond

A variable to be initialized with the fractional part of the converted
date-and-time value.
Discussion

NOTE

In Variant 9, the date-and-time value is converted from the UTC time standard to
the POSIX time standard during the initialization of the time_t object. The
integral part of the resulting value is stored in the time_t object, and the fractional
part is stored in the microsecond variable.
The d_Timestamp class and the ooDotNetDateTime class are supported only for
backward compatibility. For information about these two classes, see the
respective reference chapters in the Objectivity/C++ Backward Compatibility book.
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date
Returns a newly allocated date value containing the years, months, and days
components of this date-and-time value.
ooDate date() const;

day
Returns the days component of this date-and-time value.
int day() const;

dayOfWeek
Returns the day of the week of the date represented in this date-and-time value.
ooDate::DayofWeek dayOfWeek() const;
Returns

The constant corresponding to this date-and-time value’s day of the week.

dayOfYear
Returns the number of days from January 1 to the date represented in this
date-and-time value.
int dayOfYear() const;
Returns

The number of days starting with January 1 of the represented year.

hour
Returns the hours component of this date-and-time value.
int hour() const;

isNull
Tests whether this date-and-time value is null.
bool isNull() const;
Returns
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true if this instance is null; otherwise, false.
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kind
Returns the time standard in which the time of this date-and-time value is
expressed.
ooTime::Kind kind() const;
Returns

oocUtc, oocLocal, oocUnspecified.

millisecond
Returns the milliseconds component of this date-and-time value.
int millisecond() const;

minute
Returns the minutes component of this date-and-time value.
int minute() const;

month
Returns the months component of this date-and-time value.
int month() const;

now
Returns a newly allocated date-and-time value representing the current date and
the current time on this computer, where the time is expressed in the local time
standard.
static ooDateTime now();
Returns

The current date and time according to the computer on which the application is
running.

second
Returns the seconds component of this date-and-time value.
int second() const;
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ticks
Returns the number of ticks in this date-and-time value.
uint64 ticks() const;

timeOfDay
Returns a newly allocated time value containing the hours, minutes, seconds, and
milliseconds components of this date-and-time value.
ooTime timeOfDay() const;

today
Returns a date value representing the current date on this computer.
static ooDate today();
Returns

The current date according to the computer on which the application is running.

utcNow
Returns a newly allocated date-and-time value representing the current date and
the current time on this computer, where the time is expressed in the UTC time
standard.
static ooDateTime utcNow();
Returns

The current date and time according to the computer on which the application is
running.

year
Returns the years component of this date-and-time value.
int year() const;
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ooDefaultAssocArray
The non-persistence-capable class ooDefaultAssocArray represents the system
default association array of a persistent object.

About System Default Association Arrays
When a persistent object is the source object of one or more non-inline association
links, those links are stored as elements of the object’s system default association
array. See “Storage Requirements for Associations” in Chapter 3 of
Objectivity/C++ Data Definition Language.
All non-inline association links for a particular source object are stored in a single
system default association array, even if those links are for different non-inline
associations. In contrast, if a source object has links for multiple different inline
associations, each association’s links are stored in a separate association-specific
array; see ooInlineVArray.
Every persistent object is created with space for a reference to a system default
association array. The array itself is not allocated unless it is either needed or
explicitly sized:
■

By default, the array is allocated the first time the persistent object becomes
the source object of a non-inline association link. At this point, enough space
is allocated for three such links.

■

Alternatively, an application can explicitly set the array’s initial size before
any non-inline association links are created; doing so preallocates the array
to accommodate the specified number of links.

Once created, the array is resized dynamically as necessary to accommodate
additional links.
Whenever possible, Objectivity/DB places a system default association array on
the same logical page as the source object for which it is allocated. However,
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because the elements of a system default association array must remain
contiguous on disk and in memory, a different page may be used:
■

If a newly allocated system default association array does not fit on the same
page as its source object, it is placed on a page that has more space.

■

If a resized system default association array can no longer fit on its current
page, it is relocated to a page that has more space.

You can improve application performance by estimating the number of
non-inline association links you expect a source object to have and then
preallocating the object’s system default association array right after you create
the object. Allocating the array early reserves space for it on the same page as the
source object, which makes update and traversal operations faster than if the
source object and its array are on different pages. Preallocating space for a large
number of links can also reduce the number of subsequent resizing operations
(and possibly relocation operations) that would otherwise be performed if links
were added a few at a time.

Working With System Default Association Arrays
A system default association array is created automatically for each source object
of one or more non-inline associations. You should not create or copy a system
default association array, nor should you delete a system default association
array. An application should not derive classes from ooDefaultAssocArray.
You obtain a pointer to a source object’s system default association array by
calling the object’s defaultAssociationArray method. If the source object’s
system default association array has not yet been allocated, the returned pointer
references an in-memory proxy for the array. You can use this pointer to call the
array’s setCapacity method to preallocate the array with space for the
specified number of association links.
Once the source object’s system default association array has been allocated and
stores non-inline association links, you can use the pointer returned by
defaultAssociationArray to:
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■

Call the array’s size method to get the number of elements currently used in
the array. (The number of used elements is the same as the number of
non-inline association links that have actually been created for the object.)

■

Call the array’s capacity method to get the number of elements currently
allocated in the array. (If the capacity is significantly greater than the size, the
array could be wasting space.)

■

Call the array’s setCapacity method to expand the array up to the
specified number of elements.
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If you know that the source object’s system default association array has reached
its final size, so that no more non-inline association links will be created for the
object, you can call the array’s setCapacity method, passing 0 as the parameter,
to shrink the capacity to the actual size, eliminating wasted space.
Example

This code fragment shows some uses for the ooDefaultAssocArray class.
Assume the example class myClass defines at least one non-inline association.
// Application code file
#include <ooObjy.h>
…
// Create a persistent object that is to be the source object
// of non-inline associations
ooHandle(myClass) sourceObjectH = new(…) myClass();
// Preallocate the source object’s system default association
// array with space for up to 30 non-inline association links
sourceObjectH->defaultAssociationArray()->setCapacity(30);
// Link the source object to several destination objects by
// non-inline associations

…
// Find out how many non-inline association links were created
int nonInlineAssocs =
sourceObjectH->defaultAssociationArray()->size();
// Shrink the system default association array to accommodate
// just the number of existing non-inline associations
sourceObjectH->defaultAssociationArray()->setCapacity(0);

Methods
capacity
Gets the allocated size of this system default association array.
int capacity();
Returns

Allocated size of this system default association array.

Discussion

The capacity of an association array is always greater than or equal to its size (the
number of existing association links stored in the array).
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setCapacity
Sets the allocated size of this system default association array.
ooStatus setCapacity(int new_capacity);
Parameters

new_capacity

Desired capacity for this system default association array. Specify 0 to shrink
the capacity to the number of association links that currently exist.
Returns

oocSuccess if successful; otherwise oocError.

Discussion

If the new capacity is larger than the current size, this method allocates storage for
additional association links. If the new capacity is smaller than the current size, this
method shrinks the capacity to the number of association links that currently exist.

size
Gets the actual size of this system default association array.
int size();
Returns

Number of elements currently in this system default association array.

Discussion

The returned size generally corresponds to the number of non-inline association
links that have been created. However, the returned size may also include unused
or “empty” elements within the array, corresponding to deleted association links.
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Inheritance:

ooTuner->ooEnvironmentBasedTuner
The class ooEnvironmentBasedTuner represents a default performance tuner,
which sets properties to the values specified by environment variables.
To use this class, your application must include the ooObjy.h header file.

About Default Tuners
An instance of ooEnvironmentBasedTuner is called a default performance tuner.
Using a default tuner makes it simple to experiment with different combinations
of property values while tuning your application’s performance. To try a new
combination of property values, you simply set the appropriate environment
variables to the desired values and run your application. You don’t need to
modify any source code or recompile and relink the application.
You may create an application-defined performance-tuner class derived from
ooEnvironmentBasedTuner. If you do, you must include the
ooEnvironmentBasedTuner.h header file in the file that defines your tuner
class.

Working With a Default Tuner
If you want to specify property values with environment variables, you register a
default performance tuner and set the appropriate environment variables to the
desired values. For detailed information, see Chapter 25, “Performance Tuners,”
of Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Guide.
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Registering a Default Tuner
To use a default performance tuner, call the ooObjy::setTuner static method
without any parameters. This method creates and registers a default tuner. You
must call ooObjy::setTuner before calling ooObjy::startup to start the
interaction with Objectivity/DB.
If you want the tuner to modify logging properties, your application must call
ooObjy::setLoggingOptions after calling ooObjy::setTuner and before
calling ooObjy::startup. The call to setLoggingOptions can specify
oocLogNone as the options parameter to leave logging disabled unless the

tuner enables logging options.

Setting Environment Variables
A default tuner uses environment variables to specify the desired property
values. The names of these variables begin with the S_ prefix; each name
indicates the property that it sets. The names of all environment variables are
case sensitive.
The ooEnvironmentBasedTuner class overrides all methods defined by
ooTuner. In general, a method checks whether its corresponding environment
variable is set. If so, it returns the value of that environment variable; if not, it
returns the value of its current parameter. The one exception is the
logOptions method, which uses several environment variables to set its return
value; see “Logging Properties” on page 197.
The following sections list the environment variables that are used by each
method of ooEnvironmentBasedTuner. See the ooTuner class for descriptions
of the methods.
NOTE
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Your application should not call the methods of the default tuner. Methods of the
registered performance tuner are called automatically when properties are set.
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Logging Properties
The following table lists methods of the registered tuner that are called when the
ooObjy::setLoggingOptions static method sets values for logging properties.
Each tuner method uses the indicated environment variable(s) to set the property
value it returns.

Method of Registered Tuner

Uses Value of Environment Variable

appendLogs

S_AppendLogs

logDirectory

S_LogDirectory

logOptions

S_LogAll
S_LogNone
S_LogConnection
S_LogSession
S_LogTransactionStatistics
S_LogTransactionTiming
S_LogOther

The methods appendLogs and logDirectory each return the value of the
indicated environment variable, if it is set.
The value of the application’s logging-options property is an integer whose
binary representation is interpreted as a combination of individual logging
options. The logOptions method obtains the initial value set by
ooObjy::setLoggingOptions, and then uses the values of the indicated
environment variables to modify this initial value as follows:
■

If S_LogAll is oocTrue, all individual options are enabled; in this case, the
S_LogNone variable is ignored. Other environment variables can disable
individual options.

■

If S_LogAll is oocFalse or not set and S_LogNone is oocTrue, all
individual options are disabled. Other environment variables can enable
individual options.

■

The remaining environment variables each enable (if oocTrue) or disable (if
oocFalse) the corresponding individual option:
❐

S_LogConnection—Main logging

❐

S_LogSession—Standard session logging

❐

S_LogTransactionStatistics—Transaction statistics

❐

S_LogTransactionTiming—Transaction timing

❐

S_LogOther—Application-defined log items
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After applying changes indicated by each environment variable, logOptions
returns the resulting logging-options value.
For a detailed description of the logging mechanism that describes how the
logging properties are used, see “Objectivity/C++ Logging Mechanism” in
Chapter 22 of Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Guide.
For an example showing how to modify logging properties using a default tuner,
see “Setting Logging Properties” in Chapter 25 of Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s
Guide.

Startup Properties
The following table lists methods of the registered tuner that are called when the
ooObjy::startup static method sets values for startup properties. Each tuner
method returns the value of the indicated environment variable, if it is set.
Method of Registered Tuner

Returns Value of Environment Variable

amsUsage

S_AmsUsage

numberOfFiles

S_NumberOfFiles

Default Values for Session Properties
The following table lists methods of the registered tuner that are called when the
ooObjy::startup static method sets default values for session properties. Each
tuner method returns the value of the indicated environment variable, if it is set.
Method of Registered Tuner

indexMode

Returns Value of Environment Variable

S_IndexMode

Properties of Individual Sessions
The following table lists methods of the registered tuner that are called when a
connection object’s createSession method sets property values for the session
being created. Each tuner method returns the value of the indicated environment
variable, if it is set.
Method of Registered Tuner
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Returns Value of Environment Variable

cacheInitialPages

S_CacheInitialPages

cacheMaxPages

S_CacheMaxPages

largeObjectMemoryLimit

S_LargeObjectMemoryLimit
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Method of Registered Tuner

Returns Value of Environment Variable

lockWait

S_LockWait

hotMode

S_HotMode

Properties of a Session Pool
The following table lists methods of the registered tuner that are called when a
connection object’s createSessionPool method sets property values for the
session pool being created. When each tuner method is called with its
sessionPoolName set to PoolName, it returns the value of the indicated
environment variable, if it is set. For example, the environment variable
S_MyPool_HardLimit specifies the value for the hard limit of the session pool
named MyPool; this property is set by the method sessionPoolHardLimit
when its sessionPoolName parameter is set to "MyPool".
Tuner Method

Returns Value of Environment Variable

sessionPoolSoftLimit

S_PoolName_SoftLimit

sessionPoolHardLimit

S_PoolName_HardLimit

sessionPoolWait

S_PoolName_SessionWait

Properties of Pooled Sessions
The following table lists methods of the registered tuner that are called when a
connection object’s createSessionPool method sets property values for all
sessions in the session pool being created. When each tuner method is called
with its sessionPoolName set to PoolName, it returns the value of the indicated
environment variable, if it is set. For example, the environment variable
S_MyPool_LockWait specifies the value for the lock-waiting policy of sessions
created by the session pool named MyPool; this property is set by the method
poolSessionLockWait when its sessionPoolName parameter is set to
"MyPool".
Method of Registered Tuner

Returns Value of Environment Variable

poolSessionCacheInitialPages

S_PoolName_CacheInitialPages

poolSessionCacheMaxPages

S_PoolName_CacheMaxPages

poolSessionLargeObjectMemoryLimit

S_PoolName_LargeObjectMemoryLimit
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Returns Value of Environment Variable

poolSessionLockWait

S_PoolName_LockWait

poolSessionHotMode

S_PoolName_HotMode
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Inheritance:

ooEventListener
The class ooEventListener is the base class for all event-listener classes.
See:
■

“Reference Summary” on page 204 for an overview of methods

■

“Reference Index” on page 205 for a list of methods

To use this class, your application must include either the ooObjy.h or the oo.h
header file.

About Event Listeners
An instance of a class derived from ooEventListener is called an event listener.
An event listener can be added to a session to receive notifications of
Objectivity/DB system events related to the session’s:
■

Transactions

■

Objectivity/DB cache activity

■

Use of persistent objects, containers, and databases

■

Use of handles and iterators to persistent objects

■

Use of VArrays, including the VArrays for associations

■

Use of iterators for finding elements, keys, or values in scalable collections

■

File-management activity

Whenever an Objectivity/DB system event occurs in a session, the
Objectivity/DB kernel notifies the session’s event listener by calling the
corresponding method of the listener. Notification occurs upon the successful
completion of the event, so if an Objectivity/C++ function starts a notifying
event and then throws an exception before the event is completed, notification
does not occur.
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You never create instances of the ooEventListener class; instead, you work
with instances of its application-defined derived classes.
You can implement an event listener for any number of purposes—for example:
■

To count the occurrences of selected events and record these counts in a log
to obtain a profile of application performance. This information can then be
used to evaluate application design choices.

■

To respond to occurrences of selected events by setting flags that can be used
in the application’s control structures.

Defining an Event-Listener Class
If you want to take application-specific actions in response to Objectivity/DB
events, you can define your own event-listener class to implement the desired
behavior.
To define an event-listener class:
■

Derive the class from ooEventListener.

■

Define the class’s notification-handler functions by overriding the methods
corresponding to the events to which you want your listener to respond.
For example, if your listener is to increment a counter whenever a persistent
object has been created, you override the onObjectCreated method.

The default implementation of each notification-handler function is to do
nothing. If your listener doesn’t need to respond to a particular event, you don’t
need to override the corresponding handler function.
WARNING

Because notification-handler functions are called by the Objectivity/DB kernel,
they must not throw exceptions or call Objectivity/C++ functions that open,
read, or write persistent data in a database. Such actions will put the kernel in an
inconsistent state, causing the application to corrupt data, crash, or enter into
infinite recursion.
You should make all overridden methods private to your class; only the
Objectivity/DB kernel should call these methods.
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Working With an Event Listener
You never create instances of the ooEventListener class. Instead, you work
with instances of its application-defined derived classes. You do not call methods
of these instances directly.
After you instantiate an event listener, you register it with a session by calling the
session’s setEventListener method. Registering an event listener activates it
immediately. An event listener remains active until you deactivate it, either by
registering another event listener or by registering a null event listener (0) to turn
off event listening for the session.
You are responsible for deleting an event listener when it is no longer needed; it
is not deleted by the session destructor. You must deactivate an event listener
before deleting it.

Related Classes
Objectivity/C++ has several mechanisms for monitoring session activity in
addition to using event listeners:
■

An application can turn on session logging to print statistical measurements
of Objectivity/DB system events to a log. See “Objectivity/C++ Logging
Mechanism” in Chapter 22 of Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Guide.

■

An application can use one or more transaction listeners (instances of
application-defined classes derived from the ooTransactionListener
class). A transaction listener can perform application-specific actions in
response to calls to the session’s transaction-related methods and the
completion of those calls.

■

An application can use instances of the ooInternalStatistics class to
obtain individual statistical measurements as numeric values.

Event listeners are the most comprehensive and flexible of these mechanisms.
You can define an event listener that produces the equivalent of session logging,
numerical statistics measurements, and transaction listening. However, doing so
means implementing these capabilities “from scratch”—for example, by
providing your own log-file management or statistics counters. Consequently,
you normally choose event listening when you need capabilities beyond what
the other mechanisms can provide.
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Responding to Notifications From:
Transaction Events

onTransBegin
onTransStartCommit
onTransFinishCommit
onTransAbort

Persistent-Object Events

onObjectOpen
onObjectUpdate
onObjectClose
onObjectCreate
onObjectDelete
onObjectResize

Container Events

onContainerOpen
onContainerClose
onContainerCreate
onContainerDelete
onContainerResize

Database Events

onDatabaseOpen
onDatabaseClose
onDatabaseCreate
onDatabaseDelete
onDatabaseResize

VArray and Association
Events

onVarrayOpen
onVarrayClose
onVarrayCreate
onVarrayDelete
onVarrayResize

Handle and Iterator Events

onHandleCreate
onHandleDelete
onIteratorInitialize
onIteratorTerminate
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Responding to Notifications From:
Scalable-Collection Iterator
Events

onCollectionIteratorInitialize
onCollectionIteratorTerminate

Scope-Name Events

onObjectNamed

Objectivity/DB Cache Events

onLargeObjectPagesCreate
onLargeObjectPagesDiscard
onLargeObjectPagesRead
onLargeObjectPagesWrite
onLargeObjectPageBufferPoolResize
onSmallObjectPageCreate
onSmallObjectPageDiscard
onSmallObjectPageRead
onSmallObjectPageWrite
onSmallObjectPageBufferPoolResize

Storage-Use Events

onObjectResize
onContainerResize
onDatabaseResize
onVarrayResize

File-Management Events

onFileCloseToOpenAnother
onReopenFileIfNeeded

Kinds of VArrays

ooVArrayType

Kinds of Collection Iteration

ooCollectionIterationKind

Reference Index
onCollectionIteratorInitialize

Handles notification that a
scalable-collection iterator has been created
and initialized.

onCollectionIteratorTerminate

Handles notification that a
scalable-collection iterator has been
deleted.

onContainerClose

Handles notification that a container has
been closed.
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onContainerCreate

Handles notification that a container has
been created.

onContainerDelete

Handles notification that a container has
been deleted.

onContainerOpen

Handles notification that a container has
been opened.

onContainerResize

Handles notification that a container has
been resized.

onDatabaseClose

Handles notification that a database has
been closed.

onDatabaseCreate

Handles notification that a database has
been created.

onDatabaseDelete

Handles notification that a database has
been deleted.

onDatabaseOpen

Handles notification that a database has
been opened.

onDatabaseResize

Handles notification that a database has
been resized.

onFileCloseToOpenAnother

Handles notification that a file has been
closed so that another file can be opened.

onHandleCreate

Handles notification that a new
Objectivity/C++ handle has been created.

onHandleDelete

Handles notification that an Objectivity/C++
handle has been deleted.

onIteratorInitialize

Handles notification that an object iterator
has been initialized with an iteration set.

onIteratorTerminate

Handles notification that an object iterator
has been explicitly terminated.

onLargeObjectPageBufferPoolResize Handles notification that more buffer entries
have been allocated in a large-object buffer
pool in the session’s Objectivity/DB cache.

onLargeObjectPagesCreate
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Handles notification that a large object has
been created in the session’s Objectivity/DB
cache.
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onLargeObjectPagesDiscard

Handles notification that the buffer pages of
an unneeded large object have been
deleted from the session’s Objectivity/DB
cache.

onLargeObjectPagesRead

Handles notification that a large object has
been read from disk into the session’s
Objectivity/DB cache.

onLargeObjectPagesWrite

Handles notification that a large object has
been written from the session’s
Objectivity/DB cache to disk.

onObjectClose

Handles notification that a persistent object
has been closed.

onObjectCreate

Handles notification that a persistent object
has been created.

onObjectDelete

Handles notification that a persistent object
has been deleted

onObjectNamed

Handles notification that a persistent object
has been given a scope name.

onObjectOpen

Handles notification that a persistent object
has been opened.

onObjectResize

Handles notification that a persistent object
has been resized.

onObjectUpdate

Handles notification that a persistent object
has been opened for update.

onReopenFileIfNeeded

Handles notification that a file has been
reopened after it was closed to free a file
descriptor.

onSmallObjectPageBufferPoolResize Handles notification that more buffer pages
have been allocated in a small-object buffer
pool in the session’s Objectivity/DB cache.

onSmallObjectPageCreate

Handles notification that representation for a
new logical page has been created in a
small-object buffer pool of the session’s
Objectivity/DB cache.

onSmallObjectPageDiscard

Handles notification that a buffer page
containing unneeded small objects has
been emptied in the session’s
Objectivity/DB cache.
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onSmallObjectPageRead

Handles notification that an existing logical
page has been read from disk into a
small-object buffer page in the session’s
Objectivity/DB cache.

onSmallObjectPageWrite

Handles notification that the contents of a
small-object buffer page have been written
from the session’s Objectivity/DB cache to
disk.

onTransAbort

Handles notification that the session has
successfully aborted a transaction.

onTransBegin

Handles notification that the session has
successfully begun a transaction.

onTransFinishCommit

Handles notification that the session has
successfully committed a transaction.

onTransStartCommit

Handles notification that the session has
started to commit a transaction.

onVarrayClose

Handles notification that a VArray has been
closed.

onVarrayCreate

Handles notification that a VArray has been
created.

onVarrayDelete

Handles notification that a VArray has been
deleted.

onVarrayOpen

Handles notification that a VArray has been
opened.

onVarrayResize

Handles notification that a VArray has been
resized.

ooCollectionIterationKind

Enumerated type for indicating the kind of
iteration being performed by a
scalable-collection iterator affected by an
event.

ooVArrayType

Enumerated type for indicating the kind of
variable-size array (VArray) affected by an
event.
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Types
ooCollectionIterationKind
Enumerated type for indicating the kind of iteration being performed by a
scalable-collection iterator affected by an event.
enum ooCollectionIterationKind {
oocIterateMapKeys,
oocIterateMapValues,
oocIterateElements};
Constants

oocIterateMapKeys

Indicates iteration that finds the key objects of a sorted object map or an
unordered object map.
oocIterateMapValues

Indicates iteration that finds the value objects of a sorted object map or an
unordered object map.
oocIterateElements

Indicates iteration that finds the elements of a list, a sorted set, or an
unordered set.
See also

ooCollectionIterator class
ooCollection class

ooVArrayType
Enumerated type for indicating the kind of variable-size array (VArray) affected
by an event.
enum ooVArrayType {
oocNormalVArray,
oocDefaultAssocVArray,
oocInlineAssocVArray};
Constants

oocNormalVArray

Indicates a standard VArray defined and created by an application. See also
the ooVArrayT<element_type> template class.
oocDefaultAssocVArray

Indicates a system default association array—a system-created VArray
storing links for one or more non-inline associations. See also the
ooDefaultAssocArray class.
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oocInlineAssocVArray

Indicates an association-specific array—a system-created VArray storing
links for a single inline to-many association. See also the ooInlineVArray
class.

Methods
onCollectionIteratorInitialize
Handles notification that a scalable-collection iterator has been created and
initialized.
virtual void onCollectionIteratorInitialize(
const ooId &collection,
ooTypeNumber typeNumber,
ooCollectionIterationKind iterationKind);
Parameters

collection

Object identifier of the scalable collection being iterated, expressed as
D-C-P-S.
typeNumber

Type number of the class of the scalable collection being iterated.
iterationKind

Kind of iteration being performed—whether the scalable-collection iterator is
initialized to find the key objects of an object map, the value objects of an
object map, or the elements of a set or list.

onCollectionIteratorTerminate
Handles notification that a scalable-collection iterator has been deleted.
virtual void onCollectionIteratorTerminate(
const ooId &collection,
ooTypeNumber typeNumber,
ooCollectionIterationKind iterationKind);
Parameters

collection

Object identifier of the scalable collection being iterated, expressed as
D-C-P-S.
typeNumber

Type number of the class of the scalable collection being iterated.
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iterationKind

Kind of iteration being performed—whether the scalable-collection iterator is
initialized to find the key objects of an object map, the value objects of an
object map, or the elements of a set or list.

onContainerClose
Handles notification that a container has been closed.
virtual void onContainerClose(
const ooId &container,
unsigned numVersions,
unsigned numLogicalPages);
Parameters

container

Object identifier of the container, expressed as D-C-0-0.
numVersions

Number of active update versions of the container.
numLogicalPages

Highest logical-page identifier currently used in the container.
Discussion

The notifying event is a nonredundant close operation—that is, the number of times
Objectivity/DB closed a container that was not currently closed. Multiple close
events do not necessarily involve different containers; a single container can be
closed, reopened, and reclosed multiple times within a single transaction.

onContainerCreate
Handles notification that a container has been created.
virtual void OnContainerCreate(
const ooId &container);
Parameters

container

Object identifier of the container, expressed as D-C-0-0.

onContainerDelete
Handles notification that a container has been deleted.
virtual void onContainerDelete(
const ooId &container);
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container

Object identifier of the container, expressed as D-C-0-0.

onContainerOpen
Handles notification that a container has been opened.
virtual void onContainerOpen(
const ooId &container,
unsigned numVersions,
unsigned numLogicalPages);
Parameters

container

Object identifier of the container, expressed as D-C-0-0.
numVersions

Number of existing versions of the container.
numLogicalPages

Highest logical-page identifier currently used in the container.
Discussion

The notifying event is a nonredundant open operation—that is, the number of times
Objectivity/DB opened a container that was not currently open. Multiple
container-open events do not necessarily involve different containers. For
example, two container-open events occur when a single container is opened,
closed, and reopened.

onContainerResize
Handles notification that a container has been resized.
virtual void onContainerResize(
const ooId &container,
unsigned oldSize,
unsigned newSize);
Parameters

container

Object identifier of the container, expressed as D-C-0-0.
oldSize

Number of used and free storage pages in the container before resizing.
newSize

Number of used and free storage pages in the container after resizing.
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onDatabaseClose
Handles notification that a database has been closed.
virtual void onDatabaseClose(
const ooId &database);
Parameters

database

Object identifier of the database, expressed as D-0-0-0.
Discussion

The notifying event is a nonredundant close operation—that is, the number of times
Objectivity/DB closed a database that was not currently closed. Multiple close
events do not necessarily involve different databases. A single database can be
closed, reopened, and reclosed multiple times; however, a database is not closed
until the end of the transaction in which it was opened, so each database-close
event implies a different transaction.

onDatabaseCreate
Handles notification that a database has been created.
virtual void onDatabaseCreate(
const ooId &database);
Parameters

database

Object identifier of the database, expressed as D-0-0-0.

onDatabaseDelete
Handles notification that a database has been deleted.
virtual void onDatabaseDelete(
const ooId &database);
Parameters

database

Object identifier of the database, expressed as D-0-0-0.

onDatabaseOpen
Handles notification that a database has been opened.
virtual void onDatabaseOpen(
const ooId &database);
Parameters

database

Object identifier of the database, expressed as D-0-0-0.
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The notifying event is a nonredundant open operation—that is, the number of times
Objectivity/DB opened a database that was not currently open. Multiple
database-open events do not necessarily involve different databases. For example,
two database-open events occur when a single database is opened, closed, and
reopened. However, a database cannot be closed until the end of the transaction in
which it was opened, so two database-open events imply two different
transactions.

onDatabaseResize
Handles notification that a database has been resized.
virtual void onDatabaseResize(
const ooId &database,
unsigned oldSize,
unsigned newSize);
Parameters

database

Object identifier of the database, expressed as D-0-0-0.
oldSize

Total number of used and free storage pages in all the database’s containers
before resizing.
newSize

Total number of used and free storage pages in all the database’s containers
after resizing.

onFileCloseToOpenAnother
Handles notification that a file has been closed so that another file can be opened.
virtual void onFileCloseToOpenAnother(
const char *hostname,
const char *pathname);
Parameters

hostname

Name of the data-server host of the closed file.
pathname

Pathname (including the filename) of the closed file.
Discussion
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When you initialize Objectivity/DB in an application, you set a startup property
that specifies the maximum number of active file descriptors allowed in any
session. If a session tries to open more than this number of files, Objectivity/DB
must close one file to free a file descriptor needed for opening another file.
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Methods

onReopenFileIfNeeded

“Optimizing the Number of File Descriptors” in Chapter 23 of Objectivity/C++
Programmer’s Guide

onHandleCreate
Handles notification that a new Objectivity/C++ handle has been created.
virtual void onHandleCreate(
const ooId &identifier);
Parameters

identifier

Object identifier of the persistent object referenced by the new handle,
expressed as D-C-P-S.
The object identifier is null if the handle is not initialized or if the handle
references the federated database.
Discussion

The notifying event is when the constructor of a handle class executes.

onHandleDelete
Handles notification that an Objectivity/C++ handle has been deleted.
virtual void onHandleDelete(
const ooId &identifier);
Parameters

identifier

Object identifier of the persistent object referenced by the deleted handle,
expressed as D-C-P-S.
The object identifier is null if the handle is not initialized or if the handle
references the federated database.

onIteratorInitialize
Handles notification that an object iterator has been initialized with an iteration
set.
virtual void onIteratorInitialize(
const ooId &identifier,
ooBoolean isAssocScan,
ooBoolean isPredicateQuery);
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identifier

Object identifier of the storage object, scope object, or association VArray
defining the iteration set, expressed as D-C-P-S. The object identifier is null if
the defining object is a federated database.
isAssocScan
oocTrue if the object defining the iteration set is a to-many association;
otherwise, oocFalse.
isPredicateQuery
oocTrue if the iterator performs object qualification using predicate query;
otherwise, oocFalse.

onIteratorTerminate
Handles notification that an object iterator has been explicitly terminated.
virtual void onIteratorDelete(
const ooId &identifier,
ooBoolean isAssocScan,
ooBoolean isPredicateQuery,
ooBoolean usedIndexes);
Parameters

identifier

Object identifier of the storage object, a scope object, or an association
VArray that defined the iteration set of the terminated iterator, expressed as
D-C-P-S.
The object identifier is null if the iterator is not initialized, or if the defining
object is a federated database.
isAssocScan
oocTrue if the object defining the iteration set was a to-many association;
otherwise, oocFalse.
isPredicateQuery
oocTrue if iteration performed object qualification using predicate query;
otherwise, oocFalse.
usedIndexes
oocTrue if iteration was able to use indexes; otherwise, oocFalse.
Discussion
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The notifying event is when the iterator’s end method is called. Implicit iteration
(as when the end of an iteration set is reached) does not notify the event handler.
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onLargeObjectPageBufferPoolResize
Handles notification that more buffer entries have been allocated in a large-object
buffer pool in the session’s Objectivity/DB cache.
virtual void onLargeObjectPageBufferPoolResize(
unsigned pageSize,
unsigned fromSize,
unsigned toSize);
Parameters

pageSize

Storage-page size (in bytes) accommodated by the resized large-object buffer
pool.
fromSize

Number of buffer entries in the large-object buffer pool before resizing.
toSize

Number of buffer entries in the large-object buffer pool after resizing.
See also

onSmallObjectPageBufferPoolResize

onLargeObjectPagesCreate
Handles notification that a large object has been created in the session’s
Objectivity/DB cache.
virtual void onLargeObjectPagesCreate(
const ooId &firstPage,
unsigned numLargeObjPageBuffersInUse,
unsigned numPagesThisObject);
Parameters

firstPage

Object identifier, expressed as D-C-P-0, of the new large object and,
equivalently, the large object’s logical header page.
numLargeObjPageBuffersInUse

Number of used buffer entries in the buffer pool after the large object is
created.
This number is equal to the number of large objects of the same storage-page
size now represented in the session’s cache.
numPagesThisObject

Number of buffer pages occupied by the newly created large object in the
large-object memory pool.
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Discussion

Writing the newly created large object to disk will create a new logical page in the
object’s container.

See also

onSmallObjectPageCreate

onLargeObjectPagesDiscard
Handles notification that the buffer pages of an unneeded large object have been
deleted from the session’s Objectivity/DB cache.
virtual void onLargeObjectPagesDiscard(
const ooId &firstPage,
unsigned numLargeObjPageBuffersInUse,
unsigned numPagesThisObject);
Parameters

firstPage

Object identifier, expressed as D-C-P-0, of the unneeded large object and,
equivalently, the large object’s logical header page.
numLargeObjPageBuffersInUse

Number of used buffer entries in the large-object buffer pool after the large
object is swapped out. This number is 1 less than the session’s maximum
large-object allocation property for the relevant page size, because the empty
buffer entry hasn’t been reused at this point.
This number is equal to the number of large objects of the same storage-page
size now represented in the session’s cache.
numPagesThisObject

Number of buffer pages deleted from the large-object memory pool as a
result of swapping out the large object.
Discussion

Objectivity/DB may “swap out” an unneeded large object from the cache to make
room for another large object. A large object is swapped out only if it is closed and
if one of the following is true:
■

The number of buffer entries in the large-object buffer pool has reached the
limit set for it by the session.

■

The number of bytes in the large-object memory pool has reached the limit
set for it by the session.

Swapping out a large object empties its buffer entry in the large-object buffer
pool and deletes its buffer pages from the large-object memory pool. The
contents of the deleted buffer pages are either discarded (if the closed large object
had been open for read access) or written to shadow pages on disk (if the closed
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large object had been open for update access). Shadow pages are made
permanent only if the transaction eventually commits.
See also

onSmallObjectPageDiscard

onLargeObjectPagesRead
Handles notification that a large object has been read from disk into the session’s
Objectivity/DB cache.
virtual void onLargeObjectPagesRead(
const ooId &firstPage,
unsigned numLargeObjBuffersInUse,
unsigned sizeThisObject,
unsigned numPagesThisObject);
Parameters

firstPage

Object identifier, expressed as D-C-P-0, of the large object and, equivalently,
the large object’s logical header page.
numLargeObjBuffersInUse

Number of used buffer entries in the large-object buffer pool after the large
object is read.
This number is equal to the number of large objects of the same storage-page
size now represented in the session’s cache.
sizeThisObject

Size (in bytes) of the newly read large object in the large-object memory pool.
numPagesThisObject

Number of buffer pages occupied by the newly read large object in the
large-object memory pool. (This number is equal to sizeThisObject
divided by large object’s storage-page size.)
See also

onSmallObjectPageRead

onLargeObjectPagesWrite
Handles notification that a large object has been written from the session’s
Objectivity/DB cache to disk.
virtual void onLargeObjectPagesWrite(
const ooId &firstPage,
unsigned numLargeObjPageBuffersInUse,
unsigned numPagesThisObject);
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firstPage

Object identifier, expressed as D-C-P-0, of the large object and, equivalently,
the large object’s logical header page.
numLargeObjPageBuffersInUse

Number of used buffer entries in the large-object buffer pool after the large
object is written.
This number is equal to the number of large objects of the same storage-page
size now represented in the session’s cache.
numPagesThisObject

Number of buffer pages occupied by the newly written large object in the
large-object memory pool.
See also

onSmallObjectPageWrite

onObjectClose
Handles notification that a persistent object has been closed.
virtual void onObjectClose(
const ooId &object,
ooTypeNumber typeNumber,
unsigned numOpenObjects);
Parameters

object

Object identifier of the closed persistent object, expressed as D-C-P-S.
typeNumber

Type number of the closed persistent object’s class.
numOpenObjects

Total number of open persistent objects in the session’s Objectivity/DB cache
after the persistent object is closed.
Discussion
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The notifying event is a nonredundant close operation—that is, the number of times
Objectivity/DB closed a persistent object that was not currently closed. Multiple
close events do not necessarily involve different persistent objects; a single
persistent object can be closed, reopened, and reclosed multiple times within a
single transaction.
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onObjectCreate
Handles notification that a persistent object has been created.
virtual void onObjectCreate(
const ooId &object,
ooTypeNumber typeNumber,
unsigned numOpenObjects,
ooDiskFormat diskFormat);
Parameters

object

Object identifier of the new persistent object, expressed as D-C-P-S.
typeNumber

Type number of the created persistent object’s class.
numOpenObjects

Total number of open persistent objects in the session’s Objectivity/DB cache
after the persistent object is created.
diskFormat

Disk format of the new persistent object’s storage page(s), when it is written.
The disk format of a storage page is set by the application that creates the
page; see “Disk Format of Storage Pages” in Chapter 24 of Objectivity/C++
Programmer’s Guide.

onObjectDelete
Handles notification that a persistent object has been deleted
virtual void onObjectDelete(
const ooId &object,
ooTypeNumber typeNumber,
unsigned numOpenObjects);
Parameters

object

Object identifier of the deleted persistent object, expressed as D-C-P-S.
typeNumber

Type number of the deleted persistent object’s class.
numOpenObjects

Total number of open persistent objects in the session’s Objectivity/DB cache
after the persistent object is deleted.
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onObjectNamed
Handles notification that a persistent object has been given a scope name.
virtual void onObjectNamed
const ooId &object,
const ooId &scopeObject);
Parameters

object

Object identifier of the named persistent object, expressed as D-C-P-S.
scopeObject

Object identifier of the scope object, expressed as D-C-P-S.
Discussion

The notifying event occurs whenever a persistent object is given a scope name.
Multiple naming events do not necessarily involve different persistent objects; a
single persistent object can be named in each of many name scopes.

onObjectOpen
Handles notification that a persistent object has been opened.
virtual void onObjectOpen(
const ooId &object,
ooTypeNumber typeNumber,
unsigned numOpenObjects
ooDiskFormat diskFormat,
const ooId &redirectionOID);
Parameters

object

Object identifier of the opened persistent object, expressed as D-C-P-S.
If the persistent object has been redirected, this object identifier describes the
object’s original location prior to redirection (now the location of a
redirection stub). This object identifier continues to be used by all
application-created object references and handles to reference the object.
typeNumber

Type number of the opened persistent object’s class.
numOpenObjects

Total number of open persistent objects in the session’s Objectivity/DB cache
after the persistent object is opened.
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diskFormat

Disk format of the opened persistent object’s storage page(s).
The disk format of a storage page is set by the application that created the
page; see “Disk Format of Storage Pages” in Chapter 24 of Objectivity/C++
Programmer’s Guide.
redirectionOID

Secondary object identifier, if any, for the opened persistent object, expressed
as D-C-P-S:

Discussion

■

If the persistent object has been redirected, the secondary object identifier
describes the object’s actual location, known only internally to
Objectivity/DB, and is used by the redirection stub to reference the
persistent object.

■

If the object has not been redirected, the secondary object identifier is the
null identifier (0-0-0-0).

The notifying event is a nonredundant open operation—that is, the event occurs
when Objectivity/DB opens a persistent object that was not currently open.
Multiple open events do not necessarily involve different persistent objects. For
example, two open events occur when a single persistent object is opened, closed,
and reopened.
You can test the redirectionOID parameter to find out whether the opened
object has been redirected, either before the notifying event or as a result of it.
Redirection can occur when an object is resized during object conversion after a
schema-evolution operation that changed the size of the object’s class. If, after
being resized, the persistent object is too large to fit in its original location, it may
be stored on a different page. When this happens, Objectivity/DB redirects the
object by placing a stub in the object’s original location, with a secondary object
reference to the object’s actual location. All application-created references to the
redirected object remain valid, because they are transparently forwarded to the
actual location.

onObjectResize
Handles notification that a persistent object has been resized.
virtual void onObjectResize(
const ooId &object,
ooTypeNumber typeNumber,
unsigned numOpenObjects,
unsigned oldSize,
unsigned newSize,
const ooId &redirectionOID);
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object

Object identifier of the resized persistent object, expressed as D-C-P-S.
If the persistent object has been redirected as a result of being resized, this
object identifier describes the object’s original location prior to redirection
(now the location of a redirection stub). This object identifier continues to be
used by all application-created object references and handles to reference the
object.
typeNumber

Type number of the resized persistent object’s class.
numOpenObjects

Total number of open persistent objects in the session’s Objectivity/DB cache
after the persistent object is resized.
oldSize

Size (in bytes) of the persistent object before resizing. More specifically,
oldSize is the number of bytes reserved for the unresized object in the
memory format of the architecture on which the listening application is
running.
newSize

Size (in bytes) of the persistent object after resizing. More specifically,
newSize is the number of bytes reserved for the resized object in the
memory format of the architecture on which the listening application is
running.
redirectionOID

Secondary object identifier, if any, for the resized persistent object, expressed
as D-C-P-S:

Discussion

■

If the persistent object has been redirected as a result of being resized,
the secondary object identifier describes the object’s actual location,
known only internally to Objectivity/DB, and is used by the redirection
stub to reference the persistent object.

■

If the object has not been redirected, the secondary object identifier is the
null identifier (0-0-0-0).

The notifying event occurs during object conversion after a schema-evolution
operation that changed the size of the object’s class—for example, by adding or
removing an attribute.
You can test the redirectionOID parameter to find out whether the persistent
object has been redirected as a result of the notifying event. If, after being resized,
the persistent object is too large to fit in its original location, it may be stored on a
different page. When this happens, Objectivity/DB redirects the object by
placing a stub in the object’s original location, with a secondary object reference
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to the object’s actual location. All application-created references to the redirected
object remain valid, because they are transparently forwarded to the actual
location.

onObjectUpdate
Handles notification that a persistent object has been opened for update.
virtual void onObjectUpdate(
const ooId &object,
ooTypeNumber typeNumber);
Parameters

object

Object identifier of the opened persistent object, expressed as D-C-P-S.
If the persistent object has been redirected, this object identifier describes the
object’s original location prior to redirection (now the location of a
redirection stub). This object identifier continues to be used by all
application-created object references and handles to reference the object.
typeNumber

Type number of the opened persistent object’s class.
Discussion

The notifying event occurs when Objectivity/DB opens a persistent object for
update that was not currently open for update.
The notifying event can occur when an application obtains update access to a
persistent object that is currently open for read. In this case, onObjectOpen
handles notification that the object was opened for read, and onObjectUpdate
handles notification that the object was further opened for update. If an
application obtains update access to a persistent object that was currently closed,
both onObjectOpen and onObjectUpdate are invoked.

onReopenFileIfNeeded
Handles notification that a file has been reopened after it was closed to free a file
descriptor.
virtual void onReopenFileIfNeeded(
const char *hostname,
const char *pathname);
Parameters

hostname

Name of the data-server host of the reopened file.
pathname

Pathname (including the filename) of the reopened file.
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See also

Methods

onFileCloseToOpenAnother

onSmallObjectPageBufferPoolResize
Handles notification that more buffer pages have been allocated in a small-object
buffer pool in the session’s Objectivity/DB cache.
virtual void onSmallObjectPageBufferPoolResize(
unsigned pageSize,
unsigned fromSize,
unsigned toSize);
Parameters

pageSize

Storage-page size (in bytes) accommodated by the resized small-object buffer
pool—equivalently, the size of each buffer page in the pool.
fromSize

Number of buffer pages of the small-object buffer pool before resizing.
toSize

Number of buffer pages of the small-object buffer pool after resizing.
See also

onLargeObjectPageBufferPoolResize

onSmallObjectPageCreate
Handles notification that representation for a new logical page has been created
in a small-object buffer pool of the session’s Objectivity/DB cache.
virtual void onSmallObjectPageCreate(
const ooId &page,
unsigned numPageBuffersInUse,
unsigned size,
ooDiskFormat diskFormat);
Parameters

page

Object identifier of the new logical page, expressed as D-C-P-0.
numPageBuffersInUse

Number of used buffer pages in the small-object buffer pool, including the
buffer page representing the new logical page.
size

Storage-page size (in bytes) accommodated by the small-object buffer
pool—equivalently, the size of the new logical page.
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diskFormat

Disk format of the new logical page when it is written.
The disk format of a logical page is set by the application that creates the
page; see “Disk Format of Storage Pages” in Chapter 24 of Objectivity/C++
Programmer’s Guide.
See also

onLargeObjectPagesCreate

onSmallObjectPageDiscard
Handles notification that a buffer page containing unneeded small objects has
been emptied in the session’s Objectivity/DB cache.
virtual void onSmallObjectPageDiscard(
const ooId &page,
unsigned numPageBuffersInUse);
Parameters

page

Object identifier of the logical page containing the unneeded small objects,
expressed as D-C-P-0.
numPageBuffersInUse

Number of used buffer pages in the small-object buffer pool after the buffer
page is emptied. This number is 1 less than the session’s maximum
small-object allocation property for the relevant page size, because the empty
buffer page hasn’t been reused at this point.
Discussion

Objectivity/DB may “swap out” an entire logical page’s worth of unneeded small
objects from the cache to make room for another logical page’s worth of small
objects. Small objects are swapped out only if all the objects on the same logical
page are closed and if the number of buffer pages in the small-object buffer pool
has reached the limit set for it by the session.
Swapping out small objects empties the relevant buffer page in the small-object
buffer pool. The contents of the emptied buffer page are either discarded (if the
closed small objects had been open for read access) or written to shadow pages
on disk (if the closed small objects had been open for update access). Shadow
pages are made permanent only if the transaction eventually commits.

See also

onLargeObjectPagesDiscard
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onSmallObjectPageRead
Handles notification that an existing logical page has been read from disk into a
small-object buffer page in the session’s Objectivity/DB cache.
virtual void onSmallObjectPageRead(
const ooId &page,
unsigned numPageBuffersInUse);
Parameters

page

Object identifier of the logical page being read, expressed as D-C-P-0.
numPageBuffersInUse

Number of used buffer pages in the small-object buffer pool, including the
buffer page representing the logical page being read.
See also

onLargeObjectPagesRead

onSmallObjectPageWrite
Handles notification that the contents of a small-object buffer page have been
written from the session’s Objectivity/DB cache to disk.
virtual void onSmallObjectPageWrite(
const ooId &page,
unsigned numPageBuffersInUse);
Parameters

page

Object identifier of the logical page being written, expressed as D-C-P-0.
numPageBuffersInUse

Number of used buffer entries in the small-object buffer pool after the logical
object is written.
See also

onLargeObjectPagesWrite

onTransAbort
Handles notification that the session has successfully aborted a transaction.
virtual void onTransAbort(
const ooTransId transId);
Parameters

transId

Transaction identifier of the aborted transaction.
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onTransBegin
Handles notification that the session has successfully begun a transaction.
virtual void onTransBegin(
const ooTransId transId);
Parameters

transId

Transaction identifier of the transaction being started.

onTransFinishCommit
Handles notification that the session has successfully committed a transaction.
virtual void onTransFinishCommit(
const ooTransId transId);
Parameters

transId

Transaction identifier of the transaction being committed.

onTransStartCommit
Handles notification that the session has started to commit a transaction.
virtual void onTransStartCommit(
const ooTransId transId);
Parameters

transId

Transaction identifier of the transaction being committed.

onVarrayClose
Handles notification that a VArray has been closed.
virtual void onVarrayClose(
const ooId &vArray,
unsigned numElements,
unsigned elementSize);
Parameters

vArray

Object identifier describing the location of the closed VArray, expressed as
D-C-P-S.
numElements

Number of elements allocated in the closed VArray.
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elementSize

Size (in bytes) of an element of the closed VArray. More specifically,
elementSize is the number of bytes reserved for an element in the memory
format of the architecture on which the listening application is running.

onVarrayCreate
Handles notification that a VArray has been created.
virtual void onVarrayCreate(
const ooId &vArray,
unsigned numElements,
unsigned elementSize,
ooVArrayType vArrayType;
ooDiskFormat diskFormat);
Parameters

vArray

Object identifier describing the location of the new VArray, expressed as
D-C-P-S.
numElements

Number of elements allocated in the new VArray.
elementSize

Size (in bytes) of an element of the new VArray. More specifically,
elementSize is the number of bytes reserved for an element in the memory
format of the architecture on which the listening application is running.
vArrayType

The kind of VArray being resized; one of the constants defined by
ooVArrayType. You can use this information to distinguish events
pertaining to associations from events pertaining to standard,
application-defined VArrays.
diskFormat

Disk format of the new VArray’s storage page(s), when it is written.
The disk format of a storage page is set by the application that creates the
page; see “Disk Format of Storage Pages” in Chapter 24 of Objectivity/C++
Programmer’s Guide.
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onVarrayDelete
Handles notification that a VArray has been deleted.
virtual void onVarrayDelete(
const ooId &vArray,
unsigned numElements,
unsigned elementSize);
Parameters

vArray

Object identifier describing the location of the deleted VArray, expressed as
D-C-P-S.
numElements

Number of elements allocated in the deleted VArray.
elementSize

Size (in bytes) of an element of the deleted VArray. More specifically,
elementSize is the number of bytes reserved for an element in the memory
format of the architecture on which the listening application is running.

onVarrayOpen
Handles notification that a VArray has been opened.
virtual void onVarrayOpen(
const ooId &vArray,
unsigned numElements,
unsigned elementSize,
ooDiskFormat diskFormat);
Parameters

vArray

Object identifier describing the location of the opened VArray, expressed as
D-C-P-S.
numElements

Number of elements allocated in the opened VArray.
elementSize

Size (in bytes) of an element of the opened VArray. More specifically,
elementSize is the number of bytes reserved for an element in the memory
format of the architecture on which the listening application is running.
diskFormat

Disk format of the opened VArray’s storage page(s).
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The disk format of a storage page is set by the application that creates the
page; see “Disk Format of Storage Pages” in Chapter 24 of Objectivity/C++
Programmer’s Guide.

onVarrayResize
Handles notification that a VArray has been resized.
virtual void onVarrayResize(
const ooId &vArray,
unsigned oldNumElements,
unsigned oldElementSize,
ooVArrayType vArrayType;
unsigned newNumElements,
unsigned newElementSize,
const ooId &parentObject,
const ooId &oldLocation);
Parameters

vArray

Object identifier describing the location of the resized VArray, expressed as
D-C-P-S.
oldNumElements

Number of elements allocated in the VArray before resizing.
oldElementSize

Size (in bytes) of each VArray element before resizing. More specifically,
oldElementSize is the number of bytes reserved for an unresized element
in the memory format of the architecture on which the listening application
is running.
vArrayType

The kind of VArray being resized; one of the constants defined by
ooVArrayType. You can use this information to distinguish events
pertaining to association VArrays from events pertaining to standard,
application-defined VArrays.
newNumElements

Number of elements allocated in the VArray after resizing.
newElementSize

Size (in bytes) of each VArray element after resizing. More specifically,
newElementSize is the number of bytes reserved for a resized element in
the memory format of the architecture on which the listening application is
running.
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parentObject

Object identifier of the parent object of the VArray——for example, the
persistent object in which the VArray is an embedded attribute.
oldLocation

Object identifier describing the original location of the resized VArray,
expressed as D-C-P-S, if different from the current location (vArray):

Discussion

■

If the resize event relocated the VArray, this object identifier describes its
original location prior to the move.

■

If the VArray was resized in place, this object identifier is the null
identifier (0-0-0-0).

The notifying event occurs in either of the following cases:
■

The VArray has been extended (storage for additional elements has been
allocated) or truncated (elements have been deleted).

■

Each of the VArray’s elements have been resized during object conversion
after a schema-evolution operation that changed the size of the element
class—for example, by adding or removing an attribute.

You can test the oldLocation parameter to find out whether the VArray has
been relocated as a result of the notifying event. If, after the resize event, the
vector portion of the VArray becomes too large to fit in its original location, the
vector may be relocated to a different page. When this happens, Objectivity/DB
updates the fixed portion of the VArray to reference to the new location. You can
inspect the oldLocation and vArray parameters to see the original and current
locations, respectively.
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ooFDObj Class
Inheritance:

ooObj->ooFDObj
Handle Class:

ooHandle(ooFDObj)

Object-Reference Class: ooRef(ooFDObj)

The persistence-capable ooFDObj class represents an Objectivity/DB federated
database. The ooFDObj class is used internally by Objectivity/DB; you work with
a federated database through a handle or object reference.
See:
■

“Reference Summary” on page 455 for operations performed through a
federated-database handle or object reference

You may not derive classes from ooFDObj.

About Federated Databases
A federated database is the highest level in the Objectivity/DB logical storage
hierarchy. Within this hierarchy, each federated database logically contains one
or more databases.
Physically, an Objectivity/DB federated database is maintained in a
system-database file, which stores the schema for the federated database, a global
catalog of all the databases, and any indexes and scope names created for the
entire federated database. Configuration information for the federated database
is maintained in a second file (the boot file), along with various other properties.
A federated database has a system name, which is also the simple name of the
boot file. A federated database also has an integer identifier that distinguishes it
from all other federated databases using the same the lock server.
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Depending on how a federated database is created, it may be either
placement-managed or non-placement managed. A placement-managed federated
database has a placement model installed in it, so the placement of new
persistent objects is performed automatically by Objectivity/DB. A
non-placement managed federated database has no placement model, so the
applications accessing it must explicitly create containers and databases, and
place new persistent objects within them.

Working With Federated Databases
A federated database can be created and deleted only with administration tools.
See Objectivity/DB Administration for information about federated database
creation, files, and properties (sometimes called attributes).
An application does not work directly with instances of the ooFDObj class;
instead, it works with federated-database handles—instances of the
ooHandle(ooFDObj) class.

Obtaining an Initialized Handle
To obtain a federated-database handle initialized to reference a particular
federated database, follow these steps:
1. Make a logical connection to the desired federated database by calling the
ooObjy::getConnection static method. This static method returns a
connection object.
2. Obtain a session from the connection object in either of the following ways:
■

Call the connection object’s createSession method to create
an individual session.

■

Call the connection object’s createSessionPool method to create a
session pool, then call the connection object’s getSessionFromPool
method to get a session from the session pool.

3. Call the session’s fd method to obtain a federated-database handle for the
connected federated database.
The federated-database handle serves as a proxy for the actual system-database
file on disk.
A typical application connects to only one federated database, but
Objectivity/DB supports connecting to multiple federated databases; see
“Making Multiple Logical Connections” in Chapter 3 of the Objectivity/C++
Programmer’s Guide. Throughout this book, the term “the federated database” is
used to refer to the connected federated database for the session currently in use.
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Operating on the Federated Database
Once an application has a handle that references a federated database, it operates
on the federated database by:
■

Calling various methods on the federated-database handle.

■

Passing the federated-database handle to various global functions or
methods of other classes.

Methods for operating on federated databases are defined in the
ooRefHandle(ooFDObj) classes, not in the ooFDObj class itself. Although
ooFDObj inherits methods from ooObj, these methods generally do not apply to

federated databases; in fact, the inherited methods cannot be called, because
there is no indirect member-access operator (->) on the ooRefHandle(ooFDObj)
classes.
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ooHashBasedCollection Class
Inheritance:

ooObj->ooCollection->ooHashBasedCollection
Handle Class:

ooHandle(ooHashBasedCollection)

Object-Reference Class: ooRef(ooHashBasedCollection)

The persistence-capable class ooHashBasedCollection is the abstract base class
for classes that represent unordered collections of persistent objects.
See:
■

“Reference Summary” on page 240 for an overview of methods

■

“Reference Index” on page 241 for a list of methods

To use this class, your application must include the ooCollectionBase.h
header file. No extra linking is required.

About Unordered Collections
Unordered collections are collections of persistent objects in which the order of
elements is unspecified; the relative order of any particular pair of elements is
subject to change.
Unordered collections are scalable—that is, they can increase in size with minimal
performance degradation. They are implemented using an extendible hashing
mechanism so that elements can be added, deleted, and found efficiently. This
mechanism uses a two-level directory structure to locate the collection’s
elements. A top-level directory selects a particular hash bucket for each element,
based on the range into which the element’s hash value falls. The hash bucket
selects a position for the element in an internal hash table, based on the element’s
hash value.
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The hash value for each element is computed from the element itself. The hash
values for elements of an unordered collection are computed by the collection’s
corresponding comparator. If an unordered collection uses a default comparator,
the hash values are computed from the OIDs of the elements.
Concrete classes derived from ooHashBasedCollection represent more specific
kinds of unordered collections:
■

ooHashSetX represents (standard) unordered sets of persistent objects.

■

ooHashMapX represents unordered object maps.

Because the ooHashBasedCollection class is abstract, you never create
instances of it; instead, you work with instances of its concrete derived classes.
You should not create your own subclasses of this class.
Like other persistent objects, unordered collections are normally manipulated
through handles or object references.
For additional information, see Chapter 12, “Persistent Collections,” of
Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Guide.

Related Classes
The related class ooTreeBasedCollection is the abstract base class for ordered
collections, which are implemented using a B-tree data structure.
The related class ooMap represents name maps (nonscalable unordered maps).
The related class ooCompare is the abstract base class for custom comparators for
unordered collections.

Reference Summary
In the following table:
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■

Operators indicated as (inherited) are overloaded in this class with no change
in behavior; they are documented with the ooObj class (page 403), along
with the other inherited methods not listed here.

■

Methods indicated as (inherited) are inherited from the ooCollection class
(page 91) and are documented with the defining class.
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Adding and Removing Elements

add (inherited)
addAll (inherited)
clear (inherited)
remove (inherited)
removeAll (inherited)
removeAllDeleted (inherited)
retainAll (inherited)

Getting Elements

get (inherited)
iterator (inherited)
keyIterator (inherited)
valueIterator (inherited)

Getting Information

size (inherited)
directorySize

Finding Auxiliary Objects

comparator (inherited)

Testing

contains (inherited)
containsAll (inherited)
isEmpty (inherited)
notEmpty (inherited)

Viewing in an MROW Transaction

refresh (inherited)

Reference Index
directorySize

Returns the number of entries in this unordered collection’s top-level
directory.

Methods
directorySize
Returns the number of entries in this unordered collection’s top-level directory.
virtual unsigned directorySize() const =0;
Returns

Number of entries in this unordered collection’s top-level directory.

Discussion

The number of entries in an unordered collection’s top-level directory is 2**N,
where N is the number of high-order bits of an element’s hash value that are used
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to select a hash bucket for that element. A top-level directory is considered very
large if it has 2**14 (or more) entries; such a collection would use 14 (or more)
high-order bits of the hash values to select a hash bucket for its elements.
You can use this method to monitor the growth of the top-level directory as a
diagnostic for evaluating the effectiveness of various properties of this collection:
■

A very large top-level directory may indicate that the hash values produced
by your hashing algorithm are not distributed evenly over the range of 32-bit
integers. For optimal performance, the elements’ hash values should vary in
their high-order bits. Otherwise, the top-level directory of the collection
grows until it uses a number of high-order bits that do vary.

■

If the hash values are fairly well distributed, a very large top-level directory
may indicate that the capacity of the collection’s hash buckets is too small. In
this case, you should consider re-creating the collection with a larger number
of pages per hash bucket, or re-creating the collection in a container with a
larger storage-page size, or both.

Of course, a collection’s top-level directory may be very large simply because the
collection itself has a very large number of elements.
See also
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“Properties of Scalable Unordered Collections” in Chapter 12 of Objectivity/C++
Programmer’s Guide.
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ooHashMapX Class
Inheritance:

ooObj->ooCollection->ooHashBasedCollection->ooHashMapX
Handle Class:

ooHandle(ooHashMapX)

Object-Reference Class: ooRef(ooHashMapX)

The persistence-capable class ooHashMapX represents unordered object maps.
See:
■

“Reference Summary” on page 244 for an overview of methods

■

“Reference Index” on page 245 for a list of methods

To use this class, your application must include the ooCollectionBase.h
header file. No extra linking is required.

About Unordered Object Maps
An unordered object map is a collection of key-value pairs; each key and each
value is a persistent object. No two elements of the object map may have the
same key. As the name implies, each element of an object map is a mapping from
its key object to its value object.
Unordered object maps are scalable collections, that is, they can increase in size
with minimal performance degradation. They are implemented using an
extendible hashing mechanism so that elements can be added, deleted, and
found efficiently. The hash value for each element is computed from its key.
The hash values for keys of an unordered object map are computed by the object
map’s corresponding comparator. If an unordered object map uses a default
comparator, the hash values are computed from the object identifiers (OIDs) of
the keys.
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For additional information, see Chapter 12, “Persistent Collections,” of
Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Guide.

Working With an Unordered Object Map
As is the case for any persistent object, you specify whether an unordered object
map is to be transient or persistent when you create it; unordered object maps
must be persistent. You create an unordered object map with a call to the new
operator, passing information to guide the placement of the new unordered
object map. You must specify the intended owner of the collection—the existing
persistent object that will eventually reference the new persistent collection
through an attribute.
Like other persistent objects, unordered object maps are normally manipulated
through handles or object references. You can store and find an unordered object
map in the federated database just as you would any other persistent object.

Related Classes
Two additional classes represent persistent collections of key-value pairs:
■

ooTreeMapX represents a sorted object map. It is implemented using a B-tree
data structure.

■

ooMap represents an unordered name map, that is, a collection of key-value

pairs in which the key is a string and the value is an object reference to a
persistent object. It uses a traditional (non-extendible) hashing mechanism.
The related class ooCompare is the abstract base class for custom comparators for
unordered object maps.

Reference Summary
In the following table:
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■

Operators indicated as (inherited) are overloaded in this class with no change
in behavior; they are documented with the ooObj class (page 403), along
with the other inherited methods not listed here.

■

Methods indicated as (inherited) are inherited from the
ooHashBasedCollection class (page 239) or the ooCollection class
(page 91) and are documented with the defining class.
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Reference Index

Creating and Deleting

ooHashMapX
operator new (inherited)
operator delete (inherited)

Adding, Removing, and Changing
Elements

add (inherited)
addAll
clear (inherited)
put
remove (inherited)
removeAll (inherited)
removeAllDeleted (inherited)
retainAll (inherited)

Getting Elements

get
keyIterator (inherited)
iterator (inherited)

Getting Information

size (inherited)
directorySize (inherited)

Finding Auxiliary Objects

comparator (inherited)

Testing

containsKey
containsValue
containsAll (inherited)
isEmpty (inherited)
notEmpty (inherited)

Viewing in an MROW Transaction

refresh (inherited)

Reference Index
addAll

Adds all elements in the specified collection to this unordered
object map.

containsKey

Tests whether this unordered object map contains an element
with the specified key.

containsValue

Tests whether this unordered object map contains an element
with the specified value.

get

Finds the value paired with the specified key in this unordered
object map.
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ooHashMapX

Constructs a new empty unordered object map.

put

Maps the specified key to the specified value in this unordered
object map.

Constructors
ooHashMapX
Constructs a new empty unordered object map.

Parameters

1.

ooHashMapX(
int pagesPerBucket = 100);

2.

ooHashMapX(
ooHandle(ooCompare) &compH,
int pagesPerBucket = 100);

pagesPerBucket

Maximum number of logical pages to allocate for each hash bucket in the
unordered object map.
compH

Handle to a custom comparator for the new unordered object map. The
comparator must be an instance of an application-defined comparator class
derived from ooCompare.
Discussion

Variant 1 creates an empty unordered object map with a default comparator and
the specified hash-bucket storage properties.
Variant 2 creates an empty unordered object map with the specified custom
comparator and the specified hash-bucket storage properties.
For more information, see “Properties of Scalable Unordered Collections” in
Chapter 12 of Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Guide.
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addAll
Adds all elements in the specified collection to this unordered object map.
ooBoolean addAll(
const ooHandle(ooCollection) &collectionH);
Parameters

collectionH

Handle to the scalable collection whose elements are to be added to this
unordered object map.
Returns

oocTrue if any elements were added; otherwise, oocFalse.

Discussion

If the specified collection is an object map, its elements are added to this unordered
object map. If this unordered object map currently has an element with the same
key as an element of the specified collection, the existing element is replaced by the
element of the specified collection.
If the specified collection is a set or list, each of its elements is added as a key to
this unordered object map; a null value is paired with each key. If this unordered
object map currently has an element whose key is an element of the specified
collection, the value of the existing element is replaced by null.

See also

ooCollection::add

containsKey
Tests whether this unordered object map contains an element with the specified
key.

Parameters

1.

ooBoolean containsKey(
const ooHandle(ooObj) &keyH) const;

2.

ooBoolean containsKey(
const void *lookupVal) const;

keyH

Handle to the key to be tested for containment in this unordered object map.
lookupVal

Pointer to transient lookup data that identifies the key to be tested for
containment in this unordered object map.
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Returns

oocTrue if this unordered object map contains an element with the specified key;
otherwise, oocFalse.

Discussion

You can call this method to check whether this unordered object map maps the
specified key to some value.
Variant 2 tests whether any key is “equal” to the specified lookup data, as
determined by the comparator for this unordered object map. It is useful if this
unordered object map has a custom comparator that supports the content-based
lookup of keys.

See also

containsValue

containsValue
Tests whether this unordered object map contains an element with the specified
value.
ooBoolean containsValue(
const ooHandle(ooObj) &valueH) const;
Parameters

valueH

Handle to the value to be tested for containment in this unordered object
map.
Returns

oocTrue if this unordered object map contains an element whose value is the
specified object; otherwise, oocFalse.

Discussion

You can call this method to check whether this unordered object map maps at least
one key to the specified value.

See also

containsKey

get
Finds the value paired with the specified key in this unordered object map.

Parameters

1.

ooRef(ooObj) get(const ooHandle(ooObj) &keyH) const;

2.

ooRef(ooObj) get(const void *lookupVal) const;

keyH

Handle to the key to be looked up.
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lookupVal

Pointer to transient lookup data that identifies the desired key.
Returns

Object reference to the value in the element with the specified key, or a null object
reference if this unordered object map contains no mapping for that key.

Discussion

A return value of null does not necessarily indicate that no element has the
specified key. It is possible that this unordered object map explicitly maps the key
to null. You can use the containsKey method to distinguish these two cases.
Variant 2 finds the element whose key is “equal” to the specified lookup data, as
determined by the comparator for this unordered object map. It is useful if this
unordered object map has a custom comparator that supports the content-based
lookup of keys.

See also

put
addAll

put
Maps the specified key to the specified value in this unordered object map.
ooStatus put(
const ooHandle(ooObj) &keyH,
const ooHandle(ooObj) &valueH);
Parameters

keyH

Handle to the key.
valueH

Handle to the value.
Returns

oocSuccess if successful; otherwise, oocError.

Discussion

If this unordered object map already contains an element with the specified key,
this method replaces the value in that element. Otherwise, this method adds a new
element with the specified key and value.

See also

get
addAll
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ooHashSetX Class
Inheritance:

ooObj->ooCollection->ooHashBasedCollection->ooHashSetX
Handle Class:

ooHandle(ooHashSetX)

Object-Reference Class: ooRef(ooHashSetX)

The persistence-capable class ooHashSetX represents unordered sets of persistent
objects with no duplicate elements.
See:
■

“Reference Summary” on page 252 for an overview of methods

■

“Reference Index” on page 253 for a list of methods

To use this class, your application must include the ooCollectionBase.h
header file. No extra linking is required.

About Unordered Sets
An unordered set is an unordered collection of persistent objects with no
duplicate elements. Unordered sets are scalable collections, that is, they can
increase in size with minimal performance degradation. They are implemented
using an extendible hashing mechanism so that elements can be added, deleted,
and found efficiently. The hash value for each element is computed from the
element itself.
The hash values for elements of an unordered set are computed by the set’s
corresponding comparator. If an unordered set uses a default comparator, the
hash values are computed from the OIDs of the elements.
For additional information, see Chapter 12, “Persistent Collections,” of
Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Guide.
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Working With an Unordered Set
As is the case for any persistent object, you specify whether an unordered set is
to be transient or persistent when you create it; unordered sets must be persistent.
You create an unordered set with a call to the new operator, passing information
to guide the placement of the new unordered set. You must specify the intended
owner of the collection—the existing persistent object that will eventually
reference the new persistent collection through an attribute.
Like other persistent objects, unordered sets are normally manipulated through
handles or object references. You can store and find an unordered set in the
database just as you would any other persistent object.

Related Classes
Two additional related classes represent persistent collections of persistent
objects:
■

ooTreeSetX represents a sorted collection of persistent objects with no
duplicate elements.

■

ooTreeListX represents a collection of persistent objects that are maintained
in the order specified when they are added to the collection. A list can contain
duplicate elements.

Sorted sets and lists are implemented using a B-tree data structure.
The related class ooCompare is the abstract base class for custom comparators for
unordered sets.

Reference Summary
In the following table:
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■

Operators indicated as (inherited) are overloaded in this class with no change
in behavior; they are documented with the ooObj class (page 403), along
with the other inherited methods not listed here.

■

Methods indicated as (inherited) are inherited from the ooCollection class
(page 91) or the ooHashBasedCollection class (page 239) and are
documented with the defining class.
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Creating and Deleting

ooHashSetX
operator new (inherited)
operator delete (inherited)

Adding and Removing Elements

add (inherited)
addAll (inherited)
clear (inherited)
remove (inherited)
removeAll (inherited)
removeAllDeleted (inherited)
retainAll (inherited)

Getting Elements

get (inherited)
iterator (inherited)

Getting Information

size (inherited)
directorySize (inherited)

Finding Auxiliary Objects

comparator (inherited)

Testing

contains (inherited)
containsAll (inherited)
isEmpty (inherited)
notEmpty (inherited)

Viewing in an MROW Transaction

refresh (inherited)

Reference Index
ooHashSetX

Constructs a new empty unordered set.

Constructors
ooHashSetX
Constructs a new empty unordered set.
1.

ooHashSetX(
int pagesPerBucket = 100);

2.

ooHashSetX(
ooHandle(ooCompare) &compH,
int pagesPerBucket = 100);
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Parameters

Constructors

pagesPerBucket

Maximum number of logical pages to allocate for each hash bucket in the
unordered set.
compH

Handle to a custom comparator for the new unordered set. The comparator
must be an instance of an application-specific class derived from ooCompare.
Discussion

Variant 1 creates an empty unordered set with a default comparator and the
specified hash-bucket storage properties.
Variant 2 creates an empty unordered set with the specified custom comparator
and the specified hash-bucket storage properties.
For more information, see “Properties of Scalable Unordered Collections” in
Chapter 12 of Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Guide.
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Inheritance:

ooId
The non-persistence-capable class ooId represents an object identifier for
identifying an Objectivity/DB object in a federated database.
See:
■

“Reference Summary” on page 260 for an overview of methods

■

“Reference Index” on page 260 for a list of methods

About Object Identifiers
Every Objectivity/DB object has a unique location within the logical storage
hierarchy of a federated database. An object identifier or OID is essentially a
complete address that identifies an object by describing its location in the
hierarchy.
Applications rarely need to manipulate object identifiers directly. In particular, an
application should not use object identifiers for purposes of accessing and
working with Objectivity/DB objects; a handle or object reference should be used
instead. The direct use of object identifiers should be limited to advanced tasks
such as debugging, analyzing the placement patterns in a federated database, or
managing persistent objects across processes.
The following subsections provide more detail about the structure and
appropriate usage of object identifiers.
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Structure
An object identifier consists of components whose values are the simple integer
identifiers of specific storage locations. For additional information, see
“Identifiers” in Chapter 7 of Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Guide.
An object identifier has four 16-bit integer components that collectively describe
the location of an Objectivity/DB object within a federated database. The object
identifier of a persistent object contains the integer identifiers of the database,
container, page, and slot in which the object resides.
An object identifier has the following string format:
D-C-P-S

where
D

Database identifier.

C

Container identifier.

P

Logical-page identifier in the container. A logical page is a storage page containing
one or more small objects or the header information for a large object.

S

Slot number on the logical page. A slot is the portion of a logical page in which a
single small object is stored. The slot number of a large object is always 0.

For example, 78-112-8-3 identifies the persistent object stored in slot 3 of page 8 in
container 112 of the database whose identifier is 78.
An object identifier is a persistent object’s address, rather than an intrinsic
attribute of the object itself. If a persistent object is moved by an administration
tool, its object identifier changes; if a persistent object is deleted, its object
identifier will be reused for any new persistent object that is subsequently
created in the same location.
The integer identifier of a container or database can be expressed in the D-C-P-S
object-identifier format. For example, the database identifier 78 corresponds to
the object identifier 78-0-0-0. Object identifiers therefore provide a general
mechanism for uniquely identifying storage objects and persistent objects in a
federated database.
A null object identifier is an object identifier whose component values are all 0 (in
string format, 0-0-0-0). A null object identifier identifies no object.
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Usage
Object identifiers are the means by which object references and handles can
reference Objectivity/DB objects:
■

The ooRef(ooObj) class inherits from ooId, so every instance of
ooRef(ooObj) or its derived classes is also an instance of ooId.

■

The ooHandle(ooObj) class (and its derived classes) stores an instance of
ooId as one of its members.

Unlike object references and handles, object identifiers have no knowledge of
object types and provide minimal behavior. Consequently, applications should
use object references and handles to reference Objectivity/DB objects, rather than
manipulating object identifiers directly.
Object identifiers are primarily used for the following reasons:
■

To obtain information that might be useful for debugging or for analyzing
the pattern of placement within a federated database.
For example, you can tell if two objects are placed on the same page by
comparing the page components of their respective identifiers.

■

To transmit persistent-object references to other processes that access the
same federated database.
For example, if one process needs to tell another to open a particular
persistent object, the first process can get an object identifier from a handle to
the object, and then send the object identifier’s component values to the
second process. The second process can use the component values to create a
new handle through which the object can be opened.

WARNING

An application should not attempt to change an object’s identity by changing the
components in an object identifier. The integer identifiers of storage objects,
pages, and slots cannot be changed by applications; the object identifier of a
persistent object changes only if the object is moved to a new container.
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Working With Object Identifiers
An application should not explicitly define subclasses of the ooId classes; any
necessary subclasses (specifically, ooRef(ooObj) and its subclasses) are either
provided by Objectivity/C++ or generated by the DDL processor.

Getting an Object Identifier
You normally get an object identifier from an object reference or a handle:
■

If you have an object reference, you also have an object identifier, because
ooRef(ooObj) is derived from ooId.

■

If you have a handle, you can get its object identifier by assigning the handle
to an object reference (or to an instance of ooId).

You get the component values of an object identifier by calling its get_DB,
get_OC, get_page, and get_slot methods.
EXAMPLE

The following code sets an object reference to a particular vehicle, and gets the
components of its object identifier.
ooRef(Vehicle) myVehicle = ... // Find the vehicle.
ooUInt16
ooUInt16
ooUInt16
ooUInt16

slot
page
cont
db =

= myVehicle.get_slot();
= myVehicle.get_page();
= myVehicle.get_OC();
myVehicle.get_DB();

Setting an Object Identifier’s Components
Sometimes you need to create a new object identifier—for example, to set its
components with values received from another process. A new object identifier is
normally null—that is, all of its components are 0. An application can set an
object identifier’s components in any of the following ways:
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■

By assignment or initialization from another object identifier.

■

By assignment or initialization from an object reference or handle.

■

By setting individual components using the object identifier’s set_DB,
set_OC, set_page, set_slot methods.
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Setting an Object Identifier’s Components

The following method creates a new object identifier, sets the object identifier’s
components from the parameter values, and returns a general-purpose handle to
the identified object, after testing the handle for validity.
ooHandle(ooObj) &createHandleToVehicle(
ooUInt16 slot, ooUInt16 page, ooUInt16 cont, ooUInt16) {
// Create an identifier and set its components
ooId identifier;
identifier.set_slot(slot);
identifier.set_page(page);
identifier.set_OC(cont);
identifier.set_DB(db);
// Initialize a new handle with the identifier
ooHandle(ooObj) newHandle(identifier);
// Make sure the handle references an existing object, and
// that the referenced object is a Vehicle
if (newHandle.isValid() &&
newHandle.typeN() == ooTypeN(Vehicle)) {
return newHandle;
} else throw ... // Otherwise, throw an exception
} // End of createVehicleHandle

As shown in the preceding example, you can use an object identifier to initialize
a handle of class ooHandle(ooObj); similarly, you can assign an object identifier
to a handle of class ooHandle(ooObj). This is because the general-purpose
handle’s constructor and assignment operator are each overloaded to accept an
object identifier. (A generated handle class for an application-defined
persistence-capable class appClass does not have such an overloaded
constructor or assignment operator; if desired, you can cast a general-purpose
handle to class ooHandle(appClass).)
NOTE

Most of the overloaded methods defined by the handle classes take parameters of
type ooId. These parameters are generally documented as parameters of type
ooRef(ooObj) because, for most purposes, applications should manipulate
objects using object references, not object identifiers.

NOTE

A shorter alternative to the preceding example is to call the handle’s setId
method, passing the desired components as parameters.
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Reference Summary
Creating

ooId

Setting

operator=
set_DB
set_OC
set_page
set_slot

Getting Information

get_DB
get_OC
get_page
get_slot
print
sprint

Comparing

operator==
operator!=

Testing

isNull
operator int

Reference Index
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get_DB

Gets the database component of this object identifier.

get_OC

Gets the container component of this object identifier.

get_page

Gets the logical page component of this object identifier.

get_slot

Gets the logical slot component of this object identifier.

isNull

Tests whether this object identifier is null.

ooId

Default constructor that constructs a null object identifier.

ooId

Constructs a new object identifier with the same component values
as the specified item.

operator=

Assignment operator; sets the component values of this object
identifier to the corresponding values of the specified item.

operator==

Equality operator; tests whether this object identifier and the
specified item both have the same component values.
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operator!=

Inequality operator; tests whether this object identifier and the
specified item have at least one different component value.

operator int

Conversion operator that tests whether this object identifier is null.

print

Prints this object identifier to a file.

set_DB

Sets the database component of this object identifier.

set_OC

Sets the container component of this object identifier.

set_page

Sets the logical page component of this object identifier.

set_slot

Sets the logical slot component of this object identifier.

sprint

Returns a string containing this object identifier.

Constructors
ooId
Default constructor that constructs a null object identifier.
ooId();

ooId
Constructs a new object identifier with the same component values as the
specified item.

Parameters

1.

ooId(const ooId &existing);

2.

ooId(const ooRefHandle(ooObj) &existing);

existing

Existing object identifier, object reference, or handle. If existing is an object
reference or handle, the component values are copied from the object
identifier contained in existing.
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operator=
Assignment operator; sets the component values of this object identifier to the
corresponding values of the specified item.

Parameters

1.

ooId &operator=(const ooId &existing);

2.

ooId &operator=(const ooRefHandle(ooObj) &existing);

existing

Existing object identifier, object reference, or handle. If existing is an object
reference or handle, the component values are copied from the object
identifier contained in existing.
Returns

This object identifier.

operator==
Equality operator; tests whether this object identifier and the specified item both
have the same component values.

Parameters

1.

ooBoolean operator==(
const ooId &compare) const;

2.

ooBoolean operator==(
const ooRefHandle(ooObj) &compare) const;

3.

ooBoolean operator==(int zero) const;

compare

Object identifier, object reference, or handle. If compare is an object reference
or handle, the component values are in the object identifier contained in
compare.
zero

Literal 0. This value allows you to use operator== as an alternative for
isNull.
Returns

Variants 1 and 2 return oocTrue if each component value of this object identifier
is equal to the corresponding component value of compare; otherwise oocFalse.
Variant 3 returns oocTrue if this object identifier is null; otherwise oocFalse.

See also

isNull (as an alternative to variant 3)
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operator!=
Inequality operator; tests whether this object identifier and the specified item
have at least one different component value.

Parameters

1.

ooBoolean operator!=(
const ooId &compare) const;

2.

ooBoolean operator!=(
const ooRefHandle(ooObj) &compare) const;

3.

ooBoolean operator!=(int zero) const;

compare

Object identifier, object reference, or handle. If compare is an object reference
or handle, the component values are in the object identifier contained in
compare.
zero

Literal 0.
Returns

Variants 1 and 2 return oocTrue if any component value of this object identifier is
different from the corresponding component value of compare; otherwise
oocFalse.
Variant 3 returns oocTrue if this object identifier is not null; otherwise oocFalse.

operator int
Conversion operator that tests whether this object identifier is null.
operator int() const;
Returns

0 if this object identifier is null; otherwise, a nonzero integer.

Discussion

This conversion operator enables you to use a object identifier as the conditional
expression in an if or while statement to test whether the object identifier is null.

Example

ooId oid;
… // Set oid to some value
if (oid) {
… // Do something if initialization was successful
}
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get_DB
Gets the database component of this object identifier.
ooUInt16 get_DB() const;
Returns

Integer stored in the object identifier’s database component.

get_OC
Gets the container component of this object identifier.
ooUInt16 get_OC() const;
Returns

Integer stored in the object identifier’s container component.

Discussion

In the method name, OC stands for “object container.”

get_page
Gets the logical page component of this object identifier.
ooUInt16 get_page() const;
Returns

Integer stored in the object identifier’s logical page component.

get_slot
Gets the logical slot component of this object identifier.
ooUInt16 get_slot() const;
Returns

Integer stored in the object identifier’s logical slot component.

isNull
Tests whether this object identifier is null.
ooBoolean isNull() const;
Returns
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oocTrue if this object identifier is null; otherwise, oocFalse.
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Discussion

You can use this method as an alternative to comparing this object identifier to 0
with operator==.

See also

operator==

print
Prints this object identifier to a file.
void print(FILE *outputFile = stdout) const;
Parameters

outputFile

Pointer to the file in which to print the object identifier. The default is
standard output.
Discussion

This object identifier is printed in #D-C-P-S format (for example, #2-3-3-12), where
D, C, P, and S are the values of the database, container, logical-page, and
logical-slot components, respectively.

set_DB
Sets the database component of this object identifier.
void set_DB(const ooUInt16 databaseId);
Parameters

databaseId

Integer to be stored in the object identifier’s database component.

set_OC
Sets the container component of this object identifier.
void set_OC(const ooUInt16 containerId);
Parameters

containerId

Integer to be stored in the object identifier’s container component.
Discussion

In the method name, OC stands for “object container.”

set_page
Sets the logical page component of this object identifier.
void set_page(const ooUInt16 pageNumber);
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pageNumber

Integer to be stored in the object identifier’s logical page component.

set_slot
Sets the logical slot component of this object identifier.
void set_slot(const ooUInt16 slotNumber);
Parameters

slotNumber

Integer to be stored in the object identifier’s logical slot component.

sprint
Returns a string containing this object identifier.
char *sprint(char *buffer = 0) const;
Parameters

buffer

String in which to return the object identifier. If you omit this parameter,
sprint returns temporary storage.
Returns

String representing the object identifier.

Discussion

This object identifier is printed in #D-C-P-S format (for example, #2-3-3-12), where
D, C, P, and S are the values of the database, container, logical-page, and
logical-slot components, respectively.
Unless you specify the parameter, this method returns temporary storage that
may be overwritten during subsequent calls to it or to other functions. You
should make a local copy of the returned string if you intend to use it later in the
application.
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Inheritance:

ooInlineVArray
The non-persistence-capable class ooInlineVArray represents an
association-specific array maintained by a persistent object for links of a particular
inline to-many association.

About Association-Specific Arrays
When a persistent object is the source object of one or more links for a particular
inline to-many association, those links are stored as elements of an
association-specific array. See “Storage Requirements for Associations” in
Chapter 3 of Objectivity/C++ Data Definition Language.
If a source object has links for multiple inline to-many associations, the links of
each association are stored in a separate association-specific array. In contrast, all
non-inline association links for a particular source object are stored in the same
system default association array, even if those links are for different non-inline
associations; see ooDefaultAssocArray.
A persistent object is created with space for a reference to one association-specific
array for each inline to-many association defined in the object’s class. An
association-specific array for a particular inline association is not allocated unless
it is either needed or explicitly sized:
■

By default, the array is allocated the first time the persistent object becomes
the source object of a link through that association. At this point, enough
space is allocated for three such links.

■

As an alternative, an application can explicitly set the array’s initial size
before any links are created for the association; doing so preallocates the
array to accommodate the specified number of links.

Once created, the array is resized dynamically as necessary to accommodate
additional links.
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Whenever possible, Objectivity/DB places an association-specific array on the
same logical page as the source object for which it is allocated. However, because
the elements of an association-specific array must remain contiguous on disk and
in memory, a different page may be used:
■

If a newly allocated association-specific array does not fit on the same page
as its source object, it is placed on a page that has more space.

■

If a resized association-specific array can no longer fit on its current page, it
is relocated to a page that has more space.

You can improve application performance by estimating the number of links you
expect a source object to have for each inline association, and then preallocating
the object’s association-specific arrays right after you create the object. Allocating
an array early reserves space for it on the same page as the source object, which
makes update and traversal operations faster than if the source object and its
array are on different pages. Preallocating space for a large number of links can
also reduce the number of subsequent resizing operations (and possibly
relocation operations) that would otherwise be performed if links were added a
few at a time.

Working With Association-Specific Arrays
An association-specific array is created automatically for each inline association
defined for a persistent object. You should not create or copy an
association-specific array, nor should you delete an association-specific array. An
application should not derive classes from ooInlineVArray.
You obtain a reference to a particular association-specific array by calling the
ooInlineAssociation global macro, with parameter values specifying the

source object maintaining the array and the name of the inline association for
which the array is maintained. If the association-specific array has not yet been
allocated, the macro returns a reference to an in-memory proxy for the array. You
can use this reference to call the array’s setCapacity method to preallocate the
array with space for the specified number of association links.
You can use the reference returned by ooInlineAssociation to:
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■

Call the array’s size method to get the number of elements currently used in
the array. (The number of used elements is the same as the number of links
that have actually been created for the inline association.)

■

Call the array’s capacity method to get the number of elements currently
allocated in the array. (If the capacity is significantly greater than the size, the
array could be wasting space.)

■

Call the array’s setCapacity method to expand the array up to the
specified number of elements.
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If you know that the source object’s association-specific array has reached its
final size, so that no more links will be created for the inline association, you can
call the array’s setCapacity method, passing 0 as the parameter, to shrink the
capacity to the actual size, eliminating wasted space.
Example

This code fragment shows some uses for the ooInlineVArray class. Assume the
example class myClass defines an inline association named toDest.
// Application code file
#include <ooObjy.h>
…
// Create a persistent object of myClass to be the
// source object of one or more inline association links
ooHandle(myClass) sourceObjectH = new(…) myClass();
// Get a reference to the source object’s association-specific
// array for the toDest inline association
ooInlineVArray& toDest_array =
ooInlineAssociation(sourceObjectH, toDest);
// Preallocate the source object’s association-specific array
// with space for up to 10 toDest association links
toDest_array.setCapacity(10);
// Link the source object to several destination objects by
// the toDest inline association

…
// Find out how many times the source object was linked to a
// destination object by the toDest inline association
int toDestAssocLinks = toDest_array.size();
// Shrink the association-specific array to accommodate
// just the number of existing toDest inline association links
toDest_array.setCapacity(0);

Methods
capacity
Gets the allocated size of this association-specific array.
int capacity();
Returns

Allocated size of this association-specific array.
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The capacity of an association array is always greater than or equal to its size (the
number of existing association links stored in the array).

setCapacity
Sets the allocated size of this association-specific array.
ooStatus setCapacity(int new_capacity);
Parameters

new_capacity

Desired capacity for this association-specific array. Specify 0 to shrink the
capacity to the number of association links that currently exist.
Returns

oocSuccess if successful; otherwise oocError.

Discussion

If the new capacity is larger than the current size, this method allocates storage for
additional association links. If the new capacity is smaller than the current size, this
method shrinks the capacity to the number of association links that currently exist.

size
Gets the actual size of this association-specific array.
int size();
Returns

Number of elements currently in this association-specific array.

Discussion

The returned size generally corresponds to the number of links that have been
created for the inline association. However, the returned size may also include
unused or “empty” elements within the array, corresponding to deleted
association links.
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Inheritance:

ooInternalStatistics
The class ooInternalStatistics represents a collection of statistical
measurements for a session.
See:
■

“Reference Summary” on page 273 for an overview of methods

■

“Reference Index” on page 274 for a list of methods

To use this class, your application must include the ooObjy.h header file.

About Statistical-Value Objects
An instance of ooInternalStatistics, called a statistical-value object, contains
statistical measurements about Objectivity/DB operations performed by a
particular session. A given statistical-value object contains either cumulative or
incremental statistical measurements:
■

Cumulative statistical measurements provide information about the session’s
operations from the time the session was created to the last time the
statistical measurements were read.

■

Incremental statistical measurements provide information about the session’s
operations between the last two times that the statistical measurements were
read.
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Working With Statistical-Value Objects
You obtain a statistical-value object from a statistical counter of the
ooStatistics class:
■

Call cumulative on the statistics counter to get its statistical-value object for
cumulative statistics.

■

Call delta on the statistics counter to get its statistical-value object for
incremental statistics.

You call methods of a statistical-value object to get individual measurements. If
the statistical-value object contains cumulative measurements, the returned value
is a cumulative value; if the object contains incremental measurements, the
returned value is an incremental value.
To update the statistical-value object with current measurements, you call the
update method on the statistics counter from which you obtained the
statistical-value object.
See “Getting Statistical Measurements for a Session” in Chapter 22 of
Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Guide for detailed information about obtaining an
using statistical-value objects and a description of the individual statistical
measurements.
NOTE

Some of the method names in this class include abbreviations for internal
Objectivity/DB objects. An object cluster (OC) is the physical implementation of a
container. Storage manager (SM) objects are used to implement the slots on a page.

Related Classes
You can implement an event listener to count notifying events and return
comparable statistics; see ooEventListener. However, you normally choose
event listening only when you need capabilities beyond what a statistical-value
object can provide.
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Reference Summary
Transactions

numberOfTransactionStarts
numberOfTransactionCheckpoints
numberOfTransactionCommits
numberOfTransactionAborts

Objectivity/DB Objects

numberOfObjectsCreated
numberOfObjectsDeleted
numberOfObjectsOpened
numberOfObjectsClosed
numberOfObjectsNamed
numberOfContainersCreated
numberOfContainersDeleted
numberOfContainersOpened
numberOfContainersClosed
numberOfDatabasesCreated
numberOfDatabasesDeleted
numberOfDatabasesOpened
numberOfDatabasesClosed
numberOfNewOcbs

Associations

numberOfNewAssociations
numberOfDisassociations
numberOfAssociationsResized

Scope Names

numberOfObjectsNamed

Objectivity/DB Cache

numberOfBuffers
numberOfLargeBufferEntries
numberOfBufferReads
numberOfDiskReads
numberOfNewPagesWritten
numberOfOldPagesWritten

Storage Use

numberOfTimesOcsExtended
numberOfPagesAddedToOcs
numberOfSmObjectsCreated
numberOfSmObjectsOpened
numberOfAssociationsResized
numberOfVarraysResized
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Reference Index
numberOfAssociationsResized

Gets the number of times an association array was
expanded.

numberOfBufferReads

Gets the number of buffer reads.

numberOfBuffers

Gets the number of buffer pages allocated in the
small-object buffer pools of the session’s Objectivity/DB
cache.

numberOfContainersClosed

Gets the number of times a container was closed.

numberOfContainersCreated

Gets the number of containers created.

numberOfContainersDeleted

Gets the number of containers deleted.

numberOfContainersOpened

Gets the number of times a container was opened.

numberOfDatabasesClosed

Gets the number of times a database was closed.

numberOfDatabasesCreated

Gets the number of databases created.

numberOfDatabasesDeleted

Gets the number of databases deleted.

numberOfDatabasesOpened

Gets the number of times a database was opened.

numberOfDisassociations

Gets the number of association links removed.

numberOfDiskReads

Gets the number of disk reads.

numberOfLargeBufferEntries

Gets the number of buffer entries allocated in the
large-object buffer pools of the session’s Objectivity/DB
cache.

numberOfNewAssociations

Gets the number of association links created.

numberOfNewOcbs

Gets the number of object-control blocks created.

numberOfNewPagesWritten

Gets the number of new pages written to disk.

numberOfObjectsClosed

Gets the number of times a persistent object was closed.

numberOfObjectsCreated

Gets the number of persistent objects created.

numberOfObjectsDeleted

Gets the number of persistent objects deleted.

numberOfObjectsNamed

Gets the number of times a persistent object was given a
scope name.

numberOfObjectsOpened

Gets the number of times a persistent object was opened.
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numberOfOldPagesWritten

Gets the number of existing pages written to disk.

numberOfPagesAddedToOcs

Gets the number of storage pages added to containers.

numberOfSmObjectsCreated

Gets the number of storage-manager objects created.

numberOfSmObjectsOpened

Gets the number of storage-manager objects opened.

numberOfTimesOcsExtended

Gets the number of times a container was extended.

numberOfTransactionAborts

Gets the number of times a transaction was aborted.

numberOfTransactionCheckpoints

Gets the number of times a transaction was checkpointed.

numberOfTransactionCommits

Gets the number of times a transaction was committed.

numberOfTransactionStarts

Gets the number of times a transaction was begun

numberOfVarraysResized

Gets the number of times a VArray was resized.

Methods
numberOfAssociationsResized
Gets the number of times an association array was expanded.
ooUInt32 numberOfAssociationsResized() const;
Returns

Number of times that an association array was expanded to make room for more
association links (from source object to destination object).

Discussion

When association links are added to an association VArray, the VArray is expanded
dynamically as necessary. Association VArrays include:
■

System default association arrays. The association links for a source object’s
non-inline associations are stored in a VArray called the object’s system
default association array.

■

Association-specific VArrays. The association links for each to-many inline
association of a source object are stored in an association-specific VArray. (A
source object has one association-specific VArray per to-many inline
association).

For information on interpreting this measurement, see “Use of Associations” in
Chapter 22 of Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Guide.
See also

numberOfVarraysResized
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numberOfBufferReads
Gets the number of buffer reads.
ooUInt32 numberOfBufferReads() const;
Returns

Number of times an object to be accessed was already in the session’s
Objectivity/DB cache.

See also

numberOfDiskReads

numberOfBuffers
Gets the number of buffer pages allocated in the small-object buffer pools of the
session’s Objectivity/DB cache.
ooUInt32 numberOfBuffers() const;
Returns

Total number of buffer pages that have been allocated in all small-object buffer
pools of the session’s Objectivity/DB cache.

Discussion

If small objects have been read from databases with different page sizes, the
session’s cache has a small-object pool for each page size. This method returns the
total number of buffer pages in all the small-object pools of the session’s cache.

See also

numberOfLargeBufferEntries

numberOfContainersClosed
Gets the number of times a container was closed.
ooUInt32 numberOfContainersClosed() const;
Returns

Number of nonredundant close operations performed on containers during the
session’s transactions.

numberOfContainersCreated
Gets the number of containers created.
ooUInt32 numberOfContainersCreated() const;
Returns
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Number of containers created during the session’s transactions.
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numberOfContainersDeleted
Gets the number of containers deleted.
ooUInt32 numberOfContainersDeleted() const;
Returns

Number of containers deleted during the session’s transactions.

numberOfContainersOpened
Gets the number of times a container was opened.
ooUInt32 numberOfContainersOpened() const;
Returns

Number of nonredundant open operations performed on containers during the
session’s transactions—that is, the number of times Objectivity/DB opened a
container that was not currently open.

numberOfDatabasesClosed
Gets the number of times a database was closed.
ooUInt32 numberOfDatabasesClosed() const;
Returns

Number of nonredundant close operations performed on databases during the
session’s transactions.

numberOfDatabasesCreated
Gets the number of databases created.
ooUInt32 numberOfDatabasesCreated() const;
Returns

Number of databases created during the session’s transactions.

numberOfDatabasesDeleted
Gets the number of databases deleted.
ooUInt32 numberOfDatabasesDeleted() const;
Returns

Number of databases deleted during the session’s transactions.

numberOfDatabasesOpened
Gets the number of times a database was opened.
ooUInt32 numberOfDatabasesOpened() const;
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Number of nonredundant open operations performed on databases during the
session’s transactions—that is, the number of times Objectivity/DB opened a
database that was not currently open.

numberOfDisassociations
Gets the number of association links removed.
ooUInt32 numberOfDisassociations() const;
Returns

Number of association links (from source object to destination object) that were
removed during the session’s transactions.

See also

numberOfNewAssociations

numberOfDiskReads
Gets the number of disk reads.
ooUInt32 numberOfDiskReads() const;
Returns

Number of times information was read from disk.

Discussion

A disk read occurs when an object to be accessed is not already in the session’s
Objectivity/DB cache. The returned measurement also includes disk reads of
information such as catalogs and page maps.

See also

numberOfBufferReads

numberOfLargeBufferEntries
Gets the number of buffer entries allocated in the large-object buffer pools of the
session’s Objectivity/DB cache.
ooUInt32 numberOfLargeBufferEntries() const;
Returns

Total number of buffer entries that have been allocated in all large-object buffer
pools of the session’s Objectivity/DB cache.

Discussion

If large objects have been read from databases with different page sizes, the
session’s cache has a large-object pool for each page size. This method returns the
total number of buffer entries in all the large-object pools of the session’s cache.

See also

numberOfBuffers
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numberOfNewAssociations
Gets the number of association links created.
ooUInt32 numberOfNewAssociations() const;
Returns

Number of association links (from source object to destination object) that were
created during the session’s transactions.

See also

numberOfDisassociations

numberOfNewOcbs
Gets the number of object-control blocks created.
ooUInt32 numberOfNewOcbs() const;
Returns

Number of object-control blocks created during the session’s transactions.

Discussion

Each open persistent object has an Object-Control Block (OCB). Handles referencing
the same object use the same OCB. Initially, 512 OCBs are created. If more OCBs
are needed, another block of 512 OCBs are created, so this measurement is always
a multiple of 512.
See “Use of Objectivity/DB Objects” in Chapter 22 of Objectivity/C++
Programmer’s Guide for information on interpreting and responding to this
measurement.

numberOfNewPagesWritten
Gets the number of new pages written to disk.
ooUInt32 numberOfNewPagesWritten() const;
Returns

Number of new pages written from the session’s Objectivity/DB cache to disk.

Discussion

Each new page is created when the size of a container must be extended, for
example, to accommodate a new persistent object being stored in the container.

See also

numberOfOldPagesWritten

numberOfObjectsClosed
Gets the number of times a persistent object was closed.
ooUInt32 numberOfObjectsClosed() const;
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Number of nonredundant close operations performed on persistent objects during
the session’s transactions.

numberOfObjectsCreated
Gets the number of persistent objects created.
ooUInt32 numberOfObjectsCreated() const;
Returns

Number of persistent objects created during the session’s transactions.

numberOfObjectsDeleted
Gets the number of persistent objects deleted.
ooUInt32 numberOfObjectsDeleted() const;
Returns

Number of persistent objects deleted during the session’s transactions.

numberOfObjectsNamed
Gets the number of times a persistent object was given a scope name.
ooUInt32 numberOfObjectsNamed() const;
Returns

Number of times a persistent object was given a scope name during the session’s
transactions.

numberOfObjectsOpened
Gets the number of times a persistent object was opened.
ooUInt32 numberOfObjectsOpened() const;
Returns

Number of nonredundant open operations performed on persistent objects during
the session’s transactions—that is, the number of times Objectivity/DB opened an
object that was not currently open.

numberOfOldPagesWritten
Gets the number of existing pages written to disk.
ooUInt32 numberOfOldPagesWritten() const;
Returns

Number of existing pages written from the session’s Objectivity/DB cache to disk.

Discussion

The returned measurement includes the total number of pages written—one page
for each small object and multiple pages for each large object. The pages may
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contain updated objects or new objects that fit in the pages already allocated for the
container.
See also

numberOfNewPagesWritten

numberOfPagesAddedToOcs
Gets the number of storage pages added to containers.
ooUInt32 numberOfPagesAddedToOcs() const;
Returns

Total number of storage pages added to all containers during the session’s
transactions.

Discussion

An object cluster (OC) is the physical implementation of a container.

See also

numberOfTimesOcsExtended

numberOfSmObjectsCreated
Gets the number of storage-manager objects created.
ooUInt32 numberOfSmObjectsCreated() const;
Returns

Number of storage-manager objects created during the session’s transactions.

Discussion

Storage-manager (SM) objects are internal objects used to implement the slots on a
page. Every persistent object and every VArray used in an attribute or an
association corresponds to a unique slot. Therefore, the return value indicates the
number of times a new persistent object or VArray was created.

numberOfSmObjectsOpened
Gets the number of storage-manager objects opened.
ooUInt32 numberOfSmObjectsOpened() const;
Returns

Number of storage-manager objects opened during the session’s transactions.

Discussion

Storage-manager (SM) objects are internal objects used to implement the slots on a
page. Every persistent object and every VArray used in an attribute or an
association corresponds to a unique slot. Therefore, the return value indicates the
number of nonredundant open operations that were performed on a persistent
object or a VArray.
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numberOfTimesOcsExtended
Gets the number of times a container was extended.
ooUInt32 numberOfTimesOcsExtended() const;
Returns

Number of times Objectivity/DB added storage pages to a container during the
session’s transactions.

Discussion

An object cluster (OC) is the physical implementation of a container. The returned
measurement is the number of times Objectivity/DB increased the size of a
container to accommodate a new persistent object, VArray, or other data structure,
such as an index.

See also

numberOfPagesAddedToOcs

numberOfTransactionAborts
Gets the number of times a transaction was aborted.
ooUInt32 numberOfTransactionAborts() const;
Returns

Number of completed transaction-abort operations.

numberOfTransactionCheckpoints
Gets the number of times a transaction was checkpointed.
ooUInt32 numberOfTransactionCheckpoints() const;
Returns

Number of completed transaction-checkpoint operations.

numberOfTransactionCommits
Gets the number of times a transaction was committed.
ooUInt32 numberOfTransactionCommits() const;
Returns

Number of completed transaction-commit operations.

numberOfTransactionStarts
Gets the number of times a transaction was begun
ooUInt32 numberOfTransactionStarts() const;
Returns
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Number of completed transaction-begin operations.
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numberOfVarraysResized
Gets the number of times a VArray was resized.
ooUInt32 numberOfVarraysResized() const;
Returns

Number of times a VArray was resized during the session’s transactions.

Discussion

The returned measurement includes the resizing of application-defined VArrays
and the arrays used to store association links for non-inline or to-many inline
associations.
For information on interpreting this measurement, see “Storage Use” in
Chapter 22 of Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Guide.

See also

numberOfAssociationsResized
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ooInterval Class
Inheritance:

ooInterval
The non-persistence-capable class ooInterval represents an interval of time.
See:
■

“Reference Summary” on page 286 for an overview of methods

■

“Reference Index” on page 287 for a list of methods

To use this class, your application must include the ooTime.h header file. No
extra linking is required.

About Intervals
An interval represents a duration of time. Intervals can represent durations
ranging from 5,000,000 days to -5,000,000 days. An interval occupies 8 bytes of
memory, and is stored internally as a number of ticks, where a tick is
100 nanoseconds. Ticks are the fundamental unit of time from which all
representations of intervals are derived. An interval can be represented as either:
■

A positive or negative number of ticks.

■

A positive or negative number of days, hours, minutes, seconds,
milliseconds, and microseconds.

Outside of assignment, an interval is considered immutable and operations that
return an interval do so by value.
Methods of this class may throw ooArgumentOutOfRangeException,
ooOverflowException, or ooTimeKindMismatchException.
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Creating an Interval

ooInterval

Getting Information

isNull
days
hours
minutes
seconds
milliseconds
microseconds
ticks
totalDays
totalHours
totalMinutes
totalSeconds

Comparing Intervals

operator==
operator!=
operator<
operator<=
operator>
operator>=

Arithmetic Operations on Intervals

duration
negate
operator+
operator-

Conversion Operations on Intervals

convert

Static Utilities

fromDays
fromHours
fromMinutes
fromSeconds
fromMilliseconds
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convert

Initializes the specified ODMG-compatible interval using the
information stored in this interval.

days

Returns the days component of this interval.

duration

Returns a newly allocated interval that represents the absolute
value of this interval.

fromDays

Returns a newly allocated interval that represents the specified
number of days.

fromHours

Returns a newly allocated interval that represents the specified
number of hours.

fromMilliseconds Returns a newly allocated interval that represents the specified
number of milliseconds.

fromMinutes

Returns a newly allocated interval that represents the specified
number of minutes.

fromSeconds

Returns a newly allocated interval that represents the specified
number of seconds.

hours

Returns the hours component of this interval.

isNull

Tests whether this interval is null.

microseconds

Returns the milliseconds and microseconds components of this
interval, combined as a number of microseconds.

milliseconds

Returns the milliseconds component of this interval.

minutes

Returns the minutes component of this interval.

negate

Returns a newly allocated interval whose value is negative, if this
interval’s value is positive, or whose value is positive, if this
interval’s value is negative.

ooInterval

Default constructor that constructs a new null interval.

ooInterval

Constructs a new interval from the specified information.

ooInterval

Constructs a new interval from the information contained in the
specified ODMG-compatible interval.

operator+

Addition operator; adds the specified interval to this interval and
returns the sum in a newly allocated interval.
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operator-

Subtraction operator; subtracts the specified interval from this
interval and returns the difference in a newly allocated interval.

operator==

Equality operator; returns true if the specified interval and this
interval are of the same duration.

operator!=

Inequality operator; returns true if the specified interval and this
interval are of different durations.

operator<

Less-than operator; returns true if the specified interval is less
than this interval—that is, if it represents a shorter duration.

operator<=

Less-than-or-equal-to operator; returns true if the specified
interval is less than or equal to this interval.

operator>

Greater-than operator; returns true if the specified interval is
greater than this interval—that is, if it represents a longer duration.

operator>=

Greater-than-or-equal-to operator; returns true if the specified
interval is greater than or equal to this interval.

seconds

Returns the seconds component of this interval.

ticks

Returns the number of ticks in this interval, where a tick is 100
nanoseconds.

totalDays

Returns the number of ticks in this interval, represented as a
number of days, which may be fractional.

totalHours

Returns the number of ticks in this interval, represented as a
number of hours, which may be fractional.

totalMinutes

Returns the number of ticks in this interval, represented as a
number of minutes, which may be fractional.

totalSeconds

Returns the number of ticks in this interval, represented as a
number of seconds, which may be fractional.

Constructors
ooInterval
Default constructor that constructs a new null interval.
ooInterval();
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ooInterval
Constructs a new interval from the specified information.

Parameters

1.

ooInterval(
int64 ticks);

2.

ooInterval(
int hours,
int minutes,
int seconds);

3.

ooInterval(
int days,
int hours,
int minutes,
int seconds);

4.

ooInterval(
int days,
int hours,
int minutes,
int seconds,
int milliseconds);

ticks

Tick representation of the new interval; the number of ticks in the interval.
hours

Hours component of the new interval; the number of whole hours in the
interval.
If the specified number of hours is greater than 24, any whole days are added
to the days component.
minutes

Minutes component of the new interval; the number of whole minutes in the
interval.
If the specified number of minutes is greater than 60, any whole hours or
days are added to the corresponding components.
seconds

Seconds component of the new interval; the number of whole seconds in the
interval.
If the specified number of seconds is greater than 59, any whole minutes,
hours, or days are added to the corresponding components.
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days

Days component of the new interval; the number of whole days in the
interval.
milliseconds

Milliseconds component of the new interval; the number of whole
milliseconds in the interval.
If the specified number of milliseconds is greater than 999, any whole
seconds, minutes, hours, or days added to the corresponding components.
Discussion

In variants 2 through 4, if a specified component value is out of that component’s
range, the values of other specified components may be affected. For example,
suppose you create an interval with a duration of 5 days and 26 hours. Because an
hours component is less than or equal to 23, the hours component is set to 2, and a
whole day is added to the days component. The new interval has a duration of 6
days and 2 hours.
Similarly, if a specified component value is negative, the values of other specified
components may be affected. For example, suppose you create an interval
specifying 5 days and -6 hours. The specified hours component is subtracted
from the days component, so the resulting interval has a duration of 4 days and
18 hours.
The range of an interval is as follows:
Minimum duration

-5,000,000 days, or -4320000000000000000 ticks

Maximum duration

5,000,000 days, or 4320000000000000000 ticks

An exception is thrown if the combination of component values would result in
an interval that is outside this range.

ooInterval
Constructs a new interval from the information contained in the specified
ODMG-compatible interval.
ooInterval (const d_Interval &source);
Parameters

source

A transient object of a class that conforms to the ODMG standard.
NOTE
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The d_Interval class is supported only for backward compatibility. For
information about this class, see the d_Interval chapter in the Objectivity/C++
Backward Compatibility book.
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operator+
Addition operator; adds the specified interval to this interval and returns the sum
in a newly allocated interval.
ooInterval operator+(const ooInterval &right) const;
Discussion

The range of an interval is as follows:
Minimum duration

-5,000,000 days, or -4320000000000000000 ticks

Maximum duration

5,000,000 days, or 4320000000000000000 ticks

An exception is thrown if the operation would result in an interval that is outside
this range.

operatorSubtraction operator; subtracts the specified interval from this interval and
returns the difference in a newly allocated interval.
ooInterval operator-(const ooInterval &right) const;

operator==
Equality operator; returns true if the specified interval and this interval are of the
same duration.
bool operator==(const ooInterval &right) const;

operator!=
Inequality operator; returns true if the specified interval and this interval are of
different durations.
bool operator!=(const ooInterval &right) const;

operator<
Less-than operator; returns true if the specified interval is less than this
interval—that is, if it represents a shorter duration.
bool operator<(const ooInterval &right) const;
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operator<=
Less-than-or-equal-to operator; returns true if the specified interval is less than
or equal to this interval.
bool operator<=(const ooInterval &right) const;

operator>
Greater-than operator; returns true if the specified interval is greater than this
interval—that is, if it represents a longer duration.
bool operator>(const ooInterval &right) const;

operator>=
Greater-than-or-equal-to operator; returns true if the specified interval is greater
than or equal to this interval.
bool operator>=(const ooInterval &right) const;

Methods
convert
Initializes the specified ODMG-compatible interval using the information stored
in this interval.
void convert(d_Interval &dest);
Parameters

dest

A transient object of a class conforming to the ODMG-standard. The
specified object is initialized with the information stored in this interval.
NOTE
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The d_Interval class is supported only for backward compatibility. For
information about this class, see the d_Interval chapter in the Objectivity/C++
Backward Compatibility book.
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days
Returns the days component of this interval.
int days() const;
Returns

Integer number of whole days in this interval, excluding any fractional days.

duration
Returns a newly allocated interval that represents the absolute value of this
interval.
ooInterval duration() const;
Returns

A new interval with a positive value.

Discussion

Regardless of whether this interval is positive or negative, the newly allocated
interval is positive.

fromDays
Returns a newly allocated interval that represents the specified number of days.
static ooInterval fromDays(float64 days);
Parameters

days

Number of days, which may be fractional.
Discussion

If the specified number of days is fractional, any hours, minutes, seconds,
milliseconds, or microseconds remaining after whole days are subtracted out are
added to the corresponding components.
An exception is thrown if the specified number of days is greater than 5,000,000
or less than -5,000,000.

fromHours
Returns a newly allocated interval that represents the specified number of hours.
static ooInterval fromHours(float64 hours);
Parameters

hours

Number of hours, which may be fractional.
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If the specified number of hours is fractional, any minutes, seconds, milliseconds,
or microseconds remaining after whole hours are subtracted out are added to the
corresponding components.
If the specified number of hours is greater than 23, any whole days are added to
the days component.

fromMilliseconds
Returns a newly allocated interval that represents the specified number of
milliseconds.
static ooInterval fromMilliseconds(float64 milliseconds);
Parameters

milliseconds

Number of milliseconds, which may be fractional.
Discussion

If the specified number of milliseconds is fractional, any microseconds remaining
after whole milliseconds are subtracted out are represented in the microseconds
component.
If the specified number of milliseconds is greater than 999, any whole seconds,
minutes, hours, or days are added to the corresponding components.

fromMinutes
Returns a newly allocated interval that represents the specified number of
minutes.
static ooInterval fromMinutes(float64 minutes);
Parameters

minutes

Number of minutes, which may be fractional.
Discussion

If the specified number of minutes is fractional, any seconds, milliseconds, or
microseconds remaining after whole minutes are subtracted out are added to the
corresponding components.
If the specified number of minutes is greater than 59, any whole hours or days
are added to the corresponding components.
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fromSeconds
Returns a newly allocated interval that represents the specified number of
seconds.
static ooInterval fromSeconds(float64 seconds);
Parameters

seconds

Number of seconds, which may be fractional.
Discussion

If the specified number of seconds is fractional, any milliseconds or microseconds
remaining after whole seconds are subtracted out are added to the corresponding
components.
If the specified number of seconds is greater than 59, any whole minutes, hours,
or days are added to the corresponding components.

hours
Returns the hours component of this interval.
int hours() const;
Returns

Integer number of whole hours in this interval, after any days are subtracted out,
and excluding any fractional hours.

isNull
Tests whether this interval is null.
bool isNull() const;
Returns

true if this time value is null; otherwise, false.

microseconds
Returns the milliseconds and microseconds components of this interval,
combined as a number of microseconds.
int microseconds() const;
Returns

Integer number of microseconds in this interval, after any days, hours, minutes,
and seconds have been subtracted out, and excluding any remaining nanoseconds.

Discussion

This method is particularly useful when you need microsecond precision for
intervals of less than a second.
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milliseconds
Returns the milliseconds component of this interval.
int milliseconds() const;
Returns

Integer number of whole milliseconds in this interval, after any days, hours,
minutes, and seconds are subtracted out, and excluding any remaining
microseconds and nanoseconds.

Discussion

This method is particularly useful when you need millisecond precision for
intervals of less than a second.

minutes
Returns the minutes component of this interval.
int minutes() const;
Returns

Integer number of whole minutes in this interval, after any days and hours are
subtracted out, and excluding any fractional minutes.

negate
Returns a newly allocated interval whose value is negative, if this interval’s value
is positive, or whose value is positive, if this interval’s value is negative.
ooInterval negate() const;
Returns

An interval with a positive or negative value.

Discussion

For example, if the duration represented in this interval is 999 days, this method
will return a newly allocated interval with a duration of -999 days. However, if the
duration represented in this interval is -999 days, this method will return a newly
allocated interval with a duration of 999 days.

seconds
Returns the seconds component of this interval.
int seconds() const;
Returns
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Integer number of whole seconds in this interval, after any days, hours, and
minutes are subtracted out, and excluding any fractional seconds.
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ticks
Returns the number of ticks in this interval, where a tick is 100 nanoseconds.
int64 ticks() const;

totalDays
Returns the number of ticks in this interval, represented as a number of days,
which may be fractional.
float64 totalDays() const;
Returns

The total number of days in this interval.

totalHours
Returns the number of ticks in this interval, represented as a number of hours,
which may be fractional.
float64 totalHours() const;
Returns

The total number of hours in this interval.

totalMinutes
Returns the number of ticks in this interval, represented as a number of minutes,
which may be fractional.
float64 totalMinutes() const;
Returns

The total number of minutes in this interval.

totalSeconds
Returns the number of ticks in this interval, represented as a number of seconds,
which may be fractional.
float64 totalSeconds() const;
Returns

The total number of seconds in this interval.
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ooItr(appClass) Classes
Inheritance:

ooHandle(appClass)->ooItr(appClass)
The non-persistence-capable class ooItr(appClass) represents an object iterator
for finding instances of the application-defined persistence-capable class
appClass.
See:
■

“Reference Summary” on page 301 for an overview of methods

■

“Reference Index” on page 301 for a list of methods

To use the ooItr(appClass) class, you must include and compile with files
generated by the DDL processor, as described in “Obtaining Generated Class
Definitions” on page 300.

About Class-Specific Object Iterators
When an application defines a persistence-capable class appClass and adds it to
the federated-database schema, the DDL processor generates the corresponding
class-specific iterator class ooItr(appClass).
An object iterator of class ooItr(appClass) finds objects of class appClass and
its derived classes.
■

You can initialize the object iterator to find objects in the federated database.
To do so, call the object iterator’s scan or parallelScan method.

■

If appClass is the destination class for the to-many association linkName,
you can initialize the object iterator to find the destination objects linked to a
given source object by this association.

You advance a class-specific object iterator, use it to reference objects in the
iteration set, and termination the iteration as you would with any object iterator.
For more information, see the ooItr(ooObj) class.
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Obtaining Generated Class Definitions
To use the ooItr(appClass) class, you must include either the primary header
file or the references header file generated by the DDL processor for appClass.
Thus, if appClass is defined in the DDL file classDefFile.ddl, you must
include one of the following files:
■

The primary header file classDefFile.h

■

The references header file classDefFile_ref.h

Furthermore, you must compile the method implementation file
classDefFile_ddl.cxx with your application code files.
For more information about DDL-generated files and how to use them, see
Objectivity/C++ Data Definition Language.

When appClass is a Template Class
When appClass is a persistence-capable template class with multiple
parameters, the name of the generated object-iterator class contains the symbol
OO_COMMA to separate the template parameters. For example, for a
persistence-capable template class Example<Float, Node>, the generated
object-iterator class is ooItr(Example<Float OO_COMMA Node>). This is
because the macro syntax of the generated class name interprets embedded
commas as separators between the macro parameters instead of as separators
between the template parameters.

Related Information
For information and examples of using object iterators, see the following in
Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Guide:
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■

“Object Iterators” in Chapter 15, “Iterators.”

■

“Scanning the Federated Database” in Chapter 18, “Group Lookup of
Persistent Objects.”

■

Chapter 21, “Parallel Query.”
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Related Classes
In addition to object iterators of class ooItr(className), Objectivity/C++
provides three other kinds of iterators:
■

A name-map iterator is an instance of ooMapItr; it steps through the
key-value pairs in a name map.

■

A scalable-collection iterator is an instance of a class derived from
ooCollectionIterator; it steps through the objects in a scalable persistent
collection.

Reference Summary
Creating an Object Iterator

ooItr(appClass)

Finding Objects

end
next
scan
parallelScan

Optimizing

optimizeScanOrder
getOptimizeScanOrder

Reference Index
end

Explicitly terminates iteration by this object iterator.

getOptimizeScanOrder

Tests whether this object iterator uses an optimized scan
order.

next

Advances this object iterator to the next object in the
iteration set.

ooItr(appClass)

Default constructor that constructs a new uninitialized
object iterator for finding instances of appClass and its
derived classes.

optimizeScanOrder

Optimizes the order in which this object iterator scans for
persistent objects.
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parallelScan

Initializes this object iterator to use a parallel query to find
all instances of appClass and its derived classes in the
federated database, satisfying the specified condition.

scan

Initializes this object iterator to find all instances of
appClass and its derived classes in the federated
database, satisfying the specified condition, if any.

Constructors
ooItr(appClass)
Default constructor that constructs a new uninitialized object iterator for finding
instances of appClass and its derived classes.
ooItr(appClass)();

Methods
end
Explicitly terminates iteration by this object iterator.
ooStatus end();
Discussion

You can call this method to indicate that you are finished using this object iterator
even though it has not yet found all the objects in the iteration set.
Terminating the iteration makes the object iterator a null iterator, which has no
iteration set. After iteration has terminated, an exception is thrown if you attempt
to use the object iterator again without reinitializing it.
Terminating the iteration of a parallel query terminates its query manager, stops
all query tasks from executing, and discards the result queue.

getOptimizeScanOrder
Tests whether this object iterator uses an optimized scan order.
ooBoolean getOptimizeScanOrder() const;
Returns

oocTrue if this object iterator’s scan order is optimized; oocFalse if this object

iterator scans the logical pages of a container in order by logical-page identifier.
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optimizeScanOrder

next
Advances this object iterator to the next object in the iteration set.
ooBoolean next();
oocTrue if another object is found; oocFalse if all objects in the iteration set have

Returns

been found.

optimizeScanOrder
Optimizes the order in which this object iterator scans for persistent objects.
void optimizeScanOrder(ooBoolean state);
Parameters

state

Specify oocTrue to optimize this object iterator’s scan order; specify
oocFalse to scan the logical pages of a container in order by logical-page
identifier.
Discussion

You normally call this method when advised to do so by the Objectivity/DB
performance analyzer. If you call this method, you must do so before you initialize
this object iterator by calling its scan method.
This method may change the order in which this object iterator finds persistent
objects while scanning one or more containers. Changing the scan order can
speed up the search significantly, but only if the containers being scanned are in
databases that need to be tidied. There is no performance benefit, and possibly a
small performance penalty, if the containers being scanned are in recently tidied
databases. See “Tidying a Database” in Objectivity/DB Administration.

NOTE

If you plan to perform multiple scan operations to find the same class of objects
in the same containers, and you want the found objects to be returned in the
same order each time, you must perform these scan operations using the
non-optimized scan order.
This method has no effect if the object iterator is initialized to find persistent
objects through a name scope or a to-many association. This method does not
affect parallel queries.

See also

getOptimizeScanOrder
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parallelScan
Initializes this object iterator to use a parallel query to find all instances of
appClass and its derived classes in the federated database, satisfying the
specified condition.
1.

ooStatus parallelScan(
const ooRefHandle(ooFDObj) &scope,
ooMode openmode,
const char *predicate);

2.

ooStatus parallelScan(
const ooRefHandle(ooFDObj) &scope,
ooMode openmode,
const wchar_t *predicate);

3.

ooStatus parallelScan(
const ooRefHandle(ooFDObj) &scope,
ooMode openmode,
const objy::query::ObjectQualifier& objQualifier);

Returns

oocSuccess if successful; otherwise oocError.

Parameters

scope

Object reference or handle to the federated database.
openMode

Intended level of access to each object found by the next method:
■

oocNoOpen causes next to obtain a reference to the next object without
opening it.

■

oocRead causes next to open the next object for read.

■

oocUpdate causes next to open the next object for update.

predicate

Condition that each found object must satisfy. This string must be a valid
expression in the predicate-query language. This object iterator finds only
those objects that satisfy the predicate.
You can specify 0 to find all objects of appClass and its derived classes.
objQualifier

An object qualifier set up with a particular predicate string.
Discussion
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This method starts a parallel query, which initializes this object iterator to find
objects of class appClass or any class derived from appClass. If no such objects
exist in the federated database, this object iterator is set to null and parallelScan
returns oocSuccess. (The object iterator’s next method will return oocFalse,
however.)
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An exception is thrown if predicate is not a valid PQL expression, if
predicate tries to test a non-existent attribute, and so forth. For information
about checking for errors in the predicate string, see Chapter 4, “PQL Reference,”
in Objectivity/DB Predicate Query Language.
For complete details about what happens when you call parallelScan, see
Chapter 21, “Parallel Query,” of the Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Guide.

scan
Initializes this object iterator to find all instances of appClass and its derived
classes in the federated database, satisfying the specified condition, if any.

Parameters

1.

ooStatus scan(
const ooRefHandle(ooObj) &scope,
ooMode openMode = oocNoOpen);

2.

ooStatus scan(
const ooRefHandle(ooObj) &scope,
const char *predicate);

3.

ooStatus scan(
const ooRefHandle(ooObj) &scope,
const wchar_t *predicate);

4.

ooStatus scan(
const ooRefHandle(ooObj) &scope,
const objy::query::ObjectQualifier& objQualifier);

5.

ooStatus scan(
const ooRefHandle(ooObj) &scope,
ooMode openMode,
ooAccessMode access,
const char *predicate);

6.

ooStatus scan(
const ooRefHandle(ooObj) &scope,
ooMode openMode,
ooAccessMode access,
const wchar_t *predicate);

7.

ooStatus scan(
const ooRefHandle(ooObj) &scope,
ooMode openMode,
ooAccessMode access,
const objy::query::ObjectQualifier& objQualifier);

scope

Object reference or handle to the federated database.
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openMode

Intended level of access to each object found by the next method:
■

oocNoOpen (the default in variants 1 through 4) causes next to obtain a
reference to the next object without opening it.

■

oocRead causes next to open the next object for read.

■

oocUpdate causes next to open the next object for update.

access

Limits the attributes that can be specified in predicate:
■

oocPublic permits the predicate to test only public attributes, thus
preserving encapsulation.

■

oocAll permits the predicate to test any attribute, thus decreasing

encapsulation. To preserve maximum encapsulation, you should specify
oocAll only within methods of the class you are querying.
predicate

Condition that each found object must satisfy. This string must be a valid
expression in the predicate-query language. This object iterator finds only
those objects that satisfy the predicate.
objQualifier

An object qualifier set up with a particular predicate string.
Returns

oocSuccess if successful; otherwise oocError.

Discussion

This scan operation initializes this object iterator to find objects of class appClass
or any class derived from appClass. If no such objects exist, this object iterator is
set to null and scan returns oocSuccess. (This object iterator’s next method will
return oocFalse, however.)
Error conditions related to the predicate parameter result in exceptions. For
example, the following result in exceptions:
■

predicate is not a valid PQL expression.

■

predicate tries to test a non-existent attribute.

■

predicate tries to test a protected or private attribute when the access
parameter is set to oocPublic.

For information about checking for errors in the predicate string, see Chapter 4,
“PQL Reference,” in Objectivity/DB Predicate Query Language.
Variants 1 through 4 find persistent objects without opening them; the other
variants may open the found objects, as specified by the openMode parameter.
If you specify the predicate parameter and the specified storage object has an
index over the appropriate objects, scan can use the index to optimize its search.
If no index is available, scan finds objects by inspection.
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next

usedIndexes
Indicates whether this object iterator used an index during the immediately
preceding scan.
ooBoolean usedIndexes();
Returns

oocTrue if a suitable index was found and used; otherwise, oocFalse.

Example

The following example performs a predicate scan and then checks whether an
index was used during that scan.
ooItr(Library) booksI;
ooHandle(ooFDObj) fdH = …
const char *pred = …
ooStatus rstatus = booksI.scan(fdH, pred);
ooBoolean useIndex = booksI.usedIndexes();
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Inheritance:

ooHandle(ooObj)->ooItr(ooObj)
The non-persistence-capable class ooItr(ooObj) represents a general-purpose
object iterator for finding persistent objects of any persistence-capable class—that
is, instances of ooObj or classes derived from ooObj. The ooItr(ooObj) class is
also the base class for all of object-iterator classes.
See:
■

“Reference Summary” on page 311 for an overview of methods

■

“Reference Index” on page 312 for a list of methods

About Object Iterators
An object iterator steps through a group of persistent objects found in the
federated database. During a transaction, you can create and initialize an object
iterator to find a specified group of persistent objects. For example, you can use
an object iterator to find all the destination objects of a to-many association. The
group of objects to be found is called an iteration set.
An object iterator consists of:
■

A description of an iteration set and the object iterator’s current location in
this set.

■

Other information, such as the intended level of access to each found object.

■

A handle for referencing the object at the current location in the iteration set.

When you create a null object iterator, its state is undefined and its handle is null.
An application initializes an object iterator in any of several ways, depending on
whether it is a class-specific object iterator of the ooItr(appClass) class, or a
general-purpose object iterator of the ooItr(ooObj) class; see “General-Purpose
Object Iterators” below.
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General-Purpose Object Iterators

Initializing the object iterator identifies an iteration set and locates the object
iterator just before the first object in the set. If the set is nonnull, the first call to
the next method advances the object iterator to the first object in the set and
initializes the handle to reference it. Successive calls to next advance through the
set, so that the handle references each object in turn. An object iterator makes a
single pass through the iteration set, returning the objects in the set in an
unspecified order. When the end of the iteration set is reached, the next method
returns oocFalse.
Iteration is automatically terminated when the end of an iteration set is reached or
when the transaction in which the iterator was initialized either commits or
aborts. Termination makes the object iterator a null iterator, which has no
iteration set. After iteration has terminated, you should not attempt to use the
object iterator without reinitializing it. If you do so, an exception is thrown. You
can explicitly terminate iteration at any time by calling the object iterator’s end
method.

General-Purpose Object Iterators
An object iterator of the general-purpose iterator class ooItr(ooObj) finds objects
of class ooObj and its derived classes, and therefore finds persistent objects of
any persistence-capable class.
An application normally initializes an object iterator of type ooItr(ooObj) by
passing it to a method, such as:
■

NOTE

The linkName method of a persistent object, which finds the destination
objects of a to-many association.

You should rarely, if ever, initialize a general-purpose object iterator by calling
its scan method. Doing so initializes the object iterator to find every persistent
object in the federated database, which can be a very time-consuming operation,
as described in “Avoid Calling Scan on a General-Purpose Object Iterator” in
Chapter 18 of Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Guide.
Wherever possible, you should use a class-specific object iterator to scan the
federated database instead of a general purpose object iterator; see
ooItr(appClass).
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Related Information
For information and examples of using object iterators, see the following in
Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Guide:
■

“Object Iterators” in Chapter 15, “Iterators.”

■

“Scanning the Federated Database” in Chapter 18, “Group Lookup of
Persistent Objects.”

■

Chapter 21, “Parallel Query.”

Related Classes
In addition to object iterators of class ooItr(className), Objectivity/C++
provides three other kinds of iterators:
■

A name-map iterator is an instance of ooMapItr; it steps through the
key-value pairs in a name map.

■

A scalable-collection iterator is an instance of a class derived from
ooCollectionIterator; it steps through the objects in a scalable persistent
collection.

Reference Summary
Creating an Object Iterator

ooItr(ooObj)

Finding Objects

end
next
scan
parallelScan

Getting Information

usedIndexes

Optimizing

optimizeScanOrder
getOptimizeScanOrder
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Reference Index
end

Explicitly terminates iteration by this general-purpose
object iterator.

getOptimizeScanOrder

Tests whether this general-purpose object iterator uses an
optimized scan order.

next

Advances this object iterator to the next object in the
iteration set.

ooItr(ooObj)

Default constructor that constructs a new uninitialized
general-purpose object iterator for finding persistent
objects.

optimizeScanOrder

Optimizes the order in which this general-purpose object
iterator scans for persistent objects.

parallelScan

Initializes this general-purpose object iterator to use a
parallel query to find all persistent objects in the federated
database, satisfying the specified condition.

scan

Initializes this general-purpose object iterator to find all
persistent objects in the federated database, satisfying the
specified condition, if any.

usedIndexes

Indicates whether this general-purpose object iterator used
an index during the immediately preceding scan.

Constructors
ooItr(ooObj)
Default constructor that constructs a new uninitialized general-purpose object
iterator for finding persistent objects.
ooItr(ooObj)();
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end
Explicitly terminates iteration by this general-purpose object iterator.
ooStatus end();
Discussion

You can call this method to indicate that you are finished using this
general-purpose object iterator even though it has not yet found all the objects in
the iteration set.
Terminating the iteration makes the object iterator a null iterator, which has no
iteration set. After iteration has terminated, an exception is thrown if you attempt
to use the object iterator again without reinitializing it.
Terminating the iteration of a parallel query terminates its query manager, stops
all query tasks from executing, and discards the result queue.

getOptimizeScanOrder
Tests whether this general-purpose object iterator uses an optimized scan order.
ooBoolean getOptimizeScanOrder() const;
Returns

oocTrue if this object iterator’s scan order is optimized; oocFalse if this object

iterator scans the logical pages of a container in order by logical-page identifier.
See also

optimizeScanOrder

next
Advances this object iterator to the next object in the iteration set.
ooBoolean next();
Returns

oocTrue if another object is found; oocFalse if the iteration set is null or if all the

objects in the iteration set have been found.
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optimizeScanOrder
Optimizes the order in which this general-purpose object iterator scans for
persistent objects.
void optimizeScanOrder(ooBoolean state);
Parameters

state

Specify oocTrue to optimize this object iterator’s scan order; specify
oocFalse to scan the logical pages of a container in order by logical-page
identifier.
Discussion

You normally call this method when advised to do so by the Objectivity/DB
performance analyzer. If you call this method, you must do so before you initialize
this object iterator by calling its scan method.
This method may change the order in which this object iterator finds persistent
objects while scanning one or more containers. Changing the scan order can
speed up the search significantly, but only if the containers being scanned are in
databases that need to be tidied. There is no performance benefit, and possibly a
small performance penalty, if the containers being scanned are in recently tidied
databases. See “Tidying a Database” in Objectivity/DB Administration.

NOTE

If you plan to perform multiple scan operations to find the same class of objects
in the same containers, and you want the found objects to be returned in the
same order each time, you must perform these scan operations using the
non-optimized scan order.
This method has no effect if the object iterator is initialized to find persistent
objects through a name scope or a to-many association. This method does not
affect parallel queries.

See also

getOptimizeScanOrder

parallelScan
Initializes this general-purpose object iterator to use a parallel query to find all
persistent objects in the federated database, satisfying the specified condition.
1.
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ooStatus parallelScan(
const ooRefHandle(ooFDObj) &scope,
ooMode openmode,
const char *predicate);
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2.

ooStatus parallelScan(
const ooRefHandle(ooFDObj) &scope,
ooMode openmode,
const wchar_t *predicate);

3.

ooStatus parallelScan(
const ooRefHandle(ooFDObj) &scope,
ooMode openmode,
const objy::query::ObjectQualifier& objQualifier);

Returns

oocSuccess if successful; otherwise oocError.

Parameters

scope

Object reference or handle to the federated database.
openMode

Intended level of access to each object found by the next method:
■

oocNoOpen causes next to obtain a reference to the next object without
opening it.

■

oocRead causes next to open the next object for read.

■

oocUpdate causes next to open the next object for update.

predicate

Condition that each found object must satisfy. This string must be a valid
expression in the predicate-query language. This object iterator finds only
those objects that satisfy the predicate.
You can specify 0 to find all objects of all persistence-capable classes.
objQualifier

An object qualifier set up with a particular predicate string.
Discussion

NOTE

This method starts a parallel query, which initializes this object iterator to find
objects of class ooObj or any class derived from ooObj. If no such objects exist in
the federated database, this object iterator is set to null and parallelScan returns
oocSuccess. (The object iterator’s next method will return oocFalse, however.)
You should rarely, if ever, use an instance of this class to perform a parallel query.
Doing so initializes the object iterator to find every persistent object in the
federated database, which can result in a very time-consuming operation.
Wherever possible, you should perform a parallel query using class-specific
object iterators instead; see ooItr(appClass).
An exception is thrown if predicate is not a valid PQL expression, if
predicate tries to test a non-existent attribute, and so forth. For information
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about checking for errors in the predicate string, refer to Chapter 4, “PQL
Reference,” in Objectivity/DB Predicate Query Language.
For complete details about what happens when you call parallelScan, see
Chapter 21, “Parallel Query,” of Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Guide.

scan
Initializes this general-purpose object iterator to find all persistent objects in the
federated database, satisfying the specified condition, if any.

Parameters

1.

ooStatus scan(
const ooRefHandle(ooObj) &scope,
ooMode openmode = oocNoOpen);

2.

ooStatus scan(
const ooRefHandle(ooObj) &scope,
const char *predicate);

3.

ooStatus scan(
const ooRefHandle(ooObj) &scope,
const wchar_t *predicate);

4.

ooStatus scan(
const ooRefHandle(ooObj) &scope,
const objy::query::ObjectQualifier& objQualifier);

5.

ooStatus scan(
const ooRefHandle(ooObj) &scope,
ooMode openMode,
ooAccessMode access,
const char *predicate);

6.

ooStatus scan(
const ooRefHandle(ooObj) &scope,
ooMode openMode,
ooAccessMode access,
const wchar_t *predicate);

7.

ooStatus scan(
const ooRefHandle(ooObj) &scope,
ooMode openMode,
ooAccessMode access,
const objy::query::ObjectQualifier& objQualifier);

scope

Object reference or handle to the federated database.
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openMode

Intended level of access to each object found by the next method:
■

oocNoOpen (the default in variants 1 through 4) causes next to obtain a
reference to the next object without opening it.

■

oocRead causes next to open the next object for read.

■

oocUpdate causes next to open the next object for update.

access

Limits the attributes that can be specified in predicate:
■

oocPublic permits the predicate to test only public attributes, thus
preserving encapsulation.

■

oocAll permits the predicate to test any attribute, thus decreasing

encapsulation. To preserve maximum encapsulation, you should specify
oocAll only within methods of the class you are querying.
predicate

Condition that each found object must satisfy. This string must be a valid
expression in the predicate-query language. This object iterator finds only
those objects that satisfy the predicate.
objQualifier

An object qualifier set up with a particular predicate string.
Returns

oocSuccess if successful; otherwise oocError.

Discussion

This scan operation initializes this object iterator to find objects of class ooObj or
any class derived from ooObj. If no such objects exist, this object iterator is set to
null and scan returns oocSuccess. (The object iterator’s next method will return
oocFalse, however.)

NOTE

You should rarely, if ever, use an instance of this class to perform a scan
operation. Doing so initializes the object iterator to find every persistent object in
the federated database, which can result in a very time-consuming operation.
Wherever possible, you should perform scan operations using class-specific
object iterators instead; see ooItr(appClass).
Error conditions related to the predicate parameter result in exceptions. For
example, the following result in exceptions:
■

predicate is not a valid PQL expression.

■

predicate tries to test a non-existent attribute.

■

predicate tries to test a protected or private attribute when the access
parameter is set to oocPublic.
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For information about checking for errors in the predicate string, refer to
Chapter 4, “PQL Reference,” in Objectivity/DB Predicate Query Language.
Variants 1 through 4 find persistent objects without opening them; the other
variants may open the found objects, as specified by the openMode parameter.
If you specify the predicate parameter and the specified storage object has an
index over the appropriate objects, scan can use the index to optimize its search.
If no index is available, scan finds objects by inspection.
See also

next

usedIndexes
Indicates whether this general-purpose object iterator used an index during the
immediately preceding scan.
ooBoolean usedIndexes();
Returns

oocTrue if a suitable index was found and used; otherwise, oocFalse.

Example

The following example performs a predicate scan and then checks whether an
index was used during that scan.
ooItr(ooObj) objI;
ooHandle(ooFDObj) fdH = …
const char *pred = …
ooStatus rstatus = objI.scan(fdH, pred);
ooBoolean useIndex = objI.usedIndexes();
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Inheritance:

ooObj->oojArray
Handle Class:

ooHandle(oojArray)

Object-Reference Class: ooRef(oojArray)

The persistence-capable class oojArray is the abstract base class for all
Java-compatibility classes that represent variable-size arrays. Each concrete
derived class represents variable-size arrays with elements of a particular type.
See:
■

“Reference Index” on page 321 for a list of methods

To use the Java-compatibility classes, your application source must include the
javaBuiltins.h header file.

About Java Arrays
Unlike a C++ object, a Java object cannot contain another embedded object. As a
consequence, a Java object cannot have an embedded variable-size array
(VArray) the way a C++ object can. A variable-size array in a Java persistent
object is stored in an Objectivity/DB federated database as an object reference to
a persistent array object of some Java-compatibility class. The persistent array
object is a wrapper for a VArray with the same number of elements of the
appropriate type. For example, a Java array of 16-bit integers (of the Java type
short[]) is stored as an object reference of the type ooRef(oojArrayOfInt16).
NOTE

Java does not support fixed-size arrays.
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Multidimensional Arrays

Because the oojArray class is abstract, you never create instances of it; instead,
you work with instances of its concrete derived classes.
You should not create your own subclasses of this class.

Multidimensional Arrays
Unlike a VArray, a Java array can be multidimensional.

Element Order
When the a multidimensional Java array is “flattened” into a one-dimensional
VArray, elements are written to the VArray in row-major order, that is, with the
last array index varying first.
EXAMPLE

Consider the following two-dimensional 2-by-3 array of 16-bit integers:
11
21

12
22

13
23

This array could be represented in Java by a short[] array (called ary for
illustration) whose individual elements have the values:
ary[0][0] = 11
ary[1][0] = 21

ary[0][1] = 12
ary[1][1] = 22

ary[0][2] = 13
ary[1][2] = 23

If that array is stored in a database and accessed by a C++ application as an
oojArrayOfInt16, the array object’s corresponding VArray (called vary for
illustration) would have six elements with the values:
vary[0]
vary[1]
vary[2]
vary[3]
vary[4]
vary[5]

=
=
=
=
=
=

11
12
13
21
22
23

Array Dimensions
The persistent array’s getDimensionsArray method returns a VArray
containing the dimensions of the Java array.
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■

The number of elements in the VArray is the number of dimensions in the
Java array.

■

The value of each element is the size of the corresponding array.
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For example, consider a 3-dimensional Java array with dimensions 10 by 10 by 3.
The corresponding C++ persistent array object wraps a VArray with 300
elements. The array object’s dimensions array is a VArray of 3 elements: 10, 10,
and 3.
WARNING

You must not change the size of the VArray for a multidimensional array object.
If you do so, the stored dimensions for the array object will be incorrect and
applications will not be able to index the elements correctly.

Reference Index
getDimensionsArray

Gets the dimensions of the Java array corresponding to this
array object.

Methods
getDimensionsArray
Gets the dimensions of the Java array corresponding to this array object.
ooVArrayT<ooInt32> &getDimensionsArray();
Returns

A VArray containing the dimensions of the Java array. If the Java array is
unidimensional, the returned VArray will contain a single element, which is the
size (number of elements) in the Java array. Otherwise, the returned VArray will
contain one element from each dimension of the Java array.
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oojArrayOfBoolean Class
Inheritance:

ooObj->oojArray->oojArrayOfBoolean
Handle Class:

ooHandle(oojArrayOfBoolean)

Object-Reference Class: ooRef(oojArrayOfBoolean)

The persistence-capable class oojArrayOfBoolean is a Java-compatibility class
that represents a variable-size array of Boolean elements.
See:
■

“Reference Index” on page 324 for a list of methods

To use the Java-compatibility classes, your application source must include the
javaBuiltins.h header file.

About Boolean Arrays
A Java array of Boolean values (of the Java type boolean[]) is stored in an
Objectivity/DB federated database as an object reference to a persistent array
object of the class oojArrayOfBoolean. If your application interoperates with a
Java application to access objects with a field that contains an array of Boolean
values, you can define the corresponding data member of your C++ class to be of
type ooRef(oojArrayOfBoolean).
An instance of oojArrayOfBoolean is a wrapper for a variable-size array
(VArray) with elements of the type ooUInt8. You can obtain the VArray by
calling the array object’s getBooleanArray method.
As is the case for all persistence-capable classes, you specify whether an instance
of oojArrayOfBoolean is to be transient or persistent when you create it. You
create the Boolean array object with a call to the new operator, passing
information to guide the placement of the new object. You must specify the
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intended owner of the new object—the existing persistent object that will
eventually reference the new object through an attribute.
Like other persistent objects, persistent Boolean arrays are normally manipulated
through handles or object references.

Reference Index
This class overloads operator new and operator delete, which behave as
described for the ooObj class (page 403).
oojArrayOfBoolean

Constructs a new Boolean array.

getBooleanArray

Gets this Boolean array’s VArray.

Constructors
oojArrayOfBoolean
Constructs a new Boolean array.

Parameters

1.

oojArrayOfBoolean();

2.

oojArrayOfBoolean(int initialSize);

initialSize

Initial number of elements for which space should be allocated.
Discussion

Variant 1 is the default constructor. It creates a Boolean array whose VArray has no
element vector.
Variant 2 creates a Boolean array whose VArray’s element vector contains the
specified number of elements. If initialSize is 0, no element vector is
allocated for the VArray.
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Methods
getBooleanArray
Gets this Boolean array’s VArray.
ooVArrayT<ooUInt8> &getBooleanArray();
Returns

This Boolean array’s VArray.
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oojArrayOfCharacter Class
Inheritance:

ooObj->oojArray->oojArrayOfCharacter
Handle Class:

ooHandle(oojArrayOfCharacter)

Object-Reference Class: ooRef(oojArrayOfCharacter)

The persistence-capable class oojArrayOfCharacter is a Java-compatibility
class that represents a variable-size array of characters.
See:
■

“Reference Index” on page 328 for a list of methods

To use the Java-compatibility classes, your application source must include the
javaBuiltins.h header file.

About Character Arrays
A Java array of characters (of the Java type char[]) is stored in an
Objectivity/DB federated database as an object reference to a persistent array
object of the class oojArrayOfCharacter. If your application interoperates with
a Java application to access objects with a field that contains an array of
characters, you can define the corresponding data member of your C++ class to
be of type ooRef(oojArrayOfCharacter).
An instance of oojArrayOfCharacter is a wrapper for a variable-size array
(VArray) with elements of the type ooUInt16. You can obtain the VArray by
calling the array object’s getCharacterArray method.
As is the case for all persistence-capable classes, you specify whether an instance
of oojArrayOfCharacter is to be transient or persistent when you create it. You
create the character array object with a call to the new operator, passing
information to guide the placement of the new object. You must specify the
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intended owner of the new object—the existing persistent object that will
eventually reference the new object through an attribute.
Like other persistent objects, persistent character arrays are normally
manipulated through handles or object references.

Reference Index
This class overloads operator new and operator delete, which behave as
described for the ooObj class (page 403).
getCharacterArray

Gets this character array’s VArray.

oojArrayOfCharacter

Constructs a new character array.

Constructors
oojArrayOfCharacter
Constructs a new character array.

Parameters

1.

oojArrayOfCharacter();

2.

oojArrayOfCharacter(int initialSize);

initialSize

Initial number of elements for which space should be allocated.
Discussion

Variant 1 is the default constructor. It creates a character array whose VArray has
no element vector.
Variant 2 creates a character array whose VArray’s element vector contains the
specified number of elements. If initialSize is 0, no element vector is
allocated for the VArray.
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Methods
getCharacterArray
Gets this character array’s VArray.
ooVArrayT<ooUInt16> &getCharacterArray();
Returns

This character array’s VArray.
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oojArrayOfDouble Class
Inheritance:

ooObj->oojArray->oojArrayOfDouble
Handle Class:

ooHandle(oojArrayOfDouble)

Object-Reference Class: ooRef(oojArrayOfDouble)

The persistence-capable class oojArrayOfDouble is a Java-compatibility class
that represents a variable-size array of double-precision floating-point numbers.
See:
■

“Reference Index” on page 332 for a list of methods

To use the Java-compatibility classes, your application source must include the
javaBuiltins.h header file.

About Arrays of Double
A Java array of double-precision floating-point numbers (of the Java type
double[]) is stored in an Objectivity/DB federated database as an object
reference to a persistent array object of the class oojArrayOfDouble. If your
application interoperates with a Java application to access objects with a field
that contains an array of double-precision floating-point numbers, you can define
the corresponding data member of your C++ class to be of type
ooRef(oojArrayOfDouble).
An instance of oojArrayOfDouble is a wrapper for a variable-size array
(VArray) with elements of the type ooFloat64. You can obtain the VArray by
calling the array object’s getDoubleArray method.
As is the case for all persistence-capable classes, you specify whether an instance
of oojArrayOfDouble is to be transient or persistent when you create it. You
create the array of double with a call to the new operator, passing information to
guide the placement of the new object. You must specify the intended owner of
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the new object—the existing persistent object that will eventually reference the
new object through an attribute.
Like other persistent objects, persistent arrays of double are normally
manipulated through handles or object references.

Reference Index
This class overloads operator new and operator delete, which behave as
described for the ooObj class (page 403).
getDoubleArray

Gets this array of double’s VArray.

oojArrayOfDouble

Constructs a new array of double.

Constructors
oojArrayOfDouble
Constructs a new array of double.

Parameters

1.

oojArrayOfDouble();

2.

oojArrayOfDouble(int initialSize);

initialSize

Initial number of elements for which space should be allocated.
Discussion

Variant 1 is the default constructor. It creates an array of double whose VArray has
no element vector.
Variant 2 creates an array of double whose VArray’s element vector contains the
specified number of elements. If initialSize is 0, no element vector is
allocated for the VArray.
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Methods
getDoubleArray
Gets this array of double’s VArray.
ooVArrayT<ooFloat64> &getDoubleArray();
Returns

This array of double’s VArray.
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oojArrayOfFloat Class
Inheritance:

ooObj->oojArray->oojArrayOfFloat
Handle Class:

ooHandle(oojArrayOfFloat)

Object-Reference Class: ooRef(oojArrayOfFloat)

The persistence-capable class oojArrayOfFloat is a Java-compatibility class
that represents a variable-size array of single-precision floating-point numbers.
See:
■

“Reference Index” on page 336 for a list of methods

To use the Java-compatibility classes, your application source must include the
javaBuiltins.h header file.

About Arrays of Float
A Java array of floating-point numbers (of the Java type float[]) is stored in an
Objectivity/DB federated database as an object reference to a persistent array
object of the class oojArrayOfFloat. If your application interoperates with a
Java application to access objects with a field that contains an array of
floating-point numbers, you can define the corresponding data member of your
C++ class to be of type ooRef(oojArrayOfFloat).
An instance of oojArrayOfFloat is a wrapper for a variable-size array (VArray)
with elements of the type ooFloat32. You can obtain the VArray by calling the
array object’s getFloatArray method.
As is the case for all persistence-capable classes, you specify whether an instance
of oojArrayOfFloat is to be transient or persistent when you create it. You
create the array of float with a call to the new operator, passing information to
guide the placement of the new object. You must specify the intended owner of
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the new object—the existing persistent object that will eventually reference the
new object through an attribute.
Like other persistent objects, persistent arrays of float are normally manipulated
through handles or object references.

Reference Index
This class overloads operator new and operator delete, which behave as
described for the ooObj class (page 403).
getFloatArray

Gets this array of float’s VArray.

oojArrayOfFloat

Constructs a new array of float.

Constructors
oojArrayOfFloat
Constructs a new array of float.

Parameters

1.

oojArrayOfFloat();

2.

oojArrayOfFloat(int initialSize);

initialSize

Initial number of elements for which space should be allocated.
Discussion

Variant 1 is the default constructor. It creates an array of float whose VArray has no
element vector.
Variant 2 creates an array of float whose VArray’s element vector contains the
specified number of elements. If initialSize is 0, no element vector is
allocated for the VArray.
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Methods
getFloatArray
Gets this array of float’s VArray.
ooVArrayT<ooFloat32> &getFloatArray();
Returns

This array of float’s VArray.
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oojArrayOfInt8 Class
Inheritance:

ooObj->oojArray->oojArrayOfInt8
Handle Class:

ooHandle(oojArrayOfInt8)

Object-Reference Class: ooRef(oojArrayOfInt8)

The persistence-capable class oojArrayOfInt8 is a Java-compatibility class that
represents a variable-size array of 8-bit integers.
See:
■

“Reference Index” on page 340 for a list of methods

To use the Java-compatibility classes, your application source must include the
javaBuiltins.h header file.

About 8-Bit Integer Arrays
A Java array of 8-bit integers (of the Java type byte[]) is stored in an
Objectivity/DB federated database as an object reference to a persistent array
object of the class oojArrayOfInt8. If your application interoperates with a Java
application to access objects with a field that contains an array of 8-bit integers,
you can define the corresponding data member of your C++ class to be of type
ooRef(oojArrayOfInt8).
An instance of oojArrayOfInt8 is a wrapper for a variable-size array (VArray)
with elements of the type ooInt8. You can obtain the VArray by calling the array
object’s getInt8Array method.
As is the case for all persistence-capable classes, you specify whether an instance
of oojArrayOfInt8 is to be transient or persistent when you create it. You create
the 8-bit integer array with a call to the new operator, passing information to
guide the placement of the new object. You must specify the intended owner of
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the new object—the existing persistent object that will eventually reference the
new object through an attribute.
Like other persistent objects, persistent 8-bit integer arrays are normally
manipulated through handles or object references.

Reference Index
This class overloads operator new and operator delete, which behave as
described for the ooObj class (page 403).
getInt8Array

Gets this 8-bit integer array’s VArray.

oojArrayOfInt8

Constructs a new 8-bit integer array.

Constructors
oojArrayOfInt8
Constructs a new 8-bit integer array.

Parameters

1.

oojArrayOfInt8();

2.

oojArrayOfInt8(int initialSize);

initialSize

Initial number of elements for which space should be allocated.
Discussion

Variant 1 is the default constructor. It creates an 8-bit integer array whose VArray
has no element vector.
Variant 2 creates an 8-bit integer array whose VArray’s element vector contains
the specified number of elements. If initialSize is 0, no element vector is
allocated for the VArray.
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Methods
getInt8Array
Gets this 8-bit integer array’s VArray.
ooVArrayT<ooInt8> &getInt8Array();
Returns

This 8-bit integer array’s VArray.
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oojArrayOfInt16 Class
Inheritance:

ooObj->oojArray->oojArrayOfInt16
Handle Class:

ooHandle(oojArrayOfInt16)

Object-Reference Class: ooRef(oojArrayOfInt16)

The persistence-capable class oojArrayOfInt16 is a Java-compatibility class
that represents a variable-size array of 16-bit integers.
See:
■

“Reference Index” on page 344 for a list of methods

To use the Java-compatibility classes, your application source must include the
javaBuiltins.h header file.

About 16-Bit Integer Arrays
A Java array of 16-bit integers (of the Java type byte[]) is stored in an
Objectivity/DB federated database as an object reference to a persistent array
object of the class oojArrayOfInt16. If your application interoperates with a
Java application to access objects with a field that contains an array of 16-bit
integers, you can define the corresponding data member of your C++ class to be
of type ooRef(oojArrayOfInt16).
An instance of oojArrayOfInt16 is a wrapper for a variable-size array (VArray)
with elements of the type ooInt16. You can obtain the VArray by calling the
array object’s getInt16Array method.
As is the case for all persistence-capable classes, you specify whether an instance
of oojArrayOfInt16 is to be transient or persistent when you create it. You
create the 16-bit integer array with a call to the new operator, passing information
to guide the placement of the new object. You must specify the intended owner
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of the new object—the existing persistent object that will eventually reference the
new object through an attribute.
Like other persistent objects, persistent 16-bit integer arrays are normally
manipulated through handles or object references.

Reference Index
This class overloads operator new and operator delete, which behave as
described for the ooObj class (page 403).
getInt16Array

Gets this 16-bit integer array’s VArray.

oojArrayOfInt16

Constructs a new 16-bit integer array.

Constructors
oojArrayOfInt16
Constructs a new 16-bit integer array.

Parameters

1.

oojArrayOfInt16();

2.

oojArrayOfInt16(int initialSize);

initialSize

Initial number of elements for which space should be allocated.
Discussion

Variant 1 is the default constructor. It creates a 16-bit integer array whose VArray
has no element vector.
Variant 2 creates a 16-bit integer array whose VArray’s element vector contains
the specified number of elements. If initialSize is 0, no element vector is
allocated for the VArray.
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Methods
getInt16Array
Gets this 16-bit integer array’s VArray.
ooVArrayT<ooInt16> &getInt16Array();
Returns

This 16-bit integer array’s VArray.
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oojArrayOfInt32 Class
Inheritance:

ooObj->oojArray->oojArrayOfInt32
Handle Class:

ooHandle(oojArrayOfInt32)

Object-Reference Class: ooRef(oojArrayOfInt32)

The persistence-capable class oojArrayOfInt32 is a Java-compatibility class
that represents a variable-size array of 32-bit integers.
See:
■

“Reference Index” on page 348 for a list of methods

To use the Java-compatibility classes, your application source must include the
javaBuiltins.h header file.

About 32-Bit Integer Arrays
A Java array of 32-bit integers (of the Java type byte[]) is stored in an
Objectivity/DB federated database as an object reference to a persistent array
object of the class oojArrayOfInt32. If your application interoperates with a
Java application to access objects with a field that contains an array of 32-bit
integers, you can define the corresponding data member of your C++ class to be
of type ooRef(oojArrayOfInt32).
An instance of oojArrayOfInt32 is a wrapper for a variable-size array (VArray)
with elements of the type ooInt32. You can obtain the VArray by calling the
array object’s getInt32Array method.
As is the case for all persistence-capable classes, you specify whether an instance
of oojArrayOfInt32 is to be transient or persistent when you create it. You
create the 32-bit integer array with a call to the new operator, passing information
to guide the placement of the new object. You must specify the intended owner
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of the new object—the existing persistent object that will eventually reference the
new object through an attribute.
Like other persistent objects, persistent 32-bit integer arrays are normally
manipulated through handles or object references.

Reference Index
This class overloads operator new and operator delete, which behave as
described for the ooObj class (page 403).
getInt32Array

Gets this 32-bit integer array’s VArray.

oojArrayOfInt32

Constructs a new 32-bit integer array.

Constructors
oojArrayOfInt32
Constructs a new 32-bit integer array.

Parameters

1.

oojArrayOfInt32();

2.

oojArrayOfInt32(int initialSize);

initialSize

Initial number of elements for which space should be allocated.
Discussion

Variant 1 is the default constructor. It creates a 32-bit integer array whose VArray
has no element vector.
Variant 2 creates a 32-bit integer array whose VArray’s element vector contains
the specified number of elements. If initialSize is 0, no element vector is
allocated for the VArray.
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Methods
getInt32Array
Gets this 32-bit integer array’s VArray.
ooVArrayT<ooInt32> &getInt32Array();
Returns

This 32-bit integer array’s VArray.
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oojArrayOfInt64 Class
Inheritance:

ooObj->oojArray->oojArrayOfInt64
Handle Class:

ooHandle(oojArrayOfInt64)

Object-Reference Class: ooRef(oojArrayOfInt64)

The persistence-capable class oojArrayOfInt64 is a Java-compatibility class
that represents a variable-size array of 64-bit integers.
See:
■

“Reference Index” on page 352 for a list of methods

To use the Java-compatibility classes, your application source must include the
javaBuiltins.h header file.

About 64-Bit Integer Arrays
A Java array of 64-bit integers (of the Java type byte[]) is stored in an
Objectivity/DB federated database as an object reference to a persistent array
object of the class oojArrayOfInt64. If your application interoperates with a
Java application to access objects with a field that contains an array of 64-bit
integers, you can define the corresponding data member of your C++ class to be
of type ooRef(oojArrayOfInt64).
An instance of oojArrayOfInt64 is a wrapper for a variable-size array (VArray)
with elements of the type ooInt64. You can obtain the VArray by calling the
array object’s getInt64Array method.
As is the case for all persistence-capable classes, you specify whether an instance
of oojArrayOfInt64 is to be transient or persistent when you create it. You
create the 64-bit integer array with a call to the new operator, passing information
to guide the placement of the new object. You must specify the intended owner
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of the new object—the existing persistent object that will eventually reference the
new object through an attribute.
Like other persistent objects, persistent 64-bit integer arrays are normally
manipulated through handles or object references.

Reference Index
This class overloads operator new and operator delete, which behave as
described for the ooObj class (page 403).
getInt64Array

Gets this 64-bit integer array’s VArray.

oojArrayOfInt64

Constructs a new 64-bit integer array.

Constructors
oojArrayOfInt64
Constructs a new 64-bit integer array.

Parameters

1.

oojArrayOfInt64();

2.

oojArrayOfInt64(int initialSize);

initialSize

Initial number of elements for which space should be allocated.
Discussion

Variant 1 is the default constructor. It creates a 64-bit integer array whose VArray
has no element vector.
Variant 2 creates a 64-bit integer array whose VArray’s element vector contains
the specified number of elements. If initialSize is 0, no element vector is
allocated for the VArray.
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Methods
getInt64Array
Gets this 64-bit integer array’s VArray.
ooVArrayT<ooInt64> &getInt64Array();
Returns

This 64-bit integer array’s VArray.
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oojArrayOfObject Class
Inheritance:

ooObj->oojArray->oojArrayOfObject
Handle Class:

ooHandle(oojArrayOfObject)

Object-Reference Class: ooRef(oojArrayOfObject)

The persistence-capable class oojArrayOfObject is a Java-compatibility class
that represents a persistent variable-size array of object references.
See:
■

“Reference Index” on page 356 for a list of methods

To use the Java-compatibility classes, your application source must include the
javaBuiltins.h header file.

About Object-Reference Arrays
A Java array of objects is stored in an Objectivity/DB federated database as an
object reference to a persistent array object of the class oojArrayOfObject. The
Java array may be of types shown in the following table.
Java Array Type

Schema Class of Objects Referenced
by Array Elements

java.lang.String[]

oojString

java.util.Date[]

oojDate

java.sql.Date[]

oojDate

java.sql.Time[]

oojTime

java.sql.Timestamp[]

oojTimestamp
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Java Array Type

Schema Class of Objects Referenced
by Array Elements

AppClass[], where AppClass is an
application-defined persistence-capable
class whose schema class name is
PCclass.

PCclass

APIclass[], where APIclass is a
persistence-capable class in the public
Objectivity for Java programmer interface
(for example, ooMap).

APIclass

PCinterface[], where
PCinterface is an interface

The schema class corresponding to a Java
class that implements PCinterface.
(Different elements of the array may
reference objects of different classes.)

(implemented by one or more
persistence-capable classes).

If your application interoperates with a Java application to access objects with a
field that contains an array of object references, you can define the corresponding
data member of your C++ class to be of type ooRef(oojArrayOfObject).
An instance of oojArrayOfObject is a wrapper for a variable-size array
(VArray) with elements of the type ooRef(ooObj). You can obtain the VArray by
calling the array object’s getObjectArray method.
As is the case for all persistence-capable classes, you specify whether an instance
of oojArrayOfObject is to be transient or persistent when you create it. You
create the object-reference array object with a call to the new operator, passing
information to guide the placement of the new object. You must specify the
intended owner of the new object—the existing persistent object that will
eventually reference the new object through an attribute.
Like other persistent objects, persistent object-reference arrays are normally
manipulated through handles or object references.

Reference Index
This class overloads operator new and operator delete, which behave as
described for the ooObj class (page 403).
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getObjectArray

Gets this object-reference array’s VArray.

oojArrayOfObject

Constructs a new object-reference array.
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Constructors
oojArrayOfObject
Constructs a new object-reference array.
oojArrayOfObject(int initialSize);
Parameters

initialSize

Initial number of elements for which space should be allocated.
Discussion

Variant 1 is the default constructor. It creates an object-reference array whose
VArray has no element vector.
Variant 2 creates an object-reference array whose VArray’s element vector
contains the specified number of elements. If initialSize is 0, no element
vector is allocated for the VArray.

Methods
getObjectArray
Gets this object-reference array’s VArray.
ooVArrayT<ooRef(ooObj)> &getObjectArray();
Returns

This object-reference array’s VArray.
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oojDate Class
Inheritance:

ooObj->oojDate
Handle Class:

ooHandle(oojDate)

Object-Reference Class: ooRef(oojDate)

The persistence-capable class oojDate is a Java-compatibility class that
represents an instant in time with millisecond precision.
See:
■

“Reference Index” on page 360 for a list of methods

To use the Java-compatibility classes, your application source must include the
javaBuiltins.h header file.

About Dates
A Java date (of the Java class java.util.Date or java.sql.Date) is stored in
an Objectivity/DB federated database as an object reference to a persistent object
of the class oojDate. If your application interoperates with a Java application to
access objects with a field that contains a date, you can define the corresponding
data member of your C++ class to be of type ooRef(oojDate).
The class oojDate represents an instant in time as the number of milliseconds
since January 1, 1970 00:00:00.000 GMT.
As is the case for all persistence-capable classes, you specify whether an instance
of oojDate is to be transient or persistent when you create it. You create the date
object with a call to the new operator, passing information to guide the placement
of the new object. You must specify the intended owner of the new object—the
existing persistent object that will eventually reference the new object through an
attribute.
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Like other persistent objects, persistent dates are normally manipulated through
handles or object references.

Reference Index
This class overloads operator new and operator delete, which behave as
described for the ooObj class (page 403).
getMillis

Gets the millisecond representation of this date.

oojDate

Constructs a new date object.

setMillis

Sets the millisecond representation of this date.

Constructors
oojDate
Constructs a new date object.

Parameters

1.

oojDate();

2.

oojDate(ooInt64 millisecs);

millisecs

The millisecond representation of the new date.
Discussion

Variant 1 is the default constructor, which creates a date representing January 1,
1970 00:00:00.000 GMT.
Variant 2 creates a date with the specified millisecond representation.

Methods
getMillis
Gets the millisecond representation of this date.
ooInt64 getMillis();
Returns
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The millisecond representation of this date.
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setMillis
Sets the millisecond representation of this date.
void setMillis(ooInt64 millisecs);
Parameters

millisecs

The new millisecond representation of this date.
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oojString Class
Inheritance:

ooObj->oojString
Handle Class:

ooHandle(oojString)

Object-Reference Class: ooRef(oojString)

The persistence-capable class oojString is a Java-compatibility class that
represents a string element of a persistent object-reference array.
See:
■

“Reference Index” on page 364 for a list of methods

To use the Java-compatibility classes, your application source must include the
javaBuiltins.h header file.

About String Elements
A Java string array (of the Java type String[]) is stored in an Objectivity/DB
federated database as an object reference to a persistent array object of the class
oojArrayOfObject. Elements of the array are object references to instances of
oojString.
This class is a wrapper for a basic Unicode UTF-8 string of the ooUtf8String
class; you can obtain the string from a string element by calling the
getStringValue method.
As is the case for all persistence-capable classes, you specify whether an instance
of oojString is to be transient or persistent when you create it. You create the
string element with a call to the new operator, passing information to guide the
placement of the new object. You must specify the intended owner of the new
object—the existing persistent object that will eventually reference the new object
through an attribute.
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Reference Index

Like other persistent objects, persistent string elements are normally manipulated
through handles or object references.

Reference Index
This class overloads operator new and operator delete, which behave as
described for the ooObj class (page 403).
getStringValue

Gets the basic Unicode UTF-8 string in this string element.

oojString

Default constructor that creates a new string element with an
empty string.

Constructors
oojString
Default constructor that creates a new string element with an empty string.
oojString();

Methods
getStringValue
Gets the basic Unicode UTF-8 string in this string element.
ooUtf8String &getStringValue();
Returns

The basic Unicode UTF-8 string in this string element.

Discussion

Modifying the return string modifies this string element.
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oojTime Class
Inheritance:

ooObj->oojTime
Handle Class:

ooHandle(oojTime)

Object-Reference Class: ooRef(oojTime)

The class oojTime is a Java-compatibility class that represents a time with
millisecond precision.
See:
■

“Reference Index” on page 366 for a list of methods

To use the Java-compatibility classes, your application source must include the
javaBuiltins.h header file.

About Times
A Java time object (of the Java class java.sql.Time) is stored in an
Objectivity/DB federated database as an object reference to a persistent object of
the class oojTime. If your application interoperates with a Java application to
access objects with a field that contains a time, you can define the corresponding
data member of your C++ class to be of type ooRef(oojTime).
The class oojTime represents an instant in time as the number of milliseconds
since midnight. Thus 1000 milliseconds corresponds to the time one second after
midnight, namely, 12:00:01 AM.
As is the case for all persistence-capable classes, you specify whether an instance
of oojTime is to be transient or persistent when you create it. You create the time
object with a call to the new operator, passing information to guide the placement
of the new object. You must specify the intended owner of the new object—the
existing persistent object that will eventually reference the new object through an
attribute.
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Like other persistent objects, persistent times are normally manipulated through
handles or object references.

Reference Index
This class overloads operator new and operator delete, which behave as
described for the ooObj class (page 403).
getMillis

Gets the millisecond representation of this time.

oojTime

Constructs a new time object.

setMillis

Sets the millisecond representation of this time.

Constructors
oojTime
Constructs a new time object.

Parameters

1.

oojTime();

2.

oojTime(ooInt64 millisecs);

millisecs

The millisecond representation of the new time.
Discussion

Variant 1 is the default constructor, which creates a time representing midnight.
Variant 2 creates a time with the specified millisecond representation.

Methods
getMillis
Gets the millisecond representation of this time.
ooInt64 getMillis();
Returns
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The millisecond representation of this time.
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setMillis
Sets the millisecond representation of this time.
void setMillis(ooInt64 millisecs);
Parameters

millisecs

The new millisecond representation of this time.
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oojTimestamp Class
Inheritance:

ooObj->oojTimestamp
Handle Class:

ooHandle(oojTimestamp)

Object-Reference Class: ooRef(oojTimestamp)

The class oojTimestamp is a Java-compatibility class that represents an instant
in time with nanosecond precision.
See:
■

“Reference Summary” on page 370 for an overview of methods

■

“Reference Index” on page 371 for a list of methods

To use the Java-compatibility classes, your application source must include the
javaBuiltins.h header file.

About Timestamps
A Java timestamp (of the Java class java.sql.Timestamp) is stored in an
Objectivity/DB federated database as an object reference to a persistent object of
the class oojTimestamp. If your application interoperates with a Java application
to access objects with a field that contains a timestamp, you can define the
corresponding data member of your C++ class to be of type
ooRef(oojTimestamp).
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Reference Summary

The class oojTimestamp represents an instant in time as the number of
nanoseconds since January 1, 1970 00:00:00.000000000 GMT, given as an integral
part and a fractional part:
■

The integral part specifies the number of seconds since January 1,
1970 00:00:00 GMT; however, it is expressed in milliseconds rather than
seconds.

■

The fractional part specifies the number of nanoseconds.

For example, a timestamp representing January 1, 1970 00:00:01.111222333 GMT
consists of the integral part 1000 and the fractional part 111222333.
As is the case for all persistence-capable classes, you specify whether an instance
of oojTimestamp is to be transient or persistent when you create it. You create
the timestamp object with a call to the new operator, passing information to guide
the placement of the new object. You must specify the intended owner of the new
object—the existing persistent object that will eventually reference the new object
through an attribute.
Like other persistent objects, persistent timestamps are normally manipulated
through handles or object references.

Reference Summary
In the following table, operators indicated as (inherited) are overloaded in this
class with no change in behavior; they are documented with the ooObj class
(page 403).
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Creating and Deleting a Timestamp

oojTimestamp
operator new (inherited)
operator delete (inherited)

Getting Information About the Timestamp

getMillis
getNanos

Setting Information About the Timestamp

setMillis
setNanos
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Reference Index
getMillis

Gets the integral part of this timestamp.

getNanos

Gets the fractional part of this timestamp.

oojTimestamp

Constructs a new timestamp object.

setMillis

Sets the integral part of this timestamp.

setNanos

Sets the fractional part of this timestamp.

Constructors
oojTimestamp
Constructs a new timestamp object.

Parameters

1.

oojTimestamp();

2.

oojTimestamp(ooInt64 millisecs, int nanosecs);

millisecs

The integral part of the new timestamp.
nanosecs

The fractional part of the new timestamp.
Discussion

Variant 1 is the default constructor, which creates a timestamp representing
January 1, 1970 00:00:00.000000000 GMT.
Variant 2 creates a timestamp with the specified integral and fractional parts.

Methods
getMillis
Gets the integral part of this timestamp.
ooInt64 getMillis();
Returns

The integral part of this timestamp.
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getNanos
Gets the fractional part of this timestamp.
ooInt32 getNanos();
Returns

The fractional part of this timestamp

setMillis
Sets the integral part of this timestamp.
void setMillis(ooInt64 millisecs);
Parameters

millisecs

The new integral part of this timestamp.

setNanos
Sets the fractional part of this timestamp.
void setNanos(ooInt32 nanosecs);
Parameters

nanosecs

The new fractional part of this timestamp.
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ooLocalSessionUse Class
Inheritance:

ooLocalSessionUse
The class ooLocalSessionUse facilitates sharing sessions among threads.
To use this class, your application must include the ooObjy.h header file.

Using Sessions Temporarily
If an application does not create a dedicated session for each thread, threads may
use sessions temporarily:
■

A given session may be used sequentially in each of a number of different
threads.

■

A given thread may use a sequence of different sessions.

A given session can be attached to at most one thread at a time. Similarly, a given
thread can have at most one attached session at any time. To use a particular
session temporarily in a particular thread, you must:
1. Attach the session to the thread.
2. Perform any desired Objectivity/DB operations with the session.
3. Detach the session from the thread so that the session can later be used by a
different thread or the thread can later use a different session.
You can use an instance of ooLocalSessionUse, called a local-use object for a
session, to ensure that you follow these conventions. A local-use object for a
session must be created as a local stack variable; as long as the local-use object
remains in scope, the current thread may use the session to perform
Objectivity/DB operations.
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Constructors and Destructors

You create a local-use object for a particular session as a stack variable in the
block in which that session is used to perform Objectivity/DB operations. The
ooLocalSessionUse constructor calls the session’s attach method. When the
block is exited, the destructor calls the session’s detach method.
A local-use object for a session is also helpful if one thread uses a sequence of
different sessions.

Constructors and Destructors
ooLocalSessionUse
Constructs a local-use object for the specified session.
ooLocalSessionUse(ooSession *session);
Parameters

session

The session to be used in the block in which this constructor is called.
Discussion

The constructor calls the specified session’s attach method. If the thread was
already attached to a different session, the constructor first detaches that session;
the new local-use object keeps track of any session that it detached.

~ooLocalSessionUse
Destructor for the class ooLocalSessionUse.
~ooLocalSessionUse();
Discussion
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The destructor calls the detach method on this local-use object’s session. If the
thread was attached to a different session when this local-use object was created,
the destructor attaches that session, thus restoring the thread to its state before the
local-use object was created.
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Inheritance:

ooLocalThread
The class ooLocalThread facilitates the use of multiple threads that perform
Objectivity/DB operations.
To use this class, your application must include the ooObjy.h header file.

Using Multiple Threads
If a multithreaded application performs Objectivity/DB operations in nonmain
threads, each such thread must call the static method
ooObjy::initializeThread before it performs any Objectivity/DB
operations. After completing its Objectivity/DB operations and before
termination, the thread must call the static method ooObjy::terminateThread.
You can use an instance of ooLocalThread, called a local-use object for a thread, to
ensure that you follow these conventions. A local-use object must be created as a
local stack variable; as long as the local-use object remains in scope, the thread
may perform Objectivity/DB operations. The ooLocalThread constructor calls
ooObjy::initializeThread; when the block is exited, the destructor calls
ooObjy::terminateThread (a C++ idiom known as “resource acquisition is
initialization”).
For additional information, see “Local-Use Objects for Threads” in Chapter 4 of
Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Guide.
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Constructors and Destructors

Constructors and Destructors
ooLocalThread
Constructs a local-use object for the current thread.
ooLocalThread();
Discussion

The constructor calls the static method ooObjy::initializeThread.

~ooLocalThread
Destructor for the class ooLocalThread.
~ooLocalThread();
Discussion
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The destructor calls the static method ooObjy::terminateThread.
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Inheritance:

ooLogListener
The class ooLogListener is the abstract base class for all log-listener classes.
To use this class, your application must include the ooObjy.h header file.

About Log Listeners
An instance of a class derived from ooLogListener is called a log listener. A log
listener can be attached to a particular log—either the main log or a session log.
Whenever an item is added to a log, that log notifies any attached log listener by
calling the listener’s onLogItem method.
Because the ooLogListener class is abstract, you never create instances of it;
instead, you work with instances of its concrete derived classes.
See “Using Log Listeners” in Chapter 22 of Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Guide
for a detailed discussion of log listeners.

Defining a Log-Listener Class
If you want to implement application-specific logging behavior that integrates
with the Objectivity/C++ logging mechanism, you can define your own
log-listener class to provide the desired behavior. For example, you can define a
log-listener class that adds log items generated by the Objectivity/C++ logging
mechanism into an existing application-specific log.
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Methods

To define a log-listener class:
■

Derive the class from ooLogListener. You must include the
ooLogListener.h header file in the file that defines your listener class.

■

Override the onLogItem method. The ooLogListener class defines a pure
virtual onLogItem method. A derived class overrides this method to
respond to the notification that a log item has been added to the log. For
example, you might direct the log item to a graphical display.

Methods
onLogItem
Handles notification that an item has been added to this listener’s log.
virtual void onLogItem(
long timeStamp,
const char *label,
const char *text) = 0;
Parameters

timeStamp

The timestamp of the log item, represented as the number of milliseconds
since the application began executing.
label

The label for the log item.
text

The text of the log item.
Discussion

This method is called whenever a log item is added to the log to which this log
listener is attached.
This method is pure virtual. Your log-listener class can override this method to
take some application-defined action in response to the notification.
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ooMap Class
Inheritance:

ooObj->ooMap
Handle Class:

ooHandle(ooMap)

Object-Reference Class: ooRef(ooMap)

The persistence-capable class ooMap represents unordered name maps.
See:
■

“Reference Summary” on page 382 for an overview of methods

■

“Reference Index” on page 383 for a list of methods

To use this class, your application must include the ooMap.h header file. No
extra linking is required.

About Name Maps
A name map is a collection whose elements (instances of ooMapElem) are
key-value pairs, where each key is a string and each value is an object reference
to a persistent object. No two elements of the name map may have the same key.
Each element of a name map defines a mapping from a name to an object with
that name. The word name is used as a synonym for key because an object’s key is
often a name; however, a key can be any valid C++ string that identifies the
object. Keys can be strings of any length.
A name map provides an efficient way to assign identifying keys to objects and
to look up objects by their keys. You can instantiate this class to create an
application-specific dictionary for objects.
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Growth Characteristics
A name map is implemented as a hash table using a traditional hashing
mechanism. The hash table can grow dynamically; however, increasing its size
requires rehashing the entire hash table.
When you create a name map, you specify:
■

The initial number of bins (hash buckets). For optimal performance, the
number of bins should always be a prime number.

■

The maximum average density, that is, the average number of elements per bin
allowed before the hash table must be resized. The hash table is resized
whenever:
totalElements >= numberBins *maximumAverageDensity
The growth factor. This number gives the percentage by which the hash table
grows when it is resized. Each time the hash table is resized, the number of
bins is increased by the growth factor, then rounded up to the nearest prime
number.

■

Performance Considerations
Name maps are good for looking up one object at a time. They give better
performance than indexes on data involving frequent updates. Indexes perform
better on read-only data.
To avoid rehashing the name map, you need a good estimate of the initial
number of hash bins.

Runtime Statistics
Name maps accumulate statistical information about runtime usage. You can
print a summary of this information or clear the statistical parameters, resetting
them to zero. The statistical parameters record:
■

The number of elements added.

■

The number of elements deleted.

■

The number of times the hash table was rehashed.

Referential Integrity
By default, when you add an object to a name map, Objectivity/C++
automatically creates a unidirectional association from the added object to the
name-map element that references it. Because this association has delete
propagation enabled, deleting the object automatically causes the name-map
element to be deleted as well, preserving the referential integrity of the name
map.
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After you create a name map and before you add any elements, you can call its
set_refEnable method to disable the automatic maintenance of its referential
integrity. When you do so, you reduce the overhead in adding and deleting
elements; however, you become responsible for ensuring that the name map does
not contain any dangling references to deleted objects.

Hash Function
For efficient lookup, elements of name maps are stored in a hash table; hash
values are computed from the key of each element. You can define your own
hashing function if you desire.
A hash function takes two parameters: the string from which to compute the
hash value, and the number of bins in the hash table. It returns the hash value for
the specified string, which must be between 0 and one less than the number of
bins.
All name maps that the application accesses use the same hash function. To
install an application-defined hash function for name maps, call the static
method ooMap::set_nameHashFunction.
EXAMPLE

This example shows how to install the function myNameHash as the hash function
for all name maps in the current application.
ooUInt32 myNameHash(const char *name, ooUInt32 modulus)
{
// This function should return a value between 0 and modulus-1

…
}
// Set the name hash function used in name map
// to be myNameHash
ooMap::set_nameHashFunction(myNameHash);

Working With a Name Map
As is the case for any persistent object, you specify whether a name map is to be
transient or persistent when you create it; name maps must be persistent. You
create a name map with a call to the new operator, passing information to guide
the placement of the new name map. You must specify the intended owner of the
collection—the existing persistent object that will eventually reference the new
persistent collection through an attribute.
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Like other persistent objects, name maps are normally manipulated through
handles or object references. You can store and find a name map in the federated
database just as you would any other persistent object.

Related Classes
The class ooMapElem represents an element in a name map. Each element is a
key-value pair that associates a name with a persistent object. The key is a C++
string and the value is an object reference to a persistent object.
The class ooMapItr defines an iterator for name maps; you can use an iterator to
obtain each element of the name map.
Two additional classes represent persistent collections of key-value pairs.
■

ooHashMapX represents an unordered object map, that is, a collection of
key-value pairs in which both the key and the value are persistent objects. It uses
an extendible hashing mechanism that allows the hash table to grow without
being completely rehashed.

■

ooTreeMapX represents a sorted object map.

Reference Summary
In the following table, operators indicated as (inherited) are overloaded in this
class with no change in behavior; they are documented with the ooObj class
(page 403), along with the other inherited methods not listed here.
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Creating and Deleting

ooMap
operator new (inherited)
operator delete (inherited)

Adding and Removing Elements

add
forceAdd
remove
replace

Finding Objects

lookup
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Reference Index

Getting Information

maxAvgDensity
nameHashFunction
nBin
nElement
percentGrow
printStat

Testing

isMember
refEnable

Working With Runtime Statistics

clearParam
printStat

Maintaining the Hash Table

refEnable
rehash
set_nameHashFunction
set_refEnable

Static Utilities

set_nameHashFunction
nameHashFunction

Reference Index
add

Adds a new element to this name map.

clearParam

Resets this name map’s statistical parameters to zero.

forceAdd

Forces the addition of an element to the name map
without checking for the prior existence of an element
with the same name.

isMember

Tests whether any element in the name map contains the
key name.

lookup

Looks up the specified name in this name map and
returns either the corresponding object or the name-map
element.

maxAvgDensity

Returns the allowable maximum average density of this
name map’s hash table.

nameHashFunction

Gets the hash function used by all name maps in the
federated database.

nBin

Returns the number of bins in this name map’s hash
table.
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nElement

Returns the total number of elements in this name map’s
hash table.

ooMap

Constructs a new name map with the specified growth
characteristics.

percentGrow

Returns the percentage by which this name map’s hash
table grows when it is resized.

printStat

Prints runtime statistical information about this name map
to the specified file.

refEnable

Tests whether Objectivity/DB automatically maintains the
referential integrity of this name map.

rehash

Resizes this name map’s hash table.

remove

Removes the specified element from this name map.

replace

Replaces the object associated with the specified name
in this name map.

set_nameHashFunction

Sets the hash function for all instances of ooMap in the
federated database.

set_refEnable

Enables or disables maintenance of referential integrity
for this name map.

Constructors
ooMap
Constructs a new name map with the specified growth characteristics.
ooMap(
ooUInt32 nBin = oocMapInitHashBinSize,
ooUInt32 maxAvgDensity = oocMapMaxAvgDensity,
ooUInt32 percentGrowth = oocMapPercentGrow);
Parameters

nBin

Initial number of bins in the new name map’s hash table. The default value
is 11.
maxAvgDensity

Average number of elements per bin allowed before the hash table is resized.
For example, if the total number of elements in the table is greater than or
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equal to nBin * maxAvgDensity, the table is resized. The default value of
this parameter is 5.
percentGrowth

Parameter (expressed as a percentage) used to resize the hash table. The
default value is 100. This growth factor is used to multiply the original bin
size to get the new bin size. The system rounds the number of bins after
rehashing to a prime number.

Methods
add
Adds a new element to this name map.

Parameters

1.

ooStatus add(
const char *name,
const ooRef(ooObj) &objR,
ooRefHandle(ooMapElem) &elem = oocDefaultMapElemHandle);

2.

ooStatus add(
const wchar_t *name,
const ooRef(ooObj) &objR,
ooRefHandle(ooMapElem) &elem = oocDefaultMapElemHandle);

name

String name; specifies the key in the added element.
objR

Object reference to a persistent object; specifies the value in the added
element.
elem

Object reference or handle to set to the new element. By default, elem is a
null map-element object reference or handle.
Returns

oocSuccess if successful; otherwise oocError.

Discussion

If you specify elem, you can use the initialized object reference or handle to
perform operations such as setting a unidirectional association to the new element.
An exception is thrown if name is already the key in an existing element of this
name map.
Variant 1 accepts name as an 8-bit C++ character string or an instance of the
ooUtf8String class.
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Variant 2 accepts name as a wide character string. If your architecture defines
wchar_t as a 32-bit type, this variant also accepts an instance of the
ooUtf32String class. If your architecture defines wchar_t as a 16-bit type, this
variant also accepts an instance of the ooUtf16String class.
See also

forceAdd
remove

clearParam
Resets this name map’s statistical parameters to zero.
ooStatus clearParam();
Returns

oocSuccess if successful; otherwise oocError.

forceAdd
Forces the addition of an element to the name map without checking for the prior
existence of an element with the same name.

Parameters

1.

ooStatus forceAdd(
const char *name,
const ooRef(ooObj) &objR,
ooRefHandle(ooMapElem) &elem = oocDefaultMapElemHandle);

2.

ooStatus forceAdd(
const wchar_t *name,
const ooRef(ooObj) &objR,
ooRefHandle(ooMapElem) &elem = oocDefaultMapElemHandle);

name

String name; specifies the key in the added element.
objR

Object reference to a persistent object; specifies the value in the added
element.
elem

Object reference or handle to set to the new element. The default is a null
reference to a map-element handle.
Returns

oocSuccess if successful; otherwise oocError.

Discussion

If there is already an element with this name in the table, two elements will contain
the same name after a successful forceAdd operation. The element that is found
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by lookup is undefined. You should only use this method if you know there is no
element with the same name.
If you specify elem, you can use the initialized object reference or handle to
perform operations such as setting a unidirectional association to the new
element.
Variant 1 accepts name as an 8-bit C++ character string or an instance of the
ooUtf8String class.
Variant 2 accepts name as a wide character string. If your architecture defines
wchar_t as a 32-bit type, this variant also accepts an instance of the
ooUtf32String class. If your architecture defines wchar_t as a 16-bit type, this
variant also accepts an instance of the ooUtf16String class.

See also

add

isMember
Tests whether any element in the name map contains the key name.

Parameters

1.

ooBoolean isMember(const char *name);

2.

ooBoolean isMember(const wchar_t *name);

name

Name to be checked.
Returns

oocTrue if any element contains the name, otherwise oocFalse.

Discussion

Variant 1 accepts name as an 8-bit C++ character string or an instance of the
ooUtf8String class.
Variant 2 accepts name as a wide character string. If your architecture defines
wchar_t as a 32-bit type, this variant also accepts an instance of the
ooUtf32String class. If your architecture defines wchar_t as a 16-bit type, this
variant also accepts an instance of the ooUtf16String class.

lookup
Looks up the specified name in this name map and returns either the
corresponding object or the name-map element.
1.

ooRef(ooObj) lookup(
const char *name);
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2.

ooRef(ooObj) lookup(
const wchar_t *name);

3.

ooStatus lookup(
const char *name,
ooRefHandle(ooObj) &object,
ooMode openMode = oocRead);

4.

ooStatus lookup(
const wchar_t *name,
ooRefHandle(ooObj) &object,
ooMode openMode = oocRead);

5.

ooStatus lookup(
const char *name,
ooRefHandle(ooMapElem) &elem);

6.

ooStatus lookup(
const wchar_t *name,
ooRefHandle(ooMapElem) &elem);

name

Name (key) of the object to be looked up.
object

Object reference or handle to set to the found object. object is set to null if
the specified name is not found or if an error occurs.
openMode

Level of access for which to open the found object. Specify oocNoOpen to
prevent the object from being opened.
elem

Object reference or handle to set to the found name-map element.
Returns

(Variants 1 and 2) A type-independent object reference to the found object; you
must cast the returned object reference to the appropriate type.
(Other variants) oocSuccess if successful; otherwise oocError.

Discussion

If no object in this name map has the specified name:
■

Variants 1 and 2 return a null object reference.

■

The other variants set the specified handle to null and return oocError
without throwing an exception.

The variants that accept name as an 8-bit C++ character string can also accept an
instance of the ooUtf8String class.
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The variants that accept name as a wide character string can also accept an
instance of the ooUtf32String class (if wchar_t is defined as 32-bit), or an
instance of the ooUtf16String class (if wchar_t is defined as 16-bit).

maxAvgDensity
Returns the allowable maximum average density of this name map’s hash table.
ooUInt32 maxAvgDensity() const;

nameHashFunction
Gets the hash function used by all name maps in the federated database.
static ooNameHashFuncPtr nameHashFunction();
Returns

A pointer to the hash function currently in use.

See also

set_nameHashFunction

nBin
Returns the number of bins in this name map’s hash table.
ooUInt32 nBin() const;

nElement
Returns the total number of elements in this name map’s hash table.
ooUInt32 nElement() const;

percentGrow
Returns the percentage by which this name map’s hash table grows when it is
resized.
ooUInt32 percentGrow() const;
Discussion

Each time the hash table is resized, the number of bins is increased by the growth
factor, then rounded up to the nearest prime number.

printStat
Prints runtime statistical information about this name map to the specified file.
void printStat(FILE *outFile = stdout) const;
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Methods

outfile

Name of the output file.
Discussion

The output from this method is similar to:
Run statistics of ooMap #2-3-3-3 (Fri Aug 25 15:22:45 PDT 1992)
**
**
**
**

Number of elements added
Number of elements removed
Number of rehashes
Current state:
Number of bins
Number of elements
Maximum average density
Percent Growth
Average length per bin
Maximum length
Standard deviation of length
Maintain referential integrity

=> 0
=> 0
=> 0
=>
=>
=>
=>
=>
=>
=>
=>

23
100
5
100
4.34783
7
1.08783
Yes

refEnable
Tests whether Objectivity/DB automatically maintains the referential integrity of
this name map.
ooBoolean refEnable() const;
Returns

oocTrue if referential integrity is being maintained automatically; otherwise
oocFalse.

Discussion

By default, Objectivity/DB maintains the referential integrity of name maps. You
can disable the automatic maintenance of referential integrity for a particular name
map by calling its set_refEnable method.

See also

set_refEnable

rehash
Resizes this name map’s hash table.
ooStatus rehash(
ooUInt32 binSize = oocInitMapHashBinSize);
Parameters

binSize

New number of bins in the hash table. If this parameter is 0, the default
number of bins (11) is used. For optimal performance, the number of bins
should be a prime number.
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Returns

oocSuccess if successful; otherwise oocError.

Discussion

Objectivity/DB automatically increases the size of the hash table as necessary. The
only time you should need to call this method is when the number of bins is very
large and the total number of elements is relatively small. This situation can occur
when many elements are deleted after the hash table has grown to its peak size.

remove
Removes the specified element from this name map.

Parameters

1.

ooStatus remove(const char *name);

2.

ooStatus remove(const wchar_t *name);

3.

ooStatus remove(const ooHandle(ooMapElem) &objH);

name

Name of the element to be removed.
objH

Handle to the element to be removed.
Returns

oocSuccess if successful or if the specified element does not exist; otherwise, this
method returns oocError.

Discussion

If forceAdd was used to add more than one element with the same name, remove
only deletes the first such element it finds and gives no indication that there are
other elements with the same name.
Variant 1 accepts name as an 8-bit C++ character string or an instance of the
ooUtf8String class.
Variant 2 accepts name as a wide character string. If your architecture defines
wchar_t as a 32-bit type, this variant also accepts an instance of the
ooUtf32String class. If your architecture defines wchar_t as a 16-bit type, this
variant also accepts an instance of the ooUtf16String class.

See also

add

replace
Replaces the object associated with the specified name in this name map.
1.

ooStatus replace(
const char *name,
const ooRef(ooObj) &objR,
ooRefHandle(ooMapElem) &elem = oocDefaultMapElemHandle);
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2.

Parameters

ooStatus replace(
const wchar_t *name,
const ooRef(ooObj) &objR,
ooRefHandle(ooMapElem) &elem = oocDefaultMapElemHandle);

name

Name of the element to be replaced.
objR

Object reference of the referenced element.
elem

Object reference or handle to set to the replaced element. The default is a null
reference to a map-element handle.
Returns

oocSuccess if successful; otherwise oocError.

Discussion

If this name map contains an element with the key name, this method replaces that
element’s value with the specified object reference. Otherwise, this method adds a
new element whose key is name and whose value is the specified object reference.
If elem is given, it is initialized to reference the element whose key is name. You
can use this initialized object reference or handle to perform operations such as
setting a unidirectional association to the new element.
Variant 1 accepts name as an 8-bit C++ character string or an instance of the
ooUtf8String class.
Variant 2 accepts name as a wide character string. If your architecture defines
wchar_t as a 32-bit type, this variant also accepts an instance of the
ooUtf32String class. If your architecture defines wchar_t as a 16-bit type, this
variant also accepts an instance of the ooUtf16String class.

set_nameHashFunction
Sets the hash function for all instances of ooMap in the federated database.
static void set_nameHashFunction(
ooNameHashFuncPtr hashFunction);
Parameters

hashFunction

Function pointer to the new hash function.
Discussion
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After a new hash function is set, existing name maps must be rehashed before they
can be accessed.
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The hash function is set as an attribute of the ooMap class and so is not stored as
part of any persistent instance. Consequently, the same hash function must be set
by every application that is to access a name map in the federated database.
See also

nameHashFunction
ooNameHashFuncPtr global type

set_refEnable
Enables or disables maintenance of referential integrity for this name map.
ooStatus set_refEnable(ooBoolean refEnable = oocTrue);
Parameters

refEnable

Specifies whether to enable (oocTrue) or disable (oocFalse) referential
integrity.
Returns

oocSuccess if successful; otherwise oocError.

Discussion

By default, Objectivity/DB maintains the referential integrity of name maps. You
may disable referential integrity to reduce the overhead of adding and deleting
elements. However, if you disable referential integrity, you are responsible for
deleting elements from the name map when the corresponding objects are deleted
from the federated database.
If you call this method, you must call it before any elements are added to this
name map.

See also

refEnable
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Inheritance:

ooObj->ooMapElem
Handle Class:

ooHandle(ooMapElem)

Object-Reference Class: ooRef(ooMapElem)

The persistence-capable class ooMapElem represents individual elements in a
name map (an instance of ooMap).
See:
■

“Reference Summary” on page 396 for an overview of methods

■

“Reference Index” on page 396 for a list of methods

To use this class, your application must include the ooMap.h header file. No
extra linking is required.

About Name-Map Elements
Each element of a name map is a key-value pair that associates a name with a
persistent object. The key is a C++ string and the value is an object reference to a
persistent object. The ooMapElem class has methods to get the key and value
from a name-map element and to replace the value in a name-map element.

Working With a Name-Map Element
The ooMapElem class is transparent to applications in most cases; the class ooMap
provides the interface to managing a name map’s elements. Thus, instances of
the ooMapElem class are not created or deleted by an application directly, but
through calls to a name map’s add and remove methods. You can obtain an
existing name-map element from the name map’s lookup method.
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Like other persistent objects, name-map elements are manipulated through
handles and object references. The iterator class ooMapItr iterates through the
name-map elements in a name map.

Reference Summary
Getting a Key or Value

name
oid

Setting a Value

set_oid

Reference Index
name

Gets the key from this name-map element.

oid

Gets the value from this name-map element.

set_oid

Sets the value in this name-map element.

Methods
name
Gets the key from this name-map element.
const char *name() const;
Returns

The string that is the key in this name-map element.

oid
Gets the value from this name-map element.
ooRef(ooObj) oid() const;
Returns

The object reference that is the value in this name-map element.

Discussion

This method returns a type-independent object reference, which you must cast to
the appropriate type.
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set_oid
Sets the value in this name-map element.
ooStatus set_oid(const ooRef(ooObj) &objR);
Parameters

objR

The object reference that is to be the new value in this name-map element.
Returns

oocSuccess if successful; otherwise oocError.
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Inheritance:

ooHandle(ooMapElem)->ooItr(ooMapElem)->ooMapItr
The non-persistence-capable class ooMapItr defines a name-map iterator—that is,
an iterator for finding the elements of a name map.
See:
■

“Reference Summary” on page 400 for an overview of methods

■

“Reference Index” on page 400 for a list of methods

To use this class, your application must include the ooMap.h header file. No
extra linking is required.

About Name-Map Iterators
You initialize a name-map iterator to find the elements of a particular name map.
The elements of the name map constitute the name-map iterator’s iteration set.
You can initialize a name-map iterator in either of two ways:
■

Construct an initialized name-map iterators with the ooMapItr constructor,
passing a handle to the name map as the parameter.

■

Initialize a name-map iterator with the assignment operator (=), specifying a
handle to the name map as right-hand operand.

For additional information, see “Name-Map Iterators” in Chapter 15 of
Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Guide.
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Reference Summary
Initializing

ooMapItr
operator=

Advancing

next

Reference Index
ooMapItr

Default constructor that constructs a new uninitialized iterator for
finding elements in a name map.

ooMapItr

Constructs a new name-map iterator and initializes it with the
specified name map.

operator=

Assignment operator; initializes this name-map iterator with the
referenced map.

next

Advances this name-map iterator to the next name-map element.

Constructors
ooMapItr
Default constructor that constructs a new uninitialized iterator for finding
elements in a name map.
ooMapItr();

ooMapItr
Constructs a new name-map iterator and initializes it with the specified name
map.
ooMapItr(const ooRefHandle(ooMap) &map);
Parameters

map

Object reference or handle to the map with which to initialize the name-map
iterator.
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Operators

The name-map iterator is initialized so that the next method will open each
name-map element for read-only access.

Operators
operator=
Assignment operator; initializes this name-map iterator with the referenced map.
ooMapItr &operator=(ooRefHandle(ooMap) &map);
Parameters

map

Object reference or handle to the map with which to initialize the name-map
iterator.
Discussion

The name-map iterator is initialized so that the next method will open each
name-map element for read-only access.

Methods
next
Advances this name-map iterator to the next name-map element.
ooBoolean next();
Returns

oocTrue if another element is found in the map; oocFalse if all of the elements in
the map have been found.

Discussion

This method finds each successive name-map element in a map. To access the
object to which a name-map element refers, you must use the oid method on the
name-map element.
This method opens each found name-map element for read only (oocRead), so
you cannot modify a found name-map element during an iteration. You can,
however, modify an object obtained from a name-map element if you first
explicitly open the object for update.
You must not modify the map during an iteration—for example, by adding or
deleting name-map elements. This means that, if referential integrity is enabled,
you must not delete any object that is referenced by a name-map element,
because the deletion will propagate to the name-map element.
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Inheritance:

ooObj
Handle Class:

ooHandle(ooObj)

Object-Reference Class: ooRef(ooObj)

The persistence-capable class ooObj is the base class for all classes of
Objectivity/DB objects. The ooObj class and its corresponding handle and
object-reference classes together define the core behavior for persistent objects.
See:
■

“Reference Summary” on page 405 for an overview of ooObj methods

■

“Reference Index” on page 406 for a list of ooObj methods

For operations performed through a handle or object reference, see:
■

“Reference Summary” on page 478

For information on the backward compatible items in this class, see
Objectivity/C++ Backward Compatibility.

About Objectivity/DB Objects
Objectivity/DB objects are instances of classes that are derived from ooObj.
Objectivity/DB objects include:
■

Persistent objects, which are the fundamental units stored by Objectivity/DB.
An application defines persistence-capable classes for persistent objects by
deriving them from ooObj.

■

Storage objects, which include containers, databases, and federated databases.
Containers and databases are instances of the internal classes ooContObj
and ooDBObj, respectively. The federated database is represented as an
instance of ooFDObj.
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Working With Persistent Objects

Because of the methods it defines, however, ooObj should primarily be thought
of as the base class for persistent objects. The methods defined by ooObj apply
only to persistent objects, and not to federated databases.

Working With Persistent Objects
Persistent objects are instances of persistence-capable classes, which derive from
ooObj. Every persistence-capable class must be defined in a DDL file and its
definition must be processed by the DDL processor.
An application can create persistent instances of ooObj itself, although such
instances are of limited use because they can contain no application-specific data.
However, instances of ooObj can be useful for populating test databases—for
example, to estimate file size, establish performance limits, and so on.
Persistent objects are created and deleted from within an application. An
application:
■

Creates a persistent object using the constructor and operator new of the
appropriate persistence-capable class—namely, ooObj or an
application-defined class appClass derived from ooObj.

■

Deletes a persistent object using either the ooDelete global function or the
operator delete defined by ooObj.

You specify whether a persistent object is to be transient or persistent when you
create it.
A new persistent object is placed in the federated database’s logical storage
hierarchy according to rules defined in the federated database’s placement
model. Depending on the model, the application may need to pass placement
information to operator new to guide the placement of the new object.
A persistent object’s storage location determines its unique object identifier within
the federated database. The object identifier is set when the object is created and
changes only if the object is moved to another container by an administrative
tool. After a persistent object is deleted, its object identifier is reused if another
persistent object is created in the same location.
To work with a new persistent object, an application must assign the result of
operator new to a handle—for example, an instance of ooHandle(ooObj). A
new persistent object of an application-defined class appClass is normally
assigned to an instance of the type-specific handle class ooHandle(appClass).

To work with an existing persistent object, the application must open it through
an appropriate handle or object reference; multiple handles and object references
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can be set to reference the same persistent object. The application then operates
on an open persistent object by:
■

Calling various methods on any of the referencing handles or object
references.

■

Passing any of the referencing handles or object references to various global
functions or methods of other classes.

The general-purpose handle and object-reference classes ooRefHandle(ooObj)
provide the primary interface for operating on existing persistent objects, with
methods for opening, locking, getting information, and finding referenced
objects. The type-specific handle and object-reference classes
ooRefHandle(appClass) inherit these methods from ooRefHandle(ooObj),
redefining them wherever type-specific behavior or parameters are required.
In addition, every application-defined persistence-capable class appClass has:
■

DDL-generated methods for creating, deleting, and accessing any
associations defined by the class.

■

Methods defined by ooObj (see “Reference Summary” on page 405), which
are inherited or redefined by appClass.

■

Data members and methods specific to appClass.

You can call these members directly from within a method of appClass or
indirectly through the indirect member-access operator (->) on a handle or object
reference of type ooRefHandle(appClass).

Reference Summary
Creating and Deleting Persistent Objects

ooObj
operator new
operator delete

Working With This Persistent Object

ooGetTypeN
ooGetTypeName
ooIsKindOf
ooThis
ooUpdate
ooValidate
defaultAssociationArray
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Reference Index
defaultAssociationArray

Gets a pointer to this persistent object’s system
default association array.

ooGetTypeN

Gets the type number of this persistent object’s class.

ooGetTypeName

Gets the name of this persistent object’s class.

ooIsKindOf

Tests whether this persistent object belongs to the
class with the specified type number or to a class
derived from that class.

ooObj

Default constructor that constructs a new persistent
object.

ooThis

Sets an object reference or handle to reference this
persistent object.

ooUpdate

Opens this persistent object for update.

ooValidate

Default implementation for testing whether this
persistent object is valid.

operator delete

Deletes this persistent object.

operator new

Creates a new persistent object using the specified
placement information.

Constructors
ooObj
Default constructor that constructs a new persistent object.
ooObj();
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operator delete
Deletes this persistent object.
void operator delete(void *objP);
Parameters

objP

Pointer to the persistent object to be deleted. This pointer must be extracted
from a handle to the object—for example, through operator* on that
handle.
Discussion

This operator is an alternative to the ooDelete global function. Note that
ooDelete is the recommended choice, however, because it doesn’t require you to
extract a pointer to the object to be deleted (you specify a handle or object reference
instead).
Deleting a persistent object:
■

Calls the object’s destructor, if any, before deallocating storage.

■

Deletes all associations from the object to destination objects. If an
association has delete propagation enabled, the destination objects are
deleted as well.

A deleted object is automatically removed from any bidirectional associations to
maintain referential integrity. The delete operation must therefore be able to
obtain an update lock on every object that is bidirectionally associated with a
deleted object. Note that if another persistent object references the deleted object
through a unidirectional association or in one of its attributes, you are
responsible for removing that reference.
Example

Assume Net is a persistence-capable class, which therefore inherits operator
delete from ooObj.
ooHandle(Net) netH = new Net("vdd");
// Create Net object
…
Net *pVdd = netH; // Extract pointer to Net object from handle
delete pVdd;
// Delete Net object
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operator new
Creates a new persistent object using the specified placement information.

Parameters

1.

void *operator new(
size_t);

2.

void *operator new(
size_t,
const ooRefHandle(ooObj) &placement);

3.

void *operator new(
size_t,
const ooObj *placement);

4.

void *operator new(
size_t,
const objy::placement::Conditions &placement);

size_t

Do not specify; this parameter is automatically initialized by the compiler
with the size of the class type in bytes.
placement

Application-specific information that can be used for placing the new
persistent object in the federated database.
■

(Variant 2 and Variant 3) Object reference, handle, or pointer to an
existing persistent object to be used as a placement guide for guiding the
placement of the new persistent object. The specified object is expected to
be related in some way to the object being placed—for example, its
owner.

■

(Variant 4) Placement-conditions object providing a combination of
information that can be used to guide the placement of the new
persistent object. The combined information may include a placement
guide, a purpose indicator, or both.

(Variant 1) Omitting this parameter causes the new object to be placed
without specifying any additional information—usually because the new
object is to be placed independently of other persistent objects and does not
need any specialized placement behavior.
(Variant 3) Specifying 0 or a pointer to an existing transient object causes a
transient object to be created.
Returns

408

Memory pointer to the new persistent object. This pointer is null if an error occurs
during the creation of the object.
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WARNING

Operators

When you create a new persistent object, you must:
■

Use operator new in an update transaction. The new persistent object is
made permanent on disk when the transaction commits or is checkpointed. If
the transaction is aborted, the object is not created.

■

Assign the result of operator new directly to a handle. (If an object
reference is desired, you can then assign the handle to an object reference.)

Although direct assignment to a pointer or object reference does not raise
compile-time or runtime errors, such assignments can eventually cause the
Objectivity/DB cache to run out of memory.
The federated database’s placement model determines whether and how the
information specified by placement is actually used. Your development team’s
database designer can tell you what placement information, if any, is expected.
No exception is thrown if the information you specify does not meet the
expectations of the placement model. For example, a specified object is simply
ignored if it is not of the expected class or if no such object is expected at all.
Similarly, no exception is thrown if you omit placement when a placement
guide is expected.

NOTE

You must use Variant 2, Variant 3, or Variant 4 when creating a persistent object
of an ooCollection subclass or ooMap. If you use Variant 4, the specified
placement-conditions object must be configured to provide an existing persistent
object as a placement guide. This is necessary to satisfy the special internal
placement rule that applies to objects of these system classes. The placement
guide may be an object of any persistence-capable class, and is normally the
intended owner of the collection.
An exception is thrown if the persistent object cannot be created for any reason.

See also

objy::placement::Conditions class
“Creating a Persistent Object” in Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Guide
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defaultAssociationArray
Gets a pointer to this persistent object’s system default association array.
ooDefaultAssocArray *defaultAssociationArray();
Returns

Pointer to this persistent object’s system default association array.

Discussion

This method returns a pointer to an in-memory proxy for the array, even if a
system default association array has not yet been allocated on disk for this
persistent object. You can use this pointer to call methods that manage the array’s
size.

See also

ooDefaultAssocArray

ooGetTypeN
Gets the type number of this persistent object’s class.
virtual ooTypeNumber ooGetTypeN() const;
Returns

Type number of this persistent object’s class.

Discussion

Every persistence-capable class has a schema-defined type number that uniquely
identifies the class to the federated database. You can use this number to determine
whether an object is an instance of a particular class.
You normally use ooGetTypeN in a method of an application-defined
persistence-capable class; when such a method is called on an object of the class,
ooGetTypeN provides the method with the type number of the object’s class.
If you already have a handle or object reference to a persistent object, you can
equivalently call the typeN method on the handle or object reference.

See also
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ooIsKindOf
ooTypeN global macro
ooRefHandle(ooObj)::typeN method
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ooGetTypeName
Gets the name of this persistent object’s class.
virtual const char *ooGetTypeName() const;
Returns

String containing the name of this persistent object’s class. A namespace-qualified
name (containing at least one ::) is returned for an application-defined class
defined in a C++ namespace.

Discussion

You normally use ooGetTypeName in a method of an application-defined
persistence-capable class; when such a method is called on an object of the class,
ooGetTypeName provides the method with the name of the object’s class.
If you already have a handle or object reference to a persistent object, you can
equivalently call the typeName method on the handle or object reference.

WARNING

See also

Do not attempt to modify the returned string in any manner. Doing so may result
in unexpected program errors. This string is used internally by Objectivity/DB.

ooGetTypeN
ooIsKindOf
ooTypeName global function
ooRefHandle(ooObj)::typeName method

ooIsKindOf
Tests whether this persistent object belongs to the class with the specified type
number or to a class derived from that class.
virtual ooBoolean ooIsKindOf(
const ooTypeNumber typeN) const;
Parameters

typeN

Type number of a persistence-capable class. If you know the name of the
desired class, you can call the ooTypeN global macro to obtain its type
number. If you have a handle to an object of the desired class, you can call
the typeN method on the handle to obtain the class’s type number.
Returns

oocTrue if this persistent object is an instance of the class with type number typeN
or to a class derived from that class; otherwise oocFalse.

Discussion

You normally call ooIsKindOf to perform runtime type identification—for
example, to determine whether it is safe to downcast a handle that references this
persistent object.
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Methods

ooGetTypeN
ooGetTypeName
ooTypeN global macro
ooTypeName global function
ooRefHandle(ooObj)::typeN method
ooRefHandle(ooObj)::typeName method

ooThis
Sets an object reference or handle to reference this persistent object.

Parameters

1.

ooHandle(ooObj) ooThis() const;

2.

ooRef(ooObj) &ooThis(
ooRef(ooObj) &object) const;

3.

ooHandle(ooObj) &ooThis(
ooHandle(ooObj) &object) const;

object

Object reference or handle to be set to this persistent object.
Returns

Object reference or handle to this persistent object.

Discussion

You normally use ooThis in a method of an application-defined
persistence-capable class. When such a method is called on an object of the class,
ooThis provides the method with an object reference or handle to the object. The
method can then perform operations on the object that are available only through
an object reference or handle.

WARNING

You should not call ooThis from the constructor of a persistence-capable class;
doing so may cause the application to terminate in an error condition.
When called without an object parameter, ooThis allocates a new handle and
returns it. Otherwise, ooThis returns the object reference or handle that is
passed to it.

WARNING

ooThis is the only safe way to obtain an object reference or handle within a

method; do not attempt to initialize an object reference or handle by assigning the
this pointer to it.
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Calling ooThis is similar in purpose to using the C++ this keyword—both
ooThis and this enable you to access the object on which the method is called.
However, this and ooThis differ in the following ways:

See also

■

The this keyword is the pointer to the object. Syntactically, the this
keyword is a name, and can be used in expressions such as this->get();

■

The ooThis method returns an object reference or handle to the object.
Syntactically, ooThis is a method and can be used in expressions such as
ooThis()->get();

appClass::ooThis

ooUpdate
Opens this persistent object for update.
ooStatus ooUpdate();
Returns

oocSuccess if successful; otherwise oocError.

Discussion

You normally use ooUpdate in a method of an application-defined
persistence-capable class; doing so informs Objectivity/DB that the method
intends to modify one or more attributes of the object on which it is called. For
example, each accessor method that sets an attribute value should call ooUpdate,
to ensure that Objectivity/DB will save the modification persistently.
This method throws an exception if this persistent object cannot be opened for
update—for example, because the relevant container cannot be locked due to a
lock conflict.
If you already have a handle or object reference to the persistent object to be
modified, you can equivalently call the update method on the handle or object
reference.

ooValidate
Default implementation for testing whether this persistent object is valid.
virtual ooBoolean ooValidate();
Returns

oocTrue if this persistent object is valid; otherwise, oocFalse.

Discussion

The ooValidate method provides a framework for application-specific
validation of persistent objects. The default implementation simply returns
oocTrue.
An application can override this method in a persistence-capable class to perform
whatever checks are necessary to test whether an object of the class is valid.
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Inheritance:

ooObjy
The class ooObjy provides static methods for controlling interactions between an
application and Objectivity/DB. You do not instantiate this class.
See:
■

“Reference Summary” on page 416 for an overview of methods

■

“Reference Index” on page 416 for a list of methods

To use this class, your application must include the ooObjy.h header file.

Controlling Interaction With Objectivity/DB
The ooObjy static methods perform the activities listed in the following table.
For a detailed discussion of these activities, see the corresponding sections of
Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Guide.

Activity

See Programmer’s Guide

Initializing and terminating interaction
between the application or one of its
threads and Objectivity/DB

“Initializing Interaction With Objectivity/DB” in Chapter 3
“Terminating Interaction With Objectivity/DB” in Chapter 3

Making a logical connection to a federated
database

“Making a Logical Connection” in Chapter 3

Controlling automatic recovery from
application failures

“Controlling Automatic Recovery” in Chapter 3

Logging information about the application’s
execution

“Objectivity/C++ Logging Mechanism” in Chapter 22

Using a performance tuner

Chapter 25, “Performance Tuners”
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Reference Summary
Initializing and Shutting Down Objectivity/DB

startup
shutdown
initializeThread
terminateThread

Making a Logical Connection

getConnection

Controlling Automatic Recovery

setDefaultAutoRecover
defaultAutoRecover

Using Configuration Files

enableConfiguration

Using Logs

setLoggingOptions
addToMainLog
setMainLogListener

Performance Tuning

setTuner
tuner

Managing Disk Format

getClientHostArch
diskFormatAddressSize
diskFormatFromString
stringFromDiskFormat

Miscellaneous

checkLS
checkQueryServer
checkVTablePointer

Reference Index
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addToMainLog

Adds an application-specific item to the main log.

checkLS

Tests whether a lock server is running on the specified
host machine.

checkQueryServer

Tests whether a query server is running on the specified
host machine.

checkVTablePointer

Suppresses or re-enables the warning messages issued
for classes that do not have virtual-function tables.

defaultAutoRecover

Gets the default automatic-recovery behavior for
connection objects.
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diskFormatAddressSize Gets the virtual-memory address size used by the disk
format defined for the specified architecture.

diskFormatFromString

Gets the identifier corresponding to the specified string
name for a supported Objectivity/DB architecture.

enableConfiguration

Enables the use of one or more XML configuration files to
control certain aspects of the application’s behavior.

getClientHostArch

Gets the client-host architecture of the application.

getConnection

Makes a logical connection to a federated database.

initializeThread

Initializes the current thread to perform Objectivity/DB
operations.

setDefaultAutoRecover Sets the default automatic-recovery behavior for
connection objects.

setLoggingOptions

Sets logging options for the application.

setMainLogListener

Attaches the specified log listener to the main log.

setTuner

Registers a performance tuner for the application.

shutdown

Ends the application’s interactions with Objectivity/DB.

startup

Initializes the interactions between the application and
Objectivity/DB.

stringFromDiskFormat

Gets the string name corresponding to the specified
identifier for a supported Objectivity/DB architecture.

terminateThread

Terminates the current thread’s ability to invoke
Objectivity/DB operations.

tuner

Gets the currently registered performance tuner.
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addToMainLog
Adds an application-specific item to the main log.
static void addToMainLog(
const char *label = 0,
const char *text = 0);
Parameters

label

The label for the log item; specify null or an empty string for an item with no
label.
text

The text of the log item; specify null or an empty string for an item with no
text.
Discussion

If logged information is being written to log files, the specified log item is added
to the main log file; you can omit both parameters to write a blank line to the log
file.
If a log listener is attached to the main log, the specified log item is passed to the
listener’s onLogItem method.
This static method is relevant only if main logging and application-defined log
items are both enabled (by a call to the ooObjy::setLoggingOptions static
method specifying either the logging option oocLogAll or both options
oocLogMain and oocLogOther).

See also

setMainLogListener

checkLS
Tests whether a lock server is running on the specified host machine.
static ooBoolean checkLS(const char *hostName = 0);
Parameters

hostName

Name of the host machine to be checked for a running lock server. If you
omit the hostName parameter or specify a null pointer, the current host is
checked.
Returns

oocTrue if a lock server is running on the specified host; otherwise oocFalse.

See also

ooConnection::checkLS
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checkQueryServer
Tests whether a query server is running on the specified host machine.
static ooBoolean checkQueryServer(const char *hostName);
Parameters

hostName

Name of the host machine to be checked for a running query server. To check
the current host, you must specify its host name explicitly.
Returns

oocTrue if a query server is running on the specified host; otherwise oocFalse.

checkVTablePointer
Suppresses or re-enables the warning messages issued for classes that do not have
virtual-function tables.
static void checkVTablePointer(ooBoolean checkVptr = oocTrue);
Parameters

checkVptr

Specifies whether to issue a warning message whenever a persistent object is
opened whose class does not have a virtual-table pointer. If you omit this
parameter, your application may issue such warning messages. If you specify
oocFalse, the warning messages are suppressed.
Discussion

Sometimes when an application opens a persistent object from the federated
database, Objectivity/DB cannot obtain the virtual-method table for the object’s
class. This can happen when an existing application accesses instances of recently
added subclasses. For example, assume that an existing application App1 iterates
over persistent instances of class A and calls a virtual method on each instance. A
more recent application App2 uses class A as the base class for a new derived class
B that implements the virtual method; App2 stores persistent instances of B in the
federated database. The next time App1 iterates over instances of A, it finds
instances of both A and B, and attempts to invoke the virtual method on each found
object. But because class B was added to the schema after App1 was compiled and
linked, App1 has no registered virtual-method table for dispatching virtual method
calls to their implementations in class B. The absence of a virtual-method table
results in a fatal error, usually with an illegal memory access, invalid memory
address, or similar diagnostic.
You can call this method with the parameter oocTrue in an application such as
App1 to issue a warning message when the application opens an object for which
a virtual-method table cannot be obtained. Depending on how the object is
opened, the application can trap such warnings and handle the problem
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gracefully. If, however, the object is opened implicitly by a call to a virtual
method, graceful recovery is not possible.
The best solution, however, is to relink an old application (such as App1) when
instances of a new subclass are added to the federated database. The old
application should link with the object file corresponding to the method
implementation file for the new subclass. (A method implementation file is
generated by the DDL processor for each persistence-capable class; if a class
implements virtual methods, the file contains code for registering a
virtual-method table.) Of course, relinking is necessary only for applications that
will encounter instances of the new subclass (for example, through iteration over
the base class) and call virtual methods implemented by the subclass. You would
not need to relink or enable warning messages in, for example, a conversion
application that simply opens every existing object of a particular class without
invoking any virtual methods.

defaultAutoRecover
Gets the default automatic-recovery behavior for connection objects.
static ooBoolean defaultAutoRecover();
oocTrue if automatic recovery is enabled by default; oocFalse if automatic

Returns

recovery is disabled by default.
Discussion

The default automatic-recovery behavior affects newly created connection objects.
When you create a new connection object, you can override the default value with
the autoRecover parameter to ooObjy::Connection.
A connection object with automatic recovery enabled initiates automatic recovery
from prior application failures. Recovery occurs at the beginning of the first
transaction that accesses the connected federated database after the application
(re)starts; see “Controlling Automatic Recovery” in Chapter 3 of Objectivity/C++
Programmer’s Guide.

NOTE

See also
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A connection object’s automatic-recovery behavior does not affect recovery from
lock-server failures, which are handled by the lock server; see “Recovery From
Lock-Server Failures” in Chapter 3 of Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Guide.

setDefaultAutoRecover
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diskFormatAddressSize
Gets the virtual-memory address size used by the disk format defined for the
specified architecture.
static size_t diskFormatAddressSize(ooDiskFormat architecture);
Parameters

architecture

Objectivity/DB architecture defining the disk format whose virtual-memory
address size is to be returned.
Returns

Number of bits (32 or 64) reserved for a virtual-memory address by the indicated
disk format; 0 if the specified architecture is not supported by Objectivity/DB.

Discussion

You typically use this static method in code that manages the disk format to be
used when an application creates new storage pages. More specifically, you
usually call this static method to determine whether an application’s client-host
architecture uses the 32-bit addressing mode or the 64-bit addressing mode; you
can then use the result to help you decide whether the application should use the
disk format of a nondefault architecture when creating new storage pages. For
example, assume the client-host architecture of a new application uses the 64-bit
addressing mode, and the new application must interoperate with unrebuilt
pre-Release 9.0 applications. Because these older applications cannot read storage
pages owned by a 64-bit architecture, you must set your new application’s
disk-format property to an appropriate 32-bit architecture.
Every Objectivity/DB architecture defines a unique disk format that establishes
the conventions for the binary representation of persistent objects on storage
pages. Among these conventions is the amount of space to be reserved in a
persistent object for each field that accommodates a memory pointer when the
object is represented in virtual memory. (A persistent object contains two such
fields as part of its Objectivity/DB overhead, plus an additional field for every
inline association array.) When a persistent object is stored on a page owned by a
32-bit architecture, the object’s binary representation reserves 32 bits for each
such field; when a persistent object is stored on a page owned by a 64-bit
architecture, the object’s binary representation reserves 64 bits for each such
field.

See also

getClientHostArch
ooDiskFormat global type
ooConnection::setObjectCreationDiskFormat
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diskFormatFromString
Gets the identifier corresponding to the specified string name for a supported
Objectivity/DB architecture.
static ooDiskFormat diskFormatFromString(const char *name);
Parameters

name

String name for a supported Objectivity/DB architecture. For a list of the
recognized string names, you can run the administration tool
objy ConvertFormat -help.
Returns

Identifier corresponding to the specified string name.

Discussion

You typically use the returned value in code that manages the disk format to be
used when an application creates new storage pages.

See also

stringFromDiskFormat
ooDiskFormat global type
ooConnection::setObjectCreationDiskFormat

enableConfiguration
Enables the use of one or more XML configuration files to control certain aspects
of the application’s behavior.
static void enableConfiguration(
bool allowMachineConfig,
const char *applicationConfig = 0,
unsigned argc = 0,
const char *argv[] = 0);
Parameters

allowMachineConfig

Specifies whether to enable the use of the machine-wide configuration file
installDir/config/Machine.config, where installDir is the
Objectivity/DB installation directory.
■

Specify true to load the configuration settings, if any, that are currently
in the machine-wide configuration file. No error is reported if this file is
empty or cannot be found.

■

Specify false to ignore the machine-wide configuration file.

applicationConfig

Path (including the filename) of the application-specific configuration file to
be enabled. Enabling a file loads the configuration settings that are currently
in it.
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If you specify a filename without a path, the file must reside in the
application’s current directory or in the installDir/config directory,
where installDir is the Objectivity/DB installation directory.
An exception is thrown if the specified file is not found or cannot be loaded.
Specify 0 to indicate that no application-specific configuration file is to be
used.
argc

Argument count parameter of the application’s main function; see the
description of argv.
Specify 0 to indicate that -loadconfiguration will not be used to pass a
configuration file to the application.
argv

Argument vector parameter of the application’s main function.
Together, argc and argv enable you to specify configuration files to your
application through one or more command-line options of the form:
-loadconfiguration configFileName.config
An exception is thrown if a file specified through -loadconfiguration
cannot be found or loaded.
Specify 0 to indicate that -loadconfiguration will not be used to pass a
configuration file to the application.
Discussion

This static method enables the application to load configuration settings from one
or more configuration files. A configuration file must have a .config filename
extension, and must be a valid XML document describing Objectivity/DB
configuration settings. A typical configuration file contains settings that specify
the storage-location preferences for data files created according to the federated
database’s placement model.
You can call this method at any time before the application adds a persistent
object to the federated database, although for stylistic reasons, the call should
precede the call to ooObjy::startup.
The machine-wide configuration file installDir/config/Machine.config
may be enabled by multiple applications running on the same computer. When
you install Objectivity/DB, the file is empty.
You can add or change settings in a configuration file at any time; however,
doing so does not affect any application that has already enabled the file (and
loaded its settings).
Your team’s database administrator should be able to tell you which of these
techniques to enable.
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An application can enable any number and combination of configuration files.
Any conflicts between corresponding settings in different files are resolved as
follows:
■

If machine-wide settings and application-specific settings are loaded, the
application-specific settings take precedence over the machine-wide settings.

■

If settings are loaded from configuration files specified through a
-loadconfiguration option, these settings take precedence over any
application-wide or machine wide settings.

■

If multiple -loadconfiguration options specify multiple configuration
files, the priority of these files is determined from left to right. That is, the
settings of the first configuration file to be specified take precedence over any
corresponding settings in the subsequently specified files.

Example

The following call enables the machine-wide configuration file:
int main(unsigned argc, const char* const argv[]) {
...
ooObjy::enableConfiguration(true /*allowMachineConfig*/);
...
}

Example

The following call enables both the machine-wide configuration file and the
specified application-specific file:
int main(unsigned argc, const char* const argv[]) {
...
ooObjy::enableConfiguration(
true /*allowMachineConfig*/,
"D:\Config\preferences.config");
...
}

Example

The following call enables configuration files to be specified through
command-line options on the application:
int main(unsigned argc, const char* const argv[]) {
...
ooObjy::enableConfiguration(false, 0, argc, argv);
...
}
If the name of the application is myApp, you could invoke the application as
follows to specify the preferences.config file, where -options stands for
any other options the application may recognize:

myApp.exe -options -loadconfiguration preferences.config -options
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An exception is thrown if preferences.config is not found in the application’s
current directory.
Similarly, you could invoke myApp as follows to specify two configuration files,
where the settings in loc1.config take precedence over the settings in
loc2.config.
myApp.exe -loadconfiguration loc1.config -loadconfiguration loc2.config

getClientHostArch
Gets the client-host architecture of the application.
static ooDiskFormat getClientHostArch();
Returns

Architecture of the client host on which the application is currently running.

Discussion

You typically use the returned value in code that manages the disk format to be
used when an application creates new storage pages.

See also

diskFormatAddressSize
ooDiskFormat global type
ooConnection::setObjectCreationDiskFormat

getConnection
Makes a logical connection to a federated database.
static ooConnection *getConnection(
const char *bootFile,
ooBoolean autoRecover = defaultAutoRecover());
Parameters

bootFile

Path to the boot file of the federated database to be connected. You can
specify this path with or without a host name. If you specify it as a host path,
use the format host::path.
If you specify a null pointer or an empty string (""), the value of the
OO_FD_BOOT environment variable is used; however, using OO_FD_BOOT is
not recommended because doing so can lead to unexpected results.
autoRecover

Specifies whether to enable automatic recovery for the new connection
object. This parameter can be used to override the default
automatic-recovery behavior.
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A connection object with automatic recovery enabled initiates automatic
recovery from prior application failures. Recovery occurs at the beginning of
the first transaction that accesses the connected federated database after the
application (re)starts; see “Controlling Automatic Recovery” in Chapter 3 of
Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Guide.
This parameter does not affect recovery from lock-server failures. The lock
server automatically recovers from lock-server failures when it needs to do
so. For more information, see “Recovery From Lock-Server Failures” in
Chapter 3 of Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Guide.
Discussion

The first time you call this static method specifying a particular boot file, the logical
connection is made and a new connection object is returned. If you call this static
method again specifying the same boot file, the previously created connection
object is returned.
You should not explicitly delete the returned connection object; if you try to do
so, a compiler error will result. All connection objects are deleted automatically
by ooObjy::shutdown.
This static method throws the following exceptions:

NOTE

See also

■

ooObjyNotStarted if the interaction with Objectivity/DB has not yet been
started by calling the ooObjy::startup static method.

■

ooObjyShutdown if the interaction with Objectivity/DB has already been
shut down by calling the ooObjy::shutdown static method.

Objectivity/DB supports connecting to multiple federated databases; see
“Making Multiple Logical Connections” in Chapter 3 of the Objectivity/C++
Programmer’s Guide.

setDefaultAutoRecover

initializeThread
Initializes the current thread to perform Objectivity/DB operations.
static void initializeThread();
Discussion
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Every thread that invokes Objectivity/DB operations must be initialized before
any of those operations are invoked. The application’s main thread is initialized
automatically by the ooObjy::startup static method. You must call this static
method to initialize nonmain threads.
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It is not necessary to call this static method in threads that do not invoke
Objectivity/DB operations.
This static method throws exceptions:
■

ooObjyNotStarted if the interaction with Objectivity/DB has not yet been
started by calling the ooObjy::startup static method

■

ooObjyShutdown if the interaction with Objectivity/DB has already been
shut down by calling the ooObjy::shutdown static method

Instead of calling ooObjy::initializeThread and
ooObjy::terminateThread explicitly in a thread, you can use an instance of
the ooLocalThread class, which calls ooObjy::initializeThread in its
constructor and ooObjy::terminateThread in its destructor (a C++ idiom
known as “resource acquisition is initialization”).
See also

terminateThread

setDefaultAutoRecover
Sets the default automatic-recovery behavior for connection objects.
static void setDefaultAutoRecover(ooBoolean autoRecover);
Parameters

autoRecover

Specifies whether to enable automatic recovery by default:
■

oocTrue enables automatic recovery by default in new connection

objects.
■

Discussion

oocFalse disables automatic recovery by default in new connection
objects.

If this static method is never called, automatic recovery is enabled by default in
new connection objects. When you call this static method to change the default
automatic-recovery behavior, the new default affects only those connection objects
created after the change is made; existing connection objects are not affected.
When you create a new connection object, you can override the default value
with the autoRecover parameter to ooObjy::getConnection.
A connection object with automatic recovery enabled initiates automatic recovery
from prior application failures. Recovery occurs at the beginning of the first
transaction that accesses the connected federated database after the application
(re)starts; see “Controlling Automatic Recovery” in Chapter 3 of Objectivity/C++
Programmer’s Guide.
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A connection object’s automatic-recovery behavior does not affect recovery from
lock-server failures. The lock server automatically recovers from lock-server
failures when it needs to do so. For more information, see “Recovery From
Lock-Server Failures” in Chapter 3 of Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Guide.

defaultAutoRecover

setLoggingOptions
Sets logging options for the application.
static void setLoggingOptions(
ooUInt32 options,
ooBoolean logToFiles,
ooBoolean appendLogFiles = oocFalse,
const char *logDirPath = "",
const char *mainLogFileName = "MainLog.txt");
Parameters

options

Integer whose binary representation can be interpreted as a combination of
logging options. You normally specify logging options using one or more
constants of type ooLogOptions, where multiple constants are combined
with the C++ bitwise OR operator (|). The registered performance tuner, if
any, can change the value specified for this parameter.
logToFiles

Specifies whether to write logged information to log files:
■

oocTrue writes logged information to the appropriate log file.

■

oocFalse suppresses writing to log files.

In either case, logged information is passed to any relevant log listener.
appendLogFiles

Specifies whether to append new log items to the existing log file (if any):
■

oocTrue appends new log items to the existing log file.

■

oocFalse overwrites the existing log file with new log items. This is the
default.

This parameter is relevant only if logToFiles is oocTrue. The registered
performance tuner, if any, can change the value specified for this parameter.
logDirPath

Path of the directory in which log files should be written, or an empty string
to use the current directory. This parameter is relevant only if logToFiles is
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oocTrue. A new log file is created only if a file with the appropriate name

does not exist in this directory. The registered performance tuner, if any, can
change the value specified for this parameter.
mainLogFileName

Name of the main log file. This parameter is relevant only if logToFiles is
oocTrue.
Discussion

You must call this static method before calling ooObjy::startup to start the
interaction with Objectivity/DB. If the interaction has already been started, this
static method throws an ooObjyStarted exception.
If you want a performance tuner to enable logging, your application must call
this static method. Your call to setLoggingOptions can specify oocLogNone as
the options parameter to leave logging disabled unless the tuner specifies other
logging options.

See also

ooLogOptions global type

“Objectivity/C++ Logging Mechanism” in Chapter 22 of Objectivity/C++
Programmer’s Guide

setMainLogListener
Attaches the specified log listener to the main log.
static void setMainLogListener(ooLogListener *listener);
Parameters

listener

Pointer to the log listener for the main log. The log listener is an instance of
an application-defined class derived from ooLogListener.
Discussion

This static method attaches the specified log listener to the main log. If the main
log already has a listener, that listener is removed before the new listener is
attached.
After the log listener has been attached, it is notified whenever the main log
records a log item and whenever the application adds an item to the main log.
The log listener can provide application-specific logging behavior. For example,
it might direct the log items to a graphical display.

NOTE

You should not attach the same log listener to more than one log; any given log
listener can receive notifications from at most one log—either the main log or a
particular session’s log.
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If you delete the main log’s attached listener, the listener is first removed from
the main log. If you never delete the listener, it is deleted at process termination.
This static method is relevant only if logging to the main log was enabled by a
call to the ooObjy::setLoggingOptions static method specifying either
logging option oocLogAll or oocLogMain.
See also

“Using Log Listeners” in Chapter 22 of Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Guide

setTuner
Registers a performance tuner for the application.

Parameters

1.

static void setTuner();

2.

static void setTuner(ooTuner *tuner);

tuner

Pointer to the performance tuner to be registered.
Discussion

The first variant creates and registers a default tuner (of the
ooEnvironmentBasedTuner class).
The second variant registers the specified performance tuner, which is typically a
tuner of an application-defined class.
A performance tuner can specifies values for various properties that control an
application’s behavior.
You must call this static method before calling ooObjy::startup to start the
interaction with Objectivity/DB. If the interaction has already been started,
ooObjy::setTuner throws an ooTunerNotSetFirst exception.

See also

tuner
ooTuner class

shutdown
Ends the application’s interactions with Objectivity/DB.
static void shutdown();
Discussion

This method aborts any active transactions (in all threads), deletes any sessions
that still exist, deletes all connection objects, and leaves Objectivity/DB in a safe
state for process termination.
You must call ooObjy::shutdown before returning from your main function and
before any call to exit (for example, in an application-defined signal handler).
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If your application creates additional threads in which you execute
Objectivity/DB operations, you should call the ooObjy::terminateThread
static method in each such thread before the thread terminates.
See also

startup
terminateThread

startup
Initializes the interactions between the application and Objectivity/DB.
static void startup(
ooUInt32 numFiles = 12,
ooAMSUsage amsUsage = oocAMSPreferred,
ooBoolean installSigHandler = oocTrue);
Parameters

numFiles

Number of file descriptors allowed in any session. The minimum value is 8.
The registered performance tuner, if any, can change the value specified for
this parameter (explicitly or by default).
amsUsage

Sets the application’s policy for using the Advanced Multithreaded Server
(AMS) as data-server software on remote hosts. You can specify any of the
following values:
■

oocAMSPreferred—Use AMS for remote data access if it is running on

the host that contains the requested data. This is the default value.
■

oocAMSOnly—Use AMS exclusively. An exception is thrown if AMS is
not running on the host that contains the requested data.

■

oocNoAMS—Never use AMS, even when it is running on the host that
contains the requested data.

The registered performance tuner, if any, can change the value specified for
this parameter (explicitly or by default).
installSigHandler

Specifies whether to register the predefined Objectivity/DB signal handler. If
you omit this parameter, the predefined signal handler is registered. The
signal handler is global to the process; the same signal handler is used in
every thread.
Discussion

Your application must call ooObjy::startup early in its main function and
before using any Objectivity/DB services. If your application has multiple threads,
it must call this static method in the main thread (the thread that starts implicitly
when you start the application) before starting any other threads. Do not call this
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static method before main is called—for example, do not call it in a global
constructor.
For guidelines on selecting values for the application’s startup properties, see
“Setting Startup Properties” in Chapter 3 of Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Guide.
This static method initializes your application’s main thread to execute
Objectivity/DB operations. If you create additional threads in which you plan to
execute Objectivity/DB operations, you must initialize each such thread with a
call to the ooObjy::initializeThread static method.
The ooObjy::startup static method throws the following exceptions:
■

ooLogOpenFailed if main logging is enabled and log files are to be used,

but the main log file could not be opened
■

ooObjyAlreadyStarted if the interaction with Objectivity/DB has already

been started by a previous call to this static method, without an intervening
call to shutdown.
See also

shutdown
initializeThread

stringFromDiskFormat
Gets the string name corresponding to the specified identifier for a supported
Objectivity/DB architecture.
static const char *stringFromDiskFormat(
ooDiskFormat identifier);
Parameters

identifier

Identifier representing a supported Objectivity/DB architecture.
Returns

String name corresponding to the specified identifier.

Discussion

You typically use the returned value in code that manages the disk format to be
used when an application creates new storage pages.

See also

diskFormatFromString
ooDiskFormat global type

terminateThread
Terminates the current thread’s ability to invoke Objectivity/DB operations.
static void terminateThread();
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You must explicitly terminate the use of Objectivity/DB in a nonmain thread
before the thread terminates by calling this static method after completing
Objectivity/DB operations in the thread and before thread termination. It is not,
however, necessary to call this static method in threads that are terminated due to
process termination.
The main thread should call ooObjy::shutdown instead of this static method.
You may not reinitialize a thread after calling ooObjy::terminateThread. You
may not invoke ooObjy::terminateThread more than once per thread.
If an individual session is attached or joined to the current thread,
ooObjy::terminateThread deletes that session. If a session from a session pool
is attached to the current thread, ooObjy::terminateThread returns the

session to its pool.
This static method throws the following exceptions:
■

ooObjyNotStarted if the interaction with Objectivity/DB has not yet been
started by calling the ooObjy::startup static method

■

ooObjyShutdown if the interaction with Objectivity/DB has already been
shut down by calling the ooObjy::shutdown static method

Instead of calling ooObjy::initializeThread and
ooObjy::terminateThread explicitly, you can use an instance of the
ooLocalThread class, which calls ooObjy::initializeThread in its
constructor and ooObjy::terminateThread in its destructor (a C++ idiom
known as “resource acquisition is initialization”).
See also

initializeThread

tuner
Gets the currently registered performance tuner.
static ooTuner *tuner();
Returns

Pointer to the performance tuner.

See also

setTuner
ooTuner class
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Inheritance:

ooId->ooRef(ooObj)->ooRef(appClass)

Inheritance:

ooHandle(ooObj)->ooHandle(appClass)
The abbreviation ooRefHandle(appClass) refers to two
non-persistence-capable classes:
■

ooRef(appClass), which represents an object reference to a persistent object
of the application-defined class appClass.

■

ooHandle(appClass), which represents a handle to a persistent object of the
application-defined class appClass.

These two classes are documented together because they define almost identical
sets of methods (exceptions are listed in the “Reference Summary”). These
classes provide the primary interface for operating on persistent objects of the
application-defined persistence-capable class appClass and its derived classes.
See:
■

“Reference Summary” on page 441 for an overview of methods

■

“Reference Index” on page 442 for a list of methods

To use the ooRefHandle(appClass) classes, you must include and compile
with files generated by the DDL processor, as described in “Obtaining Generated
Class Definitions” on page 438.
For information on the backward compatible items in these classes, see
Objectivity/C++ Backward Compatibility.

About appClass Handles and References
When an application defines a persistence-capable class appClass and adds it to
the federated-database schema, the DDL processor generates the corresponding
handle and object-reference classes ooRefHandle(appClass). The application
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works with each persistent object of class appClass indirectly through one or
more instances of ooRefHandle(appClass) that are set to reference the object.
A handle or object reference to a persistent object serves as a type-safe smart
pointer that:
■

Identifies the persistent object to the application or to another object.

■

Provides an interface for operating on the persistent object.

■

Manages the memory pointer to the persistent object.

■

Provides an indirect member-access operator (->) for accessing the persistent
object’s public methods.

It is sometimes more appropriate to use a handle rather than an object reference,
and vice versa; the choice is described in “Structure and Behavior” on page 436.
A simple guideline is to use handles in function definitions and object references
as attribute types in persistence-capable class definitions.

Interface
The ooRefHandle(appClass) classes provide the primary interface for
operating on a referenced instance of appClass.
The entire ooRefHandle(appClass) interface consists of methods defined by
the ooRefHandle(ooObj) base classes. These methods are either inherited by
the ooRefHandle(appClass) classes or redefined wherever type-specific
parameters or behavior are required.
If other classes are derived from appClass, the ooRefHandle(appClass)
classes themselves serve as base classes for the corresponding handle and
object-reference classes. All such derived handle and object-reference classes
provide the same interface as ooRefHandle(appClass), with the usual
redefined methods for type-specific behavior or parameters.

Structure and Behavior
Although both handles and object references provide a way to reference and
operate on a persistent object, they are optimized for different purposes:
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■

Handles are optimized for accessing persistent objects in memory—that is,
for performing multiple operations on a referenced object or repeatedly
accessing the object’s members.

■

Object references are optimized for linking persistent objects—that is, for
storing object identifiers persistently in reference attributes, in associations,
or as elements of a collection.
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Handles
Handles are optimized for efficient in-memory access because they can
automatically obtain and manipulate pointers to referenced persistent objects.
Thus, when a handle is set to reference a particular persistent object, the handle
stores the object identifier for that object. The first time the persistent object is
accessed through the handle, the handle is automatically opened—that is, the
handle obtains a pointer to the object’s representation in memory. This memory
pointer enables the handle to access the referenced object quickly during
subsequent operations performed through the handle. When the handle is closed,
it invalidates the pointer but keeps the object identifier, so the application can
reuse the handle (without resetting it) to access the same object.
Besides maintaining a pointer to the referenced persistent object, an open handle
also pins the object’s memory representation in the Objectivity/DB cache.
Pinning guarantees that the persistent object is readily available in memory for as
long as it is needed. Closing the handle removes its particular “pin”; when the
last open handle to that persistent object is closed, the last pin is removed and the
object itself is closed. Closing the last (or only) object on a buffer page permits
Objectivity/DB to swap the page out of the cache as needed to make room for
other open objects.
A handle to a persistent object, like any handle, has cache-related state that is
associated with the session in which it is open. Therefore, a handle:
■

Cannot be stored persistently—for example, as an attribute value. In fact, the
DDL processor does not accept ooHandle(appClass) as an attribute type in
a persistence-capable class definition.

■

Cannot be open in more than one session at a time.

Object References
Object references are optimized for implementing persistent links because they
are essentially wrappers for object identifiers. Thus, setting an object reference to
a particular persistent object causes the object reference to store the object’s
identifier. The object reference never acquires a pointer to the persistent object in
memory; instead, whenever the persistent object is accessed through the object
reference, the operation is delegated to a temporary handle that provides the
necessary pointer.
Because it has no bulky cache-specific state, an object reference to a persistent
object:
■

Can be stored persistently—for example, as an attribute value. The DDL
processor accepts ooRef(appClass) as an attribute type in a
persistence-capable class definition.

■

Can be passed between sessions.
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For convenience, an application can use an object reference (instead of a handle)
to perform an operation on a referenced persistent object or to access one of the
object’s members. However, poor performance results when an object reference is
used for multiple such operations on the same persistent object, because each
operation causes a temporary handle to be created, used, and discarded.
Performance may also be affected by swapping, because the object reference does
not pin the persistent object’s memory representation in the Objectivity/DB
cache.

Obtaining Generated Class Definitions
To use the ooRefHandle(appClass) classes, you must include either the
primary header file or the references header file generated by the DDL processor
for appClass. Thus, if appClass is defined in the DDL file classDefFile.ddl,
you must include one of the following files:
■

The primary header file classDefFile.h

■

The references header file classDefFile_ref.h

Furthermore, you must compile the method implementation file
classDefFile_ddl.cxx with your application code files.
For more information about DDL-generated files and how to use them, see
Objectivity/C++ Data Definition Language.

When appClass is a Template Class
When appClass is a persistence-capable template class with multiple
parameters, the names of the generated handle and object-reference classes
contain the symbol OO_COMMA to separate the template parameters. For example,
for a persistence-capable template class Example<Float, Node>, the generated
object-reference class is ooRef(Example<Float OO_COMMA Node>). This is
because the macro syntax of the generated class name interprets embedded
commas as separators between the as macro parameters instead of as separators
between the template parameters.

Working With appClass Handles
NOTE

For simplicity, this section describes how to work with handles. Except where
noted, the same information applies to object references.
An application normally creates a persistent-object handle as a local variable on
the stack, rather than allocating it on the heap. A handle should not be declared
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as const, because its internal state is changed by any operation that accesses a
persistent object through it. (Object references may be declared as const.) An
application should not explicitly define subclasses of the
ooRefHandle(appClass) classes; any necessary subclasses are generated
automatically by the DDL processor if the application defines any subclasses of
appClass.
A new persistent-object handle is normally null—that is, it contains a null object
identifier, so it references no object. The application can then set the handle to
reference a particular persistent object in any of the following ways:
■

By creating a new persistent object with operator new of the appClass
class and assigning the result to the handle.

■

By finding an existing persistent object with the handle’s lookupObj
method.

■

By passing the handle to a method that sets it, such as the linkName method
of a persistent object that has a linkName association. The linkName method
finds the associated destination object and sets the specified handle to the
found object.

■

By assignment or initialization from another handle or object reference.

An object reference may be set in any of these ways, with the following
exception—the result of operator new may not be assigned to an object
reference.
A handle continues to reference the same persistent object until it is set to another
persistent object or to null. Furthermore, multiple handles and object references
can be set to the same persistent object. A handle of class ooHandle(appClass)
can be set to an instance of appClass or any class derived from appClass.
An application operates on a persistent object by calling:
■

Methods of a handle that references the object.
To do so, you use the direct member-access operator (.). For example,
appH.lookupObj calls the lookupObj method of the handle appH.

■

Methods of the referenced object itself.
To do so, you use the handle’s overloaded indirect member-access operator
(operator->). For example, appH->ooIsKindOf calls the ooIsKindOf
method on the persistent object that is referenced by the handle appH.

Although most of a handle’s methods operate on the referenced persistent object,
some methods operate on the handle itself. For example, you use:
■

The assignment operator operator= to set a handle from another handle or
from an object reference.

■

The conversion operator
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■

The inherited comparison operators operator== and operator!= to test
whether a handle references the same persistent object as another handle or
object reference.

■

The inherited method isNull to test whether a handle is null. (Alternatively,
you can use the overloaded operator== to compare a handle to 0.)

A handle preserves its reference to a persistent object across transaction
boundaries, provided that the handle does not go out of scope and is not set to
null as the result of an abort operation. Before reusing the handle in a new
transaction, however, the application should call isValid to test whether the
handle is still valid—that is, whether it still references an existing persistent
object. A handle becomes invalid if it is set to null or if the referenced persistent
object has been deleted by another process between transactions.

Specifying an appClass Handle to a Function
Objectivity/C++ functions that require a persistent object as input typically
obtain the object through a parameter of type const ooHandle(ooObj) &. You
can pass a handle of type ooHandle(appClass) through such a parameter
because ooHandle(appClass) is derived from ooHandle(ooObj).

Opening and Closing an appClass Handle
NOTE

This subsection applies only to handles, not to object references, which are in
effect always closed.
A handle is automatically opened when a persistent object is opened through it.
The open persistent object is both locked and represented in memory; the open
handle manages a pointer to the persistent object, pinning the object in memory
until the handle is closed. A closed handle, which has an object identifier instead
of a pointer, can reference either an open or a closed persistent object.
The most common way to open a persistent object through a handle is to do so
implicitly by using the handle’s indirect member-access operator (operator->)
to access a member of the referenced object. Alternatively, a referenced persistent
object can be opened by explicit request—for example, by calling the handle’s
open or update method. Another way to explicitly open a persistent object is by
finding it with a method whose openMode parameter is either oocRead or
oocUpdate. (Most methods that set a handle to a found persistent object provide
an openMode parameter for specifying the desired level of access through that
handle.) In all cases, if the found or referenced persistent object is already open
(for example, because another operation opened it earlier in the transaction), the
accessing handle gets a pointer to the existing memory representation and adds a
pin.
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You obtain a closed handle to a persistent object by finding the object with a
method whose openMode parameter is set to oocNoOpen. Such operations simply
provide the handle with a persistent object’s object identifier without adding a
pin, even if the object is already open through another handle.
Objectivity/DB automatically closes an open handle when the handle is
destroyed (for example, by going out of scope), when it is set to reference another
persistent object, or when the transaction that opened it commits or aborts. An
application can close a handle explicitly by calling the handle’s close method.
Closing the last open handle to a particular persistent object unpins and closes
the object.

Reference Summary
The following table summarizes just the methods that are redefined by
ooRefHandle(appClass) to provide type-specific parameters. For descriptions
of inherited methods, see the ooRefHandle(ooObj) classes (page 471).
The summarized methods are defined on both the object-reference class and the
handle class. Two operators are defined on only the handle class, namely,
operator* and operator appClass*.

Creating a Handle or Object Reference

ooHandle(appClass)
ooRef(appClass)

Setting a Handle or Object Reference

operator=
lookupObj

Accessing the Referenced Persistent Object

operator->
operator*
operator appClass*
ptr

Testing a Handle

operator appClass*

Finding a Persistent Object

lookupObj
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Reference Index
lookupObj

Finds the persistent object with the specified scope
name within the specified scope, and sets this object
reference or handle to reference the found object.

ooHandle(appClass)

Default constructor that constructs a null handle.

ooHandle(appClass)

Constructs a handle that references the same
persistent object as the specified object reference,
handle, or pointer.

ooRef(appClass)

Default constructor that constructs a null object
reference.

ooRef(appClass)

Constructs an object reference that references the
same persistent object as the specified object
reference, handle, or pointer.

operator->

Indirect member-access operator; accesses a
member of the referenced persistent object.

operator*

Handle class only. Dereference operator; returns the
persistent object referenced by this handle.

operator=

Assignment operator; sets this object reference or
handle to reference the same persistent object as the
specified object reference, handle, or pointer.

operator appClass*

Handle class only. Conversion operator that returns an
appClass pointer to the referenced persistent object.

operator ooId&

Handle class only. Conversion operator that returns
the object identifier for the persistent object referenced
by this handle.

ptr

Returns a C++ pointer to the referenced persistent
object.

Constructors
ooHandle(appClass)
Default constructor that constructs a null handle.
ooHandle(appClass)();
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ooHandle(appClass)
Constructs a handle that references the same persistent object as the specified
object reference, handle, or pointer.

Parameters

1.

ooHandle(appClass)(
const ooRefHandle(appClass) &objectRH);

2.

ooHandle(appClass)(const appClass *objectP);

objectRH

Object reference or handle to an instance of appClass.
objectP

Pointer to an instance of appClass. A pointer must be the result of
operator new on appClass or a derived class.
Discussion

Variant 1 allows a new handle to be constructed from an existing object reference
or handle. If the new handle is constructed from an existing open handle, the new
handle is open; in all other cases, the new handle is closed.
Variant 2, which constructs a handle from the specified pointer, has a narrower
purpose—to obtain an open handle to a newly created persistent object so you
can perform persistence operations on it, and so the object can eventually be
unpinned when it is no longer needed in memory.

ooRef(appClass)
Default constructor that constructs a null object reference.
ooRef(appClass)();

ooRef(appClass)
Constructs an object reference that references the same persistent object as the
specified object reference, handle, or pointer.

Parameters

1.

ooRef(appClass)(
const ooRefHandle(appClass) &objectRH);

2.

ooRef(appClass)(const appClass *objectP);

objectRH

Object reference or handle to an instance of appClass.
objectP

Pointer to an instance of appClass. The pointer may not be the result of
operator new. Instead, the pointer must be the result of using either
Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Reference
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operator appClass* on a handle or ptr on an object reference or handle
earlier in the same transaction. If the specified pointer was originally
extracted from a handle, that handle must still exist, be open, and reference
the same persistent object.
Discussion

Variant 1 allows a new object reference to be constructed from an existing object
reference or handle.
Variant 2 has a narrower purpose, which is to allow you to resume persistence
operations on an existing persistent object after manipulating it through a
pointer. The use of this variant should be rare, however, because pointers are not
normally used to manipulate persistent objects.

Operators
operator->
Indirect member-access operator; accesses a member of the referenced persistent
object.
appClass *operator->();
Returns

Pointer to the referenced instance of appClass.

Discussion

The accessed persistent object is opened for read, if it is not already open.
If the referenced object is an instance of appClass, operator-> can access any
of the object’s public members. If the referenced object is an instance of a derived
class, operator-> accesses only the members that are defined in appClass.
You use operator-> in an expression handle->member, where handle is an
instance of ooHandle(appClass) and member is the name of a public member
defined on class appClass. As for any overloading of the C++ member-access
operator (->), the expression handle->member is interpreted as
(handle.operator->())->member. That is, the overloaded operator->
returns a pointer to the referenced object, and then the ordinary C++
operator-> selects the specified member of that object, returning the value of
that member.
You can obtain the returned pointer by using the C++ this keyword in an
accessed method—for example, to access other members of the referenced object
or pass the referenced object to functions that are indifferent to persistence. Local
use of the this pointer within an accessed method is safe as long as the pointer
remains in the scope of the access operation during which it was extracted. The
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accessed method should therefore not return the this pointer, assign it to a
global variable, and so on.
Warning: The pointer returned by operator-> is guaranteed valid for only a
limited time:
■

When you access an object through an object reference, the returned pointer
is guaranteed valid only for the duration of the access operation.

■

When you access an object through a handle, the returned pointer is
guaranteed valid only as long as the handle exists, remains open, and
references the same object.

You should not assign the returned pointer to an object reference or handle, nor
should you use the returned pointer in other persistence operations—for
example, do not pass it to any Objectivity/C++ method other than the
overloaded operator delete. (Instead, use the ooThis method to get a handle
to the referenced object from within an accessed method.)

operator*
Handle class only. Dereference operator; returns the persistent object referenced by
this handle.
appClass &operator*();
Returns

C++ reference to the persistent object referenced by this handle.

Discussion

This operator enables you to pass a handle to a function that accepts a persistent
object by reference. This operator is analogous to the C++ operator* for
dereferencing a pointer.
The persistent object referenced by this handle is opened for read, if it is not
already open.

WARNING

Example

The returned reference is guaranteed valid only as long as the handle exists,
remains open, and references the same object.

Assume that Book is a persistence-capable class. You use operator* to pass a
book handle to helperFunction, which accepts a C++ reference to a Book.
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void helperFunction(Book &aBook);
void processBook(ooHandle(Book) &bookH) {

…
helperFunction(*bookH);
…
}

operator=
Assignment operator; sets this object reference or handle to reference the same
persistent object as the specified object reference, handle, or pointer.

Parameters

1.

ooRefHandle(appClass) &operator=(
const ooRefHandle(appClass) &objectRH);

2.

ooRefHandle(appClass) &operator=(
const appClass *objectP);

objectRH

Object reference or handle to an instance of appClass.
objectP

0, or a nonnull pointer to an instance of appClass.
■

If you are assigning to a handle, the specified pointer must be the result
of operator new on appClass or a derived class.

■

If you are assigning to an object reference, the specified pointer may not
be the result of operator new. Instead, the pointer must be the result of
using either operator appClass* on a handle or ptr on an object
reference or handle earlier in the same transaction. If the specified
pointer was originally extracted from a handle, that handle must still
exist, be open, and reference the same persistent object.

Returns

This object reference or handle, after it has been set to reference the specified object.

Discussion

Variant 1 allows you to use the specified object reference or handle to produce
another object reference or handle to the same persistent object. If you are
assigning to a handle from an open handle, the returned handle is open; in all other
cases, the returned handle is closed.
Variant 2 allows you to set this object reference or handle to null. Otherwise,
assignment-from-pointer has two specific purposes, depending on whether you
are assigning to a handle or to an object reference:
■
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Pointer-to-handle assignment enables you to obtain an open handle to a
newly created persistent object, so you can perform persistence operations on
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it, and so the object can eventually be unpinned when it is no longer needed
in memory.
■

Pointer-to-object-reference assignment enables you to resume persistence
operations on a persistent object after manipulating it through a pointer. This
usage of variant 2 is rare, because pointers are not normally used to
manipulate persistent objects.

operator appClass*
Handle class only. Conversion operator that returns an appClass pointer to the
referenced persistent object.
operator appClass*();
Returns

Pointer to the persistent object referenced by this handle. Returns a null pointer if
the handle is a null handle.

Discussion

This conversion operator enables you to:
■

Pass a handle to a function that accepts a pointer to a persistent object.

■

Assign a handle to an appClass* variable (for example, to pass to the
overloaded operator delete).

■

Use a handle as the conditional expression in an if or while statement to
test whether the handle is null.

The persistent object referenced by this handle is opened for read, if it is not
already open.
WARNING

The returned pointer is guaranteed valid only as long as this handle exists,
remains open, and references the same object.
An application generally relies on handles to provide memory management for
persistent objects, and avoids the explicit use of pointers to such objects. On
occasion, explicit use of pointers is required for performance reasons or for
compatibility with functions that are indifferent to persistence (for example, in
legacy code or a third-party library). However, you should be careful when
manipulating a pointer from a handle because the validity of the pointer depends
on the state of the handle.
For appropriate memory management, you should not assign the returned
pointer to a handle, nor should you use the returned pointer in other persistence
operations—for example, do not pass it to any Objectivity/C++ method other
than the overloaded operator delete.
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Example

The handle objectH is used as a conditional expression which evaluates to 0 if the
handle is null.
ooHandle(myClass) objectH;
… // Set objectH to some object
if (objectH) {
… // Do something interesting if initialization was successful
}

See also

ptr
ooRef(ooObj)::operator int

operator ooId&
Handle class only. Conversion operator that returns the object identifier for the
persistent object referenced by this handle.
operator ooId() const;
Returns

Object identifier for the persistent object referenced by this handle.

Discussion

This conversion operator enables you to pass a handle to a method that accepts an
object identifier.

Methods
lookupObj
Finds the persistent object with the specified scope name within the specified
scope, and sets this object reference or handle to reference the found object.
ooStatus lookupObj (
const ooHandle(ooObj) &scope,
const char *scopeName,
ooMode openMode = oocRead);
Parameters

scope

Handle to the scope object that defines the name scope to search. scope can
reference the federated database or a persistent object.
scopeName

Scope name to look up in the scope defined by scope.
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openMode

Intended level of access to the found object:
■

Specify oocRead (the default) to open the object for read.

■

Specify oocUpdate to open the object for update.

■

Specify oocNoOpen to set this object reference or handle to the object
without opening it.

Returns

oocSuccess if an object of the appropriate class is found; otherwise oocError.

Discussion

An object is found only if it is an instance of appClass or a class derived from
appClass. If no persistent object of an appropriate class has been given the
specified scope name in the specified scope, this method sets this handle or
reference to null and returns oocError without throwing an exception.
The application must be able to obtain a read lock on the container used by the
specified scope object for storing scope names.

ptr
Returns a C++ pointer to the referenced persistent object.
appClass *ptr();
Returns

Pointer to the referenced persistent object.

Discussion

You use this method to obtain a pointer to an application-defined persistent
object—for example, to pass to a function that accepts a pointer instead of a handle
or object reference.
If ptr is called on an object reference, the referenced persistent object is opened
for update. If ptr is called on a handle, the referenced persistent object is opened
for read.
Warning: The returned pointer is guaranteed valid for only a limited time:
■

If ptr is called on an object reference, the returned pointer is valid and the
persistent object is pinned in memory until the end of the transaction.

■

If ptr is called on a handle, the returned pointer is valid only as long as the
handle exists, remains open, and references the same persistent object
(equivalent to operator appClass*).

An application generally relies on handles to provide memory management for
persistent objects, and avoids the explicit use of pointers to such objects. On
occasion, explicit use of pointers is required for performance reasons or for
compatibility with functions that are indifferent to persistence (for example, in
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legacy code or a third-party library). However, you should be careful when
manipulating persistent objects through pointers:
■

Pointers extracted from handles become invalid if the handles change or go
out of scope.

■

Pointers extracted from object references can cause the Objectivity/DB cache
to run out of memory if too many objects are pinned until the end of the
transaction.

For appropriate memory management, you should not assign the returned
pointer to a handle, nor should you use the returned pointer in other persistence
operations—for example, do not pass it to any Objectivity/C++ method other
than the overloaded operator delete.
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ooRef(ooObj)->ooRef(ooFDObj)

Inheritance:

ooHandle(ooObj)->ooHandle(ooFDObj)
The abbreviation ooRefHandle(ooFDObj) refers to two non-persistence-capable
classes:
■

ooRef(ooFDObj), which represents an object reference to the federated

database.
■

ooHandle(ooFDObj), which represents a handle to the federated database.

The two classes ooRef(ooFDObj) and ooHandle(ooFDObj) are documented
together because they define the same set of methods. These methods provide
the primary interface for operating on federated databases (instances of
ooFDObj).
See:
■

“Reference Summary” on page 455 for an overview of methods

■

“Reference Index” on page 456 for a list of methods

For information on the backward compatible items in these classes, see
Objectivity/C++ Backward Compatibility.

About Federated-Database Handles and References
An application that is connected to a particular federated database can work with
that federated database indirectly through one or more handles or object
references—that is, through instances of ooRefHandle(ooFDObj) that are set to
reference the federated database being accessed. Such handles and object
references both identify the federated database and provide the complete public
interface for operating on it.
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Handles and object references to federated databases do not support indirect
member access; the ooRefHandle(ooFDObj) classes provide no indirect
member-access operator (->), and the ooFDObj class defines no public methods
other than a constructor and operator new.
You can work with a federated database through either a handle or an object
reference—the choice is arbitrary. Most applications use handles rather than
object references.

Interface
The ooRefHandle(ooFDObj) classes provide the primary interface for operating
on a federated database. Part of this interface consists of methods defined by
ooRefHandle(ooFDObj) for specialized operations such as tidying. The other
part of this interface consists of methods defined by the ooRefHandle(ooObj)
base classes for more general Objectivity/DB operations. These methods are
either inherited by the ooRefHandle(ooFDObj) classes or redefined wherever
type-specific parameters or behavior are required.
Some of the methods defined by the ooRefHandle(ooObj) base classes are not
available to instances of the ooRefHandle(ooFDObj) classes. These include
methods for scope-naming and member-access operations, which apply only to
persistent objects. The disallowed methods and operators are redefined as
private members of the ooRefHandle(ooFDObj) classes.

Structure and Behavior
Handles and object references to a federated database are essentially wrappers
for the federated database’s identifier. Thus, when an application sets a
federated-database handle to reference a connected federated database, the
handle stores that federated database’s identifier.
In general, object references are optimized for implementing links among related
persistent objects, whereas handles are optimized for memory management and
member access. When a federated database is referenced, however, these
optimizations are irrelevant, because federated databases (unlike persistent
objects):
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■

Cannot be linked (for example, through associations).

■

Are not subject to memory management (they have no attributes for
persistent data and are therefore not manipulated through pointers).

■

Have no accessible members.
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Working With Federated-Database Handles
For simplicity, this section describes how to work with handles; the same
information applies to object references.

Getting the Session’s Handle
When you need a federated-database handle, you typically use the session’s
handle to its federated database. You obtain this handle as follows:
1. Make a logical connection to the desired federated database by calling the
ooObjy::getConnection static method. This static method returns a
connection object.
2. Obtain a session from the connection object in either of the following ways:
■

Call the connection object’s createSession method to create
an individual session.

■

Call the connection object’s createSessionPool method to create a
session pool, then call the connection object’s getSessionFromPool
method to get a session from the session pool.

3. Call the session’s fd method to obtain a federated-database handle for the
connected federated database.

Setting a Handle
You can create a federated-database handle and set it explicitly to reference a
connected federated database. A typical application connects to only one
federated database, but Objectivity/DB supports connecting to multiple
federated databases; see “Making Multiple Logical Connections” in Chapter 3 of
the Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Guide. Throughout this book, the term “the
federated database” is used to refer to the connected federated database for the
session currently in use.
An application normally creates a federated-database handle as a local variable
on the stack, rather than allocating it on the heap. A handle should not be
declared as const, because its internal state may be changed when a federated
database is accessed through it. (Object references may be declared as const).
Applications should not create subclasses of the ooRefHandle(ooFDObj)
classes.
A new handle is normally null—that is, it contains a null object identifier, so it
references no object.
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You can set a federated-database handle:
■

By passing the handle to a method that sets it.

■

By assignment or initialization from another handle or object reference.

A handle continues to reference the federated database unless it is set to null; it
cannot be set to any other federated database during the application. Multiple
handles and object references can be set to the same federated database.
NOTE

You can use a handle or object reference to a federated-database only during the
transaction in which you set it. During that transaction the referenced federated
database is open. When the transaction ends, the federated database is closed; the
handle cannot be used again until it is reset in another transaction.

Calling Methods
Once you have obtained the session’s federated-database handle or set a handle
to reference a connected federated database, you can operate on the referenced
federated database by calling the handle’s methods. To call a method of a handle,
you use the direct member-access operator (.). For example, fdH.name calls the
name method of the handle fdH.
NOTE

You can use a handle or object reference to a federated-database only during a
transaction. When you set the handle or object reference, it identifies the
federated database that was opened for the current transaction. At the end of the
transaction, the federated database is closed; the handle cannot be used again
until it is reset in another transaction.
As indicated in “Reference Summary” on page 455, an application can get and
change the federated database’s properties, find its databases, tidy its disk space,
and so on.
Although most of the handle’s methods operate on the referenced federated
database, some methods operate on the handle itself. For example, you use:
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■

The assignment operator operator= to set a handle from another handle or
from an object reference.

■

The inherited comparison operators operator== and operator!= to test
whether a handle is equal to another handle or object reference.

■

The inherited method isNull to test whether a handle is null. (Alternatively,
you can use the overloaded operator== to compare a handle to 0.)
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A handle preserves its reference to a federated database across transaction
boundaries, provided that the handle does not go out of scope and is not set to
null as the result of an abort operation.
Objectivity/C++ functions that require a federated database as input normally
obtain the federated database through a parameter of type
const ooHandle(ooFDObj) &. If a function manipulates other types of
Objectivity/DB objects as well, the parameter type may be specified as
const ooHandle(ooObj) &. You can pass a federated-database handle to a
parameter of this type, because ooHandle(ooFDObj) is derived from
ooHandle(ooObj). In practice, however, relatively few functions accept a
federated-database handle where a more general handle is requested; these
include the functions that require a storage object for scanning or as a scope
object. In most cases, a function that requests a general-purpose handle operates
only on persistent objects, and throws an exception if you specify a
federated-database handle.

Reference Summary
The following table summarizes all the methods that are available to instances of
ooRefHandle(ooFDObj). Methods indicated as (inherited) are documented with
the ooRefHandle(ooObj) classes (page 471).

Creating a Handle or Object Reference

ooHandle(ooFDObj)
ooRef(ooFDObj)

Setting the Handle or Object Reference

operator=
exist

Comparing Handles and Object References

operator== (inherited)
operator!= (inherited)

Opening, Closing, and Locking the
Federated Database

openMode
lock
close

Modifying the Federated Database

change
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Getting Information About the
Federated Database

name
number
pageSize
lockServerName
dumpCatalog
typeN
typeName
print
sprint

Testing the Federated Database

exist
isR9catalog

Testing the Handle or Object Reference

isNull (inherited)
isValid
operator int (inherited)
operator ooObj* (inherited)

Finding Objects

exist

Converting Objects

convertObjects
setConversion
upgradeObjects

Administrative Tasks

tidy

Reference Index
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change

(administration) Changes the properties of the referenced
federated database; used only in custom administration
tools.

close

Closes any open Objectivity/DB objects in the referenced
federated database.

convertObjects

Performs on-demand object conversion on any affected
objects in the referenced federated database.

dumpCatalog

(administration) Prints out a list of the files associated with
the referenced federated database; primarily used in
administration tools.

exist

Tests for the existence of the specified federated
database.
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isR9catalog

Tests whether the system database of the referenced
federated database uses a Release 9.0 (or later) internal
database format.

isValid

Checks whether this object reference or handle is
valid—that is, whether it references the federated
database.

lock

Explicitly locks the referenced federated database.

lockServerName

Gets the network name of the host running the lock server
for the referenced federated database.

name

Gets the system name of the referenced federated
database.

number

(administration) Gets the integer identifier of the
referenced federated database.

ooHandle(ooFDObj)

Default constructor that constructs a null handle.

ooHandle(ooFDObj)

Constructs a handle that references the same federated
database as the specified object reference or handle.

ooRef(ooFDObj)

Default constructor that constructs a null object reference.

ooRef(ooFDObj)

Constructs an object reference that references the same
federated database as the specified object reference or
handle.

operator=

Assignment operator; sets this object reference or handle
to reference the specified federated database.

openMode

Gets the current level of access to the referenced
federated database.

pageSize

(administration) Gets the storage-page size for the
referenced federated database.

print

Prints the identifier of the referenced federated database.

setConversion

Registers a conversion function for objects of the specified
class in the referenced federated database.

sprint

Returns a string containing the identifier of the referenced
federated database.

tidy

(administration) Consolidates fragmented storage space
in all the databases in the referenced federated database;
used only in custom administration tools.
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typeN

Gets the type number of the federated-database class
ooFDObj.

typeName

Gets the name of the federated-database class ooFDObj.

upgradeObjects

Performs object conversion throughout the referenced
federated database; used only in a special-purpose
upgrade application.

Constructors
ooHandle(ooFDObj)
Default constructor that constructs a null handle.
ooHandle(ooFDObj)();

ooHandle(ooFDObj)
Constructs a handle that references the same federated database as the specified
object reference or handle.
ooHandle(ooFDObj)(
const ooRefHandle(ooFDObj) &federation);
Parameters

federation

Object reference or handle to the federated database.

ooRef(ooFDObj)
Default constructor that constructs a null object reference.
ooRef(ooFDObj)();

ooRef(ooFDObj)
Constructs an object reference that references the same federated database as the
specified object reference or handle.
ooRef(ooFDObj)(
const ooRefHandle(ooFDObj) &federation);
Parameters

federation

Object reference or handle to the federated database.
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Operators
operator=
Assignment operator; sets this object reference or handle to reference the
specified federated database.
ooRefHandle(ooFDObj) &operator=(
const ooRefHandle(ooFDObj) federation);
Parameters

federation

Object reference or handle to the federated database.
Returns

This object reference or handle.

Methods
change
(administration) Changes the properties of the referenced federated database; used
only in custom administration tools.
ooStatus change(
const char *bootFilePath = 0,
const char *lockServer = 0,
ooUInt32 fdNumber = 0,
FILE* outputFile = stdout) const;
Parameters

bootFilePath

New pathname for the boot file of the federated database. You must include
the filename as the last component of the pathname. Specify 0 (the default) to
leave the boot file path unchanged.
lockServer

Name of the new lock-server host (the host that runs the lock server for this
federated database). Specify 0 (the default) to leave the lock-server host
unchanged.
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fdNumber

Suggested new federated database identifier. Specify 0 (the default) to leave
the identifier unchanged. The maximum identifier is 65533.
If the suggested identifier is found to be unique among the
federated-database identifiers recognized by the lock server, it is used;
otherwise Objectivity/DB selects a unique identifier to assign.
outputFile

Pointer to the transcript file in which to report the original and changed
federated-database properties. The default value is standard output.
Returns

oocSuccess if successful; otherwise oocError.

Discussion

You cannot change the system name of the federated database or the storage-page
size of its system database. If you specify a new boot-file location, the updated boot
file is written to the new location, but the old boot file remains; you must delete
this file using appropriate operating-system commands.
You use this method in a special-purpose application that consists of a single
update transaction. The application must exit immediately after the transaction
commits. This is because the new state of the federated database is inconsistent
with information cached by the executing application.
When used to change the boot-file path or the federated-database identifier, this
method gets an exclusive lock on the federated database. The exclusive lock
ensures that no other applications are accessing the federated database and
prevents any applications from accessing it until the changes are complete.
If you use this method to change the lock-server host, however, you must run
your application as follows:
1. Stop the lock server on the current lock-server host so that no other
application will be able to access the federated database.
2. Run your application as a standalone application. Your application must call
the connection object’s noLock method before creating any sessions.
3. After your application completes, start the lock server on the new lock-server
host.
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This example changes the lock-server host for the federated database to moon.
ooObjy::startup();
ooConnection *connectionP =
ooObjy::getConnection("Documentation");
connectionP->noLock();
ooSession *sessionP = connectionP->createSession();
sessionP->begin(oocUpdate);
sessionP->fd().change(0, "moon"); // change the lock server
sessionP->commit();
ooObjy::shutdown();
exit(0);

close
Closes any open Objectivity/DB objects in the referenced federated database.
ooStatus close() const;
Returns

oocSuccess if successful; otherwise oocError.

Discussion

This method closes all Objectivity/DB objects that have been opened in the current
transaction. Closing persistent objects may be useful for purposes of memory
management, because Objectivity/DB can swap the pages of closed objects out of
the Objectivity/DB cache. Note, however, that locks on the closed objects are
retained until the transaction commits or aborts.
You do not need to explicitly reopen the federated database before performing
further operations within the same transaction.

convertObjects
Performs on-demand object conversion on any affected objects in the referenced
federated database.
ooStatus convertObjects(ooBoolean purge_schema = oocFalse);
Parameters

purge_schema

Reserved for future development. Must be omitted or set to oocFalse.
Returns

oocSuccess if successful, or oocError if the federated database is opened for

read-only access.
Discussion

Object conversion is the process of making existing persistent objects consistent
with class-definition changes introduced by schema evolution. Certain
schema-evolution operations affect how instances of a class should be laid out in
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storage. After you perform such operations, existing objects of the changed classes
are rendered out-of-date until they are converted to their new representations.
In general, you can allow each affected object to be converted automatically the
first time it is accessed after schema evolution, potentially distributing the
performance impact of conversion across many transactions. Alternatively, you
can concentrate the performance impact of conversion into fewer transactions by
converting all the affected objects in a federated database on demand.
You use this method in an update transaction to convert the affected objects in a
federated database on demand. This method has no effect if the affected objects
in the federated database have already been converted.
NOTE

On-demand object conversion cannot be used for schema operations that require
an upgrade application; see ooSession::setSchemaUpgradeMode.
The convertObjects method automatically drops any index that is invalidated
by a schema evolution change. Specifically, if you changed the type or deleted an
attribute that is a key field in a key description, the corresponding indexes are
dropped.

See also

Chapter 29, “Object Conversion,” of Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Guide

dumpCatalog
(administration) Prints out a list of the files associated with the referenced
federated database; primarily used in administration tools.
ooStatus dumpCatalog(
FILE *outputFile = stdout,
ooFileNameFormat format = oocHostLocal,
ooBoolean printLabels = oocTrue) const;
Parameters

outputFile

Pointer to a transcript file in which to print out the list of files. The default is
standard output.
format

Format in which to print each filename:
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■

Specify oocHostLocal (the default) to use host:localPath—for
example, object:/mnt/ed/design/up.FDB).

■

Specify oocNative to use full network pathnames—for example,
/net/object/usr/mnt/ed/dsgn/up.FDB.
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printLabels

Specifies whether to identify each file listed in the output. By default, each
filename is labeled; specify oocFalse to suppress labels.
Returns

oocSuccess if successful; otherwise oocError.

Discussion

This method lists all of the files associated with the federated database, including
the system-database file, the boot file, the journal directory, files used by the lock
server, and the data files of all databases and external containers.
This method performs the same function as the DumpCatalog tool (see
Objectivity/DB Administration).

exist
Tests for the existence of the specified federated database.
ooBoolean exist(
const char *bootFilePath);
Parameters

bootFilePath

Path to the boot file of the federated database.
Returns

oocTrue if the specified federated database exists, or oocFalse if the federated
database does not exist or if it is not accessible.

Discussion

If the specified federated database exists, this object reference or handle is set to the
federated database; otherwise, this object reference or handle is set to null.

NOTE

See also

If this method sets this object reference or handle to a particular federated
database, and you do not subsequently make a logical connection to that
federated database, be careful how you use the object reference or handle to the
unconnected federated database. Most methods assume that the application is
connected to the referenced federated database.

openMode
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isR9catalog
Tests whether the system database of the referenced federated database uses a
Release 9.0 (or later) internal database format.
ooBoolean isR9catalog() const;
Returns

oocTrue if the referenced federated database uses a Release 9.0 (or later) internal
database format; otherwise oocFalse.

See also

“Internal Database Format” on page 14

isValid
Checks whether this object reference or handle is valid—that is, whether it
references the federated database.
ooBoolean isValid() const;
Returns

oocTrue if the object reference or handle references the session’s connected
federated database; oocFalse if this object reference or handle is null.

lock
Explicitly locks the referenced federated database.
ooStatus lock(ooLockMode lockMode) const;
Parameters

lockMode

Type of lock to request:
■

Specify oocLockRead to request a read lock.

■

Specify oocLockUpdate to request an update lock.

Returns

oocSuccess if the requested lock is obtained; otherwise oocError.

Discussion

Objectivity/DB operations request and obtain locks implicitly as they are needed.
You use this method to obtain a lock explicitly when you want to reserve access to
a federated database in advance.
Explicitly locking a federated database for read essentially allows concurrent
read transactions and prevents concurrent update transactions against the same
federated database. More specifically, locking a federated database for read in a
read transaction:
■
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Prevents any other transaction from concurrently opening the federated
database for update.
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Allows any other transaction to concurrently open the federated database
(and its databases and containers) for read.

Explicitly locking a federated database for update in an update transaction
prevents all concurrent access; an exclusive lock is placed on the federated
database, which prevents any other transaction from opening it for read or
update.
A federated database cannot be locked:
■

For read, if another transaction has already opened it for update.

■

For update, if another transaction has already locked it for read or opened it
for update.

lockServerName
Gets the network name of the host running the lock server for the referenced
federated database.
char *lockServerName() const;
Returns

Pointer to a string containing the lock-server hostname.

Discussion

This method returns temporary storage that may be overwritten during
subsequent calls to it or to other functions. You should make a local copy of the
returned string if you intend to use it later in the application.

name
Gets the system name of the referenced federated database.
char *name() const;
Returns

Pointer to a string containing the system name.

Discussion

This method returns temporary storage that may be overwritten during
subsequent calls to it or to other functions. You should make a local copy of the
returned string if you intend to use it later in the application.

number
(administration) Gets the integer identifier of the referenced federated database.
ooUInt32 number() const;
Returns

Integer representing the federated-database identifier.
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openMode
Gets the current level of access to the referenced federated database.
ooMode openMode() const;
Returns

One of the following constants:
■

oocNoOpen—no transaction is active.

■

oocRead—the federated database is open for read in this transaction.

■

oocUpdate—the federated database is open for update in this transaction.

pageSize
(administration) Gets the storage-page size for the referenced federated database.
ooUInt32 pageSize() const;
Returns

Integer representing the storage-page size (in bytes) of the system database of the
referenced federated database.

Discussion

For more information about storage pages, see “Physical Storage Model” in
Chapter 7 of Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Guide.

print
Prints the identifier of the referenced federated database.
void print(FILE *outputFile = stdout) const;
Parameters

outputFile

Pointer to the file in which to print the identifier. The default is standard
output.
Discussion

The identifier for the federated database is printed as the string FD I, where I is
the integer identifier of the federated database—for example, FD 12.

See also

sprint
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setConversion
Registers a conversion function for objects of the specified class in the referenced
federated database.
ooStatus setConversion(
const char *className,
ooConvertFunction convFunction) const;
Parameters

className

Class of objects to be converted by the conversion function.
If the class is defined in a C++ namespace, you should specify its
namespace-qualified name using standard C++ syntax:
namespace::className
If the class is a nested class within a parent class that is defined in a C++
namespace, use a single colon for the namespace delimiter and a double
colon for the class name delimiter:
namespace:parentclass::nestedclass
convFunction

Pointer to an application-defined conversion function.
Discussion

A conversion function augments any kind of object conversion performed during
or after schema evolution. You can register a conversion function in any
application that is to trigger object conversion. When a conversion function is
registered for a particular evolved class, the application invokes the function each
time an object of that class is converted. A conversion function typically gets
attribute values from an existing unconverted object and then sets new attribute
values in the object’s converted representation.
In a given application, you can register no more than one conversion function for
each evolved persistence-capable class. Registering a second conversion function
for a class replaces the previously registered function.

Returns

oocSuccess if successful; otherwise oocError.

See also

Chapter 29, “Object Conversion,” of Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Guide
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sprint
Returns a string containing the identifier of the referenced federated database.
char *sprint(char *buffer = 0) const;
Parameters

buffer

String in which to return the object identifier. If you omit this parameter,
sprint returns temporary storage.
Returns

String representing the identifier.

Discussion

The identifier for the federated database is printed as the string FD I, where I is
the integer identifier of the federated database—for example, FD 12.
By default, this method returns temporary storage that may be overwritten
during subsequent calls to it or to other functions. You should make a local copy
of the returned string if you intend to use it later in the application.
Alternatively, use the number method to obtain the identifier as an integer.

See also

number
print

tidy
(administration) Consolidates fragmented storage space in all the databases in the
referenced federated database; used only in custom administration tools.
ooStatus tidy(
FILE *outputFile = stdout,
const char *hostName = 0,
const char *pathName = 0) const;
Parameters

outputFile

Pointer to the transcript file in which to write the generated report. The
default is standard output.
hostName

Name of the data-server host on which to create the temporary file. Specify 0
to create the file on the current host.
pathName

Pathname of the directory on hostName in which to create the temporary
file.
Returns
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Returns a non-zero value for ooStatus if successful.
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This method creates a temporary file for intermediate data during execution and
therefore requires free disk space equal to the size of the largest data file in the
federation. The temporary file is created in the directory that contains the
federated database’s system-database file unless you specify hostName and
pathName.
You should call tidy in a single-purpose update transaction. That is, you must
not manipulate any persistent object before calling tidy in the same transaction,
and you must commit the transaction immediately after tidy completes. This is
because compacting and relocating physical storage renders the databases
inconsistent with any system data that was cached during the transaction, and
committing the transaction discards the obsolete cached data.
You must not abort the transaction after calling the tidy method.

WARNING

To prevent database corruption, make sure no other transactions are
concurrently accessing a federated database being tidied.
This method performs the same operation as the Tidy tool (see Objectivity/DB
Administration).

typeN
Gets the type number of the federated-database class ooFDObj.
ooTypeNumber typeN() const;
Returns

Type number of the federated-database class ooFDObj.

Discussion

This method returns the same value whether or not this object reference or handle
is valid.

typeName
Gets the name of the federated-database class ooFDObj.
const char *typeName() const;
Returns

The string "ooFDObj".
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upgradeObjects
Performs object conversion throughout the referenced federated database; used
only in a special-purpose upgrade application.
ooStatus upgradeObjects(ooBoolean purge_schema = oocFalse);
Parameters

purge_schema

Reserved for future development. Must be omitted or set to oocFalse.
Returns

oocSuccess if successful, or oocError if no classes have been changed by schema
evolution.

Discussion

Certain schema-evolution operations require that you create a special-purpose
upgrade application to perform object conversion. An upgrade application takes
the place of on-demand or deferred conversion. You can, however, register one or
more conversion functions in an upgrade application.
You identify the application as an upgrade application by a calling the session’s
setSchemaUpgradeMode before you begin the application’s first and only
transaction. After you begin the update transaction, you call the session’s fd
method to get a handle to its connected federated database. Then you call
upgradeObjects on the federated-database handle.

See also
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Inheritance:

ooHandle(ooObj)
The abbreviation ooRefHandle(ooObj) refers to two non-persistence-capable
classes:
■

ooRef(ooObj), which represents an object reference to an Objectivity/DB

object.
■

ooHandle(ooObj), which represents a handle to an Objectivity/DB object.

These two classes are documented together because they define almost identical
sets of methods (exceptions are listed in the “Reference Summary”). These
classes, along with the ooObj class, define the core behavior for persistent objects.
See:
■

“Reference Summary” on page 478 for an overview of methods

■

“Reference Index” on page 479 for a list of methods

For information on the backward compatible items in these classes, see
Objectivity/C++ Backward Compatibility.

About Handles and Object References
An application works with a persistent object indirectly through one or more
handles or object references that are set to reference the object. An object of a
particular type is usually referenced by a handle or object reference of the
corresponding type—that is, a persistent object of an application-defined class
appClass is referenced by instances of ooRefHandle(appClass). All
type-specific handle and object-reference classes are derived from the
ooRefHandle(ooObj) classes.
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In general, every handle or object reference serves to:
■

Identify the referenced object to the application or to another object.

■

Provide an interface for operating on the referenced object.

In addition, a handle or object reference to a persistent object serves as a
type-safe smart pointer that:
■

Manages the memory pointer to the object.

■

Provides an indirect member-access operator (->) for accessing the object’s
public methods.

It is sometimes more appropriate to use a handle rather than an object reference,
and vice versa; the choice is described in “Structure and Behavior” on page 474.
A simple guideline is to use handles in function definitions and object references
as attribute types in persistence-capable class definitions.

Inheritance Hierarchy
The ooRefHandle(ooObj) classes are the base classes for all type-specific
handle and object-reference classes, forming a pair of inheritance hierarchies that
parallel the class derivation from ooObj. That is:
■

Just as class ooObj is the base class for all persistence-capable classes,
ooHandle(ooObj) is the base class for all handle classes, and
ooRef(ooObj) is the base class for all object-reference classes.

■

For every class className that derives from ooObj, a corresponding handle
class ooHandle(className) derives from ooHandle(ooObj), and a
corresponding object-reference class ooRef(className) derives from
ooRef(ooObj).

The ooRefHandle(ooObj) classes are the base classes for:

NOTE
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■

The ooRefHandle(appClass) classes, which are generated by the DDL
processor for every application-defined persistence-capable class appClass
derived from ooObj.

■

Predefined classes such as ooRefHandle(ooMap), which exist for every
persistence-capable class defined by Objectivity/C++. (Predefined handle
and reference classes are not documented separately; think of them as a kind
of ooRefHandle(appClass).)

The ooRefHandle(ooObj) classes are also the base classes for handles and
object references to the federated database (instances of the
ooRefHandle(ooFDObj) classes). However, this inheritance relationship
primarily supports syntactic usage rather than behavioral similarities.
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Interface
The ooRefHandle(ooObj) base classes define the core interface for operating on
persistent objects of any type. This interface includes an indirect member-access
operator (->), and methods for operations such as opening, locking, and
managing scope names.
Every derived handle or object-reference class acquires the methods of the core
interface by either inheriting them or redefining them wherever type-specific
parameters or behavior are required. (Because these methods are not virtual, they
are hidden but not overridden in the derived classes that redefine them.)
NOTE

The ooRefHandle(ooFDObj) classes diverge considerably from the base
interface because they either reimplement ooRefHandle(ooObj) methods or
disallow them (by redefining them as private members).

Usage
Handles and object references of type ooRefHandle(ooObj) are sometimes
called general-purpose handles and object references, because they can reference
instances of ooObj or of any class derived from ooObj. Such handles and object
references provide an alternative to using type-specific handles and object
references. For example, a persistent object of an application-defined class
RentalFleet can be referenced by instances of ooRefHandle(RentalFleet)
and by instances of ooRefHandle(ooObj).
Your application can use variables of type ooRefHandle(ooObj) when the class
of the referenced persistent object can’t be known until runtime. A handle of type
ooHandle(ooObj) can perform the same persistence operations as can a handle
of the type-specific class ooHandle(appClass), when referencing an appClass
object.
Instances of the ooRefHandle(ooObj) classes are used by certain
Objectivity/C++ functions as parameters or return values. For example, because
a scope object can be the federated database or any type of persistent object, the
functions that set, get, and remove scope names have a parameter of type
ooHandle(ooObj) & to specify the scope object.
NOTE

Although a parameter of type ooRefHandle(ooObj) & syntactically accepts a
handle or object reference of any type, the function itself need not operate on all
types of referenced object. For example, ooDelete has a parameter of type
ooHandle(ooObj) & for specifying the object to be deleted. This function does
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not delete federated databases, however, so it throws an exception if it receives a
handle to a federated database (an instance of ooHandle(ooFDObj) &).

Structure and Behavior
All handles and object references provide a way to reference and operate on
persistent objects. The key difference between handles and object references is:
■

Handles contain both an identifier for the referenced object and cache-related
state that is associated with the session in which it is used.

■

Object references contain an identifier for the referenced object, but no bulky
cache-specific state.

Therefore, only object references (but not handles) can be saved persistently.
Furthermore, object references can be freely used in multiple different sessions,
but a handle can be used to access an object in only one session at a time.
Handles and object references are optimized for different purposes:

NOTE

■

Handles are optimized for accessing persistent objects in memory—that is,
for performing multiple operations on a referenced object or repeatedly
accessing the object’s members.

■

Object references are optimized for linking persistent objects—that is, for
storing object identifiers persistently in reference attributes, in associations,
or as elements of a collection.

When the federated database is referenced, handles are nearly equivalent to
object references—both are essentially wrappers for the federated database’s
identifier.

Handles to Persistent Objects
Handles are optimized for efficient in-memory access because they can
automatically obtain and manipulate pointers to referenced persistent objects.
Thus, when a handle is set to reference a particular persistent object, the handle
stores the object identifier for that object. The first time the persistent object is
accessed through the handle, the handle is automatically opened—that is, the
handle obtains a pointer to the object’s representation in memory. This memory
pointer enables the handle to access the referenced object quickly during
subsequent operations performed through the handle. When the handle is closed,
it invalidates the pointer but keeps the object identifier, so the application can
reuse the handle (without resetting it) to access the same object.
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Besides maintaining a pointer to the referenced persistent object, an open handle
also pins the object’s memory representation in the Objectivity/DB cache.
Pinning guarantees that the persistent object is readily available in memory for as
long as it is needed. Closing the handle removes its particular “pin”; when the
last open handle to that persistent object is closed, the last pin is removed and the
object itself is closed. Closing the last (or only) object on a buffer page permits
Objectivity/DB to swap the page out of the cache as needed.

Object References to Persistent Objects
Object references are optimized for implementing persistent links because they
are essentially wrappers for object identifiers. Thus, setting an object reference to
a particular persistent object causes the object reference to store the object’s
identifier. The object reference never acquires a pointer to the persistent object in
memory; instead, whenever the persistent object is accessed through the object
reference, the operation is delegated to a temporary handle that provides the
necessary pointer.
For convenience, an application can use an object reference (instead of a handle)
to perform an operation on a referenced persistent object or to access one of the
object’s members. However, poor performance results when an object reference is
used for multiple such operations on the same persistent object, because each
operation causes a temporary handle to be created, used, and discarded.
Performance may also be affected by swapping, because the object reference does
not pin the persistent object’s memory representation in the Objectivity/DB
cache.

Working With Persistent-Object Handles
NOTE

For simplicity, this section describes how to work with handles to persistent
objects. Except where noted, the same information applies to object references.
An application normally creates a persistent-object handle as a local variable on
the stack, rather than allocating it on the heap. A handle should not be declared
as const, because its internal state is changed by any operation that accesses a
persistent object through it. (Object references may be declared as const.) An
application should not explicitly define subclasses of the ooRefHandle(ooObj)
classes; any necessary subclasses are generated automatically by the DDL
processor if the application defines any subclasses of ooObj.
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A new persistent-object handle is normally null—that is, it contains a null object
identifier, so it references no object. The application can then set the handle to
reference a particular persistent object in any of the following ways:
■

By creating a new persistent object with operator new of the desired class
and assigning the result to the handle.

■

By finding an existing persistent object with the handle’s lookupObj
method.

■

By passing the handle to a method that sets it, such as the linkName method
of a persistent object that has a linkName association. The linkName method
finds the associated destination object and sets the specified handle to the
found object.

■

By assignment or initialization from another handle or object reference.

An object reference may be set in any of these ways, with the following
exception—the result of operator new may not be assigned to an object
reference.
A handle continues to reference the same persistent object until it is set to another
persistent object or to null. Furthermore, multiple handles and object references
can be set to the same persistent object.
An application operates on a persistent object by calling:
■

Methods of a handle that references the object.
To do so, you use the direct member-access operator (.). For example,
objH.lookupObj calls the lookupObj method of the handle objH.

■

Methods of the referenced object itself.
To do so, you use the handle’s overloaded indirect member-access operator
(operator->). For example, objH->ooIsKindOf calls the ooIsKindOf
method on the persistent object that is referenced by the handle objH. Only
members inherited from ooObj can be accessed from a persistent-object
handle.

Although most of a handle’s methods operate on the referenced persistent object,
some methods operate on the handle itself. For example, you use:
■

The assignment operator operator= to set a handle from another handle or
from an object reference.

■

The comparison operators operator== and operator!= to test whether a
handle references the same persistent object as another handle or object
reference.

■

The method isNull to test whether a handle is null. (Alternatively, you can
use the overloaded operator== to compare a handle to 0.)

A handle preserves its reference to a persistent object across transaction
boundaries, provided that the handle does not go out of scope and is not set to
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null as the result of an abort operation. Before reusing the handle in a new
transaction, however, the application should call isValid to test whether the
handle is still valid—that is, whether it still references an existing persistent
object. A handle becomes invalid if it is set to null or if the referenced persistent
object has been deleted by another process between transactions.

Opening and Closing a Persistent-Object Handle
NOTE

This subsection applies only to handles, not to object references, which are in
effect always closed.
A handle is automatically opened when a persistent object is opened through it.
The open persistent object is both locked and represented in memory; the open
handle manages a pointer to the persistent object, pinning the object in memory
until the handle is closed. A closed handle, which has an object identifier instead
of a pointer, can reference either an open or a closed persistent object.
The most common way to open a persistent object through a handle is to do so
implicitly by using the handle’s indirect member-access operator (operator->)
to access a member of the referenced object. Alternatively, a referenced persistent
object can be opened by explicit request—for example, by calling the handle’s
open or update method. Another way to explicitly open a persistent object is by
finding it with a method whose openMode parameter is either oocRead or
oocUpdate. (Most methods that set a handle to a found persistent object provide
an openMode parameter for specifying the desired level of access through that
handle.) In all cases, if the found or referenced persistent object is already open
(for example, because another operation opened it earlier in the transaction), the
accessing handle gets a pointer to the existing memory representation and adds a
pin.
You obtain a closed handle to a persistent object by finding the object with a
method whose openMode parameter is set to oocNoOpen. Such operations simply
provide the handle with a persistent object’s object identifier without adding a
pin, even if the object is already open through another handle.
Objectivity/DB automatically closes an open handle when the handle is
destroyed (for example, by going out of scope), when it is set to reference another
persistent object, or when the transaction that opened it commits or aborts. An
application can close a handle explicitly by calling the handle’s close method.
Closing the last open handle to a particular persistent object unpins and closes
the object.
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Reference Summary
The summarized methods are defined on both the object-reference class and the
handle class. Two operators are defined on only the handle class, namely,
operator* and operator ooObj*. One operator is defined on only the
object-reference class, namely, operator int.
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Creating a Handle or Object Reference

ooRef(ooObj)
ooHandle(ooObj)

Setting the Handle or Object Reference

operator=
lookupObj
setId

Comparing Handles and Object References

operator==
operator!=

Accessing the Persistent Object

operator->
operator*
operator ooObj*
ptr

Opening, Closing, and Locking the Persistent
Object

open
openMode
update
close
lock
lockNoProp
refreshOpenContainer
releaseReadLock

Getting Information About the
Persistent Object

print
sprint
typeN
typeName

Testing the Handle or Object Reference

openMode
isNull
isValid
operator int
operator ooObj*
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nameObj
lookupObj
getObjName
unnameObj
getNameObj
getNameScope

Finding Persistent Objects

lookupObj
getNameObj
getNameScope

Reference Index
close

Explicitly closes this handle.

getNameObj

Initializes an object iterator to find all objects named in the
scope of the referenced persistent object.

getNameScope

Initializes an object iterator to find all scope objects that
define a scope name for the referenced persistent object.

getObjName

Gets the name defined in the specified scope for the
referenced persistent object.

isContainerUpdated

Tests whether the container of the referenced persistent
object has already been updated by another transaction.

isNull

Tests whether this object reference or handle is null.

isValid

Tests whether this object reference or handle is valid—that
is, whether it references an existing persistent object.

lock

Explicitly locks the referenced persistent object;
propagates locks along associations that have lock
propagation enabled.

lockNoProp

Explicitly locks the referenced persistent object, without
propagating locks to associated destination objects.

lookupObj

Finds the persistent object with the specified scope name
within the specified scope, and sets this object reference or
handle to reference the found object.

nameObj

Names the referenced persistent object in the specified
scope.

ooHandle(ooObj)

Default constructor that constructs a null handle.
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ooRef(ooObj)

Default constructor that constructs a null object reference.

open

Explicitly opens the referenced persistent object, preparing
the object for the specified level of access.

openMode

Tests whether this handle is open, and, if so, gets the
current level of access to the referenced persistent object.

operator->

Indirect member-access operator; accesses a member of
the referenced persistent object.

operator*

Handle class only. Dereference operator; returns the
persistent object referenced by this handle.

operator=

Assignment operator; sets this object reference or handle
to reference the same persistent object or federated
database as the specified object reference, handle, or
pointer.

operator==

Equality operator; tests whether this object reference or
handle has the same value as the specified item.

operator!=

Inequality operator; tests whether this object reference or
handle has a different value from the specified item.

operator int

Object-reference class only. Conversion operator that tests
whether this object reference is null.

operator ooObj*

Handle class only. Conversion operator that returns a C++
pointer to the persistent object or federated database that
is referenced by this handle.

print

Prints the object identifier of the referenced persistent
object or federated database.

ptr

Returns a C++ pointer to the referenced persistent object.

refreshOpenContainer

Reopens the container of the referenced persistent object,
refreshing the view of the container in the MROW
transaction reading it.

releaseReadLock

Explicitly releases a read lock on the referenced persistent
object.

setId

Handle class only. Initializes this handle with an object
identifier that has the specified components.

sprint

Returns a string containing the object identifier of the
referenced persistent object or federated database.

typeN

Gets the type number of the class of the referenced
persistent object or federated database.
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typeName

Gets the name of the class of the referenced persistent
object or federated database.

unnameObj

Deletes the name in the specified scope for the referenced
persistent object.

update

Opens the referenced persistent object for update access.

Constructors
ooHandle(ooObj)
Default constructor that constructs a null handle.
ooHandle(ooObj)();

ooHandle(ooObj)
Constructs a handle that references the same persistent object or federated
database as the specified object reference, handle, or pointer.

Parameters

1.

ooHandle(ooObj)(const ooRefHandle(ooObj) &objectRH);

2.

ooHandle(ooObj)(const ooObj *objectP);

objectRH

Object reference or handle to a persistent object or the federated database.
objectP

Pointer to a persistent object. The pointer must be the result of
operator new on ooObj or a derived class.
Discussion

Variant 1 allows a new handle to be constructed from an existing object reference
or handle. If the new handle is constructed from an existing open handle, the new
handle is open; in all other cases, the new handle is closed.
Variant 2, which constructs a handle from the specified pointer, has a narrower
purpose—to obtain an open handle to a newly created persistent object so you
can perform persistence operations on the object and so the object can eventually
be unpinned when it is no longer needed in memory.
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ooRef(ooObj)
Default constructor that constructs a null object reference.
ooRef(ooObj)();

ooRef(ooObj)
Constructs an object reference that references the same persistent object or
federated database as the specified object reference, handle, or pointer.

Parameters

1.

ooRef(ooObj)(const ooRefHandle(ooObj) &objectRH);

2.

ooRef(ooObj)(const ooObj *objectP);

objectRH

Object reference or handle to a persistent object or the federated database.
objectP

Pointer to a persistent object. The pointer may not be the result of
operator new. Instead, the pointer must be the result of using either
operator ooObj* on a handle or ptr on an object reference or handle
earlier in the same transaction. If the specified pointer was originally
extracted from a handle, that handle must still exist and reference the same
persistent object.
Discussion

Variant 1 allows a new object reference to be constructed from an existing object
reference or handle.
Variant 2 has a narrower purpose, which is to allow you to resume persistence
operations on a persistent object after manipulating it through a pointer. The use
of this variant should be rare, however, because pointers are not normally used
to manipulate persistent objects.

Operators
operator->
Indirect member-access operator; accesses a member of the referenced persistent
object.
ooObj *operator->();
Returns

Pointer to the referenced persistent object.

Discussion

The accessed persistent object is opened for read, if it is not already open.
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You use operator-> in an expression handle->member, where handle is an
instance of ooHandle(ooObj) and member is the name of a public member
defined on class ooObj. As for any overloading of the C++ member-access
operator (->), the expression handle->member is interpreted as
(handle.operator->())->member. That is, the overloaded operator->
returns a pointer to the referenced object, and then the ordinary C++
operator-> selects the specified member of that object, returning the value of
that member.
If the referenced object is an instance of ooObj, operator-> can access any of
the object’s public members. If the referenced object is an instance of a derived
class, operator-> accesses only the members that are defined in ooObj.

operator*
Handle class only. Dereference operator; returns the persistent object referenced by
this handle.
ooObj &operator*();
Returns

C++ reference to the persistent object referenced by this handle.

Discussion

This operator enables you to pass a handle to a function that accepts a persistent
object by reference. This operator is analogous to the C++ operator* for
dereferencing a pointer.
The persistent object referenced by this handle is opened for read, if it is not
already open.

WARNING

Example

The returned reference is guaranteed valid only as long as the handle exists,
remains open, and references the same object.

This examples uses operator* to pass a handle to helperFunction, which
accepts a C++ reference to a persistent object.
void helperFunction(ooObj &anObject);
void processObject(ooHandle(ooObj) &objH) {

…
helperFunction(*objH);
…
}
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operator=
Assignment operator; sets this object reference or handle to reference the same
persistent object or federated database as the specified object reference, handle, or
pointer.

Parameters

1.

ooRefHandle(ooObj) &operator=(
const ooRefHandle(ooObj) &objectRH);

2.

ooRefHandle(ooObj) &operator=(const ooObj *objectP);

objectRH

Object reference or handle to a persistent object or the federated database.
objectP

0, or a nonnull pointer to a persistent object:
■

If you are assigning to a handle, the pointer must be the result of
operator new on ooObj or a derived class.

■

If you are assigning to an object reference, the pointer may not be the
result of operator new. Instead, the pointer must be the result of using
either operator ooObj* on a handle or ptr on an object reference or
handle earlier in the same transaction. If the specified pointer was
originally extracted from a handle, that handle must still exist, be open,
and reference the same persistent object.

Returns

This object reference or handle, after it has been set to reference the specified object.

Discussion

Variant 1 allows you to use the specified object reference or handle to produce
another object reference or handle to the same object. If you are assigning to a
handle from an open handle, the returned handle is open; in all other cases, the
returned handle is closed.
Variant 2 allows you to set this object reference or handle to null. Otherwise,
assignment-from-pointer has two specific purposes, depending on whether you
are assigning to a handle or to an object reference:
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■

Pointer-to-handle assignment enables you to obtain an open handle to a
newly created persistent object, so you can perform persistence operations on
it, and so the object can be unpinned when it is no longer needed in memory.

■

Pointer-to-object-reference assignment enables you to resume persistence
operations on a persistent object after manipulating it through a pointer. This
usage of variant 2 is rare, because pointers are not normally used to
manipulate persistent objects.
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operator==
Equality operator; tests whether this object reference or handle has the same value
as the specified item.

Parameters

1.

ooBoolean operator==(
const ooRefHandle(ooObj) &compare) const;

2.

ooBoolean operator==(
const ooObj *compare) const;

3.

ooBoolean operator==(int zero) const;

compare

Any of the following:
■

Object reference or handle to a persistent object or the federated
database.

■

Pointer to a persistent object.

zero

Literal 0. This value allows you to use operator== as an alternative for
isNull.
Returns

Variants 1 and 2 return oocTrue if this object reference or handle contains the
same identifier as compare; otherwise oocFalse.
Variant 3 returns oocTrue if this object reference or handle is null; otherwise
oocFalse.

Discussion

Variants 1 and 2 test whether this object reference or handle references the same
object as compare. Variant 3 tests whether this object reference or handle is null.

See also

isNull (as an alternative to variant 3)

operator!=
Inequality operator; tests whether this object reference or handle has a different
value from the specified item.
1.

ooBoolean operator!=(
const ooRefHandle(ooObj) &compare) const;

2.

ooBoolean operator!=(
const ooObj *compare) const;

3.

ooBoolean operator!=(int zero) const;
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compare

Any of the following:
■

Object reference or handle to a persistent object or the federated
database.

■

Pointer to a persistent object.

zero

Literal 0.
Returns

Variants 1 and 2 return oocTrue if this object reference or handle contains a
different identifier than compare; otherwise oocFalse.
Variant 3 returns oocTrue if this object reference or handle is nonnull; otherwise
oocFalse.

Discussion

Variants 1 and 2 test whether this object reference or handle references a different
object than compare. Variant 3 tests whether this object reference or handle is
nonnull.

operator int
Object-reference class only. Conversion operator that tests whether this object
reference is null.
operator int() const;
Returns

0 if this object reference is null; otherwise, a nonzero integer.

Discussion

This conversion operator enables you to use an object reference as the conditional
expression in an if or while statement to test whether the object reference is null.

Example

ooRef(ooObj) objectR;
… // Set objectR to some object
if (objectR) {
… //Do something interesting if initialization was successful
}

See also

operator ooObj*

operator ooObj*
Handle class only. Conversion operator that returns a C++ pointer to the persistent
object or federated database that is referenced by this handle.
operator ooObj*();
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Operators

The return value depends on what this handle references—specifically:
■

A null pointer, if this handle is null.

■

A nonnull pointer, if this handle references the federated database. This
pointer should be used only in expressions that test for null.

■

Otherwise, a pointer to the persistent object referenced by this handle.

This conversion operator enables you to:
■

Pass a handle to a function that accepts a pointer to a persistent object.

■

Assign a handle to an ooObj* variable (for example, to pass to the
overloaded operator delete).

■

Use a handle as the conditional expression in an if or while statement to
test whether the handle is null.

If this handle references a persistent object, the object is opened for read (unless it
is already open).
WARNING

The returned pointer is guaranteed valid only as long as this handle exists,
remains open, and references the same object.
An application generally relies on handles to provide memory management for
persistent objects, and avoids the explicit use of pointers to such objects. On
occasion, explicit use of pointers is required for performance reasons or for
compatibility with functions that are indifferent to persistence (for example, in
legacy code or a third-party library). However, you should be careful when
manipulating a pointer from a handle because the validity of the pointer depends
on the state of the handle.
For appropriate memory management, you should not assign the returned
pointer to a handle, nor should you use the returned pointer in other persistence
operations—for example, do not pass it to any Objectivity/C++ function other
than the overloaded operator delete.

Example

The handle objectH is used as a conditional expression which evaluates to 0 if the
handle is null.
ooHandle(ooObj) objectH;
… // Set objectH to some object
if (objectH) {
… // Do something interesting if initialization was successful
}

See also

operator int
ptr
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close
Explicitly closes this handle.
ooStatus close() const;
Returns

oocSuccess if successful; otherwise oocError.

Discussion

This method is redundant for object references, which are, in effect, always closed.
Therefore, you should use this method only on handles.
Objectivity/DB automatically closes handles when they go out of scope, when
they are set to reference other objects, or when the transaction that opened them
commits or aborts.
You can use the close method to close a handle explicitly. This informs
Objectivity/DB that the application no longer requires access to the referenced
object through this handle. Closing does not, however, release any locks; locks
are released only by committing or aborting a transaction.
A closed handle retains the object identifier of the object to which it refers, so you
can reopen it without reinitializing. Note, however, that a retained object
identifier can become invalid between transactions (for example, because a
concurrent process has deleted the corresponding object), and opening a handle
with an invalid object identifier throws an exception.
Closing a handle to a persistent object invalidates the pointer to the object’s
representation in the Objectivity/DB cache. Closing the last open handle to a
particular persistent object unpins and closes that object; closing the last open
object on a buffer page permits Objectivity/DB to swap the page out of the cache
as needed.

getNameObj
Initializes an object iterator to find all objects named in the scope of the referenced
persistent object.
ooStatus getNameObj(
ooItr(ooObj) &objI) const;
Parameters

objI

Object iterator for finding the named objects.
Returns
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oocSuccess if successful; otherwise oocError.
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The application must be able to obtain a read lock on the container by the
referenced scope object for storing scope names.

getNameScope
Initializes an object iterator to find all scope objects that define a scope name for
the referenced persistent object.
ooStatus getNameScope(
ooItr(ooObj) &objI) const;
Parameters

objI

Object iterator for finding the scope objects.
Returns

oocSuccess if successful; otherwise oocError.

Discussion

The application must be able to obtain read locks on all containers used for storing
scope names defined by the found scope objects.

getObjName
Gets the name defined in the specified scope for the referenced persistent object.
char *getObjName(
const ooHandle(ooObj) &scope) const;
Parameters

scope

Handle to the scope object that defines the name scope to be searched. The
scope object can be the federated database or a persistent object.
Returns

Pointer to a string containing the scope name. If the referenced object does not
have a scope name in the specified scope, the returned pointer is null.

Discussion

This method returns temporary storage that may be overwritten during
subsequent calls to it or to other functions. You should make a local copy of the
returned string if you intend to use it later in the application.
The application must be able to obtain a read lock on the container used by the
specified scope object for storing scope names.

See also

lookupObj
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isContainerUpdated
Tests whether the container of the referenced persistent object has already been
updated by another transaction.
ooBoolean isContainerUpdated() const;
Returns

oocTrue if the container has been updated and committed by another transaction

since being locked for read by the current MROW transaction; otherwise,
oocFalse.
Discussion

You can use this method within an MROW transaction to determine whether to
call refreshOpenContainer.
A container is considered “updated” by a transaction if the transaction is an
update transaction that opened an object in the container and subsequently
committed.

isNull
Tests whether this object reference or handle is null.
ooBoolean isNull() const;
Returns

oocTrue if this object reference or handle is null; otherwise oocFalse.

Discussion

You can use this method as an alternative to comparing this handle or object
reference to 0 with operator==.

See also

operator==

isValid
Tests whether this object reference or handle is valid—that is, whether it
references an existing persistent object.
ooBoolean isValid() const;
Returns

oocTrue if this object reference or handle references an existing persistent object;
oocFalse if this object reference or handle is null or has a stale object identifier, or

if the application cannot obtain a read lock on the container and database to be
checked.
Discussion
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You can use isValid to determine whether it is safe to use an object reference or
handle that was set in a previous transaction. Such an object reference or handle
still retains its reference to a persistent object; however, between transactions, that
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reference may have become invalid (for example, because another process has
deleted the referenced object).
NOTE

isValid checks only for the existence of a referenced object, but does not check

whether the class of the referenced object corresponds to the class of the object
reference or handle. Furthermore, an object reference or handle can have a valid
but incorrect object identifier after another process has deleted the originally
referenced object and created another object with the same object identifier.
When isValid returns oocTrue, you can verify the referenced object’s class (for
example, using the typeN method), but you must write application-specific code
to verify the identity of the referenced object.
If your purpose is simply to test whether an object reference or handle has been
initialized, it is more efficient to use isNull, which performs its test entirely in
memory without having to access files on disk.

lock
Explicitly locks the referenced persistent object; propagates locks along
associations that have lock propagation enabled.
ooStatus lock(ooLockMode lockMode) const;
Parameters

lockMode

Type of lock to request:
■

Specify oocLockRead to request a read lock.

■

Specify oocLockUpdate to request an update lock.

Returns

oocSuccess if all requested locks are obtained; otherwise oocError.

Discussion

Objectivity/DB operations request and obtain locks implicitly as they are needed.
You use this method to obtain a lock explicitly when:
■

You want to reserve access to an object in advance—for example, before
starting a complex operation.

■

You want to lock an entire composite object (a group of associated objects
whose associations have lock propagation enabled). When you explicitly lock
an object with such associations, the associated destination objects are locked
as well. Lock propagation is enabled by behavior specifiers in an
association’s definition.

Because containers are the fundamental unit of locking within Objectivity/DB,
locking a persistent object causes its container to be locked. This effectively locks
all the persistent objects in the same container.
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Whenever a lock is requested on a container, Objectivity/DB applies the
transaction’s concurrent-access policy to determine whether the requested lock is
compatible with other existing locks. An exception is thrown if a requested lock
cannot be obtained.
See also

lockNoProp
releaseReadLock
ooLockMode global type

lockNoProp
Explicitly locks the referenced persistent object, without propagating locks to
associated destination objects.
ooStatus lockNoProp(ooLockMode lockMode) const;
Parameters

lockMode

Type of lock to request:
■

oocLockRead requests a read lock.

■

oocLockUpdate requests an update lock.

Returns

oocSuccess if the requested lock is obtained; otherwise oocError.

Discussion

Objectivity/DB operations request and obtain locks implicitly as they are needed.
You use this method to obtain a lock explicitly when you want to reserve access to
an object in advance, but you do not want to lock any associated destination
objects, even along associations that have lock propagation enabled.
Because containers are the fundamental unit of locking within Objectivity/DB,
locking a persistent object causes its container to be locked. This effectively locks
all the persistent objects in the same container.
Whenever a lock is requested on a container, Objectivity/DB applies the
transaction’s concurrent-access policy to determine whether the requested lock is
compatible with other existing locks. An exception is thrown if a requested lock
cannot be obtained.

See also
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lookupObj
Finds the persistent object with the specified scope name within the specified
scope, and sets this object reference or handle to reference the found object.
ooStatus lookupObj (
const ooHandle(ooObj) &scope,
const char *scopeName,
ooMode openMode = oocRead);
Parameters

scope

Handle to the scope object that defines the name scope to search. scope can
reference the federated database or a persistent object.
scopeName

Scope name to look up in the scope specified by scope.
openMode

Intended level of access to the found object:
■

Specify oocRead (the default) to open the object for read.

■

Specify oocUpdate to open the object for update.

■

Specify oocNoOpen to set this object reference or handle to the object
without opening it.

Returns

oocSuccess if an object is found; otherwise oocError.

Discussion

The application must be able to obtain a read lock on the container used by the
specified scope object for storing scope names.
If no persistent object has been given the specified scope name in the specified
scope, this method sets this handle or reference to null and returns oocError
without throwing an exception.

See also

getObjName

nameObj
Names the referenced persistent object in the specified scope.
ooStatus nameObj(
const ooHandle(ooObj) &scope,
const char *name) const;
Parameters

scope

Handle to the scope object that defines the name scope for name. The scope
object can be the federated database or a persistent object.
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name

Scope name to assign. This name:
■

Must be a null-terminated string that can contain any non-null character.

■

Must be unique within the name scope defined by scope.

■

May contain up to 487 characters.

Returns

oocSuccess if successful; otherwise oocError.

Discussion

An exception is thrown if the referenced persistent object cannot be named in the
specified scope.
You may give an object only a single name within a given scope. If the object
already has a scope name in the specified scope, you must remove that name
with unnameObj before you can assign a new name.
The application must be able to obtain an update lock on the persistent object, the
scope object, and the container used by the specified scope object for storing
scope names.

See also

lookupObj

open
Explicitly opens the referenced persistent object, preparing the object for the
specified level of access.
ooStatus open(ooMode openMode = oocRead);
Parameters

openMode

Intended level of access to the opened object:
■

Specify oocRead (the default) to open the object for read. This implicitly
requests a read lock on the relevant container.

■

Specify oocUpdate to open the object for update (read and write). This
implicitly requests an update lock on the relevant container.

Returns

oocSuccess if successful; otherwise oocError.

Discussion

Opening a persistent object makes it available to your application by:
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■

Implicitly locking the persistent object’s container for read or update, as
specified by openMode.

■

Obtaining a representation of the persistent object in memory, either by
fetching the page(s) containing the object from the database or by reusing an
existing memory representation that is guaranteed current.
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(If open is called on a handle) Providing this handle with a memory pointer to
the opened object.

Opening an object for update additionally marks it as modified, causing it to be
written to the database when the transaction commits, whether or not the object
was actually modified. You must be in an update transaction to open an object
for update. If necessary, you can promote a read transaction to an update
transaction by calling the session’s upgradeOpenMode method.
The open operation throws an exception if the referenced persistent object cannot
be opened for any reason—for example, because the relevant container cannot be
locked due to a lock conflict. Objectivity/DB applies the transaction’s
concurrent-access policy to determine whether the requested lock is compatible
with other existing locks on the container. Once a lock is obtained, it is kept until
the transaction either commits or aborts.
You rarely need to explicitly open an object for read because accessing the object
through an object reference or handle accomplishes this implicitly (see
operator->). You open an object explicitly when:

See also

■

You require update access so you can modify the object.

■

You want to reserve either read or update access to the object in
advance—for example, before starting a complex operation.

update

openMode
Tests whether this handle is open, and, if so, gets the current level of access to the
referenced persistent object.
ooMode openMode() const;
Returns

One of the following constants:
■

oocNoOpen—this handle is not open in this transaction (although the
referenced persistent object may be open through another handle).

■

oocRead—this handle is open, and the referenced persistent object is open

for read in this transaction.
■

oocUpdate—this handle is open, and the referenced persistent object is open

for update in this transaction.

print
Prints the object identifier of the referenced persistent object or federated
database.
void print(FILE *outputFile = stdout) const;
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outputFile

Pointer to the file in which to print the object identifier. The default is
standard output.
Discussion

The object identifier for a persistent object is printed in #D-C-P-S format, which
identifies the database (D), container (C), logical page (P), and logical slot (S) of the
object—for example, #2-3-3-12.
When called on a handle to a federated database, this method prints the integer
identifier I as FD I.

NOTE

See also

When called on an object reference to a federated database, this method prints
the identifier as I-0-0-0, which is hard to distinguish from the printed object
identifier for a database.

sprint
ooRefHandle(ooFDObj)::print

ptr
Returns a C++ pointer to the referenced persistent object.
ooObj *ptr();
Returns

Pointer to the referenced persistent object.

Discussion

You use this method to obtain a pointer to a persistent object—for example, to pass
to a function that accepts a pointer instead of a handle or object reference.
If ptr is called on an object reference, the referenced persistent object is opened
for update. If ptr is called on a handle, the referenced persistent object is opened
for read.
Warning: The returned pointer is guaranteed valid for only a limited time:
■

If ptr is called on an object reference, the returned pointer is valid and the
persistent object is pinned in memory until the end of the transaction.

■

If ptr is called on a handle, the returned pointer is valid only as long as the
handle exists, remains open, and references the same persistent object
(equivalent to operator ooObj*).

An application generally relies on handles to provide memory management for
persistent objects, and avoids the explicit use of pointers to such objects. On
occasion, explicit use of pointers is required for performance reasons or for
compatibility with functions that are indifferent to persistence (for example, in
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legacy code or a third-party library). However, you should be careful when
manipulating persistent objects through pointers:
■

Pointers extracted from handles become invalid if the handles change or go
out of scope.

■

Pointers extracted from object references can cause the Objectivity/DB cache
to run out of memory if too many objects are pinned until the end of the
transaction.

For appropriate memory management, you should not assign the returned
pointer to a handle, nor should you use the returned pointer in other persistence
operations—for example, do not pass it to any Objectivity/C++ function other
than the overloaded operator delete.

refreshOpenContainer
Reopens the container of the referenced persistent object, refreshing the view of
the container in the MROW transaction reading it.
ooStatus refreshOpenContainer(
ooMode openMode,
ooBoolean *pIsContainerUpdated,
ooBoolean closeHandles = oocFalse);
Parameters

openMode

Intended level of access to the reopened container:
■

Specify oocRead to open the container for read. This implicitly requests
a read lock on the container.

■

Specify oocUpdate to open the container for update (read and write).
This implicitly requests an update lock on the container.

pIsContainerUpdated

Pointer to a value that, on return, indicates whether the container of the
referenced object has been updated by another transaction since being locked
for read by the current MROW transaction. The returned value corresponds
to the result of the isContainerUpdated method.
closeHandles

Action to take if the transaction has any open handles to objects in the
container:

Returns

■

Specify oocTrue to close all open handles.

■

Specify oocFalse (the default) to throw an exception and take no other
action.

oocSuccess if successful; otherwise oocError.
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When you use an MROW transaction to read a persistent object in a container, only
one other transaction is allowed to concurrently update any objects in that
container. If the updating transaction commits, your view of the container is
rendered out-of-date. You use the refreshOpenContainer method to open the
most recently committed version of an updated container within an MROW
transaction. If closeHandles is oocTrue, each open object in the container is
implicitly closed and then reopened the next time you access it. Handles are closed
even if your view of the container is already the current one.
This method throws an exception if the container being refreshed no longer
exists—for example, because it has been deleted by an administration tool while
the MROW transaction is concurrently reading it.

NOTE

Do not call refreshOpenContainer from within a method of a persistent object
residing in the container being refreshed. If the method is invoked through an
open handle to the persistent object, refreshOpenContainer either throws an
exception (if the closeHandles parameter is false) or closes the handle (if
closeHandles is true), leaving the method with an invalid this pointer. If the
method is invoked through an object reference to the persistent object,
refreshOpenContainer throws an exception, regardless of the value of
closeHandles.

releaseReadLock
Explicitly releases a read lock on the referenced persistent object.
ooStatus releaseReadLock();
Returns

oocSuccess if successful; otherwise oocError.

Discussion

This method releases the read lock on the container in which the referenced
persistent object resides. Releasing a read lock on a container implicitly releases the
read locks on all persistent objects in the same container.
This method is useful in a non-MROW session when your application has
finished reading objects in a container, but will continue working with objects in
other containers. Releasing the read lock allows another session to obtain a write
lock on the container.
An exception is thrown if the container is open for update or if any persistent
object in the container is still open.

See also
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setId
Handle class only. Initializes this handle with an object identifier that has the
specified components.
ooStatus setId(
unsigned dbNum,
unsigned contNum,
unsigned pageNum,
unsigned slotNum);
Parameters

dbNum

Number to be used as the database component of the desired object
identifier.
contNum

Number to be used as the container component of the desired object
identifier.
pageNum

Number to be used as the logical page component of the desired object
identifier.
slotNum

Number to be used as the slot component of the desired object identifier.
(The slot number of a large object must be 0.)
Returns

oocSuccess if successful; otherwise oocError.

Discussion

This method can be used to initialize a handle with an object identifier—for
example, to reconstruct a handle from an object identifier that has been transmitted
from another process.

sprint
Returns a string containing the object identifier of the referenced persistent object
or federated database.
char *sprint(char *buffer = 0) const;
Parameters

buffer

String in which to return the object identifier. If you omit this parameter,
sprint returns temporary storage.
Returns

String representing the object identifier.
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The object identifier for a persistent object is printed in #D-C-P-S format, which
identifies the database (D), container (C), logical page (P), and logical slot (S) of the
object—for example, #2-3-3-12.
When called on a handle to a federated database, this method prints the integer
identifier I as FD I.

NOTE

When called on an object reference to a federated database, this method prints
the identifier as I-0-0-0, which is hard to distinguish from the printed object
identifier for a database.
By default, this method returns temporary storage that may be overwritten
during subsequent calls to it or to other functions. You should make a local copy
of the returned string if you intend to use it later in the application.
You can obtain an integer identifier for the federated database by calling the
number method.

See also

print
ooRefHandle(ooFDObj)::sprint
ooRefHandle(ooFDObj)::number

typeN
Gets the type number of the class of the referenced persistent object or federated
database.
ooTypeNumber typeN() const;
Returns

Type number for the referenced persistent object or federated database; otherwise,
0 if this object reference or handle is not valid.

Discussion

Every class in the ooObj inheritance hierarchy has a unique type number that
identifies the class. This method gets the type number of the referenced object’s
class.
If this object reference or handle is not valid, this method throws
ooNotFoundException.

See also
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ooTypeN global macro
ooTypeNumber global type
ooObj::ooGetTypeN
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typeName
Gets the name of the class of the referenced persistent object or federated
database.
const char *typeName() const;
Returns

String containing the class name of the referenced persistent object or federated
database. A namespace-qualified name (containing at least one ::) is returned for
an application-defined class defined in a C++ namespace.

Discussion

This method returns temporary storage that may be overwritten during
subsequent calls to this or other functions. You should make a local copy of the
returned string if you intend to use it later in the application.

See also

ooTypeName global function
ooObj::ooGetTypeName

unnameObj
Deletes the name in the specified scope for the referenced persistent object.
ooStatus unnameObj(
const ooHandle(ooObj) &scope,
const char *name = 0) const;
Parameters

scope

Handle to the scope object that defines the scope name to be deleted. The
scope object can be the federated database or a persistent object.
name

This parameter is ignored.
Returns

oocSuccess if successful; otherwise oocError.

Discussion

The application must be able to obtain an update lock on the persistent object, the
scope object, and the container used by the specified scope object for storing scope
names.

See also

lookupObj
nameObj

update
Opens the referenced persistent object for update access.
ooStatus update();
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Returns

oocSuccess if successful; otherwise oocError.

Discussion

This method is equivalent to calling open(oocUpdate).
This method throws an exception if the referenced persistent object cannot be
opened for update—for example, if the relevant container cannot be locked due
to a lock conflict.
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ooSession
The class ooSession represents an extended interaction between an application
and a connected federated database.
See:
■

“Reference Summary” on page 509 for an overview of methods

■

“Reference Index” on page 511 for a list of methods

To use this class, your application must include the ooObjy.h header file.
See Chapter 4, “Sessions,” of Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Guide for a detailed
discussion of sessions.

About Sessions
An instance of this class, called a session, provides transaction services that
maintain the consistency of a particular connected federated database. You
perform all Objectivity/DB operations on the connected federated database in
transactions, calling methods of a session to begin and terminate these
transactions.

Operating Environment
Each session defines a distinct Objectivity/DB operating environment with its
own Objectivity/DB-managed data and memory resources, including an
Objectivity/DB cache and a message handler. A session’s operating environment
is used only by that session’s transactions. In effect, each session performs a
single, independent series of transactions.
When an application creates multiple sessions, it can execute multiple
independent series of transactions (one series per session), all within the same
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process, possibly in different threads. Typically, each session corresponds to a
particular subtask that the application performs.

Properties
A session’s properties govern its operating environment.
■

The properties that control the size and data-conversion behavior of the
session’s Objectivity/DB cache are set when the session is created. Their
values cannot be changed.

■

Other properties that control the session’s behavior are initialized when the
session is created and can subsequently be changed by calling a method on
the session.

■

Transaction-control properties are reset each time the session performs a
transaction; values for these properties are generally specified as parameters
to the methods that control transactions.

The ooSession class maintains default values for most properties. A property’s
default value is global in that is applies to all sessions. Whenever the property
value is set for a particular session, if the application does not provide an explicit
value for the property, the property’s default value is used. Static methods allow
you to get and set the default values of certain properties.
If a performance tuner is registered, it can select the initial values for some
properties of each session and it can set the default values for other properties.

Related Objects
Each session works in conjunction with a number of related objects. The
application can call methods to get a session’s related objects; in some cases, it
can call methods to set the related objects.

Working With Sessions
Obtaining a Session
You never instantiate the ooSession class directly. Instead, you use a connection
object (of the ooConnection class) as a factory for creating the sessions that
interact with the connected federated database.
You can create individual sessions or a session pool that contains a number of
similar pooled sessions:
■
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Call the createSession method of a connection object to create an
individual session.
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■

Call the connection object’s createSessionPool method to create a session
pool, then call the connection object’s getSessionFromPool method to
request a session from the session pool.
When you have finished using a pooled session, you call its
returnSessionToPool method to return the session to its pool.

Thread Use
Any Objectivity/DB operation must be performed during a transaction and in
the operating environment of a particular session. If you invoke the operation by
calling a method of an object reference or handle, the operation uses the session
that is either attached or joined to the current thread. Attaching and joining each
define a distinct policy for managing sessions and threads.

Attaching and Detaching
You can attach sessions to threads to implement several different models for
executing transactions within an application:
■

A given thread can use each of a number of sessions sequentially.

■

Each thread can be have its own dedicated session.

■

A thread that needs a session can obtain one from a session pool and return
the session to the pool after performing transactions.

■

A given session can be used by each of a number of threads sequentially.

When you obtain a session, that session is automatically attached to the current
thread. When you begin a transaction with a session, that session is automatically
attached to the current thread.
After the thread has used a particular session, the session must be detached from
the thread if the thread will subsequently use a different session or if the session
will subsequently be used by a different thread. A given session can be attached
to at most one thread at a time; similarly, a given thread can have at most one
attached session. You call a session’s attach method to attach it to the current
thread and the detach method to detach it from the current thread.

Joining and Leaving
Joining allows multiple threads to use the operating environment of a single
session at the same time, and so can be used to implement behavior similar to
that supported by Objectivity for Java. However, unlike Objectivity for Java,
Objectivity/C++ does not provide any built-in mechanism to prevent multiple
threads from performing concurrent operations in the session to which they are
joined. Instead, the programmer is responsible for protecting against concurrent
operations within the same transaction, so for safety, attaching is recommended
instead of joining.
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Allowing multiple threads to be joined to a session concurrently is dangerous. To
prevent data corruption, you must guarantee that no two threads execute
Objectivity/C++ operations (including constructors and destructors) in the same
session at the same time. For example, you can use mutexes to achieve this.
You must call a session’s join method to join the session to the current thread. A
given session can be joined to multiple threads at a time, while a given thread
can have at most one joined session. Consequently, when you join a session to a
thread, that thread automatically leaves any other session to which it is already
joined. You can also call a session’s leave method to make the current thread
leave that session. You must ensure that all joined threads leave a session before
deleting a session or returning it to a pool.
A session may be either attached to a single thread or joined to any number of
threads, but it cannot be both attached and joined at the same time. If a session is
already attached to the current thread, calling the session’s join method
automatically detaches and then joins the session to the thread. In some cases,
you can avoid implicit attachment—for example, by calling join before you
begin a transaction.

Performing Transactions
You call the session’s begin method to begin a transaction, attaching the session
to the current thread if necessary. Beginning a transaction opens the connected
federated database for the specified level of access.
During the transaction, any changes made to Objectivity/DB objects are visible
only to other operations within the same transaction. You can call the session’s
checkpoint method to checkpoint the transaction, saving those modifications to
the federated database and making them visible to other transactions.
To end the transaction, you call one of the following methods:
■

commit ends the transaction successfully. Committing a transaction saves all

modifications since the last checkpoint to the federated database, making the
them visible to other transactions. It the transaction was never checkpointed,
committing saves all modification made since the transaction began.
■

abort ends the transaction unsuccessfully. Aborting a transaction discards
(rolls back) any unsaved changes, leaving the federated database in the
logical state it was in at the last checkpoint. It the transaction was never
checkpointed, aborting leaves the federal database in the state it was in when
the transaction began.

From the time the transaction begins to the time it ends, the session is said to be
in an active transaction and the transaction is said to be in progress. A given session
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can perform any number of transactions, but it must perform the transactions
serially, not in a nested or overlapping fashion. That is, while the session is in an
active transaction, it cannot begin another transaction.
Although a session’s transactions cannot be nested, calls to begin can be nested.
Each call to begin must have a corresponding call to commit, and the
begin–commit pairs must be nested, not overlapping. That is, each commit is
paired with the most recently executed begin.
See Chapter 5, “Transactions,” of Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Guide for
information on using sessions to perform transactions.

Monitoring Session Activity
You can monitor various operations performed by a session, using any
combination of the mechanisms described below. You generally monitor the
frequency and timing of these operations for purposes of determining how to
improve runtime speed or concurrency. You can also arrange for various
monitored operations to trigger application-defined behavior.

Logging
You can use the Objectivity/C++ logging mechanism to obtain information about
sessions. To enable standard session logging, you call the
ooObjy::setLoggingOptions static method, including oocLogAll or
oocLogSession in the logging options. When standard session logging is
enabled, each session maintains its own log.
In addition to the standard session logging, you can do any combination of the
following:
■

Enable logging of transaction statistics for all sessions.

■

Enable logging of transaction timing for all sessions.

■

Enable adding application-defined items to logs, and add such items to a
particular session’s log.

■

Add interval performance to a particular session’s log.

For additional information, see “Objectivity/C++ Logging Mechanism” in
Chapter 22 of Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Guide.

Getting Statistical Measurements
In addition to having statistical measurements written to the session’s logs, your
application can obtain individual statistical measurements as numeric values. To
do so, you obtain a statistical-value object that contains the measurements and
call its methods to get measurements of interest. See “Getting Statistical
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Measurements for a Session” in Chapter 22 of Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s
Guide.

Listening for Transaction-Related Methods
You can call the session’s addTransactionListener method to add one or
more application-defined transaction listeners to the session. A transaction
listener can implement application-specific actions in response to calls to the
session’s transaction-related methods and the completion of those calls. See
“Notification of Transaction Events” in Chapter 5 of Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s
Guide.

Listening for Objectivity/DB System Events
You can call the session’s setEventListener method to register an
application-defined event listener with the session. An event listener can
implement application-specific actions in response to a wide variety of
Objectivity/DB system events that can occur in a session, including events
related to the session’s use of Objectivity/DB objects, handles, files, the
Objectivity/DB cache, transactions, and so on. See ooEventListener.
NOTE
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Event listening is the most comprehensive and flexible of the mechanisms for
monitoring a session. For example, you can define an event listener that
produces the equivalent of session logging, numerical statistics measurements,
and transaction listening. However, doing so means implementing these
capabilities “from scratch”—for example, by providing your own log-file
management or statistics counters. Consequently, you normally choose event
listening when you need capabilities beyond what the other mechanisms can
provide.
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Reference Summary
Controlling Transactions

begin
checkpoint
commit
abort
haveActiveTransaction

Getting Property Values

name
poolName
getLockWait
getServerTimeout
getSessionData
getTransactionID
currentOpenMode
currentMrowMode
nestCount
getNoSync

Setting Property Values

upgradeOpenMode
setLockWait
setServerTimeout
setConnectRetries
setSessionData
setBufferSpace
setNoSync

Getting Default Property Values

defaultAbortMode
defaultDowngradeMode
defaultIndexMode
defaultMrowMode
defaultServerTimeout

Setting Default Property Values

setDefaultAbortMode
setDefaultDowngradeMode
setDefaultIndexMode
setDefaultMrowMode
setDefaultServerTimeout

Working With Related Objects

getConnection
fd
addTransactionListener
removeTransactionListener
setLogListener
setEventListener
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Testing

isAttached
haveActiveTransaction
obtainedFromSessionPool

Managing Interactions With Threads

attach
isAttached
detach
getCurrent
join
leave

Logging

addToLog
snapShot
startStatistics
startTimer
stopStatistics
stopTimer

Recovery From Application Failures

recover

Object Conversion

setSchemaUpgradeMode

Customizing Message Handling

setErrorFile
getMsgHandler
regMsgHandler

Cleaning Up

returnSessionToPool
releaseFiles
~ooSession

Static Utilities

getCurrent
defaultAbortMode
defaultDowngradeMode
defaultIndexMode
defaultMrowMode
defaultServerTimeout
setDefaultAbortMode
setDefaultDowngradeMode
setDefaultIndexMode
setDefaultMrowMode
setDefaultServerTimeout
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abort

Aborts this session’s currently active transaction.

addToLog

Adds an application-specific item to this session’s
log.

addTransactionListener

Adds the specified transaction listener to this
session.

attach

Attaches this session to the current thread.

begin

Begins a transaction.

bootFile

Gets the pathname of the boot file of the connected
federated database.

checkpoint

Checkpoints this session’s currently active
transaction.

commit

Commits this session’s currently active transaction.

currentMrowMode

Gets this session’s current MROW mode.

currentOpenMode

Gets this session’s transaction open mode.

defaultAbortMode

Gets the default abort mode for transactions.

defaultDowngradeMode

Gets the default downgrade mode for
checkpointing transactions.

defaultIndexMode

Gets the default index mode for transactions.

defaultMrowMode

Gets the default MROW mode for transactions.

defaultServerTimeout

Gets the default network timeout period for
sessions.

detach

Detaches this session from the current thread.

fd

Gets this session’s connected federated database.

getConnection

Gets this session’s connection object.

getCurrent

Gets the session that is either attached or joined to
the current thread.

getLockWait

Gets this session’s lock-waiting policy.

getMsgHandler

Returns a pointer to this session’s currently
registered message-handler function.
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getNoSync

(For advanced users only.) Gets this session’s
policy for synchronizing files whenever a
transaction commits.

getServerTimeout

Gets this session’s network timeout period.

getSessionData

Gets the value of the specified application-defined
property of this session.

getTransactionID

Gets the identifier of this session’s currently active
transaction.

haveActiveTransaction

Tests whether this session is currently in an active
transaction.

isAttached

Tests whether this session is currently attached to
a thread.

join

For experienced users only. Joins the current
thread to this session.

leave

Causes the current thread to leave this session.

name

Gets the name of this session.

nestCount

Gets the nest count for this session’s current
transaction.

obtainedFromSessionPool

Tests whether this session is a pooled session.

~ooSession

Destructor for the class ooSession.

poolName

Gets the name of this session’s pool.

recover

Performs recovery from application failures on the
session’s connected federated database.

regMsgHandler

Registers the specified message-handler function
for this session.

releaseFiles

Closes any unneeded files belonging to this
session.

removeTransactionListener

Removes the specified transaction listener from
this session.

returnSessionToPool

Returns this session to the session pool that
created it.

setBufferSpace

Sets properties controlling the allocation of buffer
pools in this session’s Objectivity/DB cache for the
specified page size.
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setConnectRetries

Sets the number of times this session will retry to
connect to an Objectivity server before reporting a
connection failure.

setDefaultAbortMode

Sets the default abort mode for transactions.

setDefaultDowngradeMode

Sets the default downgrade mode for
checkpointing transactions.

setDefaultIndexMode

Sets the default index mode for transactions.

setDefaultMrowMode

Sets the default MROW mode for transactions.

setDefaultServerTimeout

Sets the default network timeout period for
sessions.

setErrorFile

Sets this session’s error-message output file.

setEventListener

Registers the specified event listener with this
session.

setLockWait

Sets this session’s lock-waiting policy.

setLogListener

Attaches the specified log listener to this session’s
log.

setNoSync

(For advanced users only.) Sets this session’s
policy for synchronizing files whenever a
transaction commits.

setSchemaUpgradeMode

Identifies the current application as a
special-purpose upgrade application for converting
objects after schema evolution.

setServerTimeout

Sets this session’s network timeout period.

setSessionData

Sets the value of the specified application-defined
property for this session.

snapShot

Captures a snapshot, which is a set of information
about the state of an application in the current
session.

startStatistics

Starts a new interval for collecting statistics on
operations performed by this session.

startTimer

Starts this session’s timer.

stopStatistics

Logs statistics on operations performed since the
start of the current interval.
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stopTimer

Logs elapsed time for this session’s timer.

upgradeOpenMode

Upgrades this session’s current transaction from a
read transaction to an update transaction.

Destructor
~ooSession
Destructor for the class ooSession.
~ooSession();
Discussion

If a session object is destroyed while it is in an active transaction, that transaction
is aborted.
If a session was obtained from a session pool, destroying the session removes it
from that session pool.
If the session’s log has an attached log listener, the destructor deletes the listener.
However, the destructor does not delete any transaction listeners or event
listener registered with the session.
This destructor throws an ooSessionAttachedToOtherThread exception if the
session to be destroyed is attached to a different thread.

Methods
abort
Aborts this session’s currently active transaction.
void abort(ooHandleMode mode = defaultAbortMode());
Parameters

mode

Determines what happens to the session’s open handles after the transaction
is aborted:
■

oocHandleToNull—Set all open handles to null.

■

oocHandleToOID—Close all open handles, which invalidates their

pointers, but preserves the object identifiers they contain. However, you
should test each such closed handle for validity before reusing it in
another transaction to ensure that the referenced object has not been
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deleted or moved by another process between your process’s
transactions.
Discussion

Aborting a transaction terminates the transaction, ending the current indivisible
unit of work unsuccessfully and rolling back any changes made during that unit of
work.
This method terminates the transaction started by the most recent unnested call
to begin, releases all locks held by the transaction, and resets the session’s nest
count to zero so that a subsequent call to begin will start a new transaction.
An exception is thrown if an abort operation cannot be completed—for example,
because the failure of a data-server host prevents access to a database file in
which updates must be rolled back. In this case, the transaction’s locks and
journal files are left as is, and the transaction must be recovered later.
Whether successful or not, aborting resets the session’s transaction open mode to
indicate that the session is not in an active transaction. So, following any abort,
the session is free to begin a new transaction.
You can call abort to handle an error that was produced by an operation in a
transaction, even if the error aborted the transaction automatically.

See also

defaultAbortMode
setDefaultAbortMode

addToLog
Adds an application-specific item to this session’s log.
void addToLog(
const char *label = 0,
const char *text = 0);
Parameters

label

Label for the log item; specify null or an empty string for an item with no
label.
text

Text of the log item; specify null or an empty string for an item with no text.
Discussion

If logged information is being written to log files, the specified log item is added
to this session’s log file; you can omit both parameters to write a blank line to the
log file.
If a log listener is attached to this session’s log, the specified log item is passed to
the listener’s onLogItem method.
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This method is relevant only if standard session logging and adding
application-defined log items were both enabled by a call to the
ooObjy::setLoggingOptions static method specifying either the logging
option oocLogAll or both options oocLogSession and oocLogOther.

addTransactionListener
Adds the specified transaction listener to this session.
void addTransactionListener(ooTransactionListener *listener);
Parameters

listener

Pointer to the transaction listener to be added. The transaction listener is an
instance of an application-defined class derived from
ooTransactionListener.
Discussion

After a transaction listener is added to this session, that listener is notified
whenever calls are made to the session’s transaction-related methods and when
those calls complete. The transaction listener can add application-specific behavior
to the session’s transactions. For example, an interactive application that asks the
user for several pieces of information during an update transaction might notify
the user when the application is committed.
You are responsible for deleting the transaction listener when it is no longer
needed; it is not deleted by the session destructor.

See also

removeTransactionListener

attach
Attaches this session to the current thread.
void attach();
Discussion

A given session can be attached to at most one thread at a time. Similarly, a given
thread can have at most one attached session.
This method throws exceptions:
■

ooSessionAlreadyAttached if this session is already attached or joined to
any thread.

■

ooThreadAlreadyHasASession if the current thread already has an
attached session.

A session may be either attached to a single thread or joined to any number of
threads, but it cannot be both attached and joined at the same time. If this session
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is already joined to the current thread, you must explicitly call the session’s
leave method before calling attach.
An application should manage a session either using attach and detach or
using join and leave. For safety, attach and detach are recommended.
See also

detach
isAttached
join

begin
Begins a transaction.
void begin(
ooMode openMode,
ooMode mrowMode = defaultMrowMode(),
ooIndexMode indexMode = defaultIndexMode());
Parameters

openMode

Transaction open mode, which specifies the intended level of access to the
federated database:
■

oocRead—Open the federated database for read and to designate the

transaction as a read transaction.
■

oocUpdate—Open the federated database for update (read and write)
and to designate the transaction as an update transaction.

mrowMode

MROW mode, which specifies the concurrent-access policy for the newly
started transaction. Objectivity/DB uses this policy to determine whether the
locks requested or held by this transaction are compatible with those of other
transactions:
■

oocNoMROW—Use the standard concurrent-access policy. This policy
allows multiple transactions to lock the same container for read, but
prevents concurrent read and update locks on a container.

■

oocMROW—Use the MROW concurrent-access policy. This policy allows

multiple transactions to lock the same container for read while one
transaction locks it for update.
indexMode

Index mode that specifies whether and when the session updates indexes
after objects of an indexed class are created or key-field values are modified:
■

oocInsensitive—Update all applicable indexes automatically when

the transaction commits.
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■

oocSensitive—Update all applicable indexes automatically when the

next predicate scan is performed in the transaction or, if no scans are
performed, when the transaction commits. This value allows you to
change indexed objects and then scan them in the same transaction using
any applicable index. (Note, however, that the transaction must commit
before the updates are available to other transactions.)
■

Discussion

oocExplicitUpdate—Suppress automatic index updates; the
application must update indexes explicitly by calling the
ooUpdateIndexes global function after every relevant change.

If this session is not already attached or joined to the current thread, any other
session attached to the current thread is detached, then this session is attached to
the current thread.
An unnested call to begin starts a transaction, beginning the first (or only)
indivisible unit of work. A nested call increments this session’s nest count.
During a read transaction, if a nested call to begin specifies the oocUpdate open
mode, the transaction is upgraded to an update transaction. All other parameters
to a nested begin are ignored. See “Nested Calls to Begin” in Chapter 5 of
Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Guide.
This method throws an ooThreadAlreadyHasASession exception if the current
thread is attached to a different session and that session is in an active
transaction.

bootFile
Gets the pathname of the boot file of the connected federated database.
const char *bootFile() const;
Returns

The boot file pathname.

checkpoint
Checkpoints this session’s currently active transaction.
void checkpoint(
ooDowngradeMode downgradeMode = defaultDowngradeMode());
Parameters

downgradeMode

Downgrade mode, which controls how update locks are to be treated:
■

oocNoDowngrade—Preserve all locks held by the transaction as is.

■

oocDowngradeAll—Change all locks to read locks (MROW read if the

transaction is an MROW transaction, and normal read locks otherwise).
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See also

Methods

Checkpointing a transaction:
■

Successfully ends the current indivisible unit of work, causing any changes
made during that unit of work to be saved to the federated database.

■

Immediately begins a new indivisible unit of work.

defaultDowngradeMode
setDefaultDowngradeMode

commit
Commits this session’s currently active transaction.
void commit();
Discussion

An unnested call to commit commits the transaction. A nested call to commit
decrements this session’s nest count and does not save changes to the federated
database or end the transaction. See “Nested Calls to Begin” in Chapter 5 of
Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Guide.
Committing a transaction terminates the transaction, ending the current
indivisible unit of work successfully and causing any changes made during that
unit of work to be saved to the federated database. Committing a transaction
releases all locks held by the transaction, and resets the session’s nest count to
zero so that a subsequent call to begin will start a new transaction.
An exception is thrown if a commit operation cannot be completed—for
example, because the failure of a data-server host prevents access to a database
file in which updates must be written. Depending on the cause of the failure, the
transaction may also be aborted automatically. When handling an error resulting
from a transaction’s failure to commit, you should call the
haveActiveTransaction method to test whether the transaction remains
active. If the transaction is active, you can either retry the commit operation or
call abort.

currentMrowMode
Gets this session’s current MROW mode.
ooMode currentMrowMode() const;
Returns

The current property value for this session’s MROW mode, which indicates which
concurrent-access policy the session is using.
■

oocNoMROW—The standard concurrent-access policy. This policy allows
multiple transactions to lock the same container for read, but prevents
concurrent read and update locks on a container.
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■

Discussion

oocMROW—The MROW concurrent-access policy. This policy allows multiple
transactions to lock the same container for read while one transaction locks it
for update.

A session’s MROW mode is set as follows:
■

When the session is created, this property is initialized to oocNoMROW.

■

Each call to begin resets the property; if no value is specified explicitly, the
session’s MROW mode is set to the default MROW mode (which is
maintained by the ooSession class).

Although a session’s MROW mode is relevant only during a transaction, you can
call this method at any time. If this session is in an active transaction, the
returned value indicates the concurrent-access policy of the current transaction.
Otherwise, the returned value indicates the MROW mode of this session’s most
recent transaction (or the initial value, if the session has not yet performed any
transactions).
See also

defaultMrowMode
setDefaultMrowMode

currentOpenMode
Gets this session’s transaction open mode.
ooMode currentOpenMode() const;
Returns

Discussion

This session’s current level of access to the federated database:
■

oocNoOpen—This session is not in an active transaction.

■

oocRead—This session is in a read transaction.

■

oocUpdate—This session is in an update transaction.

A session’s transaction open mode is set as follows:
■

When the session is created, this property is initialized to oocNoOpen.

■

Each call to the session’s begin method resets the property to a specified
value.

■

During a read transaction, the property can be upgraded from oocRead to
oocUpdate by the upgradeOpenMode method or by a nested call to begin.

■

When the transaction is committed or aborted, the transaction open mode is
automatically reset to oocNoOpen.

Although this method is most useful during a transaction, it can be called at any
time. When called before the beginning of this session’s first transaction or
between transactions, this method returns oocNoOpen.
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defaultAbortMode
Gets the default abort mode for transactions.
static ooHandleMode defaultAbortMode();
Returns

Discussion

The default treatment of open handles during abort operations.
■

oocHandleToNull—Open handles are set to null by default.

■

oocHandleToOID— Open handles are closed by default.

The ooSession class maintains a default value for abort mode; this default value
is initially set to oocHandleToNull and can be changed by calling the
ooSession::setDefaultAbortMode static method.
The default value is used for all sessions. Whenever a session’s abort method is
called without an explicit value for abort mode, the default value is used.

defaultDowngradeMode
Gets the default downgrade mode for checkpointing transactions.
static ooDowngradeMode defaultDowngradeMode();
Returns

Discussion

The default treatment of update locks during checkpoint operations:
■

oocNoDowngrade—Update locks are preserved by default.

■

oocDowngradeAll— Update locks are changed to read locks by default.

The ooSession class maintains a default value for downgrade mode; this default
value is initially set to oocNoDowngrade and can be changed by calling the
ooSession::setDefaultDowngradeMode static method.
The default value is used for all sessions. Whenever a session’s checkpoint
method is called without an explicit value for downgrade mode, that session’s
downgrade mode is set to the default value.

defaultIndexMode
Gets the default index mode for transactions.
static ooIndexMode defaultIndexMode();
Returns

The default approach to updating indexes when transactions create objects of an
indexed class or modify key-field values:
■

oocInsensitive—By default, all applicable indexes are updated

automatically when the transaction commits.
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■

oocSensitive—By default, all applicable indexes are updated

automatically when the next predicate scan is performed in the transaction
or, if no scans are performed, when the transaction commits.
■

Discussion

oocExplicitUpdate—By default, indexes are not updated update
automatically; the application must update indexes explicitly by calling the
ooUpdateIndexes global function after every relevant change.

The ooSession class maintains a default value for index mode; this default value
is initially set to oocInsensitive; the registered performance tuner, if any, can
override that initial setting. The default index mode can be changed by calling the
ooSession::setDefaultIndexMode static method.
The default value is used for all sessions. Whenever a session’s begin method is
called without an explicit value for index mode, that session’s index mode is set
to the default value.

defaultMrowMode
Gets the default MROW mode for transactions.
static ooMode defaultMrowMode();
Returns

Discussion

The default concurrent-access policy transactions:
■

oocNoMROW—Standard concurrent-access policy is used by default.

■

oocMROW—MROW concurrent-access policy is used by default.

The ooSession class maintains a default value for MROW mode; this default
value is initially set to oocNoMROW and can be changed by calling the
ooSession::setDefaultMrowMode static method.
The default value is used for all sessions. Whenever a session’s begin method is
called without an explicit value for MROW mode, that session’s MROW mode is
set to the default value.

See also

currentMrowMode

defaultServerTimeout
Gets the default network timeout period for sessions.
static int defaultServerTimeout();
Returns
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The default number of seconds to wait for an Objectivity server to respond before
throwing an ooNetworkException.
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The ooSession class maintains a default value for network timeout period; this
default value is initially set to 25 seconds and can be changed by calling the
ooSession::setDefaultServerTimeout static method.
The default value is used for all sessions. Whenever a session is created, its
network timeout period is initialized to the default value. A session’s network
timeout period can be changed by calling the session’s setServerTimeout
method.

detach
Detaches this session from the current thread.
void detach();
Discussion

This method detaches only a session attached to the current thread; it does not
detach a joined session or a session that is attached to another thread.
This method throws exceptions:
■

ooSessionAlreadyDetached if this session is not attached to any thread.

■

ooSessionAttachedToOtherThread if this session is attached to a different

thread.
See also

attach
isAttached
leave

fd
Gets this session’s connected federated database.
ooHandle(ooFDObj) &fd();
Returns

Handle to the connected federated database.

getConnection
Gets this session’s connection object.
ooConnection *getConnection() const;
Returns

Pointer to the connection object that created this session.
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getCurrent
Gets the session that is either attached or joined to the current thread.
static ooSession *getCurrent();
Returns

Pointer to the session that is either attached or joined to the current thread, or a null
pointer if the current thread is not attached or joined to any session.

Discussion

Frequent calls to this static method can adversely affect performance because each
call requires a thread-variable lookup.

getLockWait
Gets this session’s lock-waiting policy.
ooInt32 getLockWait() const;
Returns

Discussion

The property value for this session’s lock-waiting policy, which specifies whether
the session’s transactions wait to obtain locks, and if so, for how long:
■

oocNoWait—Transactions do not wait for locks.

■

oocWait—Transactions wait indefinitely for locks.

■

n, where n is an integer—If n is in the range 1 <= n <= 14400, transactions
wait n seconds; if n is less than 0 or greater than 14400, transactions wait
indefinitely.

A session’s lock-waiting policy is set when the session is created and can be
changed by the setLockWait method.

getMsgHandler
Returns a pointer to this session’s currently registered message-handler function.
ooMsgHandlerPtr &getMsgHandler() const;
Returns

Pointer to the currently registered message-handler function.

See also

ooMsgHandlerPtr function-pointer type
regMsgHandler

getNoSync
(For advanced users only.) Gets this session’s policy for synchronizing files
whenever a transaction commits.
ooBoolean getNoSync();
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Returns

oocFalse if file synchronization is performed whenever this session’s
transactions commit; otherwise oocTrue.

See also

setNoSync

getServerTimeout
Gets this session’s network timeout period.
int getServerTimeout() const;
Returns

The property value for this session’s network timeout period, which is the number
of seconds this session waits for an Objectivity server to respond before throwing
an ooNetworkException.

Discussion

When a session is created, its network timeout period is set to the default network
timeout period (which is maintained by the ooSession class). You can call
setServerTimeout to change this session’s network timeout period.

getSessionData
Gets the value of the specified application-defined property of this session.
ooSessionData *getSessionData(const char *name) const;
Parameters

name

The name of the property.
Returns

Pointer to the session-data object that was saved as the value for the specified
property. This object is an instance of an application-defined class derived from
ooSessionData.

Discussion

Before you can access the members of the session-data object, you must cast the
returned pointer to a pointer to the appropriate type to reference the
application-defined class.
This method throws an ooSessionDataNotFound exception if no value has
been saved for the specified property of this session.

See also

setSessionData

getTransactionID
Gets the identifier of this session’s currently active transaction.
ooTransId getTransactionID() const;
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Returns

The lock server’s transaction identifier for this session’s current transaction, or 0 if
the session is not within an active transaction.

Discussion

Every active transaction has an integer identifier that uniquely identifies it to the
lock server. As soon as a session begins a transaction, it opens the federated
database to specify whether it will conduct a read transaction or an update
transaction. At that time, the lock server assigns a unique identifier to the
transaction.
Administration tools such as LockMonitor and ListWait refer to a transaction
using its identifier. Recovery functions take a transaction identifier as a
parameter to identify the transaction of interest.

haveActiveTransaction
Tests whether this session is currently in an active transaction.
ooBoolean haveActiveTransaction() const;
Returns

oocTrue if this session is in an active transaction; otherwise oocFalse.

isAttached
Tests whether this session is currently attached to a thread.
ooBoolean isAttached() const;
Returns

oocTrue if this session is attached to any thread; otherwise, returns oocFalse if

the session is joined to any thread or if the session is neither attached or joined to
any thread.
See also

attach
detach

join
For experienced users only. Joins the current thread to this session.
void join();
Discussion
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A given session can be joined to multiple threads at a time. Consequently, you may
join a thread to a session that already has other threads joined to it. However, you
are responsible for protecting against concurrent operations within the same
transaction.
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Allowing multiple threads to be joined to a session concurrently is dangerous. To
prevent data corruption, you must guarantee that no two threads execute
Objectivity/C++ operations (including constructors and destructors) in the same
session at the same time. For example, you can use mutexes to achieve this.
A given thread can have at most one session joined to it at a time. If the current
thread is already joined to another session, the thread implicitly leaves the other
session before joining this session.
If this session is already joined to the current thread, then this method has no
effect.
If this session is already attached to the current thread, this method changes the
session’s status from attached to joined. Consequently, you can call this method
on a session that was implicitly attached without having to explicitly detach the
session first.
This method throws exceptions:
■

ooSessionAlreadyAttached if this session is already attached (rather than
joined) to a thread other than the current thread.

An application should manage a session either using attach and detach or
using join and leave. For safety, attach and detach are recommended.
See also

attach
getCurrent
leave

leave
Causes the current thread to leave this session.
void leave();
Discussion

If this session is either joined or attached to the current thread, this method
detaches it. For programming clarity, you should call leave only for joined
sessions, and call detach for attached sessions.
This method has no effect if this session is neither joined or attached to the
current thread.
You must call leave in all threads joined to a session before deleting the session
or returning it to a session pool.
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detach
getCurrent
join

name
Gets the name of this session.
const char *name() const;
Returns

The name of this session, or a null pointer if this session does not have a name.

nestCount
Gets the nest count for this session’s current transaction.
ooUInt32 nestCount() const;
Returns

The number of times begin has been called during the current transaction, or 0 if
this session is not in an active transaction.

Discussion

The nest count is 1 if no nested calls to begin have been made since the start of the
current transaction.

See also

“Nested Calls to Begin” in Chapter 5 of Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Guide.

obtainedFromSessionPool
Tests whether this session is a pooled session.
ooBoolean obtainedFromSessionPool() const;
Returns

oocTrue if this session was created by a session pool and oocFalse if it was
created individually.

poolName
Gets the name of this session’s pool.
const char *poolName() const;
Returns
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The name of the session pool that created this session, or an empty string if this
session was created individually.
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recover
Performs recovery from application failures on the session’s connected federated
database.
void recover();
Discussion

This session must be outside a transaction when you call this method.
If your application detects a condition that may indicate that another application
failed while accessing the same connected federated database, you can abort the
current transaction, call this method, then retry the transaction. For example, a
lock conflict that lasts longer than expected may be the result of another
application’s crashing.
During recovery from application failures, Objectivity/DB rolls back incomplete
transactions started by applications that are no longer active, provided the
inactive status of those applications can be verified. In general, Objectivity/DB
can directly verify the status of other applications running on the local host;
however, the status of a remote application cannot be verified if the remote host
or its network link has failed.

regMsgHandler
Registers the specified message-handler function for this session.
ooMsgHandlerPtr regMsgHandler(ooMsgHandlerPtr msgHandler);
Parameters

msgHandler

Pointer to the message-handler function to be registered.
Returns

A function pointer to this session’s previously registered message handler.

Discussion

When a session is created, the predefined Objectivity/DB message handler is
automatically registered for it. You can call this method to change the registered
message handler. For additional information on message handlers, see “Message
Handlers” in Chapter 28 of Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Guide.
This method returns a pointer to the replaced message handler so that you can
register that handler again when desired.

See also

ooMsgHandlerPtr function-pointer type
getMsgHandler
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releaseFiles
Closes any unneeded files belonging to this session.
void releaseFiles();
Discussion

A file belongs to a session if it is opened during a transaction of the session; such
files include the data files of any databases or external containers accessed by a
transaction, as well as any journal files updated by a transaction. A session’s files
may, but need not be, closed automatically when they are no longer needed by an
active transaction. Specifically:
■

A session’s files are closed when you abort a transaction (on any platform) or
when you commit a transaction on Windows.

■

A session’s files are left open when you commit a transaction on UNIX or
Macintosh.

You can call this method in a UNIX or Macintosh application to explicitly close a
session’s unneeded files. This is one of several techniques for limiting an
application’s total number of open files so it stays within the operating system’s
per-process file-descriptor limit; see “Optimizing the Number of File
Descriptors” in Chapter 23 of Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Guide.
Closing files has no effect on the session’s Objectivity/DB cache.
You should consider closing files explicitly only as necessary to avoid
operating-system errors. Leaving files open can improve the performance of later
transactions in the session that use the same files.
This method closes the file of a database or external container only if that
database or external container is itself logically closed. (Objectivity/DB logically
closes a database or external container automatically at the end of the transaction
that opened it. The logical closing of a storage object releases locks, among other
things, and is distinct from physically closing the corresponding data file.)
Consequently:
■

Calling releaseFiles after a transaction commits closes the files of all
databases and external containers opened by the transaction, closes and
deletes any journal files, and closes the connection to the lock server.

■

Calling releaseFiles during a transaction closes the files of any databases
and external containers that were closed at the end of the previous
transaction and not reopened in the current transaction.

removeTransactionListener
Removes the specified transaction listener from this session.
void removeTransactionListener(
ooTransactionListener *listener);
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listener

Pointer to the transaction listener to be removed.
Discussion

After a transaction listener is removed from this session, that listener is no longer
notified when calls are made to the session’s transaction-related methods or when
those calls complete.
Your application should delete the listener if it will not be used in the future.
This method throws an ooTransactionListenerNotFound exception if the
specified transaction listener is not in this session’s registry of transaction
listeners.

See also

addTransactionListener
ooTransactionListener class

returnSessionToPool
Returns this session to the session pool that created it.
void returnSessionToPool();
Discussion

When you are finished using a session that you obtained from a pool, you should
return it to the pool. Doing so reduces the total number of sessions needed and
helps to prevent delays or exceptions that occur if the pool reaches its hard limit of
sessions.
Returning a session to its session pool detaches the session from the current
thread. If the session is in an active transaction, the transaction is automatically
aborted.
This method throws exceptions:
■

ooReturningActiveSessionToPool if this session is both attached and in

an active transaction.
■

ooSessionAttachedToOtherThread if this session is attached or joined to

■

ooSessionPoolNotFound if this is an individual session, not a pooled

a thread other than the current thread.
session.
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setBufferSpace
Sets properties controlling the allocation of buffer pools in this session’s
Objectivity/DB cache for the specified page size.
void setBufferSpace(
unsigned pageSize,
size_t initialPageSpace,
size_t maximumPageSpace,
unsigned initialLargeObjects,
unsigned maximumLargeObjects);
Parameters

pageSize

Page size (in bytes) for which this session’s allocation properties are to be set.
Specify 0 to override this session’s initial and maximum cache-capacity
properties (set when this session was created).
initialPageSpace

Property value controlling the initial allocation of the small-object buffer pool
for the specified pageSize. This value is either the initial number of bytes or
the initial number of buffer pages in the pool when it is first allocated:
■

Specify a value greater than pageSize to set the property as a number of
bytes.

■

Specify a value less than pageSize to set the property as a number of
buffer pages, where the number of pages multiplied by pageSize is the
number of bytes.

maximumPageSpace

Property value controlling the maximum allocation of the small-object buffer
pool for the specified pageSize. This value is either the maximum number
of bytes or the maximum number of buffer pages that can be allocated in the
pool:
■

Specify a value greater than pageSize to set the property as a number of
bytes.

■

Specify a value less than pageSize to set the property as a number of
buffer pages, where the number of pages multiplied by pageSize is the
number of bytes.

You can specify 0 to leave the buffer pool unlimited in size. However, the
application will terminate with an error if the Objectivity/DB cache attempts
to use more than the available swap space.
initialLargeObjects

Property value controlling the initial allocation of the large-object buffer pool
for the specified pageSize. This value is the initial number of buffer entries
in the pool when it is first allocated.
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maximumLargeObjects

Property value controlling the maximum allocation of the large-object buffer
pool for the specified pageSize. This value is the maximum number of
buffer entries that can be allocated in the pool.
You can specify 0 to leave the buffer pool unlimited in size. However, the
application will terminate with an error if the Objectivity/DB cache attempts
to use more than the available swap space.
Discussion

When a session accesses data on storage pages of different sizes, its cache allocates
pairs of small- and large-object buffer pools to accommodate buffer pages of each
size. A session maintains four properties per page size to control the allocation of
these buffer pools: the initial small-object allocation, the maximum small-object
allocation, the initial large-object allocation, and the maximum large-object
allocation. These properties determine the initial sizes of the buffer pools when
they are first allocated and the maximum sizes to which they can grow before
buffer pages must be swapped out of the session’s cache.
This method sets the four allocation properties for the specified page size. If you
do not call this method for a particular page size, its initial and maximum
allocations are controlled by the session’s cache-capacity properties, which are set
when the session is created.
You normally call setBufferSpace before the session’s first transaction—that
is, before any buffer pools have been allocated. A later call to setBufferSpace
affects only the allocations that have not yet taken place. That is, if the buffers
pools for the specified page size already exist:
■

The parameters controlling initial allocation (initialPageSpace and
initialLargeObjects) are ignored.

■

The parameters controlling maximum allocation (maximumPageSpace and
maximumLargeObjects) are ignored unless they specify values that are
larger than the current sizes of the small- and large-object buffer pools,
respectively. In other words, once a buffer pool exists, you can use this
method to increase its maximum size, but not to shrink it.

The values set by this method cannot be overridden with a registered
performance tuner, but can be overridden by the performance analzyer.
For a complete description of the allocation of buffer pools in a session’s cache,
see Chapter 24, “Cache Management,” of Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Guide.

setConnectRetries
Sets the number of times this session will retry to connect to an Objectivity server
before reporting a connection failure.
void setConnectRetries(unsigned int retries);
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retries

Property value for this session’s number of connect retries, which is the
number of additional attempts to connect to an Objectivity server, after an
initial unsuccessful attempt. Specify 0 to make no further attempts after an
initial attempt fails.
Discussion

When a session is created, its number of connect retries is set to a platform-specific
value (0 on UNIX or Macintosh; 2 on Windows). You can specify a different initial
value for the property externally to an application by setting the
OO_CONNECT_RETRIES environment variable.
You can call this method to change the property value.
See “Controlling Connect Retries” in Chapter 23 of Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s
Guide for guideline on setting this property.

setDefaultAbortMode
Sets the default abort mode for transactions.
static void setDefaultAbortMode(ooHandleMode defaultAbortMode);
Parameters

defaultAbortMode

The default treatment of open handles during abort operations:
■

oocHandleToNull—Set open handles to null by default.

■

oocHandleToOID—Close open handles by default.

Discussion

The ooSession class maintains a default value for abort mode. The default abort
mode is initially set to oocHandleToNull and can be changed by calling this static
method. The new default abort mode is used when you subsequently abort a
transaction (in any session) without explicitly specifying an abort mode as a
parameter to the session’s abort method.

See also

defaultAbortMode

setDefaultDowngradeMode
Sets the default downgrade mode for checkpointing transactions.
static void setDefaultDowngradeMode(
ooDowngradeMode defaultDowngradeMode);
Parameters

defaultDowngradeMode

The default treatment of update locks during checkpoint operations:
■
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■

oocDowngradeAll—Change update locks to read locks by default.

Discussion

The ooSession class maintains a default value for downgrade mode. The default
downgrade mode is initially set to oocNoDowngrade and can be changed by
calling this static method. The new default downgrade mode is used when you
subsequently checkpoint a transaction (in any session) without explicitly
specifying an downgrade mode as a parameter to the session’s checkpoint
method.

See also

defaultDowngradeMode

setDefaultIndexMode
Sets the default index mode for transactions.
static void setDefaultIndexMode(ooIndexMode defaultIndexMode);
Parameters

defaultIndexMode

The default approach to updating indexes when transactions create objects of
an indexed class or modify key-field values:
■

oocInsensitive—By default, update all applicable indexes

automatically when the transaction commits.
■

oocSensitive—By default, update all applicable indexes automatically

when the next predicate scan is performed in the transaction or, if no
scans are performed, when the transaction commits.
■

oocExplicitUpdate—By default, do not update indexes automatically;
the application must update indexes explicitly by calling the
ooUpdateIndexes global function after every relevant change.

Discussion

The ooSession class maintains a default value for index mode. The default index
mode is initially set to oocInsensitive; the registered performance tuner, if any,
can override that initial setting. The default index mode can be changed by calling
this static method. The new default index mode is used when you subsequently
begin a transaction (in any session) without explicitly specifying an index mode as
a parameter to the session’s begin method.

See also

defaultIndexMode

setDefaultMrowMode
Sets the default MROW mode for transactions.
static void setDefaultMrowMode(ooMode defaultMrowMode);
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defaultMrowMode

The default property value for MROW mode, which specifies the
concurrent-access policy for a transaction:
■

oocNoMROW—Sessions use the standard concurrent-access policy by
default.

■

oocMROW—Sessions use the MROW concurrent-access policy by default.

Discussion

The ooSession class maintains a default value for MROW mode. The default
MROW mode is initially set to oocNoMROW and can be changed by calling this static
method. The new default MROW mode is used when you subsequently begin a
transaction (in any session) without explicitly specifying an MROW mode as a
parameter to the session’s begin method

See also

defaultMrowMode
currentMrowMode

setDefaultServerTimeout
Sets the default network timeout period for sessions.
static void setDefaultServerTimeout(int seconds);
Parameters

seconds

The default property value for network timeout period, which is the number
of seconds a session waits for an Objectivity server to respond before
throwing an ooNetworkException.
Discussion

The ooSession class maintains a default value for network timeout period; this
default value is initially set to 25 seconds and can be changed by calling this static
method. The new default is used to initialize sessions created after the change is
made; existing sessions are not affected. See “Controlling Timeouts” in Chapter 23
of Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Guide for guideline on setting this property.
The default value is used for all sessions. Whenever a session is created, its
network timeout period is initialized to the default value. A session’s network
timeout period can be changed by calling the session’s setServerTimeout
method.
You can set the network timeout period for all sessions externally to an
application by setting the OO_RPC_TIMEOUT environment variable. When that
variable is set:
■
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The network timeout period of every session is initialized to the value of
OO_RPC_TIMEOUT; the default network timeout period is never used; so calls
to this static method have no effect.
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■

NOTE

See also

You cannot change the network timeout period for any session; that is, calls
to the setServerTimeout method do nothing.

On Windows, the operating system limits the network timeout period to 20
seconds, even if your application sets a higher default value.

defaultServerTimeout

setErrorFile
Sets this session’s error-message output file.
void setErrorFile(const char *errorFileName);
Parameters

errorFileName

Name of the error-message output file.
Discussion

When a session is created, the predefined Objectivity/DB message handler is
automatically registered for it. The predefined message handler writes warnings
and fatal-error messages to the output device stderr. You can call this method to
change the output device for this session to the specified file. Alternatively, you
can call regMsgHandler to register a different message handler for this session.
For additional information on message handlers, see “Message Handlers” in
Chapter 28 of Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Guide.

setEventListener
Registers the specified event listener with this session.
void setEventListener(ooEventListener *listener);
Parameters

listener

Pointer to the event listener to be registered. The event listener is an instance
of an application-defined class derived from ooEventListener.
Specify 0 to register a null event listener; this turns off all event listening for
the session.
Discussion

After an event listener is registered with this session, that listener is notified
whenever Objectivity/DB system events occur in this session. The event listener
can add application-specific behavior to the session’s events, usually for purposes
of collecting information to guide performance improvements.
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You can register an event listener with a session at any time after the session is
created. A registered event listener is activated immediately, and remains active
until you deactivate it, either by registering another event listener or by
registering a null event listener (0) to turn off event listening for the session.
You are responsible for deleting an event listener when it is no longer needed; it
is not deleted by the session destructor.

setLockWait
Sets this session’s lock-waiting policy.
void setLockWait(ooInt32 lockWait);
Parameters

lockWait

Property value for this session’s lock-waiting policy, which specifies whether
transactions are to wait to obtain locks, and if so, for how long:

Discussion

NOTE

See also

■

oocNoWait or 0—Turn off lock waiting; do not wait for locks.

■

oocWait—Wait indefinitely for locks.

■

n, where n is an integer—If n is in the range 1 <= n <= 14400, wait n
seconds; if n is less than 0 or greater than 14400, wait indefinitely.

The initial value for a session’s lock-waiting policy is set when the session is
created. You can call this method to change this session’s lock-waiting policy. If this
session is in an active transaction, the new value affects the remainder of the
transaction. Otherwise, the new value affects this session’s future transactions.
A session’s lock-waiting timeout period is ignored in an MROW transaction that
attempts to upgrade a read lock to an update lock on potentially stale data. For
example, if an MROW transaction locks a container for read, and then a
concurrent transaction updates the container (or simply locks it for update), a
subsequent attempt by the MROW transaction to upgrade its read lock fails
immediately.

getLockWait

setLogListener
Attaches the specified log listener to this session’s log.
void setLogListener(ooLogListener *listener);
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listener

Pointer to the log listener for this session’s log. The log listener is an instance
of an application-defined class derived from ooLogListener.
Discussion

This method attaches the specified log listener to this session’s log. If the session
log already has a listener, that listener is removed before the new listener is
attached.
After the log listener is attached, it is notified whenever this session’s log records
a log item and whenever the application adds a log item to this session’s log. The
log listener can provide application-specific logging behavior. For example, it
might direct the log items to a graphical display.

NOTE

You should not attach the same log listener to more than one log; any given log
listener can receive notifications from at most one log—either the main log or a
particular session’s log.
If you delete the session log’s attached listener, the listener is first removed from
the session log. If a log listener is attached to a session at the time the session is
destroyed, the session’s destructor deletes the listener automatically.
This method is relevant only if standard session logging was enabled by a call to
the ooObjy::setLoggingOptions static method specifying either logging
option oocLogAll or oocLogSession.

setNoSync
(For advanced users only.) Sets this session’s policy for synchronizing files
whenever a transaction commits.
void setNoSync(ooBoolean noSync);
Parameters

noSync

Specify oocFalse (the default) to synchronize files during each commit, to
ensure that data modifications are flushed to disk.
Specify oocTrue to suppress file synchronization during commit operations,
to make those operations faster.
Discussion

If you never call this method, or if you call it with the default value oocFalse, this
session maintains data consistency by guaranteeing that database files and journal
files are synchronized whenever an update transaction commits. That is, fsync is
performed by the commit operation to flush modified pages to disk from the
operating system’s cache before the transaction is considered complete.
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For some types of processing, such as scientific computing, you may choose to
optimize your application for faster throughput at the cost of transactional
integrity. You can do this by calling a session’s setNoSync method with the
value oocTrue. This policy suppresses the call to fsync during commit, which
delays file synchronization until the operating system completes the writes
asynchronously.
WARNING

See also

Setting this policy to oocTrue means that the session’s transactions do not
maintain data consistency (the ‘C’ in ACID properties). There is no guarantee
that an interrupted transaction is recoverable, so you may need to delete and
re-create your federated database if an update transaction terminates abnormally.

getNoSync

setSchemaUpgradeMode
Identifies the current application as a special-purpose upgrade application for
converting objects after schema evolution.
void setSchemaUpgradeMode();
Discussion

You must call this method before beginning the first (and only) transaction in an
upgrade application. That transaction must be an update transaction (that is, you
must begin the transaction with the oocUpdate open mode). During the
transaction, you must:
1. Call the fd method to get a handle to the connected federated database.
2. Call the upgradeObjects method on the federated-database handle to
initiate the upgrade process.
Object conversion is the process of making existing persistent objects consistent
with class definition changes introduced by schema evolution. Certain
schema-evolution operations affect how instances of a class should be laid out in
storage. After you perform such operations, existing objects of the changed
classes are rendered out-of-date until they are converted to their new
representations.
In general, affected objects are converted automatically when they are accessed
after schema evolution. However, some schema changes require that you convert
objects explicitly using an upgrade application to ensure referential integrity.

See also
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setServerTimeout
Sets this session’s network timeout period.
void setServerTimeout(int seconds);
Parameters

seconds

Property value for this session’s network timeout period, which is the
number of seconds this session waits for an Objectivity server to respond
before throwing an ooNetworkException.
Discussion

When a session is created, its network timeout period is set to the default network
timeout period (which is maintained by the ooSession class). You can call this
method to change this session’s network timeout period. See “Controlling
Timeouts” in Chapter 23 of Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Guide for guidelines on
setting this property.
You can set the network timeout period for all sessions externally to an
application by setting the OO_RPC_TIMEOUT environment variable. When that
variable is set:

NOTE

See also

■

The network timeout period of every session is initialized to the value of
OO_RPC_TIMEOUT; the default network timeout period is never used. Calls to
the ooSession::setDefaultServerTimeout static method have no effect.

■

You cannot change the network timeout period for any session; that is, calls
to this method do nothing.

On Windows, the operating system limits the network timeout period to 20
seconds, even if your application sets a higher value for a session.

defaultServerTimeout
getServerTimeout

setSessionData
Sets the value of the specified application-defined property for this session.
void setSessionData(
const char *name,
ooSessionData *sessionData);
Parameters

name

The name of the property to be set.
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sessionData

Pointer to the object to be saved as the value for the specified property. This
object is an instance of an application-defined class derived from
ooSessionData.
Discussion

You can save arbitrary data in application-defined properties of a session. For
example, if different threads use a given session to perform different operations on
a particular persistent object, you may save an initialized handle to that object as
an application-specific property of the session. Doing so enables all threads to
share the handle, thus avoiding the need for each thread to look up the persistent
object.

See also

getSessionData

snapShot
Captures a snapshot, which is a set of information about the state of an application
in the current session.
ooStatus snapShot(unsigned info = oocAllInfo,
ooInfoFormat format = oocReadable,
FILE *filePtr = stdout,
ooBoolean onException = oocTrue,
ooSortOrder sort = oocAscending,
const ooId &scope = a_null_OID);
Parameters

info

Specifies which state information to capture. You can specify oocAllInfo to
capture all available state information. Alternatively, you can specify
individual types of information to capture using one or more constants of the
ooSnapShotInfo enumerated type, where multiple constants are combined
with the C++ bitwise OR operator (|).
format

Specifies the format of the output:
■

oocReadable specifies an easily readable tabular format.

■

oocCSV specifies comma-separated values.

filePtr

Pointer to a file in which to print the state information.
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onException

Specifies when the state information is captured:
■

oocTrue prints the information upon encountering an error condition

that will result in an exception. If multiple exceptions are encountered,
multiple snapshots are captured.
■

oocFalse prints the information immediately after the method is called.

sort

Sorts the state information in the output:
■

oocAscending starts with the lowest OID and ends with the highest.

■

oocDescending starts with the highest OID and ends with the lowest.

■

oocRecent, which applies for oocCachePagesInfo only, starts with the

most recently accessed pages and ends with the least recently accessed
pages.
scope

Limits the state information to a particular persistent object or storage object
identified by its OID. You can omit this parameter or specify a null OID to
leave the state information unfiltered, so the snapshot includes information
pertaining to any Objectivity/DB object accessed during the session.
Discussion

This method consolidates state information that can also be obtained via
individual methods of the ooEventListener, ooInternalStatistics, and
ooSession classes. In addition, this method can provide page dumps of the two
most recently accessed logical pages.
If you choose to print the snapshot information to a file and set onException to
oocTrue, the file is appended to each time an exception is encountered.
The scope parameter limits the info parameter; for example, if you specify
oocShadowPagesInfo for the info parameter value and provide the OID of a
particular persistent object for the scope, the output is limited to a listing of the
shadow pages for that particular object.
For the sort parameter, the oocRecent value applies only to information about
cached pages.

Example

This example creates a file named snapshot.txt that includes all available
snapshot information for the session1 session when encountering an error
condition that will result in an exception.
FILE *filePointer = fopen("snapshot.txt", "w");
session1->snapShot(oocAllInfo,oocReadable,filePointer,
oocTrue,oocAscending);
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startStatistics
Starts a new interval for collecting statistics on operations performed by this
session.
void startStatistics();
Discussion

NOTE

This method adds an item to this session’s log that indicates the start of
general-purpose statistics.
Each session uses a single statistics counter, so you should not nest calls to
startStatistics, because doing so restarts the counter. After calling
startStatistics, you should call stopStatistics before making another
call to startStatistics.
This method is relevant only if standard session logging was enabled by a call to
the ooObjy::setLoggingOptions static method specifying either logging
option oocLogAll or oocLogSession. (It does not matter whether logging of
transaction statistics is enabled.)

See also

stopStatistics

startTimer
Starts this session’s timer.
void startTimer();
Discussion

NOTE

This method adds an item to this session’s log that indicates the start of
general-purpose timing.
Each session has a single timer, so you should not nest calls to startTimer,
because doing so restarts the timer. After calling startTimer, you should call
stopTimer before making another call to startTimer.
This method is relevant only if standard session logging was enabled by a call to
the ooObjy::setLoggingOptions static method specifying either logging
option oocLogAll or oocLogSession. (It does not matter whether logging
transaction timing is enabled.)

See also
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stopStatistics
Logs statistics on operations performed since the start of the current interval.
void stopStatistics();
Discussion

This method adds an item to this session’s log that reports statistics on the
operations performed by this session since the last call to startStatistics.
This method is relevant only if standard session logging was enabled by a call to
the ooObjy::setLoggingOptions static method specifying either logging
option oocLogAll or oocLogSession. (It does not matter whether logging of
transaction statistics is enabled.)

See also

startStatistics

stopTimer
Logs elapsed time for this session’s timer.
void stopTimer();
Discussion

This method adds an item to this session’s log that reports the elapsed time since
the last call to startTimer.
This method is relevant only if standard session logging was enabled by a call to
the ooObjy::setLoggingOptions static method specifying either logging
option oocLogAll or oocLogSession. (It does not matter whether logging
transaction timing is enabled.)

See also

startTimer

upgradeOpenMode
Upgrades this session’s current transaction from a read transaction to an update
transaction.
void upgradeOpenMode();
Discussion

If this session is in an active read transaction, this method changes the property
value for this session’s transaction open mode from oocRead to oocUpdate. This
method does nothing if the current transaction is already an update transaction.
This method throws an ooKernelException if the session is not in an active
transaction.
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Inheritance:

ooSessionData
The class ooSessionData is the base class for session-data classes, which contain
application-specific data that can be saved with a session.
To use this class, your application must include the ooObjy.h header file.

About Session Data
An instance of a class derived from ooSessionData is called a session-data object.
A session-data object can be used as the value of an application-defined property
of a session.
A session-data object can contain arbitrary application-specific data relevant to a
particular session. For example, if an application uses a different set of handles
with each different session, it could define a session-data class whose data
members correspond to the handles used with a particular session.
You never create instances of ooSessionData class; instead, you work with
instances of its concrete derived classes.
See “Using Application-Defined Session Properties” in Chapter 4 of
Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Guide for a detailed discussion of session-data
classes and objects.

Defining a Session-Data Class
If you plan to save application-specific data with sessions, you should define a
derived class of ooSessionData that represents the data to be saved. You must
include the ooSessionData.h header file in the file that defines your listener
class. (If your class uses general Objectivity/C++ classes and functions, it can
include ooObjy.h instead.)
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A typical session-data class has private data members containing the data, a
constructor that initializes the data members, public methods to get the data, and
possibly public methods to change the data.
A session-data object has a property that controls whether it is “owned by” any
session to which it is added. This property is set when the session-data object is
created and cannot be changed. If a session-data object is owned by a session,
that session will delete the object if either of the following events occurs:
■

The session’s application-defined property is set to a different value.

■

The session is deleted.

By default, a session-data object is owned by the session to which it is added. An
application-defined session-data class can override this default behavior. For
example, you might want the application to retain ownership of session-data
objects in the following circumstances:
■

The application creates a session-data object and reuses that object for a
number of different sessions that are created and destroyed sequentially.

■

The application creates two session-data objects and sets a session’s
application-defined property to the first object for certain operations and to
the second object for other operations, switching back and forth between
these two property values.

The application is responsible for deleting a session-data object that it owns.
If you want to allow the application to retain ownership of an instance of your
session-data class, the initialization of your class constructor should call the
ooSessionData constructor, specifying whether the newly created
session-data object is to be owned by a session.

Working With Session Data
You save application-defined data in a session’s application-defined properties.
Each property is identified by a unique name. The value for an
application-defined property is an instance of an application-defined subclass of
ooSessionData. You set the property by calling the session’s setSessionData
method, specifying the property name and value. You get the value of an
application-defined property by calling the session’s getSessionData method,
specifying the property name.
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Constructor
ooSessionData
(Protected) Constructs a new session-data object that will be owned by any session
to which it is added.
ooSessionData(ooBoolean isSessionOwned = oocTrue);
Parameters

isSessionOwned

Specifies whether the newly created object is to be owned by the session to
which it is added:

Discussion

■

oocTrue—The session owns (and can delete) the session-data object.

■

oocFalse—The application retains ownership of the object and is
responsible for deleting it.

You should call this constructor only from the constructor of an
application-defined session-data class.

Methods
isSessionOwned
Tests whether this session-data object is owned by any session to which it is
added.
ooBoolean isSessionOwned() const;
Returns

oocTrue if this session-data object is owned by a session to which it is added;
otherwise, oocFalse.

Discussion

If this method returns oocTrue and you use this session-data object as the value of
some application-defined property of some session, that session becomes
responsible for deleting this session-data object.
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Inheritance:

ooStatistics
The class ooStatistics represents a statistics counter for a session.
See:
■

“Reference Summary” on page 552 for an overview of methods

■

“Reference Index” on page 552 for a list of methods

To use this class, your application must include the ooObjy.h header file.

About Statistics Counters
An instance of the class ooStatistics is called a statistics counter. A statistics
counter for a session enables you to obtain statistical measurements for
operations performed by that session.
A statistics counter maintains two statistical-value objects of the
ooInternalStatistics class, one to track the session’s cumulative statistics

and the other to track the session’s incremental statistics. These two objects
contain the individual statistical measurements for the session. When a statistics
counter is created, all statistical measurements are initialized to 0. You call the
statistics counter’s update method to read the session’s current statistical
measurement. This method updates the statistics counter’s two statistical-value
objects with the current measurements.
You obtain the statistical-value objects by calling methods of the statistics
counter:
■

The object returned by the cumulative method provides access to the
cumulative statistical measurements about the session’s operations from the
time the session was created to the last time the update method was called.
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■

The object returned by the delta method provides access to incremental
statistical measurements about the session’s operations between the two
previous calls to update.

You access the individual statistical measurements by calling methods of the
statistical-value objects.
Both statistical-value objects are updated each time you call the statistics
counter’s update method.
NOTE

You should work with C++ references to the statistical-value objects returned by
cumulative and delta. If, instead, you work with copies of those objects, the
copies will not be updated when you call update on that statistics counter.

Reference Summary
Constructors

ooStatistics

Updating

update

Getting Statistical-Value Objects

cumulative
delta

Reference Index

552

cumulative

Gets cumulative statistical measurements for the session.

delta

Gets incremental statistical measurements since the
previous update.

ooStatistics

Constructs a statistics counter for the specified session.

update

Updates this statistics counter with the latest statistical
measurements.
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Constructors
ooStatistics
Constructs a statistics counter for the specified session.
ooStatistics(const ooSession *session);
Parameters

session

The session for which to create a statistics counter.

Methods
cumulative
Gets cumulative statistical measurements for the session.
const ooInternalStatistics &cumulative() const;
Returns

Statistical-value object containing the cumulative statistical measurements for this
statistics counter’s session.

Discussion

The returned object contains the cumulative statistical measurements about the
session’s operations from the time the session was created to the last time the
update method was called on this statistics counter. If update has never been
called, all statistical measurements are 0.
The returned object is updated whenever you call the update method on this
statistics counter.

See also

delta
ooInternalStatistics class

delta
Gets incremental statistical measurements since the previous update.
const ooInternalStatistics &delta() const;
Returns

Statistical-value object containing the difference between the session’s statistical
measurements on the two previous calls to update.

Discussion

If update has been called only once on this statistics counter, the returned object
contains the cumulative statistical measurements about the session’s operations
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from the time the session was created to the call to update. If update has never
been called, all statistical measurements are 0.
The returned object is updated whenever you call the update method on this
statistics counter.
See also

cumulative
ooInternalStatistics class

update
Updates this statistics counter with the latest statistical measurements.
void update();
Discussion

This method reads the session’s current statistical measurements and updates this
statistics counter’s two statistical-value objects with those measurements. After
you call this method:
■

The statistical-value object available through the cumulative method
contains the cumulative measurements from the time the session was created
to the time this method was called.

■

The statistical-value object available through the delta method contains the
difference between the measurements read on the previous call to update
and the measurements read by the current call.
If this is the first time update has been called on this statistics counter, the
delta statistical-value object contains the cumulative measurements from
the time the session was created to the time this method was called.
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Inheritance:

ooStringT<N>
The non-persistence-capable template class ooStringT<N> represents an
optimized 8-bit character string, which is a variable-length string of 8-bit characters
with storage optimized for length N or less.
See:
■

“Reference Summary” on page 557 for an overview of methods

■

“Reference Index” on page 557 for a list of methods

About Optimized 8-Bit Character Strings
An optimized 8-bit character string is a character string of any length that can be
stored in a persistent object. Although an optimized 8-bit character string is able
to store any number of characters, it is optimized for strings less than a particular
length. You can use optimized 8-bit character strings anywhere in an application;
however, their primary purpose is to serve as string attributes of
persistence-capable classes in place of C++ char * strings, which cannot be
stored persistently.

Optimized Strings
Instances of the ooStringT<N> classes are optimized strings, which means their
storage is optimized for strings that are less than N characters long. An optimized
string consists of a variable-size array (VArray) of characters and a fixed-size
character array whose length is the integer N, where N > 0.
■

If an optimized string contains fewer than N characters, these characters are
stored in the fixed-size array, and the vector portion of the VArray is not
allocated.
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■

8-Bit Character Encoding

If the number of characters in an optimized string is greater than or equal to
N, the vector portion of the VArray is allocated and all of the characters are
stored in it.

An optimized string always contains space for the fixed-size array (whether or
not it is used) and for the VArray’s reference to its vector (whether or not the
vector is actually allocated). When the number of characters is N or greater, space
for the vector is added.
For strings that vary widely in length, you should consider using the basic string
class ooVString.

8-Bit Character Encoding
The component characters of an instance of an ooStringT<N> class may use any
8-bit character encoding. Therefore, this template class is appropriate for storing
ASCII strings, although any other 8-bit character encoding is acceptable. Every
component character in the string corresponds to exactly one array element.
You can convert transparently between an optimized 8-bit character string and a
const char * string, enabling optimized 8-bit character strings to be passed to
functions as parameters of type const char * and vice versa.

Working With Optimized 8-Bit Character Strings
Like instances of any other non-persistence-capable class, optimized 8-bit
character strings are not independently persistent. However, when such a string
is an attribute of a persistent object, it is saved in the federated database when
the persistent object is saved.
You get each character in an optimized 8-bit character string by its position in the
string. Characters are numbered starting with 0; the position number is the
character’s index or subscript. Operations on an optimized 8-bit character string
verify that any specified indexes are valid based on the string’s current size. The
length of an optimized 8-bit character string is the number of characters up to
the first null character.
Because of the way an optimized 8-bit character string is represented, you cannot
get the first character by dereferencing the string; that is, the expression
*myVString does not get the first element of myVString. Instead, you can
specify the index 0 to the subscript operator (operator[ ]) to get the first
character; alternatively, you can call the head method to get a pointer to the first
character.
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For additional information about optimized 8-bit character strings, see
“Optimized 8-Bit Character Strings” in Chapter 14 of Objectivity/C++
Programmer’s Guide.

Reference Summary
Creating

ooStringT<N>

Assigning

operator=

Type Conversion

operator const char *
operator ooVString

Modifying

operator=
operator+=
resize

Finding Characters

head
operator[ ]

Getting Information

length

Testing

operator==
operator!=

Reference Index
ooStringT<N>

Default constructor that constructs a new optimized 8-bit
character string whose size is 0.

ooStringT<N>

Constructs a new optimized 8-bit character string
containing a copy of the characters in the specified string.

operator[ ]

Subscript operator; gets the specified character of this
optimized 8-bit character string.

operator+=

Append-to operator; concatenates this optimized 8-bit
character string with the specified C++ string.

operator=

Assignment operator; assigns a copy of the specified C++
string to this optimized 8-bit character string.

operator==

Equality operator; tests whether this optimized 8-bit
character string matches the specified string.
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operator!=

Inequality operator; tests whether this optimized 8-bit
character string is different from the specified string.

operator const char *

Conversion operator that accesses this optimized 8-bit
character string as an object of type const char *.

operator ooVString

Conversion operator that accesses this optimized 8-bit
character string as an object of type ooVString.

head

Gets a pointer to the first character of this optimized 8-bit
character string.

length

Gets the number of characters in this optimized 8-bit
character string.

resize

Extends or truncates this optimized 8-bit character string
to the specified number of characters.

Constructors
ooStringT<N>
Default constructor that constructs a new optimized 8-bit character string whose
size is 0.
ooStringT<N>();

ooStringT<N>
Constructs a new optimized 8-bit character string containing a copy of the
characters in the specified string.

Parameters

1.

ooStringT<N>(const char *p);

2.

ooStringT<N>(const ooStringT<N> &s);

3.

ooStringT<N>(const ooVString &s);

p

Existing C++ string from which to construct the new optimized 8-bit
character string.
s

Existing optimized 8-bit character string or basic 8-bit character string from
which to construct the new optimized 8-bit character string.
Discussion
558

If p is null or if the length of s is 0, an uninitialized string of size 0 is created.
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Operators
operator[ ]
Subscript operator; gets the specified character of this optimized 8-bit character
string.
char &operator[](ooUInt32 index) const;
Parameters

index

Index of the character to get. Specify 0 to get the first character.
Returns

index’th character of this optimized 8-bit character string.

Discussion

An error is reported if the index is not within the allocated size of the optimized
8-bit character string (including the terminating null character).

operator+=
Append-to operator; concatenates this optimized 8-bit character string with the
specified C++ string.
ooStringT<N> &operator+=(const char *p);
Parameters

p

C++ string whose characters are to be concatenated.
Returns

This optimized 8-bit character string.

Discussion

The concatenation operator adds the characters pointed to by p to the end of this
optimized 8-bit character string.
You can use this operator to concatenate another optimized 8-bit character string
to this one, because operator const char * automatically converts the string
being concatenated to const char *.

operator=
Assignment operator; assigns a copy of the specified C++ string to this optimized
8-bit character string.
ooStringT<N> &operator=(const char *p);
Parameters

p

C++ string whose characters are to be assigned.
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Returns

This optimized 8-bit character string.

Discussion

The assignment operation resizes this optimized 8-bit character string to be the
same size as p, and then copies the characters of p into this optimized 8-bit
character string. Any characters already in this optimized 8-bit character string are
overwritten. If p is null, this optimized 8-bit character string is in effect deleted and
replaced with an empty string.
You can use this operator to assign another optimized 8-bit character string to
this one, because operator const char * automatically converts the string
being assigned to const char *.

operator==
Equality operator; tests whether this optimized 8-bit character string matches the
specified string.
1.

ooBoolean operator==(const char *p) const;

2.

ooBoolean operator==(const ooStringT<N> &s) const;

3.

ooBoolean operator==(const ooVString &s) const;

Returns

oocTrue if every character of this string matches the corresponding character of
the other string; otherwise, oocFalse.

Discussion

You can compare this optimized 8-bit character string to a C++ string (variant 1),
to another optimized 8-bit character string (variant 2) or to a basic 8-bit character
string (variant 3).

operator!=
Inequality operator; tests whether this optimized 8-bit character string is different
from the specified string.
1.

ooBoolean operator!=(const char *p) const;

2.

ooBoolean operator!=(const ooStringT<N> &s) const;

3.

ooBoolean operator!=(const ooVString &s) const;

Returns

oocTrue if any character of this string differs from the corresponding character of
the other string; otherwise, oocFalse.

Discussion

You can compare this optimized 8-bit character string to a C++ string (variant 1),
to another optimized 8-bit character string (variant 2), or to a basic 8-bit character
string (variant 3).
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operator const char *
Conversion operator that accesses this optimized 8-bit character string as an
object of type const char *.
operator const char *() const;

operator ooVString
Conversion operator that accesses this optimized 8-bit character string as an
object of type ooVString.
operator const ooVString() const;
Discussion

This operator copies the characters into the resulting basic 8-bit character string
instead of sharing the same storage.

Methods
head
Gets a pointer to the first character of this optimized 8-bit character string.
char *head() const;
Returns

Pointer to the first character of this optimized 8-bit character string.

length
Gets the number of characters in this optimized 8-bit character string.
ooUInt32 length() const;
Returns

Integer number of characters in this string preceding the first null terminating
character as computed by strlen. If the string contains no characters, returns 0.

Discussion

The actual number of bytes allocated is at least length() + 1 because an extra
byte is reserved for the null terminating character. (If the string contains an
embedded null character, the bytes beyond that null character are not included in
the returned length.)
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resize
Extends or truncates this optimized 8-bit character string to the specified number
of characters.
ooStatus resize(ooUInt32 newLength);
Parameters

newLength

Number of characters this optimized 8-bit character string is to have. Specify
0 to remove all the characters. If newLength is less than N, only the fixed-size
array portion of the optimized 8-bit character string is used, freeing any
storage allocated to the optimized 8-bit character string’s vector.
Returns

oocSuccess if successful; otherwise oocError.

Discussion

The actual number of bytes allocated is newLength + 1 because an extra byte is
reserved for the terminating null character, 0, which is automatically inserted.
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Inheritance:

ooTime
The non-persistence-capable class ooTime represents a time value.
See:
■

“Reference Summary” on page 564 for an overview of methods

■

“Reference Index” on page 564 for a list of methods

To use this class, your application must include the ooTime.h header file. No
extra linking is required.

About Time Values
A time value represents an instant of time using the 24-hour clock format. Time
values represent the times in a day ranging from 00:00:00:00 (midnight) to
23:59:59:999. A time value occupies 4 bytes of memory, and is stored internally as
a number of ticks, where a tick is 100 microseconds. Ticks are the fundamental
unit of time from which all representations of times are derived. An instant of
time can be represented as either a number of ticks, or as a combination of the
following clock components: hours, minutes, seconds, and milliseconds
(HH:MM:SS:mm).
Time values are either expressed in the Coordinated Universal Time (UTC)
standard or in the local time standard. UTC is the time as measured at zero
degrees longitude, the UTC origin point. Local time is the system time of the
computer on which the application is running. The actual time value is
independent of the way in which that value is expressed.
Outside of assignment, a time value is considered immutable and operations that
return a time value do so by value.
Methods of this class may throw ooArgumentOutOfRangeException,
ooOverflowException, or ooTimeKindMismatchException.
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Reference Summary
Creating a Time Value

ooTime

Time Standard

Kind

Getting Information

hour
isNull
kind
millisecond
minute
second
ticks

Comparing Time Values

operator==
operator!=
operator<
operator<=
operator>
operator>=

Arithmetic Operations on Time
Values

addHours
addMilliseconds
addMinutes
addSeconds
addTicks
operator+
operator-

Conversion Operations on Time
Values

convert

Static Utilities

now
utcNow

Reference Index

564

addHours

Adds the specified number of hours to this
time value and returns the sum in a newly
allocated time value.

addMilliseconds

Adds the specified number of milliseconds to
this time value and returns the sum in a
newly allocated time value.
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addMinutes

Adds the specified number of minutes to this
time value and returns the sum in a newly
allocated time value.

addSeconds

Adds the specified number of seconds to this
time value and returns the sum in a newly
allocated time value.

addTicks

Adds the specified number of ticks to the
number of ticks stored in this time value and
returns the sum in a newly allocated time
value.

convert

Initializes the specified time object using the
information stored in this time value.

hour

Returns the hours component of this time
value.

isNull

Tests whether this time value is null.

kind

Returns the time standard in which this time
value is expressed.

Kind

Enumerated type used to denote a time
standard.

millisecond

Returns the milliseconds component of this
time value.

minute

Returns the minutes component of this time
value.

now

Returns a newly allocated time value
representing the current time on this
computer, expressed in the local time
standard.

ooTime

Default constructor that constructs a new null
time value.

ooTime

Constructs a new time value from the
specified information.

ooTime

Constructs a new time value from the
specified time object.

operator+

Addition operator; adds the specified interval
to this time value and returns the sum in a
newly allocated time value.

operator-

Subtraction operator.
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operator==

Equality operator; returns true if the number
of ticks in the specified time value is the
same as the number of ticks in this time
value.

operator!=

Inequality operator; returns true if the
number of ticks in the specified time value is
not the same as the number of ticks in this
time value.

operator<

Less-than operator; returns true if this time
value is less than the specified time
value—that is, if it represents an earlier time.

operator<=

Less-than-or-equal-to operator; returns true
if this time value is less than or equal to the
specified time value.

operator>

Greater-than-operator; returns true if this
time value is greater than the specified time
value—that is, it represents a later time.

operator>=

Greater-than-or-equal-to operator; returns
true if this time value is greater than or equal
to the specified time value.

second

Returns the seconds component of this time
value.

ticks

Returns the number of ticks in this time
value.

utcNow

Returns a newly allocated time value
representing the current time on this
computer, expressed in the UTC time
standard.

Types
Kind
Enumerated type used to denote a time standard.
Constants

oocUtc

Denotes the Coordinated Universal Time (UTC) standard.
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oocLocal

Denotes the local time standard.
oocUnspecified

Indicates that no time standard has been specified.

Constructors
ooTime
Default constructor that constructs a new null time value.
ooTime();

ooTime
Constructs a new time value from the specified information.

Parameters

1.

ooTime(
int hour,
int minute,
int second,
Kind kind = oocLocal);

2.

ooTime(
int hour,
int minute,
int second,
int millisecond,
Kind kind = oocLocal);

3.

ooTime(
uint32 ticks);

4.

ooTime(
uint32 ticks,
Kind kind);

hour

Hours component of the new time value; the number of whole hours since
midnight.
The minimum value is 0. The maximum value is 23.
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minute

Minutes component of the new time value; the number of whole minutes
since the beginning of the specified hour.
The minimum value is 0. The maximum value is 59.
second

Seconds component of the new time value; the number of whole seconds
since the beginning of the specified minute.
The minimum value is 0. The maximum value is 59.
kind

The time standard used to express the new time value.
millisecond

Milliseconds component of the new time value; the number of whole
milliseconds since the beginning of the specified second.
The minimum value is 0. The maximum value is 999.
ticks

Tick representation of the new time value; the number of ticks since
midnight.
The minimum value is 0. The maximum value is 863999999.
Discussion

An exception is thrown if the specified value for a component is less than its
minimum value or greater than its maximum value.
Variants 1-2 create a time value from the specified components.
Variants 3-4 create a time value from a specified number of ticks. In variant 3, the
kind is oocUnspecified.

ooTime
Constructs a new time value from the specified time object.

Parameters

1.

ooTime(const d_Time &source);

2.

ooTime(const ooSQLtime &source);

3.

ooTime(const ooSQLnull_time &source);

4.

ooTime(const oojTime &source);

5.

ooTime(const ooRef(oojTime) &sourceref);

source

A transient object of a time-representation class that conforms to a particular
language-specific standard (ODMG, SQL, or Java).
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sourceref

An object reference to a persistent oojTime object.
Discussion

NOTE

The new time value is expressed in the UTC time standard.
The d_Time class is supported only for backward compatibility. For information
about this class, see the d_Time chapter in the Objectivity/C++ Backward
Compatibility book.

Operators
operator+
Addition operator; adds the specified interval to this time value and returns the
sum in a newly allocated time value.
ooTime operator+(const ooInterval &right) const;

operatorSubtraction operator.

Parameters

1.

ooTime operator-(const ooInterval &right) const;

2.

ooInterval operator-(const ooTime &right) const;

right

An existing interval or time value.
Returns

Newly allocated time value or interval.

Discussion

Variant 1 subtracts the specified interval from this time value and returns the
difference in a newly allocated time value.
Variant 2 subtracts the specified time value from this time value and returns the
difference in a newly allocated interval.

operator==
Equality operator; returns true if the number of ticks in the specified time value
is the same as the number of ticks in this time value.
bool operator==(const ooTime &right) const;
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operator!=
Inequality operator; returns true if the number of ticks in the specified time
value is not the same as the number of ticks in this time value.
bool operator!=(const ooTime &right) const;

operator<
Less-than operator; returns true if this time value is less than the specified time
value—that is, if it represents an earlier time.
bool operator<(const ooTime &right) const;

operator<=
Less-than-or-equal-to operator; returns true if this time value is less than or
equal to the specified time value.
bool operator<=(const ooTime &right) const;

operator>
Greater-than-operator; returns true if this time value is greater than the specified
time value—that is, it represents a later time.
bool operator>(const ooTime &right) const;

operator>=
Greater-than-or-equal-to operator; returns true if this time value is greater than
or equal to the specified time value.
bool operator>=(const ooTime &right) const;

Methods
addHours
Adds the specified number of hours to this time value and returns the sum in a
newly allocated time value.
ooTime addHours(float hours) const;
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hours

Number of hours, which may be fractional.
Returns

Newly allocated time value containing the result of the addition.

Discussion

If the specified number of hours is fractional, any minutes, seconds, or
milliseconds remaining after whole hours are subtracted out are added to the
corresponding components.
If the sum is greater than the maximum number of hours (23) that can be
represented in the hours component, the sum is normalized to a number that can
be represented within the 24-hour format. For example, if the initial value in the
hours component is 1, and you add 25 hours to it, the sum returned in the newly
allocated time value is 2, not 26.

addMilliseconds
Adds the specified number of milliseconds to this time value and returns the sum
in a newly allocated time value.
ooTime addMilliseconds(float milliseconds) const;
Parameters

milliseconds

Number of milliseconds, which may be fractional.
Returns

Newly allocated time value containing the result of the addition.

Discussion

If the specified number of milliseconds is fractional, any microseconds remaining
after whole milliseconds are subtracted out are added to the number of ticks in this
time value.
If the sum is greater than the maximum number of milliseconds (999) that can be
represented in the milliseconds component, any whole seconds, minutes, or
hours resulting from the addition are added to the corresponding components.

addMinutes
Adds the specified number of minutes to this time value and returns the sum in a
newly allocated time value.
ooTime addMinutes(float minutes) const;
Parameters

minutes

Number of minutes, which may be fractional.
Returns

Newly allocated time value containing the result of the addition.
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If the specified number of minutes is fractional, any seconds or milliseconds
remaining after whole minutes are subtracted out are added to the corresponding
components.
If the sum is greater than the maximum number of minutes (59) that can be
represented in the minutes component, any whole hours resulting from the
addition are added to the hours component.

addSeconds
Adds the specified number of seconds to this time value and returns the sum in a
newly allocated time value.
ooTime addSeconds(float seconds) const;
Parameters

seconds

Number of seconds, which may be fractional.
Returns

Newly allocated time value containing the result of the addition.

Discussion

If the specified number of seconds is fractional, any milliseconds remaining after
whole seconds are subtracted out are added to the milliseconds component of this
time value.
If the sum is greater than the maximum number of seconds (59) that can be
represented in the seconds component, any whole minutes or hours resulting
from the addition are added to the corresponding components.

addTicks
Adds the specified number of ticks to the number of ticks stored in this time value
and returns the sum in a newly allocated time value.
ooTime addTicks(int64 ticks) const;
Parameters

ticks

Number of ticks.
Returns

Newly allocated time value containing the result of the addition.

Discussion

An exception is thrown if the sum is greater than the maximum number of ticks
(863999999) that can be stored in a time value.
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convert
Initializes the specified time object using the information stored in this time value.

Parameters

1.

void convert(d_Time &dest) const;

2.

void convert(ooSQLtime &dest) const;

3.

void convert(ooSQLnull_time &dest) const;

4.

void convert(oojTime &dest);

5.

void convert(
ooRef(oojTime) &destref,
ooHandle(ooObj) &placement) const;

dest

A transient object of a time representation class that conforms to a particular
language-specific standard (ODMG, SQL, or Java). The time object is
initialized with the information stored in this time value.
destref

An object reference to a persistent oojTime object. The oojTime object is
initialized with the information stored in this time value.
If the specified object reference is null, a new oojTime object is created with
the information in this time value, and is stored persistently in the location
specified by the near parameter.
placement

Handle to an existing persistent object to be used by the federated database’s
placement model when placing a newly created oojTime object in the
federated database. This parameter applies only when the destref
parameter is a null object reference. You must specify the intended owner of
the new object—the existing persistent object that will eventually reference
the new object through an attribute.
Discussion

NOTE

This time value must be expressed in the UTC time standard; otherwise, an
exception is thrown.
The d_Time class is supported only for backward compatibility. For information
about this class, see the d_Time chapter in the Objectivity/C++ Backward
Compatibility book.
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hour
Returns the hours component of this time value.
int hour() const;

kind
Returns the time standard in which this time value is expressed.
Kind kind() const;
Returns

oocUtc, oocLocal, oocUnspecified.

isNull
Tests whether this time value is null.
bool isNull() const;
Returns

true if this time value is null; otherwise, false.

millisecond
Returns the milliseconds component of this time value.
int millisecond() const;

minute
Returns the minutes component of this time value.
int minute() const;

now
Returns a newly allocated time value representing the current time on this
computer, expressed in the local time standard.
static ooTime now();
Returns

The current time in the local time standard.

second
Returns the seconds component of this time value.
int second() const;
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ticks
Returns the number of ticks in this time value.
uint32 ticks() const;

utcNow
Returns a newly allocated time value representing the current time on this
computer, expressed in the UTC time standard.
static ooTime utcNow();
Returns

The current time in the UTC time standard.
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ooTreeBasedCollection Class
Inheritance:

ooObj->ooCollection->ooTreeBasedCollection
Handle Class:

ooHandle(ooTreeBasedCollection)

Object-Reference Class: ooRef(ooTreeBasedCollection)

The persistence-capable class ooTreeBasedCollection is the abstract base
class for classes that represent ordered collections containing persistent objects.
See:
■

“Reference Summary” on page 578 for an overview of methods

■

“Reference Index” on page 579 for a list of methods

To use this class, your application must include the ooCollectionBase.h
header file. No extra linking is required.

About Ordered Collections
Ordered collections are scalable—that is, they can increase in size with minimal
performance degradation. They are implemented using a type of B-tree data
structure so that elements can be added, deleted, and found efficiently. Each
node in the B-tree has a corresponding array. The array for a non-leaf node
contains references to nodes at the leaf level of the B-tree; the array for a leaf
node contains references to elements of the collection whose indexes are within a
particular range. A newly created B-tree consists of a single node (the root of the
B-tree) and its array. As the collection grows, additional nodes are created as
necessary. When each node is created, its corresponding array is also created.
The arrays for the leaf nodes of an ordered collection are linked to the collection’s
elements with object references.
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Related Classes

Concrete classes derived from ooTreeBasedCollection represent more specific
kinds of ordered collections:
■

ooTreeSetX represents sorted sets of persistent objects.

■

ooTreeListX represents lists of persistent objects.

■

ooTreeMapX represents sorted object maps.

Because the ooTreeBasedCollection class is abstract, you never create
instances of it; instead, you work with instances of its concrete derived classes.
You should not create your own subclasses of this class.
Like other persistent objects, ordered collections are normally manipulated
through handles and object references.
For additional information, see Chapter 12, “Persistent Collections,” of
Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Guide.

Related Classes
The related class ooHashBasedCollection is the abstract base class for scalable
unordered collections of persistent objects, which are implemented using a
hashing mechanism.
The related class ooCompare is the abstract base class for custom comparators for
sorted sets and sorted object maps. (Lists do not use comparators.)

Reference Summary
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Adding and Removing Elements

add (inherited)
addAll (inherited)
clear (inherited)
remove (inherited)
removeAll (inherited)
removeAllDeleted (inherited)
retainAll (inherited)

Getting Elements

get
first
last
iterator (inherited)
keyIterator (inherited)
valueIterator (inherited)
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Getting Information

depth
size (inherited)

Finding Auxiliary Objects

comparator (inherited)

Testing

contains (inherited)
containsAll (inherited)
isEmpty (inherited)
notEmpty (inherited)

Maintaining the B-Tree

compact

Viewing in an MROW Transaction

refresh (inherited)

Reference Index
compact

Minimizes the number of nodes in this ordered collection’s B-tree.

depth

Gets the depth of this ordered collection’s B-tree.

first

Finds the first element (or key) in this ordered collection.

get

Finds the specified element (or key) of this ordered collection.

last

Finds the last element (or key) in this ordered collection.

Methods
compact
Minimizes the number of nodes in this ordered collection’s B-tree.
void compact(float fillFactor = 1.0);
Parameters

fillFactor

Suggested minimum percentage to which each node is to be filled. For
example, the value .95 requests nodes that are at least 95% full.
Specify the maximum value 1.0 (the default) to request that every node be as
full as possible. Specify a smaller value to leave room for additional
elements.
Discussion

After you have added all elements that you expect this collection to have, you can
call this method with the default parameter value to minimize the number of
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nodes in its B-tree. Doing so saves space and improves read performance. Indexes
of elements within the collection remain unchanged.
Calling this method before all elements have been added may improve insert
(add) performance, but only if you leave enough room in existing nodes for the
elements to be added. Otherwise, once the B-tree is completely compacted,
adding an element will very likely cause one or more nodes to be added to the
B-tree.

depth
Gets the depth of this ordered collection’s B-tree.
unsigned depth() const;
Returns

The number of nodes between the root and a leaf node in this ordered collection’s
B-tree.

first
Finds the first element (or key) in this ordered collection.
virtual ooRef(ooObj) first() const;
Returns

If this collection is a list or sorted set, an object reference to the first element; if this
collection is a sorted object map, an object reference to the key of the first element.

See also

last
get

get
Finds the specified element (or key) of this ordered collection.

Parameters

1.

ooRef(ooObj) get(unsigned index) const;

2.

ooRef(ooObj) get(const void *lookupVal) const;

index

The zero-based index of the desired element.
lookupVal

Pointer to transient lookup data that identifies the desired element (or key).
Returns
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(Variant 1) Finds the element (or key) at the specified index. A null object is
returned if index is out of bounds.
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■

If this collection is a list or sorted set, variant 1 returns an object reference to
the element whose index is index.

■

If this collection is a sorted object map, variant 1 returns an object reference
to the key of the element whose index is index.

(Variant 2) Finds the element (or key) that is equal to the specified lookup data,
as determined by the comparator for this ordered collection.
■

If this collection is a list or sorted set, variant 2 returns an object reference to
the element that is equal to lookupVal, or a null object reference if this
ordered collection does not contain such an element.

■

If this collection is a sorted object map, variant 2 returns an object reference
to the value of the element whose key is equal to lookupVal, or a null object
reference if this ordered collection does not contain such an element.

Discussion

Variant 2 is useful if this ordered collection has a custom comparator that supports
the content-based lookup of its elements (or keys). (The custom comparator may,
but need not, support the optimization that implicitly extracts a comparison array
from the specified data.) Because a list has no comparator, variant 2 is not relevant
for lists.

See also

first
last

last
Finds the last element (or key) in this ordered collection.
ooRef(ooObj) last() const;
Returns

If this collection is a list or sorted set, an object reference to the last element; if this
collection is a sorted object map, an object reference to the key of the last element.

See also

first
get
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ooTransactionListener Class
Inheritance:

ooTransactionListener
The class ooTransactionListener is the base class for all transaction-listener
classes.
See:
■

“Reference Summary” on page 585 for an overview of methods

■

“Reference Index” on page 586 for a list of methods

To use this class, your application must include the ooObjy.h header file.

About Transaction Listeners
An instance of a class derived from ooTransactionListener is called a
transaction listener. A transaction listener can be added to a session to receive
notifications of various events; each event is either the initiation or the successful
completion of a transaction-related action:

NOTE

■

An initiation event occurs when a call is made to the method that performs
the action.

■

A completion event occurs when the method that performs the action
returns.

If the method that performs a transaction-related action throws an exception, the
action is not completed and the corresponding completion event does not occur.
Any number of transaction listeners can be added to a particular session. The
session maintains a registry of the listeners. A session notifies each listener in its
registry when an event occurs. Each transaction listener has a priority that
controls the order in which it receives notifications, relative to other listeners in
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Defining a Transaction-Listener Class

the same registry. A transaction listener’s priority is set by the constructor that
creates the listener and cannot be changed subsequently.
A session notifies a transaction listener that an event has occurred by calling a
notification-handler function, which responds to the event. For example,
consider the action of beginning a transaction. When the session’s begin method
is called, the session calls onTransactionBegin on a transaction listener to
notify it that the action has been initiated. When begin returns, the session calls
onTransactionBegun on the listener to notify it that the action was successfully
completed. However, if begin throws an exception, the action is not completed
and onTransactionBegun is not called.
You never create instances of the ooTransactionListener class.
Objectivity/C++ includes three predefined transaction-listener classes; the
logging mechanism uses instances of these classes internally to log, respectively,
transaction events, transaction timing, and transaction statistics. In addition, you
can define your own class to take application-specific actions in response to
transaction events. You can instantiate an application-defined transaction-listener
class and add the transaction listener to a session. You do not call methods of the
transaction listener directly.
See “Notification of Transaction Events” in Chapter 5 of Objectivity/C++
Programmer’s Guide for a detailed discussion of transaction listeners.

Defining a Transaction-Listener Class
If you want to take application-specific actions in response to transaction events,
you can define your own transaction-listener class to implement the desired
behavior.
To define a transaction-listener class:
■

Derive the class from ooTransactionListener. You must include the
ooTransactionListener.h header file in the file that defines your listener
class.

■

Make sure the initialization of each constructor calls the
ooTransactionListener constructor to set the priority for the new
transaction listener.
The predefined transaction listeners (for logging transaction events, timing,
and statistics) have priority values between 0 and 10. You typically give
application-defined transaction listeners priority values higher than 0 so they
will be notified after any predefined transaction timer. A transaction timer
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gives the most accurate results when it receives notifications before all other
listeners.
■

Override the methods corresponding to the events to which you want your
listener to respond. For example, if your listener informs the user whenever a
transaction has been committed, override the onTransactionCommitted
method to display information to the user.
You should make all overridden methods private to your class. Only the
session’s transaction registry should call these methods; the internal
transaction-registry class is a friend class of ooTransactionListener, so it
has access to private methods.

NOTE

The handler functions defined by ooTransactionListener do nothing. If your
listener does not respond to a particular event, you don’t need to implement the
corresponding handler function.

Related Classes
You can use an event listener to handle notification of transaction events; see
ooEventListener. However, you normally choose event listening only when
you need capabilities beyond what a transaction listener can provide.

Reference Summary
Constructor

ooTransactionListener

Getting Information

priority

Handling Notifications

onTransactionBegin
onTransactionBegun
onOpenModeUpgrade
onOpenModeUpgraded
onTransactionCheckpoint
onTransactionCheckpointed
onTransactionCommit
onTransactionCommitted
onTransactionAbort
onTransactionAborted
onTransactionFinished
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onOpenModeUpgrade

Handles notification that the session’s
upgradeOpenMode method has been called.

onOpenModeUpgraded

Handles notification that the session’s
transaction has been upgraded from a read
transaction to an update transaction.

onTransactionAbort

Handles notification that the session’s abort
method has been called.

onTransactionAborted

Handles notification that the session has aborted
a transaction.

onTransactionBegin

Handles notification that the session’s begin
method has been called.

onTransactionBegun

Handles notification that the session has begun
a transaction.

onTransactionCheckpoint

Handles notification that the session’s
checkpoint method has been called.

onTransactionCheckpointed

Handles notification that the session has
checkpointed a transaction.

onTransactionCommit

Handles notification that the session’s commit
method has been called.

onTransactionCommitted

Handles notification that the session has
committed a transaction.

onTransactionFinished

Handles notification that the session has finished
an indivisible unit of work in a transaction.

ooTransactionListener

(Protected) Constructs a new transaction listener
with the specified priority.

priority

Gets this transaction listener’s priority.
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Constructor
ooTransactionListener
(Protected) Constructs a new transaction listener with the specified priority.
ooTransactionListener(ooUInt32 priority);
Parameters

priority

Priority for the new transaction listener.
Discussion

You should call this constructor only from the constructor of an
application-defined transaction-listener class.

Methods
onOpenModeUpgrade
Handles notification that the session’s upgradeOpenMode method has been
called.
virtual void onOpenModeUpgrade(
ooUInt32 nestCount,
ooBoolean activeTransaction);
Parameters

nestCount

The session’s current nest count.
activeTransaction
oocTrue if the session is in an active transaction; otherwise, oocFalse.

onOpenModeUpgraded
Handles notification that the session’s transaction has been upgraded from a read
transaction to an update transaction.
virtual void onOpenModeUpgraded();
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onTransactionAbort
Handles notification that the session’s abort method has been called.
virtual void onTransactionAbort(
ooUInt32 nestCount,
ooBoolean activeTransaction,
ooHandleMode mode);
Parameters

nestCount

The session’s current nest count (before abort resets the nest count to 0).
activeTransaction
oocTrue if the session is in an active transaction; otherwise, oocFalse.
mode

Abort mode specified in the call to abort:

Discussion

■

oocHandleToNull—All open handles will be set to null.

■

oocHandleToOID—All open handles will be closed.

This method is called when a transaction is aborted for any reason—either when
the application calls abort explicitly or when Objectivity/DB aborts the
transaction because an error occurred.

onTransactionAborted
Handles notification that the session has aborted a transaction.
virtual void onTransactionAborted();

onTransactionBegin
Handles notification that the session’s begin method has been called.
virtual void onTransactionBegin(
ooUInt32 nestCount,
ooMode openMode,
ooMode mrowMode,
ooIndexMode indexMode);
Parameters

nestCount

The nest count for this call to begin (after begin increments the nest count).
If this is an unnested call, the nest count is 1.
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openMode

Transaction open mode specified in the call to begin:
■

oocRead—A read transaction will be started

■

oocUpdate—An update transaction will be started.

mrowMode

MROW mode specified in the call to begin:
■

oocNoMROW—The transaction will use the standard concurrent-access
policy.

■

oocMROW—The transaction will use the MROW concurrent-access policy.

indexMode

Index mode specified in the call to begin:
■

oocInsensitive—Indexes will be updated automatically when the

transaction commits.
■

oocSensitive—Indexes will be updated automatically when predicate

scans are performed.
■

oocExplicitUpdate—Indexes will not be updated automatically.

onTransactionBegun
Handles notification that the session has begun a transaction.
virtual void onTransactionBegun(ooTransId transactionId);
Parameters

transactionId

The lock server’s transaction identifier for the new transaction.

onTransactionCheckpoint
Handles notification that the session’s checkpoint method has been called.
virtual void onTransactionCheckpoint(
ooUInt32 nestCount,
ooBoolean activeTransaction,
ooDowngradeMode downgradeMode);
Parameters

nestCount

The session’s current nest count.
activeTransaction
oocTrue if the session is in an active transaction; otherwise, oocFalse.
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downgradeMode

Downgrade mode specified in the call to checkpoint:
■

oocNoDowngrade—All locks will be preserved as is.

■

oocDowngradeAll—All update locks will be changed to read locks.

onTransactionCheckpointed
Handles notification that the session has checkpointed a transaction.
virtual void onTransactionCheckpointed();

onTransactionCommit
Handles notification that the session’s commit method has been called.
virtual void onTransactionCommit(
ooUInt32 nestCount,
ooBoolean activeTransaction);
Parameters

nestCount

The nest count for this call to commit (before commit decrements the nest
count). This call to commit matches the call to begin with the same nest
count.
activeTransaction
oocTrue if the session is in an active transaction; otherwise, oocFalse.

onTransactionCommitted
Handles notification that the session has committed a transaction.
virtual void onTransactionCommitted();

onTransactionFinished
Handles notification that the session has finished an indivisible unit of work in a
transaction.
virtual void onTransactionFinished(ooBoolean committed);
Parameters

committed

Specifies whether the unit of work was finished successfully:
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■

oocTrue if the transaction was committed or checkpointed

■

oocFalse if the transaction was aborted
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NOTE

Methods

This method is called when the session checkpoints, commits, or aborts a
transaction:
■

Checkpointing successfully finished the transaction’s current unit of work
and continues the transaction.

■

Committing successfully finishes the transaction’s current unit of work and
terminates the transaction

■

Aborting unsuccessfully finishes the transaction’s current unit of work and
terminates the transaction

This method indicates that a unit of work is finished, not that the transaction itself
is finished.

priority
Gets this transaction listener’s priority.
unsigned priority() const;
Returns

This transaction listener’s priority.

Discussion

The priority determines when this transaction listener receives notifications,
relative to other listeners in the same session’s registry. A listener with a low
priority value will receive notifications before a listener with a higher priority
value.
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ooTreeListX Class
Inheritance:

ooObj->ooCollection->ooTreeBasedCollection->ooTreeListX
Handle Class:

ooHandle(ooTreeListX)

Object-Reference Class: ooRef(ooTreeListX)

The persistence-capable class ooTreeListX represents lists of persistent objects.
See:
■

“Reference Summary” on page 594 for an overview of methods

■

“Reference Index” on page 595 for a list of methods

To use this class, your application must include the ooCollectionBase.h
header file. No extra linking is required.

About Lists
A list is an ordered collection; unlike a set, a list can contain duplicate elements
and null elements. An element of a list can be located by position, given as a
zero-based index. Like all collections implemented with B-trees, lists are scalable
collections, that is, they can increase in size with minimal performance
degradation.
The ooTreeListX class overrides the inherited add and addAll methods to add
elements to the end of the list. Methods defined in this class add elements to the
list, or insert elements into it, at an indicated position. The elements of a list are
kept in the order in which they were added or inserted. Note, however, that an
element’s position may change as elements are inserted in front of it in the list.
For example, the element that was at index 2 will be at index 4 after two elements
are added to the front of the list.
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The order of elements in a list is determined entirely the operation that added
them; consequently, a list does not have an associated comparator. Furthermore,
any inherited methods that accept lookup data or comparison arrays as
parameter values do not apply to lists.
For additional information, see Chapter 12, “Persistent Collections,”of
Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Guide.

Working With a List
As is the case for any persistent object, you specify whether a list is to be
transient or persistent when you create it; lists must be persistent. You create a list
with a call to the new operator, passing information to guide the placement of the
new list. You must specify the intended owner of the collection—the existing
persistent object that will eventually reference the new persistent collection
through an attribute.
Like other persistent objects, lists are normally manipulated through handles or
object references. You can store and find a list in the federated database just as
you would any other persistent object.

Related Classes
Two additional classes represent persistent collections of persistent objects:
■

ooHashSetX represents an unordered collection of persistent objects with no
duplicate elements. It uses an extendible hashing mechanism.

■

ooTreeSetX represents a sorted collection of persistent objects with no
duplicate elements; elements are sorted by the corresponding comparator (or by
increasing OID if the sorted set uses the default comparator). Like this class,
ooTreeSetX is implemented using a B-tree data structure.

Reference Summary
In the following table:
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■

Operators indicated as (inherited) are overloaded in this class with no change
in behavior; they are documented with the ooObj class (page 403), along
with the other inherited methods not listed here.

■

Methods indicated as (inherited) are inherited from the
ooTreeBasedCollection class (page 577) or the ooCollection class
(page 91) and are documented with the defining class.
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Creating and Deleting

ooTreeListX
operator new (inherited)
operator delete (inherited)

Adding, Removing, and Changing
Elements

add
addAll
addFirst
addLast
clear (inherited)
remove
removeAll (inherited)
removeAllDeleted (inherited)
removeRange
retainAll (inherited)
set

Getting Elements

get
first (inherited)
last (inherited)
iterator (inherited)

Getting Indexes

indexOf
lastIndexOf

Getting Information

depth (inherited)
size (inherited)

Finding Auxiliary Objects

comparator (inherited)

Testing

contains
containsAll (inherited)
isEmpty (inherited)
notEmpty (inherited)

Maintaining the B-Tree

compact (inherited)

Viewing in an MROW Transaction

refresh (inherited)

Reference Index
add

Adds the specified object to this list.

addAll

Adds all elements (or keys) in the specified collection to this
list.

addFirst

Adds the specified object to the beginning of this list.
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addLast

Adds the specified object to the end of this list.

contains

Tests whether this list contains the specified object.

get

Finds the specified element of this list.

indexOf

Searches this list for the first element that is equal to the
specified object.

lastIndexOf

Searches this list for the last element that is equal to the
specified object.

ooTreeListX

Constructs a new list.

remove

Removes the first occurrence of the specified object from this
list.

removeRange

Removes from this list all elements with indexes in the
specified range.

set

Replaces the element at the specified index with the
specified object.

Constructors
ooTreeListX
Constructs a new list.
ooTreeListX(
ooUInt16 numberOfElements = 5);
Parameters

numberOfElements

Expected number of elements to be accommodated by the new list.
The specified value serves as a hint to help Objectivity/DB optimize the
amount of space it reserves for the array associated with the root node in the
list’s B-tree.
You can specify 0 to request the maximum amount space be reserved.
Discussion

The constructor creates an empty list. The optional parameters allow the caller to:
The optional parameter allows the caller to fine-tune the amount of space
reserved for the list’s initial array.
For more information, see “Properties of Scalable Ordered Collections” in
Chapter 12 of Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Guide.
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add
Adds the specified object to this list.

Parameters

1.

ooBoolean add(
const ooHandle(ooObj) &objH);

2.

ooStatus add(
unsigned index,
const ooHandle(ooObj) &objH);

objH

Handle to the object to be added.
index

The index where the new element is to be inserted.
Returns

(Variant 1) oocTrue if an element was added; otherwise, oocFalse.
(Variant 2) oocSuccess if successful; otherwise, oocError.

Discussion

Variant 1 overrides the inherited method to add the specified object at the end of
this list.
Variant 2 inserts the specified object into this list at the specified index, increasing
the size of the list by one and effectively incrementing the index of all subsequent
elements. For example, if index is 2, this method inserts the new element before
the third existing element. The new element now has index 2 and what used to
be the third element is now the fourth element (and has index 3).

See also

addAll
addFirst
addLast
remove
set

addAll
Adds all elements (or keys) in the specified collection to this list.
1.

ooStatus addAll(
unsigned index,
ooHandle(ooCollection) &collectionH);
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2.

Parameters

ooBoolean addAll(
ooHandle(ooCollection) &collectionH);

index

The index where the first of the new elements is to be inserted.
collectionH

Handle to the collection whose elements are to be added to this list. If that
collection is an object map, its keys are added to this list.
Note: collectionH may not be a handle to this list. That is, this method
cannot be used to add another copy of this list’s elements to this list.
Returns

(Variant 1) oocSuccess if successful; otherwise, oocError.
(Variant 2) oocTrue if any elements were added; otherwise, oocFalse.

Discussion

Variant 1 inserts elements (or keys) of the specified collection into this list at the
indicated index. It fails if index is not a valid index for this list.
Variant 2 overrides the inherited method to add the new elements to the end of
this list.

See also

add
addFirst
addLast

addFirst
Adds the specified object to the beginning of this list.
ooStatus addFirst(const ooHandle(ooObj) &objH);
Parameters

objH

Handle to the object to be added.
Returns

oocSuccess if successful; otherwise, oocError.

Discussion

The new element becomes the first element of the list, effectively incrementing the
index of all existing elements.

See also

add
addAll
addLast
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addLast
Adds the specified object to the end of this list.
ooStatus addLast(const ooHandle(ooObj) &objH);
Parameters

objH

Handle to the object to be added.
Returns

oocSuccess if successful; otherwise, oocError.

See also

add
addAll
addFirst

contains
Tests whether this list contains the specified object.
ooBoolean contains(
const ooHandle(ooObj) &objH) const;
Parameters

objH

Handle to the element to be tested for containment in this list.
Returns

oocTrue if this list contains an element equal to the specified object; otherwise,
oocFalse.

Returns

Tests for the specified element; it returns oocTrue if this list contains an element
equal to the specified object; otherwise, oocFalse.

Discussion

An additional variant of contains is inherited from ooCollection, but should
not be called; the inherited variant requires the collection to use a custom
comparator that can identify an element based on class-specific data. Because a list
has no comparator, the inherited variant is not relevant for lists and therefore
throws an exception when called on a list.

get
Finds the specified element of this list.
ooRef(ooObj) get(const unsigned index) const;
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index

The zero-based index of the desired element.
Returns

Finds the element at the specified index; it returns an object reference to the
element whose index is index.

Discussion

An additional variant of get is inherited from ooTreeBasedCollection, but
should not be called; the inherited variant requires the collection to use a custom
comparator that can identify an element based on class-specific data. Because a list
has no comparator, this inherited variant is not relevant for lists and therefore
throws an exception when called on a list.

See also

first

indexOf
Searches this list for the first element that is equal to the specified object.
int indexOf(
const ooRef(ooObj) &objR,
unsigned index = 0) const;
Parameters

objR

Object reference to the object whose index is to be found.
index

The zero-based index at which the search should start.
Returns

The index of the first element in this list, at or after the starting position, that is
equal to the specified object. If no such element is found, this method returns -1.

Discussion

This method searches forward in the list, starting the search at the element whose
index is index.
Search stops when a matching element is found; if more than one element
matches, this method finds the one closest to the beginning of the list (but at or
after the starting index).

See also

lastIndexOf

lastIndexOf
Searches this list for the last element that is equal to the specified object.
1.
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int lastIndexOf(
const ooRef(ooObj) &objR) const;
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2.

Parameters

int lastIndexOf(
const ooRef(ooObj) &objR,
unsigned index) const;

objR

Object reference to the object whose index is to be found.
index

The zero-based index at which search should start.
Returns

The index of the last element in this list, at or before the starting position, that is
equal to the specified object. If no such element is found, this method returns -1.

Discussion

This method searches backward in the list. Variant 1 starts searching at the last
element; variant 2 starts searching at the element whose index is index.
Search stops when a matching element is found; if more than one element
matches, this method finds the one closest to the end of the list (but at or before
the starting index).

remove
Removes the first occurrence of the specified object from this list.
ooBoolean remove(
const ooHandle(ooObj) &objH);
Parameters

objH

Handle to the object to be removed.
Returns

oocTrue if an element was removed; otherwise, oocFalse.

See also

add
removeAllDeleted
removeRange

removeRange
Removes from this list all elements with indexes in the specified range.
ooStatus removeRange(
unsigned fromIndex,
unsigned toIndex);
Parameters

fromIndex

The index of the first element to be removed.
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toIndex

The index after the last element to be removed.
Returns

oocSuccess if successful; otherwise, oocError.

See also

remove

set
Replaces the element at the specified index with the specified object.
ooStatus set(
unsigned index,
const ooHandle(ooObj) &objH);
Parameters

index

The index of the element to be replaced.
objH

Handle to the object that is to replace the existing element at the specified
index.
Returns

oocSuccess if successful; otherwise, oocError.

See also

add
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Inheritance:

ooObj->ooCollection->ooTreeSetX->ooTreeMapX
Handle Class:

ooHandle(ooTreeMapX)

Object-Reference Class: ooRef(ooTreeMapX)

The persistence-capable class ooTreeMapX represents sorted object maps.
See:
■

“Reference Summary” on page 604 for an overview of methods

■

“Reference Index” on page 606 for a list of methods

To use this class, your application must include the ooCollectionBase.h
header file. No extra linking is required.

About Sorted Object Maps
An object map is a collection of key-value pairs; each key and each value is a
persistent object. No two elements of the object map may have the same key. As
the name implies, each element of an object map is a mapping from its key object
to its value object.
Like all collections implemented with B-trees, sorted object maps are scalable
collections, that is, they can increase in size with minimal performance
degradation.
The elements of a sorted object map are sorted by their keys according to the
ordering implemented by the object map’s corresponding comparator. If a sorted
object map uses a default comparator, its elements are sorted by the object
identifiers (OIDs) of their keys.
For additional information, see Chapter 12, “Persistent Collections,” of
Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Guide.
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Working With a Sorted Object Map
As is the case for any persistent object, you specify whether a sorted object map
is to be transient or persistent when you create it; sorted object maps must be
persistent. You create a sorted object map with a call to the new operator, passing
information to guide the placement of the new sorted object map. You must
specify the intended owner of the collection—the existing persistent object that
will eventually reference the new persistent collection through an attribute.
Like other persistent objects, sorted object maps are normally manipulated
through handles or object references. You can store and find a sorted object map
in the federated database just as you would any other persistent object.

Related Classes
Two additional classes represent persistent collections of key-value pairs:
■

ooHashMapX represents an unordered object map. It uses an extendible

hashing mechanism.
■

ooMap represents an unordered name map, that is, a collection of key-value

pairs in which the key is a string and the value is an object reference to a
persistent object. It uses a traditional (non-extendible) hashing mechanism.
The related class ooCompare is the abstract base class for custom comparators for
sorted object maps.

Reference Summary
In the following table:
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■

Operators indicated as (inherited) are overloaded in this class with no change
in behavior; they are documented with the ooObj class (page 403), along
with the other inherited methods not listed here.

■

Methods indicated as (inherited) are inherited from the ooTreeSetX class
(page 613), the ooTreeBasedCollection class (page 577), or the
ooCollection class (page 91) and are documented with the defining class.
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Reference Summary

Creating and Deleting

ooTreeMapX
operator new (inherited)
operator delete (inherited)

Adding, Removing, and Changing Elements

put
add (inherited)
addAll
clear (inherited)
remove (inherited)
removeAll (inherited)
removeAllDeleted (inherited)
retainAll (inherited)

Getting Elements

get
get (inherited)
first (inherited)
last (inherited)
keyIterator (inherited)
valueIterator (inherited)
iterator (inherited)

Getting Information

depth (inherited)
size (inherited)

Finding Auxiliary Objects

comparator (inherited)

Testing

containsKey
containsValue
contains (inherited)
containsAll (inherited)
isEmpty (inherited)
notEmpty (inherited)

Maintaining the B-Tree

compact (inherited)

Viewing in an MROW Transaction

refresh (inherited)
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Reference Index
addAll

Adds all elements in the specified collection to this sorted
object map.

containsKey

Tests whether this sorted object map contains an element with
the specified key.

containsValue

Tests whether this sorted object map contains an element with
the specified value.

get

Finds the value paired with the specified key in this sorted
object map.

ooTreeMapX

Constructs a new sorted object map.

put

Maps the specified key to the specified value in this sorted
object map.

Constructors
ooTreeMapX
Constructs a new sorted object map.

Parameters

1.

ooTreeMapX(
ooUInt16 numberOfElements = 5);

2.

ooTreeMapX(
ooHandle(ooCompare) &compH,
ooUInt16 numberOfElements = 5);

3.

ooTreeMapX(
ooHandle(ooCompare) &compH,
ooUInt16 numberOfElements = 5,
ooBoolean useShortRefs = oocFalse,
ooBoolean comparisonArrayIsCompleteKey = oocFalse);

numberOfElements

Expected number of elements to be accommodated by the new sorted object
map.
The specified value serves as a hint to help Objectivity/DB optimize the
amount of space it reserves for the array associated with the root node in the
sorted object map’s B-tree.
You can specify 0 to request the maximum amount space be reserved.
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useShortRefs

(For advanced users only.) Specify oocFalse.
compH

Handle to a custom comparator for the new sorted object map. The
comparator must be an instance of an application-specific class derived from
either ooCompare.
comparisonArrayIsCompleteKey

Specifies whether the new sorted object map can use comparison arrays alone
to obtain a valid total ordering for all of its keys:
■

Specify oocFalse (the default) if the custom comparator referenced by
compH does not support comparison arrays, or if comparison arrays are
supported, but should not be used alone to determine the ordering of
keys (because duplicate arrays could be stored for two or more keys).

■

Specify oocTrue if comparison arrays can appropriately be used alone to
determine the ordering of keys—that is, if the custom comparator
referenced by compH supports comparison arrays and you can guarantee
that every key in the new sorted object map will have a unique
comparison array.

Comparison arrays are a performance optimization that can be supported by
custom comparators; see “Optimizing Comparison in a Sorted Collection” in
Chapter 12 of Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Guide. Specifying oocTrue
maximizes the performance benefit of comparison arrays for the new sorted
object map, provided each of the object map’s keys is guaranteed to have a
unique comparison array. If the sorted object map encounters two identical
comparison arrays, it will consider the corresponding persistent objects to be
equal without opening those objects to obtain further comparison data for
the comparator to evaluate. This behavior minimizes the I/O during sorting
and lookup operations, but will incorrectly match up different persistent
objects if they have duplicate comparison arrays.
Discussion

Variant 1 creates an empty sorted object map with a default comparator. Variants 2
and 3 creates an empty sorted object map with the specified custom comparator.
The optional parameters allow the caller to:
■

Fine-tune the amount of space reserved for the sorted object map’s initial
array.

■

Fine-tune the use of comparison arrays, if they are supported by the sorted
object map’s custom comparator.

For more information, see “Properties of Scalable Ordered Collections” in
Chapter 12 of Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Guide.
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addAll
Adds all elements in the specified collection to this sorted object map.
ooBoolean addAll(
const ooHandle(ooCollection) &collectionH);
Parameters

collectionH

Handle to the scalable collection whose elements are to be added to this
sorted object map.
Returns

oocTrue if any elements were added; otherwise, oocFalse.

Discussion

If the specified collection is an object map, its elements are added to this sorted
object map. If this sorted object map currently has an element with the same key as
an element of the specified collection, the existing element is replaced by the
element of the specified collection.
If the specified collection is a set or list, each of its elements is added as a key to
this sorted object map; a null value is paired with each key. If this sorted object
map currently has an element whose key is an element of the specified collection,
the value of the existing element is replaced by null.

containsKey
Tests whether this sorted object map contains an element with the specified key.

Parameters

1.

ooBoolean containsKey(
const ooHandle(ooObj) &keyH);

2.

ooBoolean containsKey(
const void *lookupVal);

keyH

Handle to the key to be tested for containment in this sorted object map.
lookupVal

Pointer to transient lookup data that identifies the key to be tested for
containment in this sorted object map.
Returns
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oocTrue if this sorted object map contains an element with the specified key;
otherwise, oocFalse.
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You can call this method to check whether this sorted object map maps the
specified key to some value.
Variant 2 tests whether any key is “equal” to the specified lookup data, as
determined by the comparator for this sorted object map. It is useful if this sorted
object map has a custom comparator that supports the content-based lookup of
keys. (The custom comparator may, but need not, support the optimization that
implicitly extracts a comparison array from the specified data.)

See also

containsValue

containsValue
Tests whether this sorted object map contains an element with the specified value.
ooBoolean containsValue(
const ooHandle(ooObj) &valueH) const;
Parameters

valueH

Handle to the value to be tested for containment in this sorted object map.
Returns

oocTrue if this sorted object map contains an element whose value is the specified
object; otherwise, oocFalse.

Discussion

You can call this method to check whether this sorted object map maps at least one
key to the specified value.

See also

containsKey

get
Finds the value paired with the specified key in this sorted object map.

Parameters

1.

ooRef(ooObj) get(const ooHandle(ooObj) &keyH) const;

2.

ooRef(ooObj) get(const void *lookupVal) const;

3.

ooRef(ooObj) get(
const ooHandle(ooObj) &keyH,
const ooUInt32 *comparisonArray) const;

keyH

Handle to a persistent object that is equal to the desired key.
lookupVal

Pointer to transient lookup data that identifies the desired key.
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comparisonArray

Comparison array for the desired key. The specified comparison array must
be consistent with the comparison arrays produced by this sorted object
map’s comparator (the same array size, based on the same comparison data,
and so on).
Returns

Object reference to the value in the element with the specified key, or to the value
in the element that is equal to lookupVal, or a null object reference if this sorted
object map contains no mapping for that key.

Discussion

A return value of null does not necessarily indicate that no element has the
specified key. It is possible that this sorted object map explicitly maps the key to
null. You can use the containsKey method to distinguish these two cases.
Variant 2 finds the element whose key is “equal” to the specified lookup data, as
determined by the comparator for this sorted object map. It is useful if this sorted
object map has a custom comparator that supports the content-based lookup of
keys. (The custom comparator may, but need not, support the optimization that
implicitly extracts a comparison array from the specified data.)
Variant 3 uses the explicitly specified array of comparison data to determine the
sort order of the specified key. This variant is useful if this sorted object map has
a custom comparator that supports the use of comparison arrays. Explicitly
specifying a comparison array can provide additional performance optimization
by avoiding a callback to the comparator.

See also

put
addAll
get method of the TreeBasedCollection class

put
Maps the specified key to the specified value in this sorted object map.

Parameters

1.

ooStatus put(
const ooHandle(ooObj) &keyH,
const ooHandle(ooObj) &valueH);

2.

ooStatus put(
const ooHandle(ooObj) &keyH,
const ooHandle(ooObj) &valueH,
const ooUInt32 *comparisonArray);

keyH

Handle to the key.
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valueH

Handle to the value.
comparisonArray

Comparison array for the key. The specified comparison array must be
consistent with the comparison arrays produced by this sorted object map’s
comparator (the same array size, based on the same comparison data, and so
on).
Returns

oocSuccess if successful; otherwise, oocError.

Discussion

If this sorted object map already contains an element with the specified key, this
method replaces the value in that element. Otherwise, this method adds a new
element with the specified key and value.
Variant 2 uses the explicitly specified array of comparison data to determine the
sort order of the specified key. This variant is useful if this sorted object map has
a custom comparator that supports the use of comparison arrays. Explicitly
specifying a comparison array can provide additional performance optimization
by avoiding a callback to the comparator.

See also

get
addAll
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Inheritance:

ooObj->ooCollection->ooTreeBasedCollection->ooTreeSetX
Handle Class:

ooHandle(ooTreeSetX)

Object-Reference Class: ooRef(ooTreeSetX)

The persistence-capable class ooTreeSetX represents sorted sets of persistent
objects with no duplicate elements; this class is also the base class for all sorted
collections.
See:
■

“Reference Summary” on page 614 for an overview of methods

■

“Reference Index” on page 615 for a list of methods

To use this class, your application must include the ooCollectionBase.h
header file. No extra linking is required.

About Sorted Sets
The elements of a sorted set are sorted according to the ordering implemented by
the set’s corresponding comparator. If a sorted set uses a default comparator, its
elements are sorted by their object identifiers (OIDs).
Like all collections implemented with B-trees, sorted sets are scalable collections,
that is, they can increase in size with minimal performance degradation.
For additional information, see Chapter 12, “Persistent Collections,” of
Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Guide.
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Working With a Sorted Set
As is the case for any persistent object, you specify whether a sorted set is to be
transient or persistent when you create it; sorted sets must be persistent. You create
a sorted set with a call to the new operator, passing information to guide the
placement of the new sorted set. You must specify the intended owner of the
collection—the existing persistent object that will eventually reference the new
persistent collection through an attribute.
Like other persistent objects, sorted sets are normally manipulated through
handles or object references. You can store and find a sorted set in the federated
database just as you would any other persistent object.

Related Classes
Two additional classes represent persistent collections of persistent objects:
■

ooHashSetX represents an unordered collection of persistent objects with no

duplicate elements. It uses an extendible hashing mechanism.
■

ooTreeListX represents a collection of persistent objects that are maintained
in the order specified when they are added to the collection. A list can contain
duplicate elements. Like this class, ooTreeListX is implemented using a
B-tree data structure.

The related class ooCompare is the abstract base class for custom comparators for
sorted sets.

Reference Summary
In the following table:
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■

Operators indicated as (inherited) are overloaded in this class with no change
in behavior; they are documented with the ooObj class (page 403), along
with the other inherited methods not listed here.

■

Methods indicated as (inherited) are inherited from the
ooTreeBasedCollection class (page 577) or the ooCollection class
(page 91) and are documented with the defining class.
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Creating and Deleting

ooTreeSetX
operator new (inherited)
operator delete (inherited)

Adding and Removing Elements

add
addAll (inherited)
clear (inherited)
remove
removeAll (inherited)
removeAllDeleted (inherited)
retainAll (inherited)

Getting Elements

get (inherited)
first (inherited)
last (inherited)
iterator (inherited)
keyIterator (inherited)
valueIterator (inherited)

Getting Information

depth (inherited)
size (inherited)

Finding Auxiliary Objects

comparator (inherited)

Testing

comparisonArrayIsCompleteKey
contains
containsAll (inherited)
isEmpty (inherited)
notEmpty (inherited)

Maintaining the B-Tree

compact (inherited)

Viewing in an MROW Transaction

refresh (inherited)

Reference Index
add

Adds the specified object to this sorted
collection.

comparisonArrayIsCompleteKey

Tests whether this sorted collection uses
comparison arrays alone to determine the total
ordering of its elements.

contains

Tests whether this sorted collection contains
the specified element (or key).
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ooTreeSetX

Constructs a new sorted set.

remove

Removes the specified object from this sorted
collection.

Constructors
ooTreeSetX
Constructs a new sorted set.

Parameters

1.

ooTreeSetX(
ooUInt16 numberOfElements = 5);

2.

ooTreeSetX(
ooHandle(ooCompare) &compH,
ooUInt16 numberOfElements = 5);

3.

ooTreeSetX(
ooHandle(ooCompare) &compH,
ooUInt16 numberOfElements = 5,
ooBoolean useShortRefs = oocFalse,
ooBoolean comparisonArrayIsCompleteKey = oocFalse);

numberOfElements

Expected number of elements to be accommodated by the new sorted set.
The specified value serves as a hint to help Objectivity/DB optimize the
amount of space it reserves for the array associated with the root node in the
sorted set’s B-tree.
You can specify 0 to request the maximum amount space be reserved.
useShortRefs

(For advanced users only.) Specify oocFalse.
compH

Handle to a custom comparator for the new sorted set. The comparator must
be an instance of an application-defined class derived from either
ooCompare.
comparisonArrayIsCompleteKey

Specifies whether the new sorted set can use comparison arrays alone to
obtain a valid total ordering for all of its elements:
■
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Specify oocFalse (the default) if the custom comparator referenced by
compH does not support comparison arrays, or if comparison arrays are
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supported, but should not be used alone to determine the ordering of
elements (because duplicate arrays could be stored for two or more
elements).
■

Specify oocTrue if comparison arrays can appropriately be used alone to
determine the ordering of elements—that is, if the custom comparator
referenced by compH supports comparison arrays and you can guarantee
that every element in the new sorted set will have a unique comparison
array.

Comparison arrays are a performance optimization that can be supported by
custom comparators; see “Optimizing Comparison in a Sorted Collection” in
Chapter 12 of Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Guide. Specifying oocTrue
maximizes the performance benefit of comparison arrays for the new sorted
set, provided each of the set’s elements is guaranteed to have a unique
comparison array. If the sorted set encounters two identical comparison
arrays, it will consider the corresponding persistent objects to be equal
without opening those objects to obtain further comparison data for the
comparator to evaluate. This behavior minimizes the I/O during sorting and
lookup operations, but will incorrectly match up different persistent objects if
they have duplicate comparison arrays.
Discussion

Variant 1 creates an empty sorted set with a default comparator. Variants 2 and 3
create an empty sorted set with the specified custom comparator.
The optional parameters allow the caller to:
■

Fine-tune the amount of space reserved for the sorted set’s initial array.

■

Fine-tune the use of comparison arrays, if they are supported by the sorted
set’s custom comparator.

For more information, see “Properties of Scalable Ordered Collections” in
Chapter 12 of Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Guide.

Methods
add
Adds the specified object to this sorted collection.
1.

ooBoolean add(
const ooHandle(ooObj) &objH);

2.

ooBoolean add(
const ooHandle(ooObj) &objH,
const ooUInt32 *comparisonArray);
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objH

Handle to the object to be added.
comparisonArray

Comparison array for the object being added. The specified comparison
array must be completely consistent with the comparison arrays produced by
this sorted collection’s comparator (the same array size, based on the same
comparison data, and so on).
Returns

oocTrue if an element was added; otherwise, oocFalse.

Discussion

If this collection is a sorted set, this method returns false if the specified object is
already an element of this sorted set.
If this collection is a sorted object map, this method adds a new key-value pair
with the specified object as its key and a null value. If this sorted object map
currently has an element whose key is the specified object, the value of the
existing element is replaced by null.
Variant 2 uses the explicitly specified array of comparison data to determine the
sort order of the new object. This variant is useful only if this collection has a
custom comparator that supports the use of comparison arrays. Explicitly
specifying a comparison array can provide additional performance optimization
by avoiding a callback to the comparator.

comparisonArrayIsCompleteKey
Tests whether this sorted collection uses comparison arrays alone to determine
the total ordering of its elements.
ooBoolean comparisonArrayIsCompleteKey() const;
Returns

oocTrue if you created this sorted collection so that it uses comparison arrays
alone to sort or look up its elements or keys; otherwise, oocFalse.

See also

ooTreeSetX constructor
ooTreeMapX constructor

contains
Tests whether this sorted collection contains the specified element (or key).
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1.

ooBoolean contains(
const ooHandle(ooObj) &objH) const;

2.

ooBoolean contains(
const void *lookupVal) const;
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3.

Parameters

virtual ooBoolean contains(
const ooHandle(ooObj) &objH,
const ooUInt32 *comparisonArray) const;

objH

Handle to the object to be tested for containment.
lookupVal

Pointer to transient lookup data that identifies the object to be tested.
comparisonArray

Comparison array for the object to be tested. The specified comparison array
must be completely consistent with the comparison arrays produced by this
sorted collection’s comparator (the same array size, based on the same
comparison data, and so on).
Returns

oocTrue if this sorted collection contains an element (or key) equal to the specified
object; otherwise, oocFalse.

Discussion

If this collection is a sorted set, this method tests whether this set contains the
specified object as an element.
If this collection is a sorted object map, this method tests whether this object map
contains an element with the specified object as its key.
Variant 2 tests whether any element (or key) of this sorted collection is “equal” to
the specified lookup data, as determined by the comparator for this collection. It
is useful if this sorted collection has a custom comparator that supports the
content-based lookup of elements (or keys). (The custom comparator may, but
need not, support the optimization that implicitly extracts a comparison array
from the specified data.)
Variant 3 uses the explicitly specified array of comparison data to determine the
sort order of the object to be tested. This variant is useful if this sorted collection
has a custom comparator that supports the use of comparison arrays. Explicitly
specifying a comparison array can provide additional performance optimization
by avoiding a callback to the comparator.

remove
Removes the specified object from this sorted collection.
1.

ooBoolean remove(
const ooHandle(ooObj) &objH);

2.

ooBoolean remove(
const void *lookupVal);
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Parameters

virtual ooBoolean remove(
const ooHandle(ooObj) &objH,
const ooUInt32 *comparisonArray);

objH

Handle to the object to be removed.
lookupVal

Pointer to transient lookup data that identifies either the element to be
removed or, if this collection is a sorted object map, the key of the element to
be removed.
comparisonArray

Comparison array for the object to be removed from this sorted collection.
The specified comparison array must be consistent with the comparison
arrays produced by this collection’s comparator (the same array size, based
on the same comparison data, and so on).
Returns

oocTrue if an element was removed; otherwise, oocFalse.

Discussion

If this collection is a sorted set, this method removes the element (if any) that is
equal to the specified object. If this collection is a sorted object map, this method
removes the element (if any) whose key is the specified object.
Variant 2 is useful if this sorted collection has a custom comparator that supports
the content-based lookup of elements (or keys). (The custom comparator may,
but need not, support the optimization that implicitly extracts a comparison
array from the specified data.)
Variant 3 uses the explicitly specified array of comparison data to determine the
sort order of the object to be removed. This variant is useful if this sorted
collection has a custom comparator that supports the use of comparison arrays.
Explicitly specifying a comparison array can provide additional performance
optimization by avoiding a callback to the comparator.

See also
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Inheritance:

ooTuner
The class ooTuner is the base class for all performance-tuner classes.
See:
■

“Reference Summary” on page 623 for an overview of methods

■

“Reference Index” on page 623 for a list of methods

To use this class, your application must include the ooObjy.h header file.

About Performance Tuners
An instance of a class derived from ooTuner is called a performance tuner. A
performance tuner specifies values for various properties that control an
application’s behavior.
The ooTuner class defines a method corresponding to each property that a tuner
can set. Each such method takes as a parameter the current property value that
was specified explicitly by the application or by default; the tuner method can
return that value unchanged or select and return a different value for the
property.
To use a performance tuner, an application registers the tuner that is to determine
how to set property values. If a performance tuner is registered when a property
value is being set, Objectivity/C++ calls the appropriate method of that tuner
and sets the property to the returned value.
You never create instances of ooTuner class; instead, you work with instances of
its concrete derived classes. Objectivity/C++ includes one predefined tuner class,
ooEnvironmentBasedTuner. A tuner of this class, called a default tuner, gets
property values from environment variables. If you want to use a tuner that
selects property values without relying on environment variables, you can define
your own performance-tuner class to implement the desired behavior.
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Working With Performance Tuners
You register a performance tuner by calling the ooObjy::setTuner static
method:

NOTE

■

To use a default tuner, call ooObjy::setTuner without any parameters; a
default tuner is created and registered.

■

To use a tuner of an application-defined class, create an instance of that class
and pass a pointer to that tuner to ooObjy::setTuner.

If you plan to use a performance tuner, you must register it before any
interaction with Objectivity/DB, that is, before your call to the
ooObjy::startup static method.
If you want a performance tuner to enable logging, your application must call
ooObjy::setLoggingOptions after calling ooObjy::setTuner and before
calling ooObjy::startup. The call to setLoggingOptions can specify
oocLogNone as the options parameter to leave logging disabled unless the

tuner enables logging options.
NOTE

Your application should not call the methods of a performance tuner. Methods of
the registered performance tuner are called automatically when properties are
set.

Defining a Performance-Tuner Class
To define a performance-tuner class:

NOTE
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■

Derive the class from ooTuner. You must include the ooTuner.h header file
in the file that defines your tuner class.

■

Override the methods corresponding to the properties you want your tuner
to set.

All methods of ooTuner return the current property value unchanged. If your
tuner does not set a particular property, you don’t need to implement the
corresponding method.
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Reference Summary

Reference Summary
Logging Properties

logOptions
appendLogs
logDirectory

Startup Properties

amsUsage
numberOfFiles

Default Values for Session
Properties

indexMode

Session Properties
Individual Sessions

cacheInitialPages
cacheMaxPages
largeObjectMemoryLimit
lockWait
hotMode

Pooled Sessions

poolSessionCacheInitialPages
poolSessionCacheMaxPages
poolSessionLargeObjectMemoryLimit
poolSessionLockWait
poolSessionHotMode

Properties of Session Pools

sessionPoolSoftLimit
sessionPoolHardLimit
sessionPoolWait

Reference Index
amsUsage

Specifies the application’s policy for
using the Advanced Multithreaded
Server (AMS).

appendLogs

Specifies whether to append new log
items to the existing log file.

cacheInitialPages

Sets the initial cache capacity for
individual sessions.

cacheMaxPages

Sets the maximum cache capacity for
individual sessions.
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hotMode

Specifies whether to enable or disable
hot mode for individual sessions.

indexMode

Sets the initial default index mode for
sessions.

largeObjectMemoryLimit

Sets the large-object memory limit for
individual sessions.

lockWait

Sets the lock-waiting policy for
individual sessions.

logDirectory

Specifies the directory in which log files
should be written.

logOptions

Sets the logging options.

numberOfFiles

Sets the number of file descriptors
allowed in any session.

poolSessionCacheInitialPages

Sets the initial cache capacity for
sessions created by the specified
session pool.

poolSessionCacheMaxPages

Sets the maximum cache capacity for
sessions created by the specified
session pool.

poolSessionHotMode

Specifies whether to enable or disable
hot mode for sessions created by the
specified session pool.

poolSessionLargeObjectMemoryLimit

Sets the large-object memory limit for
sessions created by the specified
session pool.

poolSessionLockWait

Sets the lock-waiting policy for sessions
created by the specified session pool.

sessionPoolHardLimit

Sets the hard limit for the specified
session pool.

sessionPoolSoftLimit

Sets the soft limit for the specified
session pool.

sessionPoolWait

Sets the session-waiting policy for the
specified session pool.
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amsUsage
Specifies the application’s policy for using the Advanced Multithreaded Server
(AMS).
virtual ooAMSUsage amsUsage(ooAMSUsage current);
Parameters

current

The current value for this property.
Returns

Policy for using AMS as data-server software on remote hosts.

Discussion

The returned value supersedes the policy specified by the amsUsage parameter
to the ooObjy::startup static method (or the default value for that parameter).
For information about AMS, see Objectivity/DB Administration.

See also

ooAMSUsage type

appendLogs
Specifies whether to append new log items to the existing log file.
virtual ooBoolean appendLogs(ooBoolean current);
Parameters

current

The current value for this property.
Returns

oocTrue to append new log items to the existing log file; oocFalse to overwrite
the existing log file with new log items.

Discussion

The returned value supersedes the value specified by the appendLogFiles
parameter to the ooObjy::setLoggingOptions static method.

cacheInitialPages
Sets the initial cache capacity for individual sessions.
virtual ooUInt32 cacheInitialPages(ooUInt32 current);
Parameters

current

The current value for this property.
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Returns

Factor for computing the initial sizes of the small- and large-object buffer pools in
a session’s Objectivity/DB cache.

Discussion

The returned value supersedes the value specified by the
cacheInitialCapacity parameter to createSession.
The returned value determines:
■

The initial number of buffer pages allocated in the session’s main
small-object buffer pool.

■

The initial number of buffer entries allocated in the session’s main
large-object buffer pool (equivalently, the initial number of large objects to be
accommodated by the pool).

If the session’s Objectivity/DB cache creates any additional small- and
large-object buffer pools, the returned value determines:
■

The initial number of bytes allocated in each additional small-object buffer
pool (equal to the returned value multiplied by the system database’s
storage-page size).

■

The initial number of buffer entries allocated in each additional large-object
buffer pool (equivalently, the initial number of large objects to be
accommodated by each pool).

The returned value applies to all buffer pools in a session’s cache; a performance
tuner cannot set individual buffer-pool sizes.
NOTE

The returned value does not replace any values set by calls to the session’s
setBufferSpace method. If the application calls setBufferSpace to set initial
sizes for specific buffer pools in a session’s cache, those sizes are used (and the
value returned by cacheInitialPages is ignored) for those buffer pools.
For guidelines on selecting a value for initial cache capacity, see “Optimizing the
Cache Size” in Chapter 23 of Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Guide.

See also
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poolSessionCacheInitialPages
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cacheMaxPages
Sets the maximum cache capacity for individual sessions.
virtual ooUInt32 cacheMaxPages(ooUInt32 current);
Parameters

current

The current value for this property.
Returns

Factor for computing the maximum sizes of the small- and large-object buffer
pools in a session’s Objectivity/DB cache.

Discussion

The returned value supersedes the value specified by the cacheMaxCapacity
parameter to createSession.
The returned value determines:
■

The maximum number of buffer pages that can be allocated in the session’s
main small-object buffer pool.

■

The maximum number of buffer entries that can be allocated in the session’s
main large-object buffer pool (equivalently, the maximum number of large
objects that can be accommodated by the pool).

If the session’s Objectivity/DB cache creates any additional small- and
large-object buffer pools, the returned value determines:
■

The maximum number of bytes that can be allocated in each additional
small-object buffer pool (equal to the returned value multiplied by the
system database’s storage-page size).

■

The maximum number of buffer entries that can be allocated in each
additional large-object buffer pool (equivalently, the initial number of large
objects that can be accommodated by each pool).

The returned value applies to all buffer pools in a session’s cache; a performance
tuner cannot set individual buffer-pool sizes.
NOTE

The returned value does not replace any values set by calls to the session’s
setBufferSpace method. If the application calls setBufferSpace to set
maximum sizes for specific buffer pools in a session’s cache, those sizes are used
(and the value returned by cacheMaxPages is ignored) for those buffer pools.
For guidelines on selecting a value for maximum cache pages, see “Optimizing
the Cache Size” in Chapter 23 of Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Guide.

See also

poolSessionCacheMaxPages
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hotMode
Specifies whether to enable or disable hot mode for individual sessions.
virtual ooBoolean hotMode(ooBoolean current);
Parameters

current

The current value for this property.
Returns

oocTrue to enable hot mode and oocFalse to disable it.

Discussion

The returned value supersedes the value specified by the hotMode parameter to
createSession.
For guidelines on selecting a value for hot mode, see “Delaying Format
Conversions in the Cache” in Chapter 23 of Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Guide.

See also

poolSessionHotMode

indexMode
Sets the initial default index mode for sessions.
virtual ooIndexMode indexMode(ooIndexMode current);
Parameters

current

The system default for index mode.
Returns

The initial default property value for index mode, which specifies whether and
when a session updates indexes after objects of an indexed class are created or
key-field values are modified.

Discussion

This method is called by the ooObjy::startup static method when it initializes
default values for session properties. The returned value supersedes the system
default for index mode (oocInsensitive). The default index mode can
subsequently be changed by calling the ooSession::setDefaultIndexMode
static method.
For guidelines on selecting a default value for index mode, see “Updating
Indexes” in Chapter 20 of Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Guide.

See also
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largeObjectMemoryLimit
Sets the large-object memory limit for individual sessions.
virtual ooUInt32 largeObjectMemoryLimit(ooUInt32 current);
Parameters

current

The current value for this property.
Returns

The suggested maximum number of bytes for the large-object memory pool in the
Objectivity/DB cache of an individual session.

Discussion

The returned value supersedes the number of bytes specified by the
largeObjectMemoryLimit parameter to createSession.
For guidelines on selecting a value for large-object memory limit, see
“Optimizing the Cache Size” in Chapter 23 of Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Guide.

See also

poolSessionLargeObjectMemoryLimit

lockWait
Sets the lock-waiting policy for individual sessions.
virtual ooInt32 lockWait(ooInt32 current);
Parameters

current

The current value for this property.
Returns

The lock-waiting policy, which specifies whether a session’s transactions are to
wait to obtain locks, and if so, for how long.

Discussion

The returned value supersedes the value specified by the lockWait parameter to
createSession.
For guidelines on selecting a value for lock-waiting policy, see “Lengthening the
Lock-Timeout Period” in Chapter 23 of Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Guide.

See also

poolSessionLockWait
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logDirectory
Specifies the directory in which log files should be written.
virtual const char *logDirectory(const char *current);
Parameters

current

The current value for this property.
Returns

Path of the directory in which log files should be written, or an empty string to use
the current directory.

Discussion

The returned value supersedes the value specified by the logDirPath parameter
to the ooObjy::setLoggingOptions static method.

logOptions
Sets the logging options.
virtual int logOptions(int current);
Parameters

current

The current value for this property.
Returns

Integer whose binary representation can be interpreted as a combination of
logging options. You normally specify logging options using one or more
constants of type ooLogOptions, where multiple constants are combined with the
C++ bitwise OR operator (|).

Discussion

The returned value supersedes the value specified by the options parameter to
the ooObjy::setLoggingOptions static method.

See also

ooLogOptions global type

numberOfFiles
Sets the number of file descriptors allowed in any session.
virtual ooUInt32 numberOfFiles(ooUInt32 current);
Parameters

current

The current value for this property.
Returns
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Number of file descriptors allowed in any session. The minimum value is 8.
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The returned value supersedes the number of file descriptors specified by the
numFiles parameter to the ooObjy::startup static method.
For guidelines on selecting a value for the number of file descriptors, see
“Optimizing the Number of File Descriptors” in Chapter 23 of Objectivity/C++
Programmer’s Guide.

poolSessionCacheInitialPages
Sets the initial cache capacity for sessions created by the specified session pool.
virtual ooUInt32 poolSessionCacheInitialPages(
const char *sessionPoolName,
ooUInt32 current);
Parameters

sessionPoolName

The name of the session pool.
current

The current value for this property.
Returns

Factor for computing the initial sizes of the small- and large-object buffer pools in
a pooled session’s Objectivity/DB cache.

Discussion

The returned value supersedes the value specified by the
cacheInitialCapacity parameter to createSessionPool.
For more information about the returned value, see cacheInitialPages.
For guidelines on selecting a value for initial cache pages, see “Optimizing the
Cache Size” in Chapter 23 of Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Guide.

See also

cacheInitialPages

poolSessionCacheMaxPages
Sets the maximum cache capacity for sessions created by the specified session
pool.
virtual ooUInt32 poolSessionCacheMaxPages(
const char *sessionPoolName,
ooUInt32 current);
Parameters

sessionPoolName

The name of the session pool.
current

The current value for this property.
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Returns

Factor for computing the maximum sizes of the small- and large-object buffer
pools in a pooled session’s Objectivity/DB cache.

Discussion

The returned value supersedes the value specified by the cacheMaxCapacity
parameter to createSessionPool.
For more information about the returned value, see cacheMaxPages.
For guidelines on selecting a value for maximum cache pages, see “Optimizing
the Cache Size” in Chapter 23 of Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Guide.

See also

cacheMaxPages

poolSessionHotMode
Specifies whether to enable or disable hot mode for sessions created by the
specified session pool.
virtual ooBoolean poolSessionHotMode(
const char *sessionPoolName,
ooBoolean current);
Parameters

sessionPoolName

The name of the session pool.
current

The current value for this property.
Returns

oocTrue to enable hot mode and oocFalse to disable it.

Discussion

The returned value supersedes the value specified by the hotMode parameter to
createSessionPool.
For guidelines on selecting a value for hot mode, see “Delaying Format
Conversions in the Cache” in Chapter 23 of Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Guide.

See also

hotMode

poolSessionLargeObjectMemoryLimit
Sets the large-object memory limit for sessions created by the specified session
pool.
virtual ooUInt32 poolSessionLargeObjectMemoryLimit(
const char *sessionPoolName,
ooUInt32 current);
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sessionPoolName

The name of the session pool.
current

The current value for this property.
Returns

The suggested maximum number of bytes for the large-object memory pool in the
Objectivity/DB cache of a pooled session.

Discussion

The returned value supersedes the number of bytes specified by the
largeObjectMemoryLimit parameter to createSessionPool.
For guidelines on selecting a value for large-object memory limit, see
“Optimizing the Cache Size” in Chapter 23 of Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Guide.

See also

largeObjectMemoryLimit

poolSessionLockWait
Sets the lock-waiting policy for sessions created by the specified session pool.
virtual int poolSessionLockWait(
const char *sessionPoolName,
int current);
Parameters

sessionPoolName

The name of the session pool.
current

The current value for this property.
Returns

The lock-waiting policy, which specifies whether a session’s transactions are to
wait to obtain locks, and if so, for how long.

Discussion

The returned value supersedes the value specified by the lockWait parameter to
createSessionPool.
For guidelines on selecting a value for lock-waiting policy, see “Lengthening the
Lock-Timeout Period” in Chapter 23 of Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Guide.

See also

lockWait
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sessionPoolHardLimit
Sets the hard limit for the specified session pool.
virtual unsigned sessionPoolHardLimit(
const char *sessionPoolName,
unsigned current);
Parameters

sessionPoolName

The name of the session pool.
current

The current value for this property.
Returns

Maximum number of sessions to be created by the session pool.

Discussion

The returned value supersedes the limit specified by the hardLimit parameter to
createSessionPool.
For a detailed description of a session pool’s hard limit, see “Obtaining Pooled
Sessions” in Chapter 4 of Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Guide.

sessionPoolSoftLimit
Sets the soft limit for the specified session pool.
virtual unsigned sessionPoolSoftLimit(
const char *sessionPoolName,
unsigned current);
Parameters

sessionPoolName

The name of the session pool.
current

The current value for this property.
Returns

Maximum number of inactive sessions to be retained when sessions are returned
to the pool.

Discussion

The returned value supersedes the limit specified by the softLimit parameter to
createSessionPool.
For a detailed description of a session pool’s soft limit, see “Obtaining Pooled
Sessions” in Chapter 4 of Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Guide.
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sessionPoolWait
Sets the session-waiting policy for the specified session pool.
virtual int sessionPoolWait(
const char *sessionPoolName,
int current);
Parameters

sessionPoolName

The name of the session pool.
current

The current value for this property.
Returns

Discussion

Value that specifies how the session pool behaves when the application requests a
session but no session is available and the pool has already created the maximum
number of sessions (specified by the pool’s hard limit). The value indicates
whether the session pool waits for a session to be returned, and if so, for how long:
■

oocNoWait or 0—Turn off session waiting; do not wait for sessions to be
returned.

■

oocWait—Wait indefinitely for a session to be returned.

■

n, where n is an integer greater than or equal to 1—Wait n seconds.

The returned value supersedes the policy specified by the sessionWait
parameter to createSessionPool.
For a detailed description of a session pool’s session-waiting policy, see
“Obtaining Pooled Sessions” in Chapter 4 of Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Guide.
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ooTVArrayT<element_type> Classes
Inheritance:

ooTVArrayT<element_type>
The non-persistence-capable template class ooTVArrayT<element_type>
represents a temporary variable-size array (VArray) whose elements are of type
element_type.
See:
■

“Reference Summary” on page 639 for an overview of methods

■

“Reference Index” on page 639 for a list of methods

About Temporary VArrays
A temporary VArray is a variable-size array that can only be transient. Unlike
standard VArrays (instances of ooVArrayT<element_type>), temporary VArrays
cannot be incorporated in a persistent object, either through inheritance or
embedding as an attribute; only standard VArrays can be made persistent.

Elements of a Temporary VArray
Elements of temporary VArrays can be of any type, including
non-persistence-capable class types. For example, ooTVArrayT<Point> is a
template class representing temporary VArrays whose elements are instances of
the non-persistence-capable class Point.
NOTE

Temporary VArrays cannot contain other VArrays, either directly or indirectly.
Unlike standard VArrays, elements of temporary VArrays can be handles,
iterators, or, more generally, elements that contain memory pointers to other
elements.
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Structure and Behavior

Like the elements of fixed C++ arrays, the element_type of a temporary VArray
must have a default constructor (a constructor that can take no parameters).

Structure and Behavior
A temporary VArray is a compound object consisting of a reference to a vector of
elements. The reference portion of the temporary VArray occupies a fixed
amount of space; the vector portion occupies a variable amount of space and may
be relocated by certain operations. Elements in the vector are guaranteed
contiguous within virtual memory.
You use public constructors to create temporary VArrays with 0 or more
elements. An empty temporary VArray has no vector allocated for it until you
add elements using the resize or extend method. You use these methods to
grow or truncate the vector dynamically. Resizing a temporary VArray to 0
elements deallocates the vector.
You access each element by its position in the array. Elements are numbered
starting with 0; the position number is the element’s index or subscript. VArray
operations verify that any specified indexes are valid based on the VArray’s
current size; the elem access function bypasses this subscript range checking.
Because of the way temporary VArrays are represented, you cannot access the
first element of an array by dereferencing it; that is, the expression *myArray
does not access the first element of myArray. You must use methods such as
operator[ ], elem, or head to access the first element of a temporary VArray.

Effect of Resizing
A resizing operation may relocate the vector portion of a VArray to keep the
elements contiguous in virtual memory. This relocation is performed differently
by standard and temporary VArrays, which affects the permitted element types:
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■

When a standard VArray is relocated, its elements are bit-wise copied, which
preserves the element data exactly, but invalidates any element data that
consists of memory pointers to other (now relocated) elements.

■

When a temporary VArray is relocated, its elements are copied
element-by-element, which invokes the element_type default constructor to
create new, empty elements and then uses element_type assignment to
assign each original element value to a corresponding new element. This
preserves the validity of any elements that point to other elements, provided
that the default constructor and destructor for element_type manage the
pointer linkage as appropriate.
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Reference Summary

Reference Summary
Creating

ooTVArrayT<element_type>

Assigning

operator=

Modifying

operator=
extend
resize
set
update

Finding Elements

operator[ ]
elem
head

Getting Information

size

Reference Index
elem

Gets the specified element of this temporary
VArray, without performing subscript boundary
checking.

extend

Allocates a new element at the end of this
temporary VArray, and sets it to the specified
value.

head

Gets the first element of this temporary VArray.

ooTVArrayT<element_type>

Default constructor that constructs a new
temporary VArray.

ooTVArrayT<element_type>

Constructs a new temporary VArray of the
specified size.

ooTVArrayT<element_type>

Copy constructor that constructs a new copy of the
specified temporary VArray.

operator=

Assignment operator; assigns the specified
temporary VArray to this temporary VArray,
automatically adjusting the size of this temporary
VArray.

operator[ ]

Subscript operator; accesses the specified
element of this temporary VArray.
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resize

Extends or truncates this temporary VArray to the
specified number of elements.

set

Sets the specified element of this VArray to be the
indicated value.

size

Gets the current number of elements in this
temporary VArray.

update

Returns oocSuccess because a temporary
VArray can always be updated.

Constructors
ooTVArrayT<element_type>
Default constructor that constructs a new temporary VArray.
ooTVArrayT<element_type> ();
Discussion

Constructs an uninitialized temporary VArray whose size is 0. No vector is
allocated until you add elements using the resize or extend method.

ooTVArrayT<element_type>
Constructs a new temporary VArray of the specified size.
ooTVArrayT<element_type> (ooUInt32 initSize);
Parameters

initSize

Initial number of elements to allocate. If you specify 0, no vector is allocated
until you add elements using the resize or extend method.

ooTVArrayT<element_type>
Copy constructor that constructs a new copy of the specified temporary VArray.
ooTVArrayT<element_type> (ooTVArrayT<element_type> &array);
Parameters

array

Temporary VArray of the same type as this temporary VArray.
Discussion
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Constructs a temporary VArray whose size is equal to the size of array, then
performs an element-by-element copy from array into the newly created VArray.
The constructor operation populates the new temporary VArray by using the
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element_type default constructor to create new, empty elements, and then using
element_type assignment to assign each element of array to a corresponding

new element.

Operators
operator=
Assignment operator; assigns the specified temporary VArray to this temporary
VArray, automatically adjusting the size of this temporary VArray.
ooTVArrayT<element_type> &operator=(
ooTVArrayT<element_type> &array);
Parameters

array

Temporary VArray of the same type as this temporary VArray.
Returns

This temporary VArray.

Discussion

The assignment operation resizes this temporary VArray to be the same size as
array, and then performs an element-by-element copy from array into this
temporary VArray. The assignment operation populates this temporary VArray by
using the element_type default constructor to create new, empty elements, and
then using element_type assignment to assign each element of array to a
corresponding new element.

operator[ ]
Subscript operator; accesses the specified element of this temporary VArray.
element_type &operator[] (ooUInt32 index);
Parameters

index

Index of the element to access. Specify 0 to access the first element.
Returns

index’th element of this temporary VArray.

Discussion

You can use the subscript operator to either get or change the specified element of
this temporary VArray (that is, you can use the subscript operator on either the
right or left side of an assignment operation).
Subscript boundaries are checked to ensure integrity. You can use the elem
method to bypass subscript range checking.
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elem
Gets the specified element of this temporary VArray, without performing
subscript boundary checking.
element_type &elem(ooUInt32 index);
Parameters

index

Index of the element to access. Specify 0 to access the first element.
Returns

Reference to the index’th element of the temporary VArray.

Discussion

You can use elem to either get or set the specified element of this temporary
VArray (that is, you can use elem on either the right or left side of an assignment
operation).
The elem method bypasses subscript range checking. You should use
operator[ ] if you want subscript boundaries to be checked.

extend
Allocates a new element at the end of this temporary VArray, and sets it to the
specified value.
ooStatus extend(element_type &newValue);
Parameters

newValue

Value to be assigned to the new element, passed by reference.
Returns

oocSuccess if successful; otherwise oocError.

Discussion

Extending a temporary VArray implicitly resizes it, which is a potentially
expensive operation. You should therefore use extend as a convenient way to add
only a single element to a VArray. If you need to add multiple elements in a single
transaction, you should consider using resize to allocate all the elements in one
operation.

head
Gets the first element of this temporary VArray.
element_type *head() const;
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Pointer to the first element of this temporary VArray. If this VArray contains no
elements, a null pointer is returned.

resize
Extends or truncates this temporary VArray to the specified number of elements.
ooStatus resize(ooUInt32 newSize);
Parameters

newSize

Total number of elements that this temporary VArray is to have. Specify 0 to
remove all the elements, freeing the storage allocated to the element vector.
Returns

oocSuccess if successful; otherwise oocError.

Discussion

If the new size is larger than the current size, resize allocates storage for the
additional elements and invokes the element_type default constructor to create
new, empty elements.
If the new size is smaller than the current size, resize invokes the
element_type destructor for the elements to be truncated (the elements from
index newSize + 1 to the end) and then truncates the temporary VArray to the
new size.
To keep the temporary VArray’s elements contiguous, resize may relocate the
vector portion of this VArray in virtual memory. If this happens, the elements of
this VArray are copied element-by-element to the new location.
Element-by-element copying invokes the element_type default constructor to
create new, empty elements and then uses element_type assignment to assign
each original element value to a corresponding new element. This preserves the
validity of any element data that consists of memory pointers to other (now
relocated) elements, provided that the element_type default constructor and
the element_type destructor manage the pointer linkage as appropriate. This
kind of copying causes resizing a temporary VArray to be slower than resizing a
standard VArray.

set
Sets the specified element of this VArray to be the indicated value.
ooStatus set(ooUInt32 index, element_type &newValue);
Parameters

index

Index of the element to access. Specify 0 to access the first element.
newValue

Value to be assigned to the specified element, passed by reference.
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oocSuccess if successful; otherwise oocError.

size
Gets the current number of elements in this temporary VArray.
ooUInt32 size();
Returns

Number of elements in this temporary VArray.

update
Returns oocSuccess because a temporary VArray can always be updated.
ooStatus update();
Returns

oocSuccess

Discussion

This method is defined for consistency with other classes.
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Inheritance:

ooUtf8CharacterIterator
The non-persistence-capable class ooUtf8CharacterIterator represents a
Unicode UTF-8 character iterator—that is, an iterator for finding complete
characters in a Unicode UTF-8 string.
See:
■

“Reference Summary” on page 646 for an overview of methods

■

“Reference Index” on page 646 for a list of methods

About Unicode UTF-8 Character Iterators
A Unicode UTF-8 character iterator provides for sequential access to the Unicode
characters in a Unicode UTF8- string (an instance of ooUtf8String). For
example, the following code will find each of the Unicode characters encoded in
a UTF-8 string and report the number of characters.
ooUtf8String u;

…
int counter = 0;
// loop for each character
for ( ooUtf8CharacterIterator p = u ; *p!=0 ; ++p ) {
ooChar32 c = *p;
// extract the current character
…
// process the character
counter++;
}
cout << "The number of characters is: " << counter << endl;
NOTE

An ooUtf8CharacterIterator instance provides a dereference operator that
returns an ooChar32 value representing a complete character. See
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ooUtf8Iterator if you need a dereference operator that returns a wchar_t

character representing a UTF-8 code unit.

Reference Summary
Creating a Unicode UTF-8 Character Iterator

ooUtf8CharacterIterator

Assigning a Unicode UTF-8 Character Iterator

operator=

Positioning a Unicode UTF-8 Character Iterator

operator++

Finding a Character

operator *
operator++

Testing a Unicode UTF-8 Character Iterator

operator==
operator!=

Reference Index
ooUtf8CharacterIterator Constructs a new Unicode UTF-8 character iterator.
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operator *

Dereference operator; returns the character at the
current position in the Unicode UTF-8 string.

operator=

Assignment operator; initializes this UTF-8 character
iterator from a Unicode UTF-8 string or another Unicode
UTF-8 character iterator.

operator==

Equality operator; tests whether the specified Unicode
UTF-8 character iterator matches this UTF-8 character
iterator.

operator!=

Inequality operator; tests whether the specified Unicode
UTF-8 character iterator is different from this UTF-8
character iterator.

operator++

Increment operator; advances this UTF-8 character
iterator forward to the next character in the Unicode
UTF-8 string.
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Constructors

Constructors
ooUtf8CharacterIterator
Constructs a new Unicode UTF-8 character iterator.

Parameters

1.

ooUtf8CharacterIterator();

2.

ooUtfCharacterIterator(const char *s);

3.

ooUtf8CharacterIterator(const ooUtf8String &s);

s

Existing Unicode UTF-8 string. The new UTF-8 character iterator is
initialized to point to the first character of the string.

Operators
operator *
Dereference operator; returns the character at the current position in the Unicode
UTF-8 string.
ooChar32 operator *() const;
Returns

An ooChar32 value representing the character.

operator=
Assignment operator; initializes this UTF-8 character iterator from a Unicode
UTF-8 string or another Unicode UTF-8 character iterator.

Parameters

1.

ooUtf8CharacterIterator &operator=(
const ooUtf8String &s);

2.

ooUtf8CharacterIterator &operator=(
const ooUtf8CharacterIterator *i);

s

Basic Unicode UTF-8 string. Assignment initializes this UTF-8 character
iterator to point to the first character of the string.
i

Unicode UTF-8 character iterator. Assignment initializes this UTF-8 character
iterator with a copy of the specified UTF-8 character iterator’s state.
Returns

This UTF-8 character iterator.
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Operators

operator==
Equality operator; tests whether the specified Unicode UTF-8 character iterator
matches this UTF-8 character iterator.
ooBoolean operator==(const ooUtf8CharacterIterator &other);
Returns

1, if the two UTF-8 character iterators represent the same position in the same
string; otherwise, 0.

operator!=
Inequality operator; tests whether the specified Unicode UTF-8 character iterator
is different from this UTF-8 character iterator.
ooBoolean operator!=(const ooUtf8CharacterIterator &other);
Returns

1, if the two UTF-8 character iterators do not represent the same position in the
same string; otherwise, 0.

operator++
Increment operator; advances this UTF-8 character iterator forward to the next
character in the Unicode UTF-8 string.

Parameters

1.

ooUtf16CharacterIterator &operator++();

2.

ooUtf16CharacterIterator operator++(int n);

n

This parameter is not used in calling this operator; its presence in the
function declaration specifies a postfix operator.
Returns

(Variant 1) This UTF-8 character iterator, advanced to the next character.
(Variant 2) A new Unicode UTF-8 character iterator set to this UTF-8 character
iterator, before this iterator is advanced.

Discussion

Variant 1 is the prefix increment operator, which advances this UTF-8 character
iterator and then returns it.
Variant 2 is the postfix increment operator, which allocates and returns a new
Unicode UTF-8 character iterator set to this UTF-8 character iterator, and then
advances this iterator.
An exception is thrown if you attempt to advance this iterator once it has already
reached the end of the string.
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Inheritance:

ooVArrayT<ooChar> -> ooUtf8String
The non-persistence-capable class ooUtf8String represents a basic Unicode
UTF-8 string, which is a variable-length string of Unicode characters in UTF-8
encoding.
See:
■

“Reference Summary” on page 651 for an overview of methods

■

“Reference Index” on page 652 for a list of methods

About Basic Unicode UTF-8 Strings
A basic Unicode UTF-8 string is a Unicode UTF-8 string of any length that can be
stored in a persistent object. Although you can use basic Unicode UTF-8 strings
anywhere in an application, their primary purpose is to serve as string attributes
of persistence-capable classes.
A common reason for using basic Unicode UTF-8 strings as string attributes is to
interoperate with Objectivity for Java applications that have created schema
descriptions of persistent classes with string fields. Within the objects of such
classes, a Java string (of the Java class java.lang.String) is stored in an
Objectivity/DB federated database as an embedded object of the class
ooUtf8String. If your Objectivity/C++ application needs to access persistent
objects with fields that contains such strings, you can define the corresponding
data member of your C++ class to be of type ooUtf8String.
Another reason for using UTF-8 strings is that they provide the most efficient use
of storage space for Western European languages. See “Trade-offs for Unicode
Strings” in Chapter 14 of the Programmer’s Guide.
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Basic Strings

Basic Strings
Instances of the class ooUtf8String are basic strings, which means they are
stored as variable-size arrays (VArrays) of elements. A basic string contains space
for the VArray’s reference to its vector as well as the vector itself.

Unicode UTF-8 Character Encoding
The component characters of an instance of ooUtf8String use an encoding
(numeric representation) that is:
■

Defined by the Unicode standard.

■

Formatted in one or more 8-bit code units (UTF-8).

Each 8-bit code unit is a single element of the instance’s VArray. A component
character of the string may correspond to one or more elements of the VArray,
depending on the number of code units required for that character. See
“Structure of Basic Strings” in Chapter 14 of the Programmer’s Guide.

Working With Basic Unicode UTF-8 Strings
Like instances of any other non-persistence-capable class, basic Unicode UTF-8
strings are not independently persistent. However, when such a string is an
attribute of a persistent object, it is saved in the federated database when the
persistent object is saved.
You get each code unit in a basic Unicode UTF-8 string by its position in the
string. Code units are numbered starting with 0; the position number is the
character’s index or subscript. Operations on a basic Unicode UTF-8 string verify
that any specified indexes are valid based on the string’s current size. The
length of a basic Unicode UTF-8 string is the number of code units in the
VArray, not including the null terminating character that is automatically added.
Because of the way a basic Unicode UTF-8 string is represented, you cannot get
the first code unit by dereferencing the string; that is, the expression
*myUtf8String does not get the first element of myUtf8String. Instead, you
can specify the index 0 to the subscript operator (operator[ ]) to get the first
code unit; alternatively, you can call the head method to get a pointer to the first
code unit.
You can sequentially access each complete Unicode character in a UTF-8 string
using an instance of the ooUtf8CharacterIterator class. An instance of the
ooUtf8Iterator class lets you sequentially accesses each complete code unit in
a UTF-8 string, which might or might not represent a complete Unicode
character.
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Related Classes

You can construct or assign to a Unicode UTF-8 string from an 8-bit, 16-bit or
32-bit C++ string. Note that when you construct or assign from an 8-bit C++
string (a const char *) to a UTF-8 string, it is your application’s responsibility
to ensure that each 8-bit element is a valid UTF-8 code unit. In contrast, when
you construct or assign from a 16-bit or 32-bit C++ wide character string (a
const wchar_t *) to a UTF-8 string, that string is automatically converted into
the UTF-8 representation.
Constructing or assigning between the different Objectivity/C++ Unicode strings
is transparent.

Related Classes
Objectivity/C++ supports UTF-16 and UTF-32 Unicode strings. See
ooUtf16String and ooUtf32String for more information.
The persistence-capable class oojString represents a string element of a
persistent array. It is a wrapper for a string of the ooUtf8String class.
A Java string array (of the Java type String[]) is stored in an Objectivity/DB
federated database as an object reference to a persistent array object of the class
oojArrayOfObject. Elements of the array are object references to instances of
oojString.

Reference Summary
Creating

ooUtf8String

Assigning

operator=

Type Conversion

operator const char *

Modifying

operator=
operator+=
resize

Getting Code Units

operator[ ]
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Reference Index

Getting Information

length
head

Testing

::operator==
::operator!=
::operator<
::operator<=
::operator>
::operator>=

Reference Index
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head

Gets a pointer to the first code unit of this basic Unicode
UTF-8 string.

length

Gets the number of code units in this basic Unicode UTF-8
string.

ooUtf8String

Constructs a new basic Unicode UTF-8 string.

operator[ ]

Subscript operator; gets the specified code unit of this
basic Unicode UTF-8 string.

operator+=

Append-to operator; concatenates this basic Unicode
UTF-8 string with the specified C++ string.

operator=

Assignment operator; assigns the specified C++ string to
this basic Unicode UTF-8 string.

::operator==

Equality operator; tests whether the specified strings
match.

::operator!=

Inequality operator; tests whether the specified strings are
different.

::operator<

Less-than operator; tests whether one string is less than
another.

::operator<=

Less-than-or-equal-to operator; tests whether one string is
less than or equal to another.

::operator>

Greater-than operator; tests whether one string is greater
than another.

::operator>=

Greater-than-or-equal-to operator; tests whether one
string is greater than or equal to another.
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Constructors

operator const char *

Conversion operator that accesses this basic Unicode
UTF-8 string as an object of type const char *.

resize

Extends or truncates this basic Unicode UTF-8 string to
the specified number of code units.

Constructors
ooUtf8String
Constructs a new basic Unicode UTF-8 string.

Parameters

1.

ooUtf8String();

2.

ooUtf8String(const char *p);

3.

ooUtf8String(const wchar_t *p);

4.

ooUtf8String(const ooChar16 *p);

5.

ooUtf8String(const ooChar32 *p);

p

Existing C++ string from which to construct the new basic Unicode UTF-8
string.
Discussion

Variant 1 is the default constructor. It constructs an empty basic Unicode UTF-8
string. Each of the other variants constructs a new basic Unicode UTF-8 string
containing a copy of the characters in the specified C++ string.
In Variant 2, it is your application’s responsibility to ensure that each 8-bit
element of p is a valid UTF-8 code unit.
On architectures that define wchar_t as 32-bit, variant 4 is available for
providing a 16-bit character string. Variant 5 is not available.
On architectures that define wchar_t as 16-bit, variant 5 is available for
providing a 32-bit character string. Variant 4 is not available.
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Operators

Operators
operator[ ]
Subscript operator; gets the specified code unit of this basic Unicode UTF-8 string.
ooChar &operator[](int index) const;
Parameters

index

Index of the code unit to get. Specify 0 to get the first code unit.
Note: index can be an int, uint, long, or unsigned value.
Returns

index’th code unit of this basic Unicode UTF-8 string.

Discussion

An exception is thrown if the index is not within the allocated size of the vector
(including the terminating null character).

operator+=
Append-to operator; concatenates this basic Unicode UTF-8 string with the
specified C++ string.

Parameters

1.

ooUtf8String &operator+=(const char *p);

2.

ooUtf8String &operator+=(const ooChar16 *p);

3.

ooUtf8String &operator+=(const ooChar32 *p);

p

C++ string whose characters are to be concatenated.
Returns

This basic Unicode UTF-8 string.

Discussion

The concatenation operator adds the characters pointed to by p to the end of this
basic Unicode UTF-8 string.
In Variant 1, it is your application’s responsibility to ensure that each 8-bit
element of p is a valid UTF-8 code unit. You can use this variant to concatenate
another basic Unicode UTF-8 string to this one because
operator const char * automatically converts the string being concatenated
to const char *.
Variant 2 or 3 lets you provide a wide character string. On architectures that
define wchar_t as 16-bit, variant 2 accepts a wide character string. On
architectures that define wchar_t as 32-bit, variant 3 accepts a wide character
string.
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Operators

operator=
Assignment operator; assigns the specified C++ string to this basic Unicode
UTF-8 string.

Parameters

1.

ooUtf8String &operator=(const char *p);

2.

ooUtf8String &operator=(const ooChar16 *p);

3.

ooUtf8String &operator=(const ooChar32 *p);

p

C++ string whose characters are to be assigned.
Returns

This basic Unicode UTF-8 string.

Discussion

The assignment operation resizes this basic Unicode UTF-8 string to accommodate
the characters in p, and then copies the characters of p into this basic Unicode
UTF-8 string. Any characters already in this basic Unicode UTF-8 string are
overwritten. If p is null, the effect is to delete the string.
In Variant 1, it is your application’s responsibility to ensure that each 8-bit
element of p is a valid UTF-8 code unit. You can use this variant to assign another
basic Unicode UTF-8 string to this one because operator const char *
automatically converts the string being assigned to const char *.
Variant 2 or 3 lets you provide a wide character string. On architectures that
define wchar_t as 16-bit, variant 2 accepts a wide character string. On
architectures that define wchar_t as 32-bit, variant 3 accepts a wide character
string.

::operator==

global function

Equality operator; tests whether the specified strings match.

Returns

1.

int ::operator==(
const ooUtf8String &left,
const ooUtf8String &right);

2.

int ::operator==(
const ooUtf8String &left,
const char *right);

3.

int ::operator==(
const char *left,
const ooUtf8String &right);

1, if every character of one string matches the corresponding character of the other;
0, if the two strings are lexicographically unequal.
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Discussion

Operators

You can compare two basic Unicode UTF-8 strings (variant 1) or a C++ string and
a basic Unicode UTF-8 string (variants 2 and 3).

::operator!=

global function

Inequality operator; tests whether the specified strings are different.
1.

int ::operator!=(
const ooUtf8String &left,
const ooUtf8String &right);

2.

int ::operator!=(
const ooUtf8String &left,
const char *right);

3.

int ::operator!=(
const char *left,
const ooUtf8String &right);

Returns

1, if any character of one string differs from the corresponding character of the
other; 0, if strings are lexicographically equal to each other.

Discussion

You can compare two basic Unicode UTF-8 strings (variant 1) or a C++ string and
a basic Unicode UTF-8 string (variants 2 and 3).

::operator<

global function
Less-than operator; tests whether one string is less than another.
1.

int ::operator<(
const ooUtf8String &left,
const ooUtf8String &right);

2.

int ::operator<(
const ooUtf8String &left,
const char *right);

3.

int ::operator<(
const char *left,
const ooUtf8String &right);

Returns

1, if left is lexicographically less than right, or if left contains no characters or
is a null pointer; otherwise, returns 0.

Discussion

You can compare two basic Unicode UTF-8 strings (variant 1) or a C++ string and
a basic Unicode UTF-8 string (variants 2 and 3).
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Operators

::operator<=

global function

Less-than-or-equal-to operator; tests whether one string is less than or equal to
another.
1.

int ::operator<=(
const ooUtf8String &left,
const ooUtf8String &right);

2.

int ::operator<=(
const ooUtf8String &left,
const char *right);

3.

int ::operator<=(
const char *left,
const ooUtf8String &right);

Returns

1, if left is lexicographically less than or equal to right, or if left contains no
characters or is a null pointer; otherwise, returns 0.

Discussion

You can compare two basic Unicode UTF-8 strings (variant 1) or a C++ string and
a basic Unicode UTF-8 string (variants 2 and 3).

::operator>

global function
Greater-than operator; tests whether one string is greater than another.
1.

int ::operator>(
const ooUtf8String &left,
const ooUtf8String &right);

2.

int ::operator>(
const ooUtf8String &left,
const char *right);

3.

int ::operator>(
const char *left,
const ooUtf8String &right);

Returns

1, if left is lexicographically greater than right, or if right contains no
characters or is a null pointer; otherwise, returns 0.

Discussion

You can compare two basic Unicode UTF-8 strings (variant 1) or a C++ string and
a basic Unicode UTF-8 string (variants 2 and 3).
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::operator>=

global function

Greater-than-or-equal-to operator; tests whether one string is greater than or
equal to another.
1.

int ::operator>=(
const ooUtf8String &left,
const ooUtf8String &right);

2.

int ::operator>=(
const ooUtf8String &left,
const char *right);

3.

int ::operator>=(
const char *left,
const ooUtf8String &right);

Returns

1, if left is lexicographically greater than or equal to right, or if right contains
no characters or is a null pointer; otherwise, returns 0.

Discussion

You can compare two basic Unicode UTF-8 strings (variant 1) or a C++ string and
a basic Unicode UTF-8 string (variants 2 and 3).

operator const char *
Conversion operator that accesses this basic Unicode UTF-8 string as an object of
type const char *.
operator const char *() const;
Discussion

Each 8-bit element of the resulting const char * is a UTF-8 code unit, which may,
but need not, be a complete character.

Methods
head
Gets a pointer to the first code unit of this basic Unicode UTF-8 string.
char *head() const;
Returns
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Pointer to the first code unit of this basic Unicode UTF-8 string. If the string
contains no code units, returns a null pointer.
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length
Gets the number of code units in this basic Unicode UTF-8 string.
ooUInt32 length() const;
Returns

Integer number of code units in this string preceding the first null terminating
character as computed by strlen. If the string contains no characters, returns 0.
NOTE: A code unit does not necessarily represent a complete character.

Discussion

The actual number of bytes allocated is at least length() + 1 because an extra
byte is reserved for the null terminating character. (If the string contains an
embedded null character, the bytes beyond that null character are not included in
the returned length.) You can use the inherited size method to determine the
actual allocated size.
You can use an ooUtf8CharacterIterator if you need to compute the number
of complete characters in a basic UTF-8 string.

resize
Extends or truncates this basic Unicode UTF-8 string to the specified number of
code units.
ooStatus resize(ooUInt32 newLength);
Parameters

newLength

Number of code units this basic Unicode UTF-8 string is to have. Specify 0 to
remove all the characters, freeing the storage allocated to the basic Unicode
UTF-8 string’s vector.
Returns

oocSuccess if successful; otherwise oocError.

Discussion

The actual number of bytes allocated is newLength + 1 because an extra byte is
automatically reserved for the null terminating character. However, this method
does not actually store the required null character; the caller is responsible for
updating the contents of the string.

Example

The following code fragment resizes a basic Unicode UTF-8 string and provides it
with the null terminating character:
ooUtf8String s;
s.resize(n);
s[n-1] = '\0';
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Inheritance:

ooUtf8Iterator
The non-persistence-capable class ooUtf8Iterator represents a Unicode UTF-8
iterator—that is, an iterator for finding characters in a Unicode UTF-8 string
provided that each character’s encoding fits entirely within an 8-bit code unit.
See:
■

“Reference Summary” on page 662 for an overview of methods

■

“Reference Index” on page 662 for a list of methods

About Unicode UTF-8 Iterators
A Unicode UTF-8 iterator provides for sequential access to the Unicode code
units in a Unicode UTF8- string (an instance of ooUtf8String). For example, the
following code will find each of the Unicode code units encoded in a UTF-8
string:
ooUtf8String u;

…
// loop for each character
for ( ooUtf8Iterator p = u ; *p!=0 ; ++p ) {
wchar_t c = *p;
// extract the current character
…
// process the character
}
NOTE

An ooUtf8Iterator instance provides a dereference operator that returns a
wchar_t character type that represents a complete UTF-8 code unit, but not
necessarily a complete character. See ooUtf8CharacterIterator if you need a
dereference operator that returns an ooChar32 value representing a complete
character.
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Reference Summary

Reference Summary
Creating a Unicode UTF-8 Iterator

ooUtf8Iterator

Assigning a Unicode UTF-8 Iterator

operator=

Positioning a Unicode UTF-8 Iterator

operator++

Finding a Character

operator *
operator++

Testing a Unicode UTF-8 Iterator

operator==
operator!=

Reference Index
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ooUtf8Iterator

Constructs a new Unicode UTF-8 iterator.

operator *

Dereference operator; returns the element at the current
position in the Unicode UTF-8 string.

operator=

Assignment operator; initializes this iterator from a
Unicode UTF-8 string or another Unicode UTF-8 iterator.

operator==

Equality operator; tests whether the specified Unicode
UTF-8 iterator matches this iterator.

operator!=

Inequality operator; tests whether the specified Unicode
UTF-8 iterator is different from this iterator.

operator++

Increment operator; advances this iterator forward to the
next element in the Unicode UTF-8 string.
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Constructors

Constructors
ooUtf8Iterator
Constructs a new Unicode UTF-8 iterator.

Parameters

1.

ooUtf8Iterator();

2.

ooUtf8Iterator(const char *s);

3.

ooUtf8Iterator(const ooUtf8String &s);

s

Existing Unicode UTF-8 string. The new iterator is initialized to point to the
first element of the string.

Operators
operator *
Dereference operator; returns the element at the current position in the Unicode
UTF-8 string.
wchar_t operator *() const;
Returns

A complete Unicode character, on architectures that define wchar_t as a 32-bit
character. On architectures that define wchar_t as a 16-bit character, the returned
value is either a complete Unicode character (if the character’s encoding fits within
16 bits) or one 16-bit code unit of a Unicode character (if the character’s encoding
requires 32-bits).
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operator=
Assignment operator; initializes this iterator from a Unicode UTF-8 string or
another Unicode UTF-8 iterator.

Parameters

1.

ooUtf8Iterator &operator=(const ooUtf8String &s);

2.

ooUtf8Iterator &operator=(const ooUtf8Iterator *i);

s

Basic Unicode UTF-8 string. Assignment initializes this iterator to point to
the first element of the string.
i

Unicode UTF-8 iterator. Assignment initializes this iterator with a copy of the
specified iterator’s state.
Returns

This UTF-8 iterator.

operator==
Equality operator; tests whether the specified Unicode UTF-8 iterator matches
this iterator.
ooBoolean operator==(const ooUtf8Iterator &other);
Returns

1, if the two iterators represent the same position in the same string; otherwise, 0.

operator!=
Inequality operator; tests whether the specified Unicode UTF-8 iterator is
different from this iterator.
ooBoolean operator!=(const ooUtf8Iterator &other);
Returns
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1, if the two iterators do not represent the same position in the same string;
otherwise, 0.
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operator++
Increment operator; advances this iterator forward to the next element in the
Unicode UTF-8 string.

Parameters

1.

ooUtf8Iterator &operator++();

2.

ooUtf8Iterator operator++(int n);

n

This parameter is not used in calling this operator; its presence in the
function declaration specifies a postfix operator.
Returns

(Variant 1) This iterator, advanced to the next character.
(Variant 2) A new Unicode UTF-8 iterator set to this iterator, before this iterator is
advanced.

Discussion

Variant 1 is the prefix increment operator, which advances this iterator and then
returns it.
Variant 2 is the postfix increment operator, which allocates and returns a new
Unicode UTF-8 iterator set to this iterator, and then advances this iterator.
An exception is thrown if you attempt to advance this iterator once it has already
reached the end of the string.
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Inheritance:

ooUtf16CharacterIterator
The non-persistence-capable class ooUtf16CharacterIterator represents a
Unicode UTF-16 character iterator—that is, an iterator for finding complete
characters in a Unicode UTF-16 string.
See:
■

“Reference Summary” on page 668 for an overview of methods

■

“Reference Index” on page 668 for a list of methods

About Unicode UTF-16 Character Iterators
A Unicode UTF-16 character iterator provides for sequential access to the
Unicode characters in a Unicode UTF16- string (an instance of ooUtf16String).
For example, the following code will find each of the Unicode characters encoded
in a UTF-16 string and reports the number of characters.
ooUtf16String u;

…
int counter = 0;
// loop for each character
for ( ooUtf16CharacterIterator p = u ; *p!=0 ; ++p ) {
ooChar32 c = *p;
// extract the current character
…
// process the character
counter++;
}
cout << "The number of characters is: " << counter << endl;
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NOTE

Reference Summary

The ooUtf16Iterator class also lets you iterate over an ooUtf16String
instance, but provides a dereference operator that returns wchar_t value
representing a complete UTF-16 code unit but not necessarily a complete
character.

Reference Summary
Creating a Unicode UTF-16 Character Iterator

ooUtf16CharacterIterator

Assigning a Unicode UTF-16 Character Iterator

operator=

Positioning a Unicode UTF-16 Character Iterator

operator++

Finding a Character

operator *
operator++

Testing a Unicode UTF-16 Iterator

operator==
operator!=

Reference Index
ooUtf16CharacterIterator Constructs a new Unicode UTF-16 character iterator.
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operator *

Dereference operator; returns the character at the
current position in the Unicode UTF-16 string.

operator=

Assignment operator; initializes this UTF-16 character
iterator from a Unicode UTF-16 string or another
Unicode UTF-16 character iterator.

operator==

Equality operator; tests whether the specified Unicode
UTF-16 character iterator matches this UTF-16
character iterator.

operator!=

Inequality operator; tests whether the specified Unicode
UTF-16 character iterator is different from this UTF-16
character iterator.

operator++

Increment operator; advances this UTF-16 character
iterator forward to the next character in the Unicode
UTF-16 string.
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Constructors
ooUtf16CharacterIterator
Constructs a new Unicode UTF-16 character iterator.

Parameters

1.

ooUtf16CharacterIterator();

2.

ooUtf16CharacterIterator(const ooChar16 *s);

3.

ooUtf16CharacterIterator(const ooUtf16String &s);

s

Existing Unicode UTF-16 string. The new character iterator is initialized to
point to the first character of the string.

Operators
operator *
Dereference operator; returns the character at the current position in the Unicode
UTF-16 string.
ooChar32 operator *() const;
Returns

An ooChar32 value representing the character.

operator=
Assignment operator; initializes this UTF-16 character iterator from a Unicode
UTF-16 string or another Unicode UTF-16 character iterator.
1.

ooUtf16CharacterIterator &operator=(
const ooUtf16String &s);

2.

ooUtf16CharacterIterator &operator=(
const ooUtf16CharacterIterator *i);
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Parameters

Operators

s

Basic Unicode UTF-16 string. Assignment initializes this UTF-16 character
iterator to point to the first character of the string.
i

Unicode UTF-16 character iterator. Assignment initializes this UTF-16
character iterator with a copy of the specified UTF-16 character iterator’s
state.
Returns

This UTF-16 character iterator.

operator==
Equality operator; tests whether the specified Unicode UTF-16 character iterator
matches this UTF-16 character iterator.
ooBoolean operator==(const ooUtf16CharacterIterator &other);
Returns

1, if the two UTF-16 character iterators represent the same position in the same
string; otherwise, 0.

operator!=
Inequality operator; tests whether the specified Unicode UTF-16 character iterator
is different from this UTF-16 character iterator.
ooBoolean operator!=(const ooUtf16CharacterIterator &other);
Returns

1, if the two UTF-16 character iterators do not represent the same position in the
same string; otherwise, 0.

operator++
Increment operator; advances this UTF-16 character iterator forward to the next
character in the Unicode UTF-16 string.

Parameters

1.

ooUtf16CharacterIterator &operator++();

2.

ooUtf16CharacterIterator operator++(int n);

n

This parameter is not used in calling this operator; its presence in the
function declaration specifies a postfix operator.
Returns
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(Variant 1) This UTF-16 character iterator, advanced to the next character.
(Variant 2) A new Unicode UTF-16 iterator set to this iterator, before this iterator is
advanced.
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Discussion

Operators

Variant 1 is the prefix increment operator, which advances this UTF-16 character
iterator and then returns it.
Variant 2 is the postfix increment operator, which allocates and returns a new
Unicode UTF-16 character iterator set to this iterator, and then advances this
iterator.
An exception is thrown if you attempt to advance this iterator once it has already
reached the end of the string.
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Inheritance:

ooUtf16Iterator
The non-persistence-capable class ooUtf16Iterator represents a Unicode
UTF-16 iterator—that is, an iterator for finding characters in a Unicode UTF-16
string provided that each character’s encoding fits entirely within a 16-bit code
unit.
See:
■

“Reference Summary” on page 674 for an overview of methods

■

“Reference Index” on page 674 for a list of methods

About Unicode UTF-16 Iterators
A Unicode UTF-16 iterator provides for sequential access to the Unicode code
units in a Unicode UTF-16 string (an instance of ooUtf16String). For example,
the following code will find each of the Unicode code units encoded in a UTF-16
string:
ooUtf16String u;

…
// loop for each character
for ( ooUtf16Iterator p = u ; *p!=0 ; ++p ) {
wchar_t c = *p;
// extract the current character
…
// process the character
}
NOTE

An ooUtf16Iterator instance provides a dereference operator that returns a
wchar_t character type that represents a complete UTF-16 code unit, but not
necessarily a complete character. Refer to ooUtf16CharacterIterator if you
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Reference Summary

need a dereference operator that returns an ooChar32 value representing a
complete character.

Reference Summary
Creating a Unicode UTF-16 Iterator

ooUtf16Iterator

Assigning a Unicode UTF-16 Iterator

operator=

Positioning a Unicode UTF-16 Iterator

operator++

Finding a Character

operator *
operator++

Testing a Unicode UTF-16 Iterator

operator==
operator!=

Reference Index
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ooUtf16Iterator

Constructs a new Unicode UTF-16 iterator.

operator *

Dereference operator; returns the character at the current
position in the Unicode UTF-16 string.

operator=

Assignment operator; initializes this iterator from a
Unicode UTF-16 string or another Unicode UTF-16
iterator.

operator==

Equality operator; tests whether the specified Unicode
UTF-16 iterator matches this iterator.

operator!=

Inequality operator; tests whether the specified Unicode
UTF-16 iterator is different from this iterator.

operator++

Increment operator; advances this iterator forward to the
next element in the Unicode UTF-16 string.
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Constructors

Constructors
ooUtf16Iterator
Constructs a new Unicode UTF-16 iterator.

Parameters

1.

ooUtf16Iterator();

2.

ooUtf16Iterator(const ooChar16 *s);

3.

ooUtf16Iterator(const ooUtf16String &s);

s

Existing Unicode UTF-16 string. The new iterator is initialized to point to the
first element of the string.

Operators
operator *
Dereference operator; returns the character at the current position in the Unicode
UTF-16 string.
wchar_t operator *() const;
Returns

A complete Unicode character, on architectures that define wchar_t as a 32-bit
character. On architectures that define wchar_t as a 16-bit character, the returned
value is either a complete Unicode character (if the character’s encoding fits within
16 bits) or one 16-bit code unit of a Unicode character (if the character’s encoding
requires 32-bits).

operator=
Assignment operator; initializes this iterator from a Unicode UTF-16 string or
another Unicode UTF-16 iterator.
1.

ooUtf16Iterator &operator=(const ooUtf16String &s);

2.

ooUtf16Iterator &operator=(const ooUtf16Iterator *i);
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Parameters

Operators

s

Basic Unicode UTF-16 string. Assignment initializes this iterator to point to
the first element of the string.
i

Unicode UTF-16 iterator. Assignment initializes this iterator with a copy of
the specified iterator’s state.
Returns

This UTF-16 iterator.

operator==
Equality operator; tests whether the specified Unicode UTF-16 iterator matches
this iterator.
ooBoolean operator==(const ooUtf16Iterator &other);
Returns

1, if the two iterators represent the same position in the same string; otherwise, 0.

operator!=
Inequality operator; tests whether the specified Unicode UTF-16 iterator is
different from this iterator.
ooBoolean operator!=(const ooUtf16Iterator &other);
Returns

1, if the two iterators do not represent the same position in the same string;
otherwise, 0.

operator++
Increment operator; advances this iterator forward to the next element in the
Unicode UTF-16 string.

Parameters

1.

ooUtf16Iterator &operator++();

2.

ooUtf16Iterator operator++(int n);

n

This parameter is not used in calling this operator; its presence in the
function declaration specifies a postfix operator.
Returns
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(Variant 1) This iterator, advanced to the next element.
(Variant 2) A new Unicode UTF-16 iterator set to this iterator, before this iterator is
advanced.
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Discussion

Operators

Variant 1 is the prefix increment operator, which advances this iterator and then
returns it.
Variant 2 is the postfix increment operator, which allocates and returns a new
Unicode UTF-16 iterator set to this iterator, and then advances this iterator.
An exception is thrown if you attempt to advance this iterator once it has already
reached the end of the string.
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Inheritance:

ooVArrayT<ooChar16> -> ooUtf16String
The non-persistence-capable class ooUtf16String represents a basic Unicode
UTF-16 string, which is a variable-length string of Unicode characters in UTF-16
encoding.
See:
■

“Reference Summary” on page 681 for an overview of methods

■

“Reference Index” on page 682 for a list of methods

About Basic Unicode UTF-16 Strings
A basic Unicode UTF-16 string is a Unicode UTF-16 string of any length that can
be stored in a persistent object. Although you can use basic Unicode UTF-16
strings anywhere in an application, their primary purpose is to serve as string
attributes of persistence-capable classes.
For Western European languages, UTF-16 strings provide a good balance
between efficient access and efficient storage. UTF-16 strings are the most
efficient in terms of storage space for Asian languages. See “Trade-offs for
Unicode Strings” in Chapter 14 of the Programmer’s Guide.

Basic Strings
Instances of the class ooUtf16String are basic strings, which means they are
stored as variable-size arrays (VArrays) of elements. A basic string contains space
for the VArray’s reference to its vector as well as the vector itself.
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Unicode UTF-16 Character Encoding
The component characters of an instance of ooUtf16String use an encoding
(numeric representation) that is:
■

Defined by the Unicode standard.

■

Formatted in one or (rarely) two 16-bit code units (UTF-16).

Each 16-bit code unit is a single element of the instance’s VArray. A component
character of the string may correspond to one or occasionally two elements of the
VArray, depending on the number of code units required for that character. See
“Structure of Basic Strings” in Chapter 14 of the Programmer’s Guide.

Working With Basic Unicode UTF-16 Strings
Like instances of any other non-persistence-capable class, basic Unicode UTF-16
strings are not independently persistent. However, when such a string is an
attribute of a persistent object, it is saved in the federated database when the
persistent object is saved.
You get each code unit in a basic Unicode UTF-16 string by its position in the
string. Code units are numbered starting with 0; the position number is the
character’s index or subscript. Operations on a basic Unicode UTF-16 string verify
that any specified indexes are valid based on the string’s current size. The
length of a basic Unicode UTF-16 string is the number of code units in the
VArray, not including the null terminating character that is automatically added.
Because of the way a basic Unicode UTF-16 string is represented, you cannot get
the first code unit by dereferencing the string; that is, the expression
*myUtf16String does not get the first element of myUtf16String. Instead, you
can specify the index 0 to the subscript operator (operator[ ]) to get the first
code unit; alternatively, you can call the head method to get a pointer to the first
code unit.
You can sequentially access each complete Unicode character in a UTF-16 string
using an instance of the ooUtf16CharacterIterator class. An instance of the
ooUtf16Iterator class lets you sequentially accesses each complete code unit
in a UTF-16 string, which might or might not represent a complete Unicode
character.
You can construct or assign to a Unicode UTF-16 string from an 8-bit, 16-bit or
32-bit C++ string.
If your architecture interprets wchar_t as a 16-bit type, conversion between an
instance of the ooUtf16String class and a const wchar_t * is transparent. In
this case, an ooUtf16String instance can be passed to a function as a parameter
of type const wchar_t * and vice versa.
680
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Related Classes

Constructing or assigning between the different Objectivity/C++ Unicode strings
is transparent.
You can use the setFromUtf8 method to convert an 8-bit C++ character string in
Unicode UTF-8 encoding to UTF-16 encoding. It is your responsibility to ensure
that each element of the string to be converted is a valid UTF-8 code unit.
The ooUtf16String class methods can accept instances of ooVString because
an ooVString instance is automatically converted to a const char *.

Related Classes
Objectivity/C++ supports UTF-8 and UTF-32 Unicode strings. See
ooUtf8String and ooUtf32String for more information.

Reference Summary
Creating

ooUtf16String

Assigning

operator=
setFromUtf8

Type Conversion

operator const ooChar16 *

Modifying

::operator==
operator+=
resize

Getting Characters

operator[ ]
head

Getting Information

length
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Reference Index

Testing

::operator==
::operator!=
::operator<
::operator<=
::operator>
::operator>=

ODMG Interface

::operator==
::operator!=
::operator<
::operator<=
::operator>
::operator>=

Reference Index
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head

Gets a pointer to the first code unit of this basic
Unicode UTF-16 string.

length

Gets the number of code units in this basic Unicode
UTF-16 string.

ooUtf16String

Constructs a new basic Unicode UTF-16 string.

operator[ ]

Subscript operator; gets the specified code unit of this
basic Unicode UTF-16 string.

operator+=

Append-to operator; concatenates this basic Unicode
UTF-16 string with the specified string.

operator=

Assignment operator; assigns the specified string to
this basic Unicode UTF-16 string.

::operator==

Equality operator; tests whether the specified strings
match.

::operator!=

Inequality operator; tests whether the specified strings
are different.

::operator<

Less-than operator; tests whether one string is less
than another.

::operator<=

Less-than-or-equal-to operator; tests whether one
string is less than or equal to another.

::operator>

Greater-than operator; tests whether one string is
greater than another.
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Constructors

::operator>=

Greater-than-or-equal-to operator; tests whether one
string is greater than or equal to another.

operator const ooChar16 * Conversion operator that accesses this basic Unicode
UTF-16 string as an object of type
const ooChar16 *.

resize

Extends or truncates this basic Unicode UTF-16 string
to the specified number of code units.

setFromUtf8

Converts an 8-bit C++ character string in Unicode
UTF-8 encoding to UTF-16 encoding and assigns it to
this basic Unicode UTF-16 string.

Constructors
ooUtf16String
Constructs a new basic Unicode UTF-16 string.

Parameters

1.

ooUtf16String();

2.

ooUtf16String(const ooUtf8String &p);

3.

ooUtf16String(const char *p);

4.

ooUtf16String(const wchar_t *p);

5.

ooUtf16String(const ooChar16 *p);

6.

ooUtf16String(const ooChar32 *p);

p

Existing string from which to construct the new basic Unicode UTF-16 string.
Discussion

Variant 1 is the default constructor. It constructs an empty basic Unicode UTF-16
string.
The other variants construct a new basic Unicode UTF-16 string containing a
copy of the characters in the specified string.
On architectures that define wchar_t as 32-bit, variant 5 is available for
providing a 16-bit character string. Variant 6 is not available.
On architectures that define wchar_t as 16-bit, variant 6 is available for
providing a 32-bit character string. Variant 5 is not available.
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Operators

Operators
operator[ ]
Subscript operator; gets the specified code unit of this basic Unicode UTF-16
string.
ooChar16 &operator[](int index) const;
Parameters

index

Index of the code unit to get. Specify 0 to get the first code unit.
Returns

index’th code unit of this basic Unicode UTF-16 string.

Discussion

An error is signaled if the index is not within the allocated size of the vector
(including the terminating null character).

operator+=
Append-to operator; concatenates this basic Unicode UTF-16 string with the
specified string.

Parameters

1.

ooUtf16String &operator+=(const char *p);

2.

ooUtf16String &operator+=(const ooUtf8String &p);

3.

ooUtf16String &operator+=(const wchar_t *p);

4.

ooUtf16String &operator+=(const ooChar16 *p);

5.

ooUtf16String &operator+=(const ooChar32 *p);

p

String whose characters are to be concatenated.
Returns

This basic Unicode UTF-16 string.

Discussion

The concatenation operator adds the characters pointed to by p to the end of this
basic Unicode UTF-16 string.
On architectures that define wchar_t as 32-bit:
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■

Variant 4 is available for providing a 16-bit character string.

■

Variant 4 also lets you concatenate another basic Unicode UTF-16 string to
this one, because operator const ooChar16 * automatically converts the
string being concatenated to const ooChar16 *.

■

Variant 5 is not available.
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On architectures that define wchar_t as 16-bit:
■

Variant 5 is available for providing a 32-bit character string.

■

Variant 3 lets you concatenate another basic Unicode UTF-16 string to this
one.

■

Variant 4 is not available.

operator=
Assignment operator; assigns the specified string to this basic Unicode UTF-16
string.

Parameters

1.

ooUtf16String &operator=(const char *p)

2.

ooUtf16String &operator=(const ooUtf8String &p)

3.

ooUtf16String &operator=(const wchar_t *p);

4.

ooUtf16String &operator=(const ooChar16 *p)

5.

ooUtf16String &operator=(const ooChar32 *p)

p

String whose characters are to be assigned.
Returns

This basic Unicode UTF-16 string.

Discussion

The assignment operation resizes this basic Unicode UTF-16 string to be the same
size as p, and then copies the characters of p into this basic Unicode UTF-16 string.
Any characters already in this basic Unicode UTF-16 string are overwritten. If p is
null, the effect is to delete the string.
On architectures that define wchar_t as 32-bit:
■

Variant 4 is available for providing a 16-bit character string.

■

Variant 4 also lets you assign another basic Unicode UTF-16 string to this
one, because operator const ooChar16 * automatically converts the
string being assigned to const ooChar16 *.

■

Variant 5 is not available.

On architectures that define wchar_t as 16-bit:
■

Variant 5 is available for providing a 32-bit character string.

■

Variant 3 lets you assign another basic Unicode UTF-16 string to this one.

■

Variant 4 is not available.
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::operator==

global function

Equality operator; tests whether the specified strings match.
1.

int ::operator==(
const ooUtf16String &left,
const ooUtf16String &right);

2.

int ::operator==(
const ooUtf16String &left,
const ooChar16 *right);

3.

int ::operator==(
const ooChar16 *left,
const ooUtf16String &right);

Returns

1, if every character of one string matches the corresponding character of the other;
0, if the two strings are lexicographically unequal.

Discussion

You can compare two basic Unicode UTF-16 strings (variant 1) or an ooChar16
string and a basic Unicode UTF-16 string (variants 2 and 3).

::operator!=

global function

Inequality operator; tests whether the specified strings are different.
1.

int ::operator!=(
const ooUtf16String &left,
const ooUtf16String &right);

2.

int ::operator!=(
const ooUtf16String &left,
const ooChar16 *right);

3.

int ::operator!=(
const ooChar16 *left,
const ooUtf16String &right);

Returns

1, if any character of one string differs from the corresponding character of the
other; 0, if strings are lexicographically equal to each other.

Discussion

You can compare two basic Unicode UTF-16 strings (variant 1) or an ooChar16
string and a basic Unicode UTF-16 string (variants 2 and 3).
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::operator<

global function
Less-than operator; tests whether one string is less than another.
1.

int ::operator<(
const ooUtf16String &left,
const ooUtf16String &right);

2.

int ::operator<(
const ooUtf16String &left,
const ooChar16 *right);

3.

int ::operator<(
const ooChar16 *left,
const ooUtf16String &right);

Returns

1, if left is lexicographically less than right, or if left contains no characters or
is a null pointer; otherwise, returns 0.

Discussion

You can compare two basic Unicode UTF-16 strings (variant 1) or an ooChar16
string and a basic Unicode UTF-16 string (variants 2 and 3).

::operator<=

global function

Less-than-or-equal-to operator; tests whether one string is less than or equal to
another.
1.

int ::operator<=(
const ooUtf16String &left,
const ooUtf16String &right);

2.

int ::operator<=(
const ooUtf16String &left,
const ooChar16 *right);

3.

int ::operator<=(
const ooChar16 *left,
const ooUtf16String &right);

Returns

1, if left is lexicographically less than or equal to right, or if left contains no
characters or is a null pointer; otherwise, returns 0.

Discussion

You can compare two basic Unicode UTF-16 strings (variant 1) or an ooChar16
string and a basic Unicode UTF-16 string (variants 2 and 3).
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::operator>

global function
Greater-than operator; tests whether one string is greater than another.
1.

int ::operator>(
const ooUtf16String &left,
const ooUtf16String &right);

2.

int ::operator>(
const ooUtf16String &left,
const ooChar16 *right);

3.

int ::operator>(
const ooChar16 *left,
const ooUtf16String &right);

Returns

1, if left is lexicographically greater than right, or if right contains no
characters or is a null pointer; otherwise, returns 0.

Discussion

You can compare two basic Unicode UTF-16 strings (variant 1) or an ooChar16
string and a basic Unicode UTF-16 string (variants 2 and 3).

::operator>=

global function

Greater-than-or-equal-to operator; tests whether one string is greater than or
equal to another.
1.

int ::operator>=(
const ooUtf16String &left,
const ooUtf16String &right);

2.

int ::operator>=(
const ooUtf16String &left,
const ooChar16 *right);

3.

int ::operator>=(
const ooChar16 *left,
const ooUtf16String &right);

Returns

1, if left is lexicographically greater than or equal to right, or if right contains
no characters or is a null pointer; otherwise, returns 0.

Discussion

You can compare two basic Unicode UTF-16 strings (variant 1) or an ooChar16
string and a basic Unicode UTF-16 string (variants 2 and 3).
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operator const ooChar16 *
Conversion operator that accesses this basic Unicode UTF-16 string as an object of
type const ooChar16 *.
operator const ooChar16 *() const;
Discussion

Each 16-bit element of the resulting const char * is a UTF-16 code unit, which
may, but need not, be a complete character.

Methods
head
Gets a pointer to the first code unit of this basic Unicode UTF-16 string.
ooChar16 *head() const;
Returns

Pointer to the first code unit of this basic Unicode UTF-16 string. If the string
contains no characters, returns a null pointer.

length
Gets the number of code units in this basic Unicode UTF-16 string.
uint32 length() const;
Returns

Integer number of code units in this string preceding the first null terminating
character. If the string contains no characters, returns 0. Note that a code unit does
not necessarily represent a complete character.

Discussion

The actual number of elements allocated is at least length() + 1 because an
extra byte is reserved for the null terminating character. (If the string contains an
embedded null character, the bytes beyond that null character are not included in
the returned length.) You can use the inherited size method to determine the
actual allocated size.
You can use an ooUtf16CharacterIterator if you need to ascertain the
number of complete characters in a basic UTF-16 string.
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resize
Extends or truncates this basic Unicode UTF-16 string to the specified number of
code units.
ooStatus resize(uint32 newLength);
Parameters

newLength

Number of code units this basic Unicode UTF-16 string is to have. Specify 0
to remove all the characters, freeing the storage allocated to the basic
Unicode UTF-16 string’s vector.
Returns

oocSuccess if successful; otherwise oocError.

Discussion

The actual number of elements allocated is newLength + 1 because an extra byte
is automatically reserved for the null terminating character. However, this method
does not actually store the required null character; the caller is responsible for
updating the contents of the string.

Example

The following code fragment resizes a basic Unicode UTF-16 string and provides
it with the null terminating character:
ooUtf16String s;
s.resize(n);
s[n-1] = '\0';

setFromUtf8
Converts an 8-bit C++ character string in Unicode UTF-8 encoding to UTF-16
encoding and assigns it to this basic Unicode UTF-16 string.
void setFromUtf8(const char *utf8string);
Parameters

utf8String

8-bit C++ character string in Unicode UTF-8 encoding that is to be converted.
Discussion
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It is your application’s responsibility to ensure that each element of utf8String
is a valid UTF-8 code unit.
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Inheritance:

ooUtf32CharacterIterator
The non-persistence-capable class ooUtf32CharacterIterator represents a
Unicode UTF-32 character iterator—that is, an iterator for finding complete
characters in a Unicode UTF-32 string.
See:
■

“Reference Summary” on page 692 for an overview of methods

■

“Reference Index” on page 692 for a list of methods

About Unicode UTF-32 Character Iterators
A Unicode UTF-32 character iterator provides for sequential access to the
Unicode characters in a Unicode UTF32- string (an instance of ooUtf32String).
For example, the following code will find each of the Unicode characters encoded
in a UTF-32 string and reports the number of characters.
ooUtf32String u;

…
int counter = 0;
// loop for each character
for ( ooUtf32CharacterIterator p = u ; *p!=0 ; ++p ) {
ooChar32 c = *p;
// extract the current character
…
// process the character
counter++;
}
cout << "The number of characters is: " << counter << endl;
NOTE

The ooUtf32Iterator class also lets you iterate over an ooUtf32String
instance, but provides a dereference operator that returns wchar_t value that
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Reference Summary

does not necessarily represent a complete character for architectures in which
wchar_t is defined as 16 bit.

Reference Summary
Creating a Unicode UTF-32 Character
Iterator

ooUtf32CharacterIterator

Assigning a Unicode UTF-32
Character Iterator

operator=

Positioning a Unicode UTF-32
Character Iterator

operator++

Finding a Character

operator *
operator++

Testing a Unicode UTF-32 Character
Iterator

operator==
operator!=

Reference Index
ooUtf32CharacterIterator Constructs a new Unicode UTF-32 character iterator.
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operator *

Dereference operator; returns the character at the
current position in the Unicode UTF-32 string.

operator=

Assignment operator; initializes this UTF-32 character
iterator from a Unicode UTF-32 string or another
Unicode UTF-32 character iterator.

operator==

Equality operator; tests whether the specified Unicode
UTF-32 character iterator matches this UTF-32
character iterator.

operator!=

Inequality operator; tests whether the specified Unicode
UTF-32 iterator is different from this UTF-32 character
iterator.

operator++

Increment operator; advances this UTF-32 character
iterator forward to the next character in the Unicode
UTF-32 string.
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Constructors
ooUtf32CharacterIterator
Constructs a new Unicode UTF-32 character iterator.

Parameters

1.

ooUtf32CharacterIterator();

2.

ooUtf32CharacterIterator(const ooChar32 *s);

3.

ooUtf32CharacterIterator(const ooUtf32String &s);

s

Existing Unicode UTF-32 string. The new character iterator is initialized to
point to the first character of the string.

Operators
operator *
Dereference operator; returns the character at the current position in the Unicode
UTF-32 string.
ooChar32 operator *() const;
Returns

An ooChar32 value representing the character.

operator=
Assignment operator; initializes this UTF-32 character iterator from a Unicode
UTF-32 string or another Unicode UTF-32 character iterator.

Parameters

1.

ooUtf32CharacterIterator &operator=(const ooUtf32String
&s);

2.

ooUtf32CharacterIterator &operator=(
const ooUtf32CharacterIterator *i);

s

Basic Unicode UTF-32 string. Assignment initializes this UTF-32 character
iterator to point to the first character of the string.
i

Unicode UTF-32 iterator. Assignment initializes this UTF-32 character
iterator with a copy of the specified UTF-32 character iterator’s state.
Returns

This UTF-32 character iterator.
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operator==
Equality operator; tests whether the specified Unicode UTF-32 character iterator
matches this UTF-32 character iterator.
ooBoolean operator==(const ooUtf32CharacterIterator &other);
Returns

1, if the two UTF-32 character iterators represent the same position in the same
string; otherwise, 0.

operator!=
Inequality operator; tests whether the specified Unicode UTF-32 iterator is
different from this UTF-32 character iterator.
ooBoolean operator!=(const ooUtf32CharacterIterator &other);
Returns

1, if the two UTF-32 character iterators do not represent the same position in the
same string; otherwise, 0.

operator++
Increment operator; advances this UTF-32 character iterator forward to the next
character in the Unicode UTF-32 string.

Parameters

1.

ooUtf32CharacterIterator &operator++();

2.

ooUtf32CharacterIterator operator++(int n);

n

This parameter is not used in calling this operator; its presence in the
function declaration specifies a postfix operator.
Returns

(Variant 1) This UTF-32 character iterator, advanced to the next character.
(Variant 2) A new Unicode UTF-32 character iterator set to this iterator, before this
iterator is advanced.

Discussion

Variant 1 is the prefix increment operator, which advances this UTF-32 character
iterator and then returns it.
Variant 2 is the postfix increment operator, which allocates and returns a new
Unicode UTF-32 character iterator set to this iterator, and then advances this
iterator.
An exception is thrown if you attempt to advance this iterator once it has already
reached the end of the string.
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Inheritance:

ooUtf32Iterator
The non-persistence-capable class ooUtf32Iterator represents a Unicode
UTF-32 iterator—that is, an iterator for finding characters in a Unicode UTF-32
string provided that each character’s encoding fits entirely within wchar_t as
defined by your architecture.
See:
■

“Reference Summary” on page 696 for an overview of methods

■

“Reference Index” on page 696 for a list of methods

About Unicode UTF-32 Iterators
A Unicode UTF-32 iterator provides for sequential access to the Unicode code
units in a Unicode UTF-32 string (an instance of ooUtf32String). For example,
the following code will find each of the Unicode characters encoded in a UTF-32
string:
ooUtf32String u;

…
// loop for each character
for ( ooUtf32Iterator p = u ; *p!=0 ; ++p ) {
wchar_t c = *p;
// extract the current character
…
// process the character
}
NOTE

An ooUtf32Iterator instance provides a dereference operator that returns a
wchar_t character type that represents a complete UTF-32 code unit; However,
this does not necessarily represent a complete character for architectures in
which wchar_t is defined as 16 bit. Refer to ooUtf32CharacterIterator if
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Reference Summary

you need a dereference operator that returns an ooChar32 value representing a
complete character.

Reference Summary
Creating a Unicode UTF-32 Iterator

ooUtf32Iterator

Assigning a Unicode UTF-32 Iterator

operator=

Positioning a Unicode UTF-32 Iterator

operator++

Finding a Character

operator *
operator++

Testing a Unicode UTF-32 Iterator

operator==
operator!=

Reference Index
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ooUtf32Iterator

Constructs a new Unicode UTF-32 iterator.

operator *

Dereference operator; returns the character at the current
position in the Unicode UTF-32 string.

operator=

Assignment operator; initializes this iterator from a
Unicode UTF-32 string or another Unicode UTF-32
iterator.

operator==

Equality operator; tests whether the specified Unicode
UTF-32 iterator matches this iterator.

operator!=

Inequality operator; tests whether the specified Unicode
UTF-32 iterator is different from this iterator.

operator++

Increment operator; advances this iterator forward to the
next character in the Unicode UTF-32 string.
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Constructors

Constructors
ooUtf32Iterator
Constructs a new Unicode UTF-32 iterator.

Parameters

1.

ooUtf32Iterator();

2.

ooUtfIterator(const ooChar32 *s);

3.

ooUtf32Iterator(const ooUtf32String &s);

s

Existing Unicode UTF-32 string. The new iterator is initialized to point to the
first character of the string.

Operators
operator *
Dereference operator; returns the character at the current position in the Unicode
UTF-32 string.
wchar_t operator *() const;
Returns

A complete Unicode character, on architectures that define wchar_t as a 32-bit
character. On architectures that define wchar_t as a 16-bit character, the returned
value is either a complete Unicode character (if the character’s encoding fits within
16 bits) or one 16-bit code unit of a Unicode character (if the character’s encoding
requires 32-bits).

operator=
Assignment operator; initializes this iterator from a Unicode UTF-32 string or
another Unicode UTF-32 iterator.
1.

ooUtf32Iterator &operator=(const ooUtf32String &s);

2.

ooUtf32Iterator &operator=(const ooUtf32Iterator *i);
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Operators

s

Basic Unicode UTF-32 string. Assignment initializes this iterator to point to
the first character of the string.
i

Unicode UTF-32 iterator. Assignment initializes this iterator with a copy of
the specified iterator’s state.
Returns

This UTF-32 iterator.

operator==
Equality operator; tests whether the specified Unicode UTF-32 iterator matches
this iterator.
ooBoolean operator==(const ooUtf32Iterator &other);
Returns

1, if the two iterators represent the same position in the same string; otherwise, 0.

operator!=
Inequality operator; tests whether the specified Unicode UTF-32 iterator is
different from this iterator.
ooBoolean operator!=(const ooUtf32Iterator &other);
Returns

1, if the two iterators do not represent the same position in the same string;
otherwise, 0.

operator++
Increment operator; advances this iterator forward to the next character in the
Unicode UTF-32 string.

Parameters

1.

ooUtf32Iterator &operator++();

2.

ooUtf32Iterator operator++(int n);

n

This parameter is not used in calling this operator; its presence in the
function declaration specifies a postfix operator.
Returns
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(Variant 1) This iterator, advanced to the next character.
(Variant 2) A new Unicode UTF-32 iterator set to this iterator, before this iterator is
advanced.
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Discussion

Operators

Variant 1 is the prefix increment operator, which advances this iterator and then
returns it.
Variant 2 is the postfix increment operator, which allocates and returns a new
Unicode UTF-32 iterator set to this iterator, and then advances this iterator.
An exception is thrown if you attempt to advance this iterator once it has already
reached the end of the string.
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ooUtf32String Class
Inheritance:

ooVArrayT<ooChar32> -> ooUtf32String
The non-persistence-capable class ooUtf32String represents a basic Unicode
UTF-32 string, which is a variable-length string of Unicode characters in UTF-32
encoding.
See:
■

“Reference Summary” on page 703 for an overview of methods

■

“Reference Index” on page 704 for a list of methods

About Basic Unicode UTF-32 Strings
A basic Unicode UTF-32 string is a Unicode UTF-32 string of any length that can
be stored in a persistent object. Although you can use basic Unicode UTF-32
strings anywhere in an application, their primary purpose is to serve as string
attributes of persistence-capable classes.
The UTF-32 format is the most efficient of the Unicode string classes in terms of
access because there is a one-to-one mapping between the encoding for any
character (in any language) and the character itself. However, in the case of
Western languages, a lot of disk space is generally wasted. See “Trade-offs for
Unicode Strings” in Chapter 14 of the Programmer’s Guide.

Basic Strings
Instances of the class ooUtf32String are basic strings, which means they are
stored as variable-size arrays (VArrays) of elements. A basic string contains space
for the VArray’s reference to its vector as well as the vector itself.
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Unicode UTF-32 Character Encoding

Unicode UTF-32 Character Encoding
The component characters of an instance of ooUtf32String use an encoding
(numeric representation) that is:
■

Defined by the Unicode standard.

■

Formatted in one 32-bit code unit (UTF-32).

See “Structure of Basic Strings” in Chapter 14 of the Programmer’s Guide.

Working With Basic Unicode UTF-32 Strings
Like instances of any other non-persistence-capable class, basic Unicode UTF-32
strings are not independently persistent. However, when such a string is an
attribute of a persistent object, it is saved in the federated database when the
persistent object is saved.
You get each code unit in a basic Unicode UTF-32 string by its position in the
string. Code units are numbered starting with 0; the position number is the
character’s index or subscript. Operations on a basic Unicode UTF-32 string verify
that any specified indexes are valid based on the string’s current size. The
length of a basic Unicode UTF-32 string is the number of code units in the
VArray, not including the null terminating character that is automatically added.
Note that for ooUtf32String instances, the number of code units in an array is
equal to the number of characters because there are no UTF character encodings
longer than 32 bit.
Because of the way a basic Unicode UTF-32 string is represented, you cannot get
the first code unit by dereferencing the string; that is, the expression
*myUtf32String does not get the first element of myUtf32String. Instead, you
can specify the index 0 to the subscript operator (operator[ ]) to get the first
code unit; alternatively, you can call the head method to get a pointer to the first
code unit.
You can sequentially access the Unicode characters in a UTF-32 string using an
instance of the ooUtf32CharacterIterator class. An instance of the
ooUtf32Iterator class lets you sequentially access each complete code unit in
an ooUtf32String instance, which does not necessarily represent a complete
character on architectures in which wchar_t is defined as 16 bit.
You can construct or assign to a Unicode UTF-32 string from an 8-bit, 16-bit or
32-bit C++ string.
If your architecture interprets wchar_t as a 32-bit type, conversion between an
instance of the ooUtf32String class and a const wchar_t * is transparent. In
this case, an ooUtf32String instance can be passed to a function as a parameter
of type const wchar_t * and vice versa.
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Related Classes

Constructing or assigning between the different Objectivity/C++ Unicode strings
is transparent.
You can use the setFromUtf8 method to convert a UTF-8 string to UTF-32
encoding. It is your application’s responsibility to ensure that each element of the
UTF-8 string to be converted is a valid UTF-8 code unit.
The ooUtf32String class methods can accept instances of ooVString because
an ooVString instance is automatically converted to a const char *.

Related Classes
Objectivity/C++ supports UTF-8 and UTF-16 Unicode strings. See
ooUtf8String and ooUtf16String for more information.

Reference Summary
Creating

ooUtf32String

Assigning

operator=
setFromUtf8

Type Conversion

operator const ooChar32 *

Modifying

operator=
operator+=
resize

Getting Characters

operator[ ]
head

Getting Information

length
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Reference Index

Testing

::operator==
::operator!=
::operator<
::operator<=
::operator>
::operator>=

ODMG Interface

::operator==
::operator!=
::operator<
::operator<=
::operator>
::operator>=

Reference Index
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head

Gets a pointer to the first character of this basic
Unicode UTF-32 string.

length

Gets the number of characters in this basic Unicode
UTF-32 string.

resize

Extends or truncates this basic Unicode UTF-32
string to the specified number of characters.

setFromUtf8

Converts the UTF-8 string to UTF-32 encoding and
assigns it to this basic Unicode UTF-32 string.

ooUtf32String

Constructs a new basic Unicode UTF-32 string.

operator[ ]

Subscript operator; gets the specified character of
this basic Unicode UTF-32 string.

operator+=

Append-to operator; concatenates this basic Unicode
UTF-32 string with the specified string.

operator=

Assignment operator; assigns the specified C++
string to this basic Unicode UTF-32 string.

::operator==

Equality operator; tests whether the specified strings
match.

::operator!=

Inequality operator; tests whether the specified
strings are different.

::operator<

Less-than operator; tests whether one string is less
than another.
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Constructors

::operator<=

Less-than-or-equal-to operator; tests whether one
string is less than or equal to another.

::operator>

Greater-than operator; tests whether one string is
greater than another.

::operator>=

Greater-than-or-equal-to operator; tests whether one
string is greater than or equal to another.

operator const ooChar32 * Conversion operator that accesses this basic
Unicode UTF-32 string as an object of type
const ooChar32 *.

Constructors
ooUtf32String
Constructs a new basic Unicode UTF-32 string.

Parameters

1.

ooUtf32String();

2.

ooUtf32String(const ooUtf8String &p)

3.

ooUtf32String(const char *p)

4.

ooUtf32String(const wchar_t *p);

5.

ooUtf32String(const ooChar16 *p)

6.

ooUtf32String(const ooChar32 *p)

p

Existing string from which to construct the new basic Unicode UTF-32 string.
Discussion

Variant 1 is the default constructor. It constructs an empty basic Unicode UTF-32
string.
The other variants construct a new basic Unicode UTF-32 string containing a
copy of the characters in the specified string.
On architectures that define wchar_t as a 32-bit character, variant 5 is available
for providing a 16-bit character and variant 6 is not available.
On architectures that define wchar_t as a 16-bit character, variant 6 is available
for providing a 32-bit character and variant 5 is not available.
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Operators
operator[ ]
Subscript operator; gets the specified character of this basic Unicode UTF-32
string.
ooChar32 &operator[](int index) const;
Parameters

index

Index of the character to get. Specify 0 to get the first character.
Returns

index’th character of this basic Unicode UTF-32 string.

Discussion

An error is signaled if the index is not within the allocated size of the vector
(including the terminating null character).

operator+=
Append-to operator; concatenates this basic Unicode UTF-32 string with the
specified string.

Parameters

1.

ooUtf32String &operator+=(const char *p);

2.

ooUtf32String &operator+=(const ooUtf8String &p)

3.

ooUtf32String &operator+=(const wchar_t *p)

4.

ooUtf32String &operator+=(const ooChar16 *p)

5.

ooUtf32String &operator+=(const ooChar32 *p)

p

String whose characters are to be concatenated.
Returns

This basic Unicode UTF-32 string.

Discussion

The concatenation operator adds the characters pointed to by p to the end of this
basic Unicode UTF-32 string.
On architectures that define wchar_t as a 32-bit character:
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■

Variant 4 is available for providing a 16-bit character

■

Variant 3 lets you concatenate another basic Unicode UTF-32 string to this
one, because operator const ooChar32 * automatically converts the
string being concatenated to const ooChar32 *.

■

Variant 5 is not available.
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On architectures that define wchar_t as a 16-bit character:
■

Variant 5 is available for providing a 32-bit character.

■

Variant 5 also lets you concatenate another basic Unicode UTF-32 string to
this one.

■

Variant 4 is not available.

operator=
Assignment operator; assigns the specified C++ string to this basic Unicode
UTF-32 string.

Parameters

1.

ooUtf32String &operator=(const char *p)

2.

ooUtf32String &operator=(const ooUtf8String &p)

3.

ooUtf32String &operator=(const wchar_t *p);

4.

ooUtf32String &operator=(const ooChar16 *p)

5.

ooUtf32String &operator=(const ooChar32 *p)

p

String whose characters are to be assigned.
Returns

This basic Unicode UTF-32 string.

Discussion

The assignment operation resizes this basic Unicode UTF-32 string to be the same
size as p, and then copies the characters of p into this basic Unicode UTF-32 string.
Any characters already in this basic Unicode UTF-32 string are overwritten. If p is
null, the effect is to delete the string.
On architectures that define wchar_t as a 32-bit character:
■

Variant 4 is available for providing a 16-bit character

■

Variant 3 lets you assign another basic Unicode UTF-32 string to this one,
because operator const ooChar32 * automatically converts the string
being assigned to const ooChar32 *.

■

Variant 5 is not available.

On architectures that define wchar_t as a 16-bit character:
■

Variant 5 is available for providing a 32-bit character.

■

Variant 5 lets you assign another basic Unicode UTF-32 string to this one.

■

Variant 4 is not available.
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::operator==

global function

Equality operator; tests whether the specified strings match.
1.

int ::operator==(
const ooUtf32String &left,
const ooUtf32String &right);

2.

int ::operator==(
const ooUtf32String &left,
const ooChar32 *right);

3.

int ::operator==(
const ooChar32 *left,
const ooUtf32String &right);

Returns

1, if every character of one string matches the corresponding character of the other;
0, if the two strings are lexicographically unequal.

Discussion

You can compare two basic Unicode UTF-32 strings (variant 1) or an ooChar32
string and a basic Unicode UTF-32 string (variants 2 and 3).

::operator!=

global function

Inequality operator; tests whether the specified strings are different.
1.

int ::operator!=(
const ooUtf32String &left,
const ooUtf32String &right);

2.

int ::operator!=(
const ooUtf32String &left,
const ooChar32 *right);

3.

int ::operator!=(
const ooChar32 *left,
const ooUtf32String &right);

Returns

1, if any character of one string differs from the corresponding character of the
other; 0, if strings are lexicographically equal to each other.

Discussion

You can compare two basic Unicode UTF-32 strings (variant 1) or an ooChar32
string and a basic Unicode UTF-32 string (variants 2 and 3).
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::operator<

global function
Less-than operator; tests whether one string is less than another.
1.

int ::operator<(
const ooUtf32String &left,
const ooUtf32String &right);

2.

int ::operator<(
const ooUtf32String &left,
const ooChar32 *right);

3.

int ::operator<(
const ooChar32 *left,
const ooUtf32String &right);

Returns

1, if left is lexicographically less than right, or if left contains no characters or
is a null pointer; otherwise, returns 0.

Discussion

You can compare two basic Unicode UTF-32 strings (variant 1) or an ooChar32
string and a basic Unicode UTF-32 string (variants 2 and 3).

::operator<=

global function

Less-than-or-equal-to operator; tests whether one string is less than or equal to
another.
1.

int ::operator<=(
const ooUtf32String &left,
const ooUtf32String &right);

2.

int ::operator<=(
const ooUtf32String &left,
const ooChar32 *right);

3.

int ::operator<=(
const ooChar32 *left,
const ooUtf32String &right);

Returns

1, if left is lexicographically less than or equal to right, or if left contains no
characters or is a null pointer; otherwise, returns 0.

Discussion

You can compare two basic Unicode UTF-32 strings (variant 1) or an ooChar32
string and a basic Unicode UTF-32 string (variants 2 and 3).
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::operator>

global function
Greater-than operator; tests whether one string is greater than another.
1.

int ::operator>(
const ooUtf32String &left,
const ooUtf32String &right);

2.

int ::operator>(
const ooUtf32String &left,
const ooChar32 *right);

3.

int ::operator>(
const ooChar32 *left,
const ooUtf32String &right);

Returns

1, if left is lexicographically greater than right, or if right contains no
characters or is a null pointer; otherwise, returns 0.

Discussion

You can compare two basic Unicode UTF-32 strings (variant 1) or an ooChar32
string and a basic Unicode UTF-32 string (variants 2 and 3).

::operator>=

global function

Greater-than-or-equal-to operator; tests whether one string is greater than or
equal to another.
1.

int ::operator>=(
const ooUtf32String &left,
const ooUtf32String &right);

2.

int ::operator>=(
const ooUtf32String &left,
const ooChar32 *right);

3.

int ::operator>=(
const ooChar32 *left,
const ooUtf32String &right);

Returns

1, if left is lexicographically greater than or equal to right, or if right contains
no characters or is a null pointer; otherwise, returns 0.

Discussion

You can compare two basic Unicode UTF-32 strings (variant 1) or an ooChar32
string and a basic Unicode UTF-32 string (variants 2 and 3).
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operator const ooChar32 *
Conversion operator that accesses this basic Unicode UTF-32 string as an object of
type const ooChar32 *.
operator const ooChar32 *() const;

Methods
head
Gets a pointer to the first character of this basic Unicode UTF-32 string.
ooChar32 *head() const;
Returns

Pointer to the first character of this basic Unicode UTF-32 string. If the string
contains no characters, returns a null pointer.

length
Gets the number of characters in this basic Unicode UTF-32 string.
uint32 length() const;
Returns

Integer number of characters in this string preceding the first null terminating
character. If the string contains no characters, returns 0.

Discussion

The actual number of elements allocated is at least length() + 1 because an
extra element is reserved for the null terminating character. (If the string contains
an embedded null character, the bytes beyond that null character are not included
in the returned length.) You can use the inherited size method to determine the
actual allocated size.

resize
Extends or truncates this basic Unicode UTF-32 string to the specified number of
characters.
ooStatus resize(uint32 newLength);
Parameters

newLength

Number of characters this basic Unicode UTF-32 string is to have. Specify 0
to remove all the characters, freeing the storage allocated to the basic
Unicode UTF-32 string’s vector.
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Returns

oocSuccess if successful; otherwise oocError.

Discussion

The actual number of elements allocated is newLength + 1 because an extra
element is automatically reserved for the null terminating character. However, this
method does not actually store the required null character; the caller is responsible
for updating the contents of the string.

Example

The following code fragment resizes a basic Unicode UTF-32 string and provide it
with the null terminating character:
ooUtf32String s;
s.resize(n);
s[n-1] = '\0';

setFromUtf8
Converts the UTF-8 string to UTF-32 encoding and assigns it to this basic Unicode
UTF-32 string.
void setFromUtf8(const char *utf8string)
Parameters

utf8String

UTF-8 encoded string to be converted.
Discussion
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It is your application’s responsibility to ensure that each element of the
utf8String is a valid UTF-8 code unit.
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Inheritance:

ooVArrayT<element_type>
The non-persistence-capable template class ooVArrayT<element_type>
represents a standard variable-size array (VArray) whose elements are of type
element_type.
See:
■

“Reference Summary” on page 714 for an overview of methods

■

“Reference Index” on page 715 for a list of methods

For information on the backward compatible items in this class, see
Objectivity/C++ Backward Compatibility.

About Standard VArrays
A standard VArray is a variable-size array that can be used transiently or saved
persistently—for example, as an embedded attribute of a persistent object. A
standard VArray consists of a reference to a vector of elements. The reference
portion of the VArray occupies a fixed amount of space; the vector portion
occupies a variable amount of space and may be relocated by certain operations.
Elements in the vector are guaranteed contiguous within virtual memory.
Because standard VArrays can be saved in a federated database, their element
types are subject to restrictions. Specifically, the element_type of a standard
VArray can be a primitive type, an object-reference type, or an embedded-class
type. In contrast, temporary VArrays are only transient and can therefore be of any
transient element type (see ooTVArrayT<element_type>).
NOTE

Standard VArrays cannot contain other VArrays, either directly or indirectly.
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Working With Standard VArrays

If you need to create VArrays of handles, iterators, or elements that contain
memory pointers to other elements, you must use instances of the temporary
VArray class ooTVArrayT<element_type>.
Like the elements of fixed C++ arrays, the element_type of a VArray must have
a default constructor (a constructor that can take no parameters).
For a detailed discussion about the structure and use of standard VArrays, see
Chapter 13, “Variable-Size Arrays,” of Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Guide.

Working With Standard VArrays
You use public constructors to create VArrays with 0 or more elements. An empty
VArray has no vector allocated for it until you assign another VArray to it or add
elements using the resize or extend method. You use these methods to grow or
truncate the vector dynamically. Resizing a VArray to 0 elements deallocates the
vector.
You access each element by its position in the VArray. Elements are numbered
starting with 0; the position number is the element’s index or subscript. VArray
operations verify that any specified indexes are valid based on the VArray’s
current size; the elem access function bypasses this subscript range checking.
Because of the way VArrays are represented, you cannot access the first element
of an array by dereferencing it; that is, the expression *myArray does not access
the first element of myArray. You must use methods such as operator[ ],
elem, or head to access the first element of a VArray.

Reference Summary
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Creating

ooVArrayT<element_type>

Assigning

operator=

Modifying

operator=
extend
resize
set
update
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Reference Index

Finding Elements

operator[ ]
elem
head

Getting Information

size

Reference Index
elem

Accesses the specified element of this VArray,
without performing subscript boundary checking.

extend

Allocates a new element at the end of this VArray,
and sets it to the specified value.

head

Gets the first element of this VArray.

ooVArrayT<element_type>

Default constructor that constructs a new VArray.

ooVArrayT<element_type>

Constructs a new VArray of the specified size.

ooVArrayT<element_type>

Copy constructor that constructs a new copy of the
specified VArray.

operator=

Assignment operator; assigns the specified VArray
to this VArray, automatically adjusting the size of this
VArray.

operator[ ]

Subscript operator; accesses the specified element
of this VArray.

resize

Extends or truncates this VArray to the specified
number of elements.

set

Sets the specified element of this VArray to be the
indicated value.

size

Gets the current number of elements in this VArray.

update

Explicitly opens this VArray for update.
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Constructors
ooVArrayT<element_type>
Default constructor that constructs a new VArray.
ooVArrayT<element_type>();
Discussion

Constructs an uninitialized VArray whose size is 0. No vector is allocated until you
assign another VArray or add elements using the resize or extend method.

ooVArrayT<element_type>
Constructs a new VArray of the specified size.
ooVArrayT<element_type>(ooUInt32 initSize);
Parameters

initSize

Initial number of elements to allocate. If you specify 0, no vector is allocated
until you assign another VArray or add elements using the resize or
extend method.

ooVArrayT<element_type>
Copy constructor that constructs a new copy of the specified VArray.
ooVArrayT<element_type>(ooVArrayT<element_type> &array);
Parameters

array

VArray of the same type as this VArray.
Discussion
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Constructs a VArray whose size is equal to the size of array, then performs an
element-by-element copy from array into the newly created VArray. The
constructor operation populates the new VArray by using the element_type
default constructor to create new, empty elements, and then using element_type
assignment to assign each element of array to a corresponding new element.
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operator=
Assignment operator; assigns the specified VArray to this VArray, automatically
adjusting the size of this VArray.
ooVArrayT<element_type> &operator=(
ooVArrayT<element_type> &array);
Parameters

array

VArray of the same type as this VArray. array may be either a persistent or
transient instance of ooVArrayT<element_type>.
Returns

This VArray.

Discussion

The assignment operation resizes this VArray to be the same size as array, and
then performs an element-by-element copy from array into this VArray. The
assignment operation populates this VArray by using the element_type default
constructor to create new, empty elements, and then using element_type
assignment to assign each element of array to a corresponding new element.
If this VArray is persistent, it is implicitly opened for update, and the lock on the
container is upgraded, if necessary. If array is persistent, it is implicitly opened
for read.

operator[ ]
Subscript operator; accesses the specified element of this VArray.
element_type &operator[](ooUInt32 index);
Parameters

index

Index of the element to access. Specify 0 to access the first element.
Returns

index’th element of this VArray.

Discussion

You can use the subscript operator to either get or change the specified element of
this VArray (that is, you can use the subscript operator on either the right or left
side of an assignment operation).
If this VArray is persistent, the subscript operator implicitly opens the VArray for
read. However, you must call the update method on the VArray before using the
subscript operator to modify an element. (Alternatively, you can use the set
method to open the VArray for update and modify an element in a single
operation.)
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Subscript boundaries are checked to ensure integrity. You can use the elem
method to bypass subscript range checking.
See also

elem

Methods
elem
Accesses the specified element of this VArray, without performing subscript
boundary checking.
element_type &elem(ooUInt32 index);
Parameters

index

Index of the element to access. Specify 0 to access the first element.
Returns

index’th element of this VArray.

Discussion

You can use elem to either get or set the specified element of this VArray (that is,
you can use elem on either the right or left side of an assignment operation).
If this VArray is persistent, it is implicitly opened for read. You must call the
update method on the VArray before using elem to modify an element.
(Alternatively, you can use the set method to open the VArray for update and

modify an element in a single operation.)
The elem method bypasses subscript range checking. You should use
operator[ ] if you want subscript boundaries to be checked.
See also

operator[ ]

extend
Allocates a new element at the end of this VArray, and sets it to the specified
value.
ooStatus extend(element_type &newValue);
Parameters

newValue

Value to be assigned to the new element, passed by reference.
Returns
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oocSuccess if successful; otherwise oocError.
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If this VArray is persistent, it is implicitly opened for update, and the lock on the
container is upgraded, if necessary.
Extending a VArray implicitly resizes it, which is a potentially expensive
operation. You should therefore use extend as a convenient way to add only a
single element to a VArray. If you need to add multiple elements in a single
transaction, you should consider using resize to allocate all the elements in one
operation.

See also

resize

head
Gets the first element of this VArray.
element_type *head();
Returns

Pointer to the first element of this VArray. If the VArray contains no elements, a
null pointer is returned.

Discussion

If this VArray is persistent, it is implicitly opened for read.

resize
Extends or truncates this VArray to the specified number of elements.
ooStatus resize(ooUInt32 newSize);
Parameters

newSize

Total number of elements that this VArray is to have. Specify 0 to remove all
the elements, freeing the storage allocated to the element vector.
Returns

oocSuccess if successful; otherwise oocError.

Discussion

If this VArray is persistent, it is implicitly opened for update, and the lock on the
container is upgraded, if necessary. Resizing a persistent VArray causes the entire
VArray to be written to disk when the transaction commits.
If the new size is larger than the current size, resize allocates storage for the
additional elements and invokes the element_type default constructor to create
new, empty elements.
If the new size is smaller than the current size, resize invokes the
element_type destructor for the elements to be truncated (the elements from
index newSize + 1 to the end) and then truncates the VArray to the new size.
To keep the VArray elements contiguous, resize may relocate the vector portion
of this VArray in virtual memory. If this happens, the elements of this VArray are
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bit-wise copied to the new location. Bit-wise copying preserves the element data
exactly, which is efficient, but invalidates any element data that consists of
memory pointers to other (now relocated) elements. You should use instances of
the transient-only class ooTVArrayT<element_type> for temporary VArrays of
elements that contain memory pointers to each other.
See also

extend

set
Sets the specified element of this VArray to be the indicated value.
ooStatus set(ooUInt32 index, element_type &newValue);
Parameters

index

Index of the VArray element to access. Specify 0 to access the first element.
newValue

Value to be assigned to the specified element, passed by reference.
Returns

oocSuccess if successful; otherwise oocError.

Discussion

If this VArray is persistent, it is implicitly opened for update, and the lock on the
container is upgraded, if necessary.

size
Gets the current number of elements in this VArray.
ooUInt32 size();
Returns

Number of elements in this VArray.

See also

elem

update
Explicitly opens this VArray for update.
ooStatus update();
Returns

oocSuccess if successful; otherwise oocError.

Discussion

This operation applies only to persistent VArrays; it has no effect on transient
VArrays.
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You must explicitly open a persistent VArray for update before you can modify
any element using elem or operator[ ] on the left side of an assignment
operation. (Alternatively, you can use the set method to both open the VArray
for update and modify an element in a single operation.)
Explicitly opening a VArray for update locks the enclosing container for update
and causes the entire VArray to be written to disk when the transaction commits.
You should use update primarily for changing a large number of elements in a
single transaction.
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ooVString Class
Inheritance:

ooVArrayT<ooChar> -> ooVString
The non-persistence-capable class ooVString represents a basic 8-bit character
string—that is, a variable-length string of 8-bit characters.
See:
■

“Reference Summary” on page 724 for an overview of methods

■

“Reference Index” on page 725 for a list of methods

About Basic 8-Bit Character Strings
A basic 8-bit character string is a character string of any length that can be stored
in a persistent object. Although you can use basic 8-bit character strings
anywhere in an application, their primary purpose is to serve as string attributes
of persistence-capable classes in place of C++ char * strings, which cannot be
stored persistently.

Basic Strings
Instances of the class ooVString are basic strings, which means they are stored as
variable-size arrays (VArrays) of characters. A basic string contains space for the
VArray’s reference to its vector as well as the vector itself.
If the majority of your variable-length strings are less than a particular length N,
you should consider using the optimized-string template class ooStringT<N>.

8-Bit Character Encoding
The component characters of an instance of ooVString may use any 8-bit
character encoding. Therefore, this class is appropriate for storing ASCII strings,
although any other 8-bit character encoding is acceptable. Every component
character of the string corresponds to exactly one element of the string’s VArray.
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Working With Basic 8-Bit Character Strings

You can convert transparently between a basic 8-bit character string and a const
char * string, enabling basic 8-bit character strings to be passed to functions as
parameters of type const char * and vice versa.
This class does not implement any conversion between 8-bit character strings
and Unicode strings (instances of ooUtf8String, ooUtf16String, or
ooUtf32String).

Working With Basic 8-Bit Character Strings
Like instances of any other non-persistence-capable class, basic 8-bit character
strings are not independently persistent. However, when such string is an
attribute of a persistent object, it is saved in the federated database when the
persistent object is saved.
You get each character in the basic 8-bit character string by its position in the
string. Characters are numbered starting with 0; the position number is the
character’s index or subscript. Operations on a basic 8-bit character string verify
that any specified indexes are valid based on the string’s current size. The
length of a basic 8-bit character string is the number of characters in the VArray,
not including the null terminating character that is automatically added.
Because of the way a basic 8-bit character string is represented, you cannot get
the first character by dereferencing the string; that is, the expression *myVString
does not get the first element of myVString. Instead, you can specify the index 0
to the subscript operator (operator[ ]) to get the first character; alternatively,
you can call the head method to get a pointer to the first character.
For additional information, see “Basic Strings” in Chapter 14 of Objectivity/C++
Programmer’s Guide.

Reference Summary
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Creating

ooVString

Assigning

operator=

Type Conversion

operator const char *

Modifying

operator=
operator+=
resize
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Getting Characters

operator[ ]
head

Getting Information

length

Testing

::operator==
::operator!=
::operator<
::operator<=
::operator>
::operator>=

Reference Index
head

Gets a pointer to the first character of this basic 8-bit
character string.

length

Gets the number of characters in this basic 8-bit character
string.

resize

Extends or truncates this basic 8-bit character string to
the specified number of characters.

ooVString

Default constructor that constructs a new basic 8-bit
character string whose size is 0.

ooVString

Constructs a new basic 8-bit character string containing a
copy of the characters in the specified string.

operator[ ]

Subscript operator; gets the specified character of this
basic 8-bit character string.

operator+=

Append-to operator; concatenates this basic 8-bit
character string with the specified C++ string.

operator=

Assignment operator; assigns a copy of the specified C++
string to this basic 8-bit character string.

::operator==

Equality operator; tests whether the specified strings
match.

::operator!=

Inequality operator; tests whether the specified strings
are different.

::operator<

Less-than operator; tests whether one string is less than
another.
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::operator<=

Less-than-or-equal-to operator; tests whether one string
is less than or equal to another.

::operator>

Greater-than operator; tests whether one string is greater
than another.

::operator>=

Greater-than-or-equal-to operator; tests whether one
string is greater than or equal to another.

operator const char * Conversion operator that accesses this basic 8-bit
character string as an object of type const char *.

Constructors
ooVString
Default constructor that constructs a new basic 8-bit character string whose size is
0.
ooVString();
Discussion

No vector is allocated until you assign a value or add elements using the resize
method.

ooVString
Constructs a new basic 8-bit character string containing a copy of the characters in
the specified string.

Parameters

1.

ooVString(const char *p);

2.

ooVString(const ooVString &s);

p

Existing C++ string from which to construct the new basic 8-bit character
string.
s

Existing basic 8-bit character string from which to construct the new basic
8-bit character string.
Discussion
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If p is null or if the length of s is 0, an uninitialized string of size 0 is created. No
vector is allocated until you assign a new value or add elements using the resize
method.
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operator[ ]
Subscript operator; gets the specified character of this basic 8-bit character string.
char &operator[](ooUInt32 index) const;
Parameters

index

Index of the character to get. Specify 0 to get the first character.
Returns

index’th character of this basic 8-bit character string.

Discussion

An exception is thrown if the index is not within the allocated size of the vector
(including the terminating null character).

operator+=
Append-to operator; concatenates this basic 8-bit character string with the
specified C++ string.
ooVString &operator+=(const char *p);
Parameters

p

C++ string whose characters are to be concatenated.
Returns

This basic 8-bit character string.

Discussion

The concatenation operator adds the characters pointed to by p to the end of this
basic 8-bit character string.
You can use this operator to concatenate another basic 8-bit character string to
this one, because operator const char * automatically converts the string
being concatenated to const char *.

operator=
Assignment operator; assigns a copy of the specified C++ string to this basic 8-bit
character string.
ooVString &operator=(const char *p);
Parameters

p

C++ string whose characters are to be assigned.
Returns

This basic 8-bit character string.
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The assignment operation resizes this basic 8-bit character string to be the same
size as p, and then copies the characters of p into this basic 8-bit character string.
Any characters already in this basic 8-bit character string are overwritten. If p is
null, the vector is deallocated—in effect, deleting the string.
You can use this operator to assign another basic 8-bit character string to this one,
because operator const char * automatically converts the string being
assigned to const char *.

::operator==

global function

Equality operator; tests whether the specified strings match.
1.

int ::operator==(
const ooVString &left,
const ooVString &right);

2.

int ::operator==(
const ooVString &left,
const char *right);

3.

int ::operator==(
const char *left,
const ooVString &right);

Returns

1, if every character of one string matches the corresponding character of the other;
0, if the two strings are lexicographically unequal.

Discussion

You can compare two basic 8-bit character strings (variant 1) or a C++ string and a
basic 8-bit character string (variants 2 and 3).

::operator!=

global function

Inequality operator; tests whether the specified strings are different.

Returns
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1.

int ::operator!=(
const ooVString &left,
const ooVString &right);

2.

int ::operator!=(
const ooVString &left,
const char *right);

3.

int ::operator!=(
const char *left,
const ooVString &right);

1, if any character of one string differs from the corresponding character of the
other; 0, if strings are lexicographically equal to each other.
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You can compare two basic 8-bit character strings (variant 1) or a C++ string and a
basic 8-bit character string (variants 2 and 3).

::operator<

global function
Less-than operator; tests whether one string is less than another.
1.

int ::operator<(
const ooVString &left,
const ooVString &right);

2.

int ::operator<(
const ooVString &left,
const char *right);

3.

int ::operator<(
const char *left,
const ooVString &right);

Returns

1, if left is lexicographically less than right, or if left contains no characters or
is a null pointer; otherwise, returns 0.

Discussion

You can compare two basic 8-bit character strings (variant 1) or a C++ string and a
basic 8-bit character string (variants 2 and 3).

::operator<=

global function

Less-than-or-equal-to operator; tests whether one string is less than or equal to
another.
1.

int ::operator<=(
const ooVString &left,
const ooVString &right);

2.

int ::operator<=(
const ooVString &left,
const char *right);

3.

int ::operator<=(
const char *left,
const ooVString &right);

Returns

1, if left is lexicographically less than or equal to right, or if left contains no
characters or is a null pointer; otherwise, returns 0.

Discussion

You can compare two basic 8-bit character strings (variant 1) or a C++ string and a
basic 8-bit character string (variants 2 and 3).
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::operator>

global function
Greater-than operator; tests whether one string is greater than another.
1.

int ::operator>(
const ooVString &left,
const ooVString &right);

2.

int ::operator>(
const ooVString &left,
const char *right);

3.

int ::operator>(
const char *left,
const ooVString &right);

Returns

1, if left is lexicographically greater than right, or if right contains no
characters or is a null pointer; otherwise, returns 0.

Discussion

You can compare two basic 8-bit character strings (variant 1) or a C++ string and a
basic 8-bit character string (variants 2 and 3).

::operator>=

global function

Greater-than-or-equal-to operator; tests whether one string is greater than or
equal to another.
1.

int ::operator>=(
const ooVString &left,
const ooVString &right);

2.

int ::operator>=(
const ooVString &left,
const char *right);

3.

int ::operator>=(
const char *left,
const ooVString &right);

Returns

1, if left is lexicographically greater than or equal to right, or if right contains
no characters or is a null pointer; otherwise, returns 0.

Discussion

You can compare two basic 8-bit character strings (variant 1) or a C++ string and a
basic 8-bit character string (variants 2 and 3).
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operator const char *
Conversion operator that accesses this basic 8-bit character string as an object of
type const char *.
operator const char *() const;
Discussion

This operator results in a null pointer if the vector is not allocated.

Methods
head
Gets a pointer to the first character of this basic 8-bit character string.
char *head() const;
Returns

Pointer to the first character of this basic 8-bit character string. If the string contains
no characters, returns a null pointer.

length
Gets the number of characters in this basic 8-bit character string.
ooUInt32 length() const;
Returns

Integer number of characters in this string preceding the first null terminating
character as computed by strlen. If the string contains no characters, returns 0.

Discussion

The actual number of bytes allocated is at least length() + 1 because an extra
byte is reserved for the null terminating character. (If the string contains an
embedded null character, the bytes beyond that null character are not included in
the returned length.) You can use the inherited size method to determine the
actual allocated size.

resize
Extends or truncates this basic 8-bit character string to the specified number of
characters.
ooStatus resize(ooUInt32 newLength);
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Methods

newLength

Number of characters this basic 8-bit character string is to have. Specify 0 to
remove all the characters, freeing the storage allocated to the basic 8-bit
character string’s vector.
Returns

oocSuccess if successful; otherwise oocError.

Discussion

The actual number of bytes allocated is newLength + 1 because an extra byte is
automatically reserved for the null terminating character. However, this method
does not actually store the required null character; the caller is responsible for
updating the contents of the string.

Example

The following code fragment resizes a basic 8-bit character string and provide it
with the null terminating character:
ooVString s;
s.resize(n);
s[n] = '\0';
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Inheritance:

objy::placement::Conditions
The non-persistence-capable class Conditions represents a placement-conditions
object that encapsulates information used for placing new persistent objects in the
federated database.
See:
■

“Reference Index” on page 736 for a list of methods

To use this class, your application must include
<objy/placement/Conditions.h>.

The Conditions class is defined in the objy::placement namespace. The
following directive enables an application to use the classname without
qualification:
using namespace objy::placement;

Understanding Placement Conditions
Whenever you use operator new to create a new object persistent, you can
optionally pass a placement-conditions object to provide certain
application-specific information for use during object placement.
A placement-conditions object can provide any combination of the following
information:
■

A purpose indicator for activating specialized placement behavior defined in
the placement model.

■

A placement guide for guiding the placement of the new object. The
specified object must be an existing persistent object, and is expected to be
related in some way to the object being placed—for example, its owner.
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Whether and how the information is used depends on the placement model that
is currently installed in the federated database:
■

The purpose indicator is used only if the model is configured with a
matching purpose that applies to the class of object being placed.

■

The placement guide is used only if the model defines a placement
relationship between that object's class and the class of the object being
placed. In a typical scenario, the new object is placed near the existing object
in the federated database.

Any information that is not used during a placement operation is simply
ignored.
NOTE

A placement-conditions object must include a placement guide if it will be used
to create a persistent object of an ooCollection subclass or ooMap. This is
necessary to satisfy the special internal placement rule that applies to objects of
these system classes. The placement guide may be an object of any
persistence-capable class, and is normally the intended owner of the collection.

Reference Index

736

Conditions

Constructs a new placement-conditions object with
the specified placement information.

Conditions

Constructs a new placement-conditions object from
an existing one.

getPurpose

Returns the purpose indicator that is provided by
this placement-conditions object.

getRelatedObjectId

Returns the object identifier of the placement guide
that is provided by this placement-conditions object.

getRelatedObjectTypeNumber

Obtains the type number of class of the placement
guide that is provided by this placement-conditions
object.

operator=

Assignment operator; sets the component values of
this placement-conditions object to the
corresponding values of the specified one.
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setPurpose

Sets the purpose indicator that is provided by this
placement-conditions object.

setRelatedObject

Sets the placement guide that is provided by this
placement-conditions object.

Constructors
Conditions
Constructs a new placement-conditions object with the specified placement
information.

Parameters

1.

Conditions(
const char *purpose = 0);

2.

Conditions(
ooRefHandle(ooObj) &relatedObject,
const char *purpose = 0);

3.

Conditions(
ooRefHandle(ooObj) &relatedObject
uint32 relatedObjectTypeNumber,
const char *purpose = 0);

purpose

A value indicating the purpose of the placement operation.
relatedObject

Placement guide for placing a new persistent object. relatedObject must
be an existing persistent object, and is expected to be related in some way to
the object being placed—for example, its owner.
You may specify an object reference, handle, or object identifier to the
persistent object.
relatedObjectTypeNumber

Type number of the class of the specified relatedObject.
It is your responsibility to ensure that the type number matches the type
number of the class of relatedObject. A mismatch could result in
unexpected placement of any persistent objects that are placed using this
placement-conditions object.
Discussion

When a placement-conditions object is used, the placement system may need to
open relatedObject to determine the type number of its class. For best
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performance, you can include relatedObjectTypeNumber to pass the type
number explicitly. The placement system can then use the specified type number
directly, instead of potentially opening relatedObject to obtain the type number.

Conditions
Constructs a new placement-conditions object from an existing one.
Conditions(
const Conditions &other);
Parameters

other

Existing placement-conditions object.

Operators
operator=
Assignment operator; sets the component values of this placement-conditions
object to the corresponding values of the specified one.
Conditions &operator=(
const Conditions &existing);
Parameters

existing

Existing placement-conditions object to be assigned.
Returns

This placement-conditions object.

Methods
getPurpose
Returns the purpose indicator that is provided by this placement-conditions
object.
const char *getPurpose() const;
Returns
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The purpose indicator.
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getRelatedObjectId
Returns the object identifier of the placement guide that is provided by this
placement-conditions object.
ooId &getRelatedObjectId() const;
Returns

The object identifier.

getRelatedObjectTypeNumber
Obtains the type number of class of the placement guide that is provided by this
placement-conditions object.
ooStatus getRelatedObjectTypeNumber(
uint32 &typeNumber) const;
Parameters

typeNumber

Integer variable to be set to the type number.
Returns

oocSuccess if successful; otherwise oocError.

setPurpose
Sets the purpose indicator that is provided by this placement-conditions object.
void setPurpose(
const char *purpose);
Parameters

purpose

Purpose indicator indicating the purpose of the placement operation.

setRelatedObject
Sets the placement guide that is provided by this placement-conditions object.
void setRelatedObject(
const ooId &relatedObject,
uint32 &relatedObjectTypeNumber = 0);
Parameters

relatedObject

Placement guide to be used for placing a new persistent object.
relatedObject must be an existing persistent object, and is expected to be
related in some way to the object being placed—for example, its owner.
You may specify an object reference, handle, or object identifier to the
persistent object.
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relatedObjectTypeNumber

Type number of the class of the specified relatedObject.
It is your responsibility to ensure that the type number matches the type
number of the class of relatedObject. A mismatch could result in
unexpected placement of any persistent objects that are placed using this
placement-conditions object.
Discussion
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When a placement-conditions object is used, the placement system may need to
open relatedObject to determine the type number of its class. For best
performance, you can include relatedObjectTypeNumber to pass the type
number explicitly. The placement system can then use the specified type number
directly, instead of potentially opening relatedObject to obtain the type number.
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Inheritance:

objy::query::ObjectQualifier
The non-persistence-capable class ObjectQualifier represents an object
qualifier, which evaluates whether a persistent object matches a given predicate
string.
See:
■

“Reference Index” on page 744 for a list of methods

To use this class, your application must include the
objy/query/ObjectQualifier.h header file.

The ObjectQualifier class is defined in the objy::query namespace. The
following directive enables an application to use the classname without
qualification:
using namespace objy::query;

UNIX and Macintosh applications need to be linked with the
ooObjectQualification library. On Windows, the ooObjectQualification
library is linked automatically when you include the
objy/query/ObjectQualifier.h header file. See the information about
linking to additional products and features in the installation and platform notes
for your platform.

About Object Qualifiers
There are some arbitrary groups of objects that cannot be scanned directly using
scan methods that accept predicate query language (PQL) strings. For example,
you cannot perform a predicate scan over the group of objects referenced by a
VArray of object references. However, you can construct an object qualifier to
qualify such objects.
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An object qualifier’s predicate string can optionally include a PQL variable
whose value can be changed between each object qualification.
For more information, see Chapter 2, “Object Qualification,” in Objectivity/DB
Predicate Query Language.

Reference Index
doesQualify

Evaluates whether the referenced object is qualified by
this object qualifier’s predicate string.

ObjectQualifier

Constructs a new object qualifier with the specified
predicate string.

setBoolVarValue

Sets the value of a PQL variable used to specify a
Boolean literal in this object qualifier’s predicate string.

setClassVarValueByName Sets the value of a PQL variable used to specify a class
by class name in this object qualifier’s predicate string.

setClassVarValueByType Sets the value of a PQL variable used to specify a class
type by type number in this object qualifier’s predicate
string.
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setDateVarValue

Sets the value of a PQL variable used to specify a date
literal in this object qualifier’s predicate string.

setDateTimeVarValue

Sets the value of a PQL variable used to specify a
datetime literal in this object qualifier’s predicate string.

setFloat32VarValue

Sets the value of a PQL variable used to specify a 32-bit
floating-point literal in this object qualifier’s predicate
string.

setFloat64VarValue

Sets the value of a PQL variable used to specify a 64-bit
floating-point literal in this object qualifier’s predicate
string.

setIntervalVarValue

Sets the value of a PQL variable used to specify an
interval literal in this object qualifier’s predicate string.

setIntVarValue

Sets the value of a PQL variable used to specify an
integer literal in this object qualifier’s predicate string.

setRefVarValue

Sets the value of a PQL variable used to specify an
object reference literal in this object qualifier’s predicate
string.
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Constructors

setStringVarValue

Sets the value of a PQL variable used to specify an 8-bit
character string literal in this object qualifier’s predicate
string.

setTimeVarValue

Sets the value of a PQL variable used to specify a time
literal in this object qualifier’s predicate string.

setUintVarValue

Sets the value of a PQL variable used to specify an
unsigned integer literal in this object qualifier’s predicate
string.

setWStringVarValue

Sets the value of a PQL variable used to specify a
wide-character string literal in this object qualifier’s
predicate string.

Constructors
ObjectQualifier
Constructs a new object qualifier with the specified predicate string.

Parameters

1.

ObjectQualifier(
ooTypeNumber typeN,
const char *predicate);

2.

ObjectQualifier(
ooTypeNumber typeN,
const wchar_t *predicate);

3.

ObjectQualifier(
const char *className,
const char *predicate);

4.

ObjectQualifier(
const char *className,
const wchar_t *predicate);

typeN

Type number of the class of the object being qualified.
predicate

Predicate string describing the condition that a qualified object must satisfy.
The string can be an 8-bit character string or a wide-character string (for
Unicode support) and must be a valid PQL expression. The string can
optionally include a PQL variable; see “Variable Expressions” in Chapter 4 of
Objectivity/DB Predicate Query Language.
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className

Name of the class whose instances are to be qualified.

Methods
doesQualify
Evaluates whether the referenced object is qualified by this object qualifier’s
predicate string.
bool doesQualify(ooHandle(ooObj) &objH);
Parameters

objH

Handle to the object to be qualified.
Returns

oocTrue if the object is a match for the predicate string specified by the constructor
for an ObjectQualifier object; otherwise oocFalse.

setBoolVarValue
Sets the value of a PQL variable used to specify a Boolean literal in this object
qualifier’s predicate string.
void setBoolVarValue(
const char* variableName,
bool value);
Parameters

variableName

Name of the Boolean PQL variable.
value

Boolean value.
Discussion
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The variableName must specify a Boolean PQL variable; see the information
about variable expressions in Chapter 4, “PQL Reference,” in Objectivity/DB
Predicate Query Language.
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setClassVarValueByName
Sets the value of a PQL variable used to specify a class by class name in this object
qualifier’s predicate string.
void setClassVarValueByName(
const char* variableName,
const char* className);
Parameters

variableName

Name of the class type PQL variable.
className

Name of the class.
Discussion

The variableName must specify a class type PQL variable; see the information
about variable expressions in Chapter 4, “PQL Reference,” in Objectivity/DB
Predicate Query Language.

See also

setClassVarValueByType

setClassVarValueByType
Sets the value of a PQL variable used to specify a class type by type number in
this object qualifier’s predicate string.
void setClassVarValueByType(
const char* variableName,
ooTypeNumber classType);
Parameters

variableName

Name of the class type PQL variable.
classType

Type number for the class.
Discussion

The variableName must specify a class type PQL variable; see the information
about variable expressions in Chapter 4, “PQL Reference,” in Objectivity/DB
Predicate Query Language.

See also

setClassVarValueByName
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setDateVarValue
Sets the value of a PQL variable used to specify a date literal in this object
qualifier’s predicate string.
void setDateVarValue(
const char* variableName,
ooDate value);
Parameters

variableName

Name of the date PQL variable.
value

Date value.
Discussion

The variableName must specify a date PQL variable; see the information about
variable expressions in Chapter 4, “PQL Reference,” in Objectivity/DB Predicate
Query Language.

See also

setDateTimeVarValue

setDateTimeVarValue
Sets the value of a PQL variable used to specify a datetime literal in this object
qualifier’s predicate string.
void setDateTimeVarValue(
const char* variableName,
ooDateTime value);
Parameters

variableName

Name of the date-and-time PQL variable.
value

Date and time value.
Discussion

The variableName must represent a date-and-time PQL variable; see the
information about variable expressions in Chapter 4, “PQL Reference,” in
Objectivity/DB Predicate Query Language.

See also

setTimeVarValue
setDateVarValue
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setFloat32VarValue
Sets the value of a PQL variable used to specify a 32-bit floating-point literal in
this object qualifier’s predicate string.
void setFloat32VarValue(
const char* variableName,
float32 value);
Parameters

variableName

Name of the numeric PQL variable.
value

32-bit floating-point value.
Discussion

The variableName must represent a numeric PQL variable; see the information
about variable expressions in Chapter 4, “PQL Reference,” in Objectivity/DB
Predicate Query Language.

See also

setFloat64VarValue

setFloat64VarValue
Sets the value of a PQL variable used to specify a 64-bit floating-point literal in
this object qualifier’s predicate string.
void setFloat64VarValue(
const char* variableName,
float64 value);
Parameters

variableName

Name of the numeric PQL variable.
value

64-bit floating-point value.
Discussion

The variableName must represent a numeric PQL variable; see the information
about variable expressions in Chapter 4, “PQL Reference,” in Objectivity/DB
Predicate Query Language.

See also

setFloat32VarValue
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setIntervalVarValue
Sets the value of a PQL variable used to specify an interval literal in this object
qualifier’s predicate string.
void setIntervalVarValue(
const char* variableName,
ooInterval value);
Parameters

variableName

Name of the interval PQL variable.
value

Interval value.
Discussion

The variableName must represent an interval PQL variable; see the information
about variable expressions in Chapter 4, “PQL Reference,” in Objectivity/DB
Predicate Query Language.

setIntVarValue
Sets the value of a PQL variable used to specify an integer literal in this object
qualifier’s predicate string.
void setIntVarValue(
const char* variableName,
int64 value);
Parameters

variableName

Name of the numeric PQL variable.
value

32 or 64-bit integer value.
Discussion

The variableName must represent a numeric PQL variable; see the information
about variable expressions in Chapter 4, “PQL Reference,” in Objectivity/DB
Predicate Query Language.

See also

setUintVarValue
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setRefVarValue
Sets the value of a PQL variable used to specify an object reference literal in this
object qualifier’s predicate string.
void setRefVarValue(
const char* variableName,
const ooRef(ooObj) & value);
Parameters

variableName

Name of the object-reference PQL variable.
value

Object reference.
Discussion

The variableName must represent an object-reference PQL variable; see the
information about variable expressions in Chapter 4, “PQL Reference,” in
Objectivity/DB Predicate Query Language.

setStringVarValue
Sets the value of a PQL variable used to specify an 8-bit character string literal in
this object qualifier’s predicate string.
void setStringVarValue(
const char* variableName,
const char* value);
Parameters

variableName

Name of the string PQL variable.
value

String value.
Discussion

The variableName must represent a string PQL variable; see the information
about variable expressions in Chapter 4, “PQL Reference,” in Objectivity/DB
Predicate Query Language.

See also

setWStringVarValue
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setTimeVarValue
Sets the value of a PQL variable used to specify a time literal in this object
qualifier’s predicate string.
void setTimeVarValue(
const char* variableName,
ooTime value);
Parameters

variableName

Name of the time PQL variable.
value

Time value.
Discussion

The variableName must represent a time PQL variable; see the information about
variable expressions in Chapter 4, “PQL Reference,” in Objectivity/DB Predicate
Query Language.

setUintVarValue
Sets the value of a PQL variable used to specify an unsigned integer literal in this
object qualifier’s predicate string.
void setUintVarValue(
const char* variableName,
uint64 value);
Parameters

variableName

Name of the numeric PQL variable.
value

Unsigned integer value.
Discussion

The variableName must represent a numeric PQL variable; see the information
about variable expressions in Chapter 4, “PQL Reference,” in Objectivity/DB
Predicate Query Language.

See also

setIntVarValue
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setWStringVarValue
Sets the value of a PQL variable used to specify a wide-character string literal in
this object qualifier’s predicate string.
void setWStringVarValue(
const char* variableName,
const wchar_t* value);
Parameters

variableName

Name of the string PQL variable.
value

Wide character string value.
Discussion

The variableName must represent a string PQL variable; see the information
about variable expressions in Chapter 4, “PQL Reference,” in Objectivity/DB
Predicate Query Language.

See also

setStringVarValue
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CustomQualifier Class
Inheritance:

objy::ra::navigation::Qualifier->
objy::ra::navigation::qualifiers::CustomQualifier
The non-persistence-capable class CustomQualifier is an abstract base class for
classes that qualify an object on a path (or a path itself) according to
application-defined criteria.
To use this class, your application must include <objy/ra/ra.h>.
The CustomQualifier class is defined in the
objy::ra::navigation::qualifiers namespace. The following directive
enables an application to use the classname without qualification:
using namespace objy::ra::navigation::qualifiers;

About Custom Qualifiers
A custom qualifier qualifies a path or an object on a path according to
application-defined criteria. Navigator instances can use custom qualifiers as
path qualifiers or result qualifiers.
An example of a case where you might want to create a custom path qualifier is if
you need to preserve state information, then use this information to change
qualification behavior. For example, if you want to allow a designated number of
traversals across paths with a certain sequence of steps, then disqualify paths
that subsequently match that pattern.
NOTE

Before creating a custom qualifier, consider whether existing mechanisms might
suit your needs; see PredicateQualifier and ObjectIdQualifier for
built-in result qualifiers, and see the GraphView class and the
NavigationPolicy class for ways of affecting the navigator’s behavior.
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See Chapter 19, “Navigation Queries,” in the Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Guide
for more information about creating and using navigators.

Methods
getTargetType
Returns the type that is to be the target of this custom qualifier.
virtual ooTypeNumber getTargetType()
Discussion

NOTE

Optionally provide an implementation of this method to designate the type of
objects that can be the target of this qualifier when it is used as a result qualifier.
Your implementation of this method imposes filtering for the given type before the
qualify method of this custom qualifier is eligible to be called.
When the encountered object is not of the given type, a custom qualifier used as a
path qualifier does not disqualify the path.

qualify
Qualifies a path or an object on a path against a set of criteria.
virtual bool qualify(Path &path);
Returns

Returns true if the current path or object qualifies.

Parameters

path

The current path to qualify, passed in by the navigator instance during a
navigation query.
Discussion

To create a custom path or result qualifier, provide an implementation of the
qualify method that uses your own qualification logic.
A custom qualifier can serve as a path qualifier or a result qualifier; it is more
likely to be useful as a path qualifier because the built-in result qualifiers are
sufficient for most use cases.
A custom path qualifier might be used to perform custom filtering, such as
disqualifying a path based on its composition (a particular sequence of steps).
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Inheritance:

objy::ra::GraphView
The non-persistence-capable class GraphView lets you eliminate uninteresting
paths from a navigation query, thus improving the overall performance.
To use this class, your application must include <objy/ra/ra.h>.
The GraphView class is defined in the objy::ra namespace. The following
directive enables an application to use the classname without qualification:
using namespace objy::ra;

About Graph Views
The non-persistence-capable class GraphView lets you eliminate uninteresting
paths from a navigation query. You can also use the graph view to define which
classes represent nodes (or vertices) in the graph, and which classes represent
links (or edges) between vertices.
A newly constructed graph view doesn’t perform any filtering. You use methods
on the GraphView class to add the filtering that you want, then supply the graph
view to the navigator constructor before starting the navigation query.
See Chapter 19, “Navigation Queries,” in the Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Guide
for more information about creating and using navigators.
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Working With Graph Views
After constructing a graph view, you can perform various filtering operations.
You can exclude all objects of a specified type from traversal:
GraphView myGraphView(session->fd());
myGraphView.excludeClass(ooTypeN(Person));

This graph view will prevent Person objects from being traversed as
intermediate objects on a path, but Person objects can still qualify as results.
You can exclude objects according to the value of one or more of their attributes:
myGraphView.excludeClass(ooTypeN(Person),
"name == 'Joe Jones'");

Excluding objects is important if your graph includes super nodes, which are
vertices with a disproportionately high number of outgoing links.
You can exclude objects by qualifying aspects of their preceding path:
myGraphView.excludeClass(ooTypeN(Person), PATH_LENGTH() < 4");

You can exclude a class of objects, then include one or more of the subclasses. For
example, you might exclude all persistent collections except for sorted object
maps (ooTreeMapX instances):
myGraphView.excludeClass(ooTypeN(ooCollection));
myGraphView.includeClass(ooTypeN(ooTreeMapX));

Finally, you can exclude particular objects according to their handles or object
identifiers using the excludeObject method.
You cannot provide conflicting specifications for a graph view. So, you cannot
exclude a class and then later include that class.
Note that you can construct a graph view from an existing graph view, then
override previous filtering choices:
myGraphView.excludeClass(ooTypeN(Person));
GraphView myGraphView2(myGraphView);
myGraphView2.includeClass(ooTypeN(Person));
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Excluding Links
You might want to omit certain links from the traversal. For example, a Person
object might have an organizations reference attribute that models
membership in organizations. To exclude this link from the traversal, use the
excludeAttribute method:
myGraphView.excludeAttribute(ooTypeN(Person), "organizations");

Other outgoing links from Person objects are still traversed.

Designating Edge Classes
Your schema might include a class that represents the connection between
objects. For example, you might have an Email class that specifies information
about the person that sent the email, the receiving person, the contents of the
email, a time stamp, and so forth.
In graph theory, the connected objects are known as nodes, and the connections
between them are edges. You can use the edgeClass method on GraphView to
designate a particular class as an edge class, meaning that it represents a
connection.
myGraphView.edgeClass(ooTypeN(Email));

When navigating a graph, edge class objects are traversed, but they are not
counted as steps in a path. This can be useful if you plan to limit your navigation
to traverse fewer than a specified number of degrees of separation and you don’t
want edge classes to affect the calculation.

Constructors
GraphView
Constructs a default graph view object, which represents all the related objects in
the graph database (performs no filtering).
GraphView(const ooHandle(ooFDObj) &fdH);
Parameters

fdH

Handle to the connected federated database from which to create the graph
view.
Discussion

A graph view is required in order to construct a navigator.
A newly created graph view doesn’t perform any filtering—you use its methods
to set up the filtering that you want. You can also designate an edge class for the
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Constructors

graph view, where an instance of the edge class represents a connection in a
graph and does not contribute to the step count in a path of connected objects.
See also

excludeAttribute
excludeClass
excludeObject
includeClass
edgeClass
Navigator::Navigator

GraphView
Constructs a graph view object from an existing graph view.
GraphView(const graphView &base);
Parameters

base

Existing graph view object.
Discussion

A graph view is required in order to construct a navigator. This constructor lets
you create a graph view from an existing graph view. You can override the filtering
choices made for the original graph view, as follows:
myGraphView.excludeClass(ooTypeN(Person));
GraphView myGraphView2(myGraphView);
myGraphView2.includeClass(ooTypeN(Person));

~GraphView
Destructor for the GraphView class.
~GraphView();
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Methods
edgeClass
Designates a particular class as an edge class, meaning that its instances represent
connections between objects and should not be counted as steps in a path.
ooStatus edgeClass (
ooTypeNumber typeN,
const char *fromLink=NULL,
const char *toLink=NULL,
bool hidden=false,
ooTypeNumber fromTypeN=0,
ooTypeNumber toTypeN=0)
Returns

oocSuccess if successful; otherwise oocError.

Parameters

typeN

Type number of the class to be designated as an edge class.
fromLink

String name of the data member that represents the incoming link. The data
member’s value can be an association, a reference, or an array of references.
A null value for the fromLink data member represents a unidirectional link.
toLink

String name of the data member that represents the outgoing link. The data
member’s value can be an association, a reference or an array of references.
hidden

Specifies that the from and to links will be followed, but the objects visited as
a result of following those links will not be reported as steps in the path. This
is useful for classes that are part of the internal implementation of an edge
and are without semantic significance. (A visible edge object can be
accompanied by one or more hidden edge objects.)
fromTypeN

Type number for the class of the object specified with the fromLink when
that object is an instance of an class that inherits its fromLink from a parent
class. The default value (0) means the type of the fromLink object in the
schema is to be used.
toTypeN

Type number for the class of the object specified with the toLink when that
object is an instance of an class that inherits its toLink from a parent class.
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The default value (0) means the type of the toLink object in the schema is to
be used.
Discussion

You can specify that a particular class be designated as an edge class, meaning that
it models a connection. When performing a navigation query, any edge objects are
visited, but they do not contribute to the step count (degree of separation) for any
paths.
When fromLink and toLink are set to null (the default), all attributes on the
edge object that link to other objects are traversed. When either fromLink or
toLink are non null, all other attributes that link to other objects are considered
edge annotations and are not traversed.
If you want to model a unidirectional link, provide a null value for fromLink
and a non-null value for toLink.
Your data model might include classes that are part of the internal
implementation of an edge object and are without semantic significance. When a
conceptual edge is to be represented by a chain of objects, you can use the hidden
parameter to designate an internal edge object that should not appear in the
PathStep. (A visible edge can be accompanied by one or more hidden edges.)
You use fromTypeN and toTypeN to specify the class of the objects linked to
when the links are inherited from a more general class. The default value of 0
means to use the type in the schema.

NOTE

Some classes are automatically treated as edge classes when they are referenced.
This is true for ooCollection and ooMap classes and their subclasses.

excludeAttribute
Specifies that the link defined by a particular field or association of a class should
not be traversed during the navigation query.
excludeAttribute(
ooTypeNumber typeN,
const char *attributeName)
Parameters

typeN

Type number of the class.
attributeName

Name of the field or association whose link is to be excluded.
Discussion
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Other outgoing links that are not excluded are traversed.
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excludeClass
Specifies a class whose instances will not be traversed as intermediate objects
during navigation queries, optionally further refining the exclusion to apply to
only those instances that meet the specified qualifications.

Parameters

1.

void excludeClass(ooTypeNumber typeN,
const char *predicate = NULL);

2.

void excludeClass(ooTypeNumber typeN,
const wchar_t *predicate);

3.

void excludeClass(const objy::query::ObjectQualifier
&objQualifier);

typeN

Type number of the class whose instances are to be excluded.
predicate

Predicate string that qualifies an object for exclusion from the graph view
according to the values of one or more of its attributes, according to the
composition of the path that led up to it, or a combination both.
The string can be an 8-bit character string or a wide-character string (for
Unicode support), and must be a valid expression in the predicate-query
language. When set to null (the default), all instances of the class are
disqualified.
objQualifier

An object qualifier, which specifies the type number of the class to exclude
and includes a predicate string.
Discussion

You can exclude a particular class of objects (and any subclasses) from a graph
view. The excluded objects will not be traversed as intermediate objects on a path
during a navigation query. However, the excluded objects can still qualify as
results (result path end points).
Having excluded a class, you can selectively include subclasses using the
includeClass method.

Example

The following excludes all persistent collections except for sorted object maps
(ooTreeMapX instances):
myGraphView.excludeClass(ooTypeN(ooCollection));
myGraphView.includeClass(ooTypeN(ooTreeMapX));

See also

Chapter 2, “Object Qualification,” in Objectivity/DB Predicate Query Language.
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excludeObject
Specifies a particular object that will not be traversed during navigation queries.
void excludeObject(const ooRefHandle(ooObj) &obj);
Parameters

obj

Handle to the object to exclude. Alternatively, an object identifier can be
supplied.

includeClass
Specifies a class whose instances will be traversed even though its base class has
been excluded.

Parameters

1.

void includeClass(ooTypeNumber typeN,
const char *predicate = NULL);

2.

void includeClass(ooTypeNumber typeN,
const wchar_t *predicate);

3.

void includeClass(const objy::query::ObjectQualifier
&objQualifier);

typeN

Type number of the class whose instances are to be traversed.
predicate

Predicate string that qualifies objects to be included by this graph view. This
string must be a valid expression in the predicate-query language. When set
to null (the default), all instances of the class are qualified.
objQualifier

An object qualifier set up with a particular predicate string.
Discussion

This method lets you include a particular subclass (and its subclasses) of an
excluded base class.

Example

The following excludes all collections from traversal except ooTreeMapX
collections.
#include <objy/ra/ra.h>
using namespace objy::ra;
...
myGraphView.excludeClass(ooTypeN(ooCollection));
myGraphView.includeClass(ooTypeN(ooTreeMapX));

See also

excludeClass

Chapter 2, “Object Qualification,” in Objectivity/DB Predicate Query Language.
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Inheritance:

objy::ra::navigation::Guide
The non-persistence-capable class Guide specifies a high-level navigation
approach for a navigator.
To use this class, your application must include <objy/ra/ra.h>.
The Guide class is defined in the objy::ra::navigation namespace. The
following directive enables an application to use the classname without
qualification:
using namespace objy::ra::navigation;

Note: Custom guide implementations (subclasses of the Guide class) are not
currently supported.

Constants
Constants for choosing a high-level navigational aide for a navigation query.

Navigation Guides
Constants

Guide::SIMPLE_DEPTH_FIRST

Specifies a simple depth-first navigation. This is the default.
Guide::SIMPLE_BREADTH_FIRST

Specifies a simple breadth-first navigation.
Guide::NONE

Defaults to SIMPLE_DEPTH_FIRST.
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Constants

Discussion

A navigation guide is used to direct the high-level approach of a navigation query;
see Chapter 19, “Navigation Queries,” in the Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Guide
for more information about navigators.
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NavigationPolicy Classes
This chapter describes the navigation policy classes, which let you specify
non-default behavior for a navigation query.
The navigation policy classes are non-persistence-capable. To use these classes,
your application must include <objy/ra/ra.h>.
The NavigationPolicy class is defined in the
objy::ra::navigation::policies namespace. The following directive
enables an application to use the classname without qualification:
using namespace objy::ra::navigation::policies;

About Navigation Policies
Navigation policies are used to customize the behavior of Navigator instances,
which are used to perform navigation queries. To use navigation policies,
construct an array of policies, which can then be passed to the Navigator
constructor. For example:
policies::MaximumResultCountPolicy maxCountPolicyValue(200);
policies::MaximumPathDepthPolicy maxPathDepthPolicyValue(5);
policies::PolicyList myPolicies(2);
myPolicies[0] = &maxCountPolicyValue;
myPolicies[1] = &maxPathDepthPolicyValue;

You can set elements in the array to NULL if you later decide that you do not need
all the allocated elements.
For usage information, see Chapter 19, “Navigation Queries,” of Objectivity/C++
Programmer’s Guide.
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Abstract base class for all navigation policy classes.

FanoutLimitPolicy

Specifies the maximum number of outgoing links that may
be traversed from any single attribute on an object during
a navigation query.

MaximumBreadthPolicy

Limits the maximum size of any level for a breadth-first
navigation query.

MaximumMemoryUsePolicy

Limits the memory used for processing during navigation
queries.

MaximumPathDepthPolicy

Limits the path depth for a navigation query.

MaximumResultCountPolicy

Limits the number of results returned by a navigation
query.

NoRevisitPolicy

Specifies that the navigation query is to avoid visiting the
same linked object more than once.

PathDepthBeyondShortestPolicy

Dynamically limits the depth of navigation from the
shortest known result path at any point during the
navigation query.

UseDistributedNavigation

Instructs the navigator to use external Objectivity query
servers to perform parts of the navigation query.
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Class Descriptions
The navigation policy classes are described in alphabetical order.

FanoutLimitPolicy
Inheritance:

objy::ra::navigation::policies::NavigationPolicy
->FanoutLimitPolicy
Specifies the maximum number of outgoing links that may be traversed from any
single attribute on an object during a navigation query.

Discussion

If an attribute of an object (such as a to-many relationship or a collection) contains
more outgoing links than the specified limit, none of the links of that attribute will
be traversed. This policy is useful for pruning expensive navigation paths that are
unlikely to provide useful information.
By default, when this policy is unspecified, fan-out is unlimited.

FanoutLimitPolicy
Constructs a FanoutLimitPolicy object with the specified limit.
FanoutLimitPolicy(unsigned int fanoutLimit);

getFanoutLimit
Returns the fan-out limit.
unsigned int getFanoutLimit() const;
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MaximumBreadthPolicy
Inheritance:

objy::ra::navigation::policies::NavigationPolicy
->MaximumBreadthPolicy
Limits the maximum size of any level for a breadth-first navigation query.

Discussion

When a breadth-first navigation query is performed, each level (each degree of
separation from the starting object) is processed by expanding all linked objects in
that level. This expansion creates the set of objects that will be visited for the
subsequent level. This policy can limit the size of each level such that when the
limit is exceeded, the navigation ends.
By default, when this policy is unspecified, the maximum breadth is unlimited.

MaximumBreadthPolicy
Constructs a MaximumBreadthPolicy object with the specified limit.
MaximumBreadthPolicy(long maxBreadth);

getMaximumBreadth
Returns the maximum-breadth value.
unsigned long getMaximumBreadth() const;

MaximumMemoryUsePolicy
Inheritance:

objy::ra::navigation::policies::NavigationPolicy
->MaximumMemoryUsePolicy
Limits the memory used for processing during navigation queries.

Discussion

When a navigation query is performed, information about the traversal is
maintained by the navigator instance. For example, during a breadth-first
traversal, each level of the graph is expanded for processing in an in-memory
queue. The value for this policy also affects the visited-objects cache that is
maintained by the navigator in order to enforce the NoRevisitPolicy.
By default, when this policy is unspecified, the memory is unlimited.
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MaximumMemoryUsePolicy
Constructs a MaximumMemoryUsePolicy object with the specified limit (in bytes).
MaximumMemoryUsePolicy(size_t bytes);

If the maximum memory limit is reached, the navigation ends and an exception
is thrown.

getMaximumMemoryUse
Returns the maximum memory-use value.
size_t getMaximumMemoryUse() const;

MaximumPathDepthPolicy
Inheritance:

objy::ra::navigation::policies::NavigationPolicy
->MaximumPathDepthPolicy
Limits the path depth for a navigation query.

Discussion

A navigation query will search up to the specified number of degrees of separation
from the source object. For example, setting this policy to a value of 1 means the
query will only traverse the links on the source object.
By default, when this policy is unspecified, the maximum path-depth is 10.

MaximumPathDepthPolicy
Constructs a MaximumPathDepthPolicy object with the specified maximum
depth of traversal.
MaximumPathDepthPolicy(unsigned int maxDepth);

getMaximumPathDepthLimit
Returns the path-depth limit.
unsigned int getMaximumPathDepth() const;
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MaximumResultCountPolicy
Inheritance:

objy::ra::navigation::policies::NavigationPolicy
->MaximumResultCountPolicy
Limits the number of results returned by a navigation query.

Discussion

If there are more results than the specified limit, they are ignored and the
navigation query returns immediately on finding the specified number of results.
By default, when this policy is unspecified, the maximum result count is 1000.

MaximumResultCountPolicy
Constructs a MaximumResultCountPolicy object with the specified maximum
number of results.
MaximumResultCountPolicy(unsigned int resultCount);

getResultCount
Returns the value for the maximum number of results.
unsigned int getResultCount() const;

NavigationPolicy
Inheritance:

objy::ra::navigation::policies::NavigationPolicy
Abstract base class for all navigation policy classes.
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NoRevisitPolicy
Inheritance:

objy::ra::navigation::policies::NavigationPolicy
->NoRevisitPolicy
Specifies that the navigation query is to avoid visiting the same linked object
more than once.

Discussion

This policy can be used to avoid reprocessing the parts of a graph of related objects.
This policy also limits the number of returned result paths because each related
object can be included in only one successful sub-path (although it may appear in
other results emanating from that sub-path).
By default, a navigation query reports all possible paths to each result object.

NoRevisitPolicy
Constructs a NoRevisitPolicy object.
NoRevisitPolicy();

PathDepthBeyondShortestPolicy
Inheritance:

objy::ra::navigation::policies::NavigationPolicy
->PathDepthBeyondShortestPolicy
Dynamically limits the depth of navigation from the shortest known result path at
any point during the navigation query.

Discussion

This policy has a slightly different effect depending on the type of navigation being
performed.
For example, assume that a navigation is seeking paths from a source object to a
known target object, and that the PathDepthBeyondShortestPolicy is set to 1.
If a result path of depth 2 is found, all subsequent paths investigated will be
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PathDepthBeyondShortestPolicy

limited to a depth of 3. Accordingly, the path with a depth of 4 (shown below)
will not be traversed.
S

T

x
If a shorter result path of depth 1 is later discovered, the navigator will further
constrain remaining paths to a depth of 2.
Consider a navigation that is seeking an unknown number of results according to
some criteria, where the PathDepthBeyondShortestPolicy set to 1. If a path
of depth 2 locates a result, additional paths to that same result will only be
returned if they are of depth 3 or less. This policy lets you control how much the
navigator avoids revisiting results that have already been visited through a
shorter path.
For a breadth-first navigation, setting PathDepthBeyondShortestPolicy to 0
ensures that the path(s) returned are always the shortest ones. For a depth-first
navigation, longer paths can be returned along with the shortest path depending
on which paths are traversed first.
By default, when this policy is unspecified, the maximum depth beyond the
shortest path is 10.

PathDepthBeyondShortestPolicy
Constructs a PathDepthBeyondShortestPolicy object with the specified limit.
PathDepthBeyondShortestPolicy(
unsigned int pathDepthBeyondShortestLimit);

getNonShortestPathLimit
Returns the value.
unsigned int getNonShortestPathLimit() const;
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UseDistributedNavigation
Inheritance:

objy::ra::navigation::policies::NavigationPolicy
->UseDistributedNavigation
Instructs the navigator to use external Objectivity query servers to perform parts
of the navigation query.

Discussion

Successful use of this policy requires that query servers be running on the
machines that store database files; see Chapter 10, “Using a Query Server” in
Objectivity/DB Administration for more information.
Distributing the query allows parallel processing and load distribution to occur
automatically, improving the performance of longer running navigation queries.
The Objectivity query servers also benefit from server-side caching of the graph,
further improving performance.
While deep and complex navigation queries commonly benefit from using this
policy, simple shallow navigation queries (such as for a single degree of
separation) may not due to the overhead of distribution across the network.
By default, the navigator does not use this mode and all navigation processing is
performed in-process locally at the client.

WARNING

Do not use a custom path qualifier with the UseDistributedNavigation
policy because results will be inconsistent or incorrect. Note that a custom result
qualifier will work correctly with the UseDistributedNavigation policy, but
qualification processing will occur on the client side, not the server side.

UseDistributedNavigation
Constructs a policy object to enable distributed navigation queries.
public UseDistributedNavigation();
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NavigationResultHandler Class
Inheritance:

objy::ra::navigation::NavigationResultHandler
The non-persistence-capable class NavigationResultHandler provides a
callback that a navigator uses to output found results and optionally clean up
resources after completing a navigation query.
To use this class, your application must include <objy/ra/ra.h>.
The NavigationResultHandler class is defined in the
objy::ra::navigation namespace. The following directive enables an
application to use the classname without qualification:
using namespace objy::ra::navigation;

About Navigation Result Handlers
A navigation result handler is an object of a concrete derived class of
NavigationResultHandler. A navigation result handler provides two methods
that are invoked by a navigator:
■

The handleResultPath method that the navigator calls when a result path
is encountered. The handleResultPath implementation receives the result
path and outputs results.

■

The handleNavigatorFinished method that the navigator calls when
there are no more result paths. The handleNavigatorFinished
implementation can used for tasks such as clearing resources, or an empty
implementation can be provided.

See Chapter 19, “Navigation Queries,” in the Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Guide
for more information about creating and using navigators.
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Methods
handleNavigatorFinished
A callback method that is invoked by the attached navigator after it has processed
its final path.
virtual void handleNavigatorFinished(Navigator &navigator);
Parameters

navigator

Navigator instance issuing this callback.
Discussion

An implementation of this callback must be supplied. An implementation can be
used for tasks such as clearing resources or outputting a footer in the case of a
result handler that prints to a file. You can also provide an empty
implementation.

handleResultPath
A callback method that is invoked by the attached navigator after it finds a result
path.
virtual void handleResultPath(
const objy::ra::Path &result,
Navigator &navigator);
Parameters

result

A result path, which does not include the source object for the navigation
query.
navigator

Navigator instance issuing this callback.
Discussion

An implementation of this callback must be supplied. A typical implementation
presents information about each path that led to a qualified object. If you want to
keep a snapshot of the path, explicitly make a copy—the lifetime of the path does
not extend beyond the method call.
The navigation can be terminated from within this callback with the stop
method on the attached navigator.

EXAMPLE
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The following example shows how a result handler might present information
about result paths. The handler first prints the type name and identifier for the
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Methods

source vertex. Next, the handler accesses each step in the path, printing the type
name and identifier for its vertex.
#include <objy/ra/ra.h>
using namespace objy::ra::navigation;
...
class myResultHandler : public NavigationResultHandler {
public:
// Print found paths, showing object identifiers for vertices.
void handleResultPath(const objy::ra::Path& result, Navigator&
navigator)
{
// Get the size of the path array.
unsigned int size = result.size();
// Use the startingObject data member to access the source vertex.
printf("\nFOUND MATCHING PATH: \n");
printf("%s", result.startingObject.typeName());
printf(" (%s) ", result.startingObject.sprint());
printf(" -> ");
// Loop through each step, printing info for each vertex.
for(unsigned int i = 0; i < size; i++)
{
printf("%s", result[i].relatedClass->name());
printf(" (%s) ", result[i].relatedObject.sprint());
if (i!=size-1)
printf("-> ");
else
printf("\n");
}
}
// Empty implementation
void handleNavigatorFinished(Navigator& navigator)
{ }
};

See also

Path class
Navigator::stop
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Navigator Class
Inheritance:

objy::ra::navigation::Navigator
The non-persistence-capable class Navigator lets you perform a navigation query,
traversing a graph of linked objects (known as vertices) searching for paths to
target vertices that meet your criteria. You can also use a navigation query to find
all paths between two known vertices.
To use this class, your application must include <objy/ra/ra.h>.
The Navigator class is defined in the objy::ra::navigation namespace. The
following directive enables an application to use the classname without
qualification:
using namespace objy::ra::navigation;

About Navigators
A navigator encapsulates the information and functionality needed to perform a
single navigation query. A navigation query starts at a designated source vertex
and follows outgoing links (known as edges) for the purpose of:
■

Finding paths to one or more target vertices.

■

Identifying all paths between the source vertex and another known vertex
(known as path finding).

You construct a navigator, then use its start method to run the navigation
query. When the navigator qualifies a target vertex or path, it invokes a callback
that provides information about found results.
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Constructor

When you create a navigator, you define:
■

The source vertex from which to start the navigation query.

■

A graph view, which eliminates uninteresting paths from eligibility for
traversal. A graph view can also define which classes represent vertices and
which classes represent edges between nodes.

■

A pair of qualifiers.
❐

A result qualifier to define the target(s) of the navigation query.

❐

An optional path qualifier to qualify the current path for continued
traversal (by default, all paths are fully traversed).

■

A navigation result handler to receive and output results.

■

An optional policy list, which is an array of policy objects that specify
nondefault behavior for the navigator.

■

An optional guide to specify the high-level navigation approach (if not
supplied, a depth-first traversal is used).

See Chapter 19, “Navigation Queries,” in the Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Guide
for more information about creating and using navigators.

Constructor
Navigator
Constructs a navigator instance that can traverse a graph of connected vertices,
searching for target vertices that meets certain criteria, or searching for paths
between two known vertices.
Navigator(
const ooRefHandle(ooObj) &navigateFrom,
objy::ra::GraphView &view,
Qualifier &resultQualifier,
NavigationResultHandler &resultHandler,
const policies::PolicyList *policies = NULL,
Qualifier *pathQualifier = NULL,
Guide *guide = NULL);
Parameters

navigateFrom

Handle to the vertex from which to start the navigation.
view

A graph view (GraphView instance), which typically defines a subset of
graph data for traversal by excluding objects, types, or links from traversal.
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Constructor

A graph view can also be used to designate which classes represent vertices
in the graph, and which classes represent edges between vertices.
A newly constructed graph view represents the entire graph until you call its
methods to add the filtering you want.
resultQualifier

An object that defines the goal of the navigation query. You can provide:
■

A predicate qualifier (PredicateQualifier instance) to search for all
vertices of a certain type, optionally using a predicate string to further
qualify them according to their attribute value(s); see Chapter 2, “Object
Qualification,” in Objectivity/DB Predicate Query Language for information
about predicate strings.

■

An object ID qualifier (ObjectIdQualifier instance) to find all paths
that lead to a specific vertex designated by handle or object identifier.

■

A custom qualifier (CustomQualifier instance) to find vertices
according to your own criteria.

policies

An optional PolicyList, which is an array of policy objects used to
influence the behavior of the navigator. The default behavior does the
following:
■

Limits the number of returned results to 1000; see
MaximumResultCountPolicy.

■

Allows repeat visits to objects already traversed as segments of different
avenues of the navigation query; see NoRevisitPolicy.

■

Allows unlimited fan-out (number of originating links) from any object;
see FanoutLimitPolicy.

■

Allows unlimited memory usage for navigation processing; see
MaximumMemoryUsePolicy.

■

Does not use distributed navigation; see UseDistributedNavigation.

■

For a depth-first traversal, limits the path depth to 10 degrees of
separation Also dynamically limits the depth of navigation from the
shortest known result path at any point during the navigation to 10
degrees of separation; see MaximumPathDepthPolicy and
PathDepthBeyondShortestPolicy.

■

For a breath-first navigation, does not limit the size of any level for a
breadth-first navigation; see MaximumBreadthPolicy.

resultHandler

A result handler outputs information about paths returned by the navigator.
An implementation of a result handler is provided in a subclass of the
NavigationResultHandler class.
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pathQualifier

An object that examines a path to determine whether to traverse further
down that path. By default, all paths are fully traversed.
guide

A high-level navigational aid, which can be one of the following:

Discussion

■

Guide::SIMPLE_DEPTH_FIRST (the default) chooses an implementation
that traverses paths in a depth-first manner.

■

Guide::SIMPLE_BREADTH_FIRST chooses an implementation that
traverses paths in a breadth-first manner.

A navigator object encapsulates the information and functionality needed to
perform a navigation query. A navigation query starts at a designated source
vertex and performs one of the following tasks:
■

Traverses linked vertices searching for paths to one or more target vertices;
this is accomplished using an instance of the PredicateQualifier class as
the result qualifier.

■

Performs path finding, that is, identifying all paths between the source vertex
and another known vertex; this is accomplished using an instance of the
ObjectIdQualifier class as the result qualifier.

These tasks can be performed in a depth-first manner (the default) or a
breadth-fist manner according to the specified navigation guide.
A navigator must provide a result handler instance, which implements the
mechanism for receiving and outputting found results. A navigator can
optionally include a policy list, which is an array of policy objects used to
influence the behavior of the navigator,.
A navigator also includes a graph view object, which provides filtering
capabilities and further refinements.
See also

GraphView class
PredicateQualifier class

Chapter 19, “Navigation Queries,” in the Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Guide
Chapter 2, “Object Qualification,” in Objectivity/DB Predicate Query Language
ObjectIdQualifier class
NavigationResultHandler class
The following example creates the objects required for a navigation query,
constructs a navigator instance that uses those objects, then runs the navigation
query.
#include <objy/ra/ra.h>
using namespace objy::ra::navigation;
...

Example
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// Create a graph view. Any person object named 'Joe Jones' is not
// traversed as an intermediate step (but can qualify as the target).
objy::ra::GraphView myGraphView(session->fd());
myGraphView.excludeClass(ooTypeN(Person), "name == 'Joe Jones'");
// Create a result qualify that targets all organizations as results.
qualifiers::PredicateQualifier myResultQ(ooTypeN(Organization));
// Create a navigation policy chain that limits the number of results.
policies::MaximumResultCountPolicy maxCountPolicyValue(500);
policies::PolicyList myPolicies(1);
myPolicies[0] = &maxCountPolicyValue;

// Look up the object from which to start the navigation query.
ooHandle(Person) source;
source.lookupObj("Jen Thomas");
// Construct the navigator with these components
Navigator myNav(source, myGraphView, myResultQ, myHandler, &myPolicies,
// Run the navigation
myNavigator.start();

Note: This example assumed that a result handler class was implemented
previously, and an instance of the class (myHandler) was created; see
NavigationResultHandler for a sample result handler.

~Navigator
Destructor for the Navigator class.
~Navigator();

Methods
start

Starts the navigator in the current thread.
void start();

Discussion

The navigator runs in the current thread and returns when the query is finished.
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Methods

Stops the navigation query from another thread or from within a result handler.
void stop();

Discussion
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Calling this method stops the navigation even if all paths have not been traversed.
No further results are sent to the provided NavigationResultHandler.
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Inheritance:

objy::ra::navigation::Qualifier->
objy::ra::navigation::qualifiers::ObjectIdQualifier
The non-persistence-capable class ObjectIdQualifier represents an object ID
qualifier, which finds all paths that lead from a source object to another known
object in a graph of linked objects (known as vertices).
To use this class, your application must include <objy/ra/ra.h>.
The ObjectIdQualifier class is defined in the
objy::ra::navigation::qualifiers namespace. The following directive
enables an application to use the classname without qualification:
using namespace objy::ra::navigation::qualifiers;

About Object ID Qualifiers
An object ID qualifier finds all the paths that lead from a source vertex to a target
vertex identified by its handle or object identifier. A Navigator instance uses an
object ID qualifier as a result qualifier in a navigation query.
See Chapter 19, “Navigation Queries,” in the Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Guide
for more information about creating and using navigators.
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Constructors
ObjectIdQualifier
Constructs a result qualifier that finds paths to a specific vertex designated by
handle or object identifier.
ObjectIdQualifier(
const ooHandle(className) targetObject,
ooTypeNumber typeN=0)
Parameters

targetObject

Handle to the target vertex. Alternatively, an object identifier can be
supplied.
typeN

Type number of the class that is the target result type.
Discussion

An ID qualifier is provided as a parameter when constructing a navigator instance,
which is then used to perform a navigation query.

See also

Navigator
PredicateQualifier

Methods
getTargetId
Returns the object identifier for the target vertex.
const ooId &getTargetId();

getTargetType
Returns the type number of the target class.
const ooTypeNumber getTargetType();
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Inheritance:

objy::ra::Path
The non-persistence-capable class Path represents a series of related objects
(known as vertices) leading from a designated source vertex to a target vertex.
To use this class, your application must include <objy/ra/ra.h>.
The Path class is defined in the objy::ra namespace. The following directive
enables an application to use the classname without qualification:
using namespace objy::ra;

About Paths
In an Objectivity/C++ graph, a path is composed of a series of vertices and the
links (known as edges) that connect them. In particular, a result path represents a
path that connects a designated source vertex to qualified target vertices, as
discovered during the course of a navigation query.
A path is composed of an ordered series of steps. Each step includes information
about the attribute on the previous vertex that led to the current vertex, a
reference to the current vertex, and information about the class type of the
current vertex.
Result Path

Legend
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The source vertex from which a traversal begins is provided when a navigation
query is constructed. You can access the source vertex for a given result path
using its startingObject data member, which stores a reference to the starting
vertex (outside of the array of path steps).
See Chapter 19, “Navigation Queries,” in the Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Guide
for more information about creating and using navigators.

Operators
operator[ ]
Subscript operator; accesses the specified step in the path.
PathStep &operator[](unsigned index);
Discussion

NOTE

See also

The first step in a path does not include the source vertex for the navigation query,
rather, it includes a vertex that is one degree of separation out from the source
vertex. The final step in a path includes the target vertex of the navigation query.
You can access the source vertex for a path using the startingObject data
member, which stores a reference to the source vertex.

startingObject

Methods
getFinalStep
Returns the final step in the path, which includes the target vertex of the
navigation query.
PathStep &getFinalStep();

head

Returns a pointer to the array of steps.
PathStep *head() const;
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Discussion

NOTE

Data Members

The first step in a path does not include the source vertex for the navigation query,
rather, it includes a vertex on the path that is one degree of separation out from the
source vertex.
You can access the source vertex for a path using the startingObject data
member, which stores a reference to the source vertex.

See also

startingObject

size

Returns the number of steps in the path.
uint32 size() const;

Discussion

This method returns the number of steps in the path, starting from the step at one
degree of separation out from the source vertex and ending with the target vertex.

Data Members
startingObject
This data member stores a reference to the source vertex for the navigation query
that returned this result path.
ooRef(ooObj) startingObject;
Discussion

The starting vertex for a navigation query is not included in the array of steps. The
startingObject data member provides a convenient way to access the starting
vertex, which can be useful when presenting information in result handlers.
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PathStep Class
Inheritance:

objy::ra::PathStep
The non-persistence-capable class PathStep encapsulates information about the
connection between two related objects (known as vertices) in a graph.
To use this class, your application must include <objy/ra/ra.h>.
The PathStep class is defined in the objy::ra namespace. The following
directive enables an application to use the classname without qualification:
using namespace objy::ra;

About Path Steps
In an Objectivity/C++ graph, a path is a series of vertices and the links (known as
edges) that connect them. Specifically, a path is composed of an array of path
steps, where each step includes:
■

An attribute specifier from the previous vertex.

■

A reference to the current vertex.

■

A class specifier for the current vertex.

Legend
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Edges can be reference attributes, collections, variable-size arrays, name maps,
and associations.
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Working With Path Steps

A path step can include an edge object, which is typically an instance of a class
that itself represents a communication link. Edge objects are designated as such
during the process of defining a graph view for a navigation query.
An edge object is not counted as a separate step, but is part of a larger step:

A (Source)

B
(Edge Object)

Step 1

C

D

Step 2

In this case, the step object has two additional pieces of information:
■

A reference to the edge object.

■

A class specifier for the edge object.

See Chapter 19, “Navigation Queries,” in the Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Guide
for more information about creating and using navigators.

Working With Path Steps
The purpose of a path step is as a return type for methods of the Path class. A
path step object has data members, but no methods.
The attribute-specifier and class-specifier data members are defined by the
Objectivity/DB Active Schema programming interface; see
Objectivity/DB Active Schema for C++ for more information. To work with these
active schema data members, your application must include the
ooSchemaODMG.h header file.
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Data Members
attribute
This data member holds information about the attribute on the previous vertex
that is the starting point for this step.
const ooas::d_Attribute *attribute;
Discussion

The attribute information is stored as an attribute descriptor as defined by the
Objectivity/DB Active Schema programming interface.

Example

The following accesses the name of the attribute from the attribute descriptor for
the path step at index i in the path.
...
#include <ooSchemaODMG.h>
...
printf("%s", path[i].attribute->name());

edgeClass
This data member holds information about the class of the referenced edge object
for this step (if present).
const ooas::d_Class *edgeClass;
Discussion

The class information is stored as a class descriptor as defined by the
Objectivity/DB Active Schema programming interface.

Example

The following accesses the name of the edge class (if present) from the class
descriptor for the path step at index i in the path.
...
#include <ooSchemaODMG.h>
...
if(path[i].edgeClass)
printf("%s", path[i].edgeClass->name());

edgeObject
This data member stores a reference to an edge object (if present).
ooRef(ooObj) edgeObject;
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relatedClass
This data member holds information about the class of the referenced vertex that
is the ending point for this step.
const ooas::d_Class *relatedClass;
Discussion

The class information is stored as a class descriptor as defined by the
Objectivity/DB Active Schema programming interface.

Example

The following accesses the name of the related class from the class descriptor for
the path step at index i in the path.
...
#include <ooSchemaODMG.h>
...
printf("%s", path[i].relatedClass->name());
The following shows how to compare a particular class using Active Schema:
if(path[i].relatedClass->shape_number() == ooTypeN(MyClass))

Note: In Active Schema, each class added to the schema is assigned a unique
shape number that is identical to its Objectivity/DB type number.

relatedObject
This data member stores a reference to the vertex that is the ending point for this
step.
ooRef(ooObj) relatedObject;
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PredicateQualifier Class
Inheritance:

objy::ra::navigation::Qualifier->
objy::ra::navigation::qualifiers::PredicateQualifier
The non-persistence-capable class PredicateQualifier represents a predicate
qualifier, which defines the targets of a navigation query by type, optionally
providing a predicate query language (PQL) string to further qualify the targets.
To use this class, your application must include <objy/ra/ra.h>.
The PredicateQualifier class is defined in the
objy::ra::navigation::qualifiers namespace. The following directive
enables an application to use the classname without qualification:
using namespace objy::ra::navigation::qualifiers;

About Predicate Qualifiers
A navigation query traverses a graph of related objects (known as vertices) seeking
qualified target vertices. A predicate qualifier defines the type of the targets,
optionally further qualifying each instance according to the values of its
attributes, according to the composition of the path that led up to it, or a
combination both.
A Navigator instance uses a predicate qualifier as a result qualifier in a
navigation query.
See Chapter 19, “Navigation Queries,” in the Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Guide
for more information about creating and using navigators, and see Chapter 2,
“Object Qualification,” in Objectivity/DB Predicate Query Language for more
information about PQL.
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Constructors
PredicateQualifier
Constructs a result qualifier that specifies the result type for the navigation query
and optionally further qualifies instances with a predicate string.

Parameters

1.

PredicateQualifier(
ooTypeNumber typeN)

2.

PredicateQualifier(
ooTypeNumber typeN,
const char *predicate)

3.

PredicateQualifier(
ooTypeNumber typeN,
const wchar_t *predicate)

4.

PredicateQualifier(
const objy::query::ObjectQualifier &objQualifier)

typeN

Type number of the class that is the target result type.
predicate

Predicate string that qualifies a vertex according to the values of one or more
of its attributes, according to the composition of the path that led up to it, or
a combination both. The string can be an 8-bit character string or a
wide-character string (for Unicode support), and must be a valid expression
in the predicate-query language.
objQualifier

An object qualifier set up with a particular predicate string.
Discussion

A predicate qualifier is provided as a parameter when constructing a navigator
instance, which is then used to perform a navigation query.
When constructing a predicate qualifier, you can provide the type and the
optional predicate string individually, or you can provide an object qualifier that
bundles them.

See also
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Navigator
ObjectQualifier
ObjectIdQualifier
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Methods

Methods
getPredicate
Returns the predicate string used to qualify target vertices.
const char *getPredicate();

getWPredicate
Returns the wide-character predicate string used to qualify target vertices.
const wchar_t *getWPredicate();

getTargetType
Returns the type number of the target class.
const ooTypeNumber getTargetType();
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objy::tool Namespace
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Tool Class
Inheritance:

objy::tool::Tool
The non-persistence-capable class Tool enables an application to execute an
Objectivity/DB tool from an application.
To use this class, your application must include <objy/Tools.h>.
The Tool class is defined in the objy::tool namespace. The following directive
enables an application to use the classname without qualification:
using namespace objy::tool;

NOTE

For usage information and examples, see Chapter 30, “Performing
Administrative Tasks,” of Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Guide.

About Programmatic Tool Execution
You use the Tool::execute static method of this class to invoke Objectivity/DB
command-line tools from an application. Such an application could provide:
■

A GUI that enables end users to perform administrative services on
federated databases.

■

A dashboard for monitoring and controlling administrative services for a
federated database.

■

A utility for setting up test cases and performing post-test cleanup.
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Available Tools

Available Tools
An application can execute any tool that can be invoked using the tool runner at
a command prompt; see “Tool Runner Syntax” in Chapter 18 of Objectivity/DB
Administration. To display a list of these tools online:
➤

At a command prompt, enter:
objy ListTools

For complete details about these tools, see Chapter 20 and Chapter 21 of
Objectivity/DB Administration.

Tool Input and Output
An application provides input to a tool by using an instance of the
ToolParameters class. Tool input consists of any number of parameters, each
corresponding to a tool option (and the option’s value, if any) that you would
ordinarily specify to the tool when running it in the tool runner.
An application captures the output of a tool by with a tool-output sink (an instance
of a subclass of the ToolOutputSink abstract class). Tool output may include
“normal” output (reports, status, and so on) as well as any error messages that
the executing tool may produce.

Application Details
The Tool::execute static method completely controls the application’s
interaction with Objectivity/DB. This means that each call to Tool::execute
automatically:
■

Calls the ooObjy::startup and ooObjy::shutdown static methods.

■

Creates its own logical connection and session.

■

Starts and terminates its own transaction.

An application that executes a tool may optionally include its own calls to
ooObjy::startup and ooObjy::shutdown; if so, the Tool::execute static

method suppresses its calls. The application must therefore either call both
ooObjy::startup and ooObjy::shutdown, or neither of them.

NOTE

For best performance, the overall application should enclose all Objectivity/DB
processing (including all tool invocations) between a single pair of calls to
ooObjy::startup and ooObjy::shutdown.
The Tool::execute static method must not be called from within a transaction.
An error is directed to the tool-output sink if an application attempts to call
Tool::execute within a transaction.
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Tool Class

Methods

Methods
execute
Executes the specified Objectivity/DB tool.
static int execute(
const char *toolName,
const ToolParameters &params,
ToolOutputSink *sink = 0);
Parameters

toolName

Name of the tool to be executed. The tool name must be recognized by the
Objectivity/DB tool runner. Tool names are not case-sensitive.
params

Collection of parameters (tool options) to be passed to the tool being
executed.
sink

Tool-output sink for controlling the tool’s output stream. If you omit this
parameter, the default is to use an instance of StandardToolOutputSink,
which prints tool output to standard output.
Returns

0 if the tool exits with success; otherwise a non-zero integer.

Discussion

An error is reported without executing the tool if this static method is called from
within a transaction.

NOTE

Any error messages produced by this static method are directed to the applicable
tool-output sink; no exception is thrown.
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ToolOutputSink Class
The non-persistence-capable class ToolOutputSink is the abstract base class for
classes that represent tool-output sinks to which executing tools can direct normal
output and error output.
To use this class or its subclasses, your application must include
<objy/Tools.h>.

The ToolOutputSink class is defined in the objy::tool namespace. The
following directive enables an application to use the classname without
qualification:
using namespace objy::tool;

NOTE

For usage information and examples, see Chapter 30, “Performing
Administrative Tasks,” of Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Guide.

About Tool-Output Sinks
An instance of a class derived from ToolOutputSink is called a tool-output sink.
An application uses a tool-output sink to capture the output of a tool being
executed programmatically through a call to the Tool::execute static method.
A sink receives two streams of tool output through its err and out methods:
■

Errors produced during tool execution, including errors resulting from
invalid parameter names or values.

■

Normal (non-error) data produced by the tool, including reports, status
messages, and so on.

A tool-output sink typically handles the received output text by storing it in
strings or printing it to standard output.
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Derived Tool-Output Sink Classes

Derived Tool-Output Sink Classes
The predefined derived classes provide the most common ways of handling tool
output—namely, by storing it in one or more strings, or by printing to standard
output. For a list of predefined derived classes, see “Inheritance Hierarchy”
below.
You may define your own tool-output sink with custom output and error
streams—for example, to direct tool output to a file. To define a custom
tool-output sink class:

NOTE

■

Derive the class directly or indirectly from the ToolOutputSink class.

■

In the derived class, override the err and out methods. These may, but need
not be, private to your class.

Do not throw any exceptions from within the overridden methods.

Working With a Tool-Output Sink
You never create instances of the ToolOutputSink abstract class. Instead, you
work with instances of its predefined or application-defined derived classes. You
do not call methods of these instances directly.
After you instantiate a tool-output listener, you pass it as a parameter to the
Tool::execute static method.

You use the sink to access tool output after Tool::execute has returned.

Inheritance Hierarchy
ToolOutputSink
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Abstract base class for tool-output sinks, which control a
tool’s output streams.

CombinedStringToolOutputSink

Tool-output sink for storing a tool’s output to a single string in
which error output and normal (non-error) output are
combined.

StandardToolOutputSink

Tool-output sink for printing a tool’s output to standard output.

StringToolOutputSink

Tool-output sink for storing a tool’s output to a pair of strings,
one for error output and one for normal (non-error) output.
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Class Descriptions

Class Descriptions
The tool-output sink classes are described in alphabetical order.

CombinedStringToolOutputSink
Inheritance:

objy::tool::ToolOutputSink->CombinedStringToolOutputSink
Tool-output sink for storing a tool’s output to a single string in which error
output and normal (non-error) output are combined.

getCombined
Returns a string in which a tool’s error output and normal (non-error) output are
combined.
std::string getCombined() const;

StandardToolOutputSink
Inheritance:

objy::tool::ToolOutputSink->StandardToolOutputSink
Tool-output sink for printing a tool’s output to standard output.
An instance of StandardToolOutputSink is used implicitly if no other
tool-output sink is specified.
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StringToolOutputSink

StringToolOutputSink
Inheritance:

objy::tool::ToolOutputSink->StringToolOutputSink
Tool-output sink for storing a tool’s output to a pair of strings, one for error
output and one for normal (non-error) output.

getErr
Returns a string containing any errors reported by the tool being executed.
std::string getErr() const;

getOut
Returns a string containing any normal (non-error) data reported by the tool
being executed.
std::string getOut() const;

ToolOutputSink
Inheritance:

objy::tool::ToolOutputSink
Abstract base class for tool-output sinks, which control a tool’s output streams.
Because the ToolOutputSink class is abstract, you never create instances of it;
instead, you work with instances of its concrete derived classes.
You may define your own tool-output sink with custom output and error
streams. All custom tool-output sink classes must derive directly or indirectly
from the ToolOutputSink class.

err
Returns an output stream containing any errors reported by the tool being
executed.
virtual std::ostream &err() = 0;
Discussion
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You override this method in a derived class to define how the tool’s error output
is to be handled. The override is called by the tool after the tool has finished
producing output.
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ToolOutputSink

out
Returns an output stream containing any normal (non-error) data reported by the
tool being executed.
virtual std::ostream &out() = 0;
Discussion

You override this method in a derived class to define how the tool’s normal
(non-error) output is to be handled. The override is called by the tool after the tool
has finished producing output.
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ToolOutputSink
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ToolParameters Class
Inheritance:

objy::tool::ToolParameters
The non-persistence-capable class ToolParameters represents the tool input to
be passed to a programmatically executed Objectivity/DB tool.
To use this class, your application must include <objy/Tools.h>.
The ToolParameters class is defined in the objy::tool namespace. The
following directive enables an application to use the classname without
qualification:
using namespace objy::tool;

NOTE

For usage information and examples, see Chapter 30, “Performing
Administrative Tasks,” of Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Guide.

About Tool Input
An application uses an instance of the ToolParameters class to provide input to
a tool being executed programmatically through a call to the Tool::execute
static method.
Tool input modifies the way a tool works:
■

When a tool is invoked at a command prompt through the tool runner, tool
input consists of options; see “Tool Options” on page 816.

■

When a tool is executed from an application, tool input consists of parameters
corresponding to each option; see “Tool Parameters” on page 816.
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Tool Options

Tool Options
A tool option (also called a flag) follows the tool’s name at a command prompt,
and is prefixed with a hyphen and set off with spaces—for example, -detail.
See “Tool Runner Syntax” in Chapter 18 of Objectivity/DB Administration.
A tool option may be of the following forms:
■

A Boolean option is either specified (implying true) or omitted (implying
false). Omitting a Boolean option requests default tool behavior; specifying
the option triggers whatever behavior is defined for it. For example,
LockMonitor -detail causes extra detail to be included in the tool’s
output, beyond the information that is reported by default.

■

A value option is a way of providing a value for the tool to use. For example,
LockMonitor -host machine33 directs the tool to operate on the lock
server running on a host called machine33.

For complete details about the options for each tool, see Chapter 20 and
Chapter 21 of Objectivity/DB Administration. To display information about a tool’s
options online:
➤

At a command prompt, enter:
objy toolName -help

Tool Parameters
A tool parameter represents a particular option (either a Boolean option or a value
option) that you would specify to the tool when executing it at a command
prompt. A parameter‘s name is the full name of the corresponding option, but
without the hyphen prefix. For example, you use the name "bootfile" to
specify a parameter corresponding to an option called -bootfile.
An instance of the ToolParameters class is a collection of tool parameters to be
passed to a tool to modify its behavior during execution. The collection is
populated by calls to its the add method (one call per parameter to be added).
The add method has separate overloads for specifying parameters corresponding
to a Boolean option and value options.
You can add a parameter corresponding to any option accepted by the tool. Note:
■

Any parameter added corresponding to the -quiet, -noTitle, or -help
option is ignored.

■

Option names may not be abbreviated; you must spell out each option name
being specified as a parameter. For example, if the complete tool-option
name is -bootfile, you must specify it as "bootfile", but not "boot".

Any error message reporting an invalid parameter (either an invalid tool-option
name or value) is directed to the applicable tool-output sink; no exception is
thrown. See the ToolOutputSink abstract class.
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Methods
add
Adds a parameter to this tool-parameters object.

Parameters

1.

void add(const char *paramName);

2.

void add(const char *paramName, const char *value)

paramName

Name of a tool option to be passed as a parameter to the tool being executed.
Do not include a hyphen prefix. Tool-option names are not case-sensitive.
Tool-option names may not be abbreviated.
value

String representing a value accepted by the specified tool option; may be a
valid Unicode UTF-8 string.
Discussion

Use variant 1 to specify a Boolean option; use variant 2 to specify a value option.
An error occurs if you use variant 2 with a null value or empty string to represent
a Boolean option.
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Topic Index
This index lists topics that are discussed in this book. For a list of classes, see Classes
Index. For a list of functions and macros, including methods, see Methods, Functions, and
Macros Index. For a list of non-class types, constants, and public data members, see Types,
Constants, and Data Members Index.

Symbols
<
<=
!=
*
+
+=
==
->
>
>=
[]

see subtraction operator
see less-than operator
see less-than-or-equal-to operator
see inequality operator
see dereference operator
see addition operator
see append-to operator
see equality operator
see indirect member-access operator
see greater-than operator
see greater-than-or-equal-to operator
see subscript operator

Numerics
8-bit integer array, see Java 8-bit integer array
8-bit integer type
signed 41
unsigned 53
16-bit integer array, see Java 16-bit integer
array
16-bit integer type
signed 41
unsigned 53

32-bit integer array, see Java 32-bit integer
array
32-bit integer type
signed 42
unsigned 54
32-bit vs. 64-bit architecture 421
64-bit integer array, see Java 64-bit integer
array
64-bit integer type
signed 42
unsigned 54

A
abort mode for handles 39
getting default 521
setting 514
setting default 534
access mode
see also open mode
in predicate query 30
addition operator (+)
date 167
date-and-time 181
interval 291
time 569
Advanced Multithreaded Server, see AMS
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AMS
connect errors 533
setting usage policy 431, 625
timeout errors 525, 541
usage policy type 31
appClass abbreviation 12
appClass class 79
see also application-defined class,
persistence capable
append-to operator (+=)
basic string
8-bit character string 727
Unicode string
UTF-8 string 654
UTF-16 string 684
UTF-32-string 706
optimized string 559
application
enabling and disabling automatic recovery
420, 426, 427
getting client-host architecture 425
interactions with Objectivity/DB
initializing
in main thread 431
in nonmain thread 426
terminating
in main thread 430
in nonmain thread 432
multithreaded
initializing nonmain thread 426
local-use object
for thread 375
terminating thread 432
performance monitoring
getting statistical measurements 507
logging 428
see also logging
standalone 137
upgrade, identifying as 540
application-defined class
comparator 119
event listener 202
log listener 377
performance tuner 622
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persistence capable 79
see also appClass in the Classes Index
see also persistent object
adding association link
to-many 83
to-one 88
deleting association link
to-many 83, 88
to-one 83
finding destination objects
to-many 85
to-one 84
generated methods 80
handle for 435
iterator for 299
object reference for 435
referencing this instance 87
testing for association link 84
session data 547
transaction listener 584
application-defined functions
conversion function 33
hash function for ooMap 46
message handler 45
architecture 35
32-bit vs. 64-bit 421
client-host 35
getting from application 425
disk format and 35
getting identifier from string name 422
getting string name from identifier 432
getting virtual-memory address size 421
of new storage pages
getting 136
setting 138
owning, of storage pages 35
array, variable-size, see VArray
assignment operator (=)
basic string
8-bit character string 727
Unicode string
UTF-8 string 655
UTF-16 string 685
UTF-32 string 707
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handle
for application-defined class 446
for federated database 459
for persistent object 484
name-map iterator 401
object identifier 262
object reference
for application-defined class 446
for federated database 459
for persistent object 484
optimized string 559
placement-conditions object 738
Unicode iterator
UTF-8 string 647, 664
UTF-16 string 669, 675
UTF-32 string 693, 697
VArray 717
temporary 641
association
generated methods for
add_linkname 83
del_linkname 83
exist_linkname 84
linkname 84, 85
set_linkname 88
sub_linkname 88
handling event notification about 229, 230,
231, 232
statistics about 275, 278, 279
testing existence of link 84
to-many
adding a link 83
deleting all links 83
deleting specific link 88
finding all destination objects 85
to-one
creating link 88
deleting link 83
finding destination object 84
association link, creating 88
association-specific array
see also ooInlineVArray in the Classes Index
about 267
getting actual size of 270
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getting allocated size 269
getting from a persistent object 41
resizing 270
attribute
getting value during object conversion 143
setting value during object conversion 153
automatic recovery 420, 426, 427

B
backward compatibility pre-Release 9.0
internal database format 14
basic string
8-bit character string 723
see also ooVString in the Classes Index
appending to 727
assigning to 727
creating 726
getting
character 727
first character 731
length 731
resizing 731
testing
for equality 728
for inequality 728
whether greater-than 730
whether greater-than-or-equal-to
730
whether less-than 729
whether less-than-or-equal-to 729
type conversion to C++ string type 731
comparing
8-bit character string 728–730
Unicode string
UTF-8 string 655–658
UTF-16 string 686–688
UTF-32 string 708–710
Unicode string
UTF-32 string
creating 705
Unicode UTF-8 string
appending to 654
assigning to 655
constructing from C++ strings 651
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creating 653
getting
character 654
first character 658
length 659
testing
for equality 655
for inequality 656
whether greater-than 657
whether greater-than-or-equal-to
658
whether less-than 656
whether less-than-or-equal-to 657
type conversion to C++ string type 658
Unicode UTF-16 string 679
see also ooUtf16String in the Classes
Index
appending to 684
assigning to 685
constructing from C++ strings 680, 702
creating 683
getting
character 684
first character 689
length 689
resizing 690
testing
for equality 686
for inequality 686
whether greater-than 688
whether greater-than-or-equal-to
688
whether less-than 687
whether less-than-or-equal-to 687
type conversion to C++ string type 689
Unicode UTF-32 string 701
see also ooUtf32String in the Classes
Index
appending to 706
assigning to 707
getting
character 706
first character 711
length 711
resizing 711
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testing
for equality 708
for inequality 708
whether greater-than 710
whether greater-than-or-equal-to
710
whether less-than 709
whether less-than-or-equal-to 709
type conversion to C++ string type 711
Boolean array, see Java Boolean array
Boolean type 31
boot file
of connected federated database 425
getting path 129, 518
of federated database 235
changing path 459
B-tree, see scalable ordered collection

C
C++ this keyword 444
character array, see Java character array
character type
char 30
ooChar 31
ooChar16 32
ooChar32 32
wchar_t 661, 673, 695
checkpointing transaction 518
lock downgrade mode 36
notification 589, 590
classes, Objectivity/C++
see also the Classes Index
see also generated classes
see also persistence-capable classes
type name, getting from
federated database 469
Objectivity/DB object 501
persistent object 411
type number 53
type number 53
getting from
class name 52
federated database 469
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Objectivity/DB object 500
persistent object 410
client-host architecture 35
collection, see persistent collection
committing transaction
holding locks 518
notification 229, 590
compacting B-tree 579
comparator 117
see also ooCompare in the Classes Index
comparison function 121
defining class 117
hashing function 123
of sorted collection 118
of unordered collection 118
concurrent-access policy
default for sessions
getting 522
setting 536
selecting 517
Conditions class 735
conflict-information structure 32
getting from a lock-conflict exception 70
connect retries, setting number 533
connection object 127
see also ooConnection in the Classes Index
automatic recovery 420, 426, 427
creating 425
deleting 430
disk format properties
getting 136
setting 138
getting from session 523
constants 12
see also the Types and Constants Index
constraints, checking 413
container
handling event notification about 211, 212
locking 492
locking set of 46
refreshing view of 497
statistics about 276, 277, 281, 282
container file, closing 530
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conversion function 143, 153
getting attribute values 143
registering 467
setting attribute values 153
syntax for 33
conversion operator
basic string
8-bit character string to C++ string type
731
Unicode string to C++ string type
UTF-8 string 658
UTF-16 string 689
UTF-32 string 711
handle
from object identifier type 448
to pointer type 447, 486
object identifier to integer type 263
object reference
to integer type 486
Objectivity/C++ exception to C++ string
type 65
optimized string
8-bit character string
to C++ string type 561
to ooVString type 561
converted object 153
see also ooConvertInOutObject in the
Classes Index
see also object conversion
getting
embedded part 156
inherited part 156
setting attribute values 158
setting data-member values 157, 158
converting
interval 292
custom comparator 117
Customer Support 10
CustomQualifier class 757

D
Data Definition Language (DDL) 79
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data file 463
closing 530
database
handling event notification about 213, 214
identifier
corresponding to object identifier 256
internal format 14
statistics about 277
database file
closing 530
growing as sparse file 47
testing whether growth is sparse or
nonsparse 39
date 163
see also ooDate in the Classes Index
see also Java date
adding 167
days 169
months 169
years 170
comparing 168, 169
converting 170
creating 166
getting
components
days 170
months 171
years 172
current 172
day of week 171
day of year 171
days in month 171
ranges 163
subtracting 168
testing
equality 168
for leap year 171
for null value 171
tick resolution 163
weekdays, type for 166
date and time classes
ooDate 163
ooDateTime 173
ooInterval 285
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oojDate 359
oojTime 365
oojTimestamp 369
ooTime 563
date-and-time 173
see also ooDateTime in the Classes Index
adding 181
days 183
hours 183
milliseconds 184
minutes 184
months 185
seconds 185
ticks 186
years 186
comparing 182, 183
converting 186
creating 177
current date 190
current date and time 189, 190
getting
components
days 188
hours 188
milliseconds 189
minutes 189
months 189
seconds 189
years 190
date 188
day of week 188
day of year 188
kind 189
ticks 190
time of day 190
ranges 173
standards
Coordinated Universal Time 174
local time 174
subtracting 181
testing
equality 182
for null value 188
tick resolution 173
D-C-P-S format 256
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default performance tuner 195
see also ooEnvironmentBasedTuner in the
Classes Index
see also performance tuner
delete operator 407
deleting
element
from list 601
from scalable collection 101
dereference operator (*)
handle
for application-defined class 445
for persistent object 483
Unicode iterator
UTF-8 string 647, 663
UTF-16 string 669, 675
UTF-32 string 693, 697
disk format 35
architectures defining 35
compatibility with pre-Release 9.0
applications and 421
getting virtual-memory address size of 421
of new storage pages
getting 136
setting 138
space requirements for objects 421
double array, see Java array of double
downgrade mode for checkpoint 36
getting default 521
setting 518
setting default 534

E
edge class, in graph navigation 761, 763
environment variables
OO_CONNECT_RETRIES 534
OO_FD_BOOT 425
OO_RPC_TIMEOUT 536, 541
used by default performance tuner 196
S_AmsUsage 198
S_AppendLogs 197
S_CacheInitialPages 198
S_CacheMaxPages 198
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S_HotMode 199
S_IndexMode 198
S_LargeObjectMemoryLimit 198
S_LockWait 199
S_LogAll 197
S_LogConnection 197
S_LogNone 197
S_LogOther 197
S_LogSession 197
S_LogTransactionStatistics 197
S_LogTransactionTiming 197
S_NumberOfFiles 198
S_PoolName_CacheInitialPages 199
S_PoolName_CacheMaxPages 199
S_PoolName_HardLimit 199
S_PoolName_HotMode 200
S_PoolName_LargeObjectMemoryLimit 199
S_PoolName_LockWait 200
S_PoolName_SessionWait 199
S_PoolName_SoftLimit 199
equality operator (==)
basic string
8-bit character string 728
Unicode string
UTF-8 string 655
UTF-16 string 686
UTF-32 string 708
date 168
date-and-time 182
handle 485
interval 291, 292
object identifier 262
object reference 485
optimized string
8-bit character string 560
time 569
Unicode iterator
UTF-8 string 648, 664
UTF-16 string 670, 676
UTF-32 string 694, 698
error
information structure 36
level, indicating 37
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line length, setting 38
message output file 537
error-handling, error-message output file 45
event listener
see also ooEventListener in the Classes
Index
about 201
activating 537
deactivating 537
defining class 202
handling notification 201
about association array events
closed VArray 229
created VArray 230
deleted VArray 231
opened VArray 231
resized VArray 232
about cache events
buffer allocated 217, 226
buffer deleted 218
buffer emptied 227
buffer written 228
large object created 217
logical page created 226
logical page read 228
object read 219
object written 219
about container events 211, 212
about database events 213, 214
about file events 214, 225
about handle events 215
about object-iterator events 215, 216
about persistent-object events
closed object 220
created object 221
deleted object 221
opened object 222
resized object 223
scope name, assigned 222
updated object 225
about scalable-collection iterator
events 210
about transaction events 228, 229
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about VArray events
closed VArray 229
created VArray 230
deleted VArray 231
opened VArray 231
resized VArray 232
registering with session 537
scalable-collection iteration
type for distinguishing 209
VArrays
type for distinguishing 209
exception 65
see also ooException in the Classes Index
class inheritance hierarchy 60
getting message string 66
printing all errors 65, 68
type conversion to C++ string type 65
exception classes
ooArgumentOutofRangeException 62
ooCacheFullException 62
ooCannotUpgradeLockException 63
ooCommitFailedException 63
ooContainerNotFoundException 63
ooDatabaseNotFoundException 64
ooDeadlockException 64
ooDuplicateSessionPoolName 64, 136
ooException 65
ooKernelException 66
ooLockConflictException 69
ooLogOpenFailed 71, 132, 137, 432
ooNetworkException 71
ooNotFoundException 71
ooNullOperandException 72
ooObjectNameNotUniqueException 72
ooObjyAlreadyStarted 72, 432
ooObjyNotStarted 72, 426, 427, 433
ooObjyShutdown 73, 426, 427, 433
ooObjyStarted 73, 429
ooOutOfContainerPagesException 73
ooOutOfDbIDsException 73
ooOutOfDiskSpaceException 74
ooOutOfException 74
ooOutOfMemoryException 74
ooOverflowException 74
ooReturningActiveSessionToPool 75, 531
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storage-page size 466
system name 465
type name 469
type number 469
handle for 451
identifier 235
listing files 462
locking 464
disabling locks 137
logical connection to 127
making 425
object reference for 451
printing global catalog information 462
printing identifier
to file 466
to string 468
recovery
from application failures 529
system-database file 235
testing
for existence 463
for internal database format 464
tidying 468
upgrading after schema evolution 470

ooSessionAlreadyAttached 75, 516, 527
ooSessionAlreadyDetached 75, 523
ooSessionAttachedToOtherThread 75, 514,
523, 531
ooSessionDataNotFound 76, 525
ooSessionException 76
ooSessionPoolNotFound 76, 137, 531
ooThreadAlreadyHasASession 76, 516, 518
ooTimeKindMismatchException 77
ooTooManySessions 77, 135, 137
ooTransactionListenerNotFound 77, 531
ooTunerNotSetFirst 77, 430
ooUnableToConvertDateTimeException
class 78
exception-information structure
about 36
getting from a kernel exception 67
exit process 430
extending temporary VArray 643

F
FanoutLimitPolicy class 771
federated database
see also ooFDObj in the Classes Index
see also Objectivity/DB object
about 235
boot file 235
getting path 129, 518
specifying 425
changing
boot file path 459
identifier 459
lock-server host 459
closing 461
converting objects after schema evolution
461, 470
creating 236
deleting 236
getting
class name 469
global catalog information 462
identifier 465
lock-server host 465
open mode 466
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file
closing unneeded 530
system-database file
of federated database 235
file descriptors
handling event notification about 214, 225
setting limit for each session 431, 630
filename, output format type 38
fixed-length string 31
float array, see Java array of float
floating-point types 39
function-pointer types
ooConvertFunction 33
ooMsgHandlerPtr 45
ooNameHashFuncPtr 46
ooVoidFuncPtr 54
functions 12
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G
generated classes
name, for template appClass 300, 438
ooItr(appClass) 299
ooRefHandle(appClass) 435
global macros, see the Functions and Macros
Index
global types
see also the Types and Constants Index
about 25
global variables, see the Types and Constants
Index
GraphView class 759
greater-than operator (>)
basic string
8-bit character string 730
Unicode string
UTF-8 string 657
UTF-16 string 688
UTF-32 string 710
date 169
date-and-time 182
interval 292
time 570
greater-than-or-equal-to operator (>=)
basic string
8-bit character string 730
Unicode string
UTF-8 string 658
UTF-16 string 688
UTF-32 string 710
date 169
date-and-time 183
interval 292
time 570
Guide class 767

H
HA abbreviation 9
handle
see also the Classes Index for:
ooRefHandle(appClass) 435
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ooRefHandle(ooFDObj) 451
ooRefHandle(ooObj) 471
accessing member of referenced persistent
object 444, 482
application-defined class instance, for 435
assigning to
federated database 459
persistent object 484
class name of, for template appClass 438
closing 488
creating
for federated database 458
for persistent object 442, 481
dereferencing 483
extracting pointer from 496
federated database, for 451
handling event notification about 215
inheritance hierarchy of classes 472
null 476
open and closed states 474
persistent object, for 471
printing object identifier
to file 495
to string 499
setting
by assignment 459
by looking up a persistent object 493
to null 484
to specified object identifier 499
structure and behavior 474
testing
for equality 485
for inequality 485
for null 487
for validity 464, 490
whether null 490
treatment after aborted transaction 39
type conversion
from object identifier 448
to appClass pointer type 447
to ooObj pointer type 486
using in a conditional expression 487
handle mode, see abort mode for handles
hash function pointer type 46
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hash table
extendible, hash function 118, 123
of name map
growth characteristics 380
growth factor 380
getting 389
setting 385
hash buckets
getting number of 389
initial number of 380, 384
hash function 381
getting 389
setting 392
maximum average density 380
getting 389
setting 384
header files
javaBuiltins.h, required for
ArrayOfBoolean 323
oojArayOfCharacter 327
oojArray 319
oojArrayOfDouble 331
oojArrayOfFloat 335
oojArrayOfInt16 343
oojArrayOfInt32 347
oojArrayOfInt64 351
oojArrayOfInt8 339
oojArrayOfObject 355
oojDate 359
oojString 363
oojTime 365
oojTimestamp.fm 369
ObjectQualifier.h 743
ooCollectionBase.h, required for
ooCollection 91
ooCollectionIterator 105
ooCompare 117
ooHashBasedCollection 239
ooHashMapX 243
ooHashSetX 251
ooTreeBasedCollection 577
ooTreeListX 593
ooTreeMapX 603
ooTreeSetX 613
ooEnvironmentBasedTuner.h 195
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ooLogListener.h 378
ooMap.h 379, 395, 399
ooObjy.h, required for
ObjectQualifier 743
ooConnection 127
ooEnvironmentBasedTuner 195
ooEventListener 201
ooInternalStatistics 271
ooLocalSessionUse 373
ooLocalThread 375
ooLogListener 377
ooObjy 415
ooSession 503
ooSessionData 547
ooStatistics 551
ooTransactionListener 583
ooTuner 621
ooSessionData.h 547
ooTime.h, required for
ooDate 163
ooDateTime 173
ooInterval 285
ooTime 563
ooTransactionListener.h 584
ooTuner.h 622
hot mode
enabling 628
setting
session creation, at 132
session pool creation, at 135
session pool, from 632

I
I/O read-ahead thread, enabling 47
identifier
see also object identifier
database corresponding to object identifier
256
federated database 235
transaction 51
getting 526
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increment operator (++, +=), unicode iterator
UTF-8 string 648, 665
UTF-16 string 670, 676
UTF-32 string 694, 698
index
update mode 40
updating explicitly 54
index mode of a session
getting default 521
setting 517
setting default 535, 628
indirect member-access operator (->)
handle
for application-defined class 444
for persistent object 482
object reference
for application-defined class 444
for persistent object 482
inequality operator (!=)
basic string
8-bit character string 728
Unicode string
UTF-8 string 656
UTF-16 string 686
UTF-32 string 708
date 168
date-and-time 182
handle 485
interval 291
object identifier 263
object reference 485
optimized 8-bit character string 560
time 570
Unicode iterator
UTF-8 string 648, 664
UTF-16 string 670, 676
UTF-32 string 694, 698
in-process lock server
starting 139
stopping 140
testing for running lock servers 130, 418
integer types
signed 41
unsigned 53
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internal database format 14
testing federated database for 464
interval 285
see also ooInterval in the Classes Index
adding 291
comparing 291
converting 292
creating 288
getting
components
days 293
hours 295
microseconds 295
milliseconds 295, 296
minutes 296
seconds 296
duration 293
negative interval value 296
positive interval value 296
ticks 297
total days 297
total hours 297
total minutes 297
total seconds 297
ranges 285
subtracting 291
testing
equality 291, 292
for null value 295
tick resolution 285
iteration set
name-map iterator 399
object iterator 309
iterator
see name-map iterator
see object iterator
see scalable-collection iterator
see Unicode iterator

J
Java 8-bit integer array 339
see also oojArrayOfInt8 in the Classes Index
see also Java persistent array
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creating 340
getting VArray 341
Java 16-bit integer array 343
see also oojArrayOfInt16 in the Classes
Index
see also Java persistent array
creating 344
getting VArray 345
Java 32-bit integer array 347
see also oojArrayOfInt32 in the Classes
Index
see also Java persistent array
creating 348
getting VArray 349
Java 64-bit integer array 351
see also oojArrayOfInt64 in the Classes
Index
see also Java persistent array
creating 352
getting VArray 353
Java array of double 331
see also oojArrayOfDouble in the Classes
Index
see also Java persistent array
creating 332
getting VArray 333
Java array of float 335
see also oojArrayOfFloat in the Classes
Index
see also Java persistent array
creating 336
getting VArray 337
Java Boolean array 323
see also oojArrayOfBoolean in the Classes
Index
see also Java persistent array
creating 324
getting VArray 325
Java character array 327
see also oojArrayOfCharacter in the Classes
Index
see also Java persistent array
creating 328
getting VArray 329
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Java compatibility classes
oojArray 319
oojArrayOfBoolean 323
oojArrayOfCharacter 327
oojArrayOfDouble 331
oojArrayOfFloat 335
oojArrayOfInt8 339
oojArrayOfInt16 343
oojArrayOfInt32 347
oojArrayOfInt64 351
oojArrayOfObject 355
oojDate 359
oojString 363
oojTime 365
oojTimestamp 369
Java date 359
see also oojDate in the Classes Index
creating 360
millisecond representation 359
getting 360
setting 361
Java object-reference array 355
see also oojArrayOfObject in the Classes
Index
see also Java persistent array
creating 357
getting VArray 357
Java persistent array 319
see also oojArray in the Classes Index
getting dimensions 321
of Boolean elements 323
of characters 327
of floating-point numbers
double-precision 331
single-precision 335
of integers
8-bit 339
16-bit 343
32-bit 347
64-bit 351
of object references 355
Java string 649
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Java string element 363
see also oojString in the Classes Index
creating 364
getting basic Unicode UTF-8 string 364
Java time 365
see also oojTime in the Classes Index
creating 366
millisecond representation 365
getting 366
setting 367
Java timestamp 369
see also oojTimestamp in the Classes Index
creating 371
fractional part 370
getting 372
setting 372
integral part 370
getting 371
setting 372
javaBuiltins.h header file, see header files,
javaBuiltins.h

K
kernel exception 66
see also ooKernelException in the Classes
Index
see also exception
getting array of exception-information
structures 67
getting message string 68
index of exception-information structure in
array 67
number of exception-information
structures in array 67

L
large objects
limiting memory for
individual session 629
session created by session pool 632
session creation, at 131
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less-than operator (<)
basic string
8-bit character string 729
Unicode string
UTF-8 string 656
UTF-16 string 687
UTF-32 string 709
date 168
date-and-time 182
interval 291
time 570
less-than-or-equal-to operator (<=)
basic string
8-bit character string 729
Unicode string
UTF-8 string 657
UTF-16 string 687
UTF-32 string 709
date 168
date-and-time 182
interval 292
time 570
list 593
see also ooTreeListX in the Classes Index
see also persistent collection
adding elements 597, 598, 599
creating 596
finding object
looking up data 599
looking up index 599
searching backward 600
searching forward 600
removing elements 601
replacing element 602
testing for contained elements 599
listener
see event listener
see log listener
see transaction listener
local-use object for session 373
see also ooLocalSessionUse in the Classes
Index
local-use object for thread 375
see also ooLocalThread in the Classes Index
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lock server
changing host 459
connect errors 533
disabling use of 137
in-process, see in-process lock server
testing whether running 130, 418
timeout errors 525, 541
lock-conflict exception 69
see also ooLockConflictException in the
Classes Index
see also kernel exception
disabling in application 69
enabling collection of conflict information
70
getting conflict-information structure 70
testing whether enabled in application 70
locking
containers, set of 46
federated database 464
lock mode 42
downgrading at checkpoint 518
lock wait, setting 538
persistent object 491, 492, 498
lock-status entry 42
log listener
see also ooLogListener in the Classes Index
about 377
attaching to main log 429
attaching to session log 538
defining class 377
handling notification 377
logging
allowing application-defined items 44
log files
appending or overwriting 428, 625
directory path for 428, 630
using or suppressing 428
main log
adding a log item 418
attaching a listener 429
enabling 43
name of log file 429
option constants 43
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session log
adding a log item 515
attaching listener 538
enabling 44
interval statistics
ending interval 545
starting interval 544
interval timing
ending interval 545
starting interval 544
setting logging options 197, 428, 630
setting logging properties with
performance tuner 623
transaction statistics, enabling 44
transaction timing, enabling 44

M
macros 12
macros, see also the Functions and Macros
Index
main log, see logging, main log
MaximumBreadthPolicy class 772
MaximumMemoryUsePolicy class 772
MaximumPathPolicy class 773
MaximumResultCountPolicy class 774
message handler
application-defined 45
changing error-message output file for
session 45
getting pointer to 524
predefined 45
registering for session 529
mode, open, see open mode
MROW mode of a session
getting 519
getting default 522
setting 517
setting default 535
multithreaded application
initializing nonmain thread 426
local-use object for thread 375
terminating nonmain thread 432
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N
name map 379
see also ooMap in the Classes Index
see also persistent collection
adding new element 385
checking for name 387
creating 384
elements of 395
finding object by looking up name 387
forcing addition of element 386
getting number of elements 389
hash table
getting
hash function 389
number of hash buckets 389
growth characteristics 380
growth factor 380
getting 389
setting 385
initial number of hash buckets 380
setting 384
maximum average density 380
getting 389
setting 384
resizing 390
iterator for 399
referential integrity 380
checking status 390
setting status 392, 393
removing element 391
replacing value 391
statistics 380
getting 389
resetting 386
name-map element
see also ooMapElem in the Classes Index
about 395
getting the key from 396
getting the value from 396
setting the value in 397
name-map iterator
see also ooMapItr in the Classes Index
about 399
advancing to next name-map element 401
834

initializing 399, 401
iteration set 399
namespace
objy::query 12, 743
objy::ra 791, 795
objy::ra::navigation 779, 783
objy::ra::navigation::policies 769
objy::ra::navigation::qualifiers 757, 789, 799
naming conventions, Objectivity/C++ 12
navigation query
about 783
custom qualifier 758
getting target type 758
graph view 761
attribute, excluding 764
class, including 760, 765, 766
creating 761, 762
destroying 762
edge class, designating 761, 763
excluding super nodes 760
links, excluding 761
object, excluding 760, 766
guide 767
link types supported 795
navigator
creating 784
destroying 787
result handler callback
for results 780
on completion 780
stopping 787, 788
object attribute qualifier 800
object ID qualifier 789, 790
getting the target object 790
getting the target type 790
path
getting final step 792
getting first step 792
getting the size 793
starting object 793
subscript operator 792
path step data members 796
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policies 785
FanoutLimitPolicy 771
MaximumBreadthPolicy 772
MaximumMemoryUsePolicy 772
MaximumPathPolicy 773
MaximumResultCountPolicy 774
NavigationPolicy 774
NoRevisitPolicy 775
PathDepthBeyondShortestPolicy 775
UseDistributedNavigation 777
predicate qualifier 799, 800
getting the predicate 801
getting the target type 801
NavigationPolicy class 774
NavigationResultHandler class 779
Navigator class 783
network timeout period
getting 525
getting default 522
setting 541
setting default 536
new catalog format 14
new operator, persistent object 408
NoRevisitPolicy class 775
notification
of logging events 377
of Objectivity/DB system events 201
of transaction events 201, 583
null handle 476
null object identifier 256

O
object
Objectivity/DB object 403
transient object 408
object conversion
conversion function 33, 143, 153
getting attribute values 143
in federated database 461, 467, 470
registering conversion functions 467
setting attribute values 153
object ID qualifier 789
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object identifier
see also ooId in the Classes Index
about 255
assigning to 262
conversion to integer type 263
creating 261
D-C-P-S format 256
getting components
container 264
database 264
logical page 264
logical slot 264
null 256
persistent object 404
printing
to file 265, 495
to string 266, 499
setting components
container 265
database 265
directly in handle 499
logical page 265
logical slot 266
testing
for equality 262
for inequality 263
for null 263, 264
object iterator
see also the Classes Index for:
ooItr(appClass)
ooItr(ooObj)
advancing for persistent objects 303, 313
creating for persistent objects 302, 312
generated, for template appClass 300
getting information about index usage 307,
318
handling event notification about 215, 216
I/O read-ahead thread 47
initializing
for persistent objects
parallel scanning 314
scanning 316
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for persistent objects, app-defined
parallel scanning 304
scanning 305
to-many association 85
iteration set 309
Objectivity/DB object 309
optimizing scan order for persistent objects
303, 314
testing 302, 313
terminating iteration for persistent objects
302, 313
object map
about 243
sorted object map 603
unordered object map 243
object qualifier
creating 745
predicate
setting 745
setting variable values
32-bit floating-point 749
64-bit floating-point 749
Boolean 746
class type by name 747
class type by type 747
date 748
date and time 748
integer 750
interval 750
object reference 751
string 751
time 752
unsigned integer 752
wide character string 753
object qualifier object 743
see also ObjectQualifier in the Classes Index
object reference
see also the Classes Index for:
ooRefHandle(appClass)
ooRefHandle(ooFDObj)
ooRefHandle(ooObj)
accessing member of referenced persistent
object 444, 482
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assigning to
federated database 459
persistent object 484
class name of, for template appClass 438
creating
for federated database 458
for persistent object 443, 482
extracting pointer from 496
inheritance hierarchy of classes 472
null 476
printing object identifier
to file 495
to string 499
setting
by assignment 459
by looking up a persistent object 493
to null 484
structure and behavior 474
testing
for equality 485
for inequality 485
for null 486
for validity
federated database 464
persistent object 490
whether null 490
type conversion to integer type 486
using in a conditional expression 486
Objectivity/C++
classes, see classes, Objectivity/C++
exceptions, see exception
naming conventions 12
Objectivity/DB
interactions with application
initializing
in main thread 431
in nonmain thread 426
terminating
in main thread 430
in nonmain thread 432
internal statistics 271
preparing for shutdown 430
startup properties
AMS usage 431, 625
number of file descriptors 431, 630
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setting with performance tuner 198,
623
signal handler 431
Objectivity/DB cache
controlling allocation of individual buffer
pools 532
setting cache capacity 133
setting large-object memory limit 131
Objectivity/DB object 403
see also ooObj in the Classes Index
federated database 235
getting
type name 501
type number 500
handle for 471
object reference for 471
persistent object 403
printing object identifier
to file 495
to string 499
ObjectQualifier class 743
see also object qualifier
ObjectQualifier.h header file 743
object-reference array, see Java
object-reference array
objy::query namespace 12, 743
objy::ra namespace 791, 795
objy::ra::navigation namespace 779, 783
objy::ra::navigation::policies namespace 769
objy::ra::navigation::qualifiers namespace
757, 789, 799
ODMG abbreviation 9
ODMG primitive data types, see type,
primitive
old catalog format 14
OO_COMMA symbol 300, 438
OO_CONNECT_RETRIES environment
variable 534
OO_FD_BOOT environment variable 425
OO_RPC_TIMEOUT environment variable
536, 541
ooCollection class 91
see also scalable collection
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ooCollectionBase.h header file, see header
files, ooCollectionBase.h
ooCollectionIterator class 105
see also scalable-collection iterator
ooCompare class 117
see also comparator
subclassing 119
ooConflictInfo struct 32
see also conflict-information structure
ooConnection class 127
see also connection object
ooConvertInObject class 143
see also unconverted object
ooConvertInOutObject class 153
see also converted object
ooDate class 163
see also date
ooDateTime class
see also date-and-time
ooDefaultAssocArray class 191
see also system default association array
ooEnvironmentBasedTuner class 195
see also performance tuner, default
subclassing 195
ooEnvironmentBasedTuner.h header file 195
ooErrorInfo struct 36
see also exception-information structure
ooEventListener class 201
see also event listener
subclassing 202
ooFDObj class 235
see also federated database
ooHandle(appClass) classes 435
see also handle
ooHandle(ooFDObj) class 451
see also handle
ooHandle(ooObj) class 471
see also handle
ooHashBasedCollection class 239
see also scalable unordered collection
ooHashMapX class 243
see also unordered object map
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ooHashSetX class 251
see also unordered set
ooId class 255
see also object identifier
ooInlineVArray class 267
see also association-specific array
ooInternalStatistics class 271
see also statistical-value object
ooInterval class
see also interval
ooItr(appClass) classes 299
see also object iterator
ooItr(ooObj) class 309
see also object iterator
oojArray class 319
see also Java persistent array
oojArrayOfBoolean class 323
see also Java Boolean array
oojArrayOfCharacter class 327
see also Java character array
oojArrayOfDouble class 331
see also Java array of double
oojArrayOfFloat class 335
see also Java array of float
oojArrayOfInt8 class 339
oojArrayOfInt16 class 343
see also Java 16-bit integer array
oojArrayOfInt32 class 347
see also Java 32-bit integer array
oojArrayOfInt64 class 351
see also Java 64-bit integer array
oojArrayOfInt8 class
see also Java 8-bit integer array
oojArrayOfObject class 355
see also Java object-reference array
oojDate class 359
see also Java date
oojString class 363
see also Java string element
oojTime class 365
see also Java time
oojTimestamp class 369
see also Java timestamp
838

ooLocalSessionUse class 373
ooLocalThread class 375
ooLockStatEntry struct 42
see also lock-status entry
ooLogListener class 377
see also log listener
subclassing 378
ooLogListener.h header file 378
ooMap class 379
see also name map
ooMap.h header file 379, 395, 399
ooMapElem class 395
see also name-map element
ooMapItr class 399
see also name-map iterator
ooObj class 403
see also object
subclassing 79
ooObjy class 415
see also Objectivity/DB
ooObjy.h header file, see header files,
ooObjy.h
ooRef(appClass) classes 435
see also object reference
ooRef(ooFDObj) class 451
see also object reference
ooRef(ooObj) class 471
see also object reference
ooRefHandle abbreviation 13, 14
ooSession class 503
see also session
ooSessionData class 547
see also session-data object
subclassing 547
ooSessionData.h header file 547
ooStatistics class 551
see also statistics counter
ooStringT<N> classes 555
see also optimized string
ooTime class 563
see also time
ooTime.h header file, see header files,
ooTime.h
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ooTransactionListener class 583
see also transaction listener
subclassing 584
ooTransactionListener.h header file 584
ooTreeBasedCollection class 577
see also scalable ordered collection
ooTreeListX class 593
see also list
ooTreeMapX class 603
see also sorted object map
ooTreeSetX class 613
see also sorted set
ooTuner class 621
see also performance tuner
subclassing 622
ooTuner.h header file 622
ooTVArrayT<element_type> classes 637
see also temporary VArray
ooUtf8CharacterIterator class 645
ooUtf8Iterator class 661
ooUtf8String class 649
ooUtf16CharacterIterator class 667
ooUtf16Iterator class 673
ooUtf16String class 679
see also basic string
ooUtf32CharacterIterator class 691
ooUtf32Iterator class 695
ooUtf32String class 701
see also basic string
ooUtf8String class
see also basic string
ooVArrayT<element_type> classes 713
see also VArray
ooVString class 723
see also basic string
open mode
data type 44
for federated database, getting 466
for persistent object, getting 495
for transaction
getting 520
notification 587
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setting 517
upgrading 518, 545
operator delete, see delete operator
operator new, see new operator
optimized string
8-bit character string 555
see also ooStringT<N> in the Classes
Index
adding characters 559
appending to 559
assigning to 559
creating 558
getting
character 559
first character 561
length 561
replacing characters 559
resizing 562
testing
for equality 560
for inequality 560
type conversion
to C++ string type 561
to ooVString type 561
ordered collection, see scalable ordered
collection

P
pages, storage
getting disk format of new 136
setting disk format of new 138
Path class 791
PathDepthBeyondShortestPolicy class 775
PathStep class 795
performance monitoring
getting statistical measurements 507
logging 428
see also logging
performance tuner
see also ooTuner in the Classes Index
about 621
default 195
defining class 622
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getting registered tuner 433
registering 430, 622
setting property values
from environment variables 195
logging 197, 625, 630
session
cache capacity 625, 627, 631
default values 198, 628
hot mode 628, 632
individual 198
large object memory limit 629, 632
lock wait 629, 633
pooled session 199
session pool 199, 634, 635
startup 198, 625, 630
persistence-capable classes
appClass 79
ooCollection 91
ooCompare 117
ooHashBasedCollection 239
ooHashMapX 243
ooHashSetX 251
oojArray 319
oojArrayOfBoolean 323
oojArrayOfCharacter 327
oojArrayOfDouble 331
oojArrayOfFloat 335
oojArrayOfInt8 339
oojArrayOfInt16 343
oojArrayOfInt32 347
oojArrayOfInt64 351
oojArrayOfObject 355
oojDate 359
oojString 363
oojTime 365
oojTimestamp 369
ooMap 379
ooMapElem 395
ooObj 403
ooTreeBasedCollection 577
ooTreeListX 593
ooTreeMapX 603
ooTreeSetX 613
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persistent collection
nonscalable unordered name map 379
scalable 91
list 593
ordered 577
sorted object map 603
sorted set 613
unordered 239
unordered object map 243
unordered set 251
persistent object 403
see also ooObj in the Classes Index
see also Objectivity/DB object
accessing a member of 444, 482
closing 475, 488
converted 153
creating
new 408
transient instance of class 408
deleting 33
about 33
operator 407
without propagation 34
finding
all in scope 488
by scope name 448, 493
getting
association-specific array 41
class name 411
pointer 496
reference to 483
scope name 489
system default association array 410
type number 410
typename 411
getting open mode 495
handle for 471
handling event notification about 220, 221,
222, 223, 225
identifying type of 411
iterator for 299, 309
limiting memory for large object
session creation, at 131
session pool 632
sessions, individual 629
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locking 491, 492, 498
looking up 448, 493
naming 493
object identifier 404
object identifier of 255
object reference for 471
opening 494
placing 408
referencing this persistent object 412
refreshing view of container 497
statistics about 279, 280
testing
for validity 413
type of 411
whether container is updated 490
unconverted 143
unnaming 501
updating 413, 501
virtual-function table 419
persistent-collection classes
ooCollection 91
ooHashBasedCollection 239
ooHashMapX 243
ooHashSetX 251
ooMap 379
ooMapElem 395
ooTreeBasedCollection 577
ooTreeListX 593
ooTreeMapX 603
ooTreeSetX 613
placement guide 408
placement-conditions object 735
assigning to 738
creating 737, 738
predicate query access mode 30
PredicateQualifier class 799
pre-Release 9.0 internal database format 14
process termination 430
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Q
query object
comparing predicate string 746
setting
32-bit floating-point variable 749
64-bit floating-point variable 749
Boolean variable 746
class type variable by name 747
class type variable by type 747
date and time variable 748
date variable 748
integer variable 750
interval variable 750
object reference variable 751
string variable 751
time variable 752
unsigned integer variable 752
wide character string variable 753
query server, testing whether running 419

R
recovery
automatic 420, 426, 427
from application failures 529
recovery, automatic 427
referential integrity
of name map 380
checking status 390
setting status 393
of scalable collection, restoring 101
registration code, virtual-function table 420
Release 9.0 (or later) internal database format
14
resource type, involved in a lock conflict 48
return type, general 51
runtime statistics, see statistics
runtime type identification (RTTI) 411
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S
scalable collection 91
see also ooCollection in the Classes Index
see also persistent collection
adding elements 94
comparator 92
finding 96
finding object
comparator 96
looking up data 97
getting
cardinality 103
iterator for elements 98
iterator for keys 99
iterator for values 103
number of elements 103
making empty 95
refreshing internal containers 99
removing elements 100, 101, 102
testing
for contained elements 96, 97
for empty collection 98
for nonempty collection 99
scalable-collection iterator 105
see also ooCollectionIterator in the Classes
Index
current element 105
finding 109
finding value object for 109
current index 105
getting 109
setting
to last index 111
to position of object 110
to specified index 111
finding objects
corresponding collection 108
current element 109
element at last index 111
element at specified index 111
next element 112
previous element 113
value object for current key 109
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getting
index of next element 113
index of previous element 113
handling event notification about 210
initializing
for elements 98
for keys 99
for values 103
iteration set 105
removing element from collection 114
replacing element in collection 115
resetting to first element in collection 115
testing
for next element 112
for previous element 112
scalable ordered collection 577
see also ooTreeBasedCollection in the
Classes Index
see also scalable collection
B-tree 577
compacting 579
getting depth 580
finding object
first element 580
last element 581
looking up data 580
scalable unordered collection 239
see also ooHashBasedCollection in the
Classes Index
see also scalable collection
getting directory size 241
scalable collection iterator, I/O read-ahead
thread 47
scope name
getting 489
looking up a persistent object by 493
removing 501
setting 493
statistics about 280
valid 494
scope objects, finding 489
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session 503
see also ooSession in the Classes Index
closing unneeded files 530
creating 130, 136
destroying session object 514
event listener 201
file descriptors 431, 630
getting attached or joined session 524
log
adding a log item 515
interval statistics
ending interval 545
starting interval 544
interval timing
ending interval 545
starting interval 544
log listener 377
attaching 538
message handler
error-message output file, setting 537
getting pointer to 524
registering 529
notification
of logging events 377
of Objectivity/DB system events 201
of transaction events 583
Objectivity/DB cache
handling notification about
buffer allocated 217, 226
buffer deleted 218
buffer emptied 227
buffer written 228
large object created 217
logical page created 226
logical page read 228
object read 219
object written 219
statistics about
buffer entries 278
buffer pages 276
buffer reads 276
disk r 278
new pages written 279
pages written 280
obtaining from session pool 136
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properties
abort mode
getting default 521
setting 514
setting default 534
application defined
getting 525
representing values for 547
setting 541
buffer-pool allocation
setting 532
downgrade mode
getting default 521
setting 518
setting default 534
error-message output file 45
hot mode
setting 132, 135, 628, 632
index mode
getting default 521
setting 517
setting default 535, 628
initial cache capacity
setting 130, 133, 625, 631
large-object allocation
setting 532
large-object memory limit
setting 131, 134, 629, 632
lock-waiting policy
getting 524
setting 132, 135, 538, 629, 633
maximum cache capacity
setting 131, 134, 627, 631
MROW mode
getting 519
getting default 522
setting 517
setting default 535
name
getting 528
setting 130
nest count
getting 528
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network timeout period
getting 525
getting default 522
setting 541
setting default 536
number of connect retries
setting 533
setting with performance tuner 623
small-object allocation
setting 532
transaction open mode
getting 520
notification 587
setting 517
upgrading 518, 545
related objects
connected federated database
getting 523
getting boot-file name 518
connection object, getting 523
event listener
registering 537
transaction listeners
adding 516
removing 530
session pool
getting name of 528
getting session from 136
returning session to 531
testing for 528
snapshot
capturing 542
information to capture 49
output format 40
specifying upgrade application 540
statistics
cumulative, getting 553
incremental, getting 553
updating 554
testing for active transaction 526
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thread use
attaching to thread 516, 518
detaching from thread 523
joining to thread 526
leaving a thread 527
testing
for attached thread 526
for joined thread 524
usage models 505
transactions 506
aborting 514
beginning 517
checkpointing 518
committing 519
handling notification about 228, 229,
585
statistics about 282
session pool
creating 133
getting a session 136
properties
hard limit 133, 634
name 133
session waiting 135, 635
setting with performance tuner 199,
623
soft limit 133, 634
returning a session 531
testing for existence 137
session-data object 547
see also ooSessionData in the Classes Index
defining class 547
getting 525
setting 541
set
see also scalable unordered collection
sorted set 613
unordered set 251
shut down 430
signal handler, predefined
registering 431
suppressing 431
signed integer types 41
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snapshot
capturing 542
information to capture 49
output format 40
sorted object map 603
see also ooTreeMapX in the Classes Index
see also scalable ordered collection
adding elements 605, 608, 610
comparator of 118
creating 606
finding object
looking up data 609
looking up key 609
removing element 605
replacing value 610
testing
for contained element 605
for contained keys 608
for contained values 609
sorted set 613
see also ooTreeSetX in the Classes Index
see also scalable ordered collection
adding elements 617
comparator of 118
creating 616
removing element 619
testing
for contained element 618
for exclusive use of comparison arrays
618
standalone application 137
standard VArray, see VArray
statistical-value object 271
see also ooInternalStatistics in the Classes
Index
cumulative, getting 553
incremental, getting 553
updating 554
statistics
about associations 275, 278, 279
about containers 276, 277, 281, 282
about databases 277
about name map 380
about persistent objects 279, 280
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about scope names 280
about session
cumulative, getting 553
incremental, getting 553
updating 554
about storage use
association array expanded 275
container extended 282
storage managers created 281
storage managers open 281
storage pages added to containers 281
VArray resized 283
about the cache
buffer entries 278
buffer pages 276
buffer reads 276
disk reads 278
new pages written 279
pages written 280
about transactions 282
internal 271
logging interval performance
ending interval 545
starting interval 544
logging transaction performance 44
statistics counter 551
see also ooStatistics in the Classes Index
creating 553
getting cumulative measurements 553
getting incremental measurements 553
updating 554
status, return type 51
string
fixed-length 31
iterator
UTF-8 string 645, 661
UTF-16 string 667, 673
UTF-32 string 691, 695
variable-length
see basic string
see basic string, Unicode UTF-8,
UTF-16, UTF-32
see Java string element
see optimized string
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string element, see Java string element
subclassing
ooCompare 119
ooEnvironmentBasedTuner 195
ooEventListener 202
ooLogListener 378
ooObj 79
ooSessionData 547
ooTransactionListener 584
ooTuner 622
subscript operator ([])
basic string
8-bit character string 727
Unicode string
UTF-8 string 654
UTF-16 string 684
UTF-32 string 706
optimized string
8-bit character string 559
temporary VArray 641
VArray 717
subtraction operator (-)
date 168
date-and-time 181
interval 291
time 569
system default association array 191
see also ooDefaultAssocArray in the Classes
Index
getting actual size of 194
getting allocated size 193
getting from a persistent object 410
resizing 194

T
template classes
name of generated class
handle 438
object iterator 300
object reference 438
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temporary VArray 637
see also ooTVArrayT<element_type> in the
Classes Index
see also VArray
assigning to 641
creating 640
default constructor 638
element type, valid 637
extending 642
getting
current number of elements 644
first element 642
specified element 641, 642
resizing 643
class 642
effect of 638
setting element value 643
structure and behavior 638
updating 644
this keyword 444
thread
initializing 426
local-use object for 375
session use
attaching a session 516, 518
detaching a session 523
joining a session 526
leaving a session 527
testing session
for attached thread 526
for joined thread 524
usage models 505
terminating 432
ticks
resolution for dates 163
resolution for dates-and-times 173
resolution for intervals 285
resolution for times 563
time
see also ooTime in the Classes Index
see also Java time
adding 569
hours 570
milliseconds 571
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minutes 571
seconds 572
ticks 572
comparing 569, 570
converting 573
creating 567
getting
components
hours 574
milliseconds 574
minutes 574
seconds 574
current 574, 575
kind 574
standard
Coordinated Universal Time 563
local time 563
subtracting 569
testing
equality 569
for null value 574
tick resolution 563
values 563
time and date classes, see date and time
classes
timeout period
lock waiting
getting 524
setting
individual session 132, 538, 629
session pool 135, 633
network
getting 525
getting default 522
setting 541
setting default 536
session waiting, setting 135, 635
stopping in-process lock server 140
timestamp
see Java timestamp
see date-and-time
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timing
logging interval performance
ending interval 545
starting interval 544
logging transaction performance 44
to-many association
adding a link 83
deleting all links 83
deleting specific link 88
finding destination objects 85
testing for association link 84
Tool class 805
tool-output sink 809
ToolOutputSink class 812
ToolParameters class 815
to-one association
creating link 88
deleting link 83
finding destination object 84
testing for association link 84
transaction 506
aborting 514
notification 228, 588
active 506
beginning 517
notification 229, 588, 589
checkpointing 518
notification 589, 590
committing 519
holding locks 518
notification 229, 590
identifier 51
getting 525, 526
logging statistics 44
logging timing 44
MROW mode 44
notification of transaction events 201, 583
statistics about 282
terminating 514, 519
notification 590
transaction listener 583
see also ooTransactionListener in the
Classes Index
adding to session 516
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creating 587
defining class 584
handling notifications 584, 585
priority 583
getting 591
setting 587
removing from session 530
transient object, creating 408
tuner, see performance tuner
types, Objectivity/C++
see also the Types and Constants Index
primitive 25
type name, getting from
federated database 469
Objectivity/DB object 501
persistent object 411
type number 53
type number 53
getting from
class name 52
federated database 469
Objectivity/DB object 500
persistent object 410
typographical conventions 8

U
unconverted object 143
see also ooConvertInObject in the Classes
Index
see also object conversion
getting
embedded part 150
inherited part 149
member values 146, 147
Unicode iterator
advancing
UTF-8 string 648, 665
UTF-16 string 670, 676
UTF-32 string 694, 698
assigning to
UTF-8 string 647, 664
UTF-16 string 669, 675
UTF-32 string 693, 697
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getting character
UTF-8 string 647
UTF-16 string 669, 675
UTF-32 string 693, 697
testing
for equality
UTF-8 string 648, 664
UTF-16 string 670, 676
UTF-32 string 694, 698
for inequality
UTF-8 string 648, 664
UTF-16 string 670, 676
UTF-32 string 694, 698
Unicode string classes
ooUtf08String 649
ooUtf16String 679
ooUtf32String 701
Unicode string, see basic string, Unicode
UTF-8, UTF-16, UTF-32
unordered collection, see scalable unordered
collection
unordered object map 243
see also ooHashMapX in the Classes Index
see also scalable collection
adding elements 247, 249
comparator of 118
creating 246
finding object
looking up data 248
looking up key 248
replacing a value 249
testing
for contained keys 247
for contained values 248
unordered set 251
see also ooHashSetX in the Classes Index
see also scalable unordered collection
comparator of 118
creating 253
unsigned integer types 53
update mode for indexes 40
upgrade application, identifying as 540
UseDistributedNavigation class 777
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UTF-8 string, see basic string, Unicode UTF-8
string
UTF-16 string, see basic string, Unicode
UTF-16 string
UTF-32 string, see basic string, Unicode
UTF-32 string

V
variable-length string
see basic string
see optimized string
variable-size array, see VArray
variable-size string, see basic string, 8-bit
character
VArray 713
see also ooVArrayT<element_type> in the
Classes Index
adding element 718
assigning to 717
creating 716
element type, valid 713
getting
current number of elements 720
first element 719
specified element 717, 718
handling event notification about 229, 230,
231, 232
resizing 718, 719
setting element value 720
standard 713
temporary, see temporary VArray
updating 720
virtual-function table
controlling warning messages about 419
registration code for 420
Visual C++ exit function 430
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Classes Index
This index contains an alphabetical list of classes, with methods and data members listed
under each class. For a list of topics that are discussed in this book, see Topic Index. For an
alphabetical list of all functions and macros, including methods, see Methods, Functions,
and Macros Index. For a list of non-class types, constants, and public data members, see
Types, Constants, and Data Members Index.

A

E

appClass (application-defined class) 79
add_linkName 83
del_linkName 83
exist_linkName 84
linkName 84
ooThis 87
set_linkName 88
sub_linkName 88

excludeAttribute method
of GraphView class 764
excludeClass method
of GraphView class 765
excludeObject method
of GraphView class 766

C

FanoutLimitPolicy class 771

CombinedStringToolOutputSink class 811
getCombined 811
Conditions class 735
constructor 737, 738, 737, 738
getPurpose 738
getRelatedObjectId 739
getRelatedObjectTypeNumber 739
operator= 738
setPurpose 739
setRelatedObject 739
CustomQualifier class 757
getTargetType 758
qualify 758

G

F

GraphView class 759, 760
constructor 761, 762
destructor 762
edgeClass 761, 763
excludeClass 760
includeClass 760
Guide class 767
NONE 767
SIMPLE_BREADTH_FIRST 767
SIMPLE_DEPTH_FIRST 767
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I
includeClass method of GraphView class 766

M
MaximumBreadthPolicy class 772
MaximumMemoryUsePolicy class 772
MaximumPathPolicy class 773
MaximumResultCountPolicy class 774

N
NavigationPolicy class 774
NavigationResultHandler class 779
handleNavigatorFinished 780
handleResultPath 780
Navigator class 783
constructor 784
destructor 787
start 787
stop 788
NoRevisitPolicy class 775

O
ObjectIdQualifier class
getTargetId 790
getTargetType 790
ObjectQualifier class 743
constructor 745
doesQualify 746
setBoolVarValue 746
setClassVarValueByName 747
setClassVarValueByType 747
setDateTimeVarValue 748
setDateVarValue 748
setFloat32VarValue 749
setFloat64VarValue 749
setIntervalVarValue 750
setIntVarValue 750
setRefVarValue 751
setStringVarValue 751
setTimeVarValue 752
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setUIntVarValue 752
setWStringVarValue 753
ooAlreadyExistException class 62
ooArgumentOutofRangeException class 62
ooCacheFullException class 62
ooCannotUpgradeLockException class 63
ooCollection class 91
add 94
addAll 94
clear 95
comparator 96
contains 96
containsAll 97
get 97
isEmpty 98
iterator 98
keyIterator 99
notEmpty 99
refresh 99
remove 100
removeAll 101
removeAllDeleted 101
retainAll 102
size 103
valueIterator 103
ooCollectionIterator class 105
collection 108
current 109
currentIndex 109
currentValue 109
goTo 110
goToIndex 111
goToLast 111
hasNext 112
hasPrevious 112
next 112
nextIndex 113
previous 113
previousIndex 113
remove 114
reset 115
set 115
ooCommitFailedException class 63
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ooCompare class 117
compare 121
comparisonArraySize 123
hash 123
setComparisonArrayFromKey 124
setComparisonArrayFromObject 125
ooConflictInfo global type 32
ooConnection class 127
bootFile 129
checkLS 130
createSession 130
createSessionPool 133
getObjectCreationDiskFormat 136
getSessionFromPool 136
haveSessionPool 137
noLock 137, 460
setObjectCreationDiskFormat 138
startInternalLS 139
stopInternalLS 140
ooContainerNotFoundException class 63
ooConvertInObject class 143
getBoolean 146
getChar 146
getChar16 146
getChar32 147
getFloat32 147
getFloat64 147
getInt8 148
getInt16 148
getInt32 148
getInt64 149
getOldBaseClass 149
getOldDataMember 150
getUInt8 150
getUInt16 151
getUInt32 151
getUInt64 151
ooConvertInOutObject class 153
getNewBaseClass 156
getNewDataMember 156
setBoolean 157
setChar 157
setChar16 158
setChar32 158
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setFloat32 158
setFloat64 159
setInt8 159
setInt16 159
setInt32 160
setInt64 160
setUInt8 160
setUInt16 161
setUInt32 161
setUInt64 161
ooDatabaseNotFoundException class 64
ooDate class 163
constructor 166
addDays 169
addMonths 169
addYears 170
convert 170
day 170
dayOfWeek 171
dayOfYear 171
daysInMonth 171
isLeapYear 171
isNull 171
month 171
operator+ 167
operator- 168
operator== 168
operator!= 168
operator< 168
operator<= 168
operator> 169
operator>= 169
today 172
year 172
ooDateTime class 173
constructor 177
addDays 183
addHours 183
addMilliseconds 184
addMinutes 184
addMonths 184, 185
addSeconds 185
addTicks 186
addYears 186
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convert 186
date 188
day 188
dayOfWeek 188
dayOfYear 188
hour 188
isNull 188
kind 189
millisecond 189
minute 189
month 189
now 189
operator+ 181
operator- 181
operator== 182
operator!= 182
operator< 182
operator<= 182
operator> 182
operator>= 183
second 189
ticks 190
timeOfDay 190
today 190
utcNow 190
year 190
ooDeadlockException class 64
ooDefaultAssocArray class 191
capacity 193
setCapacity 194
size 194
ooDuplicateSessionPoolName class 64, 136
ooEnvironmentBasedTuner class 195
ooErrorInfo global type 36
ooEventListener class 201
onCollectionIteratorInitialize 210
onCollectionIteratorTerminate 210
onContainerClose 211
onContainerCreate 211
onContainerDelete 211
onContainerOpen 212
onContainerResize 212
onDatabaseClose 213
onDatabaseCreate 213
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onDatabaseDelete 213
onDatabaseOpen 213
onDatabaseResize 214
onFileCloseToOpenAnother 214
onHandleCreate 215
onHandleDelete 215
onIteratorDelete 216
onIteratorInitialize 215
onLargeObjectPageBufferPoolResize 217
onLargeObjectPagesCreate 217
onLargeObjectPagesDiscard 218
onLargeObjectPagesRead 219
onLargeObjectPagesWrite 219
onObjectClose 220
onObjectCreate 221
onObjectDelete 221
onObjectNamed 222
onObjectOpen 222
onObjectResize 223
onObjectUpdate 225
onReopenFileIfNeeded 225
onSmallObjectPageCreate 226
onSmallObjectPageDiscard 227
onSmallObjectPagePoolResize 226
onSmallObjectPageRead 228
onSmallObjectPageWrite 228
onTransAbort 228
onTransBegin 229
onTransFinishCommit 229
onTransStartCommit 229
onVarrayClose 229
onVarrayCreate 230
onVarrayDelete 231
onVarrayOpen 231
onVarrayResize 232
ooException class 65
operator const char * 65
reportErrors 65, 68
what 66
ooFDObj class 235
ooHandle(className) classes
see ooRefHandle(appClass) classes
see ooRefHandle(ooFDObj) classes
see ooRefHandle(ooObj) classes
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ooHashBasedCollection class 239
directorySize 241
ooHashMapX class 243
constructor 246
addAll 247
containsKey 247
containsValue 248
get 248
put 249
ooHashSetX class 251
constructor 253
ooId class 255
constructor 261
get_DB 264
get_OC 264
get_page 264
get_slot 264
isNull 264
operator int 263
operator= 262
operator== 262
operator!= 263
print 265
set_DB 265
set_OC 265
set_page 265
set_slot 266
sprint 266
ooInlineVArray class 267
capacity 269
setCapacity 270
size 270
ooInternalStatistics class 271
numberOfAssociationsResized 275
numberOfBufferReads 276
numberOfBuffers 276
numberOfContainersClosed 276
numberOfContainersCreated 276
numberOfContainersDeleted 277
numberOfContainersOpened 277
numberOfDatabasesClosed 277
numberOfDatabasesCreated 277
numberOfDatabasesDeleted 277
numberOfDatabasesOpened 277
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numberOfDisassociations 278
numberOfDiskReads 278
numberOfLargeBufferEntries 278
numberOfNewAssociations 279
numberOfNewOcbs 279
numberOfNewPagesWritten 279
numberOfObjectsClosed 279
numberOfObjectsCreated 280
numberOfObjectsDeleted 280
numberOfObjectsNamed 280
numberOfObjectsOpened 280
numberOfOldPagesWritten 280
numberOfPagesAddedToOcs 281
numberOfSmObjectsCreated 281
numberOfSmObjectsOpened 281
numberOfTimesOcsExtended 282
numberOfTransactionAborts 282
numberOfTransactionCheckpoints 282
numberOfTransactionCommits 282
numberOfTransactionStarts 282
numberOfVarraysResized 283
ooInterval class 285
constructor 288
convert 292
days 293
duration 293
fromDays 293
fromHours 293
fromMilliseconds 294
fromMinutes 294
fromSeconds 295
hours 295
isNull 295
microseconds 295
milliseconds 296
minutes 296
negate 296
operator+ 291
operator- 291
operator== 291
operator!= 291
operator< 291
operator<= 292
operator> 292
operator>= 292
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seconds 296
ticks 297
totalDays 297
totalHours 297
totalMinutes 297
totalSeconds 297
ooItr(appClass) class
getOptimizeScanOrder 302
optimizeScanOrder 303
parallelScan 304
usedIndexes 307
ooItr(appClass) classes 299
constructor 302
end 302
next 303
scan 305
ooItr(ooObj) class 309
constructor 312
end 313
getOptimizeScanOrder 313
next 313
optimizeScanOrder 314
parallelScan 314, 315
scan 316
usedIndexes 318
oojArray class 319
getDimensionsArray 321
oojArrayOfBoolean class 323
constructor 324
getBooleanArray 325
oojArrayOfCharacter class 327
constructor 328
getCharacterArray 329
oojArrayOfDouble class 331
constructor 332
getDoubleArray 333
oojArrayOfFloat class 335
constructor 336
getFloatArray 337
oojArrayOfInt8 class 339
constructor 340
getInt8Array 341
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oojArrayOfInt16 class 343
constructor 344
getInt16Array 345
oojArrayOfInt32 class 347
constructor 348
getInt32Array 349
oojArrayOfInt64 class 351
constructor 352
getInt64Array 353
oojArrayOfObject class 355
constructor 357
getObjectArray 357
oojDate class 359
constructor 360
getMillis 360
setMillis 361
oojString class 363
constructor 364
getStringValue 364
oojTime class 365
constructor 366
getMillis 366
setMillis 367
oojTimestamp class 369
constructor 371
getMillis 371
getNanos 372
setMillis 372
setNanos 372
ooKernelException class 66
errorInfo 67
exceptionErrorIndex 67
noOfErrors 67
reportErrors 68
what 68
ooLocalSessionUse class 373
constructor 374
destructor 374
ooLocalThread class 375
constructor 376
destructor 376
ooLockConflictException class 69
disable 69
enableConflictInfo 70
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enabled 70
getConflictInfo 70
ooLockStatEntry global type 42
ooLogListener class 377
onLogItem 378
ooLogOpenFailed class 71, 132, 137, 432
ooMap class 379
constructor 384
add 385
clearParam 386
forceAdd 386
isMember 387
lookup 387, 388
maxAvgDensity 389
nameHashFunction 389
nBin 389
nElement 389
percentGrow 389
printStat 389
refEnable 390
rehash 390
remove 391
replace 391, 392
set_nameHashFunction 392
set_refEnable 393
ooMapElem class 395
name 396
oid 396
set_oid 397
ooMapItr class 399
constructor 400
next 401
operator= 401
ooNetworkException class 71
ooNotFoundException class 71
ooNullOperandException class 72
ooObj class 403
constructor 406
defaultAssociationArray 410
ooGetTypeN 410
ooGetTypeName 411
ooIsKindOf 411
ooThis 412
ooUpdate 413
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ooValidate 413
operator delete 407
operator new 408
ooObjectNameNotUniqueException class 72
ooObjy class 415
addToMainLog 418
checkLS 418
checkQueryServer 419
checkVTablePointer 419
defaultAutoRecover 420
diskFormatAddressSize 421
diskFormatFromString 422
enableConfiguration 422
getClientHostArch 425
getConnection 425
initializeThread 426
setDefaultAutoRecover 427
setLoggingOptions 428
setMainLogListener 429
setTuner 196, 430
shutdown 430
startup 431
stringFromDiskFormat 432
terminateThread 432
tuner 433
ooObjyAlreadyStarted class 72, 432
ooObjyNotStarted class 72, 426, 427, 433
ooObjyShutdown class 73, 426, 427, 433
ooObjyStarted class 73, 429
ooOutOfContainerPagesException class 73
ooOutOfDbIDsException class 73
ooOutOfDiskSpaceException class 74
ooOutOfException class 74
ooOutOfMemoryException class 74
ooOverflowException class 74
ooRefHandle(appClass) classes 435
constructor, handle 442, 443
constructor, object reference 443
lookupObj 448
operator appClass* (handle only) 447
operator ooId&(handle only) 448
operator-> 444
operator* (handle only) 445
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operator= 446
ptr 449
ooRefHandle(ooFDObj) classes 451
constructor, handle 458
constructor, object reference 458
change 459
close 461
convertObjects 461
dumpCatalog 462
exist 463
isR9catalog 464
isValid 464
lock 464
lockServerName 465
name 465
number 465
openMode 466
operator= 459
pageSize 466
print 466
setConversion 467
sprint 468
tidy 468
typeN 469
typeName 469
upgradeObjects 470, 540
ooRefHandle(ooObj) classes 471
constructor, handle 481
constructor, object reference 482
close 488
getNameObj 488
getNameScope 489
getObjName 489
isContainerUpdated 490
isNull 490
isValid 490
lock 491
lockNoProp 492
lookupObj 493
nameObj 493
open 494
openMode 495
operator int (object reference only) 486
operator ooObj* (handle only) 486
operator-> 482
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operator* (handle only) 483
operator= 484
operator== 485
operator!= 485
print 495
ptr 496
refreshOpenContainer 497
releaseReadLock 498
setId 499
sprint 499
typeN 500
typeName 501
unnameObj 501
update 501
ooRef(className) classes
see ooRefHandle(appClass) classes
see ooRefHandle(ooFDObj) classes
see ooRefHandle(ooObj) classes
ooReturningActiveSessionToPool class 75,
531
ooSession class 503
destructor 514
abort 514
addToLog 515
addTransactionListener 516
attach 516
begin 517
bootFile 518
checkpoint 518
commit 519
currentMrowMode 519
currentOpenMode 520
defaultAbortMode 521
defaultDowngradeMode 521
defaultIndexMode 521
defaultMrowMode 522
defaultServerTimeout 522
detach 523
fd 523
getConnection 523
getCurrent 524
getLockWait 524
getMsgHandler 524
getNoSync 524
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getServerTimeout 525
getSessionData 525
getTransactionID 525
haveActiveTransaction 526
isAttached 526
join 526
leave 527
name 528
nestCount 528
obtainedFromSessionPool 528
poolName 528
recover 529
regMsgHandler 529
releaseFiles 530
removeTransactionListener 530
returnSessionToPool 531
setBufferSpace 532
setConnectRetries 533
setDefaultAbortMode 534
setDefaultDowngradeMode 534
setDefaultIndexMode 535
setDefaultMrowMode 535
setDefaultServerTimeout 536
setErrorFile 537
setEventListener 537
setLockWait 538
setLogListener 538
setNoSync 539
setSchemaUpgradeMode 540
setServerTimeout 541
setSessionData 541
snapShot 542
startStatistics 544
startTimer 544
stopStatistics 545
stopTimer 545
upgradeOpenMode 545
ooSessionAlreadyAttached class 75, 516, 527
ooSessionAlreadyDetached class 75, 523
ooSessionAttachedToOtherThread class 75,
514, 523, 531
ooSessionData class 547
constructor 549
isSessionOwned 549
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ooSessionDataNotFound class 76, 525
ooSessionException class 76
ooSessionPoolNotFound class 76, 137, 531
ooStatistics class 551
cumulative 553
delta 553
update 554
ooStringT<N> classes 555
constructor 558
head 561
length 561
operator const char * 561
operator ooVString 561
operator[] 559
operator+= 559
operator= 559
operator== 560
operator!= 560
resize 562
ooThreadAlreadyHasASession class 76, 516,
518
ooTime class 563
constructor 567
addHours 570
addMilliseconds 571
addMinutes 571
addSeconds 572
addTicks 572
constructor 567
convert 573
hour 574
isNull 574
kind 574
millisecond 574
minute 574
now 574
operator+ 569
operator- 569
operator== 569
operator!= 570
operator< 570
operator<= 570
operator> 570
operator>= 570
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second 574
ticks 575
utcNow 575
ooTimeKindMismatchException class 77
ooTooManySessions class 77, 135, 137
ooTransactionListener class 583
constructor 587
onOpenModeUpgrade 587
onOpenModeUpgraded 587
onTransactionAbort 588
onTransactionAborted 588
onTransactionBegin 588
onTransactionBegun 589
onTransactionCheckpoint 589
onTransactionCheckpointed 590
onTransactionCommit 590
onTransactionCommitted 590
onTransactionFinished 590
priority 591
ooTransactionListenerNotFound class 77, 531
ooTreeBasedCollection class 577
compact 579
depth 580
first 580
get 580
last 581
ooTreeListX class 593
constructor 596
add 597
addAll 597
addFirst 598
addLast 599
contains 599
get 599
indexOf 600
lastIndexOf 600
remove 601
removeRange 601
set 602
ooTreeMapX class 603
constructor 606
addAll 608
containsKey 608
containsValue 609
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get 609
put 610
ooTreeSetX class 613
constructor 616
add 617
comparisonArrayIsCompleteKey 618
contains 618
remove 619
ooTuner class 621
amsUsage 625
appendLogs 625
cacheInitialPages 625
cacheMaxPages 627
hotMode 628
indexMode 628
largeObjectMemoryLimit 629
lockWait 629
logDirectory 630
logOptions 630
numberOfFiles 630
poolSessionCacheInitialPages 631
poolSessionCacheMaxPages 631
poolSessionHotMode 632
poolSessionLargeObjectMemoryLimit 632
poolSessionLockWait 633
sessionPoolHardLimit 634
sessionPoolSoftLimit 634
sessionPoolWait 635
ooTunerNotSetFirst class 77, 430
ooTVArrayT<element_type> classes 637
constructor 640
elem 642
extend 642
head 642
operator[] 641
operator= 641
resize 643
set 643
size 644
update 644
ooUnableToConvertDateTimeException
class 78
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ooUtf8CharacterIterator class 645
operator * 647
operator= 647
constructor 647
operator ++ 648
operator == 648
operator != 648
ooUtf8Iterator class 661
constructor 663
operator * 663
operator= 664
operator ++ 665
operator == 664
operator != 664
ooUtf8String class 649
constructor 653
head 658
length 659
operator const char * 658
operator[] 654
operator+= 654
operator= 655
related global operators 655, 656, 657, 658
resize 659
ooUtf16CharacterIterator class 667
constructor 669
operator ++ 670
operator * 669
operator == 670
operator != 670
operator= 669
ooUtf16Iterator class 673
constructor 675
operator ++ 676
operator * 675
operator == 676
operator != 676
operator= 675
ooUtf16String class 679
constructor 683
head 689
length 689
operator const ooChar16 * 689
operator[] 684
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operator+= 684
operator= 685
related global operators 686, 687, 688
resize 690
setFromUtf8 690
ooUtf32CharacterIterator class 691
constructor 693
operator ++ 694
operator * 693
operator == 694
operator != 694
operator= 693
ooUtf32Iterator class 695
constructor 697
operator ++ 698
operator * 697
operator == 698
operator != 698
operator= 697
ooUtf32String class 701
constructor 705
head 711
length 711
operator const ooChar32 * 711
operator[] 706
operator+= 706
operator= 707
related global operators 708, 709, 710
resize 711
setFromUtf8 712
ooVArrayT<element_type> classes 713
constructor 716
elem 718
extend 718
head 719
operator[] 717
operator= 717
resize 719
set 720
size 720
update 720
ooVString class 723
constructor 726
head 731
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length 731
operator const char * 731
operator[] 727
operator+= 727
operator= 727
related global operators 728, 729, 730
resize 731

U
UseDistributedNavigation class 777

P
Path class 791
getFinalStep 792
head 792
operator[] 792
size 793
PathDepthBeyondShortestPolicy class 775
PathStep class 795
attribute data member 797
edgeClass data member 797
edgeObject data member 797
relatedClass data member 798
relatedObject data member 798
startingObject data member 793
PredicateQualifier class 799
constructor 800
getPredicate 801
getTargetType 801
getWPredicate 801

S
StandardToolOutputSink class 811
StringToolOutputSink class 812
getErr 812
getOut 812

T
Tool class 805
execute 807
ToolOutputSink class 812
err 812
out 813
ToolParameters class 815
add 817
862
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This index contains an alphabetical list of all methods and global macros. For a list of
topics that are discussed in this book, see Topic Index. For an alphabetical list of classes,
with members listed under each class, see Classes Index. For a list of non-class types,
constants, and public data members, see Types, Constants, and Data Members Index.

Symbols
[]
+
+=
->
*
=
==
!=
<
<=
>
>=

see operator[]
see operator+
see operator+=
see operatorsee operator->
see operator*
see operator=
see operator==
see operator!=
see operator<
see operator<=
see operator>
see operator>=

A
abort method
of ooSession class 514
add method
of ooCollection class 94
of ooMap class 385
of ooTreeListX class 597
of ooTreeSetX class 617
of ToolParameters class 817

add_linkName method
of application-defined class 83
addAll method
of ooCollection class 94
of ooHashMapX class 247
of ooTreeListX class 597
of ooTreeMapX class 608
addDays method
of ooDate class 169
of ooDateTime class 183
addFirst method
of ooTreeListX class 598
addHours method
of ooDateTime class 183
of ooTime class 570
addLast method
of ooTreeListX class 599
addMilliseconds method
of ooDateTime class 184
of ooTime class 571
addMinutes method
of ooDateTime class 184
of ooTime class 571
addMonths method
of ooDate class 169
of ooDateTime class 185
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addSeconds method
of ooDateTime class 185
of ooTime class 572
addTicks method
of ooDateTime class 186
of ooTime class 572
addToLog method
of ooSession class 515
addToMainLog static method
of ooObjy class 418
addTransactionListener method
of ooSession class 516
addYears method
of ooDate class 170
of ooDateTime class 186
amsUsage method
of ooTuner class 625
appendLogs method
of ooTuner class 625
attach method
of ooSession class 516

B
begin method
of ooSession class 517
bootFile method
of ooConnection class 129
of ooSession class 518

C
cacheInitialPages method
of ooTuner class 625
cacheMaxPages method
of ooTuner class 627
capacity method
of ooDefaultAssocArray class 193
of ooInlineVArray class 269
change method
of ooRefHandle(ooFDObj) classes 459
checkLS method
of ooConnection class 130
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checkLS static method
of ooObjy class 418
checkpoint method
of ooSession class 518
checkQueryServer static method
of ooObjy class 419
checkVTablePointer static method
of ooObjy class 419
clear method
of ooCollection class 95
clearParam method
of ooMap class 386
close method
of ooRefHandle(ooFDObj) classes 461
of ooRefHandle(ooObj) classes 488
collection method
of ooCollectionIterator class 108
commit method
of ooSession class 519
compact method
of ooTreeBasedCollection class 579
comparator method
of ooCollection class 96
compare method
of ooCompare class 121
comparisonArrayIsCompleteKey method
of ooTreeSetX class 618
comparisonArraySize method
of ooCompare class 123
contains method
of ooCollection class 96
of ooTreeListX class 599
of ooTreeSetX class 618
containsAll method
of ooCollection class 97
containsKey method
of ooHashMapX class 247
of ooTreeMapX class 608
containsValue method
of ooHashMapX class 248
of ooTreeMapX class 609
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convert method
of ooDate class 170
of ooDateTime class 186
of ooInterval class 292
of ooTime class 573
convertObjects method
of ooRefHandle(ooFDObj) classes 461
createSession method
of ooConnection class 130
createSessionPool method
of ooConnection class 133
cumulative method
of ooStatistics class 553
current method
of ooCollectionIterator class 109
currentIndex method
of ooCollectionIterator class 109
currentMrowMode method
of ooSession class 519
currentOpenMode method
of ooSession class 520
currentValue method
of ooCollectionIterator class 109

D
date method
of ooDateTime class 188
day method
of ooDate class 170
dayOfWeek method
of ooDate class 171
of ooDateTime class 188
dayOfYear method
of ooDate class 171
of ooDateTime class 188
days method
of ooInterval class 293
daysInMonth static method
of ooDate class 171
defaultAbortMode static method
of ooSession class 521
defaultAssociationArray method
of ooObj class 410
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defaultAutoRecover static method
of ooObjy class 420
defaultDowngradeMode static method
of ooSession class 521
defaultIndexMode static method
of ooSession class 521
defaultMrowMode static method
of ooSession class 522
defaultServerTimeout static method
of ooSession class 522
del_linkName method
of application-defined class 83
delete operator, see operator delete
delta method
of ooStatistics class 553
depth method
of ooTreeBasedCollection class 580
detach method
of ooSession class 523
directorySize method
of ooHashBasedCollection class 241
disable static method
of ooLockConflictException class 69
diskFormatAddressSize static method
of ooObjy class 421
diskFormatFromString static method
of ooObjy class 422
doesQualify method
of ObjectQualifier class 746
dumpCatalog method
of ooRefHandle(ooFDObj) classes 462
duration method
of ooInterval class 293

E
edgeClass method
of GraphView class 761, 763
elem method
of ooTVArrayT<element_type> classes 642
of ooVArrayT<element_type> classes 718
enableConfiguration static method
of ooObjy class 422
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enableConflictInfo static method
of ooLockConflictException class 70
enabled static method
of ooLockConflictException class 70
end method
of ooItr(appClass) classes 302
of ooItr(ooObj) class 313
err method
of ToolOutputSink class 812
errorInfo method
of ooKernelException class 67
excludeClass method
of GraphView class 760, 762
execute method
of Tool class 807
exist method
of ooRefHandle(ooFDObj) classes 463
exist_linkName method
of application-defined class 84
extend method
of ooTVArrayT<element_type> classes 642
of ooVArrayT<element_type> classes 718

F
fd method
of ooSession class 523
first method
of ooTreeBasedCollection class 580
forceAdd method
of ooMap class 386
fromDays method
of ooInterval class 293
fromHours method
of ooInterval class 293
fromMilliseconds method
of ooInterval class 294
fromMinutes method
of ooInterval class 294
fromSeconds method
of ooInterval class 295
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G
get method
of ooCollection class 97
of ooHashMapX class 248
of ooTreeBasedCollection class 580
of ooTreeListX class 599
of ooTreeMapX class 609
get_DB method
of ooId class 264
get_OC method
of ooId class 264
get_page method
of ooId class 264
get_slot method
of ooId class 264
getBoolean method
of ooConvertInObject class 146
getBooleanArray method
of oojArrayOfBoolean class 325
getChar method
of ooConvertInObject class 146
getChar16 method
of ooConvertInObject class 146
getChar32 method
of ooConvertInObject class 147
getCharacterArray method
of oojArrayOfCharacter class 329
getClientHostArch static method
of ooObjy class 425
getCombined method
of CombinedStringToolOutputSink class
811
getConflictInfo method
of ooLockConflictException class 70
getConnection method
of ooSession class 523
getConnection static method
of ooObjy class 425
getCurrent static method
of ooSession class 524
getDimensionsArray method
of oojArray class 321
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getDoubleArray method
of oojArrayOfDouble class 333
getErr method
of StringToolOutputSink class 812
getFinalStep method
of Path class 792
getFloat32 method
of ooConvertInObject class 147
getFloat64 method
of ooConvertInObject class 147
getFloatArray method
of oojArrayOfFloat class 337
getInt8 method
of ooConvertInObject class 148
getInt8Array method
of oojArrayOfInt8 class 341
getInt16 method
of ooConvertInObject class 148
getInt16Array method
of oojArrayOfInt16 class 345
getInt32 method
of ooConvertInObject class 148
getInt32Array method
of oojArrayOfInt32 class 349
getInt64 method
of ooConvertInObject class 149
getInt64Array method
of oojArrayOfInt64 class 353
getLockWait method
of ooSession class 524
getMillis method
of oojDate class 360
of oojTime class 366
of oojTimestamp class 371
getMsgHandler method
of ooSession class 524
getNameObj method
of ooRefHandle(ooObj) classes 488
getNameScope method
of ooRefHandle(ooObj) classes 489
getNanos method
of oojTimestamp class 372
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getNewBaseClass method
of ooConvertInOutObject class 156
getNewDataMember method
of ooConvertInOutObject class 156
getNoSync method
of ooSession class 524
getObjectArray method
of oojArrayOfObject class 357
getObjectCreationDiskFormat method
of ooConnection class 136
getObjName method
of ooRefHandle(ooObj) classes 489
getOldBaseClass method
of ooConvertInObject class 149
getOldDataMember method
of ooConvertInObject class 150
getOptimizeScanOrder method
of ooItr(appClass) class 302
of ooItr(ooObj) class 313
getOut method
of StringToolOutputSink class 812
getPredicate method
of PredicateQualifier class 801
getPurpose method
of Conditions class 738
getRelatedObjectId method
of Conditions class 739
getRelatedObjectTypeNumber method
of Conditions class 739
getServerTimeout method
of ooSession class 525
getSessionData method
of ooSession class 525
getSessionFromPool method
of ooConnection class 136
getStringValue method
of oojString class 364
getTargetId method
of ObjectIdQualifier class 790
getTargetType method
of CustomQualifier class 758
of ObjectIdQualifier class 790
of PredicateQualifier class 801
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getTransactionID method
of ooSession class 525
getUInt8 method
of ooConvertInObject class 150
getUInt16 method
of ooConvertInObject class 151
getUInt32 method
of ooConvertInObject class 151
getUInt64 method
of ooConvertInObject class 151
getWPredicate method
of PredicateQualifier class 801
goTo method
of ooCollectionIterator class 110
goToIndex method
of ooCollectionIterator class 111
goToLast method
of ooCollectionIterator class 111
GraphView class
constructor 761
excludeClass 765
excludeObject 766
includeClass 766
GraphView constructor 762
GraphView destructor 762

H
handleNavigatorFinished method
of NavigationResultHandler class 780
handleResultPath method
of NavigationResultHandler class 780
hash method
of ooCompare class 123
hasNext method
of ooCollectionIterator class 112
hasPrevious method
of ooCollectionIterator class 112
haveActiveTransaction method
of ooSession class 526
haveSessionPool method
of ooConnection class 137
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head method
of ooStringT<N> classes 561
of ooTVArrayT<element_type> classes 642
of ooUtf8String class 658
of ooUtf16String class 689
of ooUtf32String class 711
of ooVArrayT<element_type> classes 719
of ooVString class 731
of Path class 792
hotMode method
of ooTuner class 628
hour method
of ooDateTime class 188
of ooTime class 574
hours method
of ooInterval class 295

I
includeClass method
of GraphView class 760, 765
indexMode method
of ooTuner class 628
indexOf method
of ooTreeListX class 600
initializeThread static method
of ooObjy class 426
isAttached method
of ooSession class 526
isContainerUpdated method
of ooRefHandle(ooObj) classes 490
isEmpty method
of ooCollection class 98
isLeapYear static method
of ooDate class 171
isMember method
of ooMap class 387
isNull method
of ooDate class 171
of ooDateTime class 188
of ooId class 264
of ooInterval class 295
of ooRefHandle(ooObj) classes 490
of ooTime class 574
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isR9catalog method
of ooRefHandle(ooFDObj) classes 464
isSessionOwned method
of ooSessionData class 549
isValid method
of ooRefHandle(ooFDObj) classes 464
of ooRefHandle(ooObj) classes 490
iterator method
of ooCollection class 98

J
join method
of ooSession class 526

K
keyIterator method
of ooCollection class 99
kind method
of ooDateTime class 189
of ooTime class 574

L
largeObjectMemoryLimit method
of ooTuner class 629
last method
of ooTreeBasedCollection class 581
lastIndexOf method
of ooTreeListX class 600
leave method
of ooSession class 527
length method
of ooStringT<N> classes 561
of ooUtf8String class 659
of ooUtf16String class 689
of ooUtf32String class 711
of ooVString class 731
linkName method
of application-defined class 84
lock method
of ooRefHandle(ooFDObj) classes 464
of ooRefHandle(ooObj) classes 491
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lockNoProp method
of ooRefHandle(ooObj) classes 492
lockServerName method
of ooRefHandle(ooFDObj) classes 465
lockWait method
of ooTuner class 629
logDirectory method
of ooTuner class 630
logOptions method
of ooTuner class 630
lookup method
of ooMap class 387, 388
lookupObj method
of ooRefHandle(appClass) classes 448
of ooRefHandle(ooObj) classes 493

M
maxAvgDensity method
of ooMap class 389
microseconds method
of ooInterval class 295
millisecond method
of ooDateTime class 189
of ooTime class 574
milliseconds method
of ooInterval class 296
minute method
of ooDateTime class 189
of ooTime class 574
minutes method
of ooInterval class 296
month method
of ooDate class 171
of ooDateTime class 189

N
name method
of ooMapElem class 396
of ooRefHandle(ooFDObj) classes 465
of ooSession class 528
nameHashFunction static method
of ooMap class 389
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nameObj method
of ooRefHandle(ooObj) classes 493
Navigator constructor 784
Navigator destructor 787
nBin method
of ooMap class 389
negate method
of ooInterval class 296
nElement method
of ooMap class 389
nestCount method
of ooSession class 528
new operator, see operator new
next method
of ooCollectionIterator class 112
of ooItr(appClass) classes 303
of ooItr(ooObj) class 313
of ooMapItr class 401
nextIndex method
of ooCollectionIterator class 113
noLock method
of ooConnection class 137, 460
notEmpty method
of ooCollection class 99
now static method
of ooDateTime class 189
of ooTime class 574
number method
of ooRefHandle(ooFDObj) classes 465
numberOfAssociationsResized method
of ooInternalStatistics class 275
numberOfBufferReads method
of ooInternalStatistics class 276
numberOfBuffers method
of ooInternalStatistics class 276
numberOfContainersClosed method
of ooInternalStatistics class 276
numberOfContainersCreated method
of ooInternalStatistics class 276
numberOfContainersDeleted method
of ooInternalStatistics class 277
numberOfContainersOpened method
of ooInternalStatistics class 277
870

numberOfDatabasesClosed method
of ooInternalStatistics class 277
numberOfDatabasesCreated method
of ooInternalStatistics class 277
numberOfDatabasesDeleted method
of ooInternalStatistics class 277
numberOfDatabasesOpened method
of ooInternalStatistics class 277
numberOfDisassociations method
of ooInternalStatistics class 278
numberOfDiskReads method
of ooInternalStatistics class 278
numberOfFiles method
of ooTuner class 630
numberOfLargeBufferEntries method
of ooInternalStatistics class 278
numberOfNewAssociations method
of ooInternalStatistics class 279
numberOfNewOcbs method
of ooInternalStatistics class 279
numberOfNewPagesWritten method
of ooInternalStatistics class 279
numberOfObjectsClosed method
of ooInternalStatistics class 279
numberOfObjectsCreated method
of ooInternalStatistics class 280
numberOfObjectsDeleted method
of ooInternalStatistics class 280
numberOfObjectsNamed method
of ooInternalStatistics class 280
numberOfObjectsOpened method
of ooInternalStatistics class 280
numberOfOldPagesWritten method
of ooInternalStatistics class 280
numberOfPagesAddedToOcs method
of ooInternalStatistics class 281
numberOfSmObjectsCreated method
of ooInternalStatistics class 281
numberOfSmObjectsOpened method
of ooInternalStatistics class 281
numberOfTimesOcsExtended method
of ooInternalStatistics class 282
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numberOfTransactionAborts method
of ooInternalStatistics class 282
numberOfTransactionCheckpoints method
of ooInternalStatistics class 282
numberOfTransactionCommits method
of ooInternalStatistics class 282
numberOfTransactionStarts method
of ooInternalStatistics class 282
numberOfVarraysResized method
of ooInternalStatistics class 283

O
ObjectIdQualifier class
constructor 790
getTargetId 790
getTargetType 790
ObjectQualifier constructor 745
obtainedFromSessionPool method
of ooSession class 528
oid method
of ooMapElem class 396
onCollectionIteratorInitialize method
of ooEventListener class 210
onCollectionIteratorTerminate method
of ooEventListener class 210
onContainerClose method
of ooEventListener class 211
onContainerCreate method
of ooEventListener class 211
onContainerDelete method
of ooEventListener class 211
onContainerOpen method
of ooEventListener class 212
onContainerResize method
of ooEventListener class 212
onDatabaseClose method
of ooEventListener class 213
onDatabaseCreate method
of ooEventListener class 213
onDatabaseDelete method
of ooEventListener class 213
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onDatabaseOpen method
of ooEventListener class 213
onDatabaseResize method
of ooEventListener class 214
onFileCloseToOpenAnother method
of ooEventListener class 214
onHandleCreate method
of ooEventListener class 215
onHandleDelete method
of ooEventListener class 215
onIteratorDelete method
of ooEventListener class 216
onIteratorInitialize method
of ooEventListener class 215
onLargeObjectPageBufferPoolResize method
of ooEventListener class 217
onLargeObjectPagesCreate method
of ooEventListener class 217
onLargeObjectPagesDiscard method
of ooEventListener class 218
onLargeObjectPagesRead method
of ooEventListener class 219
onLargeObjectPagesWrite method
of ooEventListener class 219
onLogItem method
of ooLogListener class 378
onObjectClose method
of ooEventListener class 220
onObjectCreate method
of ooEventListener class 221
onObjectDelete method
of ooEventListener class 221
onObjectNamed method
of ooEventListener class 222
onObjectOpen method
of ooEventListener class 222
onObjectResize method
of ooEventListener class 223
onObjectUpdate method
of ooEventListener class 225
onOpenModeUpgrade method
of ooTransactionListener class 587
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onOpenModeUpgraded method
of ooTransactionListener class 587
onReopenFileIfNeeded method
of ooEventListener class 225
onSmallObjectPageCreate method
of ooEventListener class 226
onSmallObjectPageDiscard method
of ooEventListener class 227
onSmallObjectPagePoolResize method
of ooEventListener class 226
onSmallObjectPageRead method
of ooEventListener class 228
onSmallObjectPageWrite method
of ooEventListener class 228
onTransAbort method
of ooEventListener class 228
onTransactionAbort method
of ooTransactionListener class 588
onTransactionAborted method
of ooTransactionListener class 588
onTransactionBegin method
of ooTransactionListener class 588
onTransactionBegun method
of ooTransactionListener class 589
onTransactionCheckpoint method
of ooTransactionListener class 589
onTransactionCheckpointed method
of ooTransactionListener class 590
onTransactionCommit method
of ooTransactionListener class 590
onTransactionCommitted method
of ooTransactionListener class 590
onTransactionFinished method
of ooTransactionListener class 590
onTransBegin method
of ooEventListener class 229
onTransFinishCommit method
of ooEventListener class 229
onTransStartCommit method
of ooEventListener class 229
onVarrayClose method
of ooEventListener class 229
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onVarrayCreate method
of ooEventListener class 230
onVarrayDelete method
of ooEventListener class 231
onVarrayOpen method
of ooEventListener class 231
onVarrayResize method
of ooEventListener class 232
ooDate constructor 166
ooDateTime constructor 177
ooDelete function 33, 404
ooDeleteNoProp function 34
ooErrorLineLength function 38
ooGetPermitReadAhead function 39
ooGetPermitSparseDbFiles function 39
ooGetTypeN method
of ooObj class 410
ooGetTypeName method
of ooObj class 411
ooHandle(appClass) constructor 442, 443
ooHandle(ooFDObj) constructor 458
ooHandle(ooObj) constructor 481
ooHashMapX constructor 246
ooHashSetX constructor 253
ooId constructor 261
ooInlineAssociation macro 41
ooInterval constructor 288
ooIsKindOf method
of ooObj class 411
ooItr(appClass) constructor 302
ooItr(ooObj) constructor 312
oojArrayOfBoolean constructor 324
oojArrayOfCharacter constructor 328
oojArrayOfDouble constructor 332
oojArrayOfFloat constructor 336
oojArrayOfInt8 constructor 340
oojArrayOfInt16 constructor 344
oojArrayOfInt32 constructor 348
oojArrayOfInt64 constructor 352
oojArrayOfObject constructor 357
oojDate constructor 360
oojString constructor 364
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oojTime constructor 366
oojTimestamp constructor 371
ooLocalSessionUse constructor 374
ooLocalSessionUse destructor 374
ooLocalThread constructor 376
ooLocalThread destructor 376
ooMap constructor 384
ooMapItr constructor 400
ooObj constructor 406
ooOpenContainers function 46
ooPermitReadAhead function 47
ooPermitSparseDbFiles function 47
ooRef(appClass) constructor 443
ooRef(ooFDObj) constructor 458
ooRef(ooObj) constructor 482
ooSession destructor 514
ooSessionData constructor 549
ooStringT<N> constructor 558
ooThis method
of application-defined class 87
of ooObj class 412
ooTime constructor 567
ooTransactionListener constructor 587
ooTreeListX constructor 596
ooTreeMapX constructor 606
ooTreeSetX constructor 616
ooTVArrayT<element_type> constructor 640
ooTypeN macro 52
ooTypeName function 53
ooUpdate method
of ooObj class 413
ooUpdateIndexes function 54
ooUtf8CharacterIterator constructor 647
ooUtf8Iterator constructor 663
ooUtf8String constructor 653
ooUtf16CharacterIterator constructor 669
ooUtf16Iterator constructor 675
ooUtf16String constructor 683
ooUtf32CharacterIterator constructor 693
ooUtf32Iterator constructor 697
ooUtf32String constructor 705
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ooValidate method
of ooObj class 413
ooVArrayT<element_type> constructor 716
ooVString constructor 726
open method
of ooRefHandle(ooObj) classes 494
openMode method
of ooRefHandle(ooFDObj) classes 466
of ooRefHandle(ooObj) classes 495
operator *
of ooUtf8CharacterIterator class 647
of ooUtf8Iterator class 663
of ooUtf16CharacterIterator class 669
of ooUtf16Iterator class 675
of ooUtf32CharacterIterator class 693
of ooUtf32Iterator class 697
operator appClass*
of ooHandle(appClass) classes 447
operator const char *
of ooException class 65
of ooStringT<N> classes 561
of ooUtf8String class 658
of ooVString class 731
operator const ooChar16 *
of ooUtf16String class 689
operator const ooChar32 *
of ooUtf32String class 711
operator delete
of ooObj class 407
operator int
of ooId class 263
of ooRef(ooObj) class 486
operator new
of ooObj class 408
operator ooId&
of ooHandle(appClass) classes 448
operator ooObj*
of ooHandle(ooObj) class 486
operator ooVString
of ooStringT<N> classes 561
operator[]
of ooStringT<N> classes 559
of ooTVArrayT<element_type> classes 641
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of ooUtf8String class 654
of ooUtf16String class 684
of ooUtf32String class 706
of ooVArrayT<element_type> classes 717
of ooVString class 727
operator+
of ooDate class 167
of ooDateTime class 181
of ooInterval class 291
of ooTime class 569
operator++
of ooUtf8CharacterIterator class 648
of ooUtf8Iterator class 665
of ooUtf16CharacterIterator class 670
of ooUtf16Iterator class 676
of ooUtf32CharacterIterator class 694
of ooUtf32Iterator class 698
operator+=
of ooStringT<N> classes 559
of ooUtf8String class 654
of ooUtf16String class 684
of ooUtf32String class 706
of ooVString class 727
operatorof ooDate class 168
of ooDateTime class 181
of ooInterval class 291
of ooTime class 569
operator->
of ooRefHandle(appClass) classes 444
of ooRefHandle(ooObj) classes 482
operator*
of ooHandle(appClass) classes 445
of ooHandle(ooObj) class 483
operator=
of Conditions class 738
of ooId class 262
of ooMapItr class 401
of ooRefHandle(appClass) classes 446
of ooRefHandle(ooFDObj) classes 459
of ooRefHandle(ooObj) classes 484
of ooStringT<N> classes 559
of ooTVArrayT<element_type> classes 641
of ooUtf8CharacterIterator class 647
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of ooUtf8Iterator class 664
of ooUtf8String class 655
of ooUtf16CharacterIterator class 669
of ooUtf16Iterator class 675
of ooUtf16String class 685
of ooUtf32CharacterIterator class 693
of ooUtf32Iterator class 697
of ooUtf32String class 707
of ooVArrayT<element_type> classes 717
of ooVString class 727
operator==
global, for ooUtf8String objects 655
global, for ooUtf16String objects 686
global, for ooUtf32String objects 708
global, for ooVString objects 728
of ooDate class 168
of ooDateTime class 182
of ooId class 262
of ooInterval class 291
of ooRefHandle(ooObj) classes 485
of ooStringT<N> classes 560
of ooTime class 569
of ooUtf8CharacterIterator class 648
of ooUtf8Iterator class 664
of ooUtf16CharacterIterator class 670
of ooUtf16Iterator class 676
of ooUtf32CharacterIterator class 694
of ooUtf32Iterator class 698
operator!=
global, for ooUtf8String objects 656
global, for ooUtf16String objects 686
global, for ooUtf32String objects 708
global, for ooVString objects 728
of ooDate class 168
of ooDateTime class 182
of ooId class 263
of ooInterval class 291
of ooRefHandle(ooObj) classes 485
of ooStringT<N> classes 560
of ooTime 570
of ooUtf8CharacterIterator class 648
of ooUtf8String class 664
of ooUtf16CharacterIterator class 670
of ooUtf16Iterator class 676
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of ooUtf32CharacterIterator class 694
of ooUtf32Iterator class 698
operator<
global, for ooUtf16String objects 687
global, for ooUtf32String objects 709
global, for ooUtf8String objects 656
global, for ooVString objects 729
of ooDate class 168
of ooDateTime class 182
of ooInterval class 291
of ooTime class 570
operator<=
global, for ooUtf16String objects 687
global, for ooUtf32String objects 709
global, for ooUtf8String objects 657
global, for ooVString objects 729
of ooDate class 168
of ooDateTime class 182
of ooInterval class 292
of ooTime class 570
operator>
global, for ooUtf8String objects 657
global, for ooUtf16String objects 688
global, for ooUtf32String objects 710
global, for ooVString objects 730
of ooDate class 169
of ooDateTime class 182
of ooInterval class 292
of ooTime class 570
operator>=
global, for ooUtf8String objects 658
global, for ooUtf16String objects 688
global, for ooUtf32String objects 710
global, for ooVString objects 730
of ooDate class 169
of ooDateTime class 183
of ooInterval class 292
of ooTime class 570
optimizeScanOrder method
of ooItr(appClass) class 303
of ooItr(ooObj) class 314
out method
of ToolOutputSink class 813
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P
pageSize method
of ooRefHandle(ooFDObj) classes 466
parallelScan method
of ooItr(appClass) class 304
of ooItr(ooObj) class 314, 315
percentGrow method
of ooMap class 389
poolName method
of ooSession class 528
poolSessionCacheInitialPages method
of ooTuner class 631
poolSessionCacheMaxPages method
of ooTuner class 631
poolSessionHotMode method
of ooTuner class 632
poolSessionLargeObjectMemoryLimit
method
of ooTuner class 632
poolSessionLockWait method
of ooTuner class 633
PredicateQualifier constructor 800
previous method
of ooCollectionIterator class 113
previousIndex method
of ooCollectionIterator class 113
print method
of ooId class 265
of ooRefHandle(ooFDObj) classes 466
of ooRefHandle(ooObj) classes 495
printStat method
of ooMap class 389
priority method
of ooTransactionListener class 591
ptr method
of ooRefHandle(appClass) classes 449
of ooRefHandle(ooObj) classes 496
put method
of ooHashMapX class 249
of ooTreeMapX class 610
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Q
qualify method
of CustomQualifier class 758

R
recover method
of ooSession class 529
refEnable method
of ooMap class 390
refresh method
of ooCollection class 99
refreshOpenContainer method
of ooRefHandle(ooObj) classes 497
regMsgHandler method
of ooSession class 529
rehash method
of ooMap class 390
releaseFiles method
of ooSession class 530
releaseReadLock method
of ooRefHandle(ooObj) classes 498
remove method
of ooCollection class 100
of ooCollectionIterator class 114
of ooMap class 391
of ooTreeListX class 601
of ooTreeSetX class 619
removeAll method
of ooCollection class 101
removeAllDeleted method
of ooCollection class 101
removeRange method
of ooTreeListX class 601
removeTransactionListener method
of ooSession class 530
replace method
of ooMap class 391, 392
reportErrors method
of ooException class 65
of ooKernelException class 68
reset method
of ooCollectionIterator class 115
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resize member function
of ooUtf16String class 690
of ooUtf32String class 711
resize method
of ooStringT<N> classes 562
of ooTVArrayT<element_type> classes 643
of ooUtf8String class 659
of ooVArrayT<element_type> classes 719
of ooVString class 731
retainAll method
of ooCollection class 102
returnSessionToPool method
of ooSession class 531

S
scan method
of ooItr(appClass) classes 305
of ooItr(ooObj) class 316
second method
of ooDateTime class 189
of ooTime class 574
seconds method
of ooInterval class 296
sessionPoolHardLimit method
of ooTuner class 634
sessionPoolSoftLimit method
of ooTuner class 634
sessionPoolWait method
of ooTuner class 635
set method
of ooCollectionIterator class 115
of ooTreeListX class 602
of ooTVArrayT<element_type> classes 643
of ooVArrayT<element_type> classes 720
set_DB method
of ooId class 265
set_linkName method
of application-defined class 88
set_nameHashFunction static method
of ooMap class 392
set_OC method
of ooId class 265
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set_oid method
of ooMapElem class 397
set_page method
of ooId class 265
set_refEnable method
of ooMap class 393
set_slot method
of ooId class 266
setBoolean method
of ooConvertInOutObject class 157
setBoolVarValue method
of ObjectQualifier class 746
setBufferSpace method
of ooSession class 532
setCapacity method
of ooDefaultAssocArray class 194
of ooInlineVArray class 270
setChar method
of ooConvertInOutObject class 157
setChar16 method
of ooConvertInOutObject class 158
setChar32 method
of ooConvertInOutObject class 158
setClassVarValueByName method
of ObjectQualifier class 747
setClassVarValueByType method
of ObjectQualifier class 747
setComparisonArrayFromKey method
of ooCompare class 124
setComparisonArrayFromObject method
of ooCompare class 125
setConnectRetries method
of ooSession class 533
setConversion method
of ooRefHandle(ooFDObj) classes 467
setDateTimeVarValue method
of ObjectQualifier class 748
setDateVarValue method
of ObjectQualifier class 748
setDefaultAbortMode static method
of ooSession class 534
setDefaultAutoRecover static method
of ooObjy class 427
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setDefaultDowngradeMode static method
of ooSession class 534
setDefaultIndexMode static method
of ooSession class 535
setDefaultMrowMode static method
of ooSession class 535
setDefaultServerTimeout static method
of ooSession class 536
setErrorFile method
of ooSession class 537
setEventListener method
of ooSession class 537
setFloat32 method
of ooConvertInOutObject class 158
setFloat32VarValue method
of ObjectQualifier class 749
setFloat64 method
of ooConvertInOutObject class 159
setFloat64VarValue method
of ObjectQualifier class 749
setFromUtf8 method
of ooUtf16String class 690
of ooUtf32String class 712
setId method
of ooRefHandle(ooObj) classes 499
setInt8 method
of ooConvertInOutObject class 159
setInt16 method
of ooConvertInOutObject class 159
setInt32 method
of ooConvertInOutObject class 160
setInt64 method
of ooConvertInOutObject class 160
setIntervalVarValue method
of ObjectQualifier class 750
setIntVarValue method
of ObjectQualifier class 750
setLockWait method
of ooSession class 538
setLoggingOptions static method
of ooObjy class 428
setLogListener method
of ooSession class 538
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setMainLogListener static method
of ooObjy class 429
setMillis method
of oojDate class 361
of oojTime class 367
of oojTimestamp class 372
setNanos method
of oojTimestamp class 372
setNoSync method
of ooSession class 539
setObjectCreationDiskFormat method
of ooConnection class 138
setPurpose method
of Conditions class 739
setRefVarValue method
of ObjectQualifier class 751
setRelatedObject method
of Conditions class 739
setSchemaUpgradeMode method
of ooSession class 540
setServerTimeout method
of ooSession class 541
setSessionData method
of ooSession class 541
setStringVarValue method
of ObjectQualifier class 751
setTimeVarValue method
of ObjectQualifier class 752
setTuner method
of ooObjy class 430
setTuner static method
of ooObjy class 196
setUInt8 method
of ooConvertInOutObject class 160
setUInt16 method
of ooConvertInOutObject class 161
setUInt32 method
of ooConvertInOutObject class 161
setUInt64 method
of ooConvertInOutObject class 161
setUIntVarValue method
of ObjectQualifier class 752
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setWStringVarValue method
of ObjectQualifier class 753
shutdown static method
of ooObjy class 430
size method
of ooCollection class 103
of ooDefaultAssocArray class 194
of ooInlineVArray class 270
of ooTVArrayT<element_type> classes 644
of ooVArrayT<element_type> classes 720
of Path class 793
snapShot method
of ooSession class 542
sprint method
of ooId class 266
of ooRefHandle(ooFDObj) classes 468
of ooRefHandle(ooObj) classes 499
start method
of Navigator class 787
startInternalLS method
of ooConnection class 139
startStatistics method
of ooSession class 544
startTimer method
of ooSession class 544
startup static method
of ooObjy class 431
stop method
of Navigator class 788
stopInternalLS method
of ooConnection class 140
stopStatistics method
of ooSession class 545
stopTimer method
of ooSession class 545
stringFromDiskFormat static method
of ooObjy class 432
sub_linkName method
of application-defined class 88
subscript operator
of Path class 792
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T
terminateThread static method
of ooObjy class 432
ticks method
of ooDateTime class 190
of ooInterval class 297
of ooTime class 575
tidy method
of ooRefHandle(ooFDObj) classes 468
timeOfDay method
of ooDateTime class 190
today static method
of ooDate class 172
of ooDateTime class 190
totalDays method
of ooInterval class 297
totalHours method
of ooInterval class 297
totalMinutes method
of ooInterval class 297
totalSeconds method
of ooInterval class 297
tuner static method
of ooObjy class 433
typeN method
of ooRefHandle(ooFDObj) classes 469
of ooRefHandle(ooObj) classes 500
typeName method
of ooRefHandle(ooFDObj) classes 469
of ooRefHandle(ooObj) classes 501

upgradeOpenMode method
of ooSession class 545
usedIndexes method
of ooItr(appClass) class 307
of ooItr(ooObj) class 318
utcNow static method
of ooDateTime class 190
of ooTime class 575

V
valueIterator method
of ooCollection class 103

W
what method
of ooException class 66
of ooKernelException class 68

Y
year method
of ooDate class 172
of ooDateTime class 190

U
unnameObj method
of ooRefHandle(ooObj) classes 501
update method
of ooRefHandle(ooObj) classes 501
of ooStatistics class 554
of ooTVArrayT<element_type> classes 644
of ooVArrayT<element_type> classes 720
upgradeObjects method
of ooRefHandle(ooFDObj) classes 470, 540
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Types, Constants, and Data Members Index
This index lists non-class types, constants, and public data members. For a list of topics
that are discussed in this book, see Topic Index. For an alphabetical list of classes, see
Classes Index. For a list of methods, see Methods, Functions, and Macros Index.

A

F

attribute data member of PathStep class 797

float32 type 26
float64 type 26

C
char type 26

D
d_Boolean type 26
d_Char type 26
d_Double type 26
d_Float type 26
d_Long type 26
d_Octet type 26
d_Short type 26
d_ULong type 26
d_UShort type 26
DayOfWeek type of ooDate class 166

E
edgeClass data member of PathStep class 797
edgeObject data member of PathStep class
797
exceptionErrorIndex data member of
ooKernelException class 67

I
int8 type 26
int16 type 26
int32 type 26
int64 type 26

K
Kind type of ooTime class 566

N
NONE constant 767
noOfErrors data member of
ooKernelException class 67

O
ooAccessMode type 30
ooAMSUsage type 31
ooBoolean type 31
ooc_<unixArchitectureName> constants 35
ooc_win32 constant 35
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ooc_win64 constant 35
oocAll constant 30
oocAllInfo constant 49
oocAMSOnly constant 31
oocAMSPreferred constant 31
oocAscending constant 50
oocCachePagesInfo constant 49
oocContainer constant 49
oocContainersInfo constant 49
oocCSV constant 40
oocDatabase constant 49
oocDatabaseInfo constant 49
oocDefaultAssocVArray constant 209
oocDescending constant 50
oocDowngradeAll constant 36
oocError constant 51
oocExplicitUpdate constant 40
oocFalse constant 31
oocFatalError constant 37
oocFederation constant 48
oocHandleToNull constant 39
oocHandleToOID constant 39
ooChar type 30, 31
ooChar16 type 32
ooChar32 type 32
oocHeaderInfo constant 49
oocHostLocal constant 38
oocInlineAssocVArray constant 210
oocInsensitive constant 40
oocInValidTransId constant 51
oocIterateElements constant 209
oocIterateMapKeys constant 209
oocIterateMapValues constant 209
oocLocal constant 567
oocLockRead constant 42
oocLockUpdate constant 42
oocLogAll constant 43
oocLogMain constant 43
oocLogNone constant 44
oocLogOther constant 44
oocLogSession constant 44
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oocLogTransactionStatistics constant 44
oocLogTransactionTiming constant 44
oocMROW constant 45
oocNative constant 38
oocNoAMS constant 31
oocNoDowngrade constant 36
oocNoError constant 37
oocNoInfo constant 49
oocNoMROW constant 44
oocNoOpen constant 44
oocNormalVArray constant 209
oocNoWait constant 55
oocObjectsInfo constant 50
ooCollectionIterationKind type of
ooEventListener class 209
ooConflictInfo type 32
ooConvertFunction function-pointer type 33
oocPrintRecentPages constant 50
oocPublic constant 30
oocRead constant 44
oocReadable constant 40
oocRecent constant 50
oocSensitive constant 40
oocSessionInfo constant 49
oocShadowPagesInfo constant 50
oocSuccess constant 51
oocSystemError constant 37
oocTrue constant 31
oocUnspecified constant 567
oocUpdate constant 44
oocUserError constant 37
oocUtc constant 566
oocVarraysInfo constant 50
oocWait constant 55
oocWarning constant 37
ooDiskFormat type 35
ooDowngradeMode type 36
ooErrorInfo type 36
ooErrorLevel type 37
ooFileNameFormat type 38
ooFloat32 type 39
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ooFloat64 type 39
ooHandleMode type 39
ooIndexMode type 40
ooInfoFormat type 40
ooInt8 type 41
ooInt16 type 41
ooInt32 type 42
ooInt64 type 42
ooLockMode type 42
ooLockStatEntry type 42
ooLogOptions type 43
ooMode type 44
ooMsgHandlerPtr function-pointer type 45
ooNameHashFuncPtr function-pointer type
46
ooResourceType type 48
ooSnapShotInfo type 49
ooSortOrder type 50
ooStatus type 51
ooTransId type 51
ooTransInfo type 51
ooTypeNumber type 53
ooUInt8 type 53
ooUInt16 type 53
ooUInt32 type 54
ooUInt64 type 54
ooVArrayType type of ooEventListener class
209
ooVoidFuncPtr function-pointer type 54

U
uint8 type 26
uint16 type 26
uint32 type 26
uint64 type 26

R
relatedClass data member of PathStep class
798
relatedObject data member of PathStep class
798

S
SIMPLE_BREADTH_FIRST constant 767
SIMPLE_DEPTH_FIRST constant 767
startingObject data member of PathStep class
793
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